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THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE GREEKS 
IN ITS 

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT. 

THE PRE-SOCRATIC PHILOSOPHY. 

§ II. HERACLEITUS, EMPEDOCLES, THE ATOMISTS, ANAXAGORAS. 

I. HERAOLEITUS.1 

1. The general standpoint and fundamental conceptions of 
the doctrine of Heracleitus. 

WHILE in the Eleatic School the doctrine of the Unity 
of all Being had led to the denial of the possibility of 
plurality and Becoming, contemporaneously 2 with that 

1 Schleiermacher, Herakleitos 
der Dunkle, etc. ; Mus. d. Alter
thumsw. i. 1807, p. 313 sqq. (now 
in Schleiermacher's Werke, 3 Abth. 
i. 1 sqq.) ; Bernays, Heraclitea, 
Bonn, 1848 ; ibid. Rhein. 11:fus. 
N. F. vii. 90 sqq., ix. 241 sqq.; ibid. 
Die Heraklitisehen Bri~fe, Berl. 
1869 ; Lassalle, Die Philosophie 
Hera.kleitos des ]J.ztnkeln, 1858, 
2 vols. ; Gladisch, Herakleitos und 
Zoroaster, 1859 ; Schuster, Hera
kleitos van Ephesus, 1873; Teich
miiller, Nezte Stud. z. Geseh. d. 
Begrijfe. 1. H. Herakleitos, 1876. 

2 In Diog. ix. 1, the prime of 

VOL. II. 

Heracleitus,Js placed in the 6£th 
Olympiad (.!04-500 B.c.), no doubt 
on the authority of Apollodorus, 
who takes his dates almost en
tirely from Eratosthenes. Similarly, 
EusAb. Ohron. gives 01. 70; Syn
cellus, p. 283, C. 01. 70, 1. He is 
described as a contemporary of Da
rius I. in the interpolated letters 
(Diog. ix. I 3, cf. Clemens, Strom. 
i. 30:l B; Epictet. Enchfrid. 21 ), 
in which that prince invites him to 
his court, and Heracleitus declines 
the invitation. Eusebius, however, 
and Syncellus, p. 254 0, place his 
prime in 01. 80, 2; ad. 81, 2; in the 

n 
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2 HERACLEITUS. 

school there arose in Asia Minor, at the opposite pole 
of the Greek civilised world, a system which developed 

80th or 81st Olympiad, and this 
statement seems to derive confirma
tion from the fact that, according 
to Strabo, xiv. 1, i. 25, p. 642 (in 
comparison with his evidence no 
weight can be attached to the 8th 
of the so-called Heraclitean letters, 
p. 82, Bern.), Hermodorus the Ephe
sian, who, we are told by Pliny, H. 
Nat. xxxiv. 5, 21, and Pomponius, 
Digest. i. 1, tit. 2, /. 2, § 4, assisted 
the Roman decemYiri in their legis
lation (01. 81, 4; 452 B.c.), was no 
other than the friend of Heraclei
tus, whose banishment the philoso· 
pher could not forgi rn his country· 
men. (Strabo /,, c., Diog. ix. 2, &c.; 
Yide infra.) From this Hermann in
ferred (De Pkilos. Ionic. !Etatt. p. 
10, 22), and Schwegler agrees with 
him (Rom. Gesch. iii. 20; otherwise 
in Gesch. d. Griech. Pliil. 20, Riist
lin's edition, where also, p. 79, the 
reference of Parmenides to Hera· 
cleitus, which Bernays conjec· 
tured, but which is irreconcile
a ble with Hermann's computation, 
is admit oed) that Heracleitus was 
born about OJ. 67 (510 B.c.) and 
died about 01. 82 ( 450 B.C.). I 
have shown, however, in my trea
tise De Hermodoro Ephesio et 
Hermod. Plat. (Marb. 1859), p. () 
sqq. that this opinion is not justi
fiable. The statement of Euse
bius repeated by Syncellus is in 
itself not nearly so trustworthy 
as that of Diogenes, taken from 
Apollodorus ; Hermann urges in 
its favour that Eusebius determines 
the date of Anaxagoras and Demo
critus more accurately than Apol
lodorus, but this is not the case. 
On the contrary, the statement 
loses all weight by its glaring 

contradiction with the earlier 
utterances of the same author. 
Where Eusebius found the state· 
ment, and on what it is based, we 
do not know ; but if we remember 
that the prime of Heracleitus (not 
his death, as Hermann says: the 
words are clarus habebatiir, co,q· 
noseebat1tr, o/iKµ.a(e) is here made 
to coincide almost exactly with the 
legislation of the decemviri, it 
appears probable that it arose from 
the supposition that Hermodorns, 
the friend of Heracleitus, entered 
into connection with the decemviri 
immediately after his b~nishment, 
and that his banishment coincided 
with the ti.Kul, of the philosopher. 
Now the assertion of Diogenes can 
hardly be founded upon any accu
rate chronological tradition ; it is 
far more likely (as Diels acknow
ledges, Rh. Mus. xxxi. 33 sq.) that 
its author knew only of the gene
ral statement that Heracleitus had 
been a contemporary of Darius I., 
and that in accordance with this, he 
placed his prime in the 69th Olym
piad; i.e. in the middle of Darius's 
reign (01. 64, 3-73, 4). But that 
this theory is at any rate approxi
mately correct, and that the death 
of Heracleitus cannot he placed 
later than 470-478 B.C., we find ex
tremely likely for other reasons. 
For though we may not lay much 
stress on the circumstance that, 
according to Sotion, ap. Diog. ix. 5, 
Heracleitus was regarded by many 
as a pupil of Xenophanes, the allu
sion to him by Epicharmus, which 
we haye found probable vol. i. p. 532, 
would imply that his doctrine was 
known in Sicily as early as 470 B.c.; 
and since he himself instances as 
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HIS DATE AND LIFE. 3 

the same presupposition in a contrary direction, and 
regarded the one Being as something purely in motion 
and subject to perpetual change and separation. The 
author of this system is Heracleitus.1 

mei:; to whom varied knowledge has 
not brought wisdom, only Xeno
phanes, Pythazoras and Hecatreus 
in acldition to Hesiod, this looks as 
if the later philosopher, and espe
cially his antipodes Parmenides, 
were unknown to him. Moreover, 
the statements about Hermodorus 
do not by any means compel us to 
reg,nd Heracleitus as later. For 
first, the theory that Hermodorus, 
who took part in the decemvirs' 
legislation, was the same person 
as the friend of Heracleitus is 
not based even by Strabo (as I 
have shown, l. c. p. 15) on trust
worthy tradition, but merely on a 
probable conjecture; and secondly, 
we have no reason to assume that 
Hermodorus was of the same age 
as Heracleitus. Supposing him to 
have heen 20 or 25 years younger, 
it, would be qmte possible to admit 
his participation in the lawgiving 
of the decemviri, without on that 
account altering the date of Hera
clei tus' death to the middle of the 
fifth century. We certainly cannot 
place the banishment of Hermo
dorus and the composition of Hera
cleitus' work earlier than 478 B.C., 

for the rise of democracy at Ephesus 
would scarcely h,we been possible 
before the deliverance from the 
Persian dominion. On the other 
hand this event may have given 
rise to the deliverance. Both 
theories are compatible with that 
supposition : on the one hand, that 
Heracleitus died in 475 B.c.; on 
the other, that Hermodorus as
sisted the decemviri in 452 B.C. 

Aristotle fixes the age of Hera
cleitus at 60, if the reading of the 
m,muscri~ts in D\og. vii(. 52, be 
correct: Ap,uror<ArJS -yap cxvrbv 
(Empedocles) fr, re 'Hpa.1<AELrov 
€~1,,covTa ?-rWv c/J"fl<rL TETel\.eVTrJKEvm. 
Sturz, however, instMd of 'Hpd,c
i\eLrov reads 'Hpcx1<Aelo11,, and Cobet 
has admitted this conjecture, which 
is favourably regarded by many 
authorities (more than a conjecture 
he does not consider it), into the 
text. It does not commend itself 
to me as indispensable ; for it is 
perfectly conceivable that Aristotle 
may have connected the two men 
together in reference to their age, 
and the biographer of Empedocles, 
here referred to by Diogenes (that 
these words, as well as the context, 
are derived from Apollodorus seems 
to me doubtful, in spite of the ob
servations of Diels, Rh. Mus. xxxiii. 
38), may have also quoted what he 
had taken the opportunity to say 
about Heracleitus, in the same 
way that in § 55 Philolaus is 
mentioned with Heracleitus. On 
the other hand it is very possible 
that 'Hpd1<AeLTov may have been a 
mistake for 'Hpa1</l.e£071s; and we 
must therefore leave this question 
undecided like many others respect
ing the chronology of Heracleitus. 

1 The native city of Heraclei
tus, according to the unanimous 
testimony of the ancients, was 
Ephesus. Metupontum is substi
tuted by Justin, Cohort. c. 3, but 
this is merely a hasty inference 
from a passage in which Herac
leitus is named in connection with 

B 2 
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4 HERA CLEITUS. 

The doctrine of Heracleitus,1 like that of the 

Hippasus of Metapontum ; as was 
customary, in accordance with 
Arist. Metaph. i. 3, 984 a, 7. His 
father, according to Diog. ix. 1, &c., 
was called Blyson, but others name 
him Heracion (whom Schuster, p. 
362 sq., conjectures to have been his 
grandfather). That he belonged to 
a family of position is evident from 
the statement of Antisthenes, ap. 
Diog. ix. 6, that he resigned the 
dignity of /3a,n/l.evs to his younger 
brother ; for this was an office 
hereditary in the family of An
droclus, the Codrid, founder of 
Ephesus (Strabo, xiv. 1, 3, p. 632; 
Bernays, Heracldea, 31 sq.). He 
held decidedly aristocratic opinions 
(vide inJra), while his fellow-citi
zens were democrats ; this explains 
why his friend Hermodorus should 
have been exiled (Diog. ix. 2) 
and he himself regarded with little 
favour (Demetr. ibid. 15). The 
persecution for atheism, however, 
which Christian authors infer from 
this (Justin. Apol. i. 46; Apol. ii. 
8; Athenag. Supplic. 31, 27), is 
perhaps wholly derived from the 
fourth Heraclitean letter ( cf. Ber
nays, H,rakl. Er. 35), and is ren
dered improbable by the silence of 
all ancient authorities. Concerning 
the last illness and death of Hem
cleitus all kinds of unauthenticated 
and sometimes contradictorv stories 
are to be found in Diog. ix~ 3 sqq., 
Tatian, C. Grmc. c. 3, and elsewhere 
(cf. Bernays, Herald. Briefe, p. 55 
sq.). If they have any historical 
foundation (Schnster thinks, p. 
217, they may have a good deal), we 
cannot now discover it. Lassalle's 
opinion (i. 42), that they arose 
merely from a mythical symbolising 
of the doctrine of the passage of 
opposites into one another, appears 

to me far-fetched. The disposition 
of Heracleitus is described by 
Theophrastus as melancholy (ap. 
lJiog. ix. 6; cf. Pliny, H. 1'{. vii. 
19, 80), and this is confirmed by 
the fragments of his writings. But 
the anecdotes which Diogenes (ix. 
3 sq.) relates concerning his misan
thropy are worthless ; not to speak 
of the absurd assertion that he 
wept, and Democritus laughed, over 
everyching (Lucian, Vit. Auct. c. 
13; Hippolyt. Eqfut. ;. 4; Sen. 
De Ira, ii. 10, 5; Ttanqu. An. 15, 
2, &c.). As to any instructors 
that he may ham had, ordinary 
tradition seems entirely ignomnt; 
which proves that the ancients 
(Clemens, Strom. i. 300 c, sqq. ; 
Diog. ix. 1 ; Pro(J!m. 13 sqq.; 
similarly Galen, c. 2) found it im
possible to connect him with any 
school. It is, therefore, manifestly 
an error to represent him as a 
pupil of Xenophanes, which is 
done by Sotion, ap. Diog. ix. 5, or 
as a scholar of Hippasus, which 
is asserted by another account ( ap. 
Suid. 'Hpcl1<11..), probably a miscon
ception of Arist. Metaph. i. 3 ; or to 
connect him, as Hippolytus does, 
loc. cit., with the l'ythagorean 
o,aooxfi. But that he claimed to 
have learned everything from him
self, to have known nothing i11 'his 
youth and all things afterwards 
(Diog. ix. 5; Stob. Floril. 21, 7; 
Procl. in Tim. l 06 E ), seems 
merely an inference from some 
misapprehended utterances in his 
works. 

1 Our most trustworthy source 
of information in regard to the doc
trine of Heracleitus is to be found 
in the fragments of his own work. 
This work was written in Ionic 
prose, and according to Diog. ix. 5, 
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HIS WORK 5 

Eleatics, developed itself in express contradiction to 

12; Clem. Strom. v. 571 C, bore 
the title ,repl q,v<fews. We are told 
in Diog. ix. 5 that it was divided 
into three 7'6-yo,, ds re rliv 1repl rov 
,rav'TOs Ka.l T0v 1roA.tTtKOv Kal 8eo
?co-y11,6v. It is q,iite possible (as 
Schuster remarks, p. 48 sqq. in op
position to Schleiermacher, Werke 
z. Phil. ii. 25 sqq.) that the work 
may hm·e contained several sec
tions, each devoted to a par
ticular subject; 11,nd this may be 
bronght into connection with the 
fact that, according to Diog. 12, it 
also bore the title of Mov<fa1; if, 
like Sl'huster, p. 57, we think 
of the three muses of the older 
mythology. (On the other hand, 
two more titles are given in Diog. 
12, which are certainly Rpurious ; 
cf. Bernays' He1·acleit. 8 sq.) But 
there is no doubt that the Mov,rn, 
originate with Plato, Soph. 242 
D; not (as Sehuster, p. 329, 2, is 
inclined to suppose) with Bera
cleitus ; and the names of the three 
sections given by Diogenes (as 
Schuster observes, p. 54 sq.) with 
the Alexandrian catalogues, and 
that these names correctly described 
the contents of the work is quite 
uncertain, as is proved, among 
other e,·idence, by the double titles 
of the Platonic dialogues. The 
fragments we possess contain very 
little that could be assigned to the 
secund section, and still less that is 
appropriate to the third, if the for
mer were really devoted to politics 
and the latter to theology; and it 
is the same thing, as we shall find, 
with the other traditions concerning 
the doctrine of Heracleitus (cf. 
Susemihl, Jahrb. f. Philol. 1873, 
H. 10, 11, p. 714 sq.). I believe it 
to be impossible to recover the plan 
of the work, with any certainty, 

from the fragments in existence ; 
and Schuster"s attempt at such a 
reconstruction is founded on sup
positions that are generally doubt
ful, and in some cases, it appears 
to me, more than doubtful. That 
this was the sole work of Hera
cleitus is unquestionable, not only 
because of the indirect testimony of 
Aristotle, Rhet. iii. 5, 1407 b, 16; 
Diog. ix. 7; and Clemens, Strom. 
i. 332 B, where mention is made 
of a <fv7paµ.µ.a i,;t the singular, and 
not of <fv-yprl,uµ.ara, but because no 
other work was either quoted or 
commentated on by the ancients. In 
PJutarch, Adv. Col. 14, 2 'HpaK?cel
-rov oe rov Zwpo&.Clrpriv, we should 
read, with Diibner, 'HpaK7'eioov 
(videBernays, Rh. Mu8. vii. 93 sq.), 
an amendment 'which of itself set
tles Schleiermacher's doubt as to 
the genuineness of this writing, and 
the trustworthiness of Plutarch's 
statements concerning Heracleitus 
(l. c.). David, Schol. in Arist. 19 b, 
7; Hesych. Vir. Ill. 'Hpcl.1<7'. ; Schol. 
Bekker, in Plat. p. 364, mention 
Heracleitus's <fv77pcl.µ.µ.ara; but 
this is only a proof of their c<1re
lessness. The Heracleitean letters 
cannot possibly be considered genu
ine. Concerning a metrical version 
of the Heracleitean doctrine. vide 
i1~fra, p. 21, 1. Whether Hern~leitus 
really deposited his work in the 
temple of Artemis, as is stated in 
Diog. ix. 6 and elsewhere, cannot 
be ascertained; if he did, it could 
not be for the sake of secrecy, as 
Tati>tn, C. Gr. c. 3, suggests. Nor 
can we suppose that his well-known 
obscurity l cf. Lucret. i. 639), which 
procured for him the title of <fKo
rELvlis among later writers (such as 
Pseudo-Arist., De Mundo, c. 5, 
396 b, 20; Clem. Strom. v. 571, 
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G HERA CLEITUS. 

the ordinary mode of thought. Look where he will, 

C), proceeded from discontent and 
misanthropy (vide Theophrastus, 
ap. Diog. 6, and Luc. Vit. Auct. 
14); or from a wish to conceal his 
opinions (vide Diog. 6; Cic. N. D. 
i. 26, 74; iii. 14, 35; Divin. ii. 64, 
133, &c.). Against the latter view, 
vide Schleiermacher, p. 8 sqq.; 
Krische, Forsckitni,qen, p. 59. 
Schuster says in its favour (p. 54, 
72 sq., 75 sqq.) that Heracleitus 
had every reason to •!onceal opinions 
which might have brought upon 
him an indictment for atheism; 
but on the other hand it is notice
able that in his fragments those 
judgments on religious usages and 
political conditions, which would 
have given the most violent offence, 
are enunciated in the plainest and 
boldest manner possible (vide iJ!fra, 
opinions of Heracleitus on ethics 
and politics), while those propo
sitions which are difficult to under
stand, on account of the obscurity 
of the language, are precisely those 
which could in no way have en
dangered the philosopher, however 
clearly he might have expressed 
them. Not one of the ancients 
asserts that Heracleitus was pur
posely obscure in his writings, in 
order to avoid persecution. The 
cause of his obscurity seems to 
have lain partly in the difficulty of 
philosophic expositions at that 
epoch, and partly in his own pecu
liar character. He clothed his 
profound intuitions in the most 
pregnant, solemn, and for the most 
part, symbolical expressions possi
ble, because these suited him best, 
and seemed best to correspond with 
the weight of his thoughts; and 
he was too sparing of words and 
too little practised in the art of 
composition to escape the am-

biguity of syntactical arrangement, 
which was noticed by Aristotle 
(Rket. iii. 5, 1407 b, 14; cf. De
metr. De Elocut. c. 192). He him
self characterises his language as a 
language adapted to tile subject, 
when in Fr. 39, 38 (ap. Plut. Pytk. 
Orac. c. 6, 21, p. 397, 404; Clemens, 
Strom,. i. 30·1 U. and pseudo-Iambl. 
De Myster. iii. 8, refer to the first 
of these fragments, and not to some 
different utterance, and pseudo
Iambl. lJe M11ster. iii. 15 to the 
second), according to the most pro
bable acceptation of these frag
ments (whichLucian, l.c.,confirms), 
l::e compares his discourses to the 
earnest and unadorned words of an 
inspired sybil, the oracular sayings 
of the Delphic god. This oracular 
tone of the Heraclitean utterances 
ma.y be connected with the censure 
of Aristotle ( Eth. N. vii. 4, ll 46 b, 
2(); M. Mor. ii. 6, 1201 b, 5j, who 
says he had as much confidence in 
his opinions as others had in their 
knowledge. When results, merely, 
without demonstration are to be 
set forth in a statuesque style, the 
distinction between the several gra
dations of certainty can neither be 
felt nor represented. The confi
dence with which Heracleitus sta
ted his convictions is seen, among 
other examples, in the expression 
(Fr. 137; Olympiod. in Gorg. 87 
vide Jahn's Jakrh. Suppl. xiv. 267; 
cf. Diog. ix. 16) : AE-yw TOVTo ,cal 
1ro.pa. Tieprrecp6vv li,v. Vide also n!fra, 
where' the one on whom he relies 
more than on thousanrls,' is pri
marily himself. A remark attri
buted to Socrates on the difficulty 
of Heracleitus's exposition is given 
in Diog. ii. 22; ix. 11 sq. In Diog. 
ix. 15 sq., mention is also made of 
some ancient commentators of He-
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HIS WORK. 7 

110where can our philosopher find true knowledge. 1 

The mass of men has no intelligence for eternal truth, 
though it- is clear and obvious; that which they daily 
encounter, continues strange to them; whither their 
own road leads is hidden from them ; what they do 
when they are awake, they forget, as if it were done 
in sleep ; 2 the order of the world, glorious as it is, 
racleitns's work. ·Brandis (Gr. 
Rom. Phil. i. 154), with good rea
son, on account of oth~r passages, 
Diog. vi. 19, and ix. 6, doubts 
whether the Antisthenes here al
luded to is the Socratic philosopher 
(vide Schleiermacher, p. 5), and 
Lassalle makes the unfortunate 
suggestion, i. 3, that in Eus. Pr. Ev. 
xv. 13, 6, Antisthenes the Socratic 
is not colled 'Hpa,c/l.ewT<K6s, but 
'HpaKAE£Tet6s, 'TLS l1.111]p 'Tb cpp6v71µ.a; 
cf. part II. a, 261. 4. In my quo
tation of the fragments, in the fol
lowing pages, I use Schuster's 
enumeration, bnt at the same time 
mention from whence the fragments 
are taken. 

1 Frag. 13, ap. Stob. Floril. 3, 
81 : 6,c6rrwv 1'67ous 1)KOV<Ta oMiels 
Cl<J>ttcve'iTa.L ( ~ Eerat) is 7'0tl'To U,cr'Te 
'}'LJJCi;<TKeiv, 0-rt c.To<J>6v Jun 7rcf11rwv 
,cexwp,rrµivov. After 7,7vJrr,ce,v 
older editions have 'f) 7ap 8e?is 1) 
8'1/piov ; this was repudiated by 
Gaisford on the ground of the MSS., 
and was manifestly interpolated by 
some commentator who referred 
the uocp?iv ,rdnwv ,cexwp,rrµ.evov to 
the seclusion of the wise, in mis
taken allusion to Arist. Polit. i. 2, 
1253 a, 29 ; cf. Lassalle, i. 344 sq.; 
Schuster's defence of the authen
ticity of the words p. 44, does not 
convince me. In the words 8T< 
rrocp?iv, etc., Lassalle refers rrocp?iv 
to the divine wisdom, and therefore 
explains them thus: 'That the 

absolute is exempt from all sensible 
existence, that it is the negative.' 
To me it seems more likely that 
the true meaning is this: 'None 
attains to understand that wisdom 
is separated from all things,' that 
is, has to go its own way, diverging 
from general opinion. This does 
not contradict e,rerrea, T<f ~uvq,, as 
Schuster (p. 42) believes, for ~vv?iv 
is something different from the 
opinion of the people. Schuster'R 
explanation, which is that of 
Heinze (Lehre vo1n Logos, p. 32), 
' that wisdom is the portion of 
none,' as far as I can see, does not 
harmonise any better with his con
ception of ~uv?iv. In order to 
decide with certainty as to the 
sense of the words, we should know 
the connection in which they stand. 

2 Fr. 3, 4, ap. Arist. Rhet. iii. 
5, 1407 b, 16; Sext. Math. vii. 
132 (who both s11y that this was 
the beginning of Her:.cleitus's 
work); Clem. Strom. v. 602 D; 
Hipfol.,, Refut. ix. 9 ~ T~v 1'67ou 
TOVO EOV'TOS al. : TOV bvTOS or 
Toii lieovTos ; the latter, which is 
the usual reading in our A ristote
lian text, is inadmissible, if only 
for the reason that in that case the 
&El cannot be connected with the 
preceding context, whereas Aris
totle expressly remarks that we 
do not know whether it belongs to 
what goes before, or what follows 
it; it seems to me Aristotle must 
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8 HERACLEITUS. 

llave read rovoe ilwros, and Hera
cleitus must have written: rovo' 
E~vros or ToVOE i6vT. \ale~ ~~Vvero; 
')'LVOVTCU li.v8ponro, /CaL 1rpo<r8Ev 1/ 
rl.KoV<raL Ka} &KoV<J'aJJ'TES 'To 1rpWrov. 
'YIVDµEv(A)V -yap 7fd.vrwv KaTCl. rOv 
A.67011 T6v0E &1refpounv ( so Bern. 
Mull. ~c~ust. re,ad} eof"""' 11'~tpw-
µevoL e1rewv Ka, ep'Ywv Towurwv 
lncofoiv €"';® Ot717eVµa, ,cwrCI. cpVcnv 
~LmpEwv ,EKau~ov Kal q>p~(wv 

1 
0Kws 

EXEL' -rovs OE li./\/\ovs av8pw11'ovs 
AavOdve, 0K60'a J-yep8EvrES 1rowVcr, 
( -Eouu,) O,coou1rep O,c6cra eVOovres 
hi/\av8dvovrni. In this much dis
puted fragment I think, with Heinze, 
l. c. 1 O, and elsewhere, that a.El is 
to be connected with Mvros; the 
/\6-yos, in my opinion, refers indeed 
primarily to the discourse, but also 
to the contents of the discourse, 
the truth expressed in it ; a confu
sion and identification of different 
ideas, united and apparently in
cluded in one word, which should 
least of all surprise us in Heraclei
tus. He says: ' This discourse ( the 
theory of the world laid down in 
his work) is not recognised by men, 
although it ever exists ( i.e. that 
which always exists, contains the 
eternal order of things, the eternal 
truth), for although all happens ac
cording to it ( and thus its truth is 
confirmed by all facts universally) 
men behave as if they had never had 
B,ny experience of it, when words or 
things present themselves to them, 
as I here represent. them ' ( when 
the views here brought forward are 
shown them by instruction or by 
their own perceptions). Schuster, 
18 sq., refers the /\6-yos to the 
' revelation which nature offers us 
in audible speech.' But even if 
we are t-0 understand by -ywoµ.frwv 
1nJ.vrwv, etc., and the Ep-ywv roLoVr'1Jv, 
etc., that all corresponds with the 
/\6-yos of which Heracleitus is 
speaking, the /\6-yos is not described 

as the discourse of nature ; and 
nature is not only not mentioned 
as the discoursing subject, but is not 
named at all. In order to ascribe 
this signification to the /\6-yos, we 
must suppose that rovo• refers to 
a previous definition of the /\6-yos 

1 
as /\6-yos ri)s cpvrr<ws. That there 
was any such previous definition, 
is improbable, as this passage stood 
at the commencement of Hera
cleitus's work; and even if its 
first words (as Hippolytus states) 
ran thus: TOV oe 11.6-you TOVOE, we 
need not refer the oe to anything 
besides the title of the writing (in 
which /\6-yos 1r,pl cpu,nos may have 
occurred) ; we need not suppose 
with Schuster, p. 13 sqq., that a 
long introduction, and one, as it 
seems to me, so iittle in harmony 
with the tone of the rest, preceded 
what Heracleitus had said, accord
ing to Aristotle, ,,, 7-f/ &.px-fi rov 
<rv-y-ypdµ.µ.aros, according to Sextus 
€V<XpXO/'-EV0S TO)II 11'Epl q,ii<TEWS. If 
so, however, the twice repeated Ho., 
as in the commencement of Hero
dotus's history, can only refer to 
the Heracleitean work itself. Of. 
also Fr, 2, Clem: Strom. ii. 362 
A : o/, yap cf,povfovu, 'TOLCXVTa 71'0/\/\ot 

0K6<10, (for which perhaps we should 
read: o,c6<rots cf. ols E"flCVpov<rt ap. 
M. Aur. iv. 46) €-yKvp<reVovo-zv, ollOE 
,.w.OOvTes 7iv6JuK.ovrrt ~avToUn OE 
/io,cfovu,. Fr. 1, HippoL l, c. : 
€~711rciT1]VTaL ot li.v8pw1rot 1rpOs T1JV 
'Y""'"'" .,..,,, cpav<pwv, etc. M, Aurel. 
iv. 46: &.el ToV <Hpa.KAetTefov µeµvTJ
u8a1. 8Tt -y7]s 8d.va-ros lJDoop jtev€u8ai, 
etc., µeµvT/<I8cti 0~ Kal -roV '' ETrtAav-
8avoµ.Evou ri OOOs ll:yec" ,cal 0Tt " (p 
µ~A.t~T~~ Ot'l]VEKW! Oµ(A.oU~t A.6,'cp,

1
" 

rrr.p 7a oAa O,oucovv-rt, "TOVTCfJ Otacpe
powrat, Kal o'fs K.a(l T}µEpav E'}'Kvpaf;cn, 

'Ta.V'Ta a.lrrols ~iva cpaiverat·" 1ea.l 0Tt 

" ~U 0
1
e'i CJ~Trep «a.8eVOav;as 7:0,e~ 

,ca, il.<-yew • . • ,cal 8n ov oei 
" 1ra.Zaa.s -roKEwv " [ sc. A.6'}"ovs AE7eLv 
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IGNORANCE OF MANKIND. 9 

for them does not exist. 1 Truth seems to them in
credible ; 2 they are deaf to it, even when it reaches 
their ears; 3 to the ass chaff is preferable to gold, and 
the dog barks at everyone he does not know. 4 Equally 
incapable of hearing and speaking/ their best course 
would be to conceal their ignorance.6 Irrational as 
they are, they abide by the sayings of the poets and 
or something of the kindl, TofiT' 
Errri ,caTtt lj;tA.Ov ,ca06·n 1rapeiA-1,<paµEv. 
The words marked as a quotation 
I agree with Bernays, Rh. J11us. 
vii. 107, in regarding as cited from 
Heracleitus, but manifestly only 
from memory, and therefore not 
altogether literally. The words in 
Hippocr. 1r. 1i,atT, i. 5 (if taken from 
Heracleitus) _must bel~ng, to ~he 
same connect10n: ,ad Ta µ,v 1rp1w
cr?vd! olJK, otOacnv, & [}- otOatT;, ,,,.a] 
OE ou, 1rp~au?v~t BoK~eov<FL~ e,Oevcu, 
Kal Ta µHI opwcnv ov "/LJICtJ(J'ICOV(J'LV, 

ClA.A.' Oµcvs afJTo'iCJ't 7r&.vra 7lveTat O,' 
(J,vd71CIJV 8E[rJV Jco;l a /30-/JA.OJl'TaL Ka£ & 
µ1) (Jo611.ovrn1. 

1 In this sense, as blaming the 
ordinary mode of conception, I un
derstand, at any rate conjecturally, 
the fragmentary words in Theo
phrast. Metaph. 314 (Fr. 12, 15, 
Wimm.): {/,(J'1r<p (Tap~ (for which 
Wimmer conjectures (J'wpos, and 
Bernays ap. Schuster, p. 390, (J'ttpov, 
off-scourings; mipos, which signifies 
the same, is still nearer) el,cij "'X~
µ.Evwv O Kd.A.AtcTTos, t:p'Y]a)v ·Hpd.KAeL
TOS, 11:o(J'µos. Schuster supposes this 
to be Heracleitus's own opinion ; 
but neither of the two explanations 
he proposes, is satisfactory to me. 

2 This at least may be the 
meaningof Fr. 37; Clem. Strom. v. 
591 A : a1rt(J'T[I7 -yap 1ita</>V'Y'YttVE< µ1) 
'Y<PW(J'/Cf(J'8ctt. The preceding words 
in Clemens I do not believe to be 
from Heradeitus, partly because 

(Ja8'1} T~s -yvw,;ews is an expression 
which reminds us so strongly of 
Christian language ( cf. 1 Cor. ii. 
10; Rev. ii. 2±; 1 Cor. viii. 1, 7; 
2 Cor. x. 5, and other passages), 
and partly beca.use for the reasons 
already g1 ven, supra, p. 6. I can
not agree with Schuster, who, p. 72, 
finds in this fragment a recom
mendation to guard against perse
cution by means of mistrustful 
precaution. 

3 Fr. 5 ; Theod. Our. Gr. Ajf. 
70, ,P·, 13; ~le~. Strom. v~ ~Of 
A: atvVETOt a1tovcra11TES Kw<fJuts eo,
KaOT tpd.TtS al.!Toi<J't µap'TvpEEL ( the 
prov;lrb wi~ne~ses concerning them) 
1rapeoJ1Tas a,rEJ.vat. 

4 Fr. 28 ; Arist. Eth. N. x. 5, 
1176 a, 6: 'Hpa1<1'.ftTOs </>'l)(J'tV, ~vov 
crVpµaT1 av EAEaea, µO)~A.ov 11 xpvcr6v. 
Fr. 36; Plut. An Seni s. per. resp. 
c. 7, p. 787: 1tVves -yct.p Kal {JaV(outnv 
tv O.v µ.1} 7w6JO"Kwt11. Ka8, 'Hpd1ei\et7ov. 
I give to these and similar sayings, 
which have only reached us in frag
ments, the signification which 
seems to me the most probable, 
without absolutely vouching for it, 
, ~ Fr. 

0
32;, Cle~. Str. ij. 36,9 ~ : 

a1wvuat ouK e1rurraµevot ovO' enre,v. 
6 Fr. 31 ; ap. Stob. Floril. 3, 

82: 1rpt'nrre,v b.µa9['1}v ,cpfo(J'ov (f/ Js 
Tt µfoov <j>ep«v) ; this addition 
seems later. Plutarch differs some
what in his interpretation, as we 
find in several places; cf. Schleierm. 
p. 11 ; Mull. 315 ; Schuster, 71. 
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10 HERACLEITUS. 

the opinions of the multitude without considering that 
the good are always few in number; that the majority 
live out their lives like the beasts, only the best among 
mortals preferring one thing, namely undying glory, to 
all besides ; 1 and that one great man is worth more than 
thousands of evil persons.2 Even those who have earned 
the fame of superior wisdom in most cases fare very 
little -better at the hands of Heracleitus. He sees in them 
far more diversity of knowledge than real intelligence. 
On Hesiod and Archilochus, on Pythagoras, Xenophanes 
and Hecatams, but above all, on Homer, he passed the 
severest judgments; 3 a few only of the so-called seven 
wise men are treated by him with more respect.4 How-

1 Fr. 71, as this is restored by 
l~ernays, Heracl. 32 sq. ; cf. Schus
ter, 68 sq. (in preference to Las
salle, ii. 303): from Prncl. in 
.Alc-i',. p. 255 ; Creuz. iii.115, Cous.; 
Clem. Strorn. v. 576 A: .,-fs 'Y"P 
a~TWv L s,c, TW! 1ro~i\Wv J v6os ~ cpp{JV ; 
O'f/µwv aotDour t e1rovTat KaL 0L0a

<T~1d.A.r:p (},, -Awv) x~lav-rat Oti.~ep, oV~ 
~tD6-rc; o·;-i, 1roi\A.o\ Ka<~ol, oA.:')'oL 

1
0e 

a:yafJo:, ,,mpeowrat yap , '/ avTLa 1r~11-
7'Wll oi aptu-roi KAeos at:vaov €Jvrrrwv, 
oL OE' ,roA.i\.ol JCeK6prJvTat 0KCtl<T'lrEf' 
KTr/Vect. The remainder is an ex
planatory addition of Clemens. In 
my interpretation of the last pro
position, I differ from Bernays, 
Lassalle (ii. 436 sq.) and Schuster, 
who make 8V'f/TWV dependent on 
,a,ios. Bernays sees in the juxta
position of the words, 1<7'.los Mva.ov 
8vrrrwv, an ironical allusion to the 
worthlessness of that which even 
the best desire. Lassalle finds in 
them the thought that fame is the 
realised infinity of finite man. 

2 Fr. 30, according to Bernays, 
loo. cit. p. 35; ap. Theodor, Prodr. 

(Laz. Miscel. p. 20) ; cf Symma
chus, Epist. ix. 115; Diog. ix. 16: 
0 eTs µ.VpwL 1rap' 'HpaKAEh!fJ €Co, 
li.purros if. Olympiodor. in Gor_q. 
p. 87 (Jahn's Jakrb. Supplementb. 
xiv. 267) gives: efs eµol ci.nl 
7ro'A'Ao.•v. Similarly, Seneca, Ep. 7, 
l 0, represents Dernocritus as ,say
ing : Unus mini pro populo est et 
popitltts pro uno, and it is possible 
that Democritus, in whom we shall 
find other echoes of Heracleitus, 
may have taken this saying from 
him. 

3 Cf. on this point Fr. 22 sq. 
lwp. vol. i. p. 336, 5; 510, 4); Fr. 
25 ( i11fra, p. 16, 1) ; Fr. 134 ; Diog. 
ix. 1 : TO// 8' "0µ.'l}pov lcpa.,n<ev ii.~wv 
e1<7wv &:ywvwv(which we must pri
marily refer to the &'Ywves µ.ou,n1<ol) 
E«f3dAJ\.e<f8ai ,ca.l (Ja7rl(eu8ai. Kal ) Ap
Xf'Aoxov oµ.o[ws. Fr. 76 (vide inf. 
p. 32, 1 ). Heracleitus censures 
Homer, because he would do away 
with strife. 

' Bias especially, Fr. 18 ; Diog. 
i. 88. Also Thales, Fr. 9; also 23. 
The Heracleitus who is mentioned 
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FLUX OF ALL THINGS. 11 

ever great then may be the differences between the 
theory of Heracleitus and that of the Eleatics, they are 
both equally opposed to the ordinary theory of the world. 

According to Heracleitus, the radical error in the 
popular mode of presentation consists in its attributing 
to things a permanence of Being which does not belong 
to them. The truth is that there is nothing fixed and 
permanent in the world, but all is involved in constant 
change,1 like a stream in which new waves are continu
ally displacing their predecessors; 2 and this means not 

by Alcoous, ap. Diog. i. 76, can 
hardly be our philosopher. 

1 Plato, Thea:t. 160 D: l<aTd. 

••. 'HpdKi\.EL'TOV ••. ofov (JEVµa7a 
Ktve'i:<T8a, -ra ... dvra. Ibid. 152 D 
(i11:f; p. 18, 2) ;, Cr:it, 40,1- ,D: !.',ae' 
'HpaK~Et'TOJI '&.v 7J1',0LVTO ~a ?V'Ta t.E~aL 

TE ,ravra Kal µeve,v ovOev. Ibul. 
402 ~: ~E')';L ,7rov ',Hp&.Kl\~ ST, 1rclvT~ 
xwpEL Km ovOEv fJ-EJ/El, KaL 'TrOTaµuu 

pofi Cl.1TELKd.(wv 'Ta t1na AE7EL &s Ols 
ls Thv aVrOv 1r0TaµOv oUK 1:tv iµj3a{YJs. 
Ibid. 412 D ; 'TO .... «~ elvcu ev '1l'O~e£~. 
TO . . . 1roi\.v aurov . . . TowvT011 
TL eiva,, ofov oVOEv ltAi\.o '1} xwpe'iv. 
Soph. 242 C sqq. ; vide inf. p. 33, 1; 
Arist. 111etaph. iv. 5, 1010 a, 13 
( Yide next no,te ). ]bid. l, 6, su l, 
~ni~.: ra'is-tHp~KAEL7__efot,s OOfcu.s, Ws 
a1ra~'T'WV 'TWV attT8tJ'T~V .... ael ~ pe6::TCJJV 
Ket} errt<rT1/µ:qs 7rEpL av·rwv OVK OV(]""l'}S, 

Ibid. xiii. 4, 1078 b, 14: -ro'i:s 'Hpa
KAetrelois A.6-yots &s 7r&.t1TWV rii;v 
ala·e11rWv Clel pe&vrwv. De A 1n, i. 2, 
405 a, 28 (after the quotation, 
~38, 2\ 3\.: Jv :,v1}o-El- O' e!vat -rU 
ovra KU.KELVOS q.,ETO Kal OL 1roi\-
71,~l. T~p. !· 11, i ?\ b, , 21 : 3r, 
'7l'aV'TGG KWELT ~tL KafJ HpaKJ\ELTOV. 

Phys. viii. 3, 253 b, 9 (infra, p. 
15, 1); De CO?lo, iii. 1, 298 b, 29 
( inf. p. 21, 1 ). Also later writers, 
as Alex. in Top. p. 43; Schol. in 

Arist. 259 b, 9 ; in 211etaph. iv. 8, 
p. 298, 10 Bon.; Pseudo-Alex. in 
211etaph. xiii. 4, 9, p. 717, 14, 765, 
12 Bon.; Ammon. De Irderpr. 9; 
Scliol. in Ar. 98 a, 37; Diog. ix. 
8; Lucian, V. Auct. 14; Sext. 
Pyrrh. iii. 115; Plut. Piac. i. 23, 
6; Stob. Eel. i. 396, 318. The 
same theory is presupposed by 
Epicharmus, vide supra, vol. i. 
529 sq. 

2 Plato, Grat. 402 A, Yide pre
vious note; Plut. de Ei ap. D. c. 
18 : 7f'OraµfF -yap oV;c ~(TTLV Jµ~7}va.t 
Ols T_ip a~'Tr K~8' ticHpd.KAHTOV.,, c~t/0~ 
8v71r71s ov<Ttas o,s aif,a<T8at /CaTct e~w, 
O;AA' O!V-r1JTL Kal rdxei µErafJoArjs 
" crKlOvr,<rL 1cal 1rd.J\.u.- uvvd.7et " . . . 
"1rp6<J'eun Kai li1rELui." I consider 
th,it these words are from Hera
cleitus, and Schleiermacher is also 
of that opinion, vide p. 30. The 
words in the sixth Heraclitean let
ter (as Bernays rightly obserYes, 
p. 55) : [ 0 8eoS] " <TvVcf')'EL 'Td, <TKti
vciµeva" point to this. On the other 
hand, the words, ouo~ ... KaTa 
e~w, appear to me to be an explans
torv addition of Plutarch. Hera
clei"tus can scarcely have spoken of 
8v71Ti/ ov<Tla; and we can h1-1rdly help 
seeing _ill Ka'TU f~,v (which Schus
ter, p. 91, finds a difficulty) the 
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12 HERACLEITUS. 

merely that all individual existences are fleeting, but 
that ctny continuance in the state of a thing is a delu
sion, as we are distinctly assured by Heracleitus himself, 
as well as by all our other authorities from Plato and 
Aristotle onwards. 1 Nothing remains what it is, every-

Aristotelian Stoic form of expres
sion. The s>1me expression is used 
by Plut. de s. Num. Vind. c. 15, end 
p. 559; Qu. Nat. 2, 3, p. 912; 
Simpl. Phys. 17 a, m, 308 b; 
Plut. Q". Nat. adds, lnpa 1ap 
brippe'i /!3a-ra; more fully Clean
thes, ap. Eus. Pr. Ev. xvi. 20, 1 : 
~Hpcfki\. . ... A.€")10.W o{hc,,,s· 1r0Taµa'icn 
-ro'i<rtv aVrol,nv Eµ./3alvovcnv Erepa ,cal 
frepa /!3aTa hrippii (the rest cannot 
he regarded as Heracleitean). In 
Heracleitus, Alleg. ham. c. ~4, p. 
5~, ~~hi. 

1
We ~nd: 7r?Taro7~ TO~ 

O.'JTOLS eµ/3mvoµ.,Ev TE ,ea, OVIC eµf3m~ 
voµev, elµEv 'TE ,cal oV,c efµ,ev, which 
may he explained thus : 'We only 
seem to descend into the same 
river, identical with itself; in 
trurh, we do not descend into the 
sam8, for during our descent it is 
drnnging ; and so we ourselves are 
<ind are not, because we also are 
constantly changing' (Schuster's 
interpretation, p. 88-' we are in it, 
and at the same time no louger in 
it,' is less satisfactory to me). The 
words, however, likewise admit of 
another interpretation: 'In truth 
we do not go down into the same 
river, and we are not the s~.me 
(after elµ.ev we may supply ol 
auTol from the preceding context) 
as before.' Arist. Metaph. fr. 5, 
1010 a, 12, is in favour of this 
interpretation: ( KpaT6,\os) 'Hpc,
x/\.e(-rq; €7f'eTfµa. el1r6v-n, OrL Ols Tf 
aVrt:p 1roraµ~ oVK l<TrLv Jµf3T/vai· 
aUrOs 7(1,p c;,e70 otl>' cl.rra!; for if 
Heracleitus had also said :his, 
there was no rnason for the censure. 

So does Seneca, Ep. 58, 23 : Hoe 
est, q1,od ait Heraclit1ts : 'in idem 
flumen bis descendimus et non de
scenclimus.' The latter passage 
might be quoted in farnur of 
Schleiermacher's conjecture, l. c. 
143, that in Heracleitus (Alleg. 
Hom. 1. c.) "ols" should be inserted 
after 1roraµo7s rro'is oirru'is; but it 
seems to me more probable that the 
'bis' in Seneca is an explanatory 
addition taken from the famous 
proposition : 'We cannot descend 
twice into the san1e river.' Schus
ter's restoration of the text of He
racleitus from the above quotations 
'.P· 86 sqq.) is not at all clear to 
me. All the expressions here cited 
need not necessarily be titken from 
one and the same place. 

1 Schuster, p. 201 sq., has been at 
much pains to prove that Heraclei
tus, in the sentences quoted above, 
merely intended to express the 
thought 'that nothing in the world 
escapes the final destruction.' I 
cannot, however, satisfy myself that 
his argument is really satisfactory. 
In the first place, it may well be 
doubted whether the original ex
pression of the Heracleitean doc
trine (as he believes, vide p. 86), 
is to he found in the words 1ra.vrc, 
xwpe'i «al ovo~v µ.evei, Grat. 402 A 
(vide the last note hut one). It is 
not altngether clear from this pas
sage whether these were actually 
the words of Heracleitus: it is also 
very improbable that, if they were, 
he should not often have recurred 
t<f his original view; aud in that 
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thing passes into its opposite, all comes out of all; all 
is all. The day is sometimes longer, sometimes shorter; 
case we might conjecture that he 
would not always haYe employed 
one and the same formula. Why 
the expression adduced by Schuster 
should be more authentic than the 
others that have been handed 
down to us ; why the 1r&.vra pe'iv 
which is mentioned by Aristotle 
three times (De Crulo, iii. 1, Metapk. 
l, 6, and De An. i. 2, vide, infra, 
p. 22, 4) ; or the corresponding 
passage, o'fov (JeVµo.-ra Ktvel.'cr9cu -rd 
1r&.v-ra, which is quoted in Plato as 
a saying of Heracleitus, 1'kecet. 160 
D, should not equally reproduce 
his own words; why he should 
have said 1rdv-ra xwpei, aud not 
(according to Grat. 401 D) Uva, 
rU. 1rdwra. ,cal µEvetv oiJO~v, it does 
not appear. Whatever expression 
Heracleitus may have employed, 
the chief question is, what he 
meant bv it. And he himself leaves 
no doubt upon this point. The 
river, which labitttr et labetur in 
omne vclubilis cevwn, would have 
been a very inappropriate illustra
tion of the proposition that all 
things in time come to an end; 
but it is perfectly just in regard to 
the constant change of things. 
This is clearly marked by Hem
cleitus as the point of comparison, 
when he says that we cannot go 
down twice into the same river. 
·whether the river flowed on eter
nally, or at some time or other 
came to an end, is, in reference to 
this point, quite immaterial. But 
even if the explanations of Hera
cleitus had been less equivocal 
than they are, the opinion of the 
writers who were acquainted with 
his works, not as we know them, 
in small fragments, but in th~ir 
whole connection, would be decisiYe. 

These writers are unanimously 
agreed tha, he denied any perma
nent state of things. Schuster says 
(p. 207 sq.) that Plato was the 
first to ascribe this meaning to 
1rclv-ra xwpei'-that Aristotle fol
lowed his example, but betrayed 
in Phys. viii. 3, that he had not 
himself found a definite explanation 
of the words in Heracleitus's work. 
For my part, I can charge neither 
Plato nor Aristotle, nor even Plu
tarch, nor Alexander, who were 
equally in possession of this much 
read book, with S'.l careless and 
superficial an acconnt; and I do not 
see what can justify us, even irre
spectively of Heracleitus's own 
assertions, in opposing- their unani
mous declarations with a theory 
which cannot bring forward a 
single witness in its defence. For 
e,en Phys. viii. 3 proYes nothing. 
Aristotle 

0

here sa;ys, J53 b, ~ : /l>a~f 
'TlVH l(.LVEJ.a'8a, 'TWV OV'TWV Ou Ta U.EV 

7(/. O', ot, &.>..~a ,red.vra, Kal &.El, &.i\Act 
l\.a118a11ELV 'T'fJV 7//J,ETEpav a'l<J'8'f/6lV. 
'lf'f,Os oDs ,ca[1rep oV Owpl(ovras 7ro[av 
KLV'l}ffLV i\E-yovt:TLV, .,; 1r&tras, oil xaAE· 
7r0V a-irc:.vr'i;a-ai. He therefore ex
pressly attributes to Heracleitns 
(with whom this passage is prima
rily concerned) the assertion that 
all things are involved in perpetual 
change. He fails, however, to find 
in Heracleitus a distinct explana
tion as to the kind of change that 
is here meant ; and he goes on to 
show in regard to all kinds of 
change,-iucrease and diminution, 
transformation and change of place 
(cf. Part n. 290, 3rd ed.), that they 
cannot go on uninterruptedly. :Bnt 
what follows from this ? What is 
there to show that Aristotle's ac
count of the matter may not have 
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14 HERA CLEITUS. 

and so is the night; heat and moisture alternate ; the 
sun is at one period nearer to us and at another farther 
been correct; viz., that Heracleitus 
distinctly maintained the perpetual 
variation of things, and proved it 
(as we shall find) by many ex
amples, but that he did not, like 
Aristotle, distinguish logically the 
various kinds of change, and there
fore in places where he announced 
his proposition in a general man
ner, he held to the indeterminate 
conception of the motion ( or the 
flux) of all things, without explain
ing wherein this motion consisted; 
whether the place, or the size, or 
the material constitution of things, 
or all these at once, were constantly 
changing. In Plato, also, The@t. 
181 B sqq., the proposition that, 
according to the Heracleitean doc
trine, 1r&.vTa 1Tcio-av KlvrJ<TW &d 
KtvEvra,, everything is perpetually 
changing its place as well a;; its 
constitution (is subject to a con
stant a/\./\.oiw,ns as well as a 1rep1-
<popa ), is indeed declared to be the 
proper sense of the doctrine, but in 
such a manner that we can plainly 
see that it wa,s Plato who first 
discriminated these two kinds of 
motion. Schuster is of opinion that 
to assume the perpetual change 
of individuals would lead to the 
greatest difficulties. If we suppose 
that their shape is perpetually 
changing (which no one, so far as 
I know, ascribes to Heracleitus), 
this is contradicted by the continu
ance of the earth, sea, and sky, of 
sou Is after death, etc. If they 
are constantly changing their 
substance for some other sub
stance, this theory is compatible 
neither with the period of the 
world's conflagration, nor with the 
following period iu which all is 
sea (vide infra, Her. Cosm.), nor 

even with the present cosmical 
period ; it would only be in keep
ing with the idea that everything 
is, at every moment, changing all 
its old parts for new; that the 
world is every moment, as by magic, 
disappearing and reappearing-..: 
which we can hardly suppose to 
have been the opinion of Hera
cleitus. But in 01·der to refute the 
accounts of his doctrine by these 
consequences, two things must first 
be demonstrated. First, that 
Heracleitus, in case the accounts 
are correct, himself drew these 
inferences ; and secondly, that he 
found difficulty in them. And 
neither of these two presupposi
tions can I admit. How do we 
know that Heracleitus, if he held 
the perpetual transformation of 
substances, regarded this transfor
mation as taking place momentarily, 
and not gradually, now quickly, 
and now slowly? or that he ever 
said to himself, ' If all is constantly 
changing, this must be true of the 
smaliest particles of matter?' How 
again do we know that from his point 
of view such an absolute transfor
mation of substances would seem 
unthinkable? Even on this pre
supposition, the apparent perma
nence of particular things, even 
their continuance till the end of 
the world, would be perfectly ex
plicable, if we also suppose tint 
what they lose on one side wouid 
be made up to them on the other; 
which, according top. 559 sq., 3rd 
ed., seems to have been actually 
Heracleitus's opinion. Of. with 
the preceding observations, Suse
mihl, t. e. 725 sq.; Siebeck, Ztsehr. 
f. Phil. lxvii. 245 sq. ; 'feichmiiller, 
Neur. Studien, i. 118 sqq. The 
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away. The visible passes into the invisible, the in
visible again into the visible; one thing takes the 
place of another, or is lost by means of the other ; the 
great is nourished by the small, the small by the great. 
From man, too, nature takes some parts, while at the 
same time she gives him others; she makes him 
greater by giving to him, and less by taking away, and 
both coincide.1 Day and night are the same; that is, 

last-mentioned author believes that 
Heracleitus -opposed his doctrine 
of the flux of all things to the 
assertion of Xenophanes that the 
Deity is unmoved. I cannot agree 
with this conjecture-for Xeno
phanes denies motion only of the 
Deity (vide supra, vol. i. p. 543 : 
566), whereas the proposition of 
Heracleitus refers to things, and 
not to the Deity as such. 

1 This is in the passage of the 
Pseudo-Hippocrates, ,r. oia[-r1Js, i. 
4 sqq., which Bernays, Heracl. 10 
sqq., suppose.s (irrespectively of 
many additions by Hippocrates 
himself) to have been taken from 
the work of Heracleitus, though 
perhaps only the writing or the 
information of some disciple of 
Heracleitus may have been made 
use of ( further details, p. 570, 
third edition). I take from it what 
seems to me, at any rate, according 
to the sense, to belong to Heraclei
tus; where words are wanting in 
our text, this is indicated ; lx« lle 
6JBe· 7ev{<J'Oa, «a2 CJ..7r0Aia'8at TwurO, 
l;vµ.µ.,-yrjva., «al om«p,Brjva.< -rwvr6. 
This latter word, however, is cer
tainly not Heracleitean in this ac
ceptation; the reduction of gene
ration and decav to the combination 
and separatioii of matter rather 
betrays (as will be shown, l. c.) the 
influence of Anaxagoras : if«a.rr-rov 

trpbs 1rdvra Kal 1r~v~a 7:pOs €,c~O"T~v 

rwu-r6 ... xwpEt Oe ,ravra Kat Oeta. 
,cal avepdnrwa Uvw ,ml «d.rw ltµEt/36-
µ.1:va· 'f/µEptJ ~al, eVcpp6vrJ E'irl TO µ1-
ICL<I'TOV l(at f'AaxurTOV • • • 1Tupos 
f<t>oOos Kal ~Da.Tos·, '1J,\ws Eirl TO ~a
«p6ra.rov /(0.L /3pa.xVTC1.TOV ••• <pO.OS 

Z71vL rrK6Tos 'A1:0p, cpcfos 'Ai"Op 
,nc6-ros l 71vl ( vide infra) (/Jot-r~ 
[ ,ati µe-raKtveLTaL J 1ecLva @Oe 1eal 
T<fSe ,a7rre 1r6.rr71v &p"IJV, 0La1rp1JfT
cr6µ.eva KeLvd. -re -rU. -rWvOe, TO'.. OE 
,-' aO ,-Q. ,cdvoov. (Here come the 
words ,cal -rCt µ.Ev 1rpf/crffovcri, &c , 
given supra, p. 7, 2, but which 
do not apply here) q>o<TE6nwv 15' 
€Kelvwv &Oe -rWvOE 'TE Ke7cre (fuµµ.uryo
µ.evwv 1rr,os IL\/\71710., -rhv ,re1rpwµ.ev71v 
µolp'l]II €1CaO'rov f,c1rA.77poL Kal €1rl TO 
µ.e(ov Ka.l hrl 'TlJ µ.eiov. </)8oph Oe 
1rcicnv &1r' &A'A.:hAwv, rrj5 µE(ovt Cl,rO 
ToV µelovos ,cal rff µ.eLOvt Cl1rO roU 
µl(ovos. aV~d.vercu «al rO µ.Etov ct7r0 
roV hvi<ltTOVOS • ~ • €tTEp1rEL oe Es 
lfv8pc,.nrov µEpea µepEwv, OJ...a 8A.u1v 
... -rd. µ,Ev A77iJ,,6µevaTCI. oe OCiJa-ovra· 
«a£ -rd. µEv 'A.aµf3dvowra 1rAe"iov 1Tot€et, 
Tll OE Ot06vTa µe"iov. 1rplovcrtv cfv-
8pw1rm ~VA.ov, 6 µEv fAKet, 0 OE' &eee,, 
( Aristophanes usPs the same figure, 
Wasps, 694) 70 ll' abTo -rov-ro 1ro,
eov,n ( similarly c. 16) µeiov Ii~ 
'!rotEovres 7rA.e"io111roLEovtTL (in making 
the wood smaller, they make it 
7r/\e7ov; i.e., they make more pieces 
out of it) -rli Ii' a.b-rli ,ca.l (/>t'<T<$ 
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16 HERACLEITUS. 

there is one essence which is now light, 1 now dark ; 2 

beneficial and destructive,3 upper and 1mder,4 beginning 
avepcJnrwir so it is with the na
~ur,e of ma;1;, .,-1, µ)!' (non,1inath-e) 
wfee,, rO,oe eAKEL, 'T~ µ.~11 i5~6wtn, 'T~ 

lie l\aµ./3ave,, Kal 'T'f' µev o,owo"t, 'T'f' 

L 'Toii] lie 7'.aµ./3rf.vEL, ,cal 'T(f µev 
Oi5wtTL, TouoVTr:p 7r"A.€ov ( and that to 
which it gives, becomes more by so 
much), 'TDV OE Aaµ./3&.ve,, -rocroV-rq, 
µe'iov. 

1 Frag. 25, Hippo!. R~fitt. ix. 
10: i)µ.epa -yap, <P'//o"l (sc. 'Hp<tK7'.), 
Kal vV! J,1rtv Ev, Ai"YWV WOJ 1rws· 
6tOd<1Kai\os 6€ ,rA.efcr-rwv 4Ha-fo6os· 
'TDVTov i-trl<1'TavTaL 1rAeUTra eloEva,, 
Za-Tis 'Y}µ,ip71v Kal ebq>p6vrw oVK E7l
V'1J<TKev, lcrTL 'Yap Ev. 

2 So l!crn iv is to be understood. 
S~huster, p. 67, explains it thus: 
'Day and night aTe the same ; that 
is to say, a division of time '-a pro
position, the profnndity of which, 
in my opinion, would better suit 
the Platonic Dionysodorus or some 
Sophist of the same stamp, than 
Heracleitus. What Heracleitus 
meant by the unity of day and 
night is clear from Fr. 67 (infra, 
p. 17, 3). His censure of Hesiod 
refers to Theog. 124, where 'Hµ.epa 
is represented as the daughter of 
N6;. If he also censured Hesiod 
for believing in lucky and unlucky 
days. whereas one day is like ano
ther (Plut. Cam. 19; Sen. Ep. 12, 
7), it must have been in some other 
passage, for there is no allusion to 
it here. 

• Fr. 83; Hippol. Z. c. : Oa/1.Mo"<t 
cpr,,nv, VOwp Ka8apWTaTov Kal µ.u1.p6J
.,-a.,-ov (which, however, according 
to Teichmiiller's just observation, 
N. Stud. i. 29, is not to be trans
lated 'troubled' or' dirty,'as Schus
ter has it, p. 249 ; it means impure, 
and primarily refers to the bad taste 
and undrinkableness of sea-water) : 

lx8Vcrt µEv 1r6•nµov 1eal <TwT1/pwv, 
Clv8pcfnrots OE lt'7rorov ,cal 0AE8pwv. 
Here comes in the example of the 
physicians (F'I'. 81) who .,-eµvovns 
tcafovrEs 1rdvrfJ fJao-avl(owres KaKWs 
TOV!i &p/uAJ<r-roVvTas E1ratTtWvTaL µ1]0Ev 
iitwv µurfJWv Aaµf3dvetv 1rapa -rWv 
~pfloo<[TolJvr°:..v TapTa Ep1,a(6µe~o, TC!. 
a:ycd)a ,cal 'TU..S z-avo-ovs, e1ratTtWJ1Tcu, 

&c., may be thus explained: ' They 
complain that they receive nothing 
corresponding to the reward they 
deserve-nothing worthy of them, 
as a reward ; they accordingly con
sider the evils they inflict on men 
as something very valuable-as 
a-yaecf.' We get the same result 
if, in accordance with the Gottin
gen edition of Hippolytus and 
Schuster, n. 246, we substitute 
µ.ureov for µ«rewv. BE!rnays (Rhein. 
1¥us. ix. 244; Heraclit. B1·. 141) 
proposes bratTEovrat µ'Y]Ofv it.lrnt 
µio"Owv 7'.aµf3avetv, &c., ' they ask, 
little as they deserYe a reward, pay
ment from the siek.' Tn this case 
it is not Heracleitus himself who 
concludes from the conduct of the 
physicians that good and evil are 
identical ; but Hippolytus draws 
this conclusion, in taking the ironi
cal a-ya&a of Heracleitus as earne.,t. 
That he may be allowed. the full 
credit of this I will not dispute. 
The addition which Schuster, p. 
24 7, is disposed to make to the 
fragment, from Ep. IIeracl. vi. 54, 
does not seem to me to have origi
nated with Heracleitus. 

4 Fr. 82; Hippol. ix. 10: -yva
cpeicp <P'//o"lo•, olios ei!Oe,a ,cal axo7'.t1/ .•• 
µ.fa Eo-·rl, <f>?JtTl, 1ca.l abrir ,ad 7{} lfvw 
,cal 'TO KU'TW l!v lo"'Tt ,ca) .,-1, av.,-6. (The 
upper, e.g. in the revolution of the 
heavens and the transition of the 
elements one into another, becomes 
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and end. 1 Mortal and immortal 2 are the same. Sickness 
and health, hunger and satiety, labour and refreshment 
are alike; the Deity is day and night, summer and 
winter, war and peace, plenty and want ; all is one, all 
becomes all.3 From the living comes death, and from 
the dead life, from the young old age, and from the old 
youth ; from the waking, sleep, and from the sleeping, 
wakefulness. The stream of generation and destruc
tion never stands still; the clay out of which things 
are made is for ever being moulded into new forms. 4 

under, and vice versa ; upper and 
lower are consequently the s,.me 
essence. Meantime it is a question 
whether the words 1rnl TO l\vw ..• 
TO avTD belong to Heracleitus, or 
merely contain an inference drawn 
by the author from 'o5os """'' &c.) 
OOOs cfv"' «6.-rw µf'IJ 1eal WUTi/. We 
shall have more to say on this sub
ject further on. 

1 Fr. 58 ;_ Porphyr. in Schol. 
Ven. Jn Il., xiv. ,200: ~vvov a.p;:11 
t<al ,repas e,rl l<Vl<A.OV ,rep«pepELas 
Ka.TCI. 'Hpd.K.i\.HTOV. 

z Of. Fr. 60, infra, chapter on 
Her. Anthrop. 

• Fr. 84; a-p. Stob. Floril. iii. 
84 : voVO'os iryel11v brolr,uev 'l}OV Kal 
&:yaeOv, A.tµ.'bs K6pov, ,c&.µ,a-ros civd-
1rav,nv. Fr. 67 ; Hippo!. Rqfut. 
ix. 1 O : t, 8eos 1/µ,•p'// e&cpp6v'//, x«µ,wv 
8epos, 1r6Mµ,as E'f't/V'//, 1<6pos A.1µ,6s. 
Philo. Leg. Alleg. ii. 62 A: 'Hpa
t<A.E!Teiov a6f,7s ha'f'OS, 1<6pov 1<al 
X0'//0'/J,ocrlv'//v ( cf. infra, chapter on 
Her. Oosm. last page) 1<al tv Tb 1ruv 
«al 1rdvTa &.µo,/3[1 elfJ'd."}'WV. 

• Fr. 59; Plut. cons. ad. Apoll. 
10, p. 106: 1r6n 7i'xp iv r]µ,"iv a&To"is 
oV" fcrrw O ()dva.Tos ; «al if </>rJ{J'Lll 
(Hpd.KAELTOS, -ral,.r6 T' Ev, (Schleier
macher, p. 80, conjectures: -raliT& 
T' e,r-r,; Bernays, Rh. Mus. vii. 

VOL. H. 

103, Schuster, p. 174, &c. : Ta&Tw 
T' fv,; the latter alteration seems 
to me to lose the sense of the 
passage ; and in both I am dis
satisfied with the TE ; I should 
therefore prefer "Taho TO") (wv 
1<al Te6v71Kos 1<al TO E')'P'//')'Of>OS 1<al TO 
,ca8eVOov, nal 11€011 Kal -y71paL6v· -r&Oe 
...,.ap µeTa1reu6vTa €,celvd EfJ'TL tcCuceWa 
7:dAw" µ.:-ra~eu6vT~ ;a.VT~. Ws 7d.p 
EK -rov av-rov 7rr{Jwv 6v11a.Tat 'TLS 1r?1.ch ... 
T(J)V ((pa uvyxe'iv 1eal 1rd/\.w 1ri\.ctT
;Ew 1eal_ (J'v"jxeW ~al TOVTo iv wap' 
t:V 1rote,v a0,ai\et7r7Cl1S" ofnc,, u:al 1} 
cpVa'Ls Etc T?]s a.Ur'l]s liA11s 1r&A.at µ~v 
ToVs 7rpo-y6vovs 1}µ.Wv O.vEuxev, e'f.rc;;. 
o-vvexe'is cdnoLS E7EvJl'fJ<re ToVs 1ra ... 
TEpas, el-ra 1}µ.'as, etT' ltA.J\ovs E,r' ~AA-
01s &vaKvKi\.1,ae,. ,cal O T?}s ')levEuews 
1roraµ.Os oiSros Eu6eAexWs pEwv oll-
1ro-re <J'Tf}treTat, Kal '11"&.A,v E~ ·e11av
Tla.s aVTci O T1] s <P8opUs e'lTE 'AxEpwv 
eLTe KCtiKvTOs KaAoVµevos {nrO TiiJv 
'lf'OL'YJT&Jv. 'I/ 1rpdiT'YJ oOv alTla 1} 
IM~acra rJ/J,LV TO TOU hA.iov cj>/;Js, 71 
ah11 1<al TOV (ocpepov 1'7E< 0.01,v. 
I agree with Bernays (l. c.') as 
to the probability of Plutarch's 
having taken, not merely the words 
Ta&To • • • 771pa1ov from Hera
cleitus, but the whole drift of the 
passage ; and that the image espe
cially of the clay and its moulding 

C 
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All life and consciousness of life I is founded on this 
constant motion, which alone constitutes the existence 
of things ; nothing is this or that, but becomes what
ever it is, in the movement of the life of nature; things 
are not to be conceived as permanent, and finished once 
for all; they are continually being reproduced 2 in the 

-in all probability also that which 
is said of the stream of Becoming 
and decay, of light and Hades-is 
chiefly borrowed from the same 
source. As to the meaning of those 
words, Plutarch says: 'Heracleitus 
d~clares the li'd ng to be identic,i,l 
with the dead, the waking with the 
sleeping, &c., because both pass 
into one another (for as the living 
becomes dead when it dies, so the 
dead becomes living when the 
living feeds upon it; as the young 
becomes old through the lapse of 
years, so the old becomes young by 
the propagation of the species), 
and it cannot be urged that this 
was too trivial for the profound 
philosopher (Lassalle, i. 160); for 
in the first place the thought that 
in a certain sense the dead again 
becomes the living, and the old, 
young, was sufficiently remote from 
the ordinary presentation, and 
secondly, the inference would be 
in any case peculiar to Heracleitus, 
that consequently the living and 
the dead are one and the same. 
In themselves, however, the words 
might likewise signify: the living 
is at the same time dead, and vice 
versa, because the living only arose 
from the destruction of a previous 
existence ; and the dead is undergo
ing the transition to that existence; 
waking is sleeping, and sleeping 
waking; because in waking all the 
powers are not in full activity, and 
in sleep they are not all at rest ; 

youth is age, because it only arises 
from that which has long been in 
existence ; and age is youth, be
cause it only consists in constant 
renewal ; and even the more ab
stract expressions that life is at the 
same time death, &c., allow of jus
tification (cf. Plut. De Ei, ap. D 
c. 18, p. 392). The unity of death 
and life is referred to in Fr. 139 
(Etymol. Magn. v. f3los; Eustath. 
in Jl. p. 31, 6) : -re;; o6v f3[cp 6voµa 
µEv f3£os Ep'}'ov OE 8civaTos. 

1 Hence the st>ttements in Plac. 
i. 23 : 'Hp. 7/peµlav 1cctl <r-rdcrtv J,c 
TWv Oi\wv &vl]pEL' lcrTL -yCtp ToVTo -r@v 
V•Kpwv. Iambl. ap. Stob. i. 906: 
TO 11.Ev To'is aVTols br1µ€11Etv Kdµa-rov 
ilva1 TD oe µera[:3d:>.:>.e,v 1>•pe1v avd-
7ravdtv, Numen. ap. Porph, Antr. 
Nymph. c. 10: i/8ez, Kal 'Hpcl.Kll.ft-ros 
(-ov) t/;vxfa-,, 1>cl.vai -rip1/nv, µri 
8&.va-rov, irypfia-, 'Y•vfr8a,, that is to 
say, the fiery seeks to be trans
formed into the moist (vide infra, 
chapter on Her. Anthrop.) 

2 Plato Theaet. 152 D : i'YiJ, ipw 
«al µ&A' oV <f,aVAov A.67ov· &s lipa ~v 
µEv aV-rO KafJ' a.OrO ollOEv €tJ'TLV, oVif 
&v ,.,,,, 1r~o~el1reOLS o~e&s 0116' O,rowv,oVv 
n, a:A'/1. •av ws µe'Ya 1rpoda"fopev17s, 
Ka~ uµ.,1<.p

1
Cw cpave

1
'i-rm, ~,1eal E~v fJapV, 

KOV</>OV, ~vµ,ravra TE OVTWS, WS µ711/e-
1:0s Ov-ros EvOs µ.frre -r,vbs µ.f,-re throw
vouv· (eK OE 01/ </>Upos TE KaL K<V~a'EWS 
Kal KparrEWS ,rpc)s l,'/l.'/1.71'/l.a "f£"fVETat 
,ravTa & 0~ </>aµ.ev E!VC1.t obK op8ws 
1rpocra1yopEVovrres· tu•n µ.Ev 'Yap oUO€. 
1roT, o00€v, Cl.El Of 1'["}'vETaL. 156 
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flux of phenomena by means of active forces; they 
merely mark the points where the opposing streams of 
natural life cross each other.1 Heracleitus therefore 
likens the world to a mixture which must continually 
be stirred that it may not decompose,2 and the world
creating power he compares to a child who, in play, 
draws his pebbles this way and that.3 While, there
fore, Parmenides denies Becoming, in order to maintain 
the conception of Being in its purity, Heracleitus denies 

E: aJTo µev 1<a6' aOTo µ'1/a<v eivcu, • • alwvos 1ra,6,fj. The anecdote inPlut. 
Ell oe Tji 1rpos ll./1./1.'IJ/I." oµ,71.lq, 1rcl11rn Garrulit. c.' 17, p. 511, can scarcely 
')'l711ecrea, 1<al, '!"""T~<a °'".!"o T~s 1<wf,~ have any connection with this doc
crews • , • ouaev Elva, ev cwTo 1<a6 trine. The 1<v1<ewv of Heracleitus 
aho o.l\/1.?t. TLvl o.el 7l711ecr6ai, TO o' is mentioned by Chrysippus, ap. 
eTva, 1ra11Tax&ee11 E~a,peTlov. In the Philodem. Nat. De. Col. vii. ; ac
first of these passages, this opinion cording to Petersen's emendation, 
is generally ascribed to all the an- to which, however, Sauppe prefers 
cient philosophers, except Parme- another and simpler version. Epi
nides, and especially to Heracleitus. curus, ap. Diog. x. 8, calls Hera
Empedocles, and Protagoras; and cleitus a 1<v1<'1JTf/s. 
the nvl is only applicable to Pro- 3 Procl. in Tim. 101 F: i'x.il.il.o, 
tagoras. However, it has already oe 1<al Tov a'ljµwvp-yov Ell T'/J 1<orrµovp
been proved, and we shall see, fur- 7e,11 1rd(e,11 elpf,1<cxrr1, 1<a6cl1rep 'Hpcl
ther on, th:it the words quoted «il.ELTos. Clem. Paedag. i. 90 C: 
correctly represent the doctrine of To<aVT'IJV TLV?t. 1ral(e,v 1raia,?t.v "Tov 
Heracleitus. fovTov Li.la 'Hpa1</I.E1Tos 11.,7.,, Fr. 

1 Further details hereafter. 49 ; Hippo!. R4ut. ix. 9 : alwv 1ra4S 
2 Fr. 85 ; Theophr. De Vertig. E<fTt 1ral(w11, 7rETTEVwv • 1ra,oos iJ 

9, p. 138; Wimm.: el oe µh (this f)acr,il.'IJ'l71. Luc. l. c.: Ti 7?t.p o a,lc{,,, 
is no doubt correct; Bernays, Ecr-ri; 'lf'a'is 1ral(wv, 1re<1G'eVwv, 0La
Heracl. 7, reads: d oh), 1<aei£1rep <j>ep6µevos (or better, as Bernays 
'Hpcl,c.A.eLT6s <P'YJG't, Kal iJ ICVKeWv Odu- re~ds): 11vvOta<J>ep. = Ev 'T~ Oia
TaTat µh 1<ivo6µe11os (thus Wimmer cpepecrOa, crvµ<j>ep6µevos. Bernays 
reads, following Usener and Bern.; (Rhein. Mus. vii. 108 sqq.) illus
the older editions leave out µh, trates these passages excellently 
which, however, in spite of Las• from Homer, ll. xv. 360 sqq.; 
salle, i. 75, is decidedly required Philo. Incor. M. 950 B (500 M.); 
by the context. Of. Lucian, Vit. Plut. De Ei. c. 21, p. 393, where, 
Auct. 14: lµ1reao11 o~aev, ail.ii.cl. «ws however, the game of draughts is 
ES 1<v1<ew11a 1ri£11Ta crvvetil.eovrn,, 1<a,( not specially mentioned. There is 
ecrT< TwvTb T<p1/11s o.Tep,f,l'IJ, "'/Vwcr1s probably an allusion to the 1ra,s 
o.711wrrl'IJ, µe7a µ11<pt!v, ll.vw KifTw ,rep<- 7rEffffEVWI/ in the 'lrETTEvThs, Plato, 
xwpeona 1<al o.µELf)6µeva iv Tji Tov Laws, x. 903 D. 
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20 HERA CLEITUS. 

Being that he may maintain in full force the law of 
Becoming ; while Parmenides declares that the notion 
of change and of movement is merely a delusion of the 
senses, Heracleitus asserts the same of the notion of 
permanent Being; while Parmenides regards the ordi
nary mode of thought as erroneous in principle because 
it assumes generation and destruction, Heracleitus comes 
to a similar conclusion precisely for the opposite reason. 

But the metaphysical proposition that all things 
are in a continual flux becomes with Heracleitus a 
physical intuition. The living and moving element in 
nature seems to him to be fire; if all things are con
ceived in perpetual motion and change, it follows that 
all things are fire. This second proposition does not 
seem to have been developed from the first by conscious 
reflection, but the law of change which he everywhere 
perceives, presents itself to him through the direct 
action of the imagination under this symbolical 
aspect, the more general import of which he cannot 
therefore separate in his own consciousness from the 
sensible form in which it is contained. In this way we 
must understand the assertion 1 that Heracleitus held 

1 Arist. De Coelo, iii. 1, 298 b, do-Alex. on .ilfetaph. xii. 1, p. 643, 
29: oZ OE 'Ta µEv lti\i\a. 1rcfv7a 7iveff- 18 Eon. : 0 µEv 7dp 'Hp&1ei\.etTos 
8a{ -rE q>atJ'£ Ka.l peLv, e1vat OE 1rn:y[C1>s oUu{av ,ca,l Cl.px1Jv ETl8ero rO 1rVp. 
oU8~v, tv OE TL µ611011 {rrroµEvew, E~ Diog. ix. 8: 7T'llp elvat G''TOLXE'iov. 

o1i TavTa 1rav-ra µ.ETaax11µ.aTl(Eaea, Clemens, Cohort. 43 A: TO 1rvp ws 
1re<pu1<ev· ii1rEp eo{1<aaL f3ovl\«1ea, l\e- apxJyovov ae{:30VTES. The same is 
')IEtv 1<11.11.0, TE 1roll.ll.ol 1<al 'Hpa1<l\e1- said in the verse, ap. Stob. Eel. i. 
Tos b 'Eq,eaios. .ilfetaph. i. 3, 384 282 ( cf. Plut. Plac. i. 3, 25) e1< 
a, 7: Q'l7r7rcta'0S' ae 1rUp O MeTcnrov- 1r11pOs 'Yap 7rcfvTa Kcd els rrVp 'Jl"dvTa 
T'ivos ,cal 'Hpd.,ci\.eLTos O ,Ecf>EtJ'ws TEJ\.evrij,, which, however, in this 
(apxrw :!''Oeaa,). Jbi~. ,i!i; 4, 100_1 form is evidently spurious, and an 
a, 15: ETEpo, OE 1rup o, ll aepa q,a,nv imitation of the well-known verse 
~lvat T~ 1~ TOvT~ 1<0:l TO ;tiv, ?~ oli -ro. of Xenophanes ( sup. vol. i. p. 567, 
ovTa Elva, TE '"" ')IE')IOVEva,. Pseu- 4), which, however, as is proved 
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THE PRIMITIVE FIRE. 21 

fire to be the first element, the principle or primitive 
matter of all things.1 'This world,' be says, 'the same. 
for all, bas been made neither by one of the gods nor 
by any man; but was, and is, and shall be, an ever living 

by Simpl. Phys. 111 b, contains 
much that is truly Heracleitean. 
For, after Simplicius has given 
as the doctrine of Heracleitus, 
i« 1rupO~ 7re1repa<Tµ.€11ov 7rd.VTa eivm. 
,cal els ToVro 1r&.wra &.vaAVea8a:, 
he afterwards says: 'Hpc!."71.e,-ros 
" els 1rVp" Ai~~J/ '' ,cal iK 1rupOs 'Ta 
,rc!.v-ra." As these words are made 
into a hexameter in Stobreus, and 
as we else .... here (ap. Proc. in Tim. 
36 C; Plut. Plac. ii. 21; Qu. Plat. 
viii. 4, 9, p. 1007 ; cf. also the 
1rvpos &.µo,{3t,v, infra, p. 27, 1) meet 
with fragments of verse bearing 
Heracleitus's name, we may sup
pose that there was a version of 
his doctrine, made in hexameters 
to assist the memory, which pro
bably emanated from the Stoics. 
Schuster, p. 354, conj·ectures the 
author of it to have been Scythi
nus, who, according to Hieronymus, 
ap. Diog. ix. 16, rendered the work 
of Heracleitus into verse ; and re
fers to versified fragments in Stob. 
i. 26. 

1 On this Teichmiiller remarks 
(N. Stud. i. 118 sq., and simi
larly, p. 135, 143 sq., although he 
quotes my very words, from 'The 
metaphysical proposition'): 'Ac
cording to this, therefore, Hera
cleitus first discovered the meta
physical truth, and then made the 
deduction, which depends upon the 
observation of things.' I really 
thought I had said the contrary 
sufficiently clearly to have been 
safe from such a misrepresentation 
of my opinion. Even the ' meta
physical ' proposition is obviously 

not to be understood as an a priori 
one; I am speaking of the law of 
change, which Heracleitus every
where perceived, and I have shown, 
p. 13 sq., on what kind of percep
tions the philosopher based his pro
position. I derive the proposition 
from observation, and expressly 
remark that it did not precede the 
assertion ' All is fire ' in the con
sciousness of Heracleitus. I cer
tainly do not suppose, however, in 
regard to this fire, that Heracleitus 
was thinking merely of,the actual 
fire that ' we see, and hear crack
ling,' etc. ; nor that ,a,ny m,a,n ever 
thought that the whole world had 
been and would be again such a 
visible crackling fire ; nay more, 
that it was so always, even at the 
present time. Heracleitus says of 
1:_he ,worl~, ,not onlJ;,,jv ""l_ fo;~', but 
'fJv ael ,ea, ea:TL Kal ecrTat 1rvp aet(ruov. 
Consequently, I cannot but think 
that this view is symbolical. That 
fire was to Heracleitus 'only a sym~ 
bol for the law of change,' I never 
said, but it is imputed to me by 
Teichmiiller, who naively quotes 
the very words which refute him 
(' Heracleitus did not separate the 
more general meaning of this con
ception from its sensible furm '), 
as evidence. But if Heracleitus, in 
asserting the world to be fire, did 
not mean to assert the absurdity 
that it was visible fire, the con
ception of fire must have had a 
signification with him, transcend
ing its directly sensible content; 
that is to s,a,y, it was a symbolical 
conception. 
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22 HERACLEITUS.' 

fire, kindled and extinguished in due measure : ' 1 fire, 
never resting, rules in all.2 He thus indicates his 
reason for calling the world a fire; it was, as Simplicius 3 

and Aristotle 4 observe, in order to express the absolute 

1 Fr. 46 (Clemens St;om. v. 
599 B. Plut. An. Pr. 5, 2, p. 1014; 
Simpl. De Cmlo 132 b, 31, 19; 
Schol. in Arist. 487 b, 46, 33) : 
«:60'µ.ov 'T6voe 'TOV o.b'TOV a.1rcl.V'TWV 
ot)TE 'TtS OeWv o~TE Ct.vBpdnrc,)11 f7ro[-
1Ja'Ev· &.A.A, i;v &el Kal ta,rcu, 1rVp 
lr.el(Cdov, &1r-r&µ,evov µ.ETpo. ,cal &,ro-
0'{!,evvvµ.evov µfrpo.. To the latter 
definition I shall presently recur. 
The words 'TOV o.bTov a1rcl.v""'v about 
which Schleiermacher (p. 91) is 
uncertain, I consider genuine,. on 
account of their very difficulty, 
though they are wanting in Plu
tarch and Simplicius; the a.1rcl.na,v, 
I refer, as masculine, to the gods 
and men, so that the words would 
indicate the reason why none of 
these can have made the world ; 
namely, because they all, as parts 
of the world, are contained in it. 
Lassalle, ii. 56 sq., says: 'the one 
and same, out of all things, that 
which, springing from all, is in
ternally identical ; ' but the force 
of this explanation is not clear. 
That the world is the same for 
all, Heracleitus remarks also ap. 
Plut. De Superst. 3, vide inf. chap
ter on Her. Anthrop. We need not 
enquire with Schuster (p. 128), who 
supposed the world to have been 
created by a man, nor need we, with 
Teichmiiller, N. Stud. i. 86, answer 
the question by a reference to the 
Oriental apotheosis of princes (they 
were not so foolish in Egypt or 
Persia as to regard a favourite 
priuce as the creator of the world). 
'No god and no man' means, as 
has already been observed, vol. i., 

p. 559, 1, no one absolutely. To the 
Greeks of the time of Heracleitus, 
indeed, the notion that the world 
was made by one of the gods would 
have been scarcely less strange than 
the idea that a man made it. The 
eternity here ascribed to the world 
by Heracleitus does not contradict 
the assertion of Aristotle that all 
his predecessors considered the 
world as become, or created : this 
has already been pointed out, vol. 
i. p. 440, 1 ; 570; cf. also infra, 
Her. Cosm. 

• Fr. 68; Hippo!. Refut. ix. 10: 
TLl. OE 1rd.vTa ola,d(et 1Cepavi16s. fijp
pocr. 1r. ll10.1'T, i. l 0, end (vide infra,, 
p. 27, note). We meet with the 
same world-ruling fire, also under 
the name of «:epavvos, in the hymn 
of Cleanthes (Stob. Eel. i. 30), verse 
7 sq. where that Stoic, who we find 
from other indications especially 
resembled Heracleitus, exalts Zeus 
as 'He that holds in his hands the 
cl.el (~ov'To. «:epo.vvo11( the ,ri)p cl.el(wov): 
ip ,a-V ,ca7ev6V:'eis- ,coivOv J\.6-yov, tis OtO:. 
rravroov <potTq.. 

• Phys. 8 a: ,ml 1/0'01 lle iv 
ffJeJl'ro TO a'-ra,xe'iov ... Kal ToVTwv 
€1Caa--ros els TO OpauTT)pwv &.1re'iOe ,cal 
-rO 1rpOs 7Jve<1L11 bn-rT)Oeiov i1eeivov, 
0ai\f;s µ.Ev, etc. (Hpd.1eAE£TOS OE els 
'TO (wo-y6vov «:o.l 61)µ.wvp-yu,ov 'TOV 
1rup6s. Ibid. 6 a, m: 'TO (a,o-y611ov 
«al 6r]µwvp"}'t1c'ov Kal TrE7r'TLK~J/ ,atl 
Dttf. 1rd.J1TWJI xoopoVv ,cal 1rdJ1TCIJV 0.A.
il.OLQ/TLH:011 rijs 6epµ6T1)'TOS 8eo.O'cl.µevo, 
'TO.V'T1JV foxov Thv 06~0.v. 

• De An. i. 2, 405 a, 25 : «:o.l 
'Hpcl.1<l1.EL'TOS Oe 'Tnv a.pxnv ef11o.l t/>1JO'I 
l/,vxhv, E't1rep Thv cl.110.0vµCo.,nv, I~ ~s 
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life of nature, and to make the restless alternation of 
phenomena comprehensible. Fire is not to him an,... 
unvarying substance, out of which things derived 
were compounded, but which in this union remains 
qualitatively unchanged, like the elements of Empe
docles or the primitive substances of Anaxagoras; it is 
the essence which ceaselessly passes into all elements, 
the universal nourishing matter which, in its eternal 
circulation, permeates all parts of the cosmos, assumes 
in each a different constitution, produces individual 
existences, and again resolves itself; and by its abso
lute motion causes the restless beating of the pulse 
of nature. By fire, the fire-flash or lightning, 1 Hera
cleitus undentood not merely visible fire, but heat in 

Td.A.Aa (f'uVlG'T'YJO'LV • Ketl &<1wp.a:rrlJ'TC1.- ?}j . .Ua'V -y7], Tb 0€ ?}µuru 1rp'110"Tr/p, 
.-6v 7E (Torstrik has this, instead whether Heracleitus may have dis
of the 011 of the Vulgate ; I prefer criminated "P'IIITT1Jp according to 
oe, in accordance with Cod. SX 10), the most literal interpretation of 
«al peov &.e[· 'TO oe «ivo6µ.evov ,c,vov- the word (as Stob. Eot. i. 594, as
µevcp -yivJ,rr,c«rOa.,. Further details serts) from ,cepavvos, or considered 
concerning this passage, infra, p. both alike as lightning. Lassalle, 
26, 1, and Her. Antkrop., note 4. ii. 75 sq. would distrnguish "'P'II· 
Aristotle himself says in Heraelei- u-r1Jp from ,rvp by making 1rp'l/o'T1/P 
tean language, Meteor, ii.3, 357 b, . the cosmical elementary fire, the 
32 : .,.1) -rwv pe6v-rwv &o&..,.wv ,ca.l .,.b basis of all things, and at the same 
,,.11 , q,ilo-ylis pevµa. De Vita et m. time the ,·isible fire; while he re· 
c. 5, 4 70 a, 3 : .,.1, oe 1rvp &.el llta- gards 1rvp as the visible fire only . 
.,.,ile, -y,v6µ.evav ,ca.l peov 8ur1rEp 1ro- But this theory finds no support 
rnµ.6s. Similarly Theophr. Fr. 3 in the prrssage just quoted-the 
(De lgne), 3. only place where Heracleitus names 

1 The 1«pavvos has already come 1rp71r,1"'YJP; nor in the fact that 
before us, p. 22, 2, in a connection 1rp7/rrr1Jp (as Lassalle says) 'was 
in which it can only signify fire as already the designation in use 
the creative principle of the world, among the Orphics for the impure, 
and not merely lightning in the i.e. material, sensible, fire : ' which 
special sense. 1rp'l/rrTi/p, however, means that in an Orphic fragment 
has doubtless the same general ap. Proc. in Tim. 137 C, therefore 
significance in Fr. 47; Clemens, in a poem centuries later than He
Strom. v. 599 C: 1ruplis -rpo1ral racleitus, these words occur: 1rp'I/· 
'Jrf'W'TOV e&.11.e,rrrra Oa.il&.rr<T'I/S a. 'TO µ,,v ()"T1JP &.µ.vopou 1rupos r.veos. 
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general, the warm matter, or dry vapours, according to 
the language of later writers; 1 and for this reason 
he even substituted for fire the breath, the yvxh,2 per
haps also aether.3 But it would imply a misconception 

1 When Aristotle l. c. (vide 
previous note) says that:Heracleitus 
sought the soul in the &.va8uµia,ns, 
<1{ fjs Td>.)l.a 1Tuvi1TT1)1Ttv, it is plai u 
that this &.va8uµiau,s cannot be 
separated from the ,riip which is 
elsewhere declared to be Hera
cleitus's primitive matter. Schuster 
thinks (p. 162) it is useless to en
quire whether Aristotle meant the 
same thing by the two words ; to 
me there seems no reason to doubt 
so clear an expression. If, in one 
place fire, and in another the &.va-
8uµ(a.1T1s is designated as the pri n • 
ciple from which Heracleitus 
thought all things arose, we can 
only suppose (unless we charge 
Aristotle with the most obvious 
contradiction) that one and the 
same thing is intended by both 
terms. Aristotle indeed says ( cf. 
p. 26, 1) exactly the same of the 
&.va8uµia1T1s that Plato says of the 
all-permeatingessence. Philoponus 
( in h. l. c. 7), therefore, rightly 
interprets Aristotle, when he says: 
1rup 3~ ['Hp. (,\ey•v J ob T1JV q,J\6-ya 
( &s -yap 'Ap1IT'TO'Th1.7)S </>'111Tlv 1/ q,il.o{ 
~7rEp/3oA1, EtTTL \ 1ru~Os) . ~i\Aa ,r~p 
•"-•'Y• 'T~V {11pav ava8uµ.,a1T111. EK 
TaU'r7)S ovv ewa, ,cal 'T1]V ,f,ux'l)v. The 
expression fnrep/301'17 1rvpl,s for flame 
is not to be regarded as Heraclei
tean ; the quotation only refers to 
what Aristotle said in his own 
name (Gen. et Corr. ii. 3,330 b, 25; 
Meteor. i. 3, 340 b, 21); not to an 
utterance of his concerning Hera
eleitus. Against Lassalle's inter
pretation of &.va8vµla1Tts (i. 147 
sqq.; ii. 328 sqq.), cf. Part m. b, 
23, 2nd ed. 

2 Aristotle expressly says this 
in the passage we have just been 
discussing. Cf. also Fr. 89 ap. 
Clem. Strom. vi. 624 D ; Philo 
JEtern. 2Vundi, 91\8 C ( cf. Procl. 
in Tim. 36 ; Julian Drat. V. 
165 D. Spanh.; Olympiodor. in 
Gorg. Jahn's Jahrbb. Supplementb. 
xiv. 357, 542): ,f,vxfiu, 8&.vaTos 
/Jawp (al. ~-ypfi1T1) -yeve1T8a,, /Joan 
OE edva:ros ")'1}v ")'evEtr8ai· ~,c -y?Js OE 
/Jawp -yfve'Tat, E~ f!oa'TOS 0€ ,j,UX1/, 
Philo indeed explains ,J,vx1J as &.1Jp, 
and Plutarch JJe Ei, 18, p. 392, 
represents Heracleitus as saying 
?rvpos 86.va'TOS Mp, 'YfVEIT<S 1cal &.<pas 
Od.vaTos VDa-rt 7Ez,ecr1s; that this is 
incorrect is clear from our previous 
quotations, and others which are 
yet to come (chap. on Her. Cosm.). 

3 Aether is not named in any 
of the fragments of Heracleitus; 
but that the conception was not 
unknown to him appears probable 
from the predicate atepws, which · 
he gives to Zeus ( Fr. 86, vide in
fra, p. 555, 3, 3rd ed.) from the 
Platonic derivation of aether from 
ael O.w, Crat. 410 B, and still more 
from the fact that Pseudo-Hippocr. 
De Carn. i. 425 K, declares that 
Oepµov appears to him to be the 
same as what was called by the 
ancients aether; the Stoics, too, 
identified the upper fire with 
aether (vide Part m. 124, 4; 129, 
2 ; 2nd ed.). It is not, however, 
quite certain, for the Stoics may 
h,we arrived at their conception 
through the Aristotelian doctrine, 
and the treatise ,r, 1Tap1<wv is (judging 
from the doctrine of the elements 
which it contains, and other indica-
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of his whole system to say, as Aenesidemus I does, that 
he supposed all things to consist of warm air. In 
accordance with this larger import of the word, 
Heracleitus says of his fire, that it is never destroyed,2 

tions) much later than Aristotle. 
The further supposition (Lass. ii. 
89 sq.) that aether was the highest 
creative principle of Heracleitus, 
and that he held three stages of 
fire, in which it manifested itself 
more or less purely, viz. aether, 
,riip, and "P'I/CJ"T1/P, has no real 
foundation, though its author has 
taken much pains to prove it. 
Lassalle thinks that this theory 
alone can explain the assertion of 
Aenesidemus, that air is the first 
principle of Heracleitus ; but I 
have shown (Part III. b, 23 sq., 
2nd ed.) that we do not require it 
for this purpose. He also urges 
that in Ambrosius Hexaem. i. 6 T., 
1, 8 Maur., and also in Ps.-Censo
rinus Fr. 1, 4, in the enumeration 
of the elements, air (which can only 
have come there by a confusion 
with aether), and not fire, takes 
the highest place, as if that enu
meration were necessarily accord
ing to a strict order, and as if 
Censorinus had not immediately 
after remarked : the Stoics place 
ae.ther above air; and below air, 
water. He lays great stress on 
the quotation, l. c. [ mundus con
stat] quattuor elementis, terra, aqua, 
i_qne, aere. cuJus principalem solem 
quidam putant, ut Gleanthes; but 
cuJus does not refer, as Lassalle 
supposes, to aer, but to mundus; 
for Cleanthes regarded the sun as 
the ~-yeµ.ovu,ov Toii 1<6rrµ.ov (vide 
Part III. a, 125, 1, 2nd ed.). He 
relies on the Stoical discrimmation 
of aethereal and common fire, in 
regard to which it is a question 
·whether it was borrowed from 

Heracleitus, and which ( even in 
Reracl. Alle_q. Hom. c. 26) does not 
absolutely coincide with the dis
tinction said to have been made by 
our philosopher between aether and 
fire. He thinks that the apathy of 
aether (ps.-Censorinus, l. c.) which 
contradicts the Stoic doctrine, mnst 
have been taken from Heracleitus, 
whereas it is far more likely that 
its source is Aristotle's Physics 
(vide Part n. b, 331, 2nd ed.) from 
which we must also derive the 
conceptions of Ocellns, 2, 23, and 
the spurious fragments of Philo la us 
(Lassalle, however, considers them 
authentic), which were discussed 
vol. i. 399, l ; cf. l. c. p. 358. 

1 Ap. Sext. Ma.th. x. 233; ix. 
360; cf. Tertull. De An. c. 9, 14; 
Part m. b, 23 sq. 

2 Fr. 66, Clem. Paeda_q. ii. 196 
C: TO µ.1) oiivov 7rWS av 'rLS 7'.<i.8ot ; 
that the subject of oiivov is ,riip or 
,Pws we see from the addition of 
Clemens : 7'. ~rreTat µ.~v -yap trrws 
TO a1rr811Tov ,pws ns, TO I,~ vo11T"ov 
ltOVvaT6v €fJ'TLV. Schleiermacher's 
emendations (p. 93 sq.) seem to 
me unnecessary. Heracleitus may 
very well have said-' No one can 
hide him~elf from the divine fire, 
even when the all-seeing Helios 
has set.' The Tts is also defended 
by Lassalle, ii. 28 (who pertinently 
reminds us of Cornut. N. lJeor. 11, 
p. 35); Schuster, p. 184 ; and 
Teichmiiller, N. Stud. i. 184. 
Schuster, however, refers it to 
Helios, who obeys the laws which 
are inherent in fire; but with this 
I cannot agree. 
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that it is not like sunlight connected with a particular 
and therefore changing phenomenon, but is the univer
sal essence, which is contained in all things as their 
substance. t We must not, however, reduce it on that 
account to a metaphysical abstraction, as Lassalle does. 
When Heracleitus speaks of fire, he is not thinking 
merely of 'the idea of Becoming as such,' 'the unity 
in process (processirende E{nheit) of Being and non
Being,' &c.; 2 there is not a word to imply that he 
means only the 'ideal logical entity of fire,' and not the 
definite substance perceived in the sensation of heat, or 
that fire, as a principle, is absolute, immaterial, and 
different from every kind of material fire. 3 His own 

1 Cf. Plato, Grat. 412 C sqq., 
who, in his playful etymology of 
oiKawv, probably borrowed from 
Heracleitus, proceeds quite in the 
style of Heracleitus when he says, 
Scro, -yttp 71-yoiiv-ra, TO ,rav elva, iv 
,ropelq,, TO µ€11 1roA.V aVToV V1r0Aaµ
f3cl.vou,n TowVr6v TL eivai, ofov oVOEv 
ifi\i\o 1J xwpe'iv, Ota. Of To6rov 1ravrOs 
e'lval TL Ote~tOv, Ot' of.I ,rcivTa. Ta. 
-y,-yvoµ.eva -y[-yvecrea,· efvai 0~ Tdx,cr
'TOV TOVTo Kal A.e1rT6TaTOV. It must 
be the subtlest in order to pene
trate all things, • and also the 
7cf.xw·-rov, thure xp1]<f8cu cI,a-,rep 
E<TTW<TL TO<S li./1./1.o,s (the same predi
cates which Aristotle attributes to 
the avaevµ.[acr,s). This, the a!Kawv, 
receives different explanations; one 
says : 0 µEv 7&.p Tls <PrJ<rL TofJTo e'fvat 
oiKawv, TOV ;jAwv . . . another: 
lpwT~, el oVOEv O[,ccuov oTµ.ai eivcu Ev 
To'is O.v8pcfnrots breiOCl.v O 1].\.,os O{,p 
(perhaps a play on the words µ.~ aii
vov). Another understands by it 
fire in the abstract: o oi! oOK ail TO 
,ri/p </>rJ<Tlv, o./1./1.tt TO 8epµ.ov TO .,, 
Tff ,rvp l t1 v I, v, This seems to 

me one of the evidences for the 
view taken of the Heracleitean fire 
in the text, which Schnster, p. 159, 
has missed. Other evidences are to 
be found in Aristotle's reduction of 
1riip to the ava8uµ.lacr,s ( sup,Yt 24, 
1) and in Heracleitus's own utter
ances (20, 1 ; 22, 1 ; 22, 2). When 
Schuster observes : 'Fire is every
thing in the world, but it is for 
the most part extinguished,' be in 
fact asserts the same thing as the 
word.s he censures ( fire is the· uni
versal essence, &c.). Vide the ex
planation of these words, p. 22 sq. 

2 As Lassalle supposes, i. 361 ; 
ii. 7, 10. 

• Ibid. ii. 18, 30. Lassalle's 
verbose and prolix defence of these 
assertions, when closely examined, 
proves little. He first maintains 
that fire consists in this: 'that it is 
not Being but pure process;' from 
which, however, even if the propo
sition were more arcurate than it is, 
nothing would follow in regard to 
Heracleitus' s conception of fire. 
He appeals to the above-mentioned 
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THE PRIMITIVE FIRE. 

utterances, on the contrary, as well as the statements of 
ancient writers, leave no doubt that it was fire as a 
definite substance in which he sought the principle and 
essence of all things. 

The primitive fire, however, changes into the most 
various forms, and this, its transmutation, is the produc
tion of things derived. All things, says Heracleitus, 
are exchanged for fire, and fire for all things, as wares 
for gold, and gold for wares; 1 and herein he gives us to 
passages of the Cratylus ; but the 
Oepµov e11 T<p 1rupl evov, even if it 
really corresponds with Heraclei
tus's opinion, is not immaterial, 
but only the same matter which 
communicates its heating power to 
fire ; and if it be urged that some 
explain 1il«aw11, like Anaxagoras, 
from 11ovs, this explanation does 
not relate t) fire but to the lii«aw,•, 
and it is not derived from Heraclei
tus but from Anaxagoras. Lassalle 
further supports bis view by refe
rence to two passages in Ps. Hip
pocr. 1r. liia/.,.. i. 10, and De Carn. 
i. 425 K. And the thoughts there 
expressed have certainly a Hera
cleitean stamp, for in the first pas
sage,primarily in regard to man, it 
is said of the Oepµ.&.,.u:rov «al la-xvp&
ra,ro11 -n;,VP, 811'cp m:!~'TW~ i1rucparEe~aL 
li,e1ro11 curav'Ta «a'Ta cpvaw, that 1ra11-
Ta /i1c, 1raVTOS «u{Jepv~ «al Ta/ie Kai 
E,celva, 0M>E1r0Te ClTpeµl(ov; and in 
the second : lio«le< Iii µ.o, ll «ail.eo
µev_ 8ep1;011 a8c:!:'a"&~ Te el~a, , Kai 
POEtV 'lfavra Km Opav ,cal a,couew, 
Kal el0€z,·ai ,rd.vTa ,cal T(t iJvTa Kai. 
"" µ.e"/1.il.ovTa (11eu8a,. What con
clusion is to be drawn from this 
against the identity of H eracleitus's 
fire with physical vital heat (the 
1rvp TExvucov of the Stoics) I do not 
see. Diogenes (vide sup. 287, 7) 
says precisely the same of air, as 

these Heracleitean philosophers say 
of 1rvp or 8epµ&v. Lassalle, ii. 22, 
thinks he has found the true doc
trine of Heracleitus in Marc. Ca
pella, vii. 738, although that writer 
does not mention Heracleitus ; but 
the materia iriformis and the four 
elements in the passage might have 
shown him that this is simply a 
Stoic-Platonic exposition. In vol. 
ii. 27, he also attempts to prove 
the immateriality of the Heraclei
tean primitive fire from Chalcid. 
in Tim. c. 323, p. 423 M (fingamus 
enim esse hunc ignem 1rine cerum et 
sine ulliiis materim permixtione iit 
putat Heraclitus); here he bas mis
understood tbe words of this N eo
Platonist (who is besides not a 
very authentic source). An ignis 
sine materice permi:rtione is not an 
immaterial fire ( of which I never 
remember to have ,fouud a trace, in 
auy of the ancient philosophers
not even among the Neo-Plato
nists), but a fire which is not adul
terated by any admixture of burn
ing substances. The same may be 
said of Lassalle's statement (i. 360; 
ii. 121) that Sext. Math. x. 232, 
asserts : 'According to Heracleitus 
the first principle was not a mate
rial body.' I pass over some further 
observations. 

1 Fr. 57; Plut. Del!.'i. c. 8, end 
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understand that the derived arises out of the primitive 
matter, not merely by combination and separation, but 
by transformation, by qualitative change; for in the 
barter of wares for gold, the substance does not remain,_ 
but only the worth of it. Any other conception would 
be altogether irreconcileable with the fundamental doc
trine of this philosopher concerning the flux of all 
tliings. It is, therefore, decidedly untrue to assert, like· 
some of our authorities, that, according to Heracleitus, 
things are formed by means of the union and separation 
of substances, 1 if this is intended in the sense given to 
such expressions by Empedocles, Anaxagoras, and De
mocritus. But such language is also inaccurate and mis
leading if we understand by it, as some have done,-2 that 

p. 388 : ,rvp6s -r' &v-raµ.,if3e<T8ai 
1rdwra, <Jn,r:rlv 6 'HpdKi\EL'TOS, Kal 1rVp 
U.1rd.vrwv, [J;<F1rep xpuuoU xp'IJµ,aTa u:al 
xpr,µ.&m,,v xpv,r6s. Heracl. Alleg. 
Homer. c. 43, p. 92, therefore says : 
1rvp~s 7Ctp 0~, ,ca'!CJ. , 7{>~ cpuo-t

1
1iOv 

'Hpa.Kfl..fl'TOV, aµ.o,/3p Ta. 7r::tJ/Tct '}'LJ/E .. 

rnt. Similarly Simpl. Phys. 6 a, 
and Diog. ix. 8; 1rvpos &µ.o,f3liv -ril. 
?rciv-ra, also Eus. Pr. Ev. xiv. 3, 6: 
&µ.o,f3liv 7ap ( 1rvpos) Elva, -ril. 1rcivrn. 

1 Aristotle is not among these ; 
he says indeed in Metaph. i. 8, 988 
b, 34 ; Tf/ µ.<V ')'a.p /',p 00/;ELE <TTOL
XELw0€<1raTOV elvai 1rd111rwv €~ oil 
"}'[-yvovrat <IV"'/Kp{uet 7rpWrov, TOtoV
TOV OE -rO µtKpoµ.epE<tTa-rov Kal A.e1r
T6Ta:rov tw £/tr, TWv <1wµd.r<.1J11, but he 
only here brings forward what may 
from his own standpoint be urged 
for the theory that fire is the pri
mitive element; he does not say 
that Heracleitus himself proved it 
in this way. On the other hand, 
Hermias, Irris. c. 6, expounds the 
doctrine of Heraclei tus ( rather 

conf1;sedl!) ~ht~s: ~&px,li -r~v 157-.wv 
'TO ,rup· ovo OE ctV'TOU 1raer,, apa,6rr,s 
Ka! 1rvK116'1'11s, 1/ µ€11 1rotoVo-a, 1/ OE 
1rdaxovO"a, 'fl µEv crv-ytcpivovcra, 1J 0€ 
o,at<plvov<Ta, and Simpl. Phys. 310 
a, says of Heracleitus and other 
p~ysicists ~ OtCt. 1r

1
v,cvWuEw~ Ka.l µ~

vw<rEws Ta.S 'YEVECTEtS Ka.L <f>8opaS 

0.1roOt,°6~0-i, aV71epi,uis OE ?is, 'T} 7ri, .. 
KVWtTLS €0-TL Kett. O,a.KpL<TLS '1J µa.vw<J'LS. 

The same origin of things from 
fire is presupposed by Lucret. i. 
645 sqq., in combating the Hera
cleitean doctrine, but we cannot 
infer anything from this as to the 
doctrine itself. In the Plac. i. 13, 
and Stob. i. 350, the theory of 
atoms is ascribed to Heracleitus ; 
apparently, if we may judge from 
Stobarns, through a confusion with 
Heracleides. 

2 Aristotle says (Ph,ys. i. 6, 
189 b, 8) of the philosophers who 
only assume one primitive matter: 
'lrdJl'res 7e TO tv ToVro TO'is iva.vriuts 
<TX'f/µ.ctTf(ov<TLV, ofov 71'UKVO'T'f/1L t<al 
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Heracleitus believed things to anse out of fire by con
densation and rarefaction, and to resolve themselves into 
fire again.1 It is undeniable that when fire passes into 
moisture, and moisture into earth, condensation takes 
place, and, in the opposite case, rarefaction. But from 
Heracleitus' point of view, rarefaction and condensation 
were not the cause but the consequence of the change 
of substance ; as he represents the process, it is not that 
the closer juxtaposition of the fiery atoms makes mois
ture arise out of fire, and solid earthy particles out of 
moisture ; but, on the contrary, that from the rarer 
element is produced a denser, since fire is changed into 
moisture, and moisture into earth ; and that conse
quently in order to reproduce fire out of the other 
substances, not merely a decomposition of their primi-

µ.av6n1n ( Anaximenes :i,nd Dioge
nes) 1<0:l ,,.c;; µ.a7'o.71.0v Ko:l 1JTTov 
(Plato). It would, however, follow 
not th:i,t Heracleitus regarded the 
derived as :i,rising from rarefaction 
and condensation, but only from 
the development of opposites from 
the primitive matter; and this is 
quite correct. Only the later 
writers ascribe to him rarefaction 
:tnd condensation; T~us i,n I!iog. 
IX. 8 sq.; ,rvpas a.µ.otfh}I' '1"0: ,ro;no;, 
0.pmW<TE! ~cd 1TVK~c6crE, 7,_,v&fEPa 
••• 1rv1<vovµ..vov 70:p '1"0 1rvp •!V"t
pa[vecrBat cruvuruf.µEv6v 7E "Y[vecr8a.t 
VOwp, 7r1J7vVµ.evov OE TO VOwv els ')''i]V 
,,.pfr«r8m, -etc. Plut. Plac. i. 3, 
25 (Stob. i. 304): 'Hp&.1<1'o.E1TOS ••• 
Ct.px1/v -rCJv OA.oov -rO 1rVp . TOVTOU 

0€ . Ka-ra<rfjevvuµEvou 1C.0'1'µ.01ro,eLCJ'8ai 
'Ta 1rd~ra. 1rpW;ov,., µ.€~ 'Y(/.Pf: Th 'Jl'"a
xuµEpE{J'TaTOV Cl.UTOU €l~ avrO dV

(f'1"EAA0/J,EVOV "/'IV 7lvecr8a.,, l7rEL'1"0. 
&.vo.xo:1'o.wµ.ev11v '1"~}1' "f'IV {,,r() '1"0V ,rvpos 
cjn5«EL V6wp cl1rOTfAetcrea.,, &.va811µufiM 

µ.evov lle &..po; 7lvecrea,. Sim pl. Phys. 
~ :i,; Heracl'.::itus ,a~d Hippasus 
EiC 1rvpOs 1rowv0'£ Ta 011ra 1rV1c11dJO'et 

«al µavc/Jrre,. 
1 Which is manifestly the case 

in the first of the passages quoted 
from Simplicius ; Simplicius re
duces condensation and rarefaction 
to crv71<puns and 01&.t<ptcr,s, in the 
same manner that Aristotle had 
already done, Phys. viii. 7, 10, p. 
260 b, 7 ; 265 b, 30; condensa
tion, he says, results from the parts 
of a body drawing more closely to
gether, :i,nd rarefaction from their 
keeping farther apart. He further 
says that the proper expression for 
derivation from one primitive mat
ter would be condensation and 
rarefaction ; :i,nd from more than 
one, union and separation ; re
marks which Schleiermacher (p. 
39) has no ground for thinking 
' wunderlich.' 
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30 HERACLEITUS, 

tive constituents, but an entire transformation, a 
qualitative change of the parts, as well as of the whole, 
is necessary. The language he uses to describe the 
passage of one element into another shows this clearly 
enough, for, instead of rarefaction and condensation, of 
the union and separation of substances, we read only of 
transmutation, of the extinction and kindling of fire, 
of the life and death of the elements ; 1 terms which 
are employed by no other natural philosopher. But 
the most decisive argument is that any theory, which 
assumes a primitive matter of unchangeable quality, 
would be inconsistent with the fundamental principles 
of Heracleitus. Fire with him means something en
tirely different from the elements of the early ph_vsicists; 
the elem~nts are that which, amidst the change of 
particular things, remains unchangeable; the fire of 
Heracleitus is that which by means of constant trans-
mutation produces this change.2 • 

It follows then from the flux of all things that 
everything, without exception, unites in itself opposite 
qualities. Each change is a transition from one condi
tion to the opposite condition·; 3 if everything changes 

1 &µ,o,{311 (vide snpra, p. 27, 1), 
Tpow11 (Fr. 47, supra, 23, 1), <1'/3<v
vu<J'Oa, and a:,rTf<TOa, ( supra, p. 22, 
1 ; cf. Plut. Plao. i. 3; supra, 28, 
2) (.611 and e&.vaTos (p. 24, 2). 

2 Why fire is subject to this 
continual transformation, Hera
cleitus does not say; the only 
theory that would correspond to 
his doctrine is this, that it does so 
because this is inherent in its nature 
-because it is the &ei(wov. When, 
however, Lassalle asserts that 'the 
physical, and not the logical, dia-

lectical nature of motion was He
racleitus's principle of derivation, 
he is in error ; a logical principle 
separate from a physical principle 
was altogether unknown to him. 
If we further enquire, how he 
knows that all things change, the 
on! y answer is-he knows this from 
experience, as he apprehends expe
rience (vide supra, p. 21, 1 ). 

• 'No,' says Schuster,, 241, 1, 
'only into a state that is different 
from the previous state.' But the 
subsequent state only differs from 
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and only exists in this mutation, things are but 
middle-term between opposites ; and whatever point Wt 

may seize in the flux of Becoming, we have only a· 
point of transition and limit, in which antazonistic 
qualities and conditions encounter one another. While, 
therefore, all things, according to Heracleitus, are per
petually involved in transmutation, everything has at 
every moment opposite principles in itself; it is and it 
is not ; and we can predicate nothing of a thing the 
opposite of which does not equally and simultaneously 
belong to it.1 The whole life of nature is a ceaseless 
alternation of opposite conditions and phenomena, and 
each particular thing is, or rather becomes, that which 
it is, only through the perpetual emergence of the oppo
sites midway between which it stauds.2 Or, as this is ex-

th9 pre,ious state, because a part 
of the previous characteristics have 
been exchanged for such as could 
not coexist in the same subject and 
in the same relation; and such 
characteristics we call opposites. 
Every difference leads back to 
partial opposition, and every 
change fluctuates between two con
ditions, which, when conceived in 
a perfectly definite manner, exclude 
one another. 

' Of. besides what is said on p. 
11 sq., the statement of Aenesi
demus, ap. Sext. Pyrrh. i. 210: 
'The sceptics say that the opposite 
appears in all things, the Heraclei
teans, that it actually belongs to 
all things ; ' and the corresponding 
statement of Sextus himself, ·ibid. 
ii. 59, 63 : Gorgias teaches µ:rJ1iev 
elva,: Heracleitus,,rdvra elvai (that 
is to sny, everything is all); De
mocritus teaches that honey is nei-

ther sweet nor bitter, Heracleitus 
that it is sweet and bitter at once. 

2 Of. Diog. ix. 7 sq.: ,rd.vrn TE 

'YlVE<F8a.L Ka.6' elµ.apµill'YJV Kal Ot(t T1}S 
Eva.v-rLaTporrfjs- '1}pµ6<f8a, TO. tJvTa 
. .. '}'fveu8ai TE 1rd.vTa Ka-r' Eva.11-
Ti6nrra. Stab. Eel. i. 58: 'Hpcl,a,. 
7() 1repL0Dt1eOv 1rVp ldOwv, elµ.a.pµEvrw 
oe i\6-yov EK T')JS EvawnoDpoµ.fo.s O'f}µL
ovp-yhv Twv tnw,,. Philo. Qu. rer. 
div. h. 510 B ( 503 M), after illus
trating the proposi tiou, 1rclvB' I/era 
Ev «6<J'µcp G'xe80v Evawrla e1vai 1rf
cpv1<ev, by many examples: &v 
1CX.p Th €~ Cl,µ<f>o'iv TWv lvavr[wv, oD 
Tµ:r,9Ev-ros 'Yvdipt/.w. -rtJ. €va.vTfo.. oU 
ToVr' i<J'Ttv, 0 qn.uiv t/EAi\.71.vES T0v 
µ€-yav Kal O.oloiµov 1rap' aVrotS 'Hpd
teA.etrov 1eecp&.i\a10v T~S aVroV 1rpo
_<TT1Jrr&.µevov cpii\.oa-o ~[as a:bxe7v &s 
evplcre, 1rnw~s. Ibid. Qu. in Gm. 
iii. 5, '1.lld p. 178, after a similar 
explanation : kine Heraclitns libros 
eonseripsit de nat1tra, a theologo 
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>ressed by Heracleitus: All arises from division; strife 
is the father and lord of all things, the law and order of 
the world; 1 the unlike is joined together,2 high and deep 

nostro mutuatus .,ententias de con
trariis, additis immensis atque labo
riosis argumentis. The last words 
would imply that Heracleitus, like 
the Pseudo-Hippocmtes (vide su
pra, p. 1.5, 1 ), had proved his 
doctrine of opposites by numerous 
examples. 

1 Fr. 75; , Hippo~. R~~ut., ix. 
9 : ,r6i1.<µos ,ravrwv µev ,ra-rr1p EIT'TL 

7rdV'TWV oe f,ao·tA.e!,s, Kal ToVs µ~v 
8eoVs ~Oet~e Tatis- OE &vBpdnrous1 Totls 
µEv Oo'i!A.ous brol17<1E ToVs 0€ €7'..evBE
povs, Philodem. ,r, Ev1Te/3e[as Col. 
7. Chrysippus said, Zeus and the 
,r&-Aeµos are the same, as Hera
cleitus also taught, vide supra, p. 
17, 2; Plut. De Is. c. 48, p. 370: 
'HprfaAEt-ros· µ~v "Y"-P ll.vn,cpus ,r6,\e
µov ovoµrl(et ,ra-repa ,ea) /3arr(A.Ea Kal 
KVp10v 1rd.11TCAJV. Procl. in Tirn. 
54 A: 'Hp ••.. (,\e-yE' ,r6Mµos 
,ra-rhp ,rc/.vTwV. Fr. 77 : Orig. c. 
Gels. vi. 42: « o~ xph -rlw ,r6,\eµov 
€6vra [uvOv 1eal Abcrrv Epliv, ical 
")ILV6µ.ev~ 1rdV7U. ICU'T' fpLV Kal xpec/J
µeva, where Schleiermacher' s read
ings, eioEvm for el OE and (ptv for 
<pe,v, are less bold than he himself 
supposes. I am not more certain 
than he is about beginning with 
xpewµeva, for Lassalle' s interpre
tation (i. 115 sq.), 'bestir them
selves,' cannot be proved to be 
Greek; Brandis's 1Tw(6µeva does 
not seem to me like Heracleitus. 
Schuster's conjecture, p. 199, ap
pears preferable, /Ca'Taxpewµeva, 
'applying themselves to.' Aristotle 
( vide next note) confirms the 
words -ymJµeva, &c. Hence the 
censure of Homer, ap. Eudem. Eth. 
vii. 1, 1235 a, 25 : «al 'Hprl1CAE!'TOS 
€1r,nµ.~ 'Tc; ,roi1,<TaVTL " &.,s tpis f,c 

'TE 8Ei:Jv «al &vepdnroov &.1r&i\ono." oil 
,,ap av eiva.L &pµ.ovlav µ,~ Ovros O~Eos 
Kal {3apEos, olJOE -rd (c;a tfvev 81,Aeos 
1eal ~f,pevos E11av-rfoJJ1 15wroov. The 
same is related by Plutarch, l. c. 
( on whirh cf. Schuster, p. 197 sq.): 
Chalcid. in Tim. c. 295 ; Schol. 
Venet. z. Il. xviii. 107; Simpl. in 
Categ. Schol. in Ar. 88 b, 30, who, 
in making good this censure, olx-fi
O'e1T8a, -yc/.p </>11:1! ,rc/.v-ra, perhaps has 
taken some words from Heraclei
tus's book. This doctrine of ,r6M
µos is also referred to in PI ut. De 
Sol. Anim. 7, 4, p. 964; but it is 
a mistake to represent the philoso
pher as blaming Nature, because 
she is ,r6,\eµos. 

2 Arist. Eth. N. viii. 2, 115.5 b, 
4: /Cal 'HpdKAELTOS Th &ll'rl~ovv 
1Tuµq,epov ,ea) ~ 'TWV o,acpep6vTwv 
Ka.Al\lo-r7Jv &pµ.ovfo,v ,cal 1rdvra Kar' 
fp,v -y[ve1T8ai. The &.vT[~ouv is to 
be understood, in the spirit of the 
figurative language of Heracleitus, 
in the most literal sense, of two 
pieces of w0od, which are cut in an 
opposite direction, in order to be 
added to· one another, or propped 
against each other: the O'uµcpepov 
also, primarily denotes that which 
reciprocally, or jointly, bears 
another. However, it would be 
quite in the manner of Heracleitus 
if here again he included, under 
the same idea, the different con
ceptions designated by one word ; 
and, therefore, meant by the uvµcpe
pov, the compatible, and by the 
&.v-ri~ovv, the hostile. But I can
not, like Schuster, p. 227, limit 
their meaning to this. Cf. on this 
passage, Hippocr. ,r. o,a,-r. i. 643 K. 
ol,coo6µ01 e1< 01aq,6po•11 mfµq,opov 
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must unite, in order that a concord, male and female, 
a new life, may be produced.1 What separates, unites 
with itself 2 : the structure of the world rests upon 
opposite tension, like that of the bow and the lyre; 3 

lpyatoVTa<, etc., and Alexander, 
Aphrod. ap. David Schol. in Arist. 
81 b, 33, who explains the nature 
of the &.vT<1«iµ.eva in the lca/3/io«/ifi 
G6i\a. &:nva µeT?t. &.vn8E(Ted,s 'TWOS 
<Twt« /,lci\)Jlca. 

1 Arist. in the two passages 
just quoted. The pseudo-Hippocr. 
shows more at length, 1r. 1i,a,T. i. 
18, that every harmony consists of 
l1igh and low tones : Ta. 1rlcft<TTa 
O<aq,opa µ.aJl,L<TTa ~vµ.q,epe< Ka) 'Ttt 
elcrf.X<<T'Ta o<clq,opa fj1<L<T'Ta ;vµ.q,epei, 
etc. ( Cf. the 1<al>.lci<TT'7 apµ.ovla in 
the last note.) He continues: 
µd-y!:tp~t Oo/a CTKeud(oucnv 0.v8pdnroun 
1i,aq,6pwv <Tvµ.q,6pwv, 1ravro1ia11:a. ~vy
Kpivovres' JK TWv ,d,-rWv ail Ta ai1T0:, 
{3pWcrw 1eal 1J6cnv Cl.v8pW1rwv, etc., 
which sounds somewhat like Hera
cleitus. The comparison, too, of 
the opposites in the world with the 
opposition of sounds in speech, 
which is made by Hippocr. i. 23 ; 
Arist. De Miindo, c. 5, 39G b, 7 
sqq.; Plut. Tranq. An. c. 15, p. 
474 (the last in immediate connec
tion with the example of high and 
low tones), m,iy have previously 
been made by Heracleitus. That 
he proved his doctrine of opposites 
by numerous examples, we ,ire told 
by Philo (sttpra, p. 31, 2), ,ind so 
out of the many that are to be 
found in Hippocr. l. c. c. 15 sqq.; 
Pseudo-Arist. l. o.; Philo, Qu. Her. 
IJiv. Hmr. 509 D sqq.; Hosch; aud 
others, here and there one may 
h,we been derived from Heracleitus. 

2 Fr. 80, Hippo!. R(/: ix. 9 : oi't 
i;vv[a<T< 8Kws 1i,aq,ep6µ.evov ewuT<ji 
Op.oA.o-yE£L" 1raJ...lvTp01ros U.p_uovlrJ ()Kw-

VO L, II, 

<fnp TO/;ov t<al lcVp)Js. Plato, Soph. 
242 C sqq. Some make Being a 
plurality, others, after the Eleatic 
manner,, a Unity,; 'Id.oes oe. Kal 
lrn:ei\.uca.t 'TLVES µctTepav Moua-cu 
(Herac:eitus "and E1;1-ped?cles) 
(vvveVO'Y}Kacnv, OTL crv,u1rAEKEtv curcpa-
1\EcrTepov &µ.q>6Tepa. Kal A€7ei11, &s 
70 Ov 1r0Ai\ci Te Kal Ev Ecr-rw ixOpq, 
Of Kal q,,lc[<f <fvvexern,. 1i,a,pep6µ.e
vov 7U.p CtEl ~vfcf>Eperat, ... cpaul;' a! 
a-vvrovWrepct, rwv MavlT'wv, a, Oe 
µ.al\mafirEpa, rO µ€v cie1 TttVB' o8rws 
~xew €xct\.acrav, €v µEpe, 0~ ToT€ 
µEv iv e1vaf <f>a<Tt TO ,rciv Kal cpLAov 
{nr, ;At.f)poo£;ns, ~O·T! 0~ 7f'O~~CI. 1cal 
1roA.eµt0v avrb aurrp O,a veiKas TL. 

Ibid. Symp. 187 A: TO iv 'Yelp </>'1"' 
('HpctKA.) 1iw.<{>ep6µ.evov a!JTO a{mji 
~vµ.q,/perrea, /f,(T,rep apµ.ovla.v 'TO~ov 'TE 
Kal i\•,pas. I assume, with Schuster, 
p. 230, th,it the most authentic 
text is that of Hippolytus; ouly 
in regard to ,ralcivTpo,ros vide the 
following note. The divergences 
in t.he Platonic quotations show 
that neither &v nor tv was the sub
ject to 1haq,ep6µ.evov; nor, of course, 
the KO<fµ.os, so often mentioned by 
Plntarch. It seems to me bett;;r 
to unc1crstand a,a<{>•poµ.evov itself as 
subject ; they do not comprehend 
bow th,it which separates comes 
together: it is a Cl.pµ.ovlo, 7f'ai\.lv
-rporros ( or, the harmony. i.e., the 
world, is 1ra.lc[J1Tpo11:os ). 

3 Vide previous note. Plut. De 
Is. c. -15, p. 369 : 1'a,\[V'T0V0S -yap 
&pµovlrJ K6<Tµov O,cw<r1rep A.Vp11s 1eal 
To!ov 1<a8' 'Hpa1<AEL'TOP. Similarly, 
without mention of Heracleitus, 
but otherwise word for word th~ 

D 
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whole and divided, congruous and incongruous, accord
ant and discordant, must unite in order that from all 

same, De Tranqu. An. c. 15. p. 
473, while on the other hand we 
read, De An. Procr. 27, 2. p. 1026: 
'HpdKAELTOS OE 7ra,i\[vrpo1rov &pµo
vl'1]v K6rrµau 0Kc.,t7,rep AVpns Kal 
T6~ov. Simpl. Phys. 11 a: &s 
'Hpcii<AELTOS TO &:yaeov Kal TO KaKOV 
Els Ta.in Ov A€-yCJJJJ crvvlEvm 0[K1JV 'T6gov 
Kal 7>.6pas. Porphyry, Antr.Nymph. 
c. 29 : Ka.l Oitl. 7ol/To 1rai\[v-rovos 1] 
ltp,uovla nal ( al. n) -ro!eVeL O,' Evav
Tiwv. The text, however, is here 
no doubt corrupt; Lassalle (i. 96 
sq., 112) takes 'shoot. through' as 
synonymous with ' penetrate'; but 
this seems to me imp~ssible, and I 
can credit neither Porphyry nor 
Heracleitus with so monstrous an 
image as a harmony shooting with 
a bow. Schleiermacher, p. 70, con
jectures instead of To~evei: T6~ov, 
El ; so that the meaning would be : 
' And therefore Harmony is called 
a "strained back" harmony and a 
harmony of the bow because it is 
brought about by contradictions.' 
In this case we should have ex
pected, instead of El lit' iv, 3n li. 
T. i. Perhaps some words have 
be~n lost, ar,d Porphyr~ may hav~ 
written K. li. T. ,ra>.,vTpo,ros ?) 

~pµovia ,K6<rµov &s- '},..:6pas 1eal 76gov, 
OT< li. •V, or, as Schuster more 
simply proposes (page 231) 71 
apu.ovfo. 7'.Vpas Kal .,-6~ov e'brep OL' 
iv. The meaning of this expres
sion ha, always been a difficulty, 
even in ancient times. If, accord
ing to the precedent of Plato's 
Eryximachus and of Plutarch, the 
&pµ.ov[n >.vpns were understood of 
the harmony of tones, there would 
be no corresponding meaning for 
the &pµ.ovin TO~ov, and if the 
&pµo,•[n To!av were referred to the 

stretching of the bow, there would 
be a difficulty about the &pµ.ovln 
?..tfpns; and the predicate 1ra>.fvTovos 
or 1ra?..lVTpo1ros would suit neither 
interpretation. Bernays seems to 
have been the first to discove.r the 
right meaning (Rh. Mus. vii. 94) 
in explaining &pµ.ovfa by the com
bination or form of the lvre and the 
bow, i.e. of the Scythian ~nd ancient 
Greek bow, which being bent at the 
two i>nds so greatly resembles a 
lyre in shape that in Arist. Rhet. 
iii. 11, 1412 b, 35, the TO~ov is 
called cp6pµ.,-y~ 1£xop~o<. Schuster 
also, p. 232, takes this view, only, 
instead of the Scythian, he under
stands the ordinary bow, which 
appears to me less appropriate It 
is this form which is designated by 
the predicate 1ra1'.iVTpo1ros (bent 
backwards) or 1ra7'.ivTovos, which I 
prefer; TO!ov 1rall.lVTovov seems a 
bow of the form alluded to, as 
Wex shows, Zeilschr. fur Alter
thumsw. 1839, 1161 sqq. It is, 
therefore, a similar image to the 
one spoken of, supra, p. 32, 2. 
The conjecture which Gladisch 
tries to support, Zeitschr. fur Alt. 
1846, 961 sqq.; 1848, 217 sqq., 
that in the above passages flapfos 
instead of >.6pns, and o!•o• instead 
of T6!ov, is to be read.( according to 
Bast, Krit. Vers. uber den Text d. 
Plat. Gastmahls, 1794, p. 41 sq.), 
besides being unnecessary, is very 
daring in the face of so many 
and suc.h trustworthy testimonies. 
Bergk's slighter alteration ( Ibid. 
1847, 35) "TO~uv Kal v•6pn•" can 
also be dispensed with. Rettig, 
Ind. Lectl. Bern. 1865, agrees with 
the interpretation of Bernays, only 
he thinks the comparison of Hera-
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one may come, as all come from one.1 In a word, the 
whole world is ruled by the law of opposition. 

clei tus has reference not to the 
form, but to the force of the bow 
and of the lyre. 'As the two con
flicting morn ents of the extinguished 
aud re-kindled fire condition the 
phenomenon, so the straining 
apart of the arms of the bow and 
lyre conditions the tension' (p. 
16). This conception also is com
patible with the words, and con
tains a suitable sense. Lassalle, 
i. 105 sqg., opposes Bernays, 
but the ground on which he does 
so appears to me not very impor
tant, and two of the passages to 
which he refers, Apul. De Jliundo, 
c. 21, and fambl. ap. Stob. Flori!. 
81, 17, have nothing to do with 
the question. The statement of 
Porphyry (noticed above), even 
were the text of it in order, could 
equally prove nothing. Synes. De 
Insomn. 133 A, compares the har
mony of the world with that of the 
lyre, and explains the latter by the 
harmony of tones : which makes_ it 
probable, indeed, that in his ex
planation of Heracleitus's words 
he is following Plato, but cannot 
affact our judgment concerning 
Heracleitus's own opinion. Las
salle himself understands our view 
as ' a harmony of the lyre with the 
bow ' (p. 111). He observes 
(p. 113), 'Der Bogen sei die Seite 
des Hervorfliessens der Einzelheit 
und somit der Unterschiede; die 
Leyer die sich zur Einheit ordnende 
Bewegun.q derselben. The bow is 
the side whence flows forth singu
larity, and therefore differences, 
the lyre is the movement which re
duces them to order : an allegory 
of which, indeed, no Neo-Platonist 
need be ashamed, but whirh the 

most skilful commentator would 
find it impossible to harmonise 
with Heracleitus's words. The 
harmony of the world is, indeed, 
compared to that of the lyre and 
the bow, which must, therefore, be 
something known and given in ex
perience, the point of the compari
son lies in the 1raldvT011os or 1raA[v

Tporros ; but where is the mention 
of a harmony of the lyre with the 
bow; and what, on the other hand, 
are we to understand by the anti
type-a harmony of differences, 
changing into its opposite? 

1 Fr. 98 ; Arist. De Mundo. c. 
5, 396 b, 19: trvvcl,fmas 0671.Cx. [Ka<] 
oUxl oVi\.a, uvµrj>ep6µevov [Kal] Ota
<j)ep6µ.e11ov, <rvv~Oov [tcai] Ouflfov· Kai 
EK 1r<J,v-roov iv ,ea} E~ EvOs 1r&.wra. The 
words 1<al .!~ rrclnwv, &c., which 
Schleiermacher, p. 79, separates 
from the first quotation, appear to 
me to belong to it. The 0071.a obxl 
oi'ill.a (the 1<al in each case was most 
likely wanting in Heracleitus, al
though they may have been found in 
the text of the work on the world) is 
thus explained by Hippocrates : ,r. 

OtatT. c. 17 : ol,wo6µo, EiC o,acp6pwv 
cr6µcpopov Ep,1&.(ov,rat, -rCI. µiv ~rJplt 
irypalvovTes 'T((, 0~ V"'(p?t. ~r,pa.lvo1n·es, 
Ttz f'<JI 371.a otatpEOVTES· T!Z 0€ Ot'!}pij
f'<Jla a"VVTt8<vns. Schuster, p. 285, 
gives to ool\.os the signification, 
woolly, compact, sprightly; for 
he says Heracleitus here gives ex
amples taken from the three arts 
of weaving, architecture and music. 
But this does not follow from the 
context of the passage, ,r, 1<60-µov ; 
rrvµcpep6µevov and o,acpep6µevov con
tain no special allusion to archi
tecture, and the E« 1rd.v'T(l)J1 lv, &c., 
would also contradict this inter-
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36 HERACLEITUS. 

On account of these statements Heracleitus is cen
sured by Aristotle and his commentators for denying the 
law of contradictories.1· Later writers on the other hand· 
maintain that it is his merit to have first recognised 
the unity of opposites, the identity of Being and non
Being, and to have made it the foundation of his sys
tem.2 Whether this be regarded as a merit or a defect, 
neither view of it is absolutely true. Heradeitus could 
only be said to deny the law of contradictories if he 
maintained that opposite· qualities could belong to the 
same subject, not merely at the same time, but in the 
same respect. But this he does not say. He observes, 

pretation, and would seem to show 
that the expressions should betaken 
in a wider sense; as in all the arts, 
one arises, ~,c ,roi\i\.OOv, and vice 
Versa, but not lK 1rd11'TWJI. 

1 Arist. Metaph. iv. 3, 100,5 b, 
23 : UOVvarov '}'Ctp 611Ttv0Vv Tab-rOv 
tltra"Aa.µ.[3&.ve,v eivaL mxl µ.h €!vat, 
1<.aecf.,rep 'TLVES otoVTm (vide vol. i. 
553, 1) M-ye,v 'Hpa1<7'.EL'TOV. Ibid. 
c. 4, init., where Heracleitus is not 
indeed named, but is evidently in
t\nded; ibif. c. 7, end:, fo,1<e ,o' b 
µ.ev 'Hpa1<A.EL'TOU 1'61os, l\e-ywv ,ravTa 
ewa, 1<.al µ.'t, ewa,, 8.,ravra al<.110ri 
..-o«7v. Similarly c. 8, init.; ibid. 
xi. fj, 1062 a, 31 : raxlws if lfv ns 
Kal a.i1T0v 'T0v 'Hpd.,cA.etTov . • . 1/v&.. 
'}'H:a.<1ev OµoAo"YE'iv, µ.110E1roTE Td:s 
0.vTLKEtµ.Eva'; cpd.(Tets 6uvaT0v eTvat 
,ccnCX. 7&)71 aiJTWv ClA11fJeVeo-8m· vVv O' 
oU uvviels EauToU ,r[ 7rO'TE AiyEL, raV
'1'1/V f7<.af3e T't/v o6~av. Ibid. c. 6, 
Hl63 b, 24; Top. viii. 5, lfjfj b, 
30 : a-yaOov 1<al 1<a1<ov elva, 'T<XVTOV, 
1<a8&1r,p 'Hpa1<7'.e<T6s t/>1/<T<11. Phys. 
i. 2, 185 b, 19: aMa µ.'t,v el To/ 
i\6-yt;<1 lv ,,a. ~v'Ta 1rd11Ta • • • TOP 

'Hpat<1'•i.,.ou 7'.6-yov <Tuµ.f3a[,,,., 7'.<'J'«V 

aV-ro7s· TaiJTOv "ytip llJ'TaL &7a(}ip «al 
1<.ai<rp eTvai 1<.al µ.'t, a-yaOr;i 1<al a-yaOrp, 
&ffTE TaVTOv lcrTat &.-yaBOv «al ot.l,c 
a-yaebv 1<al lfvOpw..-os 1<.al 1..-1ros. The 
commentators express themselves 
similarly. Alex. ad Metaph. llllO 
~ 6; 1012 a, 21, 29; 1062 B, 25, 
36 b, 2, p. 265, 17 ; 294, 30; 295, 
19; 296, 1,624 sq. Bon.; Themist. 
Phys. 16, b (113 Sp.); Simpl. 
Phys. 11 a, unt. 18, a, m ; cf. Las
salle, i. 80. Asklepius, Schol. in 
Arist. 652, a, 11 sq. attributes to 
Heracleitus the proposition, eva 
OpuJ'µOv Elva.i ,rdvroo11 TWv 1rpayµdTwv, 
but he only said this <Tuµ./301'.11<.ws 
or -yuµ.va<Tr<Kws. Simplicius and 
Aristotle, however (vol. i. p. 553, 
1 ), cannot help confessing that an 
inference is here ascribed to He
racleitus, which he never drew and 
could scarcely have recognised in 
this form. Cratylus may perhaps 
have given more occasion to it. 
Plato, Thecet. 182, c. sqq. calls this 
assertion only a consequence of 
Heracleitus's view. 

2 Hegel, Gesck. d. Phil. i. 305; 
Lassalle, i. 81 sq. 
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indeed, that one and the same essence assumes the 
most opposite forms, and that in everything, the opposite 
conditions and qualities between which, as subject to 
Becoming, it fluctuates, are united. But that it unites 
them in one and the same respect, he does not say-for 
the reason, no doubt, that such _a conception \ which as 
far as we know was first expressly noticed by Plato and 
Aristotle 1 ) never occurred to him. Nor on the other 
hand has he spoken of the unity of oppo8ites, the unity of 
Being and non-Being, in so general a manner, and the 
general view does not follow so absolutely from the ex
pressions he uses. To say that' One and the same essence 
is light and dark, day and night; one and the same pro
cess is generation and destruction,' is one thing; to say 
that 'there is no difference between day and night, be
tween Being and non-Being as such,' is quite another; 
to maintain the unity of opposites in the con~rete is 
not identical with maintaining it in the abstract ; to 
assert that opposites are found in the same subject, is 
not to assert their identity. The former view alone can 
be deduced from the examples which Heracleitus brings 
forward, and he had no occasion to go farther, since his 
concern was not with speculative logic, but with 
physics. We must not, however, suppose 2 that his 
proposition meant no more than this: ' Each thing 
displays very different qualities, either simultaneously, 
if it be suddenly brought into connection with several 
other things, or successively, if it be opposed to one, 
and that a variable thing ; ' in the language of Her-

1 Cf. Part n. a, 527, 1, third edition. 
edition ; Part n. b, 174, second 2 Schuster, p. 236 sqq. 
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bart, that the co-existence of contraries is merely the 
product of an accidental opinion. Of such an idea 
neither Heracleitus' own .utterances nor the ancient 
accounts of him bear any trace. On the contrary, he 
says quite universally and with no limitation whatever, 
that the things which are apparently opposed to each 
other-such as day and night, war and peace, above 
and below-are one and the same; and the limits of his 
reflection are indicated by the fact that he ha~ not as 
yet enquired under what conditions, and in what sense, 
this coincidence of opposites would be possible. 

But though it is necessary that all things should be 
sundered into opposites, it is equally necessary that the 
opposites should again combine to form a unity; for 
that which is most opposed originates from one and the 
same; it is one essenci, which, in the course ()f its 
changes, produces opposites and again cancels them; 
which in all things produces itself, and in the work
ing of conflicting principles sustains all as one.1 In 

1 Fr. 67 ; Hippo!. Refut. ix. irrespectively of Schuster's inter-
1 O: lJ 8eos 71µ/pr/ ebq,pov11, XE<µwv pretation, ' each one makes a label 
eipos, 1r6J..eµos elp1w11, ,copos J..1µ6s· for it at pleasure') in that way we 
i'tMowuTaL 01' 3Kwcr1rep 3rav cruµµ,-yfi get no suitable sense, since the 
euwµacr,· lwoµc!(era, ,ca8' noovhv forms which the primitfre matter 
~Kc!crrou. Bernays, Rh. Mus. ix. assumes in its transformation are 
2+5, in the second clause of this something objectively gi ~en, and 
fragment where the text is evi- cannot be described by any com
dently defective, would substitute p·arisons we may choose. It is 
euwµa for 8uwµacr,; Schuster, p. rather to be explained thus : it 
188 would introduce oivos before (the air mixed with perfumes ) is 
8vwµacr,. To me it seems still named according to the smell ( vide 
simpler to read 3,cws i',.1Jp instead of vol. i. p. 291, 2) of any one of these 
3,cwcr1rep ( a:/ip in the old orthogra- perfumes. (We do not say we 
phy is very like 1rep ). In the con- smell air, but we smell myrrh, &c.) 
clusion ,ca8' nliovhv is not to be The Stoics (ap. Stob. Ji;ol. i. 66) 
translated, as by Schuster and express themselves similarly of the 
others, 'at pleasure;' for ( even 1rvevµa, which penetrates all things: 
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separating itself from itself, i~ unites itself with itself; 1 

out of strife comes existence, out of opposition, union ; 
out of unlikeness, coincid_ence ; One comes out of 
all; 2 all things submit to the Deity for the concord 
of the whole ; even the unlike unites itself to God and 
becomes like; even that which appears to men an evil, 
is for them a good ; 3 and out of all things is produced 
that hidden harmony of the world with which the 
beauty of the visible cannot compare.4 This is the 

'rc'x.S oe1rpO<T'1)")'0p[as µ.e:ra?o..aµ.• 
/3 &.vov OiCl. rO:s T11s Vi\77s, Ot' -tis-
1cex«p'1«:E, ,rapa?o..?o..ci!ets. Here we 
have nothing to do with appella
tions at pleasure. Teichmiiller, 
N. Stud. i. 66 sq., thinks the dis
puted sentence can be explained 
without altering the text, by making 
the subject to ,rvµ.µ.,-yfi and i'woµ.&.
(nai, ee6s, by which is meant fire. 
For my part I cannot conceive, even 
from Heracleitus's point of view, a 
god who becomes mixed with per
fumes. Kae' ~oovhv Teichmiiller 
likewise translates 'at pleasure.' 

1 Plato, Sopk. l. c., vide supra, 
p. 33, 2 ; cf. 252 B, where the dif
ference between Heracleitus and 
Empedocles is said to be that Em
pedocles represents these states of 
union and separation as alternating, 
and Heracleitus recognises in the 
separation itself a continual and 
contemporaneous union. 

2 Cf. p. 35. 1. 
• Schol. Ven. ad ll. iv. 4: 1r6-

Aeµot ,wl µ&xat 7]µ.Lv Oewa Oo,re'i T(p 
0€ eeci] ofJOE TaVTa ciELvd" uuvreA.e'i. 
,1ttp G:1ravTa (J 8e0s 1rpOs b.pµo11lav 
..-wv ( li.?o..?o..wv fi «:al evidently only a 
different reading) 3?o..wv ol«:ovoµ.wv 
'Ta <Tvµ<f>EpovTa, 01rep Kal 'Hpd.K:i\ELTDS 
AE-yel, &s T(p µEv eecp ,ea.Ad 1rd.vra ,cat 
i[,cata, liv8pw1rot 0€ & fE" ltOi,ca. {nreL-

Af)cpa,r,, & oe ol«:a,a. Cf. Hippocr. 
7r. o,al..-. c. 11 : ,r&.v..-a -yi'x.p 3µ.o,a, 
ctv6µ.oia E611Ta' Kal <rVµ<popa 'll'civra., 
O,&.cp

1
opa E6wr~· Ota;"ey&µev~ oV Oia

?o..e-yoµ.eva, -yvwµ.'1)11 exov..-a, a-ypwµ.ova 
(speaking and not speaking, ra
tional and irrational, as t.he two 
main divisions of the 1r&.v-ra). {nre
va1n£os O Tp61ros €1<&.uTwv, Oµol\0-
'fo'Uµevos ; ; . . & µf~ oVv lf.v8p~.rot 
eOecrav, ouOe,core Ka.Ta Twv,-0 exu 
ollT~ ~p8Ws otJ:e P-,11 °..f8~s- O,c6cr~ 0~ 
6eot E8E<TaV a:el op6ws EXE!" H:C<t 'ra 
Opea Kal 7Q; µ1/ Opea. TocroVTOJJ O,a.
</><pe,. (So Littre; preferably, 
Bernays, Heracl. 22 : fxet 1<al ..-i'x. 
op6ws «:al 'rCl µ.1) bp6ws. 'r0i1'. oiacp.) 
Cf. the quotations from Aristotle 
and Simplicius, p. 32; 33, 3. 

' Pint. An. Procr. 27, 5, p. 
1026 : apµ.ovl'1) -yi'x.p &cpav1)s cpavepr,s 
KpelrTwv Ka.8' 'Hprl.KA.et-rov, Ev if Tels 
Otacpopc'x.s Ka) 'T(X.S e'rep6'r'1)'raS O µ.ry-
116wv 8e0s ~Kpvo/e ,ea} 1CaTEOvcrH1, 
The first· part of this fragment is 
also in Hippol. ix. 9: 3m o~ ... 
&<pavi/s t, Cl.6pa-ros ... Ev -roVTots
AE")'Et" apµ.~vla "&cpaths cpave(lis 
,cpeh,-w,1• e1ratve, KaL 7rpo8avµa(eL 
,rf O ::.oV 7t~wcrKoµ.Ev~v TO ~7vwcr~~11 
avTov Ka.L a6pa.Tov T1JS Ovvaµ.ews. C'ITt 

OE i<FTLV Opa:rOs Cl.v8prl,1roti; . . . e,, 
ToVTots/A.E7e,· 3trwv ~\y'ts Cl.1eo1] µ&.-
87J1ns, ,-a.Ura E-yW 1rponµ.Ew, <p11<rl, 
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, ' ~ ' " , ' . TOV'TEUTL Ta opa:ra. 'Tf.lJV aopa.Twll ••• 

( c. 10) oVTwS 'Hp&Ki\EL'TOS ev 'i<J'?l 
µo{pr; Tiena, 1ml nµ~ ,,-a iµ<f>avfi 
Tot's &.<:pavE<tw . . . f<PrL 7Cl.p, cp71tTlv, 
Upf-OV~'Y'J &cpavt/s <f>a.vepfis, Kpel;rw~· 
Ka.L • 8a-wv . , . ,rpo-riµew, ou Ta 

&.<f>avi; 1rpo,,-,µ1was. On the ground 
of this last quotation it is conjec
tured by Schuster (p. 24 ; in oppo
sition to him, vide Teichmiiller, N. 
St. i. 154 sqq.) that the words of 
~era~lei~us ~an thus ... = ~s ;l "Ya,P 
apµoiw11 a,P<w'l)S q,avep'l)s Kp«TTWV ; 
'Why should an invisible harmony 
be better than a visible?' But 
acute as this conjecture is, it can
not be substantia•ed by the text of 
Hippolytus, if we consider this in 
its whole context. As the words 
apµovi'I), &c·,, are quoted, c. 9, with
out llTn, and-.l!s these words cannot 
be taken to mean that the invisible 
is better than the visible, Hippo
lytus cannot (as I wrongly admitted 
to be possible in the Jenaer L. T. 
1875, Art. 83) have had the inter
rogative Is Ti, but merely l!c,,,-, iu 
his text of Heracleitus. Nor are 
we forced by the passage in c. 10 
to the theory of another text ; for 
he ·does not here conclude, as we 
should expect from Schuster's 
reading, that the visible was pre
ferred by Heracleitus to the in
visible, but that both are made 
equal : since at one time he calls 
the apµovi'I) a.cpav17, the better, and 
at another he gives the preference 
to the fowv 61/JLs, &c. That this 
.conclusion is false is quite clear, 
but we a~e not justified in disallow
ing the employment of the passage 
in c. 9, because of the 'want of 
understanding' that it evinces. 
However Hippolytus may have 
misinterpreted the words of Hera
cleitus, the use which he makes of 
them shows how he read the pas
sage, and refutes the theory accord-

ing to which he makes the same 
passage in one of the two quota
tions, immediately smceeding one 
another, express the contrary of 
what it is said to express in the 
other. This theory seems the more 
inadmissible, since Plutarch en
tirely agrees with the first citation 
of Hippolytus, and with the read
ing of (<IT< in the second. I cannot 
endorse Schuste/s judgment that 
the 'obscure account' in Plut. l. c. 
can have no weight in opposition 
to the 'clear testimony' of Hippo
lytus. The only thing that seems 
to me clear in Hippolytus is that in 
his quotation in c. 9, he coincides · 
with Plutarch. That which Schus
ter calls Hipp'olytus's clear testi
mony which refutes Plutarch, is, 
in fact. only his own conjecture, 
which is supported neither by the 
MS. of Hippolytus, nor by the con
uec,tioi_i of the passage. On the 
otlier hand, Plutarch's statement 
concerning what he had read in 
Heracleitus ( and nothing else is in 
question here) is not in the least 
obscure; it is perfectly evident that 
he only found in Heracleitus the 
assertion that the invisible har
mony is better than the visible ; 
and not the question, 'Why should 
the invisible harmony be better 
than the visible?' Plutarch fur
ther says of the apµ.ovia q,a.v<p1/, 
that God has hidden in it the 1i<a
cpopal and enp6T'l)TES ; these ex
pressions certainly do not belong 
to Heracleitus, nor does Plutarch 
cite them as belonging to him. 
But that some Heracleitean sen
tence was floating in Plutarch's 
mind (probably some words in 
connection with the double har
mony)~we see from Philo, Qu. ;r,, 
Gen. iv. 1, p. 237 Auch. : arbor est 
seeundum Heraolitwm natura nf)s
tra, qua; se obduaere atque abseondere 
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divine law to which all thingR are subject,1 the O{Kr; 
whose decrees nothing in the world can transgress ; 2 

amat. ' The tree' does not, indeed, 
belong, as Schuster thinks (Fr. 7 4, 
p. 193, • Nature loves to hide her
self, like a tree;' Teichmiiller fol
lows him, N. Stud. i. 183), to the 
citation from Heracleitus ; it refers 
to the tree preciously mentioned 
by Philo, the oak of Mamre, Gen. 
xviii. 1, which is allegorised in 
this way; and if it appears other
wise in our Latin text, the two 
translators, or one of them, must 
be answerable for it. (The 
Armenian text, as I am informed 
by Petermann, stands literally 
thus : ' The tree, according to 
Her11cleitus our nature, loves to 
conceal and to hide itself.') The 
proposition which is supported by 
'J'hemistocles, Or. v. 69 b ( cp,,<r,s lie 
KafJ' 'Hpd.Ki\.. KoV1rTEfJ'8a1. <fnA.E'i, simi
larly in the second recension of Or. 
v. or xii. 1.59 b ), and by Philo, De 
Prqj: 476 C; Julian, Or. vii. 216 
C (Stmbo x. 3, 9, p. 467, does not 
belong to this) that nature «:µ{nr
'TE<T8o..t ,cal 1rnTa01JetT8ai </JtA.eL. The 
words added by Themistocles (in 
both places) «:al 1rpo Tijs <f>O<Tews <I 
Tijs cp6<rews lir,µ.wvp76s, are evidently 
not taken from Heraclei tus ( Las
salle i. 24, is inclined to think 
they are ; so is Schuster, 316, 1, 
but the passages he adduces in 
support of this view from the 
writings of the Stoic and Neo
Platonic period are not convincing 
to me). From all this it is clear 
that the visible harmony can 
neither, with Schleiermacher (p. 
71 ), be considered to mean the ele
ments (while the invisible harmony 
refers to organic beings); nor with 
Lassalle (i. 97 sqq. ), the 'veiled 
and internally hidden harmony of 

the universe,' which is not visible; 
still less, however, can we agree 
with Plutard1, who describes the 
apµ.ovia cpavepi't., not ( as Lassalle 
says) as hidden, but, on the con
tr<1ry, as that in which the apµovia 
&,pav11s conceals itself. The invisi
ble harmony must be the same as 
nature, who hides herself: the 
inner regularity of Being and Be
coming; and by the visible har
mony must be meant either the 
external phenomenon of this re
gularity, or musical harmony in 
particular; so that the sense wonlu 
then be: 'The inner lmrmony of 
the world is more glorious than 
any concord of tones.' Schuster 
connects into one fragment the 
words on the visible and invisible 
harmony with those which Hippo
lytus further quotes, 01<0,rc,,v ~1/1ts, 
&c.; but the manner in which 
Hippolytus mentions the two state
ments does not justify this; and 
the sense of the words ( as we have 
explained it above) makes sueh a 
connection impossible. 

1 Fr. 123; Stob. Floril. iii. 
84 : -rpE<pov~a.t ?'~P 1r&~Tes

1 
o[ 0,p(}pr./J-

7rLVOL 116µot u1rO evos Tau 9etov. 1epa

~Ect 7
1

?t.p T~o-oVTov J,c6u~v ~6h,.f:L Kal 
e~ap«:EEL ,ra<r, «:al ,rep,7tvETO.., 

2 Fr. 64; Plut. De Exil. 11, p. 
604: 7j,\LOS 70.p DUX birep/3f/<F•Ta.L 
µ.frpa, cprj,rlv o 'HpciKAELTOS' El Ii~ /J,1/, 
'EPtvvVes µw ~[IC?'JS J1r[,covpoi i~eupf, 
<rov<r,v. Somewhat differing from 

. this, ibid. De Is. 48, p. 370: 11;1.wv 
Ii~ [ SC. 'HpUICAELTOS q,r,<rlv} /J,1/ v,rep
/31Jue<J'fJaL TLVs 1rpot:rf,KoVTas &pous· el 
OE µ1], 7A.6'T-ras µ1v Ofn:11s ~1rt1£06pous 
e~evpf,<FEtV. Instead of 'Ep,vv6« 
and the unintelligible 7ll.wTTa1 
Bernays (Heraol. lfi; Rh. Mus. ix. 
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the dependence or necessity by which all things are 
ruled. 1 The same universal order, conceived as efficient. 2 

2,59, 3) conjectures Av,nrn, to have 
been the word used by Heracleitus. 
Lassalle. i. 351 sqq., defends •(ll.w-r
Ta,, and supports his reading by 
Philostratus, Apoll. i. 25, 2, who 
mentions four images of birds 
(tvryes), reminding us of divine 
retribution, named from the 8ewv 
-y;>,.wna, of the Magi ; and he 
thinks that he has hereby proved 
nnt only that the handmaidens of 
Dike were called ' tongues' among 
the Persians, but that Heracleitus 
was acquainted with the religious 
doctrines and symbols of the Magi. 
This is eertainly a mistake; for 
even if pictures of the wryneck 
as symbolical of ' respice ji,iem' 
were used by the Persians and 
called the tongues of the gods, it 
would not follow that the Erinnyes 
were called tongues of the gods or 
simply ;,;>..wTrn,. But even Ber
nays's suggestive conjecture has to 
be given up; for Schuster, p. 184, 
and previously Hubmann (et'. 
Schuster, p. 357), propose 1<;\.w8as 
for ;,llw-r-ras (the spinners, the 
Moirre, who, as goddesses of Death, 
know how to find the sun when it 
would o~erstep the measure of 
their life). Of. further concerning 
oi1<71, Orig. e. Gels. vi. 42 (vide sup. 
p. 32, 1 ), a::id what is quoted p. 26, 
l, from Oratylus. Clemens, Strom. 
iv. 4 78 Bj AlK'IJS l5voµa oil,c av pae ... 
ITav, does not seem to belong here. 

1 Pint. Plae. i. 27 : 'Hp<t1<1'. 
..,.&.vTa Ka8, elµ.apµEvTJv, 'T?'/v OE aVT~JJ 
{nr&pxew 1<al &11&-y1<71v. So Theodo
ret, C1tr. Gr. Alf. vi. 13, p. 87; 
Diog. ix. 7 ; Stob. i. 58 ; supra ; 
Stob. i. 178 (Plac. i. 28) : 'Hp&
KAetT. oVrrlav etµ.apµlv11s &.1recpa.!ve
-ro 7'.6-yov -rbv li,i'< ovuias -rou -rrav-ros 

Ott}1wvTa, a{h-17 01 JuTl Ti aUUp:ev 
ui;Jµa, arrEpµa T?]s ToV 1f'etvT0s -yevE
a'ews Kal 1rept60ov µ.lrpov 7ETa,1µEvr,s. 
7r~V~a roe, KafJ', elfapµEv11v~ rrt}v .... O' 
UUT1JV U1r<XPXELVO.V0.')'1<1]V' i'P<Xc/>EL')'OVV" 

lcrTt 70.p EtµapµEvri 1r&.vTws. Here 
there is a break in the text which 
is the more to be regretted, as 
Heracleitus' own worrls are about 
to follow, whereas what goes before 
has such a Stoical sound that it is 
of little consequence to us whether 
the words from auT'1/ to -yeve1Tew, 
are (according to Schleiermacher's 
conjecture, p. 7 4) an interpolation 
relating to 0111Tia, or not. If the 
text, as I believe, is in its right 
order, the meaning would he this: 
he explained the e/µapµfrn as the 
7l6-yo,, which permeates the .m11tter 
of the world (the a1e<ipwv 1Twµa), as 
the 1T1repµa, &c. Simpl. Phys. 6, 
a: 'HpdKAELTos OE 1roLeL Kal ( cf. as 
to this reading, Schleiermacher, p. 
76) -rci~iv nva 1<al xp6vov &p,crµevov 
'T~S TO~ K6<J~DU,fJ-ETaf3oA.?]s «a-ni TUia 

e,µapµevnv ava-y1<1]v. Of. ap. Ps. 
Hippocr. 1r. o,m-r. i. 4 sq. (vide sup. 
p. 7, 2; 15, 1, the expressions) oi' 
&.vd')'K11V eetr,v, T'i}JJ "trE7rpwµEvrJV 
µoip'1/v, and Plut. An. Procr. 27, 2. 
p. 1 ~26 : ~v e!µafµ<V1]V ol, ,roll~ol 
,caA.omn . . . 'Hpa1ci\etTOS Oe 1ra.i\ivR 
-rpo1rov apµovi11v l<OITµov, etc., ibid. 
De Ei, c. 9, p. 388. But here we 
cannot be cert'1in how much is 
taken from Heracleitus. 

2 Fr. 24 : Diog. ix. l : eivm 
')'?tp iv TO uocpOv, briu·-raa8cu ')'vWµ.riv 
!Jn o! e-y1<u{Jepvr/f7"EL 1rcivrn (N eut. 
plur.) o,it 1rcinwv. Instead of the 
senseless o! e-y1<u{J. Schleiermacher 
conjectures, p. 109 (cf. Lassalle, i. 
334 sq.), ot.,, 1<v{Jepvr/fTEL, Bernays, 
Rh. Mits. ix. 252 sq., olaKi(ei, 
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force, is called the "World-ruling wisdom, the Aoryos, 1 

Schuster, p. 66, oYn TE K.v/3epv~uEL, 
or 0111 ( oYn TE) K.v/3epv7J<Tai, and 
K.v/3epvgv is often found in a similar 
connection, with Heracleitus and 
others, as Schuster and Lassalle 
prove. Fr. 14; Orig. c. Gels. vi. 
12 : ?]Bos "'}'Up &v8pcfrrrewv µ.Ev q?•K 
lxEL -yvwµ,nv, 6eiov OE fxEL. Plut. 
De Is. 7 6 : 7/ OE (wD"a ••• q,60",s 
lfi\i\ws 'TE lcnraKEV l,,7roj3po:;,v Kal µ,o'i
pav EK Toti cppovoUv-ros, 01rws 1w/3ep11ci
Tcu 7() crVµ1Ta11, Ka&' 'Hpdll1'..ELTOV. 
Instead of li.71.71.ws TE, Schleierma· 
cher, p. ll8, here reads 1/.71.71.oOev; 
Bernays, Rhein. Mus. ix. 255: 
aµ,1JD"Ti. Only the expression TO 
q>povoVv 01rws- Kv/3epvc.iTat TO ,r6µ1rav 
is to be considered Heraeleitean (it 
appears to me too well attested to 
be affected by the observations of 
Heinze, which will be discussed 
infra, p. 45, n.); the a1roj!poli and 
µ,o,pa have quite a Stoic sound. 

1 On the Logos of Heraeleitus, 
ef. Heinze, Die Lehre vmn Logos in 
d. Gr. Phil. 9 sqq.; Schuster, p. 
18 sqq. Teichmliller, N. Stud. i. 
167. That Heracleitus designated 
the reason that works in the world, 
among other names by that of the 
Logos, cannot be actually proved 
from Fr. 3 (sup. p. 7, 2), but the 
truth to which the whole world 
bears witness, approximates to thP
conception of reason inherent in 
the world. Fr. 7 ; Sext. Math. vii. 
133, is less doubtful: o,o oei' 
€1rE<T!a1, -r(p !vvf. TOV A.670~ ... ~E E~VTOS 

!uvov (WOVO"LV OL 1rol\l\ol WS LO Lav EXOV· 

TES q;p6vwnv ( as if in their opinions 
they had a private reason of their 
own). By the 71.0')'os 1<0,vl>s, in 
opposition to the lo/a q,p6vrJD"«, can 
only be meant Reason as the com
mon principle; and this it is, so 
far as it makes laws that are bind
ing on the whole world. Schuster's 

explanation of the 71.6')'os as the 
' speech of the visible world,' is 
founded on two presuppositions, viz., 
that Fr. 7 stood in immediate con
nection with the third fragment 
discussed p. 7, 2, and that in that 
fragment ;-.6')'os meant the ' speech 
of Nature.' Of these suppositions, 
the former cannot be proved, and 
the latter, as above remarked, is 
very unlikely. The K.oivos 1'6-yos 
must surely me~n essentially the 
same with Heracleitus as with his 
successors, the Stoics ( cf. Part nr. 
a, 126, 2, second edition). When, 
therefore, Sexrus, l. c. and viii. 8 
explains the K.o,vos 71.6')'os by means 
of Ta. 1<owfi q,aiv6µ,eva, he is rightly 
opposed by Lassalle, ii. :l84, and 
wrongly defended by Schuster. p. 
23. Sextus himself, vii. 133, had 
previously explained the 71.6')'G< as 
the e,i'os 71.6-yos. Reason appears as 
something objective, and different 
from tbe thought of the iudividual, 
since we find in Fr. 79, Hippo!. 
ix. 9: ob,c EµoV, &i\i\Ct ToV i\67ou (so 
Bernays, Rk. Mus. ix. 255, and 
afterwards generally for ii6-yµ,aTus) 
fJ.KoVcravTas Oµ..o/\.o-yEetv uocp&v Ea'Ttv, 
iv 1rc!.v•ra ,loeva, (cf. p. 45, n.); but 
the interpretation 'not listening to 
me, but to the speech as such, the 
contents of the speech, the reasons' 
(cf. Schuster, 83, 228) is also ad
missihle. On the other hand, in the 
definitions quoted in the previous 
note and at p. 31, 2, from Btobreus, 
of the e/µapµev71, the 71.6-yos is no 
doubt taken from the Stoic termi
nology; ap. Clem. Sti-orn. v. 599 C, 
the ow11<wv 71.6-yus K.al 6eo, is not 
found, as Lassalle thinks (ii. 60), 
in the cit,vion from Heracleitus, 
but in the interpretation by the 
Stoics of Heracleitus's words ; this 
interpretation itself is very inexact, 
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Zeus or the Deity 1-and HO far as it produces the end~ 
less series of cosmical periods, and of the varying con
ditions dependent on them, the 1Eon.2 All these concep
tions signify with Herncleitus one and the same thing} 
and the world-forming force as active subject is not 
here distinguished from the universe and the universal 
order.4 This force, however, also coincides with the 

and is expressly described by 
Clemens as an addition of his own 
(ovvdp.H -yiip 7'.~")'H, 'the meaning of 
his statement is'). Also in· lYiar
cns Aurelius, iv. 46 (vide sup. p. 
8, n. ), it is the Stoic who adds to 
the words, ¥ µdA.ttITa Oi7Jve,cWs 0µ,-
7'.ourn 7'.6-yq,, these: rrp 'Tet o7'.a ow,
IWUV'Tl. Originally scareely more 
was intended by them than by the 
parallel passage: oYs Ka8' 71µ<pav 
e-y1Cvpov,n, that which i& constantly 
presented to the eyes of men. Las
salle, ii. 63, thinks he has dis
covered in Fr. 48, vide in.f. p. 65, l, 
the pre-existence of the Logos, but 
we shall find that 7'.6-yos here means 
nothing more than relation. To 
sum up the results of the whole: 
Heracleitus taught indeed that 
Reason ruled in the world, and 
called this universal Reason the 
7'.6")'os, but the concept of 7'.6")'os was 
not nearly so prominent with him 
as with the Stoics. Lassalle's ex
position requires to be essentially 
limited in reference to this; his 
conjectures as to the connection 0f 
this doctrine with the Zoroastrian 
dogma of the word of Creation and 
of law, find no support (as Heinze, 
p. /'J6, acknowledges) in the sayings 
of Heracleitus ; for these presup
pose nothing that transcends the 
Greek language and the Greek 
ideas. 

1 Besides what is q noted supra, 

p.19, 3; 32, l; 38, 1,cf.Fr.140; 
Clem. Strom. v. 604 A: h ro 
crocpov p.ou,,ov A<")'ecrOru e8EAEL ,cd 
OUK e0EAH ( oder Otl/C eO. K. eO.) Z11vos 
o/Jvop.a. I cannot here discuss the 
interpretations of these words by 
Bernays, Rk. Mus. ix. 256 ; Schus
ter 34.5, and others. To me the 
best interpretation seems to be 
this: ' One thing, the only wise, 
wills and also wills not to be 
named by the name of Zeus.' It 
wills to be named so because in 
truth it is that which we honour 
under that name; but it also wills 
not, because with this name pre
sentations are connected which are 
not consistent with that primitive 
essence. That the form Z11vos is 
chosen instead of Ll.,os, to indicate 
its derivation from µiv, I agree 
with other writers in thinking 
probable; but do not, lay any great 
stress upon it. 

2 Cf. the quotations on p. 19, 3. 
What Heracleitus says about the 
JEon, perhaps gave occasion to the 
assertion of 1Enesidemus ( or Sex
tus ), that the statement that time 
is identical with the 1rpwrov crwp.a 
( discussed in Part m. b, 24) 
emanated from Heracleitus. 

3 For example the w67'.ep.os is 
called sometimes Zeus, sometimes 
o[,c~, and the JEon is explained as 
Zeus, and 011µwvp")'6s. 

4 The modern commentators on 
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primitive matter of the world; the Deity or the law of 

the HeracleitPan philosophy are 
not quite agreed as to how Hera
cleitus conceived the reason ruling 
in the world. According to Ber
nays, Rh. Mus. ix. 2~8 sqq., he 
conceiYed it as conscious i ntelli
gence. Lassalle (i. 32.5, 335 sqq., 
et passim) sees in it only the objec
tive law of reason; and Heinze 
(Lehre vom Lo_qos, 28 sqq.). agree
ing with Peipers (Die Erkenntniss
theorie Plato's, i. 8 sq.) comes to 
a similar conclusion. Lastly, 
Teichmiiller (N. Studien, i. 181 
sqq.), differing from both views, is 
of opinion that self-consciousness 
c,mnot be separated from Hera
clei tus' s world-ruling wisdom; but 
H eracleitus, as I assume, not 
only did not discriminate as yet 
between subjective and objective 
reason, but represented this reason 
as subject to an alternation of 
sleep and waking, of weaker and 
stronger actuality ; as to any per
sonality in regard to it, it never 
occurred to him at all. This last 
proposition is certainly not com
patible with the self-consciousness 
which Teichmiiller recognises in 
Heracleitus' s world-ruling wisdom; 
for where self-consciousness is, there 
is also personality, whether the 
word be used or not, and whether 
the characteristics which belong to 
the conception of personality be 
present in more or less force. Nor 
is there any proof of the theory 
that Heracleitus believed the self
consciousness of the divine .\oyos 
to be sometimes extinguished and 
again revived ; this follows as 
little iu the doctrine of H eracleitus 
from the analogy of alternating 
cosmical conditions, as in the doc
trine of the Stoics. If he conceived 
the divine wisdom as a self-con-

scions thinking, he must have sup
posed it always to be such ; for he 
describes it as the a•l(wov (vide, 
supra, p. 22, 1), theµ)i llvvov (supra, 
p. 25, 2), the all-governing power. 
which even in the present state of 
the world, despite the partial trans
mutation of the primitive fire into 
other substances,is not extinguished. 
That Heracleitus, however, defined 
the world-ruling wisdom as self. 
conscious, could only be affirmed 
or denied if we were sure that he 
had ever proposed to himself the 
question of its self-consciousness. 
But, this is highly improbable. He 
speaks of the intelligence which 
rules all things, of the divine 
wisdom (vide supra, p. 42, 2), of the 
µiJ llvvov from which nothing is 
hidden; he says in Fr. 79 (vide 
supra, p. 43, n.) Ev ,rd.wra elOE,.,,u ; we 
have no occasion to change elOEvat 
for e!vcu (as in the Oxford edition 
of Hippolytus, Lassalle, i. 339, 
Heinze, p. 28 sq.) ; for Eioev,u in 
this place expresses nothing more 
than the other passages we have 
.inst been considering, or than the 
~v crocpov, Fr. 140 (p. 44, 1 ). B,1t 
though these concepti0ns, founded 
on human self-consciousness,contain 
implicitly the character of personal 
self-conscious thought, it is not to 
be supposed that Heracleitus saw 
this clearly, or that he expressly 
said to himself, the Reason that 
rules the world must bf' conceiYed 
as a personality; had he said so, 
he could not possibly have con
ceived it at the same time as the 
substance through the transmuta
tions of which all things come into 
existence. The question, indeed, of 
the personality of the primitive 
essence in this sense was never 
raised in the anc,ient philosophy 
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the universe is not separated from the primitive fire; 1 

the primitive essence forms all thing:3.out of itself, by 
its own power, according to the law inherent in it. 
Our philosopher's theory of the universe is therefore the 
most outspoken pantheism; 2 the divine essence by the 
(which has not even a word to 
express 'personality ')-nor in the 
other sense, until the time of Car
neades and Plotinus; and conse
quently we find not unfrequently 
that thought, knowledge, reason,and 
so forth, are attributed to natures 
which we from our point of view 
conlrl. not conceiYe as personalities. 
So it is with Heraclei tus. He re
cognises in the world a reason 
which guides and penetrates all 
things, and he ascribes predicates 
to this reason which we could 
only ascribe to ,i, personal being ; 
but he is w,i,nting, not merely in 
the more definite conception of 
personality, but even in the dis
crimination of renson from matter. 
Anaxagoras was the first to sepa
rate them definitely and on prin
ciple; and to this the celebrated 
passage relates in Metaph. i. 3, 
984 b, 15, where Aristotle says 
that Anaxagoras first perceiYed in 
vovs the cause of the order in 
nature, which (as Teichmiiller, 189 
sq., rightly observe.s in opposition 
to Heinze, l.a. 35 sq.) cannot serve 
as a ·proof that Heraeleitus did 
not ascribe knowledge to the Deity. 
As in this passage, the God of 
Xenophanes is not alluded to, be
cause he is not introduced as a 
principle that explains nature 
( afrws 'l'Ov 1<6ap.ov), so the -yvr/,µ:q 
of Heracleitus is passed over, be
cause it is not opposed to matter 
as an independent principle. 

1 Vide s1tpra, p. 22, 1, 2; 31, 2; 
Clemens Goh. 42 C: ,,-1, 1rup Bebv 

l1retNf,cparov(fl1r1racros ... 1eal ... 
'Hpcit<ll.. Hippol. Ref,tt. ix. 10: 71.e-yei 
oe 1ca.l q,p&v,µ,uv 'l'OV'l'O elva, Tb 11'vp 1<al 
-r,ijs OwtK~a'ews TWv OA..wv a'frwv· KaA.e'i 
oe auTb xpriaµ,oauvrw 1<al H:6pov· xpria
µ.?cr~vrJ Coe, J,crT!~ 17 Ota«.6<rµ:qcns KaT~ 

aurov, ri oe EK11'Upwa,s KOpos. Sext. 
Math. vii. 127. Vide inf. p. 82, 1. 
Heracleitus held the 11'<p<exov to 
be rational, and thought the 8e,os 
71.6-yos came into man through the 
breath. On account of this identity 
of fire with the Deity, the south as · 
the starting point of light and he3t 
is called the sphere of bright Zeus, 
Fr. 86; Strabo i. 6, p. 3: ii•vs -yap 
,cat Eu1rEpas -rEpµara 7J lfpKTOS, Ka~ 

ClvTfov Tijs lipKrou o?ipos alepfou 
.a.,6s. I cannot give any more 
exact interpretation of these words. 
Schuster, 2fl7 sq., understands by 
olipos al6plou .a.,bs the south pole ; 
but Teichmiiller rightly objects 
that we cannot expect to find th's 
conception with Heracleitus. He 
himself thinks that by ofipos, Arc
turus is meant; but oVpas aUJpfou 
.a.,bs would be a strange designa
tion in that case, and how far 
Arcturus can be called one of the 
boundary points between morning 
and evening is not at all clear. The 
words assert nothing more than 
that north and south lie between 
east and west ; and the olipos 
alepiou .a.,1,s only signifies the re
gion of light. 

2 In this pantheistic sense we 
must understand the anecdote re
lated by Aristotle, Part. An. i. 5, 
645 a, 16, namely, that Heracleitus. 
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necessity of its nature is constantly passing over into 
the changing forms of the finite, and the finite abides 
only in the divine, which in undivided unity is the 
substance, cause and law of the world. 

2. Cosmology. 

IF we enquire further how, in the beginning of our 
world, the transition of the primitive essence into 
derived existence was accomplished, we are told that, 
according to Heracleitus, fire was first changed by the 
Divine Creative Reason into air, and then into moisture, 
which is as it were the seed of the world ; from this the 
earth arises, and the sky and all that they contain. 1 

Here we cannot help seeing the influence of the physical 
doctrine of the Stoics, which, for the very reason that 
it professed to be merely a reproduction and elucidation 
of Heracleitus's doctrine, has so greatly biassed and 
confused the views of subsequent writers in regard 
to the latter.2 So much, however, is certain: that, 

cnJled out to str:wgers who had 
8cruples about visiting him in his 
kitchen: el,:rdva., Buf)f,0V11ros, flva, 
"Yap ,cal ~v-rauea eeovs. Cf. Diog. 
ix. 7 : ,rav-ra ,f,uxwv ELVO.L /Cal l'ia,µ6-
vwv ,rl\f,p'I). 

1 Clem. Strom. v. 599 sqg. D. 
That Heracleitus held the world to 
be underived is shown by Fr. 46 
(p. 22, 1 ), that he held it also to be 
derived by Fr. 47 : µ'l)vve, -ra j,,.,. 
.cp,p&µeva ( Fr. 4 7) : "1rupos -rpo1ral 
1rpWTov 6dAa,:r,:ra· 8aA.du,:r~s 0€ rO 
µev ')µL<TU "Yil TO OE ,lµ«ru ,rpr,,nf,p." 
l'ivvaµEL -yap AE")'E! (vide p. 44, n.), 
3,;, ,rvp lnro TOV OLOL/COVVTOS >..6-you 
Ka.l 8EoV 'Ta. <YVµ:rra11Ta O,' CI.Epos -rpe-
7rET<U els V;,piv TO &r <J"trEpµa T7]s 

Ora,couµ{icrews, i Ka.A.et 8ciA.mJ'<Yav, €,c 
OE ToV-ro1J a.08,s'}'lverat 71] ,cal oVpavOs, 
Jeal Ta Eµ1reptex6µeva. Concerning 
"P'f/11'-r~p, cf. p. 23, 1. 

2 In Clemens' s commentary on 
the words of Reracleitus we must 
refer the following expressions to 
the doctrine and terminology of 
the Stoics: 7'..0"jOS ,cal eeos Td. IJ'Vµ-
1rav-ra owu,wv, on which cf. p. 44, n.; 
(]'1r/pµa -ri)s OLUKOIJ'µf,IJ'EWS ; also the 
addition o,' Mpos, which is perpetu
ally recurring in Stoic writings, 
and was required by the Stoic 
doctrine of the elements ( cf. 
Part III. a, 136. 4, 137, 2, 169, 1, 
second edition), but has no place in 
the language of Heracleitus, and 
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according to Heracleitm, in the formation of the world,1 
the primitive fire was first changed into water or sea; 
and from this, by means of a second transformation 
developing itself in opposite directions, came on the 
one hand the solid element, the earth; and on the 
other the warm and volatile element, the hot wind; 2 

a theory which makes the relation between Heracleitus 
and Thales the same as that between Thales and 
Anaximander,3 who was, of all the older Ionians, the 
philosopher with whom Heracleitus was most closely 
allied. \Ve are told nothing more, however, about bis 
opinion concerning the formation of the world. 

The three forms assumed by the primitive essence 

contradicts ( as will presently be 
shown) his theories on the transi
tion of substances into one another. 
Among the Stoics we find in the 
:'ormnla rpo,riJ ,rupos oi' Upos EIS 

aowp that Ii,' Mpos al ways occurs 
_ as an interpolation ; and in none 

of our authorities is it said ' fire 
is changed into air, and air into 
water.' This circumstance seems 
to indicate that an older exposi
tion must have been in -use, in 
which only the transition of fire 
into water is spoken of, as in the 
4 7th fragment of Heracleitus, 

1 I agree with Schuster (p. 148 
sq.) that Fr, 47 treats of the ori
gin of the world from the primitfre 
fire and not, as it has been thought, 
since Schleiermacher, of the trans
mutation of the elements in the 
world. For we have no reason to 
mistrust the assertion of Clemens 
that Fr. 47 referred to the forming 
of the world, and was connected 
with Fr. 46 (sup. p. 22, 1). (In 
the e,riq,,p&µ.,va, howe-ver, there is 
no ' immediate' connection with 

Fr. 46.) The Placita also, in the 
psssage quoted p. 28, 2, refer to a 
desc~iption by Heracleitus of the 
formati,m of the world, though 
they contain a wrong account of it, 
Yiz., that through the separation of 
the grossest portions from fire, 
earth was first formed ; from earth 
water, and from water air. The 
second part of this exposition is 
derived from the Stoic doctrine of 
the elements (Part ur. a, 169, 1 ), 
but that earth should proceed im
mediately from fire is contrary 
even to the theJry of the Stoics. 

2 This does not mean that the 
one half of the sea was to be earth 
and the other fire, so that nothing 
more would remain of it ; the words 
8a/l.rff1'61/S Ii~, &c., aesert only that 
the sea includes (potentially) in 
itself earth and fire in equal parts, 
so that both might equally proceed 
from it. Of. Teichmiiller, N. Stud. 
i. 54 sq. 

3 Of. concerning him, vol. i. 250 
sq. ; concerning the similar view of 
Xenophanes, vol. i. p. 569. 
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in the beginning are regarded by Heracleitus in the 
present condition of the world as the limits between 
which the alternation of substances, the rotation of Be
coming and decay moves. He denominates the change 
( as Diogenes says 1) as the way upwards and downwards, 
and supposes the world to originate in this way. Fire, 
he said, changes by condensation into water, and water 
into earth ; earth on the other hand becomes fluid and 
changes into water, from. the evaporation of which 
almost all other things are derived. The former of 
these processes he called the way downwards, the latter 
the way upwards. This exposition cannot,2 like the 
fragment in Clemens, apply to the genesis of the world, 
but only to the transmutation of matter in the world at 
the present time.3 This is what Plato means by the 

1 ix. 8, according to the quota
tion on p. 78, 1: ,cal r1Jv fJ,ETa{3oA.+,v 
OOOv ltvw ,c&,Ta, r6v 'TE K60'µov -y[vecr8m 
Ka:rd. Ta{rrr,v. 1ruKvoVµevov 7ap TD 
1rUp E~v7palvE0"8cu t1UVL<J'Triµc::v6v 'Tf 

7lv«read5owp, 1rrryvvµevov oi ro /Jowp 
t:ls 7ijv rrE1re<J'~at· K~l TalJ'T'Y]~ OOO~ 
brl rO 1a1.:roo elvai A.eyeL. 7ro.;Juv T 

aUT1)V [I. ail] T1)V 7ijv xeitTOa, ·~ 1is 
-rO fJO<lJp 7[vE1T8at, EK 0€ -ro&ov rCt 
Aonrd., O'xeOOv 7rcfv-ra E1rl 'T1]V O.va• 
8uµ[acnv &.vd-ywv r'l}v lt1rO T~S 8aAdr
T'1<. a/JT') o' EO'Tlv 7) brl TO lfvw oB6s. 
7lveO'Oa, o' &vaOvµuttTeis,etc.(p. 52,2.) 

z As Schuster believes, 155 sq. 
148. 

• Schuster indeed thinks it is 
clear from the connection that here 
also the formation of the world is 
intended. But Diogenes has al
ready completed his observations 
on Heracleitus's doctrine of the 
origin and conflagration of the 
world in the previous words (p. 
77, 1, 2) ; with 1<al T1)V µeTa/301'.!iv he 

VOL. II. E 

passes on toanotherpoint. No more 
can be concln<ledfrom the words TOP 
«6<J'µov '}'[ve<r8cu. KaTtl. Ta{JT'f1V. For 1, 
1<0.T<l Ta&rrw refers not 'Only to the 
OOOs 1af.Tw but to the 600s lfvoo 1<&1rw: 
the previous context spe·aks of this 
as one simple way, not of two 
ways, ooos lfvw and alias 1<ct.Tw; ac
cording to Schuster, however, only 
what is said of the olios 1<ct.Tw ( 1rv-
1novµevov . • . A.e7ei) applies to 
the making of the world, and what 
follows applies to its destruction. 
2. The persistent use of the present 
forms, 7[vecr8aL, E~v'}'prdvecr8ct.t, etc., 
shows decidedly that something 
now going on is alluded to, not 
something that formerly happened. 
3. The formation of the universe 
would be very inadequately de
scribed in the words which Schus
ter points out, for nothing is said 
of the formation of the heavens 
(cf. p. 47, 1). 4. The words ,raA.iv 
T' ail T1)V 7ijv, etc., cannot possibly 
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way downward and the way upward,1 and later writers 
without exception 2 who comment on the meaning of the 
expression take the same view. "\\Te have, moreover, 
an observation of Heracleitus bimRelf on the vicissitudes 
of matter, and the principal forms which he supposes it 
to assume, and this entirely agrees with the statement 
of Diogenes. 'For souls,' he says, 'it is death to be
come water, and for water it is death to become earth, 
but water comes from earth, and souls from water.' 3 

Schuster would refer this sentence to living beings only, 
whose souls are continually forming themselves from 
the watery constituents of their body, and again re
solving themselves into those constitueµts ; just as the 
llttter are constantly changing from water to earth, and 
from earth back again to water.4 But this inter
pretation contradicts the unanimous testimony of our 
witnesses,5 which we have the less reason to doubt, since 

contain a description of the i!inrv
px,ns, for it is said the rest came 
out of the water, which is almost 
entirely to be explained by the 
evaporation of the earth and of the 
water. Schuster therefore reads : 
fK 0~ Tolrrov ,., 0 1T' V p, ra J\.ot1rlt 
o-xeliov, etc. But this alteration of 
the text would only be allowablP., 
if the received text would bear no 
admissible construction. It mak~s, 
however, very good sense, though 
not the same that Schuster ascribes 
to it; whereas in his reading, the 
simple thought that fire arises from 
water by the evaporation of the 
water would be expressed by the 
confused aud obscure expression Ta 
/l.o,1ril. O'xeoov ,rcJ.vra, etc. What 
can he meant bv 71.o,1ril. 7rrivn,? 
Fire is the only thing which, in the 
conflagration of the world, still 
continues to arise from water. 

1 Pkileb. , 43 A. The wise 
maintain that our body can never 
be in a state of rest. ltel 'Ytt/' 
cl:rrav-ra ltvw TE ,cal ,c&:rw /Je'i. There 
is no question here of the origin 
and destruction of the world, but 
simply of the mutation of things 
in the world. 

2 E. g. Philo. IJe .lEtern. M. 
958 A: 'Tit O'Taixe'i'a. TOV KOO'µau 
... lio71.1xdovra(traversing 
a 0671.,xos, that is, a path returning 
into itself) lt.el Kal .,.-)iv ah-1/v bliov 
l<vw Ka) Kd.'TW O'VVEXWS <l.µe//3aVTa, as 
Heracleitus expresses it (vide fol
lowing note). Max. Tyr. 41, 4: 
µera/3071.-l}v opqs O'wµd.Tf»V Kal 7<ve
<tews, 0.A.A.o:y1Jv ~OWv ~vw ,ea} 1e&.Tw 
Ka.TO. TDv 'Hpcftc.i\EtToJJ. 

• li'r. 89; sup. p. 24, 2. 
• Loe. cit. 268 sq., 157, 165. 
5 Philo, loo. cit. 958 C, adduces 

this passage in proof of his remark 
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we are told by Aristotle that Heracleitus denominated 
fire, which constitutes the substance of all things, as 
soul.1 We are, therefore, fully justified in maintaining 
that Heracleitus considered fire, water, and earth, as the 
fundamental forms which matter assumed in its trans
formation.' Some of the later authors indeed try here 
to introduce four elements by interpreting 'the soul' 
of Heracleitus as air, or regarding it as intermediate 
between fire and water.2 But this cannot out-weigh the 
distinct declaration of Heracleitus ; more especially 
since the general tendency of that period to misin
terpret the ancient philosophers on this point, was 
especially encouraged by the Stoic commentators, who 
could not resist identifying their own conceptions with 
tbose of Heracleitus.3 For the same reason little 

on the rotation of the elements, and is no longer attributed expressly 
Clemens, Strom. vi. 624 A, thinks to Reracleitus). Plut. Plac. i. 3; 
that Heracleitus is here imitating vide sup, p. 28, 2 ; Max. Tyr. l. c. 
some Orphic verses which he quot.es, The last writer does not ascribe 
but which in truth rather imitate the four elements to Reracleitus, 
the language of Heracleitus in as- but says in his own name that fire 
serting that from the lf;vxn comes passes into air, air into water, water 
water, from water earth, and vwe into earth, and earth again into 
versa. See the authors quoted in fire. , 
note 2, infra, who also refer the 3 Schuster, 157 sq., indeed be
passage to the elements generally. lieves, and Teichmiiller (N. Stud. 

1 Of. p. 22, 4 ; 24, 1. i. 62 sqq.) partly agrees with him, 
2 Of. Plut. IJe Ei. c. 18, p. 392, that Heracleitus in his doctrine of 

who thus gives the passage quoted the elements did not omit the air. 
above from Br. 89: 1rvpos 9dvo:ros It seems to me, however, that there 
Mp, 'Y•vecns i<c:tl Mpos 9&.vu:ros /Joan is no adequate proof of this. He
'Y•v«ns. Also Philo, loc. cit., who racleitusmay very well have spoken 
thus explains it: ,j,vx11v 'Yap 016µ.evos when he ·had occasion to do so, of 
eTvm .,.1, 1rvevµ.c:t -rnv µ.ev Mpos nll.ev- the air (as I have said p. 38, 1, in 
-rnv 'Yeveaiv· /!6a-ros, 71/V o' /illaTos regard to Fr. 67); but it does n0t 
'Yiis 1rd11.,v 'Y•v«nv c:tlvfnerc:t<. Max. follow that he reckoned it as one 
Tyr. 41, 4; Sehl. p. 285 R: (ii 1rvp of the fundamental forms of matter 
-rliv 'Yil• 9&.vc:trnv Kal &.np (ii ,,-ov -what we may call his elements. 
,rvpos edvc:t"Tov· i!liwp (ii TOv Mpo~ Odva.- As Anaxagoras and Democritus 
Tov, 'Yil .,.l,v f51ic:tTos (whfrh, however, represented the air as nn assem-

E 2 
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importance is to be attached to the fact tliat some of 
the later representations speak of a direct transmuta
tion of fire into earth,1 or of earth into fire. 2 Nor must 

blage of different kinds of subst,in
ces (vide iiif. 815, 3, 708, third 
edition), so Hemcleitus may have 
seen in it something intermediate 
betw.ien water and fire, ,i transi
tional form, or a seriesoftmnsitional 
forms. The fact that Plut,irch in
troduces air into the passage from 
Heracleitus, discussed supra, p. 24, 
2 ; 51, 2, cannot weigh ag-ainst the 
clear meaning of Heracleitus's own 
words. If 1Enesidemus substi-
1mted air for fire as the primitive 
matter of Heracleitus ( vide Part 
m. b, 23), this can be explained (as 
shown, Zoe. cit.) without assuming 
that Heracleitus ascribed to air a 
similar part as to earth, water and 
fire. The opinion of .2:Enesidemus 
concerning Heracleitus' s primitive 
essence ( which in any case is mis
taken) cannot be brought forward 
as a proof of this theory. 

1 Plut. Plac., loc. cit. 
2 ]\fax. Tyr.; cf. p. 51, 2. In 

t.hat sense we might understand 
Diog. ix. !l: -yivur8a, &.va6vµ.,ci<J'Ets 
&:n-6 -re -yf}s ,ca.l OaA.&.TT1JS, &s µEv 
}l..aµ:1rpd.s Kal KaOapbs, &s 0€ lTKOTetvcf.s· 
a.ll~ea8a.L 0€ -rO µEv 1rVp 01rO rrWv A.aµ~ 
1rpWv, -rO 0€ V-ypOv forO TiJY ErEpwv. 
But this is not necessary. :For 
even if Lassalle's theory (ii. 99) 
th,;t only the pure vapours rise 
from the sea, and only the dark and 
foggy vapours from the earth, as 
well as the opposite theory that 
the pure and clear vapours arise 
from the earth, and the dark from 
the sea, is contradicted by the fact 
(which Teichmiiller points out, N. 
Stud. i. 57) that the vapours arising 
from earth and sea are alike ob-

scure, and though it might be more 
correct on that account to represent 
clear and dark vapours as risin§( 
hoth from earth and sea, this is 
not quite the point in question. 
For, in the first place, Diogenes is 
not saying that the earth, as this 
elementary body, changes into fiery 
vapours; ')''7 here designate.s the 
land in contradistinction to sea, 
with the exclusion of the water in 
the lakes, rivers, marshes, and the 
ground moist with rain. And 
secondly, it is a question whether 
the clear and dark vapours ascend 
at the same time side by side, and 
are not all at first dark and moist, 
becoming afterw11rds bright. The 
dark would then serve to feed the 
clouds, the bright would go to 
make the stars and the bright sky. 
Schleiermacher, p. 49 sq., defends 
the idea of a direct transformation 
of earth into fire, on the ground 
that Aristotle, whose meteorology 
a.ppears to be essentially dependent 
on Heracleitus, speaks of a dry 
evaporation side by side with a 
moist; and, therefore, of a direct 
transition of earth into fire. But 
the dependence of Aristotle upon 
Heracleitus cannot be proved either 
in a general sense or in regard to 
this p~rticular point. There is 
lastly not the smallest ground for 
the conjecture of Ideler (Arist. Me
teorol. i. 351) that Heracleitus 
may have borrowed the doctrine of 
the double evaporation from the 
Orphic poems; what is said by 
Plato, Grat. 402 B, and by Clemens, 
Strom. vi. 629, cannot be quoted in 
support of it. 
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we seek in Heracleitus a conception of the elements in 
the Empedoclean or Aristotelian sense; 1 his meaning 
is simply that the three kinds of matter mentioned 
above are the first manifestations of the primitive 
matter in its transformation-the first bodies, to which 
all others may be reduced, and which are produced one 
from the other in the given order ; 2 and this regular 

1 Empedocles understands by 
his so-called elements (he himself, 
as is well known, does not use the 
word) invariable primitive sub
stances, which as such never pass 
over into each other. Aristotle 
makes his elements pass over into 
each other, but he does not derive 
them from any matr,er preceding 
them in time ; for the 7rpWT1J /57'1/ 
has never existed as such; it is 
only the ideal presupposition of the 
elements, their common essence, 
that exists mere! y under these four 
formR. Herac!eitus, on the con
trary, represents fire as existing for 
itself before the framing of the 
world, and only changing in course 
of time into water and earth. 

'· The question whether Herac
leitus, 'in kindling wood for his 
hearth-fire, always reflected that 
this earth must change first into 
sea and then into 7rprJint/p, before 
it could rise into fire' (Schuster, 
166), is one which the history of 
philosophy is not required to an
swer. He probably did not think 
every time he looked at the Cays
tros, that it was not the same 
river as before, nor torment himself 
at every draught of water as to 
whether the dryness of his soul 
would not suffer thereby. The 
only question which concerns us is 
this : how Her>tcleitus on his own 
presuppositions explained common 
phenomena like the burning of 

wood? If nothing has been told us 
on this subject we have no right 
therefore to disbelieve in those pre
suppositions. We certainly do not 
know how Heracleitus explained 
the burning of wood, nor even that 
he :ried to explain it. If he tried, 
the answer was not far to seek. 
He did not require (as Schuster 
thinks) to regard the woocl abso
lutely as earth. He might consider 
that earth and water were mingled 
in it: that when it is consumed, 
the earth, so far as it does not 
change into water, remains behind 
as ashes. The remainder, together 
with the water contained in the 
wood, first changes into dark va
pour, theu into light vapour, first 
into smoke, then into fire (which, 
according to Theophrastus, De lgnr', 
Fr. iii. 3, is burning smoke, and ac
cording to Arist. 11feteor. ii. 2, 35.5 
a, 5, is supposed hy many physicists, 
as Diogenes, supra, p. 295, to be 
nourished by moisture). Here he 
h::d an explanation, which was not 
more inconsistent with appearances 
than many others, and accommo
dated itself admirably to his other 
theories. Or he might regard the 
burning _ as a cowing forth of the 
fire contained in the 7rep,exov (vide 
inj'. p. 81 sq.), and as an escape of 
the burning particles of wood into 
the 7rep,exov. Definite evidence con
cerning the scientific theories of a 
philosopher cannot be outweighed 
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progression is equally maintained on both sides, as he 
expresses in the sentence : the way upwards and the 
way downwards is the same.1 This. expression also 
shows us that change of substance is with Heracleitus 
likewise change of place; the nearer a body approaches 
to the fiery nature, the higher it rises ; the farther 
removed it is from that nature, the lower it sinks ; as 
even sensible observation would go far to prove.2 

by the impossibility of reconciling 
certain facts with those theories, 
so long as we are in ignorance 
whether and in what way the phi
losopher himself tried to reconcile 
them. Did Democritus and Plato 
regard wood as incombustible, be
cause according to their theory 
earth cannot be converted into fire ? 
vide infra, p. 708, 2, third edition, 
Part II. a, 676, 2. 

1 Fr. 82, ap. Hippocr. De Alim. 
ii. 24 K; Tert. Adv. Mare. ii. 28, 
and more fully ap. Hippo!. vide 
sup. p. 49, 1 ; also p. ,50, 1. Las
salle (i. 128, 173 sqq.) is not con
tent with referring the upward and 
downward way to the stages of the 
elemental process, and the identity 
of the two ways to the sameness of 
these stages; he thinks the a born 
proposition also means that the 
world is constant unity, constant 
adjustment of the two contradictory 
moments of Being and Nothing, of 
the tendency to -yev•,ns and to 
~1<1rvpw,ns or negation. But this is 
to make the dark philosopher 
darker than he already is. There 
is no passage, either from or about 
Heracleitus, which warrants our 
understanding the t\lios llvw and 
1<&-rw as anything except the way 
from earth to fire, and vice versa ; 
even in Diog. ix. ·8 it is only Las
salle's wrong translation ( cf. the 

words quoted, p. 49, 1), which ex
plains µ.era/307'.1/ as the change into 
one another of the 1roMµ.os and 
bµ.o7'.o-yfo., the moment that leads 
from Being to non-Being, and from 
non-Being to Being ( \·ide also ii. 
246, and with another combination 
of the words, ii. 137). Diogenes 
himself never leaves us in any 
doubt as to the meaning of the ulios 
l<vw and 1<cf•w. It is a singular ob
jection to make (l. c. 173 sq.) that 
the quality of the elementary stages 
of transmutation cannot be de
scribed as <loo, µ.f.,,. The way 
from fire through water to earth is 
the same as that from earth 
through water to fire, although the 
direction pursued in the one case 
is different from that pursued in 
the other. 

2 That the way 11pward and 
downward does not involve any 
change of place I cannot admit. 
Lassalle attempts to prove this 
very diffusely (ii. 241-260), and 
Brandis ( Geseh. d. Entw. i. 68) 
agrees with him on the point. 
Lassalle's argument has little 
force: 'Motion upward and down
wards,' he says, 'is rectilinear : the 
motion of Heracleitus is· circular' 
(this is only true so far as he re
presents the transmutation of mat
ters under the figure of a circle) ; 
' the sea lies deeper than the earth' 
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The transformation of matter moves therefore in a 
circle ; when its elementary nature has attained in 
earth its greatest distance from its primitive form, it 
returns through the earlier stages to its commencement. 
The uniformity and fixed order of this movement is the 
one thing that is permanent in the flux of the world's 
life. Matter is incessantly changing its nature and its 
place, and consequently nothing, as to its material in
gredients, ever remains the same as it was before ; 
everything is subject to a continual transformation, and 
therefore to a continual loss of its material parts, and 

( that is, than the terra firma, not stood in regard to place ' ( this is 
deeper than the sea-bottom); 'but not the case; if it were so he would 
if we understand the boos llvw as also expressly deny that Beraclei
relating to place, it must be tus taught the perpetual transmu
higher' (an argument by which we tation of matter)·; ' Ocellus (i. 12) 
might prove that Plato and Aris- places the oui~ooos 1<«Ti't T61rov and 
totle knew nothing of the natural 1<aTc't µETa{Jo/l.1}v in opposition to 
places of the elements); ' in regard each other.' Bow we are to under
to place, the above and below, the stand by llvw anything except up
way upward and the way downward wards with reference to space; or 
are not identical' (vide previous by 1<aTw anything but downwards, 
note and p. 16, 4). 'Plato and Lassalle does not explain. It is 
Aristotle could not have been silent obvious that the ancient writers, 
about the boos llvw 1<dTw, if this ex- one and all, who mention the doc
pression had been used in a literal trine of Beracleitus, understood it 
sense, and not merely as a figure.' in the way that has hitherto been 
(Why not? Are they not silent customary. Lassalle (ii. 251) him
about many conceptions of great .self indeed finds himself obliged to 
importance in the system of Berac- admit that Beracleitus may also 
leitus? Plato, however, does men- have employed the expressi~n boos 
tion, Phileb. 43 A, the doctrine that llvw for the procession of the ele
everything constantly lfvw TE 1<al ments, and in that there must be a 
1<aTw p•<, and in Themt. 181 B, he change of place. As fire occupies 
says that this doctrine makes every- the upper portion of the world, 
thing to be perpetually changing Stob. Eel. i. 500, reckons Beraclei
its place as well as its nature) ; tus among those who regard the 
'Diog. ix. 8 sq. does not speak of sky as 1r6p,vas; this is not incom
any graduated motion in regard to patible with the statement in Diog. 
place' (see preceding note). 'Aris- ix. 9, that he never precisely ex
totle, Phys. viii. 3, expressly denies plained the.nature of the 11ep1exov. 
that llvw and 1<aTw are to be under-
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this loss must perpetually be compensated by the influx 
of other parts passing on the way upwards, or the way 
downwards, into its place and into its nature. The 
appearance of permanent Being then can only arise 
from this: that the parts which flow off on the one 
side are replaced by the addition of others in the same 
proportion; to water must be added as much moisture 
from fire and earth as it has itself lost in fire and 
earth, &c.; the permanent element in the flux of 
things is not matter, but the proportion of matters; 
the world as a whole will remain the same, so long as 
the elements pass over into each other in the same pro
portion; and each individual thing will remain the 
same so long as the same equality in change of matter 
takes place in this particular place in the world. Each 
thing is consequently that which it is, only because the 
opposite streams of matter, the advancing and the 
retreating stream, meet in it in this definite direction 
and in this definite proportion.1 The regularity of this 
process is what Heracleitus calls by the name of Har
mony, OlK'IJ, Fate, world-ruling wisdom, &c. ; while, on 
the other hand, the flux of all things arises from the 
change of substances, and the universal law of strife 

1 In favour of this acceptation cumstance that particular things 
of Heracleitus's doctrine, we cer- and the world as a whole seem to 
tainly cannot adduce Fr. 48 ( on continue for a longer or shorter 
which, cf. p. 65, 1) as direct evi- period unchanged. This theory is 
dence, supposing these words to established by the well-known ex
refer, not to the change of the ample of the river (p. 11, 2), which 
elements into one another, but to Aristotle (Meteor, ii. 3, 357 b, 30 
the destruction of the world. But sq.) uses in this sense; and also 
from what we know of his theory by Aristotle's own assertion (sup. 
concerning the flux of all things, p. 13, n.) that according to Heraclei
it is difficult to see how he could tus all things were for ever chang
otherwise ha ye explained the cir- ing, only we do not notice it. 
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from the opposition of the upward and downward 
way. 

If we imagine this theory logically applied to all 
parts of the world, the result would be a natural scien
tific system in which the different classes of the Real 
would correspond to so many stages of the universal 
process of transformation. Heracleitus, however, was 
in all probability far from entertaining the idea of a 
comprehensive description of nature; and the fact that 
besides the anthropological theories presently to be con
sidered, nothing remains to us of his natural philosophy 
except a few astronomical and meteorological state
ments, 1 is probably to be explained as much by the 
incompleteness of his own exposition as by the de
ficiencies in our information concerning it. The point 
which is most commonly mentioned, and which stands 
almost alone in this connection, is his well-known theory 
of the daily renewal of the sun. He not only thought, 
as some other philosophers did, that the fire of the sun 
is fed by ascending vapours,2 but that the sun itself is 

1 From the utterance of Philo. 
Qn. in Gen. iii. 5, quoted p. 31, 2, 
we can only conclude that Herac
leitus proved his doctrine <Jf the 
oppositions of Being by a number 
of examples. There is no question 
of the detailed system of physics 
to which Lassalle (ii. 98) finds al
lusion here. 

2 Arist. Meteor. ii. 2, 354 a, 
33 : o,h KO.L -ye/I.ow, 7rC,VTES 3cro, TWV 
1rp6Tepov 01rb .. o.{:fov TDv 1)/1.wv Tp<
cpecr6o., Tep rypcp. That Heracleitus 
is classed among these, we see from 
what follows. In Diog. ix. 9, 
there is a full account of Heraclei
tus's theory of the stars : TD oe 

1reptExov lnro'i6v EIJ'TLV oU 017i\.0L· elva!. 
µEvroL Ev et.VTijj <J'Kciq>as E1reffTpaµ.
µE11as KarCt 1w'il\.ov 1rpOs ?'}µ0.s, iv eds 
O.epot(oµlvas 70.s l\.aµ1rp'a.s &va.8vµui.
aeLs &.1r0Tei\e'i'v cpA6-ya5, &s- elvai 7C(. 
li.cr-rpo.. Of these the sun diffuses 
more ~ and warmth than the C, rl~ 
rest, because the moon moves in an 
atmosphere that is not so pure and 
is nearer the earth, and the other 
heavenly bodies are too distant: 
EKA.el1reLV O' 1]i\.wv ,cal <J'eA.f/v'tJV Uvw 
tJ'TpecpoµEvoov -rWv a'Kacp&iv· -roVs T.e 
KO.Ttl µiijva 'T'7S CTE/l.~V7/S CTX7/Jl.Cf.TL• 
crµ.ovs -ylvecrOa, CTTpecpoµ)v71s fr abTfi 
Ket.Ta µ.<Kphv -rijs cr1<d.cp71s. What 
Diogenes says is asserted in t:'10 
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a burning mass of vapour; 1 and as he supposed that 
these vapours were consumed and burned up during the 
day, and were produced afresh on the morrow, he arrived 
at the proposition that the sun was new every day ; 2 so 

Placita, ii. 22, 27, 28, 29; Stob. i. 
526, 550, 558 ; Schol. in Plat. p. 
409 Bekk. of the sun and moon ; 
but Stoureus speaks of the sun in 
Stoic language as livaµµa voepbv J,c 
'TTJS 8aAri<r<r1JS. The boat-shaped 
form of the sun is likewise alluded 
to by Ach. Tat. in Arat. p. 139 B. 
Similarly Anaximander (whom 
Heracleitus follows so much) re
presents the fire of the heavenly 
bodies as fed by vapours, and as 
streaming out of the husky cover
ings that surround it. Cf. vol. i. 
p. 251. The latter he conceives in a 
different manner from Heracleitus, 
who keeps to the old notion of the 
ship of the sun and moon. Stob. i. 
510, no doubt incorrectly, calls the 
heavenly bodies 7rLA7Jµarn ,rup6s. 
In the Plac. ii. 25, 6: 'Hpci1CA<L'Tos 
( 'T1/V <TEA7}V1JV) ')''1V tlµ[XA!I 7repm-
7'.1jµµev11v. Schleiermacher, p. 57, 
rightly alters the name to 'Hpa,c-
1'.e[o11s. According to Diog. ix. 
7; Plac. ii. 21 ; Stob. i. 526 ; 
Theod. Cur. Gr. A.ff i. 97, p. 17, 
Heracleitus ascribed to the sun the 
diameter of a foot. Perhaps, how
ever, this may be a misunderstand
ing of a statement relating to this 
apparent diameter, and not con
cerned with the question of his real 
magnitude. At any rate, it would 
better accord with the importance 
Heracleitus ascribes to the sun 
(inf. p. 60, 2), if he supposed his 
~ize to be something commensurate. 
But it is quite possible he may 
have said, ' the sun is only a foot 
broad, and yet his light fills the 
whole world.' 

1 Arist. Probl. xxiii. 30, end: 
OLD ,c~l <p~al TL~es rWv ~paKJ\EL'nf&v
rrwv, e,c µev 'TOv 1roT.[µov ~r,pmvoµr:vov 
Kal 7rTJ'}'VVµ.Evov Al8ous 'Ylvecr8aL ,cal 
7ijv, i,c oe Tijs 6aAci.n11s 'TDV {]Awv 
&vaevµ,0.'1'8at. 

2 Plato, Rep. vi. 498 A : ,rpos 
OE TD "1/ijpas i?1c-rD, Of] rwoov OA.[-yoov 
C1,1roaf3E1111u11rai 1roi\V µ0..A.A.ov ToV 
'Hpa,ci\ELTE:iov r]A.lou, Ot1ov alie,, obtc 
l~ci.11:rnna,. Arist. Meteor. ii. 2, 
35.5 a, 12 : brel 'Tpe<f>oµfrou -ye L sc. 
-roV 7]Afou J Thv aVTOv rp61rov, tht11rep 
/,ct:'ivo[ <f>a,n, O?]i\ov Ort Kal 6 1]i\ws 
olJ µ6vov, KafJd1rep 6 'Hpdl(i\et.T6s 
</>1Jt1L, vEos i?cp' '/}µEpp ~!Trlv, (/,A.i\' O:el 
veos <ruvexws, which Alex. in h. l. 
rightly explains thus: o& µ6vov, &s 
'Hpci."Ae,.,.6s c/>11<r,, veos icp' nµ•pv 
hv ijv, tcafJ' EKd.<TT'fJV 'Y}µEpav lf A Ao s 
~~a1rT6µevos, ToV 7rpdJTou Ev 'Tfi OVcret 
<r/3evvuµevou. The words, veos icp' 
71µ.ep17 l]Aws are quoted by Proclus, 
in Tirn. 334 D, from Heracleitus. 
To these words ( and not to some 
other passage as Lassalle, ii. 105, 
thinks) allusion is doubtless made 
by Plotinus, ii. 11, 2, p. 97 D : 
'Hpa,cA.eiTrp, ~' fq>'IJ &el Kal T0v 1]i\wv 
-y[7v<<r8cu. One of the scholiasts of 
Plato represents the sun of He
racleitus as going down into the 
sea and being extinguished in it, 
then moving under the earth to
wards the east and being there re
kindled. This may be brought 
into connection with the quotation 
from Diogenes ( cf. preceding note) 
in the following manner: After the 
imn's fire is burnt out, i.e., after it 
has been changed into water ( for 
this we must in any case substitute 
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that even the apparent permanence which the continuous 
ebb and flow of matter lends to things belongs to the 
sun only for this short time.1 Aristotle expressly 
denies 2 that he applied this notion to the other heavenly 
bodies : when, therefore, we are told that he supposed 
the moon and the stars to be fed by exhalations-that 
he regarded the moon, like the sun, as a cup filled with 
fire,3 and the stars as masses of fire, we must consider 
the first assertion, at any rate, as an arbitrary extension 
for the e-x:tinction in the sea), the 
boat-shaped husk, in which it was 
contained, goes in the way described 
to the east, in order there to be 
filled with burning vapours. Only 
the sun's fire would then be re
newed every day, his envelope on 
the other hand would continue; 
but this makes no difference in 
regard to the hypothesis ; for as the 
fire is what alone is seen by us as 
the sun, it might still be said that 
the sun was every day renewed; 
and if Heracleitus really believed 
in these reservoirs of fire of the 
sun and stars (which the singular 
explanation quote<l from him of 
eclipses and the phases of the moon 
scarcely allows us to doubt), it was 
more natural that he should sup
pose them solid and therefore 
durable, than as consisting of va
pours, and passing away with their 
content. Lassalle, ii. 117, thinks 
that, according to Heracleitus, the 
solar fire was not completely 
changed into moisture during any 
part of the day, but that this pro
cess was completed in the course 
of the sun's nightly progre£s round 
the other hemisphere (we have no 
right to speak of the other hemi
sphere as far as Heracleitus is 
concerned) ; and that this is the 
foundation of the statement of the 

Platonic scholiast. But such is 
obviously not his opinion, nor can 
those writers have entertained it, 
who simply attribute to this philo
sopher the statement that the sun 
was extinguished at his setting. 
Schuster's remark (p. 209) that if 
Heracleitus regarded Helios as a 
god, he would not have supposed 
him to be generated afresh ~very 
day, but only to change his sub
stance, likewise contradicts all our 
evidence and the words of Hera
cleitus himself. 

1 Fr. 64 (s1tp. p. 41, 2) seems to 
refer to this duration of existence; 
but it may also relate to the boun
daries of its course, for the daily 
life of the sun would have a longe~ 
duration if it pursued its course 
farther. The measurements of time 
ancl space here coincide. 

2 Meteor. l. c. 355 a, 18: lf:ro-
1ro11 o~ Kal TO µ611011 q,pov-rl,ra.1 'TOV 
~A.fou, rrWv 0) ifAAwv ixtrTpwv 1rapt6e'iv 
aUroVs -r1}v tJ'OOT'JJp{a.v, TO<folrr(JJJ/ ,cat 
TO ,r;\ij8os Kal TO µl-ye8os ~VT•!II, 
Also in l'robl. loc. cit. it is only the 
sun which is formed from the va
pours of the se"&. 3 7, 

• Vide p. ~. 2; cf. Olymp. in 
Meteor. f. 6 a, p, 149 Ideler. On 
the other side, cf. Bernays, Heracl. 
12 sq. 
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of his actual words. 1 He appears to have thought little 
of the stars, because their influence on our world is 
small. 2 As to his explanations of other celestial phe
nomena, the statements that have come down to us are 
so fragmentary that we can glean hardly anything from 
them as to his real doctrine. 3 

1 Still more may be said a~ainst 
the theory that Heracleitus sup
posed the sun to be nourished by 
the evaporations of the sea, the 
moon by those of the fresh waters, 
and the stars by those of the earth 
(Stob. Ect. i. 510: cf. 524; Plut. 
Plew. ii. 17), Here the theory of 
the Stoics is most likely ascribed 
to Heracleitus. This philosopher, 
as we have shown, was silent as to 
the nourishment of the stars, and 
he could not have believed that the 
earth was directly transmuted into 
the same vapours from which the 
fiery element was fed (cf. p. 52). 
The Heracleiteans, who are spoken 
of in the Aristotelian problems 
(vide p. 58, 1 ), m»ke quite another 
»pplication of the difference be
tween salt water and fresh. 

2 Of. Fr. 50, ap. Plut. Aqita an 
~qn. util. 7, 3, p. 957: el µ/iJ ?jA,os 
;\v, Evcpp6v11 t.v ;\v ; or, as it is 
expressed in , 1'.lut. ,IJ~ For~flna, 
C, 3, p. 98 '. 1J,\LOU fJ,'f/ OP'TOS EPE/<C% 

TWV a,\l""" a,npwv Eucpp6v1w t.v 1]')'0-
fJ,EV. Oleanthes, who among the 
Stoics seems most to have resem
bled Heracleitus, ascribed such 
importance to the sun, that he de
clared it to be the seat uf Deity 
(Part m. a, 125, 1), and this we 
are told of the Heracleitean school 
(Plat. Crat. 413 B; cf. sup. p. 26, l: 
Tbv 1]i\Lov O,a.Z6vra Kd K4ovra. €,rt

Tpo..-EOELV Ta 6vTa. Heracleitus 
himself, however, did not (cf. sup. 
p. 25, 2) maintain this ; had he 

done so, he could not have s»id that 
the sun was extinguished daily. In 
Plut. Q". Plat. vii. 419 we have no 
right (Schuster, p. 161, thinks the 
contrary) to refer anything beyond 
the words {/;pas at 1rdvra (/:,Epou<H to 
Heracleitns. 

3 After the words quoted p. 52, 
2; 57, 2, Diogenes thus continues: 
T}µ.Epav TE Kal vVK:Ta. 1ivea'8at 1ea.l 
f;~va~ Kal tfJ~as E~elovs Ka~ E~tav~oVs, 
~ETOVS 'T\«a~ 'ITJ/Evµo.Ta ",aL 'TC1. 'TO;TOLS 

oµ,o,a KC.Ta Tas liw.cp6pous ava8vµ,w.ue,s. 
T1]v µ€v ,,.,,ap Aaµ1rptl.11 C1.va8uµlmnv 
<f>A?'Y"'8eW'a~ Ev ,Tr.ii ~{,,c~q, T?V TJ~[ou 
'f}µepav 1roiciv, TrJV Oe evavTtav e1rt
Kpa.7~<Tauav vVwra &1roTeA.eW· Ka.l EK 
µ,,,, TOV ,\aµ,..-pov TO 8•pµ,ov o.v~av6-
µ€110V 8Epos 1roteW, EK OE ToV <I'Ko

'!"Et:voV 
I 
Th {vypOv, ,rA.eo~&(ov ,Xet~W11a. 

a,rep-ya(eu8o.,. a1<01'.ou8ws lie TOVTOLS 
J<d 7rEpl TWV all.71.wv alTLOA.O')'Et. He
raclei~us, according to this, derived 
the change of day and night. as 
well as that of the seasons, which 
is coupled with it, in the fragment 
quoted (p. 38, 1) from the alternate 
preponderance of the fiery element 
and the moist. That he mentionecl 
the seasons we know from PJutarch 
(vide previous note). His expla
nation of the other phenomena 
mentioned above is referred to by 
S~ob. Ecf, i. 594: 'f;rcl",11.·, {:JpovTti~ 
µev KaTa tJ'VfJ'Tpo<f,as aveµ.wv Kat 

v~cp&:;~ Kal ~ Jµ1rTcfJ<[e,s, 1rveu1;d.T,w11 :ls 
Ta vecf>11, arrTpa1ras Oe KaTa. Tas -rwv 
8vµ,,wµ,t!vwv J~a,jms, "P1JrfTTjpas lie 

'K.o:rt!. veq>&v Eµ1rp~UELS Kal aJ3Eue,s. 
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How Heracleitus conceived the form and struc
ture of the universe we are not expressly told. As, 
however, the transformation of matter has a limit in fire 
above and in the earth beneath, and as this qualitative 
change coincides in Heracleitus with ascent and descent 
in space, he must have con'ceived the universe as limited 
above and below; whether he thought it spherical in 
form we do not know,1 and in respect of the earth the 
contrary theory seems the more probable.2 Nor can we 
prove that he held the diurnal revolution of the heavens.3 

But he must at any rate have regarded the world as a 

In the statement of Olympiodorus 
( Meteorol. 33 a ; i. 284 Id.), that 
Heracleitus believed the sea to be 
a transpiration from the earth, 
there seems to be ( as Ideler rightly 
conjec.tures) some confusion with 
J-,;mpedocles, to which Fr. 48, quoted 
p. 6,5. 1, may have given rise. 

1 Hippokr. ,r. /l,a,r. (sup. p. 
15, 1) says indeed: cpci.o, z,wl, 
u,c6ros 'A'tOr,, cp&os 'A'tOp, uK6Tos 
Z11vl. q>ai-r~ «e"iva &OE u:a.l '(&.Oe 
1<e'i<J'e 1ra<J'<>V &prJv. But in the first 
place, it would not certainly follow 
from this that the world was sphe
rical; for if the heavens turned 
sideways around the earth, and the 
earth were supposed cylindric"l in 
form, as we find among the earlier 
and later Ionians (sup. vol. i. p. 275 
sq.), the under world would still 
be illuminated as soon as the sun 
in consequen,;e of this revolu•ion 
went, below the horizon. And 
secondly, we do not know whether 
tho author is correctly expressing 
Ileracleitns's meaning; his state
ment is certainly quite incompati
ble with that philosopher's doctrine 
of the daily extinction of the sun. 
Lsssalle's supposition that it is not 

entirely ext'nguished cannot be ad
mitted ( cf. p. 58. 2) as a solution of 
the difficulty. Besides the oame 
light which illuminated the upper 
world could not in that case be also 
in Hades. 

2 As not only Anaximnnderand 
Anaximenes, but also Anaxagoras, 
Democritus, and doubtless also 
Diogenes, ascribed to the earth the 
form of a cylinder or plate, it is 
"Very unlikely that Heraeleitus 
should have conceived it otherwise. 
The theory of its being a sphere 
seems to ha"Ve been confined to the 
Pythagoreans and the adherents of 
their astronomy, until towards the 
end of the fifth century. 

3 His ideas about the daily ex
tinction of the sun and the boat of 
the sun, and ·of the moon, point 
rather to a free movement of the 
several heaYenly bodies, such as 
was held by Anaximenes (sup. vol. 
i. p. 275 sq.). Heracleitus, who 
troubled himself littl~ about the 
stars and astronomy, never seems 
to have re,flected that the daily 
rising and setting of all the 
heavenly bodies presupposed some 
common cause. 
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coherent whole, as indeed he clearly says,1 for only in 
that case would the circular movement be possible, in 
which all comes from one, and one from all, and the 
contrarieties of existence are bound together by an 
all-embracing harmony. When, therefore, Heracleitus 
is reckoned by later writers among those who taught 
the unity and limitednes;; of the world,2 this is in fact 
correct, though he doubtless never himself employed 
those expressions. 

If there be only one world, this must be without 
beginning or end, for the divine creative fire can never 
rest. In this sense Heracleitus says expressly that the 
world has ever been and will ever be.3 This, however, 
does not exclude the possibility of change in the con
dition and constitution of the universe; such a theory 
might rather seem to be required by the fundamental 
law of the mutability of all things, though it is not so 
in truth; for that law would have been sufficiently 
observed if the whole had maintained itself in spite of 
the change of its parts, and nothing individual had had 
any fixed existence. Heracleitus might well have held 
this theory, as the two physicists, Anaximander and 
Anaximenes, had held it before him; and to Anaxi
mander he was in many respects closely allied. Indeed, 
the ancient writers almost unanimously attribute to 
him the theory that the present world will at some 

1 Fr, 46, 98; supra, 35, 1. 
2 Diog. ix. 8 : ,rnrepc<tJ'Oa, 'TE TD 

wav ,ml ,va ewai K:oap.ov. Theodo
doret, Cur. Gr. Ajf. iv. 12, p. 58 ; 
Simpl. Pk.11s. 6 a; Arist. Phys. iii. 
5, 205 a, 26: ouOels TO iv K:al lt,m
puv 7rVp, J1rol11uev ot/OE '}'?]v rrW11 

cpv,no71.o-yow is not counter to this, 
for Heracleitus's primitive matter 
is not unlimited. Lassalle (ii. 
154 ), who refers the passage to 
Heracleitus, has overlooked the 
additiomtl words Kal lt1mpov. 

• Of. p. 22, I. 
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future time be dissolved in fire, and that from the con
flagration a new world will be produced, and so ad in
finitum. The history of the universe, therefore, moves 
forward in a continuous alternation of reproduction and 
destruction according to fixed periods of time.1 This 
theory, however, has recently been warmly disputed, 
first by Schleiermacher 2 and afterwards by Lassalle. 3 

But Lassalle has not sufficiently distinguished between 
two notions, which may certainly both be characterised 
by the expressions, the 'burning up' of the universe or 
the 'destruction' of the universe, but which in fact artl 
far removed from one another. The question is not 
whether an annihilation of the world in the strict 

' For the destruction of the 
world the Stoics »lways use the 
expression i11:,rvpwcns. It cannot 
be proved to have been used by 
Heracleitus. Clemens, Strom. v. 
549, ii., says expressly, riv fi cr-r E po v 
€K1rVpr.1nrw JK.&A.E<rav o1 ~Tt»lKOi. 

2 Loo. oit. 94 sqq. Likewise by 
Hegel, Gesoh. d. Phil. i. 313; and 
Marbach, Gesch. d. Phil. i. 68. 
Neither of these authors. however, 
enters into details with regard to it. 

s ii. 126, 240. Brandis, who 
had strongly maintained the He
racleitean destruction of the world 
by fire against Schleiermacher ( Gr. 
Rom. Phil. i. 177 sq.), seems to 
have been persuaded by Lassalle 
to abandon this theory ( Gesch. d. 
Entw. i. 69 sq.). In order to ex
plain the statements of the ancients, 
he puts forward the conjecture 
that Heracleitus held a double 
kind of motion; one which is with
out opposite, and which he charac
terised as rest »nd peace ; and one 
which is invol,ed in the opposites 

of cosmical conditions; and he so 
expressed himself in regard to these 
two motions, that their ideal sepa
ration might be taken for a tempo
ral separation: 'It is even possible 
that he himself might have so 
apprehended them.' The latter 
theory virtually reasserts the He
racleitean conflagration of the 
world ; for if a period of opposi
tionless motion follows a period of 
motion involving oppositions, this 
is as much as to say the a,a11:6crµ.71,ns 
is followed by an i11:,rvpwcr,s. We 
can hardly, however, attribute to 
Heracleitus a merely ideal separa
tion of these two motions. and to 
me it is still more incon~ei vn,ble 
that he should have spoken of an 
oppositionless motion (in itself a 
contradictio in adjeoto). As this 
view will be refuted in the follow
ing pages, I need not here enter into 
it more particularly. Lassalle's 
lengthy discussion can of course be 
noticed only in regard to its essen
tial content. 
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sense, an absolute destruction of its substance was 
intended; this· Heracleitus, of course, could not main
tain, since to him the world is only the definite form 
of existence of the divine fire, and the divine fire is 
consequently the substance of the world. He has also 
declared, as explicitly as possible, that he did not 
maintain it. What we are concerned with is simply 
this: Did Heracleitus believe that the present state of 
the world, and the distribution of elemental substances 
on which it is based, remains on the whole unchanged, 
despite the continual transformation of the particular? 
Or did he consider that from time to time all the 
different substances return into the primitive substance, 
and are again reproduced from it? 

That this latter was his opinion seems to be proved 
by his own statements. It is true that some of these 
leave us uncertain whether he meant a continual produc
tion of individual things from fire, and a corresponding 
return of these into fire, or a simultaneous trans
formation of the universe into fire, and a fresh creation 
immediately succeeding it. 1 In others the language be 
uses can scarcely apply to anything except the future 
conversion of the world into fire-the destruction of 
the world, to which the authors who transmit these 
statements to us do in fact apply them. 'Fire,' 
says Heracleitus, ' will come upon all things to order 
them and to seize them;' 2 and in another frag-

' l' Such as ,the a1r,,.?µ.€VOV µErpa 
Ka< a.1rolf$evvvµ.evov µ.<rpa; sup. p. 
22, 1 ; the e/s 7rvp Ka.l ?1< 7rvpos TCI. 
1r&.v-ra., p. 20, 1, and the quotation, 
p. 27, 1. 

2 Fr. 68, ap. Hippol. ix. 10: 

1rd.v'Ta. ,,.Q 1rVp breA.80v KpLvfl «al 
1<arall.~,j,e-rai. Here the use of the 
future tense ( which is certified in 
the case of the first verb by the 
second) makes it probable that it 
is not a continuous transformation 
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ment he described, as Clemens informs us, the new forma
tion of the earth in the sea 1 which preceded the burning 
of the world. Aristotle says still more unequivocally: 
Heracleitus and Empedocles are of opinion that the 
world is sometimes in its present state, and then again 
is destroyed and enters upon a new state, and that this 

of all things into fire which is 
spoken of, as in the present, 1rclna 
o,aKi(e, Kepavvbs (8up. p. 22, 2) ; but 
a transformation of this kind at 
some definite future time; aud that 
liippolytus is therefore justified in 
quoting the words as an authority 
for the ./Krrvpw,ns. 

1 Fr. 48; Clem. Strom. v. 599 
D (Eus. Pr. Ev. xiii. 13, 33) : 31rws 
OE 1r&.i\lv &vaAa;143dverai (sc. 0 ,cJ. 
a-µ.os, how the world will again be 
taken back into the primitive es
sence; the expression is Stoic, cf. 
Part rn. a, 140, 6; and in respect 
to the corresponding &vaxwpew, cf. 
ibid. 130, 3): Ka) €K1rvpovra.t, a-a</JWS 
DLd.. ToVrwv Or,A.o?· " Odi\acra'a O,a
xEerat ,cal µeTpEETat els 'T0JI a.VrOv 
71.6-yov 6Ku'ios 1rpwrov (Eus. 1rp6a'Oev) 
~v :/j -yevfrea, -y,j." That these 
words really refer to the return of 
the earth into the sea, from which 
it arose when the cosmos was 
formed (vide p. 47 sq.), the distinct 
language of Clemens forbids us to 
doubt. There is all the less reason 
to cancel -y,j, with Lassalle (ii. 61), 
or with Schuster (129, 3), to sub
stitute -y,jv. As the sea then be
came in its greater part earth, so 
now the earth must again become 
sea, in accordance with the univer
sal law of the transmutation of 
matter ( cf. p. 49 sq.). Diogenes also 
uses xewOa, (sup. p. 49, 1) to desig
nate this transformation of the 
earth into water. Lassalle, l. c .. 
explains the words, els r/)11 ahov 

VOL. II, F 

71.6-yov 'according to the same law.' 
But in this the meaning of els is too 
little regarded. It signifies rather 
~ to the san1e size,' or more accu
rately (since 71.6-yo< designates the 
proportion, in this case a proportion 
of magnitude), 'so that its m3gni
tude stands to that which it had as 
earth, in the same proportion as 
previously, before it became earth.' 
(Vide also Peiper's Erlcenntniss
tkeorie Plato's, 8.) I cannot admit, 
with HEinze (Lekre v. Log. 2.5), that 
in tbat case IJ1<6rros must be substi
tuted for 6KOWS. {; avros oTos signi
fies the same as /J ahbo &s ( the 
same magnitude as that which was 
previously). Heinze cancels -y,j like 
Lassalle, and explains the passage 
thus : ' The sea is changed into the 
same 71.6-yos, that is, into the same 
fire of the nature of which it was 
previously before it arose indepen
dently.' But even if it is the same 
nature which is explained now as 
primitive fire, and now as l\6-yos, it 
does not follow that these concep
tions are themselves interchange
able, and that the same expression 
which designates this essence on 
the side of its intelligence, could 
be used for a designation of the 
material substratum as such. A 
pantheist may say, 'God is spirit 
and matter; ' he will not therefore 
say, 'the derived substances are 
resolved into the primeval spirit,' 
but 'they are resolvtd into the 
primitive matter.' 
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goes on without ceasing.1 Heracleitus (he observes 
elsewhere 2) says that all will at last become fire ; and 
that this does not relate merely to the successive trans
formation of individual bodies into fire, but to a state 
in which the collective totality of things has sirnulta-

' De Cmlo, i. 10, 279 b, 12: 
'Yev6µevov µEv oOv 0.1ra.11TES eival cpa
utv (sc. T'ov oilpavOv) &.A.i\d. 'YEJJ6µEvov 
ol µEv &:tOwv, oI OE cp8apT0v !IJu'lf'ep 
0TwVv lL\i\o -rWv cpV<TEL <J'UVL<T'raµlvruv, 
ol O' lvai\i\CX.~ bTE µEv oinws, (hE OE 
~~i\ws ~xe;:_v <P~~etp6µ~~vov ~al TOVTo 
aet Otarei\ew ouroos, wcnrep Eµ1reOo
,ci\J}s O 'A1tpa')laVTLvos Kal 'HpcfK7'.Etros 
{, 'Ecpl<rws. The_words oTe- l<i\i\ws 
txe<v may either be translated: ' it 
is now in this condition and now in 
tha,t,' or, ' it is sometimes in the 
same condition as now, and some
times in another.' This does not 
affect the present question; but 
the use of cpOe<p6fJ,evov seems to 
favour the second rendering. As 
Prantl rightly observes, this wnrd 
can only be connected with lti\i\ws 
tx«v, so that the sense is the same 
as if it stood: oTe ale, cpee,p6fJ-evov, 
lli\i\ws fxeiv. But if lti\i\ws fxe,v 
describes the state of things after 
the destruction of the world, olh-ws 
fxe,v must apply to the oppo
site of this, the world's present 
condition. In the TOVTO &.el otaTE
Ae"iv o{h·ws, TDVTo evidently refers 
to the whole, Or€ µEv o[hoos OrE OE 
lti\i\ws txELv: ' this, the alternation 
of the world's conditions, is always 
going on.' Lassalle, ii. 173, would 
refer it exclnsively to the cpee,p6-
fJ,EVOV, and explains it thus : ' this 
destruction is eternally fulfilling 
itself;' so that, as he says, an al
ternation in time of the construction 
and destruction of the world, as 
part of Heracleitus's doctrine ( a,d 
in that case as part of Empedocles s 
also) is positively excluded by this 

passage. It is obvious, however, 
that the words in themselves can
not have this meaning. It may 
seem strange that Aristotle should 
ascribe to Heracleitus the opinion 
that the world is derived, whereas 
Reracleitus himself (S1tp. p. 22, 1) 
so distinctly describes it as unde
rived. But Aristotle is speaking 
only of this present world, of the 
framework of the sky ( ovpavos); as· 
to the rest, he acknowledges, 280 
a, 11 : 7() EvaA.A.Ct~ <TVVL<TTdva, ICal 
o,ai\ve,v avTov (here also is a strik
ing refutation of Lassalle's emen
dation) 0VOE11 &Ai\.o,6repov 'Tf'OLelv 
t?<r,-lv, f) TO KltTlt<TKEVdte,v avrov 
&fOwv &A.i\Ct µera/3dAAovra r?}v µop
cp.fiv. Alexander (ap. Simpl. De 
Cmlo, 132 b, 32 sqq.; Schol. 487 
b, 43) observes quite in accordance 
with this : ' If Heracleitus calls the 
KO<ffJ,OS eternal, he must understand 
by the word: ov TrJVOE T1JV ota1<6-
crµ:r,cnv, &.i\A.Ct Ka06Aov Ta, DvTa ,cal 
Thv Tolrrwv Oi&.ra~iv, «aB' ~v els EKcf.
TEpov Ev ~Ip~, 1 µ.:_-raf3o\?J , To,V 
,ravrOs, 7rOTE µEv eis 1rvp 1rore Oe eis 
Tov To,6v1ie i<&<rfJ,ov. Also vol. i. p. 
570, 1. 

2 Phys. iii. f,, 205 a, 3 : {f,<r7rep 
'Hpd,cA.etT&s cf>?JCTLV B:rravTa 'YlveuOal 
'll'OTE 7rvp. Meteor. i. 14, 342 a, 17 
sq. is also applied by commentators 
to H eracleitus; here there is men
tion of the theory that the sea is 
becoming smaller by drying up. 
But a reference is the more uncer
tain, as a theory of this kind is 
nowhere attributed to Heracleitus, 
though it is ascribed to Democritus. 
Vide infra, chapter on Democritus. 
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neously assumed the form of fire is clear from the 
language used, 1 and still more from the connection. 
For Aristotle says, lac. cit., that it is impossible that 
the world can consist of one single element, or pass 
over into a single element, as would be the case if all, 
according to Heracleitus's theory, were to become fire. 2 

The Stoics from the first understood Heracleitus in no 
other way; 3 and it is very improbable that ju so doing 
they should merely have adopted Aristotle's view, and 
not have formed their opinion from the philosopher's own 
assertions. There are many other testimonies to the 
same effect,4 and though much trouble has been taken to 

1 li1rnwra, not ,ravTa. merely. second edition), there can be no 
2 Lassalle (ii. 163). who is de- doubt of it. As I have shown in 

termined to banish the Heracleitean the Hermes, xi. 4 H. the proofs, 
conflagration of the world, even out which, according to Theophrastus, 
of Aristotle, simply ignores this Fr. 30 (Philo, JEtern. M. 959 C 
context; yet he seems to have a sqq., p. 510 sqq. Mang.), were even 
misgiving on the subject, and so in his time brought forward 
resorts to the following desperate against the Aristotelian eternity of 
expedient. In the passage of the the world by the advocates of an 
Physics, which at a later date alternate formation antl destruction 
passed into the second half of the -are to be referred to the founder 
eleventh book of the Metaphysics of the Stoa. If they do not origi
(which book was compiled, as is nate with him, they must be all the 
well known, from the Physics), the more directly derived from the 
proposition from which the words Heracleitean school. 
in question are taken (Phys. 205, • Diog.ix.S(p.77,1;78,l);M. 
a, 1-4; Jlfetaph. 1067 a, 2-4) Aurel. ii). 3 (~Hpo.1<1'. ,rep} T'1S Tov 
may first have been transferred 1<6ap.ov e1<,rvpw<1'<ws To<1'a.vTa. cpv<1'w
from the Metaphysics. 7'o-y1was) ; Plut. Plac. i. 3, 26 ; 

a There is no direct evidence Alex. Meteorol. 90 a, m, p. 260 
of this, but, as the first teachers Id., where Lassalle's attempt (ii. 
among the Stoics attached them- 170) to do away with the e1<,r6pw<1'1s 
selves in their physics to Herac- is as impossible as in the passage 
leitus, whose doctrines were ex- quoted p. 66, 2 (Lassalle, ii. 177 
plained by Cleanthes and Sphrerus sq. in regard to him, Bernays' 
(Diog. ix. 15; vii. 174, 178), and Heraklit. Br4e, 121 sq.). Also 
as the theory of the ,,nrvpw<1'<S was Sim pl. loo. cit. 132 b, 17 ( 487 b, 
taught in the Stoic school from its 33), and Ph_ys. 6 a, 111 b, 257 b 
commencement, and especially by (where Lassalle indeed thinks no 
Cleanthes (vide Pa-rt m. a, 132 sq. writer could express himself more 
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discover statements to the contrary, not one trustworthy 
testimony bas been found in all the post-Aristotelian 
literature, to prove that the alternate formation of the 
world and its destruction by fire was ever denied to 
have been a doctrine of Heracleitus; 1 no such denial 

clearly against the e=vpw,ns, than 
Simplicius does in the words: 80-0, 
ciel µEv cpcunv eivcu ,cOCYµov, oU µfv 
TOv cdrrOv &el,, &i\i\<% &A~o'Te liAA~v 
7tv&µe11ov «aTa rrzvas xpovCJJV 1rEpw
Oous &s 'Ava~LµEv71s 'TE Kal (Hpd
KAe,Tos ). Themist, Phys. 33 b, p. 
231 Sp. ; OlympioJorus, Meteorol. 
32 a, p. 279 Id. ; Euseb. Pr. Ev. 
xiv. 3, 6; Philo, .!Etern. M. 940 B 
( 489 M). In this last passage 
Heracleitus is not named, but he 
is certainly intended. He is named 
in the passage in Clemens, Strom. 
v. 599 B, which is no doubt t,i,ken 
from the same source, and is partly 
similar in language (here again 
Lassalle, ii. 159, seeks to explain 
away the obvious meaning), Cf. 
Strom. v. 549 C. Lucian, V. auct. 
14. Further details infra, p. 77, 1. 

1 Lassalle, ii. 127, after Schlei
ermacher, appeals first to Max. Tyr. 
xli. 4, end: µ.era/30,\1)11 op~s <twµ.&.Twv 
Kal -ye11<!<tews, &./l./l.o:y1)11 oowv 11.vw Kal 
,cd:rw Karrlf. 7CJ11 'Hp&.Kl\.eirov ... C5ia
Oox1Jv Opgs /3Eou ,ad µerra/3oAi]v <1w

µ&.Tw11, Kmvoup'Yiav TOV 8Aou. ' This 
writer,' he concludes, 'was acquaint
ed with no other renewal of the 
world than the partial one which is 
constantly occurring.' He had no 
occasion to speak of any other in 
this place : he is here simply men
tioning the fact of experience that 
the destruction of one thing is the 
birth of another ; but the e1c-1rv
pw<t<s is not an object of experience, 
of op~v. Lassalle further quotes, 
M. Aurel. x. 7 : {f;<fTE Kal TaVra 
&.vai\11<j>8rjvai eis T0v ToV Oi\ou i\6-yov, 

efTe Kara 1reploDov JK1rvpovµ.lvou e'lT € 

Ct:iOfois O.µ.oif3aLS &vaveovµ,Evov ; and 
asks, with Schleiermacher, 'to 
whom except Heracleitns can we 
refer this latter theory of J1<,rv
pwo-,s which is opposed to that of 
the Stoics ? ' It has already been 
shown, in the previous note, that 
Marcus Aurelius attributes e1mv · 
pw<tLS to Heracleitus ; when he 
speaks of those who substitute a 
perpetual for a periodical renova
tion of the world, this must refer 
to the Stoical opponents of the 
destruction by fire (among whom 
we may connt Aristotie and his 
school); and the same holdR good 
of Cic. N. De. ii. 33, 85 ; Ps.
Censorin. Fr. 1, 3. A third citation 
of Schleiermacher (p. 100), and 
Lassalle (i. 236; ii. 128) is Plut. 
D~f'. orac. 12, p. 415: Kal o K/l.eoµ.
{3po-ros· &.KoVw TaVT', l<p11, 7roA.AWv 

~al OpW, ~1Jv ~r';i:Khv Jt~Vpw~LV, 
~0"1TEO 7~ Hpa.~AELTOU~, Ka£ O~cpew! 
ET('LJIEµ,oµevrw E'IT'f/, OVTW Kcu Ta 

'H<t,6/lou Kal <tu11e~a,ra'TW<ta11. But 
though this seems to show that 
certain opponents of the Stoic 
(iKrrvpw<t,s sought to withdraw from 
it the support of Heracleitus as 
well as of other authorities, the 
passage does not inform us in the 
least on what the attempt was 
based, or whether the censure that 
the Stoics misapplied the sayings 
of Heracleitus had any foundation 
in fact. Lassalle makes a still 
greater mistake when he quotes 
(i. 232) on his own behalf, Philo, 
De Viet. 839 D (243 M) : 31rep oZ 
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can be discovered even among those Stoics who were 

µEv K6pov ,ca.l xprw µorr{J11rJV EKdAE<YaY, 
ol OE EK1rVpwcnv ,ca.l Ow.,c6crµ.1111'w, 
and says that in this passage «:6pos 
and J«:1rvpw1ns, xpw,µ011vv71 and o,a
"611µ7111,y are synonymous. So also 
the treatise of Philo on the im
perishableness of the world, whwh 
Lassalle also quotes, ascribes to 
Heracleitus the relative destruction 
of the world which was held by 
the Stoics; cf. p. 67, 3. The same 
is the case with Diog. ii. 8 (infra,, 
p. 77), whose words Lassalle (ii. 
136) is obliged to twist into their 
opposite, in order then to discover 
in them an ' exceedingly important 
:wgument' against the burning of 
the world. Nor can we gather 
much from Plotinus, v. 1, 9, p. 490 : 
,ea} (HpdKi\EtTOS OE -rO E1v olOEv Cl:l"Owv 
«:al vo71T6v, for the theory that the 
Deity or the primitiYe fire is 
eternal, was as little denied by the 
Stoics, in spite of their i«:1rvpw1ns, 
as by Heracleitus. ln Simpl. 
De Cmlo, 132 b, 28 (Schol. 487 b, 
43), we first meet with the asser
tion that Heracleitus o,' alv,-y
µd;rc,.w -r1/v EauToV crocplav EKcpEpwv 
oU Ta.Ura, ll:irep Oo,ceL ro"is ,roAAo7s, 
11riµaiv«, for he also writes «:611µov 
T6vlie, &c. ( supm, p. 22, 1 ), and in 
agreement with this we read, Stob. 
Eel. i. ,154 : 'HpcfK71.ecTOY ov «:ctT« 
xp6vov Eiv,u '}'EVV'fJTOv -rOv K6crµov, 
c'ii\A.a Ka.T' br[votav. But what can 
we infer from this? It is iucon
Yenient for the Neo-Platonists to 
find in Heracleitus, in place of 
their own doctrine of the eternity 
of the world, an alternate genesis 
and destruction, and so iu his case, 
as in others, they declare that this 
is not to be understood chronologi
cally, but ideally. But Simplicius 
himself repeatedly says that Hera
cleitus spoke of such an alternation 

( vide previous note), and Stobreus 
presupposes him to have done so. 
Lassalle, ii. 142, thinks he has 
found valuable evidence in favour 
of. his view in the treatise npl 
15,alTrJY of the Pseudo-Hippocrates, 
wbere it is said, in the first book, 
that all things consist of fire and 
water; that these are always in con
flict with each other, but neither is 
able entirely to overcome the other; 
and therefore the world will always 
be as it now is. But although the 
first book of the work 1repl limlT11s 
may contain much that is Hera
cleitean, it combines with it ( as is 
now generally admitted) such hete
rogeneous elements that we are not 
the least justified in regarding the 
treatise as an authentic record of 
the physics of Heracleitus. This 
is evident when we consider the 
doctrine which forms the corner 
stone of its whole physiology and 
psychology : that all things are 
composed of fire and water. The 
question as to the date of this 
treatise is therefore of secondary 
importance as far as· Heracleitus 
is concerned, though it would cer
tainly be interesting in relation to 
the history of philosophy in the 
fifth century, if Teichmiiller (N. 
Stud. i. 249 sqq.) could succeed 
in proving that it falls between 
Heracleitus and Anaxagoras. But 
that is far too early a d.ite. There 
are no traces in it, certainly, of 
the existence of the Platonic and 
Aristotelian philosophy; nor can we, 
I admit, infer an acquaintance of 
the author with Aristotle's theory 
of the elements from C, 4 sub 
init., where fire is described as 
"'.arm and dry, and water as cold 
and moist, especially as, according 
to Plato, Symp. 186 D; 188 A; 
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Soph. 242 D, and the quotation 
concerning Alcmreon, vol. i. 525, 1, 
these four natural qualities had 
previously been insisted on with 
great emphasis by the physicians ; 
and as water seems to have been 
called by Archelaus (infra, p. 847, 
3, 3rd ed.) TD ,f;uxpbv as well as .,.b 
fryp6v. But though these considera
tions might lead us (with Bernays, 
Herakl. 3 sq., and Schuster, pp. 
99, 110) to assign the treatise to 
the Alexandrian period, everything 
is against the theory that it b?longs 
to the second third of the fifth 
century. An exposition so detailed, 
entering into particulars of all 
kinds with the unmistakeable aim 
of empirical completeness, and in 
many parts of the first book quite 
Ol"erladen with such discussions, 
is very far from the style of that 
period, as it appears in all the 
philosophical fragments of the fifth 
century. Even the fragments of 
Diogenes and Democritus, and the 
treatise of Polybus, found among 
the works of Hippocrates ( 1repl cpv
cnos &vepc61rov), are evidently much 
more simple and ancient in expres
sion. The author of the 1repl o,ah~s 
indeed tells us that he belongs to an 
epoch advanced in literature, when 
he speaks of the many (c. 1), who 
have already written about the 
diet most compatible with health, 
and also ii. 39 of all those who 
( oKo<To,) have written on the effect 
of what is sweet, fat, &c. That 
there should have existed a whole 
literature on these subjects before 
the time of Hippocrates is highly 
improbable. Teichmiiller, indeed, 
reminds us that Heracleitus in Fr. 
13, vide si,pra (p. 7. 1 ), appeals 
to his study of the earlier litera
ture; but this is irrelevant, 1 st, 
because Heracleitus is there speak
ing only of 7'.6-yo, which he has 

heard. not of a literature which h3 
has studied ; and 2nd, the question 
is not whether there were any 
writings at all at that time (in
cluding the poems of IIesiod, 
Homer, Xenophanes and others), 
but whether there was an exten
sive literature on these particular 
sqbjects. For the above reasons, 
we cannot build on the evidence of 
Heracleitus's 22nd fragment (sup. 
vol. i. p. 336, 5; 363, 5). Another 
argument is that the author of 
the treatise does not know of the 
doctrines of the Atomists, of Em
pedocles and Anaxagoras. It 
would be more exact to say that 
he does not mention them; but 
in the case of a writer who never 
mentions other opinions as such, 
and only quotes from them what 
he has himself adopted, this does 
not prove that he was unacquainted 
with them, and still less that they 
were not in existence. But even 
that cannot be said. C. 4 is ex
plained by the author thus: 'No
thing is generated or destroyed 
absolutely, but everything changes 
merely by combination and separa
tion: when therefore he speaks of 
gener,1tion he is only describing the 
~uµ.µ.i<r-yeiJ"8at, and when he speaks 
of destruction, the o,mcplve,rOat.' It 
seems to me clear that this is not 
Heracleitean ; and when Schuster 
(p. 274) maintains that it is so 
(withuut authority indeed from 
any of the fragments or from other 
evidence), I can only account for 
it by his own denial (discussed 
p. 12, 1) of the doctrine of the fi ux 
of all things. We do not find this 
identification of generation with 
the union, and of destruction with 
the separation of underived and 
imperishable substances, befor~ 
Empedocles, Leucippus and Anax
agoras; and when Teichmiiller, 
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p. 262, asks why one anthor may 
not have been allied on this point 
with Xenophanes (Parmenides 
mnst surely be intended ; for 
Xenophanes never formally denied 
generation and destrnction), and 
Anaxagoras with our author, the 
simple answer is this: because 
Anaxagoras, Empedocles and Leu
cippus were known to all antiquity 
as the authors of systems which 
have for their common foundation 
the ('.onception of generation and 
destruction; whereas nobody knows 
anything of the treatise ,repl i>tdT1}< 

, oVT~ OE ToVToo~ ~~6~Twv, 1rovA.
Aas Ka,, 7;a;'To~a1ras i~eas- a.7r~,cp[
vovTat a7r aA.A.rJA.wv Ka, <11repµa:rwv 
1eal (~wv, oilOEv Oµofo,v &A.A.~A.ounv. 

Cl1r&A.AvTa1. µ.Ev oUOEv Cl.1r&vTCtJV 
xp11µd.Twv oVOE -y[veTat H 'TL µ1/ n:al 
1rp6u8ev ;\v· !vµµury6µeva Ii~ ,cal 
O~aKptv,6µ€'!:.a , &i\A.~wVrcu- voµ[(eTaL 
lie ,rapa. TWV av8ponrwv, etc. 

va,u{(eTaL OE 71". T. &v8p. T~ µEv E~ 
<{ AtOou Js cp&.os all!'T]OEv 7evE<18ai. 

ol5re ... el /W~v &1roO~ve"iv o'fjv ·rrE 
. ,rou -yap a:1ro8cwetTat ; OVTE TD 

µ1) 'bv -yev€68ai, 1r68ev -yCtp EaTat ; 
0 TL O' '&JI O,ai\.E-yooµ.at -yev€u8a1, 

t} Cl1roi\.Er:Y8at TiiJV 7roi\.A.Wv e"lve,cev 
' , epµ11vevw. 

TaV'Ta OE (-yev€<J'8a, 0'.1roA.€0-8at) 
!vµµ.irryecrea, ,cal li,a,cp/veu8o., 01171.w 
••. yevecr8at (vµ.µty17va, TWUTO, Cl.1r0-
i\Ecr8at, µeiw8fj1,at, Ota1epi81]vai Twl1r6. 

from which Teichmiiller derives 
this fundamental conception ; be
cause a compiler, like our author, 
who is so entirely wanting in acute
ness and logical perception as to 
confuse Heracleitus's m!.vTa xwpe7 
with the above mentioned doctrine 
based on the presuppositions , · 
Parmenides,-can never have been 
the discoverer of that doctrine; be
cause lastly, as will appear from the 
following comparison, the reminis
cence of passages from Anaxagoras 
and Empedocles is unmistakable. 
Of. 1repl li,dT. c. 4 :-

. AnaxagorfS Fr.: 3., (p. z9s, 3rd 
ed1t.) : TOVTEWV 0€ OVTWS EX6VTWV 
xpr/ O~,c~etv ,.. Eve'iva; 1roA.A..'a TE 

1 
«al 

1ravTOW, ev 1rmn 'TOLS crv-y,cpivoµevo,s 
1eal o-1rlpµaTa. 7rcf.vTwv xpTJµri-rwv Kal 
L5€as 1ravrolas ~xovTa. 

Fr. 6 (798, 2): cr,repµrfrwv .• , 
otJOEv ~otK6Truv &.i\.A.,IJA.ots. 

Fr. 8 (ibid.) enpov OE Ol/0 Iv 
e<rTtV 8µawv ou8evl 1!71.71.q,. 

Fr. 22 ( 793, 1) : TO OE yivecr8a, 
Kal 0.1r6A.Avr:Y8at oin, Op8Ws voµ.[(ovu,v 

"EAA1JVES Ol/OEV yap XP1Jµa ')'<VETo.L 
obOE cbr6A.i\vrcu 0.AA, &1r, i6vTwv 
XPrJµdToov o-vµµlcryeTal TE ,cal Ota
KplveTat. 

Anax. ap. Arist. (p. 793, 4): -ro 
y{')'vE<r8aL Kai d1r6J\/l.v<T8at orab-rov 
,ca8Ea'T'YJKE Tip l,,i\i\owVcr8cu. 

Emped. v. 40 (611, 1, 3rd edit.): 
ol 0, (.he µ.Ev «a:rO. cf>&ha µ.t')'iv cpd.as 
ale/pas 11q1 ... -r6Te µ.Ev T60e q>aa-i 
"}'EvEaea,. 

Emp. 92 (609, 1): orov-ro /l' 
~1rav~1/ue,e TO 1r&v Tl Ke Kal 1r68ev 
E>..86v; ,rij OE Ke ,cal &.1roi\ola.T,; 

Emp. 44 (611, l): v6µ,q, ll' e1ri
</>11µ., ,cal avTO< (referring to the use 
of the word y(yvecr8at etc.). 

Anax. Fr. 22 (793, 1): ,cal 
oliToos '&v Op8Ws Kai\o'iev TO TE -ylve
<r8at crvµµiu-yecr8a, ,cal TD o.1roJ\l\.ucr6a1 
i>,aKpivecrOat, 
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o v6µ.os 'Y"P 'T// q,va-<1 1repl 'TOV'TWV 

evavT!o,s, ~· 11. v,6µ.os :"P ,cal q;vcns 
ovx oµ.oll.o')'•ETU.< oµ.oll.o')!EO/J.eva· 

v6µ.ov 'Y"P Wecrav &v8pw1ro, ahol 
EwvTo'i<Frv, oU 7tvd,uK011-res 1repl ti>v 
lfJectav· cpVlT,v c>E 1rd.11TWP fJ1:0l O,e11:6f1'
p.1Jcrav. 

c. 28: 1/Jvxh µ.lsv o~v alel oµ.0[11 
Kal €v µE(ovL Ka~ iv h\ci<r(J'oJJL. 

I know not whether Teichmiiller 
would represent Anaxagoras in the 
last quotation as plagiarising from 
the author of 1repl oidTTJS. It seems 
to me quite unmistakable tbat the 
latter has here adopted a proposi
tion which was necessary to Anax
agoras on account of his main 
point of view, but which is not 
at all compatible with the theory 
of souls being compounded from 
fire and water. I think it has 
been sufficiently shown that this 
writer was preceded by all the 
physicists of the fifth century 
down to Democritus ; but there 
is yet another proof from another 
side. Even the discovery on which 
he most pri<les himself, that living 
natures, the human soul and all 
things, are compounded out of fire 
and water ( c. 4-6, 35 et pass.) is 
not his own, but is borrowed from 
Archelaus the physicist (infra, p. 
847, 3rd edit.), and when (c. 3) he 
attributes to fire the power of 
moving all things, and to water 
that of nourishing all things, 
scarcely half the idea is original ; 
for Archelaus had represented the 
warm as in motion and the cold 
at rest. In accordance with all 
this, our treatise must be regarded 
as the work of a physician in the 
first decades of the fourth century, 
who, in writing it, made use of the 
physical theories then most preva
lent in Athens-in the first place 

Empedocles, v. 44, also Demo
critus ( infra, 694, 4, 705, 2, 3rd 
edit.) v6µ.rp ')!ll.V1<V, v6µ.rp m,cpov etc. 
enfi ols liToµ.a 1<al 1<ev6v (instead of 
frefi later accounts have cpvcre, ). 

Anaxag. Fr. 8 (804, 1) : v6os 
OE 1ras 3µ.ouls ECJ''Tt Kal o µ.e(wv "al 
(} l:\cJ.(J'(J'WJI. 

those of Archelaus, and next those 
Heracleitean theories which had 
there become known through Cra
tyl us. This circumstance makes 
it probable that it was written in 
Athens, though possibly by an 
Ionian. The above theory of date 
and place of composition agrees 
with what is said in the work (c. 
23): ')!paµ.µan1<1J .,-o,6voe crxriµ.cfrwv 
<rVvfJe<ns, 11"/Jµ.ffia cpwvrJy b.vfJpw1rfvns 
. . . Ot' E1r-rO. crx11µ&-rwv 1/ 711W<ns 
'Ta.V-ra 1r&v-ra 6.vOpw1ros Otanp1/rrt:re-rai 
(he spe>1ks the sounds described by 
the crx1/µ.arn) 1<al b imcr·r&µ.evos 
7p&.µµa7a 1ml O µ37 bruJ'r&µevos: if 
by the seven crx-fiµ.aTa, which in 
this connection can hardly mean 
anything else than letters, the 
seven vowels are meant, these as 
,pwv1/evra might still be called in 
preference <TTJµ.-fi,a q,wv,js: for it 
was only after the time of Euclides 
(403 B.c.) that there were seven in 
use in Athens. A much more trust
worthy mark of this later time is 
to be found, however, in the way 
our author opposes v6µ.os to ,p,kis 
(c. 11, vide sup,·a). This oppo
sition is unknown prior to the 
Sophists. Teichmiiller's objection 
(p. 262) proves nothing. The 
question is not : Can we suppose 
such a difference to have existed 
between the philosophical and the· 
popular point of view ? can we 
prove that the words v6µos aud 
cpifcm were separately used ? But 
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opposed to the doctrine of the burning of the universe,1 
as held by their own school. From Aristotle onwards, 
therefore, it has been the unanimous, or all but unani
mous, tradition of ancient authors that Heracleitus 
taught that the world would be destroyed by fire and 
would then be formed anew. 

Some have attempted to refute this theory ·by older 
and more authentic evidence. Plato distinguishes 
the opinion of Heracleitus from that of Empedocles 
thus : ' Heracleitus,' he says, ' held that the existent 
was continually coming together, even in separating 
itself; whereas Empedocles, instead of a continual 
concomitance of union and separation, maintained a 
periodic alternation of these two conditions.' 2 How 
0ould this language have been justified, it may be 
asked, if Heracleitus, as well as Empedocles, had taught 
that there was an alternation between the condition of 
divided and contradictory Being and a condition of the 
world in which all things become fire, and consequently 
all distinction of things and substances ceases? But, 
in the first place, Heracleitus, even if he maintained 
that the world was destroyed by fire, need not necessarily 
have presupposed that in this destruction all opposition 
and all movement would he for a time extinct as in the 
Sphairos of Empedocles: he might have thought that, in 
accordance with the living nature of fire, a new appear
ance of the elemental contradictories, a new creation of 

can we prove that they were op
posed to each other formally and 
on principle in the language and 
thought of the earlier period? 
With Heracleitus human laws 
derive their support from the 

divine law (s1tpra, p. 41, J ). With 
this author they stand in a natural 
contradiction. 

1 Cf. Part m. a, 142, secoml 
edition. 

2 Sup. p. 33, 2. 
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the world was beginning. If even he ascribed to the 
state in which all was resolved into fire a longer 
duration, he need not have considered it a state of 
absolute oppositionless nnity ; for fire in his view 
is the living .. and eternally moved principle, and its 
existence is a perpetual appearing and disappearing of 
opposites. Supposing, however, that he had explained 
in neither of these ways how the periodical dominion of 
fire was compatible with the flux of all things, the 
question remains whether Plato would on that account 
have refrained from comparing him with Empedocles in 
the manner quoted above. For the two philosophers 
are in fact opposed to each other in their principles, as 
he says : ' Empedocles supposes that there existed at 
first a state of perfect union of all substances; only 
after the cancelling of this state, does he allow 
separation to enter ; and by the abolition of this 
separation union is again established. Heracleitus, on 
the other hand, declares that union is already present 
in and with separation ; that every sundering is at 
the same time a coalition, and vice versa. He did 
not intend to retract this principle in his doctrine of a 
periodic change in the conditions of the world ; if the 
two doctrines are not compatible, it is a contradiction 
which he has not observed.' Is it inconceiveable that 
Plato, where he wishes to characterise the relation of 
the Heracleitean and Empedoclean principles shortly 
and decisively, should confine himself to their general 
presuppositions, without enquiring whether their other 
theories were altogether consistent with these ? Is not 
this, at any rate, much easier to believe than that Aris-
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totle and all his successors so grossly misunderstood the 
system of Heracleitus, as we must suppose, if we reject 
their evidence as to the conflagration of the universe? 1 

Now, as already observed, the alternation of cos
mical conditions was not involved in Heracleitus's 
doctrine of the flux of all things ; and if he really 
imagined that after the conflagration there would be a 
period in which nothing would exist except the primi
tive fire, and that in this fire all oppositions would be 
absolutely cancelled, such a doctrine would be incom
patible with the creative vitality of that fire, and with 
the proposition that the Real is perpetually sundering 
from itself, in order again to be united. But the 
question here is not what might be deduced from the 
Heracleitean principles, but to what extent the philo
sopher himself drew the inference ; and nothing justifies 
us in supposing that he never set up any theory that 
did not necessarily and logically follow from his general 
principles,2 or which if logically developed might not 
clash with them. The daily extinction of the sun does 
not in truth follow from the proposition of the flux of all 
things; closely considered it rather contradicts the theory 
which may easily be deduced from the presuppositions 
of Heracleitus, that the mass of elemental substances 

1 Aristotle, however, says, Phys. 
viii. 3, 253 b, 9, in reference to 
Heracleitus, although he distinctly 
attributes to him the doctriue of 
the conflagration of the world: q,curl 
TLVES ICtJIE'i<TOcu -rWv Ovroov oil Ta µEv 
-rd. O' oD, Cl;Ji..A.Ci 'lt"dvTa. ,ad lu:l, while 
he has previously ( c. 1. 250 b, 26) 
ascribed to Empedocles the propo
sition: ~" µ.EpEL 1c.we'ia'8at ,cal 7r&.l\w 

iJpeµ,iiv. 
2 If all the elementary sub

stances are involved in perpetual 
transmutation according to a fixed 
succession, and herein, a like quan
tity of one substance is constantly 
arising 011t of a like quantity of the 
other ( vide supra, p. 56), it neces
sarily follows that the collective 
amount must remain the same. 
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(fire, water, and earth) must always remain the same; 
for that of fire would be considerably diminished without 
perpetual compensation. But we cannot on that 
account deny that Heracleitus held the theory. The 
pre-existence of the soul and its existence after death 
cannot, strictly speaking, be brought into connection 
with the ceaseless change of all things ; but we shall 
nevertheless find that Heracleitus believed in it. It is 
the same in regard to the case before us. He could not 
only have done without the conflagration of the world, 
but he could even have carried out his leading ideas 
more consistently, if, instead of a periodical genesis and 
destruction of the universe, he had taught, like Aristotle, 
that the universe was without beginning or end, while 
its parts were continually changing. But this thought 
is so far in advance of ordinary opinion that even 
philosophy was long in attaining to it. 1 Not one of 
the ancient philosophers had any idea of explaining the 
constitution of the world, except in the form of a 
cosmogony ; not even Plato in his exposition can 
dispense with this form. In com_parison with the 
prevailing notions, it was much that a philosopher 
should assert, like Heracleitus, that the world, accord
ing to its substance, was without beginning. Before 
the system of the world as such was declared to be un
deri ved, and an eternity of the world in the Aristotelian 
sense was asserted, an attempt was made to combine 

1 The Eleatics alone declared side, as has been shown ( sup. vol. 
Being to be underived; but Par- i. 569 sq.), held such changes 
menides and his followers do not un- within the world itself, that his 
derstand by this Being the world theory likewise is far removed from 
as such, fo:r they deny multiplicity that of Aristotle. 
,;,nd change. Xenophanes, on his 
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the pre-supposition of an origin of the world with the 
newly won perception of the impossibility of an absolute 
beginning, by the theory that the world was indeed 
eternal according to its essential nature, but that its 
condition was subject from time to time to so complete 
a change that a new formation of the world became 
necessary. If this was not the most logical or the 
most scientific theory, it was at any rate the theory 
then most obvious to philosophy, and which Heracleitus 
found in Anaximander and Anaximenus, his immediate 
predecessors, in the ancient Ionian school, and this is 
enough to silence all opposition to the unanimous 
tradition of antiquity. 

As every process in the world has its fixed measure, 
so also the duration of the changing cosmical periods is 
accurately defined; 1 and with this is probably con
nected the statement ( the correctness of which is not 
thoroughly established) that Heracleitus believed in a 
great year which, according to some, be reckoned at 
10800, and according to others at 18000 solar years.2 

1 Diog. ix. 8 : ')IEVVaO"Oal .,., ClV'l"OV 
[ 7Qv 1e6ffµov] EK 7rvp0s K.al 1rdi\tv 
€,c1rvp~VCT8at ~aT6. Tttta~ .... 1rep,60~vs
Evai\/\a! Thv <Yvµ1ravra ai,,.wa. · TOVTO 

lie 7lveO"Oa, "'"O' elµapµivrJv. Simpl. 
Phys. 6 a (sup. p. 42, l); similarly 
257 b, u; De Ccelo, 132 1.,, 17 
(f!chol. 487 b,, 33); E;1-s; Pr. E::.·· 
XlV. 3, 6 : xpovov 7"€ '"P'"Oa.i 'l"rJS 
r~v 7:&vTv;v els .,..() ~Vp Cl.vo)\.V<J'ews Kal 
TYJS EK TOVTOV "/EVEffEWS. 

2 By the great year, says Cen
sorinus, Di. Nat. 18, 11, we are to 
understand the period which 
elapses before the seven planets 
again find themselves in the same 
sign as they were when it began. 

This year is fixed by Linus and 
Heracleitus at 10800 solar years ; 
others determine it differently. On 
the other hand, Stoboous says, Eel. 
i. 264 (Pint. Plac. ii. 32): 'Hp&
K"A.eLTos [ -rOv µl-yav EvzavrOv r£eercu] 
EK µvpfwv OH:.raKzsxiAfo,v ~vtavrWv 
71J\.,a1<wv. Bernays, Rhein. M,is. 
N. F. vii. 108, thinks that this 
number was deduced from Hesiod's 
verses, ap. Plut. IJef. Orac. 11, p. 
415; but it is not easy to see how 
this could be done. Schuster, on 
the other hand (p. 375 sq.), giYes 
the preference to the statement in 
the Placita, for he conjectures that 
Heracleitus may have assigned to 
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The separation of opposites, or the formation of the 
world, was called by Heracleitus, strife; the union of 
what was separated, peace or concord. The state of 
divided Being he called also want; that of the unity 
which was introduced by the conflagration, satiety.1 

In this contradiction the life of the world moves, in 
small things as in great ; . but it is only one essence 
which manifests itself in the change of forms: the 
creative fire is all that comes into being and passes 
away. The Deity is war and peace, want and satiety.2 

the world (as he did to man, vide 
i11f. p. 87, 4) a period of 30 years, 
and to each cosmical year twelve 
centuries instead of twelve months; 
of the 36000 years which we get 
in this way, the ooos lfvw and 1«frw 
would each occupy 18000. This 
seems to me altogether too uncer
tain, and the Placita also speak dif
ferently: t.hey must therefore, as 
Schuster thinks, have confused the 
duration of the ota1<6crµ.r,,ns with 
that of the whole cosmical year. 
Lassalle, ii. 191 sqq., advances the 
opinion ( corresponding with his 
hvpothesis about the sun, sup. p. 
58, 2) that Reracleitus's great year 
is equivalent to the time which 
elapses before all the atoms in the 
universe have passed through the 
circle of Being, and have arrived at 
the form of fire. Not only is this 
entirely ,lifferent from what is said 
by our authorities, but it is ( even 
irrespectively of the atoms which 
are absolutely incompatible with 
his physical theories) much too far
fetched and subtle for Reracleitus; 
indeed, in itself it is wholly un
natural. Each year must have 
some definite point where it begins 
and ends; and so has the 'great 
year,' if we understand by it what 

is always understood in other pas
sages. Lassalle's 'great year ' 
might equally well begin and end 
at any moment. 

1 Diog. according to the pre
Yious quotation: 'TWV O' EvaJl'r[c,;v 
70 µ.Ev J1rl T~V 7EvE<nv lfyov 1<.aAEL<J'

ea, 1r67'eµ.ov 1<al lp,v, TO o' </,rl T1JV 
E1C.1r6pwcnv OµoA.o'}'lav ,cal elp~v'f}v. 
Hippo!. Refut. ix. 10 : sup. p. 17, 3; 
46, 1; Philo, Leg. Alleg. ii. 62 A; 
sup. p. 17, 3; De Viet. snp. p. 68 n. 
The 1<6pos and the xpnvµ.o<r{wf! are 
alluded to by Plntarch in the pas
sage of De Ei. c. 9, discussed in vol. 
iii. a, 140, 6, second edition. Rera
cleitus, however, is not mentioned, 
and the whole statement probably 
refers to a Stoical interpretation 
of myths. The Stoics had natu
rally borrowed the expression 1<opos 
and xpr,crµ.ocrvvr, from Reracleitus ; 
but we have no right to take for 
granted that what Plutarch here 
says of the duration of both states 
is also from Reracleitus, especially 
as the Stoics themselves seem hy 
no means unanimous about it. 
Seneca, Ep. 9, 16 (l. c. p. 131, 2), 
expresses himself as if the <!,c1r{,pwcr,s 
were merely a short episode be
tween successive worlds. 

2 Sup. pp. 17, 3; 38, 1; 46, 1. 
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3. Man-his Knowledge and his Actions. 

:MAN, like everything else in the world, in the last resort 
originates from fire. But in this respect there are great 
differences between the two parts of his nature. The body 
considered ju itself is rigid and lifeless; when, there
fore, the soul has departed from it, it is to Heracleitus 
only an object of aversion.1 In the soul, on the other 
hand, the infinite portion of man's nature,2 the divine 
fire in its purer form has been preserved. 3 The soul con
sists of fire, of warm and dry vapours, 4 which consequently 

1 Fr. 91, vide in{. p. 83, 3; Fr. 
61 (ap. Plut. Qu. Conv. iv. 4, 3, 6; 
Orig. c. Ce!s'. v. 14, 24; cf. Schleier
macher, I 06): vEKuEs 1e01rpfow EK
/3JI. rrr6-r<po,. 

2 Fr. 90; Diog. ix. 7, Tert. De 
An. 2; cf. Schuster, 270, 391 sq., 
tJ;ux1Js ,re(pa.Ta oVK &.v E!eVporn 71"lio-a.v 
brnropEu6µevos 60611• ofl.rw {3a0Vv 
J\67ov tx<t. I agree in the main 
with Schuster that rre[pa-ra refers to 
the limit to which the soul goes, the 
limit of its nature ; but it seems to 
me the alteration which he proposes 
iu the text can be dispensed with. 
Still less can I endorse Lassalle' s 
emendations (ii. 357). 

8 It is so far not without reason 
that Chalcid. in Tim. c. 249 ( as 
shown by Lassalle, ii. 341) ascribes 
to Heracleitus the Stoic doctrine so 
familiar to the ancients generally, 
of the constant interdependence 
between the human spirit and the 
Divine. In what form however, 
and how definitely he brought for
ward this doctrine, we cannot learn 
from this late testimony. 

4 The best authority for this is 
the passage from Aristotle discussed 
p. 22, 4; 23, 1 ; where the &vaeu-

µJ,uns means the same as what is 
elsewhere called rrvp. Although this 
fire is called &o-wµ.aT6JTa:rov, we must 
not conclude with Themistius ( vide 
irzf.) that it was &,nhµa'T'ov, or with 
Lassalle, ii. 331, that it was some
thing absolutely immaterial ; the 
meaning is that it was the rarest, 
the least palpable substance, the 
substance which comes nearest to 
actual incorporeality. The reason 
given for this definition, viz. that the 
soul must be moved, in order that 
it may know things that are moved, 
is a conjecture of Aristotle, who 
has already (De An. 404 b, 7 sq.) 
stated the general presupposition 
on which he bases it. Cf. also 
Philop. De An. C, 7 ( supra, p. 
24, 1); Themist. De An. 67 ", 
u (ii. 24 Sp.): Kal 'HpdKJ\<i-ros oe 
nv Cl.px~11 T(BeraL rWv 6wr6JV, ra{rrrw 
-rieETat Kal ,j,uxfiv• ?rVp 7ap Kctl o'/i-ros• 
T1/V 7ap &vaOuµia,nv ,!~ ns Td. 1'J\J\a 
crvvl~T'll~LV (so ~rist.) ~l,,c ~~Au T! 
1'J 1rvp tnroA.?]7r'TEOV, 'TOV'TO OE JCaL 
&udiµ.arov «al piov &El. Arius Did. 
ap. Eus. Pr. Ev. xv. 20, l : &va-
8vµla,nv µev oDv oµolws Tep 'Hpa
KJ\El-rrp -rhv ,J,uxhv &rrocpalvei Zfivwv. 
Tert. De An. c. 5 : Hippasus et 
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on that account are also called 'soul.' 1 The purer this 
fire is, the more perfect is the soul : ' the driest soul is 
the wisest and best;' 2 it strikes, we are told, through the 

Heraclitus ex igni ( animwm effin
gunt). Macrob. Somn. i. 14: He
raclit1ts physicus [ animam dixit] 
smntillam stellaris essentim (i.e .. of 
the heavenly fire). Nemes. Nat. 
Hom. c. 2, p. 28 : 'Hoa1<,\. oe "'Ti" 
µ'<v -rov 1rav-ros ,J,vxhv (this is n•)t of 
course Heracleitus's expression) 
Cf.va8uµfa<rtv be 7ciJ11 Vypiiv, T'Y}v OE bi 
To?s ~c{iois &:1r6 'TE T0s- bcrbs Kal Tfjs 
iv ailroLs &.va8uµulcrews Oµo'}'evTJ 
( scil. -rfi &va8uµuf(Jet, 01· bette:t" : 
Tfj TOV 1ravrOs) 1recpv1eEvai. Simi
larly Plut. Plew. iv. 3, 6. Accor
ding to Sext. Math. ix. 363; Tert. 
De An. 9, 14, it was said by some 
that Heracleitus held the soul to 
be air. For the explanation of 
this, cf. Part nr. b, 23, 26. 

1 Fr. 89; sup. p. 24, 2; 50 sq.; 
i. 614 sq. 

2 Fr. 54, 55. This proposition 
is very commonly attribnted to 
Heracleitus, but the readings of 
the MSS. are so various that it is 
difficult to decide how it originally 
stood. Stob. Flori/. 5, 120, hao 
ab17 ,J,vxh crocporrlf-r11 Kal i'tp[crrrJ. 
Our MS. gives a/117 !11pt/, another 
av-yti ~17p{i. In the fragment of 
:iYlusonius, ibid. 17, 43, the read
ings vary between all'} without 
(r,pt/, av-yti ~1/Pt/ and ao -yi) ~17p{i. 
Instead of a/i11 Porph. Antr. Nymph. 
c. 11, has : !TJpii ,J,vxti cro<J>wnh17 ; 
similarly Glykas, Annal. 74, 116 
(Schleiermacher, p. 130) : ,J,vxh 
~17po-r,p11 cro<J>w-r<p11. Similarly Plut. 
v. Rom. c. 28 : a/!-r17 -yiip ,J,vxh !11pt/ 
(al. a/1117.,j,.Kal O i'tpicr-r17 1rn8' 'Hp&
KA.eiTov, W<11rep &U'Tpa:rr1} vEcpovs Ota1r
-raµev17 'T"OU ,rC:,µa70S (that this 
addition is also taken from Heraclei
tus seems probable, partly from the 

connection in Plutarch, and partly 
from the passage about to be 
quoted from Clemens). Plut. 
D~f. Grae. 41, p 432: a1n-11 ')'iip 
!11pa if;uxn Ka8' 'HpctKA.Et'TOV. On 
the other baud we find in Pseudo
Plut. De Esu Carn. i. 6, 4, p. 995 : 
" aV-y1} ~17p1} o/vx17 uocpwr&.T?'J " 1w:rd. 
Thv cHpcf.KA.eL-rov MotKev ( sc. A.E7ELv) ; 
or, ac~ording to another reading, 
av-yfi !TJPV 'fVXt/ <TO</> K. 'T. 'Hp. 
(011<.ev. Similarly Galen. Qit. An. 
Mores, etc. c. 5, vol. iv. 786 K, and 
to the same 1,ffect Hermias in 
Ph@dr. p. 73: av-yh !11011 ,J,vxh 
cro<f>w-ra-r11, and Clemens Pmdag. ii. 
156 0, without mention of He
racleitus : av-yh H ,j,vxh !11pii ITO

<f>w-r&T'f/ Ral Cl.pluTrJ . . . olJOE iurt 
Kcf8trypos T

1

aLs J,c ;oV o'lvov O.vaOvµuX
a'ECrt, ve<j>eAr,s 0tK7JV <J'wµa-ro1rowt·

µev11. Philo, ap. Eus. Pr. Ev. viii. 
14, 67 has: o"li -yi) !11pt/, if;vxh cro
<J>w-ra-r11 1<.al i'tpirr-r11, and that the 
true reading in this place is not, as 
in some texts, av-yh or av-y,7 ( one 
text has ~1/PV ,J,vxf,) but o"li -yi), is 
clear from the passage in Philo' s 
De Provid. ii. 109 : in terra sicca 
animus est sapiens ac virtutis amans 
(for further details, cf. Schleierma
cher, p. 129 sq.). Schlejermacher 
supposes that there were three dif
ferent expressions: o'li -yi) bPt/, if;vxh, 
&c., a/117 ,J,vxh, &c., c,v-yt/ !'7Pt/ ,J,vxh, 
&c. But this is very improbable ; 
and even jf the first of the three 
fragments is distinct from the other 
two, these latter seem to be origi
nally identical. How the expres
sion really stood, and how its dif
ferent versions are to be explained, 
cannot be positively determined. 
I do not think, however, that the 
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bodily veil like lightning through clouds.I If, on the 
other hand, the soul-fire is polluted by moisture, reason 
is lost; 2 and in this way Heracleitus explains the 
phenomena of intoxication ; the drunken man is not 
master of himself because his soul is moistened. 3 As, 
however, everything is subject to perpetual change, and 
is constantly being produced anew, so it is with the 
soul: not only did its fire come from without into the 
body, but it must be fed from the fire without in order 
to sustain itself-a theory which was obviously sug
gested by the process of breathing, if once the soul were 
compared to the vital air.4 Heracleitus consequently 

proposition, "a/J-yh ~rlPh i/ivxh <ro-
9wrclT1J," is Heracleitean. The 
subject i/ivxh as part of the predi
cate has something very disturbing 
in it, and a/J-yh ~7Jp1/ would be a 
singular pleonasm, for there is 
no a/J-yh l,-ypcl; the rise of mois
ture is an extinction of the beam. 
If, therefore, the words were origi
nally so written by Heracleitus 
(as certainly seems probable from 
the frequency with which they are 
quoted), we must suppose that 
there was some difference in the 
punctuation. If Heracleitus wrote 
that the moist soul was imprisoned 
by the body, but that the dry soul 
Od1rTaTaL TOV <J'Ci1µ.aTos, H,a,,s v€cpeos 
ab-yh· ~7/Ph ,j,vxh <YO</>WTcln1 Kd &.p!
<YT7] (and something of the kind 
seems to be presupposed in Plut. 
V. Rom. 28), everything would be 
fully explained. Schuster, p. 140, 
suggests that Plutarch's il<rTpa1rh 
would be much more applicable 
than a/,-yfi ; whereas Teichmiiller, 
N. Stud. i. 65, shows that ab-yh 
stands also for lightning; cf. It. 
xiii. 244 ; Hes. Theog. 699 ; 

VOL. II, G 

Sophocl. Phil. 1199 (f!povTas a/J-ya'is 
µ' ei<r, </>11.o-yf(wv). E'chuster's ex
planation: ' If the gas is dry, the 
soul is wisest,' is ( even irrespec
tively of the gas) contradicted by 
what is said above-that it would 
only be possible to speak of an ao,.?7 
!1Jpct., and to declare the dry ab-yh to 
be wise; supposing there were also 
an ab-yh o-ypcf. Would anyone say: 
'if the beam,' or 'if the flame, is dry?' 

1 I doubt whether that which 
is ascribed to Heracleitus by Ter
tullian (De An. 14), as well as by 
lEnesidemus and Strabo, is authen
tic, viz., that the soul, in totum 
corpus diffusa et i,bique ipsa, velut 
flatus in calamo per cavernas, ita 
per sensualia variis modis emicet. 

2 Cf. the proposition quoted 
sup. p. 24, 2, which primarily has a 
more general meaning. 

3 Fr. 53; 8tob. Floril. 5, 120: 
&vhp 01<6ra11 µe8v<r8fi 11-yer,u fnro 
7raL00S o.vfi{!ov <r</>a/1."l\.Oµevns, Oil/£ 
bra"tc..w 0Kr, /3a.fveL, li-yp1}v T1]v 1fux1J,, 
lxwv. Of. Plut. Qu. Gonv. iii., 
Promm. 2, and Stob. Floril. 18, 32. 

4 Of. vol. i. p. 485, 2. 
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supposed 1 that Reason or warm matter entered into us 
. through the atmosphere,2 partly through the breath, 
partly through the organs of the senses.3 When these 
avenues are closed in sleep, the light of reason is ex-

1 Sup. p. 42, 2; Sext. Math. vii. 
127 sqq.: 6.pe<FICEL -yttp TI)> <fJUO'LICI)> 
['Hpa10,eiT'i'] TO 1rep1exov 71µ.a., }..071-

dv TE Iw Kal cpoevfipes ••• TOVTOV 
017 -rov ee,ov ;,..6-yov 1<a8' 'Hp&.1<;\e1Tov 
OL' Cl.va:1rvn~1Js ~1r&.;;avres voep!l -yw6~ 
µE8a, Kal EJ/ µev V'7f'VOLS A.718at0L Kant 
OE E'Yepa'tv 1rd.i\tv iµcppoves· ev 7Up 
Tol~ iJ1rvots µ.vcrdvrwv TWv alderrru,&v 
1r6pwv xwpl(eTctl TTJS 1rpos TO 1rep1e
xov crvµq>vtas O Ev 7/µlv voVs, µ&vr,s 
T?}s «aT«. Cf.va1rvo1/v 1rpo<1<Jn'nrews uw
(oµEvr,s ofovel Twos pl(r,s ... fv 
Ii/; i-yp71-yop6rr, ,r&,;,..,v li,u. TWV a1u871-
TLKW~ 1r6pwv ~CJ'1r:p Ord T/vwv 8vpl0wv 
1rpmwtyas Ka£ 'T<f' 1repiexovTL uvµ
flr/,;\}..wv ;\o-y<K1/V ~VOVETa< OVVC<!J.<V, 
3v1rep oliv -rp61rov o/ l!.v8pa1<es 1r;\71-

0"tcia'avTes Tcii 1rvpl Kar' &.AA.ofo.,1nv 
Otchrvpot '}'lvowra,, xwpuTfJEvTES OE 
u$Evvvv'Tat, offrw Kal 7/ brt€,ev(l)8e7cra 
To"is ?Jµr:TEpois crdiµarnv &.,rO ToV ,re
p<<XOVTOS µ.o'ipa l<ct"TU. µ./;v TOV xwp,
rrµ.ov O'XEOOV /!,}..o-yos -y£VE"Ta<, l<ct"TU. 
Ii/; T1/V O<tt TWV ,r;\e[(J'TC,>V 1r6pwv O'Vµ.
q,urriv oµ.oE<lihs .,.r;; 8;,..'i' 1<a8£rrrnTa<. 
The image of the embers is em
ployed in another connection by 
the pseudo-Hippocrates, 1r. 5,a(.,., 
i. 29. That Sextus here repro
duces the conception of Heracleitus 
in his own words, or those of JEue
sidemus, is plain. The assertion, 
Sext. vii. 349 ( cf. Tert. De An. 15), 
that the soul, according to He
racleitus, was outside the body, is 
merely an inference. Ibid. M. viii. 
286, according to Heracleitus's ex
press declaration : /J-1/ eiva, }..o-y,,,1,,, 
TOP liv8pw1rov, µ.6vov Ii' 01rdpxew 
q,pevfipes .,.1, 1reptExov. Similarly 
the so-called Apollonius of Tyana, 

Epist. 18: 'Hp&.,c;,.. . . , • /!.}..o-yov ifva, 
KC<TO. cpvrrw (cpr,rre TOV 1!.vepw1rov. 

2 That this is the meaning of 
the 1repiexov is clear from the 
words of Sextus ; we are con
nected with the air outside us by 
means of our breath, and with the 
light outside us hy means of our 
eyes. This mode of conception is 
not strange in Heracleitus; if rea
son is identical wifo fire, it is quite 
natural that it should enter man 
with the animating and warming 
breath, and be nourished by light 
and ai1'. Only if we refine away 
Heracleitus's primitive fire to a 
metaphysical abstraction, as Las
salle does, have we any right to 
find fault with this sort of language 
from him. Lassalle (i. 305 sqq.) 
understands by the 1repdxo11 'the 
universal and actual process of 
becoming,' or (ii. 270) the objective, 
world-forming law, which is called 
the 1rep«xov, because it o,ercomes 
all things. But 1reptExew does not 
mean 'overcome' ( certainly not, as 
Lass. i. 308 represents it, with the 
accusative of the object), and TO 
,rep,exov never means anything else 
than ' the surrounding.' In the 
passage from Sextus no other 
meaning can be thought of. More
over it seems to me ( as to Lassalle, 
i. 307) improbable that Heracleitus 
himself ever made use of the ex
pression 1reptExov. 

• Whether Heracleitus ima
gined that the soul was also de
veloped from the blood, and was 
sustained by it ( cf. p. 79, 4 ), is not 
quite clear. 
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tingnished, and man is limited in his presentations to 
.his own world-to the subjective fancies of dreams,1 
though in reality he still cannot withdraw himself from 
the movement of the universe. 2 When these avenues 
are opened, in awaking, the light of reason is again 
kindled; when the connection with the outer world 
through respiration ceases, this light goes out for ever. 3 

But Heracleitus (as subsequently Empedocles, in a 
somewhat different manner) brought mythical notions 
of life and death into a connection with these physical 
theories, which was certainly not required by his philo
sophical presuppositions. From these presuppositions 
we could only dedi10e that the soul, like everything else 
perpetually reproducing itself in the flux of natural life, 
retains its personal identity so long as this production 
proceeds in the same manner and in the same propor
tion: that, on the contrary, it is destroyed, as an in
dividual, when the formation of soul-substance ceases 
at this definite point; and since soul-substance, accord
ing to Heracleitus, consists in warm vapours which are 
partly developed from the body and partly drawn in 
with the breath, the soul cannot survive the body. 
Heracleitus seems to have contented himself with the 
vague notion that life continues so long as the divine 
fire animates the man, and that it ceases when that fire 

1 Plut. De Superst. c. 3, p. 166: 
{, 'Hpa1<;\.EL'TOS 'P""', 'TOLS E')'p"r/')'Opfo,v 
€va Ka\.1eotvO~ K6crµov ~Iva,, red~ 0€ 
Kozu.ooµevoov eKaUTOV ELS tOiov a1!' o~ 

<T'Tpeq,«re,u. 
2 M. Aurel. vi. 42: 1<al 'Tovs 

,ca6eVOovTas, olµ.a,, 0 (Hpdxi\ELTOS 
Ep'YdTas eivcu AE')'et ,cal t1uvep'Y0Vs 

TWv Jv Trj, 1t6crµf+' y,voµEvwv. 
3 Fr. 91, ap. Clem. Strom. fr. 

?,30 ~: liv_eP";"OS ·~ ·~<J,pciv17 cpaos 
U'Jl"TEL eavrc.p· a1ro8avwv a1ror1/3et16e[s. 
(Wv oe ll1rTETa.L Te6veCrros ei'10wv· b:rro
if~e<J'Bels 6,fnas e'YP7J'YOp®s li,7r'TE'TO.t 

euOov7oS. 

G :2 
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leaves him. He personifies this divine element and 
says that men are mortal gods and gods immortal men; 
our life is the death of the gods, and our death their 
life.1 So long as man lives the divine part of his 
nature is bound up with the baser substances, from 
which in death he again becomes free. 2 Souls, he says, 
traverse the way upwards and the way downwards; they 
enter into bodies because they require change and 
become weary of continuing in the same state.3 He 

1 Fr. 60, the original form of 
which is doubtless given by Hippol. 
Refut. ix. 1 O, in the words : a8ava
TaL OV?]TOl, 61171Tol a.e&.varot, (CdvTfS 
T0v €Kefvwv 8&.vaTov, T0v 0~ EKelvoov 
/3/ov Te8vewTes, Schleiermacher, 
putting together the following pas
sages : Heracl. Alle,q. Hom. c 24, 
p. 51 Mehl.; Max. Tyr. Diss. x. 4, 
bnd (xli. 4 ad fin.); Clem. Pa:dag. 
iii. 215 A; Hierocl. in Carm. Aur. 
p. 186 (253) ; Porph. Anfr. Nymph. 
c. 10, end; Philo, Leg. Alleg. i. p. 
60 C ( Qz,. in Gen. iv. 1.52); cf. 
Luc. V. Auct, 14, deduces from 
them this view: lfv8pwrro, 8eol 
8v11rol, 6eo£ T' lf118pw1rot Q.8civa.Tot, 
(WvTES 7(}p E1eefJ1(AJJ/ e&va.TOV, 8111/fJ'
IWVTES T1JV ?1<eivwv (wo/iv. Against 
him and Lassalle, i. 136 sq., vide 
Bernays, Heracleit. Briefe, 3 7 sq. ; 
cf. also, p. 1 7, 4 ; and Clem. Strom. 
iii. 434 C: ovxl Kal 'Hpa1<,\EtTOS 
e&.vaTOV -r1]v ,ylvea'LV Kal\.eL; 

2 Heracleitus's theory was con
sequently expounded by Sext. Pyrrh. 
iii. 230 ; Philo, L. Alleg. 60 C, and 
others, in similar language to that 
of the Pythagoreans and Platonists. 
Whether the passage in Sextus, l. c., 
'Hp. </)71<1l11, on 1<al TO (fiv «al TO 
&.1ro8aveW ,ca.l Ev T~ ('ffv 1}µ.as EuT, 
Ko:l Ev ·ro/ TeBvcf.vat, contains He
racleitus' s own words, or is merely 

an inference from the utterance 
quoted above, is doubtful. Still 
less can we be sure from the pas
sage in Philo that Heracleitus him
self employed the comparison of 
the a-wµa with the <tf/µa (sup. Yol. i. 
482, 1, 2). 

3 Iamb!. ap. Stob. Eel. i. 906 : 
tHpdKAEl'T'Os µEv ")'Cl.p O.µ.o,{3(,s O.va'}'~ 
ua[as T[8e'Tai be TCiJv EvavTlwv 006v 
TE lfvw ,atl KdTClJ Dta:,ropeVeu8at 'Ta.s
i/Jvxas mre/}..71</)e, Kal 'TO µev TOtS 
airro'ir; E1rtµEveiv 1e&µa:rov E1vat, Tb OE 
µernf3a,\,\etv q,lpetv &va1rav<tw. The 
sa,me, ibid. 896, in regard to the 
different theories of the deteriora
tion of the soul it is said: Ka8' 
tHpd.KA.etTov OE Tijs Ev To/ µE'ra/3&.J...
l\.ecr8at Ct.va1ra6l\.'1)s . . . alT(as 1'''YVO
µ~V'1JS rr&v kaTa-yruyWv E'vepy?'}µdTwv. 
These statements are illustrated 
and confirmed by .lEn. Gaz. 
Theophr. p .5, Boiss.: l, µev 7ap 
'Hpc/.K,\Et'TOS OLaoox1w ava7Kafav TL• 

8eµevos lfvw Kal Kci.Tw 'Tf/< i/Juxf/s T1/V 
1rope[av l<p'l) 7l11eu6at, E7rel Kdµ.aTo S' 

av'!'fi T(p 071µwvp7rp <fVVE11'E<J'6ai KCJ.t 
ltvoo µ.e-ra. 'TOV fJeoU T05e rrO 1rav crvµ1re~ 
pt7rOJ\eLI/ Kal /J1r' €,ce{pr.p TETdxfJa, /Cal 
tipxeo-8at, 0,0. roVro -rfi ToV 7'/peµe'iv 
im8vµi'f «al apxf/s ( the dominion 
over the body) e,\1r(3, Kci.Tw q,71<1l 
T1/V i/Jvx11v cpipe<16ai. Here, . how
ever, the Heracleitean doctrine is 
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applied also to individual souls that which could only 
be said logically of the universal soul, or of the divine 
animating fire. We see from various traces that he 
attributed a further existence to souls escaped from 
their bodies. In one of his fragments he says that there 
awaits man after his death that which he now neither 
hopes nor believes ; 1 in another he promises a reward to 
interpreted in a Platonic sense. 
Heracleitus certainly never spoke 
of the Demiourgos; and the other 
similarities between this passage 
and the Phredrus may be occa
sioned (as Lassalle, ii. 235 sq., 
seeks to prove), not so much by 
the influence of Heracleitus's 
writings on Plato, as by that of 
Plato's on .2Eneas. .2Eneas, p. 7, 
says of Heracleitus : cp 001<e, rwu 
1r&vw11 Tris tfi1vx,ijs · &vd:rrauAa.v e'fvcu. 
srnv ,ls .. 6voe TOV /3lu11 cp,ryfw ; and 
N umen. ap. Porph. De Antro 
Nymph. c. 10 (sttp. p. 18, 1), agrees 
with this in the quotation : "i{,u
xfirr, ..-ep,j,,11," µh ecf.va70V from He
racleitus (this, as Schuster, p. 
191, supposes, is an addition of 
N umenius referring to the propo
sition quoted p. 24, 2, and an ad-
dition that is contrary to the 

· mf'aning of Heracleitus, who repre
sents the T•P'i'" as consisting pre
cisely in the transmutation, the 
e&.vaTos ::,f the ,so~l), ",o'Yp..!-6,n 7evf
u8ai," TEpt/1tv OE elva, avr,us T'f/V eis 
'T1/V 'Y•verr,11 1tTwmv. The propo
sitions of Heracleitus are, however, 
most authentically given by Ploti
nus in the passage (iv. 8, 1) pointed 
out by L,i,ssalle, i. 131: /-, µ!,, "yttp 
tHpd.1<.i\ Eno; . . . ~µ,oifJ~s '!"e &.v

1
a7-

1Ca.las Tt8eµ,evos eK T«'V evaJJTioov, 
006v TE ~1100 Kctl 1Cd1·w el1rCdv, Kai 
" µera{3d.AA.ov &va:1ra6eTctt." «al " mJ.
µaTOt i<T'TL To7s a.i,-rotS µoxee"iv Kal 

11.pxerrea," (here Lass,i,lle, following 

.Creuzer, would substitute lf'Yx«rem, 
but, as he himself observes, the 
passage from lEneas is in favour of 
&pxerrea,) el1«f(ew low1<ev (as to the 
reasons of the soul's descent) &µe!,:f/
o as uaq,'ij 71µ,v ..-o,'ijrra, 'TOIi 71.0"yOV, 

When Plutarch, De Sol. Anim. 7, 
4, p. 9664, says of Empedocles and 
Heracleitus that they blame Nature 
( ~f. p. 32, l) :, ws &vd"y~'TJV ~"l "6~eµ.ov 
o~cr~v ·, .. : 01r,ov ,ea, 'TTJV, ')IEVEffL,1' 

avT1JV e~ aOu,,as uvv-rvyx.a.ve1.v Ae
'YOUO't ,.,q5 8v71Tcj3 rrvvepxoµ.€vav TOV 

Cl.8a11dTov ,ea} TEp1reu8at TO 7ev6µe110'/I 
wapO. q>Vcrw µ.EA.e<J't roV 7evvT/<Tavros 
C.1rod1rooµEvots, it is a question whe
ther the latter part of this passage 
from 81rov onwards is ( as Schuster 
supposes, 185, 1) really founded on 
Heracleite,in utterances. It re
minds us most obviously of Empe
docles, inf. p. 3, 656, 2, third edit. 

1 Fr. 69, ap. Clem. Strom. iv. 
532 B; Cohort. 13 D; Theod. 
Cur. Gr. Alf. viii. 41, p. 118; 
Stob. Floril. 120, 28; &vepw1rovs 
µ.€vet &:rroeavOvTas lf.U'a'a oVH: EA:rrov
.,-a, oboe 001<eoVO",. Perhaps there 
is a reference to the s,ime subject 
in Fr. 17, ap. Clem. Strom. ii. 366 
B; Theod. i. 88, p. Hi : ei1.v µr, 
fA1r1J-rcu. O.vb,:rrt<TTOV oUK El;evpt/cret, 
&ve~epeVV'IJ'TOV elw ,cal l!:,ropov. In
stead of {Nir7J7CU and e~evp{i<Tet, 
Theodoret has ell.7ri~'TJ'TE and evp{i
O"eTe. Schuster, p. 45, conjectures 
IA1rrJcu.. 
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those who have fallen gloriously; 1 in a third he speaks 
of the condition of souls in Hades ; 2 in two others he 
makes mention of the d!Bmons 3 and heroes,4 and assigns 

1 Fr. 120, ap. Clem. Strom. iv. 
49'1 B; Theo<l. Cur. Gr. Alf. ix. 
39, p. 11 7 : µ.6po, 'Y"P µ.e(ov« µ.e(o
vas µ.olpas 1'.a7xcfvov,n, cf. Fr. 119, 
ap. Theod. : ap1fi<f,ctTovs ol 8eol 
TtµWfJ't Kal oL l1.v8pw'11"ot, I cannot, 
with Schuster, p. 304, regard these 
passages as ironical. 

2 Fr. 70 ~lu\ Fae~ Lun;; 28: 
end, p. 943 : Hpa,c]\.. el,rev on a, 
,j,vxal ocrµ.wvTaL ,ea/)' li.1i71v. The 
meaning of these words is obscure. 
Schuster's explanation: Souls scent 
out Hades, reach after it greedily 
as a restorative, is the less satis
factory to me, as Plutarch gives 
the sentence in" proof that souls 
in the other world can feed them
selves ou vapou;s. In this eon
nection we might bring forward 
what Aristotle quotes, De Sensu, 
c. 5, 443 a, 23 : &s el 1rcf.vTa 'Ta. 
lJvTa Ka7rv0s 7ivotTO, fives "ttv Ow:y
vo'iev. Bernays, Rh. Mus. ix. 265, 
refers it, in a far-fetched manner, 
as it seems to me, to the conflagra
tion of the world. In these proposi
tions we can hardly look for any 
special reference. 

• Fr. 61, Hippol. Refut. ix. 10: 
1!v8a1ie Mvn [Bern. e6nas] e,ravi
cnacr8a, ,cat cpv1'.a,cas ')'ivecrea, E')'EPT l 
(wnwv( so Bern. instead of •')'epn(6v
-rwv) ,cal ve,cpwv. I refer these words 
to the dremons assigned as the pro
tectors of men, cf. Res. 'E. ,cal 71µ.. 
120 sqq., 250 sqq. Lassalle i. 185 
sees in them a resurrection of souls. 
but this is a mistake, at any rat~ 
in regard to the expression ; for 
e,ravicrTau8a, does not here signify 
to rise again, but to raise oneself, 
namely, to be overseers of men. I 
must express myself still more 
decidedly against the idea that 

Heracleitus enunciated the doc
trine of the resurrection of the 
body (Lassalle, ii. 204 ). Lassalle 
does not mean indeed by this re
surrection the &.vcfcr-racr,s crap,cos in 
the Christian sense, which Hippo
lytus, l.o., finds to be clearly taught 
( cpavepws must be substituted for 
cpavepiis) ; he means only this : 
that all the particles of matter 
which had previously formed a 
human body, find themselves again 
united at a later period of the 
world in a similar body. This 
conception is not only much too 
far-fetched for Heracleitus, and 
entirely without support from any 
of his writings, but it is quite 
incompatible with his point of 
view: these particles of matter do 
not exist any longer in the later 
period of the world ; they are as 
these definite substances entirely 
destroyed in the stream of Becom
ing ; they have become other 
substances ; and if even they may 
have been partially changed again 
into the constituents of human 
bodies, there is no ground for the 
supposition that from those par
ticular substances which arose from 
some particular body, and from no 
nthers, a body will afterwards 
again be formed. Schuster (p. 
176) prefers this reading: [1iai,uwv 
€8EA.ei] Eve&.Oe €0v'TL E,rd.·u'Tau8aL Kal 
cpv>..alCOS ( = cpv>..an ')'lvecrea, e7ep-rl 
(. ,c. v. But Hippolytus, as it 
seems to be, would then have had 
greater difficulties in finding the 
resurrection of the flesh, than in the 
ordinary text with its e,ravicrTacrea,. 

' Fr". 130, Orig. o. Gels. vii. 62: 
ofTe ,""ft~11<f>rr1ewv OeoVs oi:l'Te 'ijpwas 
olrives eun. 
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the dremons as guardians, not only to the living, but to 
the dead; and he is said to have taught that all things 
are full of souls and dremons. 1 It is doubtless, there
fore, his opinion that souls enter the body from a higher 
existence, and after death, when they have proved 
themselves worthy of this privilege, they return as 
dremons into a purer life; 2 in regard to details, how
ever, he seems to have retained the ordinary notions 
concerning Hades. 3 

Whether Heracleitus enquired more particularly 
concerning the corporeal life of man cannot he dis
covered with certainty 4 from the very little that has 
been handed down to us by tradition on this subject. 
On the other hand, there are many passages quoted 
from him in which be applies his standpoint to the 
cognitive faculty and moral action of man. 

1 Diog. ix. 7, cf. p. 46, 2. 
2 And in an individuallife; uot 

as Theodoretus, v. 23, p. 73, says, 
in the soul of the world. 

3 Of. the ,imilar eschatology of 
Pi11dar, supra, vol. i. p. 70. 

4 We find from Fr. 62 ap. Plut. 
Def. Orac. c. 11 ; Plac. v. 24; 
Philo, Qu. in Gen. ii. 5, end p. 82 
Auch.; Oensorin, IJi.li"at. C. 16, d. 
Bernays, Rk. Mus. vii. 105 sq., 
that he reckoned the life of a man 
at thirty years, because a man in his 

• thirtieth .year might have a son 
-who was himself a father, and 
therefore human nature completes 
its circuit in that time. Reference 
is made to this circle in Fr. 73, 
ap. Clem. Strom. iii. 432 A: " e,m
Mv (l. l1re,-ra) 7ev6µ,vo1 (ife,v eOe
Aov<J't µ6povs T' txeiv," µciA.A.ov ()€ 
o.va1ra{mr8a, (this, in spite of 
Schuster's representations, p. 193, 

1, I consider to be an emendation of 
Clemens, referring perhaps to the 
view of the µe-ra/30;,,,.17 discussed 
s1,pra, p. 84, 3, or else a protest of 
the Christian against the philoso
pher who treats death simply as 
the end of life; it would not agree 
with the KaKl(ew -r17v 7everrw which 
Clemens finds in the passage) " Kal 
1raWas Kara.J,,.e/1roul1't µ6pous 7eve
rr8a,." No great weight, however, 
is to be attaehed to these observa
tions. What is said in Hippocr. 
1r. 11,a,-r. i. 23 end, on the seven 
senses, and ibid. c. 10, on the 
abdomen, and on the three revolu
t10ns of fire in the human body, 
can hardly be taken from Her>t
cleitus ; the statement ( of Joh. 
Sicel, Walz, Rhett. vi. 95, quoted 
by Bernays, Herael. 19), that 
Heracleitus pursued anatomical 
enquiries, is more than doubtful. 
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In regard to cognition, he could only place its 
highest problem in that which to him was the central 
point of all his convictions, viz. in seizing the eternal 
essence of things in the flux of the phenomenon, and in 
freeing ourselves from the deceitful appearance which 
presents to us a permanent Being of the changeable. 
He therefore declares that wisdom consists in one thing, 
in knowing the reason which rules all; 1 we must follow 
the common reason, not the particular opinions of 

·individuals; 2 if a discourse is to be reasonable it must 
be founded on that which is common to all, and the 
only thing which is thus common is thought.3 Only 
the rational cognition of the Universal can therefore 
have any value for him: the sensual perception he must, 
of course, regard with mistrust. What our senses 
perceive is merely the fleeting phenomenon, not the 
essence; 4 the eternally living fire is hidden from them 
by a hundred veils; 5 they show us as something stiff 

1 Supra, p. 42, 2. This know
ledge, however, is itself according 
to Lassalle, ii. 344, conditional on 
a 'revelation to oneself of the 
objective and absolute.' Lassalle 
in support of this relies partly on 
Sext. M. viii. 8, JEnesidemus 
defined the &;>..718/,s as the µ.~ ;>..ij8ov 
-r~v · H:ow~v -yvr/Jµ.71v ; and partly on 
the fragment quoted p. 25, 2. 
Sextus, however, does not say that 
JEnesidemus had this definition 
from Heracleitus, and if he did, 
we could not conclude very much 
from it. The fragment calls fire 
the µ.~ ovvov, which is something 
quite different from the p.~ ;>..ijOov. 
Though it is very possible that 
Heracleitus may have said that 
the Divine or Reason was know-

able to all, there is, even apart 
from Lassalle's modernising view 
of this thought,-no proof of it to 
be discovered. 

' Fr. 7 ; cf. p. 43, l. 
,' fr. 12~; Stob. Fl~l. ,3, 8~: 

~vvov HJ'TL 1rao'1 -rb q,povew ~vv vorp 
;>..e-yov-ras 1<Txvpi(«r0a, XP~ "IP ~vvrp 
1rdv'Tw11, O,cwcr1rcp 116µ.cp 1r6Ats Kal 
1roi\.V lcrxvporEpws· 'TpEq>ovTa.l. -yCt.p., 
K.-r.;>... sup. p. 41, 1. On the mean
ing of the words, cf. p. 43, l. 

' Arist. ,Wetaph. i. 6, sub init. : 
Tats tHpa,ci\.EtTefots 06~cus, Ws TWv 

alo-87JT~JI .... &el .Pe6v;"'v 1eaL E1rur7fJµ.11s 
,repl CW'TWJI OVH:. OU(71]S. 

5 Diog. ix. 7 : 'r~V &pMw 1/m1-
oea"8a, (f;>..e-y<). Lucret. Rer. Nat. 
i. 696: credit enim (Heraclitus) 
sensus ignem cognoscere vere, cetera 
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and dead what is really the most movable and living of 
all things.1 Or, as the later theory of the Heracleitean 
school expresses it, all sensation arises from the collision 
of two motions; it is the common product of the in
fluence of the object on the particular organ, and the 
activity of the organ which receives this influence in its 
own peculiar manner into itself. Sensation, therefore, 
shows us nothing permanent and absolute, but only a 
single phenomenon as this presents itself in the given 
case and to some definite perception.2 Although, there
fore, we may certainly learn from sensible observation, 

non credit, fire being the only sen
sible phenomenon in which the 
substance of things displays itself 
according to its true nature. 

1 Fr. 95, ap. Clem. Strom. iii. 
434 D, where, according to Teich
miiller's just observation, N St. i. 
97 sq., instead of I1v0u-y6pus oe Kal 
should be read : nveu'Y6p~ Kui : 
8&.11a/r&s EuTLJ/ 0K6<Ta E,yEpfJEvrEs OpEo
µEv, 01e6a'a OE EV0ov7'ES i51rvos: 'as 
we see in sleep, dreams, so we see 
in waking, death.' The opening 
words of this fragment are thus 
interpreted by Lassalle, ii. 320 : 
' What we see, being awake, and 
hold to be life, is in truth the con
stant passing away of itself.' But 
this constant passing away, in 
which, according to Heracleitus, 
the life of nature consists, he would 
never have described by the sinister 
word death. Schuster, 2 74 sq., in 
order to avoid the degradation of 
the sensuous perception, here gives, 
as it appears to me, an interpreta
tion very far-fetched and unlike 
Heracleitus, which Teichmiiller 
rightly discards. 

2 Theophrast. De Sensu, i. 1 

~g_. :, ol 0~ ~e~l 'A;«~a."Y6p':v K,al 
Hpa.Ki\EL'TOJI 'TCf.J EJ/aJITLCf.J ( 11"DLOVO"L 'T'fJJI 

ufo871rnv), which is afterwards thus 
explained : ol 0~ T'i]v atu8'J]<J'LV inro
A.af'i3dvov~es c Ev &Ai\~id,tJ'~t yivf:u8°:. 
Kru TO µ•v 3µowv u,ruO•s v,ro -rou 
Oµ.olov, 70 O' EvavTfov 1ra81J'TLK0v, 
TOVTtp 1rporrE8e<Tav T1]v 'YvcfJµrJV. J1n
µapTvpe'i11 O' ofovTa,L ,ca,l Tb 1rEpl T1}v 
aq,17v ,rvµf3a.,vov· .,.o 'Yap bµolws -rfi 
crupKl O•pµov 1) ,f,uxpov OU 1r0LELJI 

utcr871rr,v. According to this evi
dence, which is confirmed by He
racleitus' s doctrine of the opposites 
in the world, there would be all 
the more ground for refeITing to 
the Heracleiteans as well as to 
Protagoras the exposition in the 
Themt. 156 A sqq. ; Plato himself 
refers us to them, 180 c. sq. If 
even the more definite development 
of this theory was the work of 
later philosophers such as Cratylus 
and Protagoras, yet the fundamen
tal idea in it, viz., that the sensible 
perception is the product of the 
concurrent motion of the object 
and of the sense, and has conse
quently no objective truth, belongs 
to Heracleitus himself. 
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in so far as this shows us many qualities of things; 1 . 

although the two nobler senses, and especially the eye, 
ought to be preferred to the rest,2 in comparison with 
the rational perception the sensible perception has little 
worth; eyes and ears are bad witnesses to men if they 
have irrational souls.3 But it is precisely this testi
mony which the generality of men follow. Hence the 
deep contempt for the mass of mankind, which we have 
already seen in this philosopher ; hence bis hatred for 
arbitrary opinion,4 for the unreason which does not 
perceive the voice of the Deity,° for the stupidity 

1 Vide supra, p. 86, 2 ; 88, 5. 
2 Fr. 8. Hippol. Refut. ix. 9 : 

8a'wV ()1.[ns 6.,co1J µd81Ja'Lfi TaVTa J7W 
,rpoTLµew; on the sense of sight es
pecially, Fr. 91. Fr. 9, Polyh. xii. 
27 : oq,8cr.il.µol -yap 'CWV tfnwv ci.,p,/3e
lT'CEp0t µap'rvpes, which (notwith
standing the different opinion of 
Eernays, Rh. Mus. ix. 262 ; Lass. ii, 
323 sq. ; Schuster, 25, 1) seems to 
me to contain nothing more than ( for 
example) what Herodotus says· (i. 
8), and what Polybius understands 
by the passage, namely, that one cau 
better rely on one's own sight than 
on the assertion of others. 

• Fr. 11 ; Sext. Math. vii. 
126 : 1<c,1<ol µ&.p'Cvpes ci.v8pJnro<rnv 
oq,8c,A.µol ,rnl Ci!rn f3c,pf3&.povs 1/,vxas 
Jx6nwv (which is no doubt more 
authentic than the version of it 
a p. Stob. Floril. 4, 56). Instead 
of the last three words, Bernays, 
Rh. Mus. ix. 262 sqq., conjectures: 
/3op/36pov ,f;vxas lxonos, because in 
the reading of Sextus, the genitive 
;x&nw,· after ci.v8pc!nro,s is very 
strange, and because in the time of 
Heracleitus, /3&.p/3apos would not 
have had the signification of rude. 
It is not necessary to ascribe thiR 

signification to it, even if we adopt 
the usual reading ; we get a better 
meaning if the word be taken in 
its original sense; one who does 
not understand my language, and 
whose language I do not under
stand. Heracleitus says then in 
his figurative mode of expression : 
it is of no use to hear if the soul 
does not comprehend the speech 
which the ear receives ; and the 
strange genitive Jx6nwv seems to 
have been used precisely because 
the sentence relates prima,ily to 
the ears ( though it iJ also of course 
applicable to the eyes). Cf. Schus
ter, 26, 2. 

4 Diog. ix. 7 : -r1}v ot'1]<1LV lepCl.v 
v60'ov l!A.e-ye, He was nevertheless 
accused by Aristotle, Eth. N. vii. 
4, 1146 b, 29 (M. Mor. ii. 6, 1201 
b, 5). of an over-bearing confidence 
iu his own opinions, as has already 
been noticed. Schleiermacher, p. 
138, compares with the passage of 
Diogenes the following words from 
Apoll. Tyan. Epist. 18: J-y1<c,AV1r'Ceos 
eKaO''Cos o µc,'raiws Jp /56~!) -yev6µevos ; 
but this is not quoted by Apoll. as 
Heracleitean. 

5 Fr. 138; ap. Orig. c. Gels. vi. 
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which is puzzled and confused by every discourse, 1 for 
the frivolity which wickedly plays with truth; 2 hence 
also his mistrust of the erudition which prefers learn
ing from others to enquiring for itself.3 He himself 
will be content after much labour to find little, like the 
gold-diggers; 4 he will not rashly pass judgment on 
the weightiest thing·s; 5 he will not ask others, but only 
himself,6 or rather the Deity, for human nature bas no 

12: Cl.111/p VfJ7nOS i)KOU(T'E 11:pos OCJ;L
µo,•os 3KWi1'7rEp 11:U<S 11:pOS avop6s. 
The conjectural /ia:{iµovos for lial
µovos (Bernays, Heracl. 15) seems 
to me unnecessary. For Schuster's 
view of this passage, cf. inf. 93, 2. 

• Fr. 35; Plut. Aud. Poet. c. 
9, end, p. 28; De Aud. c. 7, p. 41 : 
{3/1.a~ 1<vepw1ros l/11:0 11:UVTOS /l.6you 
i11:T07li1'ea, q>t/1.EL. 

2 Clem. Strom. v. 549 0: lio-
1<.e6wrw11 ')'izp 6 Oo,ciµcfrro.tros 7t11W<YKEL 
cpuA.cia'crew· real µEvTot ,ea} 5iwl] tcaTa
A 1}1fera, \]levOWv TEterovas Kal µ,dpTu
pas. The first halfof this fragment 
I do not think to be satisfactorily 
explained, either by 8chleierma
cher, who would substitute /io1<EDvTa 
and y,yvwrr1<ew q,u/1.c!.rrrre,, nor by 
Lassalle, ii. 321. Even the pro
posal of Schuster, 340, 1: 001<. y. & 
lioKtµW-rarov "Y[verat '}'LVcfHJ'KEL cpvAdtr
rrew (' so a poet decides to adopt 
from that which passes for credible 
the most credible'), does not en
tirely satisfy me. Lassalle, by the 
,j,eu/iwv T<KToves understands the 
senses. I agree with Schuster in 
thinking the allusion to the poets 
far more probable ( cf. p. 10, 3). 

3 In this sense, as has been 
previously remarked, we musL un
derstand the sayings of Heracleitus 
against Polymathy, supra, vol. i. 
510, 4; 336, 5. The fragment on 
this subject, ap. Stob. Floril. 34, 

19, Gaisford, was rightly restored 
to Anaxarchus. 

4 Fr. 19 ap. Clem. Strom. iv. 
476 A; Theod. Cur. Gr.Aff. i. 88, p. 
1 i, : xpurrlw ol li,(;,f1µevo, yf/v 1ro/l./l.1}v 
Op60'fJOV<YL Kal eVplcncovcnv OA.£"'(011. 
How Heracleitus applied this il
lustration we are not told; but the 
turn given to it in the text seems 
to me the most natural. Of. also 
Fr. 24 and 140, siip. p. 42, 2 ; 44, 
1, and the Fr. 21 pointed out by 
Lassalle, ii. 312; Clem. Strom. v. 
615 B : XP1/ yap ei µc!./1.a 11:0/1./1.wv 
7crTopas q,,/l.ocr6q,ous ltv/ipas efva, 1<a~' 
'Hpd1ei\.Eirov, where lcrTopla, inde
pendent enquiry, is to be distin
guished from mere polymathy. 

5 According to Diog. ix. 73, he 
is reported to have said: µ1} e/1<71 
11:epl TWV µeyfcrTWV rruµf3a/l./\wµeea, 
which does not sound like his usual 
language. 

6 Fr. 20 (ap. Plut. adv. Col. 20, 
2, p. 1118; Suid. IlorrTovµos. Of. 
Lassalle i. 301 sq.): e/i,(1wc!.µ1Jv 
eµew&T6v. The right interpreta
tion of these words, which the 
above-named writers, and many of 
the more recent commentators, re
fer to the demand for self-know
ledge, is probably given by Dio, 
genes, ix. 5 : eauTov tq,71 li,(~rrarrea
Kal µ.afJe'iv 1rd.vTa 1rap' Ea.uTuU. ( Of. 
Schuster, 59, 1, 62, 1.) Whether 
Plotinus (iv. 8, i. p. 468) under-
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intelligence, which the divine nature alone possesses; 1 

human wisdom is nothing else than the imitation of na
ture and of the Deity.2 Only he who listens to the divine 
law, the universal reason, finds truth; he who follows the 
deceptive appearance of the senses and the uncertain 
opinions of men, to him truth remains for ever hidden.3 

This does not as yet amount to a scientific theory of 
knowledge; nor can we even suppose that Heracleitus 

stands the expression thus seems 
doubtful. In v. 9, 5, p. 559, he 
follows the interpretation accord
ing to which iµ.,w-r'ov designates 
the object that is sought or en
quired for; he says, in a discussion 
concerning the unity of thought 
and Being, op8ws /£pa • . • TD 
€µ.avTOv €6i(1Jcrcl.µ:r,v &s %v -rWv gvTwv. 
This is, of course, not conclusive 
as to the original meaning of the 
sentence; but still less can I ad
mit Lassalle's theory that the 
words &s iv T. ~- also belong to 
Heracleitus, and that the whole 
proposition means, ' one must re
gard oneself as one of the existent 
things,' i.e., as existing as little as 
they do, and involved in the same 
flux. How this can be deduced 
from the words, I fail to see, and 
it does not seem to me probable 
th~~Herac:ei~;1s s~onJd have spoken 
of owra. ws ev TWV ovTwv seems to 
me an addition of Plotinus, in
tended to justify his application of 
Heracleitus's saying to the question 
in hand. The indecisive sentence 
a.!2- Sto~. Floril. ~' 119, ,1'w8p~1ro«n 
7ra(TL µerecfTL ")'OIWtJ'ICELJJ ECW'TOVS ,cal 
crwq,poviiv is rightly regarded by 
Schleiermacher as spurious. 

1 Fr. 14, 138, sup. p. 42, 2; 
90, 5. 

2 Vide Fr. 123, sup. p. 41, 1. 
This seems to have bee,n also the 

original meaning of the proposi
tions (Fr. 15) quoted in the Greater 
Hippias, 289 A sq., as Heraclei
te,m, though evidently not in the 
words of the philosopher, &s /£pa 
'Trt~~Kwv., 0 KdA.Aia'~os alO"xpOs U.118~~-
1ret~ 1'EJ/EL O'vµ.{3al\A.eiv, . • • OTt 

&v8pcl,,rwv b croq,cl,-ra-ros ,rpl,s 8eov 
1r£81JKO~ <J>a.veL'Ta, ,w,l rroq>lq. Kal ,cdA.
i\E! u:al -ro'is /£i\i\o,s 1racrw. In Hip
poc. ,repl /i,a,-r. i. c. 12 sqq. many 
examples, not always happily 
chos,m, are brought forward to 
show that all human arts arose 
from the imitation of nature, 
though men are not conscious of it. 
This thought seems to belong to 
Heracleitus; but the development 
of it, as it stands here, can be but 
partially his. Cf. Bernays, Heracl. 
23 sqq., Schuster, p. 286 sqq. 

3 What Sext. Math. vii. 126, 
131, says of Heracleitus is there
fore substantially true: -r~v atcr-
81J<TLI1 • . • li1ru1rov eiva.L vev6µttce, 
T0v 0~ A.6-yov inro..,.[8eTa.L Kptr'J]pwv 
• • . -rhv u:o,vov i\6-yov u:ql 8e'iov 
x:al o~ Ka.rct fErox/rv 'YLV6µ.~fJa i\o-yucol 
KpLT'(JpLOV ai\'(J8ELaS </>1]CTLV. l\iany 
sceptics, on the other hand, reckon 
him among their number; but 
this only exemplifies the well
known arbitrariness of the school, 
Diog. ix. 73. Cf. Sext. Pyrrh. 
209 sqq. 
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felt the want of such a theory, or clearly saw the neces
sity of giving an account to himself, before any enquiry 
concerning things, of the conditions of knowledge and 
method of investigation. The propositions quoted 
above, as was the case with the kindred theories of his 
contemporary Parmenides,1 were essentially deductions 
from a. physical theory which brought him into such ab
rupt antagonism to sensible appearance, that he thought 
himself obliged to mistrust the evidence of the senses. 
It does not follow from this that he purposed to form 
his system independently of experience, and by means 
of an a p1·iori construction ; for such a design would 
have presupposed enquiries into the theory and method 
of knowledge which were alike unknown to him and to 
the whole of the pre-Socratic philosophy. Still less 
are we justified by Heracleitus's own expressions, or by 
the statements of our most trustworthy authorities, in 
making the ancient Ephesian the first representative 
of empiricism or discovering in him a tendency to ob
servation and induction.2 His reflection was concerned 
with the objective in nature; like every other. philo-

1 Of. vol. i. 591 sqq. tus as blaming men, 'because they 
2 Schuster (p. 19 sqq.) supports do not seek for knowledge, by en

this statement mainly on the frag- quiring into that over which they 
ments (2, 3), discussed p. 7, 2. But stumble every day' (that in order 
in Fr. 3 there is not one word to show · to know, they do not enter upon 
that the 1-670, &,l &v is only per- the way of observation), whereas 
ceived through the senses; that we Heracleitus blames them 'because 
should' observe the visible world,' they do not understand (or con
and 'on the ground of appearance' sider, q,poveov,n) that on which 
should follow out the true _state of they stumble every day;' and do 
the case,-still less to show that not (in what way is not stated) 
this is the only way to arrive at instruct themselves about it. 
the knowledge of truth. In Fr. 2 Schuster likewise refers to Fr. 7; 
Schuster introduces what is irrele- bnt I have already proved (p. 39, 4) 
vant when he represents Heraclei- that his explanation of this cannot 
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sopher he started, in fact, from perception, and formed 
his convictions by the development of this; but he never 

be substantiated. I have also re
marked, in the same place, that 
we have no right to give the mean
ing which Schuster adopts, to the 
sentence about the unseen har
mony, nor to bring into direct 
connection with it the quotation on 
p. 90, 2 : 3crwv t,[m &,con µd.Or}<J'LS 
'TCI.V'TCI. i-yw 1rpOTLµlw. In itself, 
however, it does not imply that the 
µd.0111J'is results only from sight 
and hearing, but merely that the 
pleasures of knowledge are to be 
preferred to all others: how much 
is cont,ributed to knowledge by 
thought, how much by observa
tion, the fragment does not say. 
Further, in Fr. 7, the ~vvbv or the 
1'.6-yos ~vvos does not mean the 
'speech of the visible world; ' and 
those are not censured who 'in
dulge their own thoughts,' and 
' seek in the invisible instead of 
the visible, each one for himself, a 
particular solution of the univer
sal riddle' (Schuster 23 sq), cf. p. 
43, 1 : not to mention that Hera
cleitus, with his eTs iµol µ{;pw, 
( sup. p. 10, 2), certainly did follow 
his own thoughts ; and the 1<0,vn 
7vr/;µri, to which Schuster with 
lEnesidemus (ap. Sext. Math. viii. 
8) refers ~vvbv, was, for him at 
least, an authority. Schuster, p. 
27 sq., lastly quotes Lucret. i. 690 
sqq., who calls the senses that unde 
omnia c,·edita pendent, unde hie 
cognit1ts est ipsi quem nominat 
ignern · but he forgets that Lucre
tius t~kes this observation, not 
from Heracleitus, but from his 
own presupposition against Hera
cleitus. When he wants to give 
the doctrine to Heracleitus, he says 
( vide p. 90, 4) that among all the 

sensuous perceptions, he ascribed 
truth to that of fire only (not, as 
Schuster says, to fire ' under all 
its disguises and changes,' but 
simple visible fire). To withhold 
credence from the second of these 
statements because the first has 
been misapprehended, is to invert 
the order of things. This sup
posed evidence in.favour of Schus
ter's view thus turns out to be 
distinct evidence against it; its 
incorrectness, moreover, appears 
from what is quoted, supra, p. 88, 
5; 89, 1; 90, 3, and especially 
from Aristotle's assertion (88, 4): 
that Plato followed Heracleitus 
in his conviction-&s TWv altT81'J
T6"v ctd {>e&v-roov Ka.l €1rt<J'-rr}µ'l]s 
1repl ailrWv oiJK odu11s. The con
jecture that Aristotle is here 
speaking only of Craty lus and the 
Heracleiteans, who 'on this point 
thought very differently from their 
master' (Schuster 31 ), is wholly 
inadmissible. Aristotle does not 
say 'TCI.LS 'TWV 'HpaKAEL'TEfwv o6~ais, 
but rciis 'Hpa1<71.ELTEio,s o6!ais ; now 
a 'Hpa,c71.efTErns ll6!a is as certainly 
an opinion of Heracleitus as the 
'HpaK71.efTEws Ofr,s, Phys. i. 2, 185 
a, 7, is a proposition of Heracleitus, 
and the 'HpaK71.efr«o, 71.6-yo, in the 
parallel passage to this Metaph. 
xiii. 4 ( sup. p. 11, 1) are statements 
of Heracleitus. 'Hpa<;\.e(TEws sig
nifies proceeding from Heracleitus; 
and if by an inaccurate use of 
lanl(Uage it might be used in re
gard to an opinion which had been 
merely derived by his scholars 
from his doctrine, it certainly 
could not be used of any opinion 
that contradicted his own. Schus
ter, therefore, has recourse to 
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proposed to himself the question from what sources his 
convictions had arisen. When in this way he had arrived 
at theories which contradicted the assertions of our 
senses, he did not say, as a true empiricist must have 
said, that the theories must be false : he said that 
the senses were deceptive, and that rational knowledge 
alone was trustworthy. But by what process we are to 
attain this rational knowledge, neither Heracleitus nor 
ariy of the pre-Socratic philosophers expressly enquired. 
The principle ascribed to him by modem writers, 1 

that the names of things explain to us their essential 

another theory, viz. that Aristotle 
ascribes the conclusions which were 
drawn by Plato from the doctrine 
of Heracleitus to Heracleitus him
self: a suspicion which would only 
be justifiable if the assertions 
of Aristotle contradicted other 
trustworthy authorities ; where
as, in truth, they coincide with 
them all. But from the fact that 
Protagoras united his sensualism 
with the proposition about uni
versal Becoming, we must not 
conclude with Schuster (:31 sq.) 
that Heracleitus also attached 
supreme importance to the sen
suous perception; certainly not 
if, like Schuster, we represent 
Craty lus as opposed to Heracleitus 
through his rejection of the testi
mony of the senses. Why should 
not the Sophist, who made no claim 
to reproduce Heracleitus's doctrine 
as such, diverge more easily from 
it than (according to Schuster's 
theory) a philosopher who de
cidedly professed that doctrine? 
It is not true, however, that Pro
tagoras said 'that there was au 
br1rJ''T~/l,7/, and that it was the 
same as o.YrT8rJrT<s and opinion 

founded upon afo87JrTis.' On ac
count of the relativity of percep
tions, he rather denied the possi
bility of knowledge ( cf. p. 896 sqq., 
3rd ed.). But, if in this there lies 
also the presupposition that know
ledge, if knowledge were possible, 
could only arise from perception, 
the hypothesis here admitted, viz. 
that there is a knowledge, is im
mediately opposed, and opposed 
for the very reason that perception 
cannot guarantee knowledge. So 
far as we can argue from Protago
ras to Heracleitus, the only result' 
is that Heracleitus, as little as 
Protagoras, ascribed objective truth 
to sensible perception. Arcesilaus 
the Academician, c. 9, proved the 
impossibility of knowledge simply 
from the uncertainty of percep
tions (cf. Pt. m. a, 448 sq., 2nd ed.), 
but no one concludes from this that 
Plato, whose track he follows in 
his polemic against sense-know
ledge. admitted no other kind of 
knowledge. 

1 Lassalle, ii. 362 sqq. ; Schus
ter, 318 sqq. Against Lassalle, 
vide Steinthal Gesch. d. Sprach. i. 
165 sqq. 
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nature, cannot be proved by direct evidence,1 nor with 
certainty by induction, from the Cratylus of Plato ; 2 

and though it would harmonise well with Heracleitus'~ 
general modes of thought,3 we have no right to con-

1 Lassalle appeals to Procl. in 
Parm. i. p. 12 Cous.: (Socrates 
admires) 'TOV cHpa1eA.ELTelov (0L0a
<1''Cai\efov) ,r1]v Oi?t. ,,.oov Ovoµd.Twv brl 
'Tt}V TWv ~vTwv 7vOOr1tv 006v. But 
this utterance in which H eracleitus 
himself is not mentioned, but only 
his school, is entirely founded on 
the Platonic Cratylits ; and the 
same holds good of the passages 
of Ammon. De Interpr. 24 b, 30 b. 
In the second of these it is said 
expressly: 'Socrates shows in the 
Cratyli,s that names are not ovTw 
<:pV(JEL Ws (Hpd1ei\e,Tos ~i\eyev (So
crates does not, however, name 
Heracleitus). The first also un
mistakably alludes to the Platonic 
dialogue ( 428 E), as even Schus
ter acknowledges, 319 sq. ; in 
the observation that many hold 
names for <f>VIJ'ews li'f)µ.1ovprhp.aTa, 
KaO,hrep ,;,~lou KpaTv71.os Kal 'Hpc!.
KAeL'Tos. 

2 Jn the Craty lits, it is said by 
the Heracleitean of that name 
Ov6,ua:ros Op86Trrra. eivm EKcirrrq., 7{;)v 

tVTwv cpv11'EL 1re<f>vKv'iav (383 A, cf. 
428 D sqq.), and that Cratylus 
really maintained this is the more 
likely, as the astounding infereuce5 
which he draws (p. 384 B, 429 
:B sq., 436 B sq.) from his proposi
tion are entirely consistent with 
his other caricatures of iJJ..(l Hera
cleitean doctrine (infra, p.' 601 
sq., 3rd edit.). But it does not 
follow from this that Heracleitus 
himself set up such a principle. 
Schuster thinks that a school, 
which exaggerated the doctrine of 
the flux of all things so greatly 

as Cratylus did, could not at first 
have hit upon it. I do not see 
why, so long as they did not draw 
from this doctrine the sceptical 
consequences of Protagoras. But 
if Cratylus was not the first to set 
up this principle, it did not there
fore necessarily · emanate from 
Heracleitus ; between the death 
of this philosopher and the epoch 
when Plato heard the discourses 
0f Cratylus, there are more than 
sixty years. Schuster seeks (p. 323 
sq.) to prove that Protagoras 
also held the above-mentioned 
doctrine, which he could only 
have derived from H eracleitus. 
Bnt the sole proof which is ad
duced is the myth of the Prota
goras, and in that the doctrine has 
no place. Protagoras says, 322 A, 
that man on account of his kinship 
with the Deity early learnt the 
art of speech; but it does not 
follow from this that all lingnisti c 
designations are accurate. Lastly 
Schuster (p. 324 sq.) supposes 
that Parmenides, in the verses 
quoted vol. i. 604, 3, alludes 
to Heracleitus's occupation with 
descriptive names; but this con
jecture, as it appears to me, is 
groundless. 

3 Schaarschmidt, Samml. d. 
Plat. Sehr. 253 sq. disputes this, 
on the ground that a natural cor
rectness and fixed character of 
words would be incompatible with 
the ft ux of all things ; and for the 
same reason, Schuster p. 321, will 
only admit it, if his interpretation 
of 1r&vTa pe,, discussed sup. p. 12, 1, 
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elude from the plays on words and etymologies I which 
occur in his fragments that he sought to justify this use of 
nomenclature theoretically in the manner of later writers. 

What bas been said of knowledge applies to action. 
Heracleitus does not yet accurately separate the two 
spheres, and has the same law for both. His judgment 
as to the conduct of men in the one case is not more 
lenient than in the other. Most men live like beasts; 2 

they revel in mud and feed upon earth like the worm.3 

They are born, bring forth children, and die without 
pursuing any higher end in life.4 The wise man will 
despise that for which the masses strive, as a worthless 
and perishable thing.5 He will not take his own ca
prices, but the common law, for bis standard; 6 will 

hold good. Eut the flux of all 
things, even according to our ac
ceptation, does not exclude the 
permanence of the universal law ; 
it involves it ; and as this is ap
prehended by Heracleitus as the 
Logos, the thought that the human 
logos (reason aud speech being 
both included in this conception) 
also has truth, as part of the 
Divine, is perfectly consistent with 
his point of view. · 

1 {Hos and {3,bs, si,pm, p. 1 7, 4 ; 
where, however, the name is in 
opposition· to the thing; o,acpepe
<T0o:< and ~uµ.cpeperrOa,, p. 33, 2; µ6po, 
and µo'ipa,, p. 86.1-; ~hv v6rp and ~uvip, 
p. 88, 3 ; perhaps also Z11vbs and 
(iiv, p. 44, 1 ; alool01rr,v and &va,oe
rr.-a-ra, p. 103, 2 ; on the other hand, 
the comparison of <Twp.a and <TrJp,a is 
notHeracleitean, cf. 84, 2. Still more 
unimportant is the use of ~voµa as a 
periphrasis, p. 88, 3 ; 98, 5. 

2 Supra, p. 10, 1. 
3 Such at any rate may be the 

sense and connection of the words 
quoted in Athen. v. 178 sq. and 
Arist. 1Je Mundo, c. 6, end : the 
first : µfin " f3op{36prp xaip,w" 1<a8' 
'Hp&.1<11.e,rov ; and the second : " ,rav 
lp1rPrbv T1/V -yriv v<µETai." Eernays' 
(Heracl. p. 25) conjecture that in
stead of these words there was 
originally something quite different 
in the text I cannot agree with. 

4 Ji'r. 73 supra, p. 87, 4. On 
account of his contemptuous say
ings about mankind in general, 
Timon, ap. Diog. ix. 6, calls Hera
cleitus 1<01<1<v<fT1/~ l,x1>..011.oioopos. 

5 So much as this may perhaps 
be true of the saying which Lucian 
V. Auct. 14, puts into his mouth: 
'lry€oµai -re\ a.vepdrrr,va 1rp1ryµa,ra 
Oi(vpa. ,cal OaKpvcf,O~a. Kd oDOEv 
ahewv IJ .,., µ11 l1r11<71pwv. The 
statement that he wept over every
thing ( supra, p. 4, n.) seems to show 
that he gave utterance to senti
ments of this kind. 

6 Fr. 7, 123, sup. p. 43, 1; 88, 3, 
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avoid nothing more than presumption, the over-stepping 
of the bounds which are set for the individual and for 
human nature ; 1 and in thus subjecting himself to 
the order of the whole, he will reach that satisfaction 
which Heracleitus is said to have declared to be the 
highest end of life.2 It depends only upon man himself 
whether he is happy. The world is always as it ought 
to be; 3 it must be our part to accommodate ourselves·to 
the universal order; the character of a man is his 
dIBmon.4 As it is with individuals, so it is with the 
community. There is nothing more necessary for the 
state than the dominion of law; human laws are an 
emanation of the Divine; on them society is founded, 
and without them there would be no justice; 5 a nation 

~f. Stob. F_loril. 3,, 84 ; ,irwtpove'.v 
apertJ µ,e'YL<fT1J, 1<a, crocp,71 ai\718ea 
AE-yetv JCal ,rozeLV ,a:trU. cp{Nnv €1ra.1'
ovras. 

1 Fr. 126 ap. Diog. ix. 2 : f!f3p1v 
XP1/ crf3evvvew µ,ai\.l\ov '/) 1rvp1<a:t71v. 
References to a particular kind of 
f!f3p1s will be found in /i'r. 128 ap. 
Arist. Polit. v. 11, 1315 a, 30; 
Eth. N. ii. 2, 1105 a, 7 ; Eth. Jtud. 
ii. 7, 1223 b, 22, etc. : xai\.e,rhv 
8vµ,ip µ,&.xecr8a,, ,f,vxils "Y"P &vee-rai. 
The emendations of this ap. Plut. 
IJe ira 9, p. 457 ; Coriol. 22; 
Iambi. Cohort. p. 334 K, I do not 
consider genuine. In regard to 
the meaning, in spite of Eth. N. 
ii. 2, it seems true, from the addi
tion of ,f,vxi}s "Yctp &vee-ra,, to refer 
not to a conflict with one's own 
passion, but with that of others. 

2 Theod. Cur. Gr. Aff. xi. 6, 
p. 152 : Epicurus regarded pleasure 
as the highest good; Democritus 
substituted i1r18vµ,ia (I. ev8vµ,ia ), 
Reracleitus a.v-rl -rqs ~oovi}s evapt!-

cr-r71crw -re8ei1<ev. Fr. 84 ap. Stob. 
Floril. 3, 83 : a.v8p@,roi, "Yivecr8a, 
01<6cra Oei\.ovcrw, ov1< li.µ,uvov (there 
would be no happiness if all the 
wishes of man were fulfilled). 

3 Cf. thewordsquotedon p. 39, 3. 
4 Fr. 92 ; ap. Alex. Aphr. De 

Fata, c. 6, p. 16, Or.; Plut. Qu. 
Plat. i. 1, 3, p. 999; St.oh. Floril. 
104, 23 : i\8os &.v8p@1rq, i'iaiµ,wv. 
This only expresses the. sentiment 
of the corresponding words in Epi
charmus (sup. vol. i. p. 531, 3), that 
the happiness of man depends upon 
his internal condition. As to the 
question of necessity and freedom 
to which Schuster, 272, 2, adverts, 
nothing is said. 

5 Fr. 123, sup. 88, 3; 41, 1; Fr. 
121; ap. Clem. Strom. iv. 478 B: 
Ol,n1s 6voµa olnc '&v ifDEcrav, el TaVTa 
(the laws) µ,17 i)v. The meaning of 
the sentence is not clear ; it might 
possibly contain ( as Schuster sup
poses) a censure of the masses, who, 
without positive laws,know ncthing 
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must, therefore, fight for its laws as for its walls. I 
This dominion of law is equally infringed, whether the 
arbitrary will of an individual rules, or that of the 
masses. Heracleitus is indeed a friend to freedom, 2 

but he hates and despises democracy, which does not 
understand how to obey the best, and cannot endure any 
pre-eminent gTeatness.3 He counsels concord, through 

- -CL, S,·~,, 
of right. Teichmi\ller's explar.~·· mke; a,roOav<tv) ""'" Ka, -ro,s avl)-
tion, which refers Tav-ra to the un- /30,s T1JV ,r61'1v 1<a-ralu,re,v (that is to 
,just acts of men, without which say, they should hang themselves 
there would be no law (N. Stud. i. and leave the city to minors. Cf. 
131 sq.), has a very uncertain sup- Bernays, Heraclit. Briefe, 19, 129 
port in the use of Reracleitean sq.) o1-rwes 'Epµ.6owpov li.vopa lwv-rwv 
words by Clemeus, whose exegesis ovfifrnov l~e/3a1'ov, q,clnes· iJµ.ewv 
is very arbitrary; and in itself it µ:tJOE ETs Ov,fJ°i"aTos ~,rrw, el OE µ,f/ 
seems to me improbable. If, how- (Diog.: El ol -r1s -rowv-ros, originally 
ever, it ·were correct, we must un- perhaps el OE alone). efAi\17 'TE Kal 
derstand by 0[1<71, retributive justice µe-r' li1'.1'wv. According to Iam
especially, of«:71 ,rolt{rn:owos. blichus this saying was an answer 

1 Fr. 125 ; Diog. ix. 2 : µclxe- to the request of the Ephesians, 
a-Ba, XP1J -rov 011µ.ov ~,rep v6µ.ov 31<ws that he would give them laws ; a 
{nr<p TEixeos. Cf. also the sayings request which, according to Dio
quoted p. 86, 1, which, howe,er, genes (ix. 2) also, he declined. It 
pl'irr.arily relate to death for one's is not probable, considering hi~ 
fatherland. pronounced political position, that 

2 According to Clem. Strom. i. such a request should have been 
302 B, he moved a tyrant, Melan- preferred to him by the democratic 
comas, to lay down his authority, majority; and those words were to 
and refused an invitation of Darius be found in Heracleitus's work. 
to his court. How much may be Concerning Hermodorus, cf. my 
true in these statements we cannot dissertation JJe Her,nodoro (JVIarb. 
tell; the letters from which Diog. 1859). As to his judgment on de
ix. 12 sqq. takes the second, show mocracy, see the anecdote, ap. Diog. 
tliat the writer of the letters was ix. 3, which can only 1,e founded 
acquainted with it, but nothing on a saying of this philosopher, 
more. The discussion of Bernays, that he took part in children's 
Heracl. Briefe, 13 sqq., only proves games, tdling his f, How-citizens 
the pnssibilit_y of the fact. . that this was wiser than to engage 

3 Fr. 40; ap. Strabo, xiv. 1,, in politics with them; also J"r. 
25, p. 642; Diog. ix. 2; Cic. Tusc. 127; Clem. Strom. v. 604 A: v6µ.os 
v. 36, 105; cf. Iamb!. V. P_yth. Kal f)ov1'fi ,reieea-eai ,v6s, p. 589, 3, 
173; Stob. Floril. 40, 9 (ii. 73 and Theodorides, Anthol. Gr. vii. 
l\Iein.): lffwv 'Eq,ea-lo,s iJfJ71oov 4 79, who calls Heracleitus e,ios 
<t71'Cl")'~M0cu (Diog. evidently a mis- v1'aKT1]7'1}S ofiµov KVWP. 

H2 
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which alone the state can subsist.1 There are no traces, 
however, of his having attempted any scientific defini
tion of ethics and politics. 

Many of the notions and usages of the popular 
religion must have been reckoned by Heracleitus among 
human errors of opinion and action. A formal polemic 
against these, such as we find in Xenophanes, was not, 
however, hi~ purpose. He not only employs the name 
of Zeus 2 for the Di vine creative essence, but is generally 
addicted to mythological designations.3 He speaks of 
Apollo in the tone of a believer, and recognises in the 
sayings of the Sibyl a higher inspiration.4 He accounts 
for soothsaying generally by the connection of the 
human spirit with the Divine.5 In the proposition as 
to the identity of Hades with Dionysus,6 and still more 

1 Plut. Gar1•ul. c. 17, p. 571 
(n1so Schleiermacher, p. 82) relates 
of him a symbolical act which had 
this meaning. 

2 Cf. p. 44, 1. 
3 For example, the Erinnyes 

and Dike, p. 41, 2. 
4 In the sayings before mention

ed, p. 6, n.; Fr. 38 (Plut. Pyth. Orac. 
21, p. 404): o i!.va~, oD TD µ.avTe'i6v 
ECJ'Tl TO Jv .6.eA.<f:>0'is, olJ-rE AE-yu ollTe 
KplnrTet, lti\i\lt <1'Y}µalve,, and Fr. 
39 ( ibid. c. 6, p. 397) : 'l/f3v,.._,.._a, o~ 
~,u~oµEvcp ,r-r6~ar,, K~8' eHpdK~E:To~, 
a7eA.aO"'Ta Kal aKaA.A.w1rta'Ta Kai aµv· 
pt<J"Tct ,peey-yoµ.,vrJ x,7'.iwv lTWV t~,
l{JJEL'TaL rfi tpwvfi Ota T0JI 8e6v. 

5 Chalcid. in Tim. c. 249: He
raclitus vero consentientibus Stoicis 
rationem nostram cum divina ra
tione connectit regente ac moderante 
niundana, propte1· inseparabilem co
mitatum ( on account of the insepa
rable connection between them) 
consciam dem·eti rationabilis Jactam 

quiescentibus animis ope sensuum 
futura denuntiare. ex quo fieri, ut 
appareant imagines ignotorum loco
rum simulacmque hominum tam 
viventium quam mortuorum idemque 
asserit divinationis usum et pr12mo
neri meritos instruentibus divinis 
potestatibus. This is in the first 
instance Stoical, but the general 
thought at any rate, that the soul 
by virtue of its kinship to God can 
divine the future, may haYe been 
enunciated in some form by Hera
cleitus. From the Pseudo-Hippoc. 
,r, o,ah·. i. 12 (Schuster, 287 sq.) no 
safe conclusion can be drawn, on 
account of the nature of the work. 

6 Fr. 132 (inf. p. 103, 2): <i>vTDs 
/Je 'A"l'SrJs 1<al ll,6vvrros. As one of 
the gods of the lower world Diony
sus was worshipped in the mysteries, 
especially the Orphico-Dionysia0 
mysteries ; in the Orphic legends 
he is called sometimes the son of 
Zeus and Persephone, and some-
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in bis utterances about immortality and the da3mons,1 

times the son of Pluto and Perse
phone. The idea, however, that 
he was the same person as Pluto 
cannot be discovered in the more 
ancient theology, and it is a ques
tion whether Reracleitus was not 
the inventor of it. With him birth 
and decay coincide, as every birth 
is a fresh destruction of what pre
ceded it; hence arose Dionysus the 
god of the luxuriant creative flow
ing life of nature, and Hades, the 
god of death. Teichmiiller (N 
Stud. i. 25 sq.) interprets Dionysus 
as the sun, which is identical with 
Hades, because it arises out of the 
earth, and the earth again receives 
the light into itself. But against 
this we must o bservc, 1, that Hades 
is incfoed the region under the 
earth, but not the earth itself. 2. 
That Heracleitus does not represent 
the sun as arising out of the earth, 
but from moisture, from vapours, 
and especially those of the sea ( cf. 
57, 2; 58, 1; 60, 1). 3. That the 
arising of the sun from the earth 
and its transitfon into the earth is 
something other than the identity 
of the sun and the earth. 4. That 
neither in Heracleitus nor in the 
Orphics of his time is there any 
proof that Dionysus meant the sun 
(sup. vol. i. p. 63 sq. 98 sq.). Teich
miiller moreover makes Hades into 
uib, a11iovs, that he may ultimately 
extract this singular meaning from 
our fragment ; the feast of Dionysus 
would be shameless, if Dionysus 
were not the son of shame and the 
shameless and the befitting the 
same ; but this interpretation is 
devoid. of all real foundation. 
Teichmiiller appeals to Plut. IJe Is. 
29, p. 362: ,ml -yap IlAchwv TOV 

c, AOrw 
1

Ws al5o/ls vIOv ;_o"is 7rap' a.il;fi 
')'EVOJ,EVOLS Ka, 1rpot1'7/V1/ Oeov wvoµ.u.tJ'-

Oa, </>1/t1'/. It is difficult to see what 
would follow in regard to Heraclei
tus if Plato had said thi•. But 
Plato said nothing of the kind. Of 
the a11iovs vibs there is not a word 
either in the Grat. 403 A sqq. (the 
only passage which Plutarch can 
have in view), nor anywhere else in 
Plato's works. And even in Plu
tarch it is so devoid of any admissi-

-ble meaning, that one cannot help 
thinking there may have been some 
scriptural error in a text in other 
respects so corrupt. :For a11iovs 
vibv ( according to an emendation of 
Hercher's, kindly communicated to 
me, we should doubtless read 1rAov
tJ'cuv, which comes very near to it 
iu writing) is actually to be found 
in the parallel passage, Plut. ])e 
Superst. 13, p. i71, and refers to 
Grat. 403 A, E ( KaTa T1)V TOV 1rA06-
TDU 06cnv . . . brwvoµdrr(1'17 . . . 
eUep7E'TrJS TWv 'Trap' aUT'f)). Teich
miiller has not succeeded any better, 
p. 32 sq., in establishing the theory 
that Heracleitus alludes in this 
fragment to the coarse Dionysiac 
mythus in Clem. Cohort. 21 D sqq., 
which he misapprehends in regard 
to one point (22 A), on which he 
bys much stress. The narrative 
of Clemens contains no reference to 
Heracleitus : the Heracleitean frag
ment is in no way related to the 
myth ; and if Clemens, at the end 
of his account, couples this fragment 
with the mention of Phallic wor
ship, it does not follow from this 
that Heracleitus, in choosing his 
words, was thinking of this par
ticular myth, or spoke of Dionysus 
in Hades in a manner for '1hich 
ev, n the myth furnishes no pre
cedent. 

1 Sttpra, p. 85 sq. 
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he shows great affinity with the Orphic doctrine8. 1 Yet 
there must have been many things objectionable to him 
in the established religion and in the writings of the 
poets which were considered as its sacred ·records. 
The opinion which is so consonant with the ordinary 
point of view, that the Deity dispenses happiness or 
misery to men as he wills, was not compatible with the 
philosopher's conception of the regularity of the course 
of nature ; 2 nor was this consistent with the distinction 

1 Lassalle (i. 204-268) tries to 
prove that there existed an inti
mate relationship between Hera
cleitus and the Orphics, and that 
they exercised great influence over 
him. But the passage on which 
he chiefly relies, Plut. De Ei. c. 9, 
p. 388, does not give, as he be
lieves, a representation of Hera
cleitus's theology, but a Stoic in
terpretation of Orphic myths. 
Lassalle thinks that Plutarch 
would not have given to the Stoics 
the honourable designations of 
BeoA6-yo1 and 1Toq,wrepo1, but he 
has O\'erlooked, firstly, that by 
1Toq,wrepo1 ( which here signifies 
rather shrewd than wise) are 
meant, not the interpreters, but 
the inventors of the mythus, conse
quently the Orphics ; secondly, 
that BeoA6-yo1 is no title of honour, 
and that Plutarch speaks elsewhere 
of the Stoic theology; and thirdly, 
that the theory expounded in c. 9 
is afterwards, c. 21, called mis
chievous. It does not follow in 
the least from Philo, De Viet. 
839 D (sitpra, p. 63, n.), that the 
expressions 1<6pos and XP1JITµ.01T6v11, 
which Plutarch uses, were foreign 
to the Stoics ( as Lassalle says). 
Even were the points of contact be
tween Heracleitus an,l the Orphic 

fragments (which Lassalle seeb to 
show, 246 sqq.) mnch more nume
rous than can actually be admitted. 
we could only conclude, considering 
the late origin of the poems from 
which these fragments are taken 
(vide Vol. I. p. 104 sq.), that they 
were under the influence of Stoic
Heracleitean views, not that He
racleitus was influenced by the 
Orphics. 

2 Lassalle, ii. 455 sq., ingeni
ously refers to this the remark 
about Homer and Archilochus 
(quoted supra, p. 10, 3, and dis
cussed by Schuster, 338 sq.). He 
supposes it to have been aimed at 
the two verses similar in meaning, 
Odyssey xviii. 135, and Archil. Fr. 
72 (Bergk, Ly1·. Gr. 5.51, 701 ), and 
connects it w,th the analogous con
tradiction of Hesiod, vide following 
note. It seems to me less probable 
that Heracleitus (vide Schleier
macher, 22 sq.; Lass. ii. 454) 
should have accused Romer of 
astrology, and consequently repu
diated that art. The scholia on 
ll. xviii. 251 (p. 495 b, 5, Bekk.) 
says, indeed, that on account of 
this verse, and ll. vi. 488, Hera
cleitus named Homer a.,npoA&-yos, 
which in this connection can only 
mean astrologer. But a.tTTpoA&-yos ii: 
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of lucky and unlucky days, so widely spread in the old 
religions.1 Heracleitus also expresses himself strongly 
about the shamelessness of the Dionysiac orgies; 2 he 
attacks, in the veneration paid to images, one of the 
very pillars of the Greek religion; 3 he also passes severe 
judgment on the existing system of sacrificeR.4 These 
criticisms are very searching, but it does not appear that 
Heracleitus wished to make any assault upon the popular 
religion as a whole, or in its general constitution. 

the older language was never used 
for astrcloger in our sense of the 
word, but always for an astronomer. 
But neither of these verses gave 
any opening for describing Homer 
even ironically as such. Schuster 
(339, 1 ), indeed, thinks that as, ac
cording to Clemens ( vide inf. note 
2 ), Heracleitus was acquainted with 
the Magi, and µ.&:yo,= c«rTpoll.6-yo,, 
he may have also called Homer an 
astrologer. But even if Heracleitus 
really used the names vvKTL?rOll..o,, 
µ.d.-yo,, &c. ( which is not quite cer
tain), the later nse of the words, 
which made magician and astro
loger synonymous, cannot prove 
that Heracleitus might have spoken 
of astrologers in this sense. It 
seems to me more likely, either 
that Heracleitus called Homer 
i«npoll.6-yos in the sense of astro
nomer and without any reference 
to the verses quoted above, or that 
some later writer of the same 
name (perhaps the author of the 
Homeric allegories) may have called 
him cunp&ll.o-yos in the sense of 
astrologer. 

1 According to Plut. Gam. 19, 
cf. Seneca, Ep. 12,. 7, he censured 
Hesiod for distinguishing nµlpa, 
«,;a.eat .. a~d cp"aV~a., &s A-yvoo®-r, 
q,vow u.,rrur7Js 11µ.<pu.s µ.lu.v ov<rav. 

2 Fr. 132, ap. Clem. Cohort. 22, 
B. PI_ut. Is. ~t Os. 28, P·, 362.: ,l 
µ.'t, -yap Awvv<rq, ,roµ.,r't,v ,,rowvno 
«al fiµ.veov &<rµ.a ai6oio,<rtv a.vatoi
<rTaTa el'p-ya<rTat • wVTOS (wvT.) oe 
'Ai'a1]s Kal .6.t6Vva'oS, 8TE(p µa('/IOVTCU 

«al 7'.1Jva"t(ov<rtv. The last words, 
on which cf. p. 100, 6, are intended 
probably to remind men of their 
blindness in celebrating their wan
ton festival to the god of death. 
Cf. Clemens, Ooh. 13 D : •riu, o't, 
µa.vTeUeraL 'Hpd.10 .. ELTOS /:, )EcpEcnos; 
vu«r,1r6Aots,µd70,s, f]d«xo,s, 
A~va./s, µ.~rrr

1
a,s. ToV~oLS &7:e,

AH Ta µera 8ava.'TOV, 'TOVTOLS µav
T<V<'Tctl TO ,rvp· Ta. -ya.p voµ.,(6-
µ.eva, Ka.T, &.1\0ped1r~vs µv<rrfJ
P"' av«pw<rn µ.vevvTal. The 
spaced words seem ( as Schuster 
337, 1, thinks, agreeing with Ber
nays, Herael. Br. 134) to be taken 
from Heracleitus. But Ji'r. 69 
( vide swpra, p. 85, 1, cf. Schuster, 
p. 190) can scarcely have stood in 
the connection with this passage in 
which Clemens places it. 

• l!'r. 129, ap. Clem. Goh. 33 
~;, Orig. e. Ge~s. vii:, 62, i. 5,: ~al 
a"(a.A..µ.aa'L 'TOV'TEOla'l EVXOVTaL OKOWV 

., TIS o&µ.01u, A.<<fX1JV<V0tTO, olfre 
'Y''YVWIJ'KWV eeo/Js ofre npwas o1nves 
eiu,. 

' Fr. 131, ap. Elias Cret . .Ad 
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4. Historical position and importance of Heracleitus. 

The Heracleiteans. 

HERACLEITUS was regarded even in ancient times as 
one of the most important of the Physicists.1 Plato 
especially, who had received so many pregnant sugges
tions from his school, marks him out as the author of 
one of the chief possible theories respecting the world 
and knowledge-the theory which is most directly 
opposed to the Eleatic. 2 This is, in fact, the point in 
which we have principally to seek this philosopher's 
importance. In regard to the explanation of particular 
phenomena, he has done nothing which can be compared 
with the mathematical and astronomical discoveries of 
the Pythagoreans, or with the physical enquiries of 
Democritus and Diogenes ; and his ethical doctrines, 
though they are logically connected with his whole 
theory of the universe, in themselves are merely vague 
general principles, such as we often find apart from 
any philosophical system. His peculiar merit does not 
lie in particular enquiries, but in the setting up of 

Greg. Naz. or. xxiii. p. 836 : pur
gantur cum cruore polluuntur non 
secus ac si quis in lutum ingressus 
luto se abluat; so ap. Apollon. 
Tyan. Ep. 27 : µJ1 "'11"''P 1r11l\ov 
Ka8alpew. That this censure is 
directed not merely against trust 
in the opus operat-um of the offer
ing is obvious. The offering itself 
is called 1r11l\os, which harmonises 
completely with Heracleitus's say
ing about corpses (supra, p. 79, 1 ). 
If, therefore (Iambl. IJe Myster. 

i. 11, end), he also named them 
i<Kea, this must be intended ironi
cally. 

1 He is often called <f>utTu,6s ; 
the absurd sl'atement of Diodotus, 
the grammarian, ap. Diog. ix. 15, 
that his work was not really about 
nature, but about the state, and 
that the physical was only an 
example for the polit1cal, stands 
quite alone. · 

2 Cf. the writings quoted supra, 
p. 11, 1; 18, 2; 26, 1; 33, 2. 
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universal points of view for the study of nature as a 
whole. Heracleitus is the first philosopher who em
phatically proclaimed the absolute life of nature, the 
ceaseless change of matter, the variability and transi
toriness of everything individual; and, on the other 
hand, the unchangeable equality of general relations, 
the thought of an unconditioned, rational law governing 
the whole course of nature. He cannot, therefore, as 
before observed, be considered simply as an adherent of 
the ancient Ionian· physics, but as the author of a 
particular tendency, which we have reason to suppose 
was not in its origin independent of the Ionic school. 
He shares, indeed, with that school the hylozoistic 
theory of a primitive matter, which, transforming itself 
by its own power, produces derived things. He shares 
with Anaximander and Anaximenes the theory of a 
periodical destruction and construction of the world. 
In his whole conception of the world it is impossible to 
misdoubt the influence of Anaximander; for while 
Heracleitus makes every individual, as a fleeting phe
nomenon in the stream of natural life, emerge and 
again disappear, Anaximander regards all individual 
existence as a wrong which things must expiate by their 
destruction. But the most characteristic and important 
theories of Heracleitus are precisely those which he 
.cannot have borrowed from the earlier Ionian philo
sophers. Not one of those philosophers asserted that 

· nothing in the world has permanence, and that all 
substances and all individuals are involved in ceaseless, 
restless change ; not one of them declared that the law 
of the world's course, the world-ruling reason, is the 
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only thing that remains in the mutation of things; not 
one has reduced this law to the sundering and coalescing 
of opposites, nor determined the three elementary 
bases ; not one has derived the totality of phenomena 
from the opposite course of the two ways, the way 
upward and the way downward. But in proportion as 
in all this Heracleitus is removed from his Ionic pre
decessors, so does he approach the Pythagoreans and 
Xenophanes. The Pythagoreans maintain, as he does, 
that all things consist of opposites, and that, therefore, 
all is harmony. And as Heracleitus recognises no per
manence in things except the relation of their in
gredients, the Pythagoreans, though far from denying a 
permanent element in substances, regard mathematical 
form as their substantial essence. Xenophanes is the 
first philosophical representative of the Pantheism, 
which also underlies the system of Heracleitus ; and in 
connection with this his propositions in regard to the 
thinking nature of_ Deity, which is at the same time 
uniform natural force, prepared the way for the Hera
clei tean doctrine of the reason of the world. We are 
further reminded of the Pythagoreans by Heracleitus's 
theories on the life of the soul apart from the body, 
and by his ethical and political principles; his opinion 
of the sun bears a striking resemblance to that of 
Xenophanes concerning the stars. If we compare him 
with the later Eleatics, as well as with Xenophanes, we 
find that Heracleitus and Parmenides, starting from 
opposite presuppositions, arrived at the same conclusion 
respecting the unconditional superiority of rational 
cognition over sensuous perception. Zeno overthrows 
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with his dialectic the ordinary opinions about things, 
in order to establish his doctrine of unity, and Hera
cleitus applies the same dialectic in an objective manner 
and more completely to the things themselves; for by 
the restless transmutation of substances the original 
unity re-establishes itself out of plurality as unceasingly, 
as it is constantly separating into plurality.1 Con
sidering that Pythagoras and Xenopbanes were not 
unknown to Heracleitus,2 whose doctrine, on the other 
band, seems to have been mentioned by Epicbarmus,3 

and that if the usually received chronology be correct, 
Parmenides may likewise have been acquainted with it, 
there is ground for the conjecture that Heracleitus may 
have been influenced in his philosophical theories by 
Pythagoras and Xenophanes, and may in his turn have 
influenced Parmenides and the later Eleatic school. 
The first of these suggestions is not indeed improbable, 
despite the severe judgments of Heracleitus on bis 
predecessors; but his special principle, it is clear, 
cannot have been taken from them, and the proposi
tions in which we find traces of their influence stand 
with Heracleitus either in quite a different connection, 
or else are not distinctive enough to prove any actual 
dependence of his philosophy on theirs. The unity of 
Being which, with the Eleatics, excludes all multiplicity 
and change, maintains itself, according to Heracleitrni, 
precisely in the ceaseless change and constant formation 
of the many out of the one; 4 the divine reason coin-

1 Cf. with the above the obser
vations of Hegel, Gesch. d. Phil. 
i. 300 sq. and Branis~, Gesch. d. 
Phil. s. Kant. i. 184, on the rela-

tion of Heracleitus to the Eleatics. 
• Supra, Vol.I. p.336, 5; 510, .Jc. 
• Supra, Vol. I. p. 531. 
• Xenophanes did not deny the 
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cides with the ordering of the changing phenomena. 
The opposites, which, with the Pythagoreans, were some
thing derived, are represented by Heracleitus as first 
arising from the transformation of primitive matter. 
Harmony, which unites what is opposed, has not with 
him a specifically musical signification, as with the 
Pythagoreans; nor, finally, do we find in him a trace 
of their theory of numbers. Whether he borrowed 
from them his theories as to the future state, it is diffi
cult to decide, for the Pythagoreans themselves in these 
theories showed much affinity with the Orphic doctrines ; 
and if he resembles them in the tendency of his ethics 
and politics, the resemblance is confined to general 
points which are to be found elsewhere among the 
friends of an aristocrnctic and conservative government, 
and are not distinctive traits of Pythagoreanism. His 
well-known doctrine of the daily extinction of the sun 
is too consistent with his other opinions to allow of our 
attaching decisive importance to its affinity with the 

multiplicity and variability of that God changes Himself into all 
things, but he d,,cidedly excluded things, to the negation of the 
both conceptions from the primi- movement of the Deity in regard 
tive essence or Deity; whereas toplace(Vol. I. 560, 3), that neither 
Heracleitus describes the Deity can be explained except in relation 
as fire which restlessly passes into to the other. Still less, howeYer, 
the most yarious forms. Schuster can I agree with Schuster (229, 1) 
( p. 229, 1) thinks it probable, and that Xenophanes spoke of the har
Teichmiiller (N. Stud. i. 127 sq.) mony to be sought in the invisible, 
undeniable, that he said this ex- and that Reracleitus opposed him 
pressly in opposition to Xeno- with the proposition about the 
phanes. This appears to me visible harmony, first because we 
possible, but by no means certain; do not know 0 whether Xenophanes 
for the proposition, 'God is day said what Schuster supposes, and 
and night,' &c. (p. 38, 1) is not secondly, because we do know that 
such a direct and self-evident con- Heracleitus did not. say what is 
tradiction to the "ifs Beas" of here ascribed to him. 
Xenophanes; nor the statement 
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notion of Xenophanes ; though that affinity is certainly 
remarkable. While, therefore, the historical connection 
of Heracleitus with Pythagoras and Xenophanes seems 
probable enongh, it is difficult to make this probability 
a certainty. Still more uncertain is the conjecture 1 

that Parmenides, in his polemic against 'the fools who 
hold Being and non-Being to be same and at the same 
time not the same,' 2 was alluding to Heracleitus. In 
this case there are considerable difficulties as to the 
chronology; 3 besides, the Being of the non-existent was 
first expressly enunciated, so far as we know, not by 
Heracleitus, but by the Atomists; Parmenides must, 
therefore, have borrowed the identity of Being and 

1 Eernays, Rhein. Mus. vii. 114 
sq. and Steinhart, Hall. A. Litera
turz. 1848, Novbr. p. 892 sq.; 
Platon's Werke, iii. 394, 8; Kern, 
Xenopk. 14; Schuster, p. 34 sqq. 
236. 

2 V. 46 sqq. supra, Vol. I. 589. 
3 It has been shown, p. 1, 2, 

that Heracleitus's work was in all 
probability not composed before 
478 B.C. That of Parmenides can 
scarcely be later; indeed, it is 
mrst likely, rather earlier. Even 
according to Plato's reckoning, 
Zeno, who in 454-2 B.c. was forty 
years old, had in his youth ( there
fore probably about 470-465 B.c.) 
defended his master ,rpo, -rovs bri
X<1poiJv-ras abT'ov 1cc,;µq,"/ieiv; the 
work of Parmenides must conse
quently be placed some years 
earlier; and as Plato certainly 
does not represent Parmenides as 
older,and most likely much younger 
than he really was ( ef. Vol. I. p. 581 
sq.), we thus it_pproach very nearly 
the date of Hei'!tcleitus's work. The 

same inference may be drawn from 
the verses of Epicharmus, ap. Diog. 
iii. 9 ( sup. Vol. I. p. 530, 1 ), in which 
he makes the representative of the 
Eleatic philosophy say : &µ&.xav&v 
-y' cbr' olJri.vos E'fµ.Ev 8 TL 1rpciTov 
µ671.oi. This argument against ab
solute Becoming is not mentioned 
by Xenophanes ; on the other 
hand, it is expressly brought for
ward by Parmenides, v. 62 sq. ( sup. 
Vol. I. p. 585, 3). If, then, Epichar
mus borrowed it from Parmenides, 
and consequently was in possession 
of Parmenides' poem, it is not ab
s0lutely impossible, though not 
very probable, that this poem it
self may have contained allu,ions 
to the work of Heracleitus, which 
Epicharmus was using at the same 
time. It is still more improbable, 
however, that Parmenicles should 
have first formed his theorv, the 
premises of which had been· fully 
given him by Xenophanes, in his 
maturity, under the influence of 
Heracleitus's work. 
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non-Being from his opponents; his description of these 
opponents, however, applies rather to the mass of man
kind with their uncritical reliance on sensible appear
ance, than to a philosopher who, in marked opposition to 
them, denied the truth of sensuous perceptions.1 If it 

1 I have retained the above 
from the previous edition, essen
tially unaltered, because Schuster 
has not convinced me of the oppo
site theory by his defence, which 
has meanwhile. appeared. For we 
find, it seems to me, neither in the 
opinions nor expressions of Par
menides such points of contact 
with Heracleitus as would warrant 
our supposing that he refers to 
this latter philosopher. Parmeni
<les opposes those or. TO 1rh .. e,v TE 

Ka.l oVK e1vcu T«VT6v yev&µia'Ta.t. :But 
Heracleitus, as has been already 
shown, never said that Being and 
Non-Being were the same; even 
his e1µEv TE ,cal oinc dµ.ev has not 
this sense ( cf. p. 11, 2), nor is it 
contained in the Aristotelian asser
tion that he held good and evil to 
be the same ( quoted by Schuster). 
Setting aside the quP,stion of the 
accuracy of this assertion ( c£ p. 
36 sq.), it is quite different whether 
we say good and evil (both of which 
belong to Being) ar,;, the same ; 
and Being and Non-Being are so. 
This formula was first introduced 
by Parmenides in order to express 
the contradiction in which the mode 
of conception he was combating 
resulted. But if we enquire what 
this mode of conception was, he 
points himself (v. 37, 45 sqq., 75 
sq., cf. supra, Vol. I. 584.1; 585,4) 
to those who held(I) a Non-Being, 
and (2) a genesis and decay. Par
menides might certainly have ex
tended his censure to Heracleitus's 
doctrine, as, on the other hand, he 

was included by Heracleitus among 
those who do not understand what 
is before their eyes ( supra, p. 7, 2 ), 
to whom the ever-living fire has 
become dead and rigid (p. 89, 1 ), 
but there is nothing t0 prove that 
Parmenides, in what he said, spe
cially alluded to Heracleitus. He 
describes his adversaries (l. c.) as 
1f1<p<Ta cpuil.a, as people who lived as 
if they were blind and deaf; and 
warn, them against trusting more 
to their eyes and ears than to the 
/1.070• ; a description which indeed 
applies to the sensualists, among 
whom Schuster reckonsHeracleitus, 
but not to a philosopher who so 
entirely agrees with Parmenides in 
his depreciation of sense compared 
with re,ison, and even expresses 
this conviction in the same way as 
Heracleitus actually did ( supra, 
p. 87 sq. cf. Vol. I. ,585, 591). 
That Parmenides in the second 
part of bis poem represented 'fire 
and night on eart,h as the ultimate 
opposites exactly in the manner of 
Heracleitus,' I cannot discover. 
Parmenides has here two elements, 
the light and the dark, which he 
also named fire and earth : with 
Heracleitus these two are only the 
'ultimate opposites' among his 
three, or, according to Schuster, 
four elemental forms: water, as 
the bond between them, is not 
less essential. When Parmenides 
therefore, in his exposition of the 
o6~a, f3p6Tew, (supra, Vol. I. 592, 3; 
595, 2), speaks only of two µopita1, 
from which all things are to be ex-
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be supposed, on the other hand, that in this denial of 
the knowledge derived from sense, Parmenides is fol
lowing Heracleitus, we must remember that the polemic 
of these two philosophers had an entirely different 
significance. Parmenides mistrusts the senses because 
they show us multiplicity and change; Heracleitus 
mistrusts them because they show us permanence in 
individual things. It is not probable, therefore, that 
Parmenides was acquainted with the doctrine of Hera-
plained, without ever mentioning a 
third; and when, moreover, he de
signates these in the first series, not 
as fire and earth, but as light and 
dark, this does not warrant the 
supposition that he was thinking 
especially of Heracleitus's three 
elemental forms. If he alluded 
to any particular system, it is 
far more likely to have been that 
of the Pythagoreans, traces of 
which (Vol. I. p. 597, 2) so clearly 
appear in his cosmology, and to 
which, even before the table of 
the ten contradictions was framed, 
tte obvious contrast of light and 
darkness was not unknown. From 
this system alone is derived the 
cialµ,wv I) ,raVTa 1wfJepv[j ( cf. Vol. I. p. 
595, 2; 600 sq.); Schuster reminds 
us instead of Heracleitus's -yvd,µ,71, 
i)TE 0171 ,wf)epvfi,ra, ,ravrn (supra, p. 
42, 2); but the similarity here lies 
only in the words ,rdvra 1wfJ•pv[jv, 
and proves very little, as we find the 
'same expression in Anaximander 
( supra, Vol. I. 248, 1 ), and later in 
Diogenes (Vol. I. 287, 7), whereas 
the most characteristic trait of Par
menides's representation, that the 
cialµ,wv, like the Pythagorean fo·,da 
(supra, Vol. I. 450, 1 ), is enthroned 
in the centre of all the spheres, 
has no parallel in Heracleitus. 
The resemblance also between the 

1ru./l.ivrp01ros K<il.eu6os of Parm. ( v. 
51, Vol. I. 584 ), and the ,ra/1.inpo,ros 
apµ,ovia of Heracleitus ( supra, p. 
33, 3), even if the true reading of 
the latter he not ,ra/1.inovos, de
pends merely on the use in both 
cases of the word ,ru./1./v,porros, an 
expression that is not very uncom
mon. The meaning, however, of 
the expression is not in each case 
the s11me; with Heracleitus 'bent 
backwards' or' turning again ' de
scribes that which returns out of 
Opposition into Unity; with Par
menides that which comes into op
position with itself in passing from 
its original direction into the con
trary. Still less results from the 
fact that Heracleitus once (p. 32, 1) 
says: elo,vai xph -rhv 1r6i1.eµ,ov, &c.; 
and Parm. (v. 37, Vol. I. p. 584, 1) 
&s XPEc/;v E<T-rtµ1}_Elvat(andv.114, 
Vol. I. 592, 3) -rwv µ,iav ov xped,v 
eun; for the assertion that there 
must be a. non-Being is not iden
tical with the assertion that there 
must be strife; what Heracleitus 
says is not alluded to in the turn 
given to the thought by Parmenides, 
and which is peculiar to himself; 
and the use of so iilevitable a word 
as XPh, for which Parmenides sub
stitutes xped,v Jun, cannot be said 
to prove anything. 
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cleitus or took account of it in the establishment of 
his system. 

But even if it be impo~sible to prove with certainty 
the immediate relation of Heracleitns to the Pytha
gorean and Eleatic schools, the historical po3ition and 
importance of bis doctrine remain unaltered, whether 
he was moved by his predecessors to oppose their theories, 
or whether, in his own study of things, he chose to 
adopt the point of view which they least regarded, and 
which in the later development of the Eleatic system 
was expressly denied. ·whereas in the Eleatic doctrine 
of the One, the ancient enquiry directed chiefly to the 
primitive substantial ground of things reached its 
climax, in Heracleitus this tendency was opposed by 
the decided conviction of the absolute vitality of nature, 
and the continual change of material substance, which, 
as the world-forming power and the law of formation 
inherent in it, seems to constitute the only permammt 
element in the mutability of phenomena. But if every
thing is subject to Becoming, philosophy cannot escape 
the obligation to explain Becoming and change. Con
sequently, Heracleitus proposes a new problem to philo
sophy. Instead of the question concerning the substance 
of whi.ch things consist, prominence is given to the 
enquiry· as to the causes from which arise generation, 
decay, and change, and in devoting supreme attention 
to this enquiry, the pre-Socratic physical philosophy 
changes its whole character.1 Heracleitus himself an-

' Stri.impell, Gesch. d. Theor. that the trnnsition was from him 
Phil. d. Gr. p. 40, i Clverts this re- to them. Tre changefulness of 
Jation ; be makes out thi1t Hera- nature (he remarks) which He
cleitus pr!'ceded the Eleatics, and racleitus bad taught, compelled 
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swered this question very incompletely. He shows, 
indeed, that all things are involved in perpetual change; 
be defines this change more accurately as a development 
and union of opposites ; be describes the elemental 
forms which it assumes; but if we ask why everything 
is subject to Becoming, and permanent Being is nowhere 
to be found, his only answer is : because all is fire. 
This, however, is in reality only another expression for 
the ahsolute mutability of things; it does not explain 
how it happens that fire changes into moisture, and 
moisture into earth ; why the primitive matter exchanges 
its originally fiery nature for other forms. Even the 
later adherents of the Heracleitean doctrine seem to 
have done almost nothing in this direction, or for the 
scientific establishment and methodical development 
of their views. The school of Heracleitus appears, 
indeed, to have maintained its existence long after the 
death of its founder. Plato tells us that about the be
ginning of the fourth century it boasted considerable 
numbers in Ionia, and especially in Ephesus; 1 he him
self had been instructed in Athens by Cratylus the 
Heracleitean,2 and a generation before, Pythagoras bad 
thought to say of every individual 
thing that it was not ; this change
fol nature then was entirely aban
doned by the Eleatics as an object 
of knowledge, and knowledge was 
exclusively directed to the exis-. 
tent. But since the founder of the 
Eleatic school is older than He
racleitus, and since the Eleatic doc
trine in its whole tendency appears 
as the completion of the earlier 
physics, and the doctrine of He
racleitus as the commencement of 
the later physics, which was chiefly 

VOL. II. 

concerned with the explanation of 
Becoming, I consider this exposition 
as incorrect. 

1 The@t. 179 D ( with reference 
to the q,epoµevr, obrr/a; of He:raclei
tus): µ&.xr, O' oi111 7repl aVT1Js oV 
cpaVi\JJ oUO' Oi\[-yots -yE-yoJJev. 0E0.6.. 
7roi\i\oV «a2 Oe'i c:pailA.77 elvat, &AA.et 
7repl µiv T1]v 'fowfav 1wl briO[Ou"n 
1rdµ1r0Au. ot 'Yap -roU 'HpaKi\.ehou 
fra'ipot xop11'}'0V<n 'TOVTov ToV A61av 
µJ.71.a epf,wµ.!vws. Of. inf p. 114. 3. 

2 Ari8t. Metaph. i. 6 ; cf. Part 
n. a, 344, 5. According to Plato, 

I 
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supported liis sceptical theories by propositions from 
Heracleitus.1 To Cratylus we may perhaps refer those 
traces of Heracleitean influences which are evident in 
the writings erroneously ascribed to Hippocrates.2 But 
the little that we know of these later Heracleiteans is 
not calculated to give us a very high idea of their 
scientific attainments. Plato, indeed, cannot find words 
to describe their fanatical unmethodical procedure, and 
the restless haste with which they hurried from. one 
thing to another ; their self-satisfaction with their 
oracular sayings, the vain confidence in their own 
teaching and contempt for all others, which were 
characteristic of this school. 3 He makes merry in the 
Cratylus over the groundless nature of the etymologies 
in which the disciples of Heracleitus exaggerated the 
practice of playing upon words; and Aristotle relates 
Grat. 440 D, 429 D, Cratylus was 
much younger than Socrates; he 
is described ( ibid. 429 E; cf. 440 
E) as an Athenian, and his father's 
name is said to have been Smik
rion. Another Heracleitean, called 
A:ntisthenes, is also mentioned 
(Diog. vi. 19); who, as it would 
seem, and not the Cynic, was the 
person who commentated on Hera
cleitus's work (Diog. ix. 15); but we 
know nothing further about him. 

1 InJ: chapter on the Sophistic 
theory of knowledge. 

2 Besides the treatise ,r. li,dT"I/S 
spoken of, sitp. p. 69 -sq.; 15, l, 
we should mention ?rEpl Tpoq,'i;s, cf. 
Bernays, Heraclit. Br. 145 sq. 

," T,head. ! i9, E: 1<0.l 1:~P ... 
7r'E pr.. TOV'TWJJ TWV Hpa,cAet.TEL(A)V • • • 
aV'ToLs µ.~11 To"is 1repl Thv "Eq>euov 
Ouo, 7rpourrowVvTaL tµ.1retp0t elvat 
ouli~v µa/1./1.ov oT6v TE 1i,a71.Ex8fivo., ~ 
Tu"is olcrTp~unv. &/rexvWs 1Cf.p KCt.'rCf. 'Ta. 

t1U')'?pdµµa-ra q,Ep,ovTa~, 'Ti O' E~treL
"'" E1Tl 7'.6'Y'P 1<al EPWT"l/}J,/1,TL ""' 7/<J"V
x fo,s Ev µEpe, &.1ra,cplvau8at «al 
EP,_E(]'BaL ~t'!'ov cu'.i;oLS :fv, ,ti .,.,o ,µr,,OE;'· 
µa/1./1.011 OE v,rEpf)a/1.71.E< TO ovo ovoEV 
1rpos 'TO /J,7/0E <J"}J,Ll<pov hewa, TDtS 
&vOpdcnv -lJO'vxlas· Cl.AA' Ctv Ttv&. rt 
f~y, thrrrr~p E~ cpap!Tpr,s f,r,µaTla',K,a 
atVL'Yµa:rwO'Y} avaa"JrCVVTES a,ro7o~evov
<J"t, 1<&11 Tolrrov (11Tfis 11.67011 71.af)e'iv, 
Tl etp'YJKEP, fTEp(f) 1rerr:,tJ\et , ,c~wWs 
µerwvoµa<J'µ.evcp. 7rEpaveis Oe ovOe1rO'TE 
oVOEv 7f'p0s oVOEva alrrWir oUOt -ye 
J,ce"ivo, airrol 1rpOs &i\.A.f,Aovs, Cl.AA' eO 
'!"111v _ <fwA.d7,Tou~L TO µ'l]DE;, /3,Eflai~~ 
E~V Elva, }J,1/T' Elf 11.6'Y'P /J,"1T Elf TaLS 
a&Tiiw ,j,vxa7s. And again: ouli~ 

' - ' ff ( , jW)'VETctL TWJI 'TOLOVTOOV ETepos ETE'pou 
µa8rJT1'Js, &AA' aV-r/Jµa:roi &va<f;VovTaL 
01r68e11 '&.v -rVxp E1ca.r1-ros aiJ-rWv Ev
fJourndua.s «al 'Thv ETepov O ETepos 
obli~v 7J'YE7Ta, Elli<iva,. Cf. Grat. 
384 A: T~V KpaTv/1.ov µavTelav. 
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that Cratylus blamed Heracleitus for not having ex
pressed with sufficient clearness the changeableness of 
things; at last indeed, he did not venture to express 
an opinion on any subject, because every proposition 
contains an assertion concerning a Being.1 If, never
theless, the school of Heracleitus in the beginning of the 
fourth century not only had adherents in its original 
home, but also in other places, this is certainly a sign of 
its historical importance; but the Heracleitean doctrine 
itself does not seem to have been further developed in 
the school. The philosophers who had also learned 
something from his contemporary, Parmenides, were the 
first to attempt a more accurate explanation of Be
coming, which Heracleitus had made the ground idea 
of his system. Those who must next be mentioned in 
this connection are, as before observed, Empedocles and 
the Atomists.~ 

1 Arist. Metaph. iv. 5, 1010 a, 1840), that Heracleitus was a dis-
10 : .!11: -yap -rd-r'Y}s -ri)s J,ro71.fi,}ews ciple of the Zoroastrian doctrine. 
<i!r,v8'YJ(rev iJ lrnpo-rci.-rrJ o6go: -rwv elp'Y/· In my criticism I must confine my 1 

µivwv, iJ -rwv </>mJ'll:6v-rwv i)po:11:71.EL-rl- self to the principal points. Gla
(etv, 11:o:l ofov Kpa-r.171.os eixev, &s -ro disch believes ( Heract. it. Zor. Ret. 
-re7'.Eu-ra,ov vb8~v fe-ro oe,v 71.<-yew, it. Phil. p. 139 sqq. ; cf. 23 sqq.) 
a.71.71.a -rov 1icf.11:-rvll.ov .!,dvei µ6vov, ,.:al that the systems of Heracleitus and 
cHpaKI\.Ehcp E7re,-fµa el1r611-rL 0TL OLs Trp Zoroaster are one and the same. 
atntJ 1rotaµ.f ot/,c /~-ri;, Eµ{3~~aL · But even in their fundamental con
av-ros -yap q,e-ro ovo amxg. Ihe ceptions they are very different. 
same is repeated without any ad- The one is pure dualism, the other 
dition in Alex. in h. l. ; Philop. hylozoistic Pantheism; the Persian 
Schol. in Ar. 35, a, 33 ; Olympia- doctrine has two original beings, 

.dorus, ibid. one good and the other evil; and 
2 We can only mention by way that this dualism arose at first 

of appendix (for it is scarcely in- through a metamorphosis of the 
eluded in the subject matter of our primitive essence from its primitive 
history) the opinion recently ex- Being into the Being of another 
pressed by Gladisch (sup. Vol. I. 34 (' eine Umwandlun_q de$ Urwesens 
sqq. ), and previously by Creuzer aus seinem Ursein in Anderssein ') 
(Syrnbolik und Mythol. ii. 196, 198 is an assumption which contra
sq. 2 ed. p. 595 sqq., 601 sqq. ed. diets the most iiuthentic accounts, 

I 2 
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and can only be supported, and change to which all things are sub
that bnt imperfectly, by some later ject; it is the natural force which 
and untrustworthy indications. produces what is destructive, as 
Heracleitus, on the contrary, main- well as what is beneficial to man. 
tains the unity of the world, and The Persian doctrine contains no
the power that moves the world, thing of the transmubtion of the 
as strongly as any of the philoso- elements, nor of the alternate for
phers; the opposites with him mation and destruction of the 
are not original an<l p,ermanent, world ; for what Gladisch quotes 
but the original element is the (Rel. ,i. Phil. 27; Her. it. Zor. 38 
uniform essence which, in its de· sq.) from Dio Chrysost. Or. xxxvi. 
velopment, puts forth the most op- p. 02 sqq. R. is evidently a later 
posite forms of Being, and again interpretation, by which an in
receives them into itself. The sipid allegorical representation of 
Persian system remains fixed, even the Stoic cosmology is made out 
in the opposition of good and eYil, of the ancient Persian chariot of 
of light and darkness, as a final Ormuzd (on which ef. Herod. vii. 
and absolute opposition; Ahriman 40), and the steed of the sun. 
and his kingdom are simply that Neither is there any mention of 
which ought not to be, and which Heracleitus's theory of the sun, 
(cf. Schuster, 225, 3) has only in which, though so chr,racteristic of 
the process of time intermeddled him, would be absolutely out of 
with the worl<'I. : whereas with place; nor of the Heracleitean an
Heracleitus strife is the necessary thropology, for the belief in the 
condition of existence ; even evil is Fravashis, to which Gladisch refers, 
a good for the Deit.v, and a world has hardly eYen a distant analogy 
of light alone, without sha:lows, with it. It has already been said, 
such as forms the beginning and p. 6, that there is no reason for bring
en.d of tbe Zoroastrian cosmology, ing the Logos of Heracleitus into 
is entirely unthinkable; for this connection with the word Honover. 
very reason, however, the opposi- as Lassalle does. That Heraclei~ 
tion is continually resolving itself tus, 'as to his political opinions, was 
into the harmony of the universal a Zoroastrian monarchiRt' is a more 
whole. There is much more re-· th~n hazardous assertion: his own 
semblance to the Persian dualism utterances show him to haYe been 
in that of Empedocles and the Py- aristocratic and conservative, but 
thagoreans than in the system of at the same time thoroughly Greek 
Heracleitus. Heracleitus's chief in his temperament, and he is ex
doctrine of the flux of all things is pressly said to have declined an 
entirely absent from the Zoroas- invitation to the Persian court. 
trian theology ; and, therefore, the Under these circumstances, it is of 
worship of fire common to both has no avail to prove that Heracleitus 
in each case a different import, called strife the father of all 
'The Persian religion in regard to things, when we know that strife 
light and warmth dwells mostly on with him had quite another meari
their happy and beneficent influ- ing from the conflict of good and 
ence on man; with Heracleitus, evil in the Zoroastrian religion ; 
fire is the cause and symbol of the that he made fire the primitfre 
universal life of nature-of the essence, when by fire he did not 
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I. EMPEDOOLES AND THE ATOMISTS. 

A. EMPEDOCLES, 1 

l. The universal bases of the Physics of Empedocles-Generation 
and Decay-Primitive Substances and Moving Forces. 

HERACLEITUS had deprived substance of all permanence; 
Parmenides, on the contrary, had denied generation and 

intend to express what the Persians 
did in ascribing the nature of light 
to pure spirits; that he had a horror 
of corpses ( a feeling very natural 
to man); that he is said by a tra
dition to have been torn to pieces 
by dogs, which is something quite 
different from having a Persian 
funeral assigned to him, which could 
never h,;ve been carried out in a 
man's lifetime; that he blames the 
adoration of images, which is cen
sured by Xenophanes and others, 
and was unknown to the ancient 
Romans and to the Germans ; 
that he demanded knowledge of 
truth, and was an enemy oi false
hood, which a philosopher certainly 
did not require to learn from fo
reign priests. Even supposing there 
existed many more of such simi
larities, we could not infer from 
them any real historical interde
pendence; and if Heracleitus was 
acquainted with the religious doc
trine of the Persians (which in it
self is quite credible), there are no 
signs of its having exercised any 
decisive influence on his system. 

1 On the life, writings, and 
doctrine of Empedoeles, cf. be
sides the more comprehensive 
works:- Sturz, Empedoctes Agrig. 
Lpz. 1805, where che mat"lrials are 
very carefully collected; Karsten, 
Empedoclis Agr. Oarm. Rel .. Amst. 

1838; Stein, Empedoclis Agr. Frag
menta, Bonn, 18-12; Steinhart, in 
Ersch und Grubers Alig. Encykl. 
sect. i. vol. 34, p. 83 sqq. Ritter, 
on the philosophy of Empedocles, 
in Wolfs Literar. Analekten, B. ii. 
(1820), H. 4, p. 411 sqq;; Krische, 
Forsch. i. 116 sqq.; Panzerbieter, 
Beitriige z. Kritik u. Erliiut. d. 
Emp. .M:ein. 1844; Zeitschr. J: 
Alterthumsw. 1845, 883 sqq.; 
Bergk, De Proam,. Empedoslis, 
Berl. 1839; .M:ullach, De Emp. 
Procemio, Berl. 1850; Qwest. Em
pedoclearum Spee. Secund. Ibid. 
1852; Philosoph. Gr. Fragm. i. 
xiv. sqq., 15 sq'!.: Lommatzsch, Die 
Weisheit d. Ernp. Berl. 1830. The 
last must be used with great cau
tion : Raynaud, De Empedocle, 
Strassb. 1848, only gives what is 
well known ; even .the work of 
Gladisch mentioned Vol. I. p. 34, in 
regard to Empedocles, keeps almost 
entirely to Kar;;ten. Thew are 
also some dissertations in Ueber
weg, Grundr. i. § 23. 

Agrigentum, according to the 
unanimous testimony of cur au
thorities, was the native city of 
Empedocles. The period of his 
activity coincides almo;t exactly 
with the second year of the fifth 
century, but the more particular 
stll.tements are uncertain and 
various. Diog. viii. 7 4, places his 
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decay, motion and change; Empedocles strikes out a 
middle course. He maintains, on the one hand with 

prime (according to Apollodorus) 
in the 84th Olympiad (444--140 
B.c.), Euseb. Chron. in 01. 81, and 
also in 01. 86, therefore, either 
456-452 B.C. or 436-432 B.C. Syn
cellus, p. 254 C, adopts the earlier 
date; Gellius, xvii. 21, 13 sq., 
mentions the date of the Roman 
Decemviri (450 B.c.), but, at the 
same time, that of the battle of 
Cremera (476 B.c.). The state
ment of Diogenes is doubtless 
based (as Diels shows, Rhein. Mus. 
xxxi. 37 sq.) on that of Glaucus, 
which he quotes, viii. 52, from 
Apollodorus, viz., that Empedocles 
visited Thurii immediately after 
the founding of that city(Ol. 83-4), 
which, however, leaves a wide 
margin, as it is not stated how old 
he was at the time. According to 
Arist. Metaph. i. 3, 984 a, 11, he 
was younger than Anaxagoras ; 
but on the other hand, Simplicius 
says in Phys. 6 b, he was ob 1ro>..v 
KaT61rtv "TuV 'Ava.!a"}'&pov ')le-yovdJs. 
The statement that he ,joined in 
the war of the Syracusans against 
Athens (415 B.c.) is contradicterl 
by Apoll. loo cit. (Steinhart, p. 85, 
and Diels thinks it must be the 
war of 425 B.c., to which, however, 
according to A pollodorus's calcula
tion, the objection that he must 
then ha n, been dead, or fnrep'YE''YrJ
po:1<dis, is less applicable). His age 
at his death is gin•n by Aristotle 
ap. Diog. viii. 52, 78 (and perhaps 
"!so by Heracleides, cf. p. 3, n. ), as 
60; Favorinus ap. JJiog. viii. 73, 
who gives it as 77, is a much 
less trustworthy testimony. The 
statement (ibid. 74) that he lived 
to the age of 109, confuses him 
with Gorgias. His life would, 

therefore, fall between 484 and 
424 B.C. if, with Diels, we follow 
Apollodorus. But it seems to me 
safer to place the beginning and 
end of his existence 8 or 10 years 
earlier, first because Empedocles, 
according to Alcidamas ap. JJiog. 
viii. 56, attended the instrnctions 
of Parmenides contemporaneously 
with Zeno; next, because the 011 
71'0A.V of Simplicius can hardly 
mean so long a period as 16 years ; 
and lastly ( cf. vol. i. 636 and inf. 
Anax.), because Empedocles seems 
to have been already referred to 
by Melissus and Anaxagoras. We 
have Ii ttle more certain informa
tion concerning him. He came of 
a rich and noble family ( cf. Diog. 
viii. 51-53; also Karsten, p. 5 
sqq. ). His grandfather of the 
same name in the 71st Olympiad 
had gained the prize at Olympi" 
with a four-horse chariot (Diog. 
l. c. after Apollodorus, as Diels 
shows), which is attributed to the 
philosopher by Athen. i. 3 e, fol
lowing Favorinus (ap. Diog. l. c.), 
and according to Diogenes, also by 
Satyrus and his epitomiser, Hera
cleides. His father Meton ( so 
almost all the accounts call him -
for other statements vide Karsten, 
p. 3 sq.) seems to have assisted in 
the ejection of the tyrant Thrasi
dreus and- the introduction of a 
democratic government, in the 
year 470 B.C. (Diod. xi. 53), and to 
have been subsequently one of the 
most influential men in the city 
(vide Diog. viii'. 72). After Meton's 
death, when the ·ancient aristocratic 
institutions had been restored, and 
there were attempts at a tyranny, 
Empedocles, not without severity, 
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Parmenides, that Becoming and Decay in the strict 
sense, and therefore qualitative change in the original 

assisted the democracy to gain the 
victory, showing himself in word 
and deed a warm friend to the 
people. The throne was offered to 
him, but he refused it, as we are 
told in Diog. viii. 63-67, 72 sq.; 
Plut. Adv. Col. 32, 4, p. 1126. He 
was destined, however, to experi
ence the fickleness of popular fa
vour, and left Agrigentum probably 
against his will ( Steinhart, 85, 
thinks it was bec>1use he had parti
cipated in the war between Syracuse 
and Athens, but that participt1tion, 
>ts we have seen, is not to be con
sidered historical) for the Pelo
ponnesus. His enemies succeeded 
in preventing his return, and he 
consequently died there (Timoous 
ap. Diog. 71 sq., ibid. 67, where the 
true reading for oiKi(oµevou is 
olKrt(oµEvou, and not, as Steinhart 
thinks, p. 84, a1K,(oµevou ). The 
statement that he died in Sicily 
from the effects of a fall from a 
chariot (:Favorin. ap. Diog. 73) is 
not so well authenticated. The 
story of his disappear>1n~e after a 
sacrificial feast (Heracleides ap. 
Diog. 67 sq.) is no doubt, like the 
similar story about Romulus, a 
myth invented for the apotheosis 
of the philosopher without any 
definite foundation in history. A 
naturalistic interpretation of this 
myth for the opposite purpose of 
representing him as a boastmg im
poster is the well-known anecdote 
of his leap into lEtna (Hippobotus 
and Diodorus ap. Diop. 69 sq. ; 

'Horace, Ep. ad. Fis. 404 sq., and 
many others, cf. Sturz, p. 123 sq. 
:and Karsten, p. 36), and also tlie 
assertion of Demetrius ap. Diog. 
74, that he hanged himself. Per-

haps in order to contradict this 
evil report the so-called Telauges 
ap. Diog. 7 4, cf. 53, asserts that he 
fell into the sea from the weakness 
of old age, and was drowned. The 
personality of Empedodes plays 
an important part in all the tradi
tions respecting him. Hi's tem
perament was gr,we (Arist. Probl. 
xxxi. 953 a, 26, describes him as 
melancholic) ; h-is actiyity was noble 
and all-embracing. His political 
efficiency has already been men
tioned. His power of language to 
which he owed these successes 
(Timon ap. Diog. viii. 67, calls him 
&:yopafo.,v ArJK1JT1Js E'ldwv ; Satyrus, 
ibid. 58, p~-rwp 1£p«r·ros ), and which 
is still perceptible in the richness 
of imagery and the eleYated ex
pressions of his poems, he is said 
to ha1"e strengthened by technical 
study. Aristotle designates him 
as the person who first cultivated: 
rhetoric (Sext. Math. vii. 6, Diog. 
viii. 57, cf. Quintilian iii. 1, 2),:and 
Gorgias is said to have been his 
disciple in the art (Quintil. l. c. 
Satyrus ap. Diog. 58). His own 
vocation, however, he seems to 
have sought, like Pythagoras, 
Epimenides, and others, in the 
functions of a priest and prophet. 
He himself, v. 24 sq. (422, 462 
Mull.), declares that he possesses 
the power to heal old age and si~k
ness, to raise and calm the winds, 
to summon rain and drought, and 
to recall the dead to life. In the 
introduction to the Ko.6a.pµol, he 
boasts that he is honoured by all 
men as a god, and: that when he 
enters a city adorned wit-h fillets 
and flowers, he is immediately sur
rounded· by those in need of help; 
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substance, are unthinkable; but, on the other hand, be 
does not absolutely abandon this point of view; be allows 

some soliciting prophecies, and 
some healing of diseases. This 
element comes out strongly in his 
doctrines on anthropology and 
ethics. Ancient writers speak not 
onlv of the solemn state and dig
nity with which he surrounded 
himself (Diog·. viii. 56, 70, 73 ; 
}Elian. V. H. xii. 32 ; Tertull. De 
Pall. C 4; Suid. 'Eµ,reio,c.>... ; Kar
sten, p. 30 sq.), and of the great 
reverence which was paid him 
(Diog. viii. 66, 70), but also of 
many wonders which, like another 
Pythagoras, he wrought. He for
bade injurious winds to enter 
Agrigentum (Timreus ap. Diog. 
viii. 60; Plut. Onrios. i. p. 515 ; 
.Adv. Col. 32, 4, p. 1126; Clemens, 
Strom. vi. 630 C ; Suid. 'Eµ,reli. 
i'iopd..; Hesych. ,cw.>..v<J'aveµas; cf. 
Karsten, p. :!l ; cf. Philostr. V. 
.Apollvn. viii. 7, 28 ), the circum
iotance is differently related by 
Timreus and Plutarch; the origin 
of it is no doubt the miraculous 
account of Timreus, according to 
which the winds are imprisoned 
by magic, in pipes like those of the 
Homeric lEolus. Plutarch gives a 
naturalistic interpretation of the 
miracle, which is even more absurd 
than the suggestion of Lommatzsch, 
p. 25, and Karsten, p. 21-that 
Empedocles stopped up the hollow 
through which the winds passed 
by stretching asses' skins across 
it. We hear further that he de
lfrered the Selinuntians from 
pestilences by altering the course 
of their river (Diog. viii. 70, and 
Karsten; 21 sq.), brought an ap
parently dead man to life after he 
had long been stiff (Heracleid. ap. 
Diog. viii. 61, 67, and others; the 

statement of Hermippus, ibid. 69, 
sounds simpler. Further details 
ap. Karsten, p. 23 sqq. ; on the 
work of Heracleid. vide Stein, p. 
10); and restrained a madman 
from suicide by means of music 
(fambl. V. Pyth. 113, and others, 
ap. Karsten, p. 26). How much 
historical foundation exists for 
these stories it is now, of course, 
impossible to discover. The first 
and third are suspicious, and seem 
only to have emanated from the 
verses of Empedocles; what is said 
in the second, of the improvement 
of the river, may possibly be an 
allusiun to the coin described by 
Karsten, on which the river-god in 
that case would merely represent 
the city of Selinus. That Empe
docles believed himself capable of 
magical powers is proved by his 
own writings; according to Satyrus, 
ap. Diog. viii. 59, Gorgias asserts 
that he had been present when 
Empedocles was practising them. 
That he also practised medi
cine, which was then commouly 
connected with magic and priest
craft, is clear from his own words, 
quoted by Flin. H: N. xxxvi. 27, 
202; Galen. Th,rap. Meth. c. 1, 
B. x. 6, Ku)rn and others. The 
traditions as to the teachers of 
Empedocles will be mentioned 
later on. The writings attributed 
to him are very various in content, 
but it is questionable in regard to 
many whether they really belonged 
to him. The statement ap. Diog. 
viii. 57 sq., that he wrote tragedies, 
and no fewer than 4:J, is doubt
less founded on the eyidence of 
Hieronymus and Neanthes, and 
not on that of Aristotle. Hera-
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not only that particular things as such arise, decay and 
change, but also that the conditions of the world are sub
ject to perpetual change. Consequently he is obliged to 
reduce these phenomena to movement in space, to the 
combination and separation of underived, imperishable, 
and qualitatively unchangeable substances, of which there 
must, in that case, necessarily be several, variously con
stituted, in order to explain the multiplicity of things. 
These are the fundamental thoughts underlying the 

cleides thinks the tragedies were 
the work of another person, who, 
according to Suid. 'Eµno. was, 
perhaps, his grandfather of the 
same name ; and this conjecture 
has great probability, vide Stein, 
p. 5 sq., against Karsten, 63 sqq. 
519. He justly considers that the 
two epigrams, ap. Diog. viii. 61, 
65, are spurious, and the same 
must Le said of the yerse or poem 
from which Diogenes quotes an 
address to Telauges, son of Pytha
goras (ibid. p. 17). The 1roi\mK«, 
which Diog. 57 ascribes to him, 
together with the tragedies, pro
bably refer, not to any independent 
work, although Diogenes seems to 
presuppose this, but to smaller 
portions of other writings; they 
cannot, therefore, be genuine, but 
must be placed in the same cate
gory as the so-called political part 
of Heracleitus's work. The state
ment (Diog. 77, Suid. Diog. 60, is 
not connected with this) that Em
pedocles wrote la:rp,Kix, in prose, 
according to Suidas ( Ka-rai\o-yci.01w), 
may probably be accounted for 
either by the existence of some 
forged work, or by a misapprehen
sion of a notice which originally 
referred to the medical portion of 
the Physics, vide Stein, p. 7 sqq. 

(For another opinion YideMullach, 
IJe Emped. Prowmio, p. 21 sq. 
Frag11,. i. xxv.) 'l'wo poems, one 
a hymn to A polio, and the other on 
the army of Xerxes, are said 
by Diog. viii. 57, following 
Hieronymus or Aristotle, to have 
been destroyed soon after his 
death. That .Empedocles wrote 
down speeches or rhetorical in
structions, the ancient accounts of 
him give us no reason to suppose, 
vide Stein, 8, Karsten, 61 sq. 
There remain, therefore, but two 
undoubtedly genuine works which 
have come down to modern times. 
the cpurr,Ka and the Ka8apµo[ ; that 
these are separate works, as Kar
sten (p. 70) and others suppose, 
has been conclusively proved by 
Stein. The cpu<J'1Ka were at a later 
period divided into three books 
(vide Karsten, p. 73), but the 
author seems to ha ,·e contemplated 
no such division. On the testi 
monies and opinions of the ancients 
on the poems of Empedocles, vide 
Karsten, p. 74 sqq., 57 sq. Sturz, 
Karsten, Mullach and Stein have 
collected the fragments, and the 
three first have commented on 
them. (I quote from Stein, but 
add the numbers of the Yerses as 
given by Karsten and Mullach.) 
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doctrine of Empedocles on the primitive causes, as we 
gather partly from. his own utterances and partly from 
the statements of ancient writers. 

If we see a being enter upon life, we generally think 
it is something which did not previously exist; if we 
see it destroyed, we think that something which was, 
has ceased to be.1 Empedocles, following Parmenides 
in this respect, considers this notion as contradictory. 
That a thing should come from nothing, and that it 
should become nothing, appear to him alike impossible. 
From whence, he asks with his predecessor, could any
thing be added to the totality of the Real, and what 
should become of that which is? There is nowhere 
any void in which it might be cancelled, and whatever 
it may become, somethin,g will always come out of it 
again. 2 What; therefore, appears to us as generation 
and decay cannot really be so; it is in truth only 

1 V. 40 (342, 108 M) sq.; cf. 
especially V. 4,5 sqq. :-

v~,r!o, - oo -ycf.p o'<fHv lio71.1x6cppods 
E<o'i µ.ep,µ.,a, ( they have no far
reaching thoughts) -

o1 0~ ")'f")'vecr8aL 1rdpus oUK iOv h,:1rf
(ovo-w, 

() TL ~aT
1

a8v'l}l1'r.eLV TE «al Et6Ai\tur6at 
a1raVT'fJ. 

2 V. 48 (81, 102 M) :-
E1e ToV "'(?tp µh E6vTos &µ?]xav6v Eun 

7evEuea, 
T6 T' f'ov f~6i\7'..va6aL CJ..v{,vv<TTOV ,ca;l 

li'll'P'f/K'TOV ( SC. io'TL ). 
alel 'Y~P O"T?}:-7:ov;ai ( sc. E6vTa) Or.1J 

ICE 'TLS aLEV EpElli'[I. 

V. 90 (117, 93 M): -
1:&re 70.p E peefpov-ro Ornµ:1rep~s, olJ

,cfT' ltv -i}uav. 

V. 91 (119 K; 166, 94 M):
oVOE Ti ToV 'If'Cl.VThs KEJJeOv 1rEAEL 

oiJO~ ,repurlJ'6v. 
'TOiJTo O' brav!-hueie TO 1rU.v -rl KE Kal 

1r68Ev €A.06v; 
1r;j OE .K~ 1e~l &1f'olv1£aT' ; i7f'e:l 7i;,vO' 

' ' OU~€~ Ee'YJ,UOV" " 
a}\}.. a.VT ECf'TLV TCW'Ta (they are 

themse}v~s, ~emain, w~at they 
are)· Ii, a7l.i\'f/71.wv OE 8Eovrn 

-yl7veTat lti\A.o8ev l£AA.a Oir,veKEi;, anv 
Oµo"'ia.. 

V. 51 (350, 116 M) :-
oU,, av Cf.vt]p TOtO:VHt (J'ocpOs t/>ptcrl 

µavTEVCJ'at-ro, 
WS tcppa µ.<V 'TE {3WVo'L, 'TI, O'i7 {3/o'TOV 

«aAEov,n, 
T6cppa µ,Ev oliv eiulv Ka( cr</Hv 1r&.pa 

, Oe:i\ct. ~al· €cr6i\&., , , , 
wpw 0~ ,ra-y;v' 7€ f P~T~L Ka.l E7f'EL 

71.v8Ev, ovoev lip ELO'LV. 
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mingling and separation.1 What we call generation 
is the combination of substances; what we call decay 
is the separation of substances,2 though in ordinary 

1 V. 36 (77, 98 M) :-
cfAAo ) 0€ 'T?L 

I 
Epfor <pl,uis oVOev6s 

EU'Tl.J/ et.:lrO.VTOOJI 

8wf}TWv, oUOE TLS oVAoµEvov 8avcf.row 
7ei\euT·~, 

CT,;\J..k µ&vov µL;fs TE O,dA.Aa~ls 'TE 

µ,,-yEvTwv 
Jo-Tl, cf>VU'LS o· ~71"1 To'is Ovoµ.d.(e'Tat 

&.v8pwrroww. Cf. Arist. 111e
taph. i. 3, 98! a, 8: 'E,urreoo,c7'.,is 
OE Td. TETrapa . . . TaVTa 'Yap «el 
OtaµEveiv Kal oV 7[7vecr8at &.AA) 1j 
7r7'.i]8E< ,cal o/l.<'i'0;1J;,' <TU'i'"f''.'OJ;EVCt 
Ketl 1i,a,cp,voµ.eva E<S EV 'TE ,ea, ,g HOS, 
De Gen. et Corr. ii. 6 ; ibid. c. 7, 
334 a, 26 : The mixture of the 
elements with Empedocles is a 
u~vee,ns"' Ka8ciuep E! 1rl\.lvewv Kal 
7'.L8WP 'TOLXOS, 

2 That 'birth ' is nothing else 
than the combination, and decease 
than the separation of the sub
stances of wbieh each thing con
sists, is often asserted, not only by 
Empedocles himself, but by many 
of our authorities. Cf. V. 69 (96, 
70 M):-
oil'Tws 'P µEv &v J,c 1rA.,=6vwv µeJ,t.d8"f}K.E 

<pUeu8m, 
'i]OE 7;&.Aw, O,a<pVJJros EvOs 7rAEoJ/ 

EKTeJ\.eOov<Yt, 

'Tfj µ}v 7lyvoµ;~l 'TE Ka~ oV ,npl,nv 
eµ.,reOos au1J11 ( = 1ccu &1r6AA.vv-

' 'T~t1· ~ , ' ~ oe Ta1i o.i\;\.o.<TO'OVTa 1i,a,u1repes ou-
1ia,uit 7'.~-yet, 

Taf1rr, al€v fafJ'u, a1etY"YJTl ICa-rCt. «V ... 
KA.av ( &.KtV1JTl I retain, agreeing 

with Panzerbieter; others read &Ki-
1111ra, which is a greater departure 
from the MSS.; or a.Kiv1)Tov, which 
for many reasons seems less probable; 
it is a question whether &1dv11Tot, 

the reading which stands in all the 
Jl,ISS. of Aristotle and Simplieius, 
is not the true reading, and whe
ther the masculine ol 8v11rol is not 
to be supplied as subject of the 
proposition, and corresponding to 
/3porol in V. 54 ). This is confirmed 
by the doctrme of Love and Hate 
( vide infra), for Empedocles de
rives birth or origination from 
Love. the essential operation of 
which consists in uniting matter ; 
while from Hate he derives tbe 
destruction of all things; as Aris
totle-also says, Metapli. iii. 4, 1000, 
a, 24 sqq. It can scarcely be 
doubted, therefore, that Em pedo
cles simply identified origination 
with ,u,f,s, and decease or passing 
away, with liu!/1.7'.a~ts. In one 11as
sage, howerer, he seems to de~iYe 
both, 'i'EVE(ft, and &.1ro1'.rn[,,s, from 
ea.~h of these causes-from sepsra
t10n as well as from combination. 
V. 61 (87, 62 M) sqq. :-

Ol1rl\.' lpEw· 'TOTE µEv 7?tp &v 1JV{~871 
µ.6voz; elvaL 

JK 1rl\.e6vwv, TOT€ 01 aD O,Eqw 1rl\Eov 
ef evhs eiva,. (The verses are 
r~peated in V. 76 sq.) 

Oat~ OE fJV'{JTWV 7EJ1E<ns, Oot~ Q' a1r6-
1'.e1,[,is. 

·r'hv µEv 7C1.p 'Ii'cfvrwv a6vo0os ,,.[KTEL 

-r' bftEKet 'TE, 

65. -i1 lie ,re1,\1v liiacpuo,uevwv 8pecp-

' (J~L~,,., O,Err,T'f/. ' ' 
KaL Tavr, aA.~acnrovra Otaµ1npes ou-

aa,ua l\.1J'YEL, 
//.7'.7'.o;E /:'EV ,Pt7'.0T1J'TL <TUV<pxop,ev' e/s 

EV a1ravTa, 
ltAi\oTE O' aO Ofx' E«acrra q>opeVµEVO. 

vei1<eos ~X8EL Then follows V. 
69 sqq. vide supra. I cannot agree 
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language it may bear the other name.1 Everything, 
therefore, is subject to Becoming and Decay, only so 

with Karsten who, in V. 63, substi
tutes for Oot1} OE," ro,r]Oe;" for OAEKEL, 
"ali~ei; "and for 8pecp8el,ra," 8pvcp8e7-
,ra," in accordance with our text of 
Simplicius, for the changes are then 
too great, and the pregnant mean
ing of the whole verse is weakened. 
But Panzerbieter, Beitr. 7 sq.; 
Steinhart, p. 94; and Stein, ad h. l., 
are scarcely justified in explaining 
the words »s they do : things arise, 
not merely from the union of mat
ters, but also from their separation, 
for in consequence of separation, 
new combinations appear; and simi
l»rly things pass away, not merely 
through their separatiou, but also 
through their union; because every 
new eombination of substances is 
the destruction of the preceding 
~ombination. This in itself would 
not be inconceivable, but it would 
contradict the opinion of Empedo
cles (so far as it has been hitherto 
iiscenained), who explains birth only 
from the mixture of substances, 
and deciiy only from their separa
tion. He would, in the other case, 
assert that every union is, at the 
same time, a division, and vice 
versil ; the o,acpepoµ.evov a~np {vµ.
</><pern,, which, according to Pliito, 
Soph. 242 D sq. (supra, p. 33, 2), 
constituted the peculiarity of He
racleitus's doctrine as distinguished 
from that of Empedocles, would 
belong just. as much to Empedo
cles; and tbe contradiction with 
which Aristotle reproaches him ( i11J: 
139, 1 ), that love while it unites, 
also separates, and that hate which 
separates also unites, would not 
exist; for this would be in accor
dance with the nature of love and 
hate. The context of the verse 

appears to demand some other 
view; for as verses 60-62 and 
66-68 do not immediatelv refer to 
individuals, but to the uni;erse and 
its conditions, the intermediate 
verses must have the same refer
ence. The expression 1rcivTwv IJ"Vvo
oos is likewise in favour of this 
rendering; for it corresponds too 
closely with <Yu11epx&µev' Els iv 
ll:rravTa, V. 67, uuvepx6µE·1l els Eva. 
K60'µ.ov, V. 116 (142, 151 M), ,rdvrn 
O'Lv•pxera, tv µ.6vov eTva,, V. 173 
(169, 193 M), to allow of its being 
interpreted in any other way. 
The meaning of V. 63 sqq. is, 
therefore : ' The mortal is pro
duced from immortal elements 
(vide infra, V. 182), partly in the 
issuing of things from the sphairos, 
partly in their return to it ; in 
both cases, however, it is again 
destroyed, here by the succeeding 
union, and there by the succeeding 
separation.' Of. Sturz, p. 260 sqq., 
and Karsten, 403 sqq., for the re
marks of later writers on Empe
docles's doctrine of mingling and 
separation, which, however, tell 
us nothiug new. 

1 Vide ~-1,2~, 1, a~d V. -1? (3J2, 
108 M) : o, o OTE µ.ev Ka.Ta cpoJTa 
µ.,-yev cpdos alelpos ZK17 ( I follow 
the emendation of tbe text in Plut. 
Adv. Col. ii. 7, p. 1113 ; Panzer
bieter, Beitr. p. 16, and explain, if 
a mixture appears in the form of a 
!llaD) :-
7}€ ,caT' Cucpo'TEpoov 871pWv 'YEvos tJ 

KU/T(J. 8d.µVCJJV 

'TJ~ Ka.T' olCJJviJv, -r6-re µEv T60e (Panz. 
T6-ye) cpa,rl -yevfr8aL' 

eOTe 0, a.1ro«pu,(Jii'un, TO O' a.O OuuOa.l
µ.ova 1r6Tµ.ov, 

y Oeµis oli (so Wyttenb.: for other 
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far as it bec0mes many out of one, or one out of many; 
so far, on the contrary, as it maintains itself in this 
change of place, in its existence and its own particular 
nature, so far does it remain, even in the alternation, 
unchanged. 1 

There are four different substances of which all 
things are composed: earth, water, air, and fire. 2 Em-

emendations of the corrupt text, 
cf. the editions) Ka71.<ov(J'<, v6µ'1' o' 
E1rlcp11µt n:al aVT6s. 

1 V. 69 sqq. p. 123, 2. In V. 72 
the words admit of a double inter
pretation. Either: ' how far this 
alternation never cPases,' or 'how 
far this never ceases to be in alter
nation.' The sense and context 
seem to me in fayour of the first 
view. On account of this un
changeableness of the primitive 
matters, Aristotle, De GrPlo, iii. 7, 
init. associates Empedocles with 
Democritus in the censure : o/ µ~v 
oDv 1r;pl 'Eµrre?oKi\.E<: ,c~l t::..'11,µ6~pl-rov 
A.avfJavovcnv avTol avrous au 7eve<J'tv 
E~ &;AAT}A.wv 1rowUvres ( sc. rrWP O'Tot

XEfoJv ), G'.Ai\ct. q>cxtvoµ,€117JV 'YEve,nv· 
Evv1rcipxov -y?,,p EKa(J'TOV J1ocp[ve0'8a.l 
cpa,nv, t/Jcnrep E~ &-y-yefov r~s 7evE<Tews 
olicr11s rJ.A.A.' ol!IC t,c. TLVOS Vi\.rJS, olJOE 
'Y['YvwOai µ,raf3&.71.1>.ovros. Cf. also 
De Mel. c. 2, 975 a, 36 sqq., and 
the quotations, sup. p.123,1. When 
therefore, Simp. De Gxlo, 68 b, 
Aid. attributes to Empedocles 
the Herac}eitea1;, propositi~n: :,ov 
1<.6crµov 'TOV'TOV OUTE TlS Bewv OVTE 

Tts &vfJp6J1rwv E1rolr,crev, (/,}..}i,.> ?}v d.el, 
the true text (first ap. Peyron, 
Emp. et Parm. Fragm.; now p. 132 
b, 28 K.; Schol. in Arist. 487 b, 
43) shows that in the re-translation 
from the Latin, which we get in 
the text of Aldus, the names have 
been confused. 

2 V. 33 (55, 159 M) :
TE(]'cra.pa TWv 1r&vrwv /Jt(dJJJ-aTa 1rpW

Tov i!.1<:ove 
Z,/Js up-yns "Hp11 'TE <f>epe(J'fj,o~ 1]1i' 

'ALOwveVs 
NBcrr[s 8' ~ Oa,cp6ots T~"f/EL KpoVvwµ,a 

{3p6rewv. 
l\fany conjectures respecting 

the text and meaning of this verse 
are to be found in Karsten and 
J\follach in h. l.; Schneidewin,Philo
lo.qus, vi.155 sqq.; Van Ten Brink, 
ibid. 731 sqq. Fire is also called 
"H<Pa<(J'Tos; N estis is said to have 
been a Sicilian water deity, believed 
by Van Ten Brink, according to 
Heyne, to be identical with Pro
serpine ( cf. however Krische, 
Forsch. i. 128). It is clear that 
Here does not mean the earth, as 
(probably on account of </><pe(J'{3ws) 
is supposed by Diog. viii. 76; He
racl., Pont. Alleg. Hom. 24, p. 52; 
Probus in Virg. Eel. vi. 3; Athen
agoras, Suppl. c. 22 ; Hippol. 
Refut. vii. 79, p. 384 (Stob. i. 288, 
and Krische, i. 12fi, might h,we 
escaped this error by a slight 
change of the words). It means of 
course the air; and it is not even 
necessary, with Schneidewin to 
refer <f>epe(J'{3ws to 'Mliwv,us, as it 
is perfectly applicable to air. Be
sides the mythical designations we 
find the following, V. 78 (10,5, 60 
M), 333 (321, 378 M) ,rvp, l!owp, 
'Y'1, alO~p; V. 211 (151, 278 ~I) 
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pedocles is expressly designated as the first who admitted 
these four elements, 1 and all that we know of hiR pre
decessors tends to confirm the statement. The earlier 
philosophers, indeed, admitted primitive substances 
from which all things arose, but these primitive sub
stances were wanting in the characteristic hy which 
alone they could become elements in the Empedoclean 
sense of the term; viz., the qualitative unchangeable
ness, which leaves only the possibility of a division 
and combination in space. Similarly the earlier philo
sophers are acquainted with all the substances which 
Empedocles regards as elements, but they do not class 
them together as fundamental substances and apart 
from all others; the primitive substance is with most of 
them One. Parmenides alone in the second part of his 
poem has two primitive substances, but none of these 
philosophers has four ; and in respect to the first derived 
substances, we find, besides the unmethodical enumera-

iSawp, "Y11, al81'/p, 1]i\ws ; V. 215 
(209, 282 M), 197 (270, 273 M), 
xewv, /Jf.'f3pos, ale!ip, 1rvp ; V. 96 
(12-1, 120 M) sqq. probably li:>.ws, 
al811p, 6µ{3pos, afo.; V. 377 (16, 32 
M) alei)p, 1r6nas, xewv, ;j:>.ws ; V. 
187 (327, 263 M) tJil.iwroop, xewv, 
ovpavos, ea:>.a<Tcra; V. 198 (211, 
211 M) x.ewv, N,jcrns, "Hcf>at<J'TOS; 
V. 203 (215, 206 M) xewv, "Hcpai
crTos, 6µ{3pos, ale-f1p. I cannot a~ree 
with Steinhart's conjecture (l. c. 
93) that Empedocles by the variety 
of names wished to mark the dif
ference between the primitive 
elements and those perceptible to 
sense: V. 89 (116, 92 M), says 
that the four primitive elements 
contain in themselves all matter; 

and this matter neither increases 
nor diminishe.s, Kal 7rp0s To'is oth' 
lf:>.:>.o ,,., (so Mull., but the text is 
corrupt, and its restoration very 
uncertain) 'Yi!'verai oUO' arrolvfryei. 

1 Arist. Metaph. i. 4, 985 a, 
31, cf. c. 7, 988 a, 20; De Gen. et 
Corr. ii. 1, 328 b, 33 sqq. Cf. 
Karsten, 334. The word crTo,xe,ov 
is moreover not Empedoclean, as 
it is almost needless to observe. 
Plato is cited as the teacher who 
:first introduced it into scientific 
language (Eudemus ap. Simpl. 
Phys. 2, a, Favorin. ap. Diog. iii. 
24 ). Aristotle found it already 
in vogue; as we see from the ex
pression Ta 1<.aJ\oVµEVU. U'ToLxeta 
(cf. Part. II, b, 336, 2nd ed.) 
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tion of -Pherecydes and Anaximenes, only the triple 
division of Heracleitus, the five-fold division of Philo
laus (probably already connected with Empedocles), 
and Anaximander's two opposite categories of warm and -
cold. Why Empedocles fixed the number of his 
elements at four, we cannot discover, either from his 
own fragments, or from the accounts of the ancients. 
At first sight it might seem that he arrived at his 
theories in the same manner as other philosophers 
arrived at theirs, viz., through observation and the 
belief that phenomena were most easily to be explained 
by this means. But in that case his doctrine was 
anticipated in the previou~ philosophy. The high esti
mation in which the number four was held by the Pytha
goreans is well known. Yet we must not exaggerate 
the influence this may have had on Empedocles, for in 
his physics he adopted little from Pythagoreanism, and 
the Pythagorean school, even in its doctrine of elemen
tary bodies, followed other points of view. Of the 
elements of Empedocles we find three in the primitive 
substances of Thales, Anaximenes, and Heracleitus, and 
the fourth in another connection, with Xenophanes and 
Parmenides. Heracleitus speaks of three elementary 
bodies ; and the- importance of this philosopher in re
gard to Empedocles will presently be shown. The three 
ground-forms of the corporeal admitted by Heracleitus 
might easily be developed into the elements of Empe
ilocles; if the liquid fluid and the vaporous element, 
water and air, were distinguished from each other in 
the customary manner, and if the dry vapours, which 
Heracleitus had reckoned as part of the supreme 
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element, were considered as air. 1 The three elements 
of Heracleitus seem to have arisl:'n from the doctrine 
propounded by Anaximander and afterwards maintained 
by Parmenides, viz., the fundamental opposition of the 
warm and the cold, by the introduction of an inter
mediate stag·e between thei;n. On the other hand, the 
five elementary bodies of Philolaus represent a develop
ment, based on geometrical and cosmological concep
tions, of the four elements of Empedocles. This doctrine, 
therefore, appears to have been in a state of constant 
progression, fromAnaximanderto Philolaus, and the num
ber of the elements to have been always on the increase. 
But though Empedocles declared the four elements to 
be equally original, he, in fact, as Aristotle says, reduces 
them to two; for he sets fire on one side, and the three 
remaining elements together on the other ; so that his 
four-fold division is seen to originate in the two-fold 
division of Parmenides.2 When, however, later writers 
assert that his starting-point was the opposition of the 

1 Aristotle also mentions the 
theory of three elements, fire, air, 
and earth ( Gen. et Corr. ii. 1, 329 
a, 1 ). Philop. in h. l. p. 46 b, 
refers this statement to the poet 
Ion: and in fact Isocrates does 
say of him (1r. itvn1i6<T. 268) "Iwv Ii' 
oll ,rJ\.efoJ -rpt&v [i<fnJa'EV elvcu -rd. 
llvTa]. Similarly Harpocrat. "Iwv. 
This statement may be true of Ion, 
even if (as Bonitz, Ind. Arist. 821 
b, 40 and Prantl. Arist. Werke, ii. 
,505 remark) the passage in Aris
totle may relate, not to Ion, but 
to the Platonic 'divisions ' (Part 
rr. a, 380, 4, 3rd edition), in which 
an intermediary is at fir,t dis
tinguished from fire and e:1.rth, 
and is then divided into water 

ancl air. Ion may have borrowed 
his three elements from Hera
cleitus; he c<in hardly have in
fluenced Empedocles, as he seems 
to have been younger. 

2 Metaph. i. 4, 98/J a, 31: gn 
0€ 7C(, cbs iv VA11s ei'Oet Ae-y6µEva 
a'TDLXe'i'a TErrapa 7rp&roS' ehrev· ob 
µ~v xp7Jral 'YE rET-raprnv, lx/1../\., &s 
Ovo-lv oOa-t µ&vots, 1rupl µ.h, Ka)J' a.OTO 
-ro?s l? &v-rzKELµEvoL'; &s µ.tq, <fn)crEt, 
J'V 'TE ,ca.l, &Ept Kal .... fJO~n. .... Acf~ot .... O' 
av 'TLS av'TO 6Eoopwv EK TCdV E?J"WV, 

De Gen. et Corr. ii. 3, 330 b, 19: 
~VWL 0, Efl8Vs TErTapa A.l')lov<J'Lv, o'fov 
'Eµ.1rEOo,cA.1]s. crvvd7EL OE 1eal oVTos 
~ls 'T~ OVo· 'T(p 'Yap ,rvpl Td.A.7\.a 1rcf.vTa 
a.V'J"LTLfJ7JO'tV. 
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warm and the cold, or that of the rare and the dense, 
or even of the dry and the moist,1 this is doubtless an 
inference of their own, uncountenanced by Empedocles, 
either in these expressions or elsewhere with such dis
tinctness in bis writings ; and the statement that in 
the formation of the universe the two lower elements 
are the matter, and the two higher the efficient instru
ments,2 is still farther from his opinion. 

The four fundamental substances then, being ele
ments, are necessarily primitive; they are all underived 
and imperishable. Each consists of qualitatively homo
geneous parts, and without changing their nature they 
pass through the various combinations into which they 
are brought by means of the variability of things.3 

1 Of. the passages from Alex
ander, Themistius, Philoponus, 
Simplicius and Stobreus, ap. Kars
ten, 340 sqq. 

2 Hippol. Refut. vii. 29, p. 384. 
Empedocles assumed four elements 
060 µ~v VAiK?t, "}'ijv Kal fSOoop, OtJo OE 
6p'Yava

1 
ols TCl. UA_LKct K'?(J'µ_,ey,ra, ,c~l 

µera/3aAA.erat, 1rvp KCt..L cu:pa, Ova 
0~ TC!. lp'}'a(6µEva . . . veilios n:al 
·cp,71.iav, which is repeated after
wards. The doctrine of this philo
sopher is still more decidedly mis
represented by the same author 
i. 4 (repeated ap. Oedren, Synops. 
i. 157 B), in the statement, prob
ably taken from a Stoic or Neo
Pythagorean source) : T1JV rnv 
1ravTOs &px1Jv 11E'i1ws Kai <fJtALav ~</>'IJ" 
Kal TO T?]S µ.ovaoos voepov 1rvp TOV 
8e0v Kak O'vveuTJ.vm JK ,rvpOs 7(t 
1r&.vTa Ka£ els 1rVp C1.va7\V87/<Te<r0ai. 
On the other hand Karsten, p. 
343, is incorrect in saying that 
Empedocles, according to Hippo
lytus, opposed fire and water one 

VOL. II, K 

to the other, as the active and the 
passive principle. 

• V. 87 (114, 88 M) :-
,ruVTa ;rap ~d T€ 1rdvTa 1eal 1/>..fna. 

'}'EJJ'VaV EO..(]'L 7 

TLµ?]S o' ll.i\.l\.71s 1'71.i\.o /J,EOE£ 7rd.pa 
O'?)Oos EK&.cr-rq,. 

V. 89, vide supra, p. 125, 2; V. 
10-! (132, 128) :-
EK -rWv 1rd.118' Ocra T' ijv Ocra T' EuO', 

Oo-a r' €<J'Tc1..t lnr[CTuw, Text 
uncertain. 

6Ev0ped .,., if3A&.a-r7Jue xal (J,p/pEs 1}0~ 
-yuvaLKes, 

8~pEs, ,.,, u,_lwvol TE Kal VOaro8pEµµoves 
,xBvs, 

Kc,,l TE 8eol 0071.£xafoJVES T£µfj0'£ q,ep<· 
<1'TOt. 

a(n?t ")'ap EUTLJI Ta.VTa {h' 0.AA~Awv 
OE 8€ovra 

')'(')'VE'T(U &Ai\OLW1Tt£ 0 a,c£7rTVGLS '}'Cl.p 
&µei{3E£. 

Of. p. 122, 2. Also V. 90 sc;q., 
60 sqq. (supra, p. 122, 2; 123, 2); 
Arist. Metapk. i. 3 ( supra, p. 123, 1 ), 
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They are also equal as to mass,1 though they are 
mingled in particular things in the most various pro
portions, and are not all contained in each particular 
thing.2 The peculiar traits, however, by which they 
are distinguished from one another, and their place in 
the structure of the universe, Empedocles does not seem 
to have precisely determined. He describes fire as warm 
and glittering; air as fluid and transparent; water as 
dark and cold; earth as heavy and hard.3 He some
times attributes to earth a natural motion downwards, 
and to fire a similar motion upwards ; 4 but his utterances 
on the subject are not always consistent.5 In this, how-
iii. 4, 1000 b, 17; Gen. et Gorr. ii. 
l; ii. 6, ibid. i. l, 314 a, 24 (cf. 
l)e Gmlo, iii. 3, 302 a, 28, and 
Simpl. IJe Gmlo, 269 b, 38 ; Schol. 
513 b); IJe Gmla, iii. 7 (supra, p. 
125, 1); IJe Melissa, c. 2, 97 5 a, 
and other passages ap. Sturz, 152 
sqq., 176 sqq., 186 sqq., and Kar
sten, 336, 403, 406 sq. 

• This at any rate seems to be 
asserted by the IG'a ,,-<fVTa in the 
V(lrses just quoted, which gram
m,1tically may with 11Mo:a also 
relate to -yevvav ( of like origin). 
Arist. Gen et Gorr. ii. 6 sub init. 
enquires whether this equ,1lity is 
an equality of magnitude or of 
power ? Empedocles doubtless 
made no distinction between them. 
He connects the word · as little 
with -yevvav as Simplicius does, 
Phys. 34 a. 

2 Of. (besides what will pre
sently be said as to the proportions 
of the primitive elements in this 
admixture) V. 119 (154, 134 M) 
sqq., where the mixture of matter 
in various things is compared with 
the mixing of colours by which 
the painter reproduces these things 

in a picture : a.pµovlv µf!avTe Ta. 
µev ,r/1.ew lt/\/1.a ll' e/1.auuw. Bran
dis, p. 227, has been led, by 'an 
error in the punctuation iu V. 129, 
corrected by later editors, to dis
cover in these verses a meaning 
alien alike to the works and the 
standpoint ofEmpedocles, viz., that 
all the perishable has its cause in 
the Deity, as the work of art has 
in the mind of the artist. 

3 V. 96 (124, 120 M) sqq., 
which, however, are very corrupt 
in the traditional texts. V. 99, 
which has been restored, though 
not satisfactorily, perhaps began 
thus: alfJEpa (l Ws XELTat, From 
this passage the statement of Aris
totle is taken, Gen. et Gorr. i. 315 
b, 20; Plut. Prini. Frig. 9, 1, p. 
948; but, on the other hand, Aris
totle seems to refer in another 
place, IJe Respir. c. 14, 477 b, 4 
( 6<pµ/,v 7ttp elvai Tb ~-ypbv ?jTTOV TOU 
a.epos ), to some subsequent passage 
now lost from the poem. 

4 Of. p. 144, 1. 
5 We shall find later examples 

of this. Of. Pint. Plae. ii. 7, 6; 
and Ach. Tat. in Arat. c. 4, end; 
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ever, there is nothing that transcends the simplest 
observation. Plato and Aristotle were the first to 
reduce the qualities of elements to fixed fundamental 
determinations, and to assign each element to its 
natural place. 

Even without the testimony of Aristotle I it would 

these, following perhaps the same e,ca,Prov. But it is clear that this 
source, assert that Empedocles as- only means: Empedocles himself 
signed no definite place to the ele- altogHther denied that the four ele
ments, but supposed each element ments arose out of one another; 
capable of occupying the place of nevertheless in his doctrine of the 
the rest. Aristotle says, IJe Cxlo, Sph~iros, he indirectly admits, 
iv. 2, 309 a, 19: Empedocles, like without perceiving it, that they have 
Anaxagoras, gave no explanation such an origin; for if the unity of 
of the heaviness and lightness of all things in the Sphairos he taken 
bodies. in its strict acceptation, the quali-

1 Gen. et Corr. i. 8, 325 b, 19: tative differences of the elements 
'Eµ1re60,cAei' oe .,-a /LEV /ill.I.a <j,avepov must disappear; and the elements 
3n .u•xp, Tow <TTo<x<fwv l!x« T1JV consequently, when they issue from 
"f<V<<T<v Kal .,-17v <j,Ropav, abrwv. oe the Sphairos, must form themselves 
-roVTwJJ 'lf'Ws 'Y[ver,u ,ad <:f>BelpEraL 7{) anew out of a homogeneous sub
<T':pev,6µe;1ov µl,"l';eos o,iir: ori"-o;' stance. It is not that a statement 
oure <vo•x•ro:i 71.E"fE<V aurq, /LrJ 71.e- is here att!'ibuted by Aristotle to 
·,ovn 1<al rov ,ruphs Elva, <TTo,xe7ov, Ernpedocles which contradicts the 
bµoiws OE ,cal TWV li.>.71.wv a,rrivTwv. rest of his theory; Empedocles is 
(In De Cxlo, iii. 6, 305 a, and Lu- refuted by an inference not derived 
cretins, i. 746 sgq., it is denied that from himself. Nor can it be proved 
J~mpedocles held the theory of from J,,fctaph. iii. l, 4, that Aris
atoms.) These distinct assertions totlc designated the uniform na
would be in direct opposition to ture, from which the elements are 
Aristotle himself, if he really said said to proceed, as <j,i/1.(a. In Me
what Ritter ( Gesch. d. Phil. i. 533 taph. iii. 1, 996 a, 4, he Rsks the 
sq.) finds in him, namely that all question : 1roT<pov TO ~v ,cal TO bv, 
four elements are properly derived ,ca8&.1rep o[ ITu8a"f6pEw< ,ca, IT/1.riTwv 
from one nature, which underlies ¥i\eyev, oVx ETEp6v 7[ Eurw &A.i\1 

all differences, and is, more exactly, ou<Tia TWP tvrwv, 1'J ot, a.71."A.' lnp6v 
<j,,"A.{a. This, however, is incorrect. n TO lJ1ro1<e(µ.evov, &<T1rep 'Eµrreoo,cl\.ris 
Aristotle says ( Gen. et Corr. i. 1, </JrJ<T< <j,,"A.fav, ltll."11.os oe ns 1rvr, b o~ 
315 a, 3), that Empedocles contra- vowp, b OE Mpa. Here he does not 
dieted himself: clµa µEv "f«p o/i speak of the primary matter of the 
<1>11rr<v hepov i~ hepov "flpe<T8o:i TWP four elements in reference to the 
O'rotxe[wv oUOfv, &Ai\Ct 'Tft/\)\o; 1rdvTa. <;!>tAfa,butthP. <J>iAia(whichAristotle, 
be -roiJTwv, {},µa a~ 8-rav Els iv <J'uva- as the-. uniting principle, calls the 
"f&.-y17 T1JV a ... a<Tav <j,V<T<v 1T"ll.1Jv -rov One, in the same manner as, e.g., 
ve(,caus, e,c -rov lvos "l("fv<rrea, 1r&.:>..,v the principle of limitation is called 

K 2 
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be obvious that the four elements of Empedocles could 
not be derived from any other more primitive element. 
It is plainly, therefore, the result of a misunderstanding 1 

when later writers assert that he made atoms as con
stituent parts of the elements precede the elements 
tbemselves:2 Yet on one side bis doctrine might have 
given rise to this opinion. For as, according to him, 
the primitive substances are subject to no qualitative 
change, they can only be connected together mechani
cally ; and even their chemical combinations must be 
reduced to such as are mechanical. The mixture of 
substances is only brough·t about by the entrance of 
the 'particles of one body into the interstices between 
the parts of another. The most perfect combination, 

1repas, and the formative principle 
ei/Jos) serves merely as an example, 
to show that the concept of the 
One is employed, not only as sub
ject, as by Plato and the Pythago
reans, but also as predicate ; what 
the passage asserts of the cp,/1.[a is 
merely this : the cp,/1.la is not U nrty, 
conceived as a subject; but a snb
ject to which Unity, as predicate, 
belongs. This likewise holds good 
of c. 4, where it is said in the same 
sense and connection : Plato and 
the Pythagoreans consider unity 
as the essence of the One, and 
Being as the essence of the ex
istent ; so that the existent is not 
distinct from Being, nor the One 
from Unity : oI o~ 1repl cpvrrews oiov 
'E,wreoo1</l.i'is &s els -y11wp,µ.t!rrepo11 
&vd7oov A.~7e, 3 TL TO iv 1'11 lo-Tiv tv 
011 (so it must be written, if~" ilv 
be considered as one conception
' that which is One ; ' or else it 
must be read as by Karsten Ernp. 
p. 318; Brandis, Bonitz, Schweg-

ler, and Bonghi in k. l. adopt from 
Cfd- -fb. 8 ~! ,roTe T~ c!v errnv) o&(et< 
-yap a// /1.eyew TOVTO T~P cp,/1.,av 
,Iva,. The statements, therefore, 
of Aristotle on this point do not 
contradict each other; while, on 
the other hand, most of the ~ensures 
which Ritter passes on his state
ments respecting Empedocles, on 
closer examination, appear to be 
groundless. 

1 Plut. Plac. i. 13: 'E. ,rpo TWP 
Te'1udpCt1v cr'Totxelcvv 8pcdJ<rµ.ccra JAd
xurTa, ofovel O"Totxe7a 7rp0 t1'TOLXEfo)11, 
clµ.owµ.epri, ihrep et1Tl <1TpO'J''fV/l.a. 
The same, with the exception of the 
last words ( on which cf. Sturz, 153 
sq.) in Stob. Eel. i. 341. Similarly 
Plac. i. I 7 (Stob. 368 ; Galen. c. 
10, p. 258 K). 

2 It is equally improper, ac
cording to what we haYe just been 
saying, to suppose with Petersen, 
Pkilol.-Hist. Stud. 26, that the 
Sphairos as Unity was first, and 
that the four elements arose from it. 
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therefore, of several substances is only an assemblage 
of atoms, the elementary natura of which is not altered 
in this process : it is not an actual fusing of the atoms 
into a new snbstance.1 And when one body arises out 
of another, one is not changed into the other, but the 
matters .which already existed as these definite sub
stances merely cease to be intermingled with others.2 

But as all changes consist in mingling and unmingling, 
so when two bodies are apparently separated by the 
different nature of their substance, the operation @f one 
upon the other can only be explained on the hypothesis 
that invisible particles segregate themselves from the 
one and penetrate into the apertures of the other. The 
more complete is the correspondence between the aper
tures in one body and the emanations and small 
particles of another, the more susceptible is the former 
to the influence of the latter, and the more capable of 
mixture with it.3 According to the theory of Empedo-

1 According to later use of 
words (vide Part m. a, 115, 2, 2nd 
ed.), all mixture is a ,rapc5.8e,ns ; 
there is ... no 0"'~1}:VG"LS, a~y more 
than a Kpucns o, ol\wv. 

2 Arist. De CrPlo, iii. 7 (supra, 
p. 125, 1), to which the commenta
tors (ap. Karsten, 404 sq.) add 
nothing of importa,nce. 

• Arist. Gen. et Corr. i. 8 : Tots 
µ.Ev oliv OoKel ,rda'XELV EKao"'TOV Ouf. 
TLvwv 1r6pwv el,n6vros ToV 1rowVvTos
Eo-xd.Tov Ka.l Kvpu,.,Tcl:rou, Kal -roVrov 
TDV Tp61rov ,cc,l opijv ,cc,l &.,co{mv 
71µcis tpaO"l ,cal 'rd.S li.71.l\as al1T8f/1Tets 
alcr8&.veo"8ai '11'&.o-as, f·n OE OpcirrOa, 
Ouf. -re U..Epos Kal VOaTos «al -rWv 
Otaq>avWv Ou:t -rO 1T6pous Exeiv Uop&.
TOIJS µ,Ev (>Ltt µucp67TJTCI.,, 1TVICVOVs oe 
«al Kara u-rol)(ov, KaL µ,UJ....Aov fxew 

7(/,, Ozacpav?] µU-,,.>,.011. ol µEV ofiv thrl 
Tw&'Jv__ off;oo Oid,p:a~'V, f!cnrEp '~µ.1re
OoKA.1JS ov µ.&'Vov e,ri 'TWV 1rowvvTwv 
Kal 1raux6Jl'TWV &.i\i\0:. Kal µf711ua6a[ 
</>1JITLV (in Cod. L, </>1J""' is substi
tuted for ,PaO"lv) 3awv ol 1r6put O"VJJ.a 
µeTpo[ ~lcTLV • ~'o'f 0~ µdAL<f'Ta. 1to:l 
,repl 1'U.V'TWV EVt AO"f'f' Otwp[,carn 
AelncL1r1ros Ka.l ~1}µ/ncpt'TOS (for 
they, as is afterwards said, 
explained not merely individual 
phenomena, but the formation and 
change of bodies by reference to 
.empty interspaces). Philop. in 
k. t. sq. 35 b, and Gen. Anim. 59 
a (both passages in Sturz, p. 344 
sq.), gives nothing more, for the 
statement in Gen. Anim. that Em
pedocles called 'the full' vaO"'ra, 
confuses this philosopher with DB-
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cles, this is pre-eminently the case when two bodies are 
alike; therefore, be says, the like in kind and easily 
mingled are friendly to each other ; like desires like ; 
whereas those which will not intermingle are hostile to 
each other.1 This whole theory is closely allied to that 
mocritus (vide infra, the Atomists). 
On the other hand, Aristotle's ac
count is confirmed in a remarkable 
m;i,nner by Plato, Meno, 76 C: 
OlncoVv >..i:ye-re Cl:1rop[Jods ,.,.,vo.s TiiJv 
i>wroov KaT, 'Eµ1reOotti\.Ea ; - EcpOOpa 
'j'E.-Ka.l 1r6povs, els oVs 1eal OL' 6Jv 
at &:rropf,oal 1ropeVov-rat; - IIdvv ,'E. 

-Ka.l TWv &1ropp0Wv TCl.s µEv &pµ6T
TElTI Evfots -r&v 1r6pw11, 7(/s OE EA.dr
TOll~ t µel(ovs Eiva.1, ; - "Eu-r, TaVTa. 
Colour is then defined in accord
ance with this : a:1roppo71 (J'X7//Jo&:rwv 
~,jm (J'V~,µ.erpos Kal al(J'81)T6s. Cf. 
Theophr. De Sensu, 12 : 31'.ws -yap 
1ro1e'i '1'7/V µ.l~iv -rfi (J'Vµµ.eTpl<f 7Wv 
1r6pwv- ll,61rep f1'a.wv µ.~v .al l!owp 
oU µ[')'VVtI8a,, 'Ta O' ir.i\Aa. v,,pa #Cal 
1re=pl Ou"'v 01] Ka-rapd)µe'vrat -rCXs lDfas 
1<pa(J'e1s. Of our fragments, v. 189 
relates to this subject; also espe
cially v. 281 (267, 337 M) :-
-yvw8' 3,,., ,ra.v'l'wv el(J'lv lmo/Jpoa.l, 3(1'0" 

i7EvovTo. 

V. 267 (253, 323 M) :-
ToUs µEv,_ 1r~p, 0.11E7reµ:rr, EfJEAov 1rpOs 

0/J,OIOV Ll<E(J'8o;1, 

V. 282 (268, 338) :-
&s ""('AVKfl µ.Ev ""('A.v,cfJ µ&p1rTe, 7rLKp0v 

o' ,1,rl 71'11<pov 6povcrev, 
o~v o' <11r' o~v M11, oa.1'.epov, oa1'•pre a' 

E1rExeue11. 

'i', 284 (272, 340 M) :-
o'tvcp fJOwp µ.Ev µUA.Aov E11&p8µwv, 

alnO.p EA.afcp oiJK E8h,.eL. 

V. 286 (274, 342 M) :-

pV,nrrp 6~ 'YJ...a.u,cf, KdKKov ,caraµ[(J'"}'e
,..a., 6.ziOos. 

' V. 186 (326, 262 M.) :
lt.pOµta µEv -yap 1rdve' afJTWV E-yEvoP'TO 

µfpErF(ftV, 
1/AEl!:'l'Wp 'l'E xM,v TE Kal ovpavos 7/0€ 

8&.i\aucra, 
Ocrcra vu11 Ev 8111JT0LffwCl.1ro1ri\o:yx6E11Ta 

'lrE</JVl<EV, 
&s O' aVrws 3ffa 1CpU.C1tv E'1rapTEa. 

µ'a?i.A.ov lcunv, 
Cl,A,>,:f(A.ots ~crTepKTat, Oµo,w6€v-r' 'A

<J>pollkp. 
lx8p0. 0' 1br' 0.A.? ... :f}Awv 1rAeLarov OLE-

xov,nv &µu,ra, etc. 

Arist. Eth. N. viii. 2, 1155 b, 7; 
cf. preceding note : ro -yap 3µ.owv 
-rou oµ.olou iq,leuea, ('Eµ..-. </>11"' ). 
Eth. Eud. ,ii. 1, 1235 a, 9 (.frf. 
Mor. ii. 11, 1208 b, 11): o/ oe 
q,v(J'w.\6-yo, Kal '1'7JV 31'71v <J>V(J'tV 
o,aKO<T/J,OU(J'IV C1.pX7/V ,\a/30V'1'ES '1'0 
3µ.owv Uvai 1rpos 'l'O 3µ.owv, ll,o 
'Eµ.1reoo•1'ris 1<al T7JV 1<vv' fq,71 1<a8ri
cr8a1, E,rl 77}s KEpaµLOos Dul TO fXEW 
1r1'.e<(J'TO" Zµ.owv. Plato, Lys. 214 
B: In the writings of the natural 
philosophers we read 3,,., 'l'O 3µ.owv 
-ri 6µo£r.p &.11&.7Kp &el cpl'Aov eivat. 
Empedocles found an example of 
this elective affinity in the attrac
tion of iron to the magnet. He 
supposed that after the emanations 
of the magnet have penetrated into 
the pores of the iron, and the air 
which choked them had been ex
pelled, powerful emanations from 
the iron pass .,into the symmetri
cal pores of the magnet, which 
draw the iron itself and hold it 
fast. Alex. Aphr. Qua11,t. Nat. ii. 
23. 
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of the Atomists. The small invisible particles take 
the place of the atoms, and pores the place of the 
void. The Atomists see in bodies a mass of atoms 
separated by empty interspaces ; Empedocles sees in 
them a mass of particles which have certain openings 
between them. 1 The Atomists reduce the chemical 
changes in bodies to the alternation of the atoms; Em
pedocles reduces them to the alternation of particles of 
matter which in their various combinations remain, as 
to quality, as unchanged as the atoms.2 Empedocles 
himself, however, admitted neither an empty space 3 

1 Whether these openings are 
themselves entirely empty, or are 
filled with certain substances, espe
cially with air, Empedoc!es never 
seems to have enquired. Philopouus, 
Gen. et Gorr. 40 a, b, who ascribes 
to him the second of these opinions, 
in contradistinction to theAtomists, 
is not a trustworthy authority. 
According to Arist. Gen. et Gorr. 
i. 8, 326 b, 6, 15, we must conclude 
( in spite of what is quoted above 
as to the magnet) that Empedocles 
never arrived at any general defi
nition on this point; for he refutes 
the hypothesis of the pores on both 
presuppositions. 

2 Arist. Gen. et Gorr. ii. 7, 
334 a, 26: bce!voLs 'YCl,P roLs Ai7ov
cnv l!J<T1tep 'Eµ1reOo,ci\?}s 1r!s {crTaL 
-rp61ros (T?}s "YevE<rEws TWv <Twµdrwv); 
avd.-yw11 'Yc}.P urJ118€<FLV elvcu 1eaOd.1rep 
J! 1r/\.!118wv ,cal A.[ec.,,v To"ixos· Kal TO 
µL"'fµa OE ToVro lie <T6J(oµEvwv µEv 
1crTat TCdl' <J'Toixefo,v, Ka-rct µ,Kpci 
o~ 1rap' ll/1./1.71/1.a (]'vy1mµ.evwv. De 
G(P,lo, iii. 7 (supra, p. 125, 1); 
Galen in Hippocr. De Nat. Hom. 
i. 2, end, T. xv. 32 K.: 'Eµ.or. ,g 
ltµeTa/3A:l1Tf.lJV TiiJv 'TET-rdpwv tJ'TOL
xelwv ~7eho 7[7ve(]'8a, ·dw -rwv 

<1vv6Erw11 uooµ&.Twv cpVcnv, oi:'T'ws 
G.vaµeµL-yµEvwv &.A.A.7}>..ots TWv 1rpW~ 
'Tf.dV, &s e't TLS' AetdJ<tas C.Kpt{3Ws Kal 
xvorl,071 1rodwas fov a:cil xa/1.o:lnv 
1eal , Ka~µe(:x,v,.. Kal , µurV µ(!etev ~s 
µ.1)D<V eg Cf.V'TWV OVVCI.IT8Ct.L µ.eTCt.XELpL

<Ta<T8Cf.L xwpls hepov. Ibid. c. 
12, sub init. 49 : According to 
Empedocles, all things are formed 
from the four filements, ob µ.hv 
KEK~aµEvwv , -ye BL' &.A..>,,.fJA<,;v, "-?--AU. 
"'""" µ.,o:pa µ.6p,a 1rapC1.KELµ.evw11 
TE a:al ,j,av6v-rwv. Hippocrates 
first taught the mixing of 
the elements. Aristotle, there
fore, Gen. et Gorr., uses this ex
pression for the several elemental 
bodies: av-rwv -rov-rwv -ro (]'Wpev6µ.e
vov µ.e7,8os, and in Plut. Plao. i. 24 
1,Stob. i. 414), it is said of Empe
docles, Anaxagoras, Democritus, 
and Epicurus together: (]'VJ'Kp[(]'ELS 

µ°Ev «al Ota1cp(<1eis ela'd.')'OV<Tt, 'YevE
uets 0€ 1eal cp9opcts oV ,cupfo,s. ob ')'Ctp 
Ka-rct 'To 1r0 LO 11 e~ &.>..Ao ,w tJ'EW s' 
KU.Ta C>E TO 7r'00'0v Etc tJ'UVU.9pot

(J' µo V Ta.VTa.s -y(-yvecrOat. 
3 Of. v. 91, supra, p. 122, 2; 

Arist. De G(Elo, iY. 2, 309 a, 19: 
l~LOL µiv oi1v '-r~v µ~ <f>ct<TKDVTW~ 
e!va, o:evov ov8ev li,wp<(]'Cf.11 ,rep, 
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nor atomR,1 though his doctrine must logically lead to 
both.2 Nor can we certainly attribute to him the con
ception that the primitive substances are composed of 
very small particles, which in themselves are capable of 
farther subdivision, but are never really divided.3 This 
definition seems, indeed, to be required by what is said 
of the symmetry of the pores; for if thP-se substances 
are infinitely divisible, there can be no pores too small 
to allow a given substance to enter. All substances, 
therefore, must be able to mingle with all. But, as 
Empedocles was inconsistent in regard to the void; he 
may likewise have been so in regard to the smallest 
particles. Aristotle himself gives us to understand that 
he knew of no express utterance of this philosopher on 
this point. We may therefore conjecture that he never 
turned his attention to it, but was content with the 
indeterminate notion of the pores, and the entrance of 
substances into them, without any further investigation 
of the causes in which the elective affinity of bodies 
originates. 

But it is. only on one side that things can be ex
plained by corporeal elements. These definite phenomena 
are produced when substances combine in this particular 
manner and in this particular proportion; but whence 
Kovcpov Kal {3apeos oiov 'Ava!a16pas 
Kal 'Eµ1re1ioK.>.ijs. Theophr. De 
Sensu, § 13; Lucretius, i. 742, not 
to mention other later writers, such 
as Plut. Plac. i. 18, who repeat 
that verse. 

1 Of. the passages q noted p. 
133, 2. 

2 Of. Arist. Gen. et Corr. i. 1, 
325 b, 5 : uxe1ilw 1ie Kal 'Eµ1re1io
KAEL O.vu.-·y1ea"iov AE7e,v, &cnrEp ,cal 

AevK,1r1r6s cf>111nv. elvai -yitp li.TTa 
cr-repeCI., CI.Ota.lpETa OE, El µ1} 1rd.vr'f} 
,r,/po, ITUVE)(ELS eluw. Ibid. 326 b, 6 
sqq. 

3 ,A1st. De Cre_lo, iii., 6, 3f 5 a, 
1 : e, 1ie ,r7fi,re7a, ,rov 7/ 1i,a.>.vcns 
[ -r6Jv <J'wµd.TCl)J/ ], 'nTDL aroµov E<J'-rm 
.,.1, uwµa ~v ip 1uTaTai, 1'J 1i,afpeTov 
µEv oV µlvroi O,a,peB11<TOµevov oVOE
,rorf, 1Ca8&.1rep Ea,1eev 'Eµ.1reDo,ci\.7Js 
{3ov.>.eu8aL AE')'ELV, 
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comes it that they combine and separate? What is, 
in other words, the moving cause? Empedocles cannot 
evade this question, for bis chief object is to make 
Becoming and Change comprehensible. On the other 
hand, be cannot seek the cause of motion in matter ; 
for having transferred the Parmenidean conception of 
Being to the primary elements, be can only regard 
these as unchangeable substances, which do not, like 
the primitive matter of Heracleitus and Anaximenes, 
change their form by their own inherent force. 
Though he must necessarily allow to them movement 
in space, in order not to make all change in things 
impossible, yet the impulse cannot lie in themselves 
to move and to enter into combinations by which 
they, in their being and nature, are untouched. Em
pedocles never taught that the elements have souls, 
though this doctrine has been ascribed to him.1 There 

1 Arist. says, De An. i. 2, 404 no right to suppose that Empedo
b, 8 : aero, ll' brl Th 7wwcr1mv Kal Th cles himself drew the inference, or 
a!crlicl.ve~lia, ;""' 5VTwv (&.1r,/3~e>/;av?, to credit him with a theory which 
ovTo< /le l\e7ovcr, T1)V >/;vx1Jv Tas would alter the whole character of 
a.pxas, al µ.ev ,r/\efovs ,rowvvTes al his system, and make his two effi
lle µ.iav TaV-r7Jv, {/;cr,rep 'Eµ.,r,/loK,\,js cient causes superfluous. Still less 
µEv EK -rWv <TTOtXElwv 1rdv-roov, elvai can be gathered from Gen. et Gorr. 
oe Kal lKa<TTOV >/;vx1Jv-roVTwv • . What ii. 6, end, where Aristotle merely 
he here says of Empedocles, how- observes in opposition to Empedo
ever, is merely his own inference cles: it.;01rov }f Kal ,EL'!} tJ;vx?J bt, T~v 
from the well-known verses; and ,no1x«w1· 1) ev n avTwv , •. Et µev 
this Aristotle gives us clearly to 1rvp .;, 1/;vxh, -ra ..-cl.111] i111'cl.p{et at1Tfi 
understand in the words which fol- ocra 1rvpl fi ,rvp· el lie µtKThv, Ttt 
low, Ai7w11 ofh-w· " 7alv µfv J'ap uwµaTual. Nor can the quota· 
7a,av 01rw1raµ.ev." These verses, it tion, sup. p. 135, 1, prove anything 
is clear, do not assert that the respecting the animate nature of 
various substances are themselves the elem.ents. The fact that they 
animate, but only that they be- were also called gods (Arist. Gen. 
come, in man, the cause of psychic et Corr. ii. 6, 333 h, 21: Stab. Eel. 
activity. If even, on closer en- i. 60, sup. Vol. I. 612, n.; Cic. N. D. 
quiry, the former opinion be de- i. 12, sub init.) is unimportant; as 
ducible from the latter, we have the statement is no doubt founded 
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remains then nothing but to separate moving forces 
from matter, and Empedocles was the first among tlrn 
philosophers to adopt this course. 1 A -single moving 
force, however, does not suffice for him; he feels obliged 
to , reduce the two moments of Becoming-combina
tion and separation, birth and decay-to two different 
forces. 2 Here again, as in the doctrine of the primitive 
substances, he derives the various qualities and con
ditions of things from so many substances originally 
distinct,of which each one, according to the Parmenidean 
concept of Being, has one and the same invariable 
nature. In his representation, Empedocles personifies 
these two forces as Love and Hate; on the other hand, 
he treats them as corporeal substances which are 
mingled in things: they do not belong merely to the 
form of his exposition, but the idea of force is as yet 
not clear to him ; he discriminates it neither from the 
personal beings of mythology, nor from the corporeal 
elements. Its specific import lies only in explaining 
the cause of the changes to which things are subject. 
Love is that which effects the mingling and combina
tion of substances, Hate is that which causes their 
separation.3 In reality, as Aristotle rightly objects, the 

merely on their mythical designa
tions (sup. p. 125, 2), and the same 
may be said of the 1iaiµwv, v. 254 
(239, 310 M). 

1 That is if we leave rmt of our 
account the mythical figures of the 
ancient cosmogonies and of the 
poem of Parmenides, and suppose 
Anaxagoras with his conception of 
vovs to have been later than Em

taught the duality of the efficient 
causes is noticed by Aristotle, 
Metapk. i. 4, 985 a, 29. 

3 V. 78 (105, 79 M) :-
,rup 1<al /!5wp 1<al 7a.ta 1<a.l ai8epos 

1)mov /5,j,os· 
NeLK6s T, oUA..6µ.evov D{xa. TWv, CI.TJ.

A..a.vTov €,ccJ.cr-rcp, 
Kal <Pti\6T71s µerti. To'icr,v, t11r, µ.TJ,c6s 

TE 1r)vl.-ros Te. 
pedocles. 

2 That he was the first who Of the last he goes on to say that 
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two forces cannot be divided, 1 since every new combina
tion of substances is the dissolution of a previous 
combination; and every separation of substances is the 
introduction to a new combination. But it is certain 
that Empedocles did not remark this, and that he 
regarded Love exclusively as the cause of union, and 
Hate as the cause of division. So far, then, as the 
unity of the elements seemed to Empedocles the better 
it is that which unites men in love, 
and it is called 7718o<Tvv71 and 'Acppo
air71. (Empedocles himself calls it 
indifferently <P•"-OT7/S, ,nontJ, 'A
<Ppoalr71, Kt'nrp1s, b.pµ.ovi71.) V. 66 sq. 
mvp. p.124. V. 102 (130, 126 M):-

iv lie , KO'T'f! , a,&.µ.opcpa Kal i!.va,xa 
1ravTa 1reA.ovra, 

ubv Ol ~/3'YJ Jv cpi7'.6T'TJTL ,cal &/1.A~/\.oun 
1ro6etTa.,. 

this; for in that passage the iv 
means not the cp,,._/a but the Sphai
ros. Karsten's objection to the 
1dentifiMtion of the iv and the· 
GVCTia EV011:0!0S, l, C, p. 318, is 
founded on a misconception of 
Aristotle's views). Metaph. xii. 
10, 1075 b, 1: ,hon:ws oE 1<al 
'Eµ,reaoKA.~s· T~V -yap cp,}..iav 1l'O!EL 

.,.o.., &yaeOv· ~VT7} O', apxn Ka} &5:,lfl
vo11<Ta ( <Tvva-ye< -yap) Kal ws v}..71· 

V. 110 sqq. (in/. p. 145) 169 (165, µopiov -yap 'TOV µ.[7µ.a'TOS .•. lho-
189 M) sq. (iiifra, p. 152) 333 n:ov OE ""' TO i!.cpOapTov eTva, TO 
(321, 378 M) sq. (inj. p. 165, 3). ve,Kos. The utter2.nces of later 
With this the accounts of our writers collected by Karsten, 346 
other authorities agree; here we sqq., and Sturz, 139 sqq., 214 sqq., 
shall only quote the two oldest and are merely repetitions and expla
best. Plato, Soph. 242 D (after nations of Aristotle's words. Tho 
what is printed sup. p. 33, 2): unanimity of all our witnesses and 
a/ OE µ.a1'a1<wrepai (Emp.) TO µ.Ev the clearness with which Empedo-
0.el TaVB' ofn-ws fxELv Jx&.AaO"av, €11 cles expresses himself, rna.ke it 
µip« a, TOTE µ.ev iv eT,a[ </)a<r1 TO impossible to suppose that Aris
"f'' 1<al f""~ bn:' '. Acppoai;11s, T,or~ totle (as well as Plato and all 
OE ,ro}..}..a Ka, 7ro}..,µ.,ov avro auT<p ~ubsequent authors) misunderstood 
a,a ve,tcos n. Arist. Gen. et Gorr. his real doctrine, and that loYe 
ii. 6, 333 b, 11: Ti oiv rovrwv (the and strife were not, in his opinion, 
regularity of natural phenomena) the causes of mixing and separa
afrwv; ov -yap atJ n:vp -ye fi 7ij. i',,}..}..a tion, but were merely used in the 
µtJv ovo' iJ cp,}..ia Kal TO ve,Kos · passages we have quoted to describe 
<Tu71<pl<Tews -yap µovov, TO oE li,a1<pl- poetically the conditions of mixture 
<Tews afriov (infra, note 1). On and separation (Thilo, Gesch. d. 
account of its uniting nature, Aris- Phil. i. 45). 
totle even calls the cp,,._t.,. of Em- 1 J:.Jetaph. i. 4, S85 a, 21 : 1<al 
pedocles, the One, Metaph. iii. 1, ' 'Eµ1reoo1<}..ijs ,n:l ,r}..eov p.ev TotTov 
4; cf. sup. p. 131 ( Gen. et Gorr. i. ('Ava(a-yopov) xp~rn, TOLS alTlo,s, 
1, end, has nothing to do with ov µ.tJv o/10' /1<aviiis oi1T' iv TOVTo<s 
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and more perfect state,1 Aristotle is justified in saying 
that he makes, in a certain way, the Good and the Evil 
into principles. 2 Aristotle, however, does not conceal 
that this is merely an inference, never explicitly drawn 
by Empedocles, whose original design extended no 
farther than to represent Love and Hate as the moving 
causes.3 Later writers assert, in contradiction to the 
most authentic ancient testimony and the whole doctrine 
of Empedocles, that the opposition of Love and Hate 

ebplcnm .,-b l,µo'J>..o-yovµevov. ,roi\'J>..axov 
'Y?Vv ... ailr(p 1] µE'~ q>,Al~ Ota.Kp{vet, ~O 
lie 11«1eos crv71ep,vet. 87av µev -yap 
Els __ -rU. ?'ToLxeL~ Od'cr,r'!!TaL ;O -:av inrO 
TOV VEtKOUS, 'TO 'TE 7rVp ELS EJ/ O'U')'

~p[verat K~
1
L TCiJv, lti\~c.,w cr;o,xefwv 

EKa.cProv. oTav Oe ,raA.LV 1rc:t.i.1Ta v11"0 
T'}s cpiA.tas G'vvlw,nv els -rO iv, &va')'-
1eawv ,!~ e1edcr.,-ov .,-cl, µ6p,a 1i,a1eplve
crOa, 1rd'J>..,v. ( Similarly the com
mentators, cf. Sturz, 219 ff.) Ibid. 
iii. 4, 1 OOO a, 24 : 1ea! -ycl.p liv1rep 
ol:178elrJ A.J-yetv ~v 'TLS µaA.frrra bµ.oAo
')'Ovµ,Evoos abrrtp, 'Eµ.rre0o,ci\1}s, ,cal 
oDros raVrOv 1rE1rov8ev · rl87J<Tt µ.Ev 
7(/,p &px1w Ttva ahlav T1}s cpeopcis 
70 veiKos, O&~ELE O' av oil8Ev 11-rrov 
«al ToVro 7evvfj.v E!w -roU Ev&s· 6:1rav
ra 7Up lK roVTov rciA.Ad Ja'rt 1rl\1]v 
l, 8e6s. ibid. b, 10: crvµ{3ai11e, av'Tcp 
70 VEt/COS µrJBev µa'J>..)o.op cpeopas 'I) 'TOV 
eTva.i a't·nov. 6µofws O' ol,O' rJ c/Jli\6T'f/~ 
'TOV elvai· o-uvd:yovcra 70.p els 'To ~JI 

cp8F{pe, .,-ii.M.a. For the criticism 
of Emperlocles's doctrine of Be
coming, cf. Gen. et Corr. i. 1 ; ii. 6. 

1 This is evident from the pre
dicates assigned to Love and Strife; 
fim6cppwv (V. 181) to Love ; ov'J>..6-
µevov (V. 79); 'J>..v-ypbv (335); µa,
v6µevov (382) to Strife; and will 
appear still more clearly from what 
will be said later on of the Sphai
ros and the origin of the world. 

2 f1£etaJJh, i. f, 9,84 b,_ 32 ; t1rel 
OE TavavTta Tots atya8o,s ev6:wra. 
~VE<j,alveTO lv 'Tfi <f>V<ret, Ka.l ob µ6vov 
7d.!ts «al TO Kai\.Ov &i\.AC% Kal CJ.-raf(a. 
«Qt TO ala·xpOv ... oVTCcJS l£A.Aos Tts 

f tAla;' el<r7/~e7Ke ,ea~ ve7,cos, EK~-repov 
EKaTepwv aLTLOV 'TOVTa.•v. EL -ya.p TLS' 

a1eo'/>..ou60[7) 1eal 'J>..a.µ$dvo1 1rpOS 'T1}V 
o,dvo,av 1eal µ1} 1rpos & ,f,e/\'J>..[(ern, 
AE7wv 'Eµ.7re0JKA.1}s, ebp7/aet T1W µEv 
cfnft.Jav al-riav ofHtav TWv O:ya8ciJv, To 
OE vemos -rWv KaKWv· t/JuT· e't 'TLS 
cpo.£7/ 'Tp6,rop 'TIVd. Ka) AE,'ElV Kal 
,rpw'TOV AEJ'ElV 'Tb /CaKbV /Ca) a-ya60P 
&pxa.s 'Eµ:1re00Ki\.Ea, Tcix' &v A.E-yot 
Ka'J>..ws, etc., ibid. xii. 10; sup. p. 138, 
3; cf. Plut. De Is. 48, p. 370. 

3 Vide previous note, and Me
tapk. i. 7, 988 b, 6 : 7b o' oi EPEICG. 

aI 1rpd.fEts Kal a.L µera/307'.al 1ea.l a[ 
1ew1}uets Tp67rov µEv 'TLVa.. AEroucr,v 
a.frwv, oin-w (so expressly and de
cidedly) oi oil 'J>..J-yovcrw, ovli' 8v1rep 
1dcpvn.EV. ol µ.~v 'Yap voVv 7'.E"'/OV'TES r) 
<j>ti\la.v &.is a"Ya..80v r1,lv TL Ta{rras TCts 
alTla.s Ti8Ea.cnv oV µ.1}v &s EvEKd. '}'E 

TOVTWP ~ 011 'I) -y,-yv6µ,ev611 n 'TWV 
OvTwv, ltAA' &s &:rrO TOVT(J)V Tits KL11Y}
ffEtS oifrras AE-yovcriv ... {/Jcr-rE AE"'/E17/ 
Te Kal µ.1/ i\E7etv ,r(J)s uvµ.{3a..lvEL a..VTo'is 
T&:ya8hv a'tTwv· oV -yO.p C/.,1rA&s, lti\i\.C¥ 
1ea.,-ii. crvµf3,{3rJKOS 'J>..e-yovcrw. Similar 
utterances of later writers, ap. 
Sturz, 232 sqq. 
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coincides with the material distinction of the elements: 1 

that by Hate we must understand the fiery, and by 
Love the moist element.2 Modern writers,3 with more 
probability, assign fire to Love, and the other elements 
for the most part to Hate, but do not identify Hate and 
Love with the elements. This again is scarcely admis
sible.4 Still further departing from the real opinion of 
Empedocles, Karsten supposes the six first principles to 
have ·been merely phenomenal forms of one uniform 
primitive force, conceived pantheistically; 5 and other 

1 Simpl. Phps. 33 a : 'Eµ1r. 
-yoVv, «a.l-rot OVo Ev rroLs u-roixelots 
Evav-ruI.,rret'> {nro8Eµevos, 8'fpµ,oV «al 
tf;vxpoU ,1<.a.l ~11~0V, 1s µ.lav 'T0:s O~a 
<TVJJEKopvq>ooue 'T'rJV -rov vel,covs Kal 'T'1/S 
cf.>tA.las, &u7rEp 1ea.l Ta:ln1111 ELs µovd.Da 
T1JV T-ijS C/,vd.')'IC1]S. 

2 Plut. Prim. Frig. P. 16, 8, p. 
952, an utterance which Brandis 
(Rhein. Mus. iii. 129; Gr. Rom. 
Pliil. L 204) should not have treated 
as· historical evidence. 

3 Tennemann, Gescli. d. Phil. 
i. 250 ; Ritter, in Wolfe's Analek
ten, ii. 429 sq. ; cf. Gesch. d. Phil. 
i. 550, with which also our first 
edition, p. 182, agreed. Wendt zu 
Tennemann, i. 286. 

4 Ritter's reasons for this the
ory are the following: Fi1st, be
cause Empedocles, according to 
Aristotle ( sup. p. 128, 2), opposed 
fire to the three other elements in 
common, and in so doing appears 
to have regarded it as superior to 
them ; for he considers the male 
sex as the warmer, refers want 
of intelligence to coldness of blood, 
and represents death and sleep as 
caused by the wasting of the fire 
( vide infra). Secondly, because 
Empedocles, according to Hippoly-

tus, Refut. i. 3, held fire to be the 
divine essence of things. Thirdly, 
because Empedocles himself, v. 215 
( 209, 282 M), says that Cypris 
gave fire the dominion. This last 
statement is based on an oversight; 
the words are xB6va Baqi 1rvpl ow1<e 
1<pa-rv.-a,, 'she gave over earth to 
fire to harden it.' The statement 
of Hippolytus we shall refute later 
on. In regard to Ritter's first and 
principal reason, Empedocles may 
very well have considered fire as 
more excellent than the other ele
ments, and Love as preferable to 
Hate, without therefore making 
the former element the snbstratum 
of the latter. He places Love and 
Hate as two independent principles 
beside the four elements, and this 
is required by his whole point of 
view; everycombjnation of matter, 
even if no fire contributes to it, is 
the work of Love, and every sepa
ration, even if it be effected by fire, 
is the work of Hate. 

5 P. 388: Si vero his involucris 
Empedoclis rationem e.-r,iamus, sen
tentia hue Jere redit : u n am esse 
vim eamque divinam mundum con
tinentem; hanc per quatuor ele
me,nta quasi JJei membra, ut ips~ 
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modern writers represent Love as the sole basis of all 
things and the sole reality ; and Hate as something 
which lies only in the imagination of mortal beings: 1 

whereas the whole procedure of Empedocles shows that 
he never attempted to reduce the various primitive 
forces and primitive substances to one primitive essence.2 

The reasons for this phenomenon have been already in
dicated, and will appear more clearly later on. 

ea appellat, sparsam esse, camque 
cerni potissimum in dnplici actione, 
distractione et contractinne, 
quarum hanc con(iitnctionis, ordinis, 
omnis denique boni, illam pngn@, 
perturbationis omnisqiw mali prin
cipium esse: ha1·wn mittita vi et 
ordinem mundi et m1,tationes effici, 
nmnesque res tam divinas quam 
h1tma11as perpetuo generari, ali, 
variari. Of. Simpl. p. 700, I. 

1 Ritter, Gesch. d. Phil. i. 544, 
558. The statement jnst quoted 
hardly agrees with this. The re
futation of his theory, as well as 
that of Karsten, is involved in the 
whole of this exposition. Ritter 
urges in defence of his view (J ), 
the utterance of Aristotle, Metaph. 
iii. 1 and 2; and (2) that the power 
of Hate only extends over that 
part of existence which, through 
its own fanlt, violently separates 
itself from the whole, and only 
lasts as long as the fault continues. 
The first argument has already 
been refuted (p. 131, 1), and the 
second is based on an improper 
corn bination of two doctrines, which 
Empedocles himself did not com
bine. He refers the dividing of 
the Sphairos, through Hate. to a 
nni,ersal necessity, and not to the 
guilt of individuals ( vide infra) ; 
and it is impossible he should 

refer it to individuals ; for before 
Hate has sep,irated the elements, 
which were mingled together in 
this primitive state, there were no 
individual existences that could be 
in fault. It is also quite incorrect 
to say that Hate in the end 
perishes, and is at last nothing 
more than the limit of the whole ; 
for even if it is excluded from the 
Sphairos, it has not therefore 
ceased to exist; it still continues, 
but so Jong as the time of peace. 
lasts, it ~annot act, because its 
union with the other elements is 
interrupted. (Empedocles's concep
tion of Hate during this period is 
simibr to that of Christianity in 
reg-ard to the devil after the last 
,iudgment, existing, but inactive.) 
Later indeed it again attains to 
power, and becomes strong enough 
to destroy the unity of the Sphairos 
as it did in the beginning of the 
world's development. This it 
could not have done. if in the 
opinion of Empedocles it were 
something unreal. Of. also Bran
dis, Rhein. Mus. ( edition of Niebuhr 
and Brandis), iii. 125 sqq. 

2 The duality of the forces 
acting- in the uni.verse is therefore 
specified by Aristotle as the dis
tinguishing doctrine of Empedocles. 
Metaph. i. 4, sup. p. 140. 2; 138, 2. 
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Such statements then as the foregoing are certainly 
far from satisfactory. These determinate things, formed 
and changed with fixed regularity, could never rernlt 
from the combination and separation of substances unless 
this alternation of matter proceeded according to fixed 
laws to that effect. 1 Empedocles did so little to supply 
this want that we can only suppose he was not conscious 
of it. He calls, indeed, the uniting force harmony; 2 

but this does not imply 3 that the admixture of sub
stances takes place according to a definite measure, but 
only that the substances are combined by Love. He 
gives, in regard to certain objectH, the proportions in 
which the different substances of which they are com
posed are mingled in them,4 Aristotle believes 5 that 

1 As Aristotle shows, Gen. et 
Corr. ii. 6 (s1tpra, p. 139 n.). 

2 V. 202, 137, 394 (214 sq., 
25, ap. Mull. 214, 175, 23). 

3 As Porphyry infers, doubtless 
from V. 202, ap. Simpl. Gateg. 
Schol. in Ari.st. 59 b, 45 : 'E,u.1re-
0oKAe7 . , , cl1rO ,rfis Evapµovfou TWv 
UTOLXE{wv µ{~ews rrd.s 1roi6r7Jras O.va.
cpalvov-r,. 

• V. 198 (211), on the forma
tion of the bones : 

'T/ 0€ xeWv l1ri1Jpos b1 eiHPrEpvo,s 
xad.vou:n. 

OoLW TWv 0KrW µepfwv i\c£xe N~<Pnrios 
at"(A.r,s, 

rE<J'uapa O' 'Hcpa[,rrow· TCG i'.>1 O(J'rEa 
i\evKC'f. 'YEvovTo 

CX,pµov['Y}S K~J\A.p<TLV &,p'1Jp6Ta 8E<T1T'E
O"/r/0ev. 

V. 203 (215): 

1] OE x6dw rroUrounv tO"rr ffvvE1rvpa-E 
µ.q,wa 

rHcpala'Trp T' f>µ/3pff' TE Kal ai.fJEpt 
,rap.<j)av6wwrt, 

KV1rpt5os Opµur(J<{icra TeAtlots fv 
/\tµEvecru,v, 

et-r' Ol\.[7ov µ.e[(wv Et-re 1r'Alov fu-rlv 
~Ad.cruwv, 

iK rWv afµ&. TE 7l11ro ,ad liJ...i\17s 
et6ea fJ'ap"6s. 

5 Part. Anim. i. 1, 642 a, 17: 
,EvtaxoV OE,..7rou ailT~ [Tff <f>~cre,i] Kal 
~,~1r€~0K;:-11s ,.. 7rep,t1rt1rT~L, a7oµevos 

U'lr CWT1JS 'T"JJ'} aA.rJ8Ecas, Kal T1}v 
obcrLav Kal .,r,v cpVcnv &.va'}'Kd(eTaL 
cpdvaL T0v i\670.v eTvm, oTov lH1roVv 
&.1r.JOt00Vs Tl Eu-rtv · ot/-re 7(1.p Ev n 
rWv tT'TOLXEfoJJI AE')'EL abTlJ oi1re OVo 
17 Tpfa othe 1rdv-ra, UAA.Ct A6'}'ov T?]s 
,u.i~ews ahwv. De An. i. 4, 408 a, 
19 : EKa<T"rov 70.p abTWv [ riiJv µ.eAWv] 
.\6-ycp T<Vi ,Pr/O"LV elva, [ b 'Eµ,r. ]. 
Metaph. i. 10. The earlier philo
sophers had indeed derived all 
things from four kinds of causes, 
but only in an obscure and imper
fect manner: ,f;el\l\,(oµev17 7ttp fo<1cev 
7/ r.pc/,-rr, cp,71.ofJ'o,Pia ,repl ,rdvrwv, 
li.re vEa Te Kal Kar' &pxct.s oliua TO 
7rpWTov, f,n~l ,cal 'Eµ,rerioHi\rjs OuToVv 
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this involves the thought that the essence of things 
lies in their form. If so, that thought, as even Aris
totle admits, is not actually expressed by Empedocles: 
it seems rather like an involuntary confession. He 
appears never to have regarded it in the light of a uni
versal principle, as is clear from the evidence adduced 
by Aristotle, for in the various passages in which the 
subject is mentioned, he refers solely to the verse on 
the formation of the bones. He can have found in 
Empedocles nothing approaching to any universal law 
such as Heracleitus enunciates in his propositions con
cerning tbe Reason of the world and the gradations of 
the elementary changes. Empedocles further derives 
much from a movement of the e~ements, which is not 
farther explained, and is so far fortuitous. He had not 
arrived at the doctrine that all natural phenomena are 
regulated by law .1 

76) i\6')'cp <1>11crlv elva.i, ToV-ro O' EO"'Ti 
TO ,-f ~v eiva, 1<al rJ ob<Tia Tov ,rpci:y
µaTos. 

1 Arist. Gen. et Corr. 6, after 
the words quoted, p. 138, 3 : Tov,-o 
O' EuTlv 1/ olnr[a 11 EKcf.CJ'-rou, tJ.A.A." o& 
µ6vov, "µ[~is 'TE Otcii\Aa~[s -re µt'YEv
Tw11," CHJ"Trep EKel116s <fnJ<JLJJ' TVXrJ O' 
brl TOVTWV lwoµd(e,-a, ( cf. Emp. v. 
39, s1tpra ), l,.J,.J1.' 011 J,.6-yos· fon -yap 
µ,xerivm &s frvxEv. Ibid .. p. 334 
a, 1, sup. 'p. 123, 1 (to which noth
ing new is added by Philop. in h. l. 
59 b): OufKpwe µ~v -yd.p 70 ve7«:os, 
1)vex811 ll' lf.vw O al811p obx ~,ro TOV 
ve(1wvs, &Ai\' drE µ.€v <p11crw {/J(]'1rep 
,brO TVxr,s, '' orj'Ta, 7Ci.p rrvvEKvp<J'e 
eEwv -r6Te, cfi\.i\o(h O' 6-A.Aws," OrE 0€ 
</>11<T< 1r•cpv1<eva, TO ,rvp lf.vw cpt!pE<r8a, 
(cf. De Au. ii. 4, 415 b, 28: Em
pedocles says plants grow KrtTw µ~v 

. . . OtCt TO T1]v '}'ijv oVTc.., <f>Epe<1Ba.t 
Ka.T?t. q>{Hnv, ltva, OE OiU TO 1rUp &G'aV~ 
7WS) 0 O' ale-f,p, <f>11!1'i, "µa«pff,n 1La1?t. 
xe6va OVETO pi(ms." (The two 
verses are v. 166 sq., St. 203 sq. K, 
259 sq. M.) PhJs. ii. 4, 196 a, 19: 
Empedocles says : 001< &el TOV &.!pa. 
&11CtJTc£Tw &:1r0Kpfve<t8ai, &.AA.' 2>1rwS' 'b.v 
,-vx11-for which the words o/1-rw 
<TWEKvp<TE, etc., are then quoted. 
Phys. viii. 1, 252 a, 5 (ag'1ir1st 
Plato) : ,ca.l 7ct.p EotKE -rO ofi-rw AE')'EtV 
1rA.c£<1µ.aTt µ&A},.011. Oµofo,s 0€ «al Th 
AJ")'ELJ/ Ori 1rlq:>uKev oi$Tws teal 'TctVTrr11 
Oe7 voµ[(eiv eivat &px1/v, Oirep Eoauv 
'Eµ.1r1=0o~A1]~ av ~L1re'i'v, ,®s ·TO KpctTf'iv 
K~l ILL~ElV ~fl fEPEl T'Y!/' <f>t~lav ,ca2 
TO VEtlCOS U11"apxfl 'TOLS 1rpa-yµ.aUtJ/ 
€~ &vd.7«r,s, i]pe,ae'i'v OE Thv µeTa~O 
;x:p6vov. Similarly l. 19 sqq. Of. 
Plato, Laws, x. 889. What Ritter 
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II.-THE WORLD AND ITS PARTS. 

THE four elements are underived and imperishable. 
The efficient forces are also eternal. Their relation, 
however, is constantly altering, and so the universe is 
subject to change, and our present world to generation 
and destruction. Love and Hate are equally original 

says in Wolf's Analekten, ii. 4,438 
sq., in order to ju~tify Empedocles 
against the censure of Aristotle, is 
not sufficient for this purpose. 
That Empedocles, V. 369 (1), 
describes Transmigration as an 
ordinance of nee,essity and as an 
ancient decree of the gods, is of 
little importance ; as also that he 
represented, V. 139 (66, 177 M), the 
alternating periods of Love and Hate 
as determined by an irreversible 
oath or covenant ( ,r},.a-rvs opKos ). 
That, no dot1bt, involves that every 
period must follow an unchanging 
order, but this order still appears 
as an incomprehensible positive 
ordinance, and as such is only 
maintained in regard to these indi
vidual cases, not in the form of a 
universal law of the world, as with 
Heracleitus. Oicere, De jato, c. 
17, sub init., says that Empedocles 
and others taught : Oinnia itc, fato 
fieri, ut id fatum vim necessitatis 
afferret. Simplicius, Phys. 10n a, 
reckons av&:yKr/ with Love and Hate 
among his efficient causes. Sto
breus, Eel. i. 60 (sup. vol. i. 612 n.), 
says that according to the most pro
bable reading and opinion, he held 
avrl:yKr/ to be the uniform primi
tive base which, in regard to sub
stance, divides itself into the four 
elements, and according to its form, 
into Love and Hate. Stobreus (i. 

VOL. II. L 

160; Pint. Plac. i. 26) accordingly 
defines the Empedoclean avd-yKr/ as 
the essence which makes use of 
the (material) elements and of the 
(moving) causes. Plutarch, An. 
Procr. 27, 2, p. 1026, sees in Love 
and Hate what is elsewhere called 
destiny ; and Simplicius ( szip. p. 
141, 1) maintains more explicitly 
that Empedocles reduced the ele
mental opposites to Love and Hate, 
and Love and Hate to avri-yKr/, 
Themist. Phys. 27 b, p. 191 sq. 
includes Empedocles among those 
philosophers who spoke of &.vri.71<11 
in the sense of matter, These are 
all later interpretations which can 
tell us nothing concerning what he 
really taught, and which, therefore, 
ought not to have found credence 
with Ritter, Gesch. d. Phil. i. 544. 
They no doubt proceed either from 
V. 369 (1) sqq., or from the analogy 
0f Stoic, Platonic, and Pythagorean 
doctrines, or still more likely from 
a desire to find in Empedocles a 
uniform principle. Perhaps, in
deed, Aristotle in the passage 
quoted above, Phys. viii. 1, may 
have given occasion to them. This 
passage, however, only refers, as is 
clear, to Emp. V. 139 sqq. (vide 
infra). Aristotle's cautious lan
guage shows that he cannot be 
alluding to any more definite ex
planation. 
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and equally powerful; but they are not always equally 
balanced: each has dominion alternately.1 At one time 

:{ the elements are brought together by Love, and at 
another they are torn aRtmder 2 by Hate.3 Now the world 
is combined into a unity, and again it is split up into 
plurality and oppositions. Each process, according to 
Empedocles, goes on until on the one hand complete 
union, or on the other complete separation, of the ele
ments is effected; and equally long does the movement 
of natural life continue, and individual existences arise 
and pass away; but as soon as the goal is reached this 

1 V. llO (138, 145 M) :-
Kal "'fO.p ,cal 1rdpos ijv TE ,cal lmrerai, 

ol/0€ 1ro-r>, otw, 
-roVT()JP &.µ.cporEpwv Ketvc/Jcrerat Zfcnre

TOS aldw. 
Iv OE µ€pet ,cpaTEov6t 1rEpt1rAoµE11ow 

1<.V«Aow, 
1<al cp6[vEL els il./1./1.1)/1.a 1<al a//~era, ?v 

/J-'PEL at<J'1)S. 
The subject, as is clear from &µ.-t,o
•dpwv, is Love and Hate, cf. V. 89 
sq.; supra, p. 125, 2 end. 

2 V. 61 sqq.; sup. p. 123, n., 
where I give my reasons for dis
agreeing with Karsten, p. 196 sq., 
and for altering my own previous 
opinion in regard to this verse. I 
nowreferit, not to individual things, 
but with Plato, Soph. 242 D sq.; 
Arist. Phys. viii. 1, 250 b, 26, and 
his commentators (vide Karsten, 
197, 366 sq.) to the alternating 
conditions of the world. V. 69 
sqq. (sup. p. 123; 125, 1). V. ll4 
(140, 149 M) :-
atl-rtt 'Yap tuTw -raVTa( the elements), 

Ot' 0.>-.At}Awv Of 8Eo1!'ro.. 
i'['Yvov-r' il.v6pw1rol TE Kal /l./1.71.wv 

E6vea. 8111rrWv, 
il.71./1.or; !;~v cp,/1.6-rwrt <J'VV<px.6µ.ev' 

EIS eva 1<0<rµ.ov, 

/l./1./1.0TE 3' aO 3[x.' ~Ka<J'Ta q,opd1µ.eva 
velu:eos Exee,, 

El(T6,cev av <J'vµcpUwra TO 11"av {nrdvep8e 
7Ev'Y]Tat. 

Text and interpretation are here 
equally uncertain; we might con
jecture 3,aqnJVTa Or 3Laq>VVT' frl 
1rii.v, but this would only partially 
mend the matter. Mullach trans
lates the text as it stands : IJonec 
qum concreta Jiterunt pen itus suc
cubuerint; but I cannot think that 
Empedocles could have expressed 
this in so far-fetched a manner. 

• Plato, l. c. ; sup. p. 138, 3 ; 
Arist. l. c.: 'Eµ,re3oKll.,js ev µ.<pEL 
KLve'icr6ai 1i:al 1r&i\.tv T/pEµ.e'iv (sc. rtt 
OvTa), 1etve'i<18at µEv, Chav 'lJ cptA.la 
iK 1ro~"A~v ;rotfi ':O iv ... ;p, ;O, ve'i«:~s 
,ro/1.1\a El EVOS, 1/p•p.«V 3 EV TOLS 

µ.ETa~I, xp6vo,s, /l.e7wv o6rws (V. 
69-73); ibid. p. 252 a, 5 (sup. 
144, 1); ibid. i. 4, 187 a, 24: C,u,rep 
'Eµ,re301</l.ijs 1<al 'Ava~a'Y&pas• ?1< 'TOU 

µ.l'Yµ.a-ros 'Y"P Kal ov-ro, ?K1<plvov<J'L 
r/l.Ma. 3,acpepov<rt o' /,,/1./1.-/J/l.wv T<p 
T0v µ€11 1reploOov 1roie"iv TOVTCiJV T0v 
3' cl.rra~. IJe Ccelo, i. 10; sup. p. 66, 
1. Later testimony, ap. Sturz, p. 
256 sqq. 
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movement stops, the elements cease to combine and to 
separate, because they are absolutely intermingled or 
separated ; and they will remain in this condition until 
it is changed by a new impulse in an opposite direction. 
Thus the life of the world describes a circle: the abso
lute unity of substances, the transition from this to their 
separation, absolute separation, and return to unity, are 
the four stages through which it is constantly passing 
in endless reiteration. In the second and fourth stages, 
it manifests itself in the separate existence of compo
site beings: here alone is natural life possible; in the 
first stage, on the other hand·, which admits of no sepa
ration of the elementary substances, and in the third, 
which does not admit of their combination, individual 
existence is excluded. The periods of movement and 
of natural life therefore alternate regularly with those 
of rest and the cessation of natural life.1 But how long 
each of these periods is supposed to last, and whether 

1 So Aristotle says in the pas- ltUTa TOV ,npa<pov lttoexeTat, bmoa.11 
sages quoted from Phys. viii. 1; li,raVTa <Tv-yttp,Ofi-Brandis's conjec
and the statement is confirmed by ture, i. 207, that we should read 
V. 60 sqq. of Empedocles, accord- 'Eµ,reoo1<lci)s for E/!071µos seems to 
ing to the sense given to this verse me erroneous); this must be con
supra, p. 124; not to mention later sidered one-sided; though Empe
writers dependent on Aristotle, as docles may himself have given 
Themist. Phys. 18 a, 58 a (124, occasion to snch a view by having 
409 Sp. ), and Simpl. Phys. 268 b, described the Sphairos alone with 
272 b. Logical consistency besides any exactitude, and having passed 
would seem to require that Empe- over without mention, or with very 
docles should admit on the one cursory mention, the opposite con
side a complete separation, if he dition of absolute separation. Rit
admitted on the other a complete ter's doubt (i. 551) whether Em
intermixture, of substances. When, pedocles was in earnest as to the 
therefore, Eudemus, Phys. viii. 1, doctrine of the changing cosmical 
refers the time of rest only to the periods is sanctioned as little by 
union of the elements in the Sphai- his own utterances as by the tes
ros (Simpl. 27 b : E/!071µos H T1/J' timony of others. 
lt.1CLJ1?1a'la.v €v Tfj 'T~S cp,i\las €1r,,cpa.Tt:la. 

L2 
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their duration was ever precisely determined by Em
pedocles, there is no certain evidence to show.1 

In the intermixture of all substances, with the 
description of which the cosmogony of our philosopher 
began,2 none of the four elements appeared separately. 
This medley is afterwards described as spherical 
and unmoved ; 3 and since perfect union excludes all 
influence of the dividing principle, Empedocles says 
that Hate was not present in it.4 He calls the world 

• The only hint we have on the 
subject is the statement, V. 369 
( 1) sqq., presently to be mentioned, 
that sinful dremons are to wander 
abo1.1,t in the world for 30,000 &pa,. 
But it is a question whether we 
should infer (with Panzerbieter, 
Beitr. p. 7) from this a similar du
ration of the cosmical periods ; 
since the dremons must have lived 
before the commencement of their 
wanderings, and were to live after
wards ; and the connection of this 
doctrine with the Empedoclean 
physics is very slight. It is of 
little consequenee whether by the 
-rp,s µvpla, @pea we understand, 
with Mullach ( Emp. Procem. 13 
sqq.) 30,000 years, or with Bak
huizen van den Brink, Var. Leet. 
31 sqq., and Krische, in Plat. 
Ph@d. p. 66, 30,000 seasons, i.e. 
10,000 years. The latter opinion 
is supported partly by the lan
guage and partly by the analogy 
of the Platonic doctrine. Cf. Part 
n. a, 684, 694 sq., third edition. 

2 Cf. inf. p. 150 sq. 
• V. 134 sqq. (64, 72 sq., 59 

sq. K. 170 sqq. M): <T<f>a'ipov {7Jv. 

lv8' olJT' 'heA.ioio OEDla·«era, ( = DEl
KVV'T«L) &:yi\aOv EiOo~, 

oU8~ µEv otll.i' c(['YJs A&.cnov µ.Jvos oVOE 
ecl./1.a<T(Ta, 

oVTws &pµovl71s 1rvKtvri] «'U'TEL (Stein, 
K: 1<pV</>lf!, Simpl. Pliys. 272, 
b : 1<pvcpa) l,nfip,1<-ra,, 

<T<f>a'ipos 1<u1</l.onp1]s µov{p 1rep1r,
-yei ( the repose which spread 
throughout the whole circle) 
'Ya.fow. 

The Sphairos is described as at 
rest by Aristotle and Eudemus, 
l. c. Philop. Gen. et Gorr. 5 a, 
calls it l!.-rroios, in reference to the 
verse quoted above. 

4 V.175 (171,162 M): -rwvli~ 
tJ'U7!€p xoµEvwv i! laxarov l'cr'TaTO 

Ne'i1<os. This verse relates imme
diately indeed, not to the state of 
unity as completed, but only as 
commencing; but it ma,y easily be 
applied to the former; if the pro
cess of combination begins with the 
dispossession of Hate, when unity 
is completed Hate must be wholly 
cast out. Aristotle, therefore 
(Metapli iii. 4; vide sup. 139, 1 ), 
may have quoted this verse to 
prove that Hate has part in every
thing outside the Sphairos : l!.1ravrn 
70.p EK ToVrov Tcii\i\cl J<J'TL 1ri\~v 0 
ee&s- 11.e-ye, -yovv (V. 104 sqq.; sup. 
130, 1) ••• KCJ.l xwpls Ii~ TOVTWV 

OijA.ov• El -yctp JJ,1/ ,ijv TO vE'iKos Ev To7s 
,rpJ:yµ.atTLJi, iv 'b,y -i)v lbraJl'Ta, &s- c/>1J
<J[11• DTaV -yap (TuvE7'.8r,, TOTE 0\ " lcr
xo.-rov Yu-ra-ro JIELKOS'" /i,o. 1<al, con-
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in this state of intermixture, because of its spherical 
form, Sphairos, its usual designation among later 
writers. Aristotle uses instead the expressions µ1,ryµa 1 

and fv. 2 It is also called Deity,3 but not in a manner 
that justifies our considering it as a personal being. 
Empedocles gave this name to the elements also, and 
Plato to the visible world.4 Later writers adopt various 
interpretations of the Sphairos: formless matter,5 
efficient cause,6 th~ primeval fire of the Stoics/ 

tinues Aristotle, ,ruµ.f3a(ve, avrrp 
TDV euoa,µ.ov<<I'TaTOV 8eov 1/TTOV cpp6-
Vtµa\ Elvai -r&! ~A.Awv· oil 70.f ,'v~pf
(et Ta. (TTOLXEW., 1rd.vTa: rh 7a.p VEllWS 

oVK txez, '1] OE •yviiJ<1:s raV 6µolov Ttp 
bµ.olrp. Cf. xiv. 5, 1092 b, 6; 
Gen. et Gorr. i. I (sup. p. 131, 1). 
The theory of Simpl. De Gmlo, 236 
b, 22 ; Schol. in Arist. 507 a, 2 ; 
cf. Phys. 7 b, that Hate also has 
part in the Sphairos, is founded on 
a wrong interpretation. Cf. on 
this point and with Brandis, Rhein. 
Mus. iii. 131; Ritter, Gesch. d. 
Phil. i. 546. 

1 Metaph. xii. 2, 1069 b, 21 
c, 10, 1075 b, 4; xiv. 5, 1092 b, 
6; Phys. i. 4, 187 a, 22. 

2 Metaph. i. 4, 985 a, 27 ; iii. 
-4., 1000 a, 28 b, 11; Gen. et Gorr. 
i. 1, 315 a, 6, 20; Phys. i. 4, sub 
init. 

• Vide sup. 148, 4, and Emp. v. 
142 (70, 180 M): 71'ttVTa -ya.p €~Ef'l)s 
weil.eµ.i(ero -yvw. Oeo"io, 

4 It is, therefore, strange that 
Gladiscli should say (Emped. u. d. 
Aeg. 33; cf. Anaxag. u. d. Isr. 
xxii.): 'Empedocles could not have 
called a mere mixture of the ele
ments the Deity.' The whole 
world is, according to Empedocles, 
a mere mixture of the elements, 
and so also are human souls and 

the gods. Besides, Empedocles 
never characterised the Sphairos 
as 'the Deity,' but only as Deity. 
The well-known verses on the 
spirituality of God, as we shall 
presently see, do not refer to the 
Sphairos. Aristotle first called the 
Sphairos o 8e6s, but it does not fol
low that Empedocles called it so. 

• Philop. Gen. et Gorr. p. 5 a ; 
but this is only, strictly speaking, 
a development of the consequences 
by means of which Arist. Gen. et 
Gorr. i. 1, 315 a, had already re
futed Empedocles. In Phys. H. 
13 (ap. Karsten, 323; Sturz, 374 
sq.) he acknowledges that the sub
stances are actually mingled in the 
Sphairos. A similar inference is 
deduced by Arist. Metaph. xii. 6, 
1072 a, 4, and subsequently by 
Alex. in h. l. from the doctrine of 
the efficient forces, viz., that Em
pedocles supposed the Actual to 
have preceded the Possible. 

• Themist. Phys. 18 a, 124 sq. 
probably a careless use of the in
terpretation mentioned by Simpl. 
Phys. 33 a. 

7 Hippo!.· Refut. vii. 29 (sup. 
129, 2). This statement, to which 
Brandis attaches far too much im
portance (i. 295), and which betrays 
great ignorance of the Empedoclean 
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the intelligible world of Plato,1 are all misapprehen-
8ions, which we may spare ourselves the trouble of re
futing. The opinion that the Sphairos has only an 
ideal existence, and is merely a figurative expression 
for the unity and harmony underlying· the changeful 

1 
phenomenon,2 is equally erroneous. This theory is 

· contradicted by the explicit declarations of Plato and 
Aristotle, and by the explanations of Empedocles him
self. 3 Mor,eover, such a discrimination between the 
ideal essence of things and their phenomenon tran
scends the general standpoint of the pre-Socratic 
physics. 

A world 4 could only arise when the primitive sub
stances separated, or, in the language of Empedocles, 
when the Sphairos became divided by Hate.5 He tells 

doctrine, cannot be considered as 
historical evidence. Its only foun
dation is probably the analogy be
tw.een the doctrines of Empedocles 
and Heracleitus orl the changing 
conditions of the cosmos, on the 
streng.th of which, Clemens, Strom. 
v. 599 B, attributes to Empedocles 
the opinion that the world will be 
destroyed by fire. 

1 The N eo-Platonists concern
ing whom Karsten, p. 369 sqq., 
cf. 326, gives us many particulars; 
cf. iiif. note 4. We read in Theol. 
Arithm. p. 8 sq., that Empedocles, 
Parmenides, &c., taught like the 
Pythagoreans : ·dw µovao,,d,v cpv,nv 
'EO"Tlas Tp61rov iv µ.luc,., l5pVcrOat Kal 
o,a. TO 1<F6ppo ... ov cpvll.ci.<F<FEtV T7JV 
abrhv iiopav; but this seems to re
fer, not to the Sphairos, but to 
Love. which is in the centre of the 
rotating cosmical matter (V. 172 ; 
vide i11f p. 152, 1. 

2 Steinhart, l. c. p. 91 sqq. ; 
similarly Fries, i. 188. 

• Of. in/. 151, l. 
• A 1<6<Fµos, in contradistinction 

to the <Fcpa'ipos-a distinction which, 
according to Simplicius, Empedo
cles himself had explicitly intro
duced. Of. De Cwlo, 139 b, 16 
(Schol. in Ar. 489 b, 22): 'E,u,r. 
DLd<fwpa. T00v 7rap' aliTrjj K6<1µwv Tc?r. 
•tli'll ( supra, note 1) fll.eyw, &s 1<al 
bv6µa<Ft XP~<F8a, 15,acp6po.s, rov ,uev 
<Fcpa'ipov rbv lie 1<0<Fµov 1<upiws Kall.&'w. 

5 Plato (sup. p. 138, 3) therefore 
derives the multiplicity of things 
from Hate, and Aristotle still more 
decidedly characterises the present. 
period of the world as the one in 
which Hate reigns. Gen. et Corr. 
ii. 6, 334 a, 5: cl.,ua oe Kal TOV 1<6<F
µ011 6µolws lxeiv c/>1l<Tlv E1rf. TE TolJ 
vidKovs vVv Kal wp6Tepov E1rl T7]s 
cp,11.ias. De Cwlo, iii. 2, 301 a, 14: 
if we wish to expound the origin of 
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us, therefore, that in course of time Hate grew up in 
the Sphairos and sundered the elements ; 1 when the 
separation was fully accomplished, Love came in among 

the world, we must begin with that 
state which preceded the division 
and separation of matter-its pre
sent state: En: 01.euTWT(J)JJ 0€ Kal 
1etvovµ.€1l(IJJ1 oVK e1'i\.a'}'OV t:iPaL -r1}v 
'J'EVerr,v; because in this case, .as it 
is said on p. 300 b, 19, there 
would have been .a world antece
dent to the world: 15,o 1<al 'E,uir•-
1.ioK~ijs 1rapai\.ef1re,t 'r~JP !1r' , Tfs 
(}>LAOT1JTOS ( SC. '}'E8'HTL.V). ov ,yap av 
riOVvaTo a,vO'TT)ua\ -rOv oVpavOv) €,c 
Nr:x_wpurµevwv JAEV uaracrl(eua.(wv 
(J':V71<pL(J',V o.~ 7f'DLWV Old. 71}V cp,7>..6rrrra· 
EK OtaKeKptµ.Evwv 7d.p crv1,E<FT'YJKE v 
d K6o-µ.os TWV G'Totxelwv, /J..1CJ'T' O.va:y
tta'"iov r' l v ea- f) at e{ ~110s ,cal ffV')'JtE

"P'fL'"ou. Following this precedent, 
Alexander regards HatB absolntely 
as the author of the world (Simpl. 
])e Cmlo, 236 b, 9, 20; Schol, in 
Arist. 507 a, 1 ), or at any rate of 
the present world. In Philop. Gen. 
,d Corr. 59 b, he observes on Arist. 
Gen. et Corr. ii. 6 : if by the 1<:6rr
µos we understand the condition 
in which the elements were sepa
&·ated by Hate, or were again 
brought together by Love, Hate 
and Lov.e would be the.only moving 
forces in the 1<6d,uos ; if, on the 
other hand, we under,tand by the 
1<6rr,uos the corpor.eal mass which 
underlies the Sphairos as well as 
the present world, we must attri
bute to it a mo,ement of its own: 
~ Oµ.ofo,~, ctn1~l, K~o·~os Ka~ Ta.}.1r6v 
EITTL KCU JCtvELTaL €-n"L TE 7'0V JIEllWUS 

ttVv KaL €7rl T)?s qn?i.la.s 1rp6TEpov · Ev 
BE To"i,; µeTa~V 'fhal\.e[µµacn TWv {nr' 
iKefvwv "(Lvoµivwv Ktvf,crewv, 1rp6Te
p6v TE ()Te fK ToV JJE[JCous brEKpcf.T'f}
tIEV 1J .p,!1.ia, 1<al lfUP on Ell 'T;Js 

<f:,tA.las TD veLKos, 1r6crµ.os ~O'T2v,~~A.71v 
TtvCI. ICl.VoVµ.<:vos KfVT}CFLV ««l oUx &s 
1J cpLAia 1<al .,.1, ve,1<:os 1<1>ovrr1v. This 
interpretation is found even earlier, 
fol!'. Hermias, who certainly must 
have taken it from others, repre
sen~s (lrr._is. _c. 4) :E:.m~edocles _as 
saytng: T,O 11-.E.uws 1rotEL 1raJ1Ta. With. 
the later Neo-Platonists, according 
to Simp. Phys. 7 b, the prevailing 
opinion was that the Sphairos was 
produced by Love alone, and this 
world by Hate alone. Mo;re pre
cisely, Simpl. De Cmlo, l. c. (cf. 
ibfd. 26~, b, ! ; 1chol. 5!2, b, lf): 
µ111raTe IJE, Kctv E'TrLICparp ev 'TOVT(f' 

rD ve7,cos {/,crzr,;p iv r<i rrcpalpq, -Ii 
<p,Afa., &AA.P 6.µ<Pw lnr, rJ.µ,cpot11 A.E"{OV
rai 7lverr8a,; this is only untrue in 
respect to the Sphairos. Theodor. 
Prodr. ])e Amie. v. 52, calls Hate 
the creator of the terrestrial world 
in contradistinction to the Sphai
ros, but this is un;mportant. 

1 V. 139 (66, 177 M) ;-

a&r«p E7nl p.E-ya Ne'iKas lv2 µEA.le<f .. 
rrw eep,cper, 

Ei Ttµ,&s rr' &v6p@vcre T_EAeioµ.Evow 
xp6vow, 

Os uq:,iv U.µoi{3uios "lrl\.a.-rEos 1n£p' E'lt..'(J-
1..ara, ( al. -ro) 3p1<:ou 

1rcf.p' ell.. instead of 7rapel..f/l..ara< 
seems to me necessary in spite of 
Mullach's contradiction, Emp. Pr. 
p. 7 ; Fragm. i. 43 ; cf. Bonitz and 
Schwegler, in Metaph. iii. 4, who 
also defend this emendation. V.142 
(sup. p. 149, 3); Plut. Fae. Luih 12, 
5 sq., p. 926, where it is quite pos
sible that the words xwpls rb /3ap/, 
7f'aV 1<al xwpt, ro l<OU<pOV may con
tain Empedoclean expressions. 
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tbe divided masses, and produced at one point a whirl
ing motion, by which part of the substances wae 
mingled, and Hate (this is merely another expression 
for the same process) was excluded from the circle that 
was forming itself. As this motion extended more and 

-\ more, and Hate was forced further and further away, 
the substances yet unmingled were drawn into the 
mass, and from their combination sprang the present 
world and mortal creatures.1 But as the world had 
a beginning, so it will also have an end, when all 
things, through continued unity, shall have returned 
to the primitive condition of the Spbairos.2 The as
sertion that this destruction of the world would be by 

1 Thus we must understand the 
following verses, 171 (167, 191 
M):-

E1rel Ne"iKos µEv EvE(YTaTOV 1,ce'T'o 
/3Ev9os 

o[v71s, ~V 0~ µe6"/I if>t7'.6T7/S <TTpoq,a
l\.L,'")'L 'YEV1}'T'at, 

rve' 7}01] 'Td0~ ,r&,v'Ta lT'VvEpxe'Tat fv 
µ6vov e1va,, 

oilK li<f>ap, &A.A' EfieA.rJµCt t1VVL<7TdµEJ,' 
li7'.7'.o9ev lill.71.a, 

175. TWV 0~ (f'Vvepxoµevwv ?~ frxa
'TOV 1.<J'-raTo N eL,cos. 

woA.i\Ct O' lfµtx8' ECTTrJICE KEpa.toµEvm .. 
U'LV Evai\Aci~, 

8t10'' l'T'L NeLKos lpv«e µeTdpO'toV' oil 
70.p il.µeµq,ews 

,rdV'T(t)S E~if1'T1JKEV E,r' lcrxarra ..,Jp
µaTa «VKA.ov, 

&A.i\tt 7Q. µEv T' Evlµiµve µeAEoov, T<t 
lie T' ?~e/3e/3~1m. 

180. 80'0-ov O' alEv V1reK1rpo8Eoi, -r6a'oV 
alEv E1r?7EL 

711rt64>pwv if>;ll.6n7s Te Kal ~µ1re(1'ev 
liµ{3poTOS 6pµ~· 

a1,f,a o~ ev~T' ~ipliovTo TC. 1rplv µcf.Oov 
0.8d.vaT' efva.t, 

(wpcf TE 'Ta 1rplv lfKp?J'Tct Omi\i\&;avTa. 
1CEA.E1)8ovs • 

,,.-Wv OE ;E µ.u11oµEvoov xel'T' lOvEa 

µvpta. ~vrJ-r,"'~, , 
1 

.. 

185. 7raVTOL!7S t0€!7(1'LV ap71po-ra, 9av• 
µa. i.OEuem. 

The Ovwc. are not only living crea
tures, but, generally speaking, all 
that is subject to generation and 
decay. 

2 Authorities for this have al
ready been given at the commence
ment of this section. Cf. also 
Arist. Metapk. iii. 4, 1000 b, 17 : 
il.71.71.' 3µws TOO'Dv76v '"J'E AE'"J'H l,µo7'.o
'YovµEvwr ·c O 'Eµ1r.) oil 7ap Ta µ~v 
?8ap-rc., TC.' o~ 1i4>0ap-ra, 'Il'Ote'i -r~v 
ovTwv, a.71.71.a. 1ra.v-ra. <J>Oap-ra 1rll.11v TWV 
(f'•ro,xeiwv. Empedocles, therefore, 
as Karsten, p. 378,rightly observes, 
never calls the gods alev MvTes, as 
Homer does, but only 0071.,xaiwves, 
V. 107, 126, 373 (135, 161. 4 K; 
131, 141, 5 M). The destruction 
of all things puts an end even to 
the existence of the gods. 
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fire I is doubtless founded on a confusion of the doctrine 
of Empedocles with that of Heracleitus. 2 

In this cosmogony there is a striking lacuna. If 
all individual existence depends upon a partial union of 
the elements, and ceases when they are wholly mingled 
or wholly separated, particular existences must come 
into being as much when the Sphairos dissolves into 
the elements as when the separated elements return to 
unity. In the one case a world is formed by the sepa
ration of the mingled, on the other by the union of 
the separated. Aristotle 3 actually ascribes this opinion 
to Empedocles, as bas been shown, and that philosopher 
expresses himself, generally speaking, in the same sense. 
In the more precise development of the cosmogony, 
however, he seems to speak only of that formation of the 
world which follows the division of the elements through 
Hate. To this all the fragments and accounts which we 
possess relate; 4 and the verses quoted above (V. 171 
sqq.) appear to leave no :room for a more detailed expo
sition of what occurred and resulted when the elements 

1 Vide supra, 149, 7. 
2 Such evidence as we possess 

is ve:y inadequate: the most trust
worthy writers are entirely silent 
on this point. Besides, it seems 
inconceivable that the unity of a11 
elements should be brought about 
by their conflagration, in which 
Empedocles could only have seen 
a transformation into one element, 
which, according to his principles, 

· was impossible. 
• Similarly Alexander, vide 

supra, p. 150, 5. 
4 Brandis, l. c. 201, remarks 

that Empedocles seems to have 

derived the formation of the greater 
masses, as the sky and the sea, 
primarily from the operation of 
Strife ; and that of organic beings 
from th8 operation of Love. This 
view must be greatly modified by 
the evidence quoted above ( cf. 
Arist. De Omlo, iii. 2), and by the 
nature of the case. Love forms 
both ; but in combining the ele
ments which had been separated 
by strife, it necessarily first pro
duced the great masses, com
pounded in a simpler. manner, and 
organic beings only in the sequel. 
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were separated out of the midst of the Sphairos. It 
would seem that Empedocles did not himself notice 
this deficiency in his exposition. 

The process of the world's formation he conceived 
as follows. 1 •Out of the whirling mass in which all the 
elements had been shaken together by Love, the air first 
separated itself, and condensing on the outermost rim, 
surrounded the whole like a hollow sphere.2 After this 
fire broke forth, and occupied the upper Apace, next to 
the outermost concave, while the air was forced under 

t Of. Plut. ap. Eus. Prcep. i. 8, 
10,: ill 1rpd,T'IJ~ ,rJ>rirrl "}s -r&v O-,T,OL
XELWP IC~atrew~ a1ro1Cpt8E;'T~ T0v ~~,,a 
,rep,xuerwa, /CVICA.'f'" µna 0€ 'TOV aepa 
-rO 1rVp b,OpaµOv ,cal oVK lxov Erfpav 
xd,pa.v, '1.vw Etc7pExELJ/ {nrO' TOU ?rep} 
'TOV aepa 1rd:yov. Plaa. ii. 6, 4: 'E. 
'TOV µev ale,pa ,rpw'TDV 'iiLa1<p,811vai, 
Oe6Tepov OE Th 1rVp, Ecp' o/ T1'/v -y?}v, 
i( ps it-yav 11"Ep«Y<pL1'70µEv7/S 'TV f)Vµ'{l 
T1]s 1reptcf,op'iis &vaflA.Vucu TO VDwp, E~ 
aD 8VµLa6~vm Tbv &.€pa: Kal '}'evE<r8at 
Tl>v µEv oVpavOv Ju: TDV a.leEpos, T0v 
OE 1]i\wv E,c TDV 7rvp0s, 1rii\1101Jvac i5' EK 
TiJv Ui\i\cc,11 -r& 1rep!7Eta.. Arist. 
Gen. et Corr. ii 6 ( sup. p. 144, 1 ). 
Emp. V. 130 (182, 233 M) :-
eL 0' lt'Ye vVv Tot €7(1) i\E~cc 7rpWO' 

71/1.iou iipxnv, 
€~ @v on E'YEVOJ/TO Ta vVv EO'apWµrwa. 

,rd,vTa., 
')'a<<Z 'TE ,cal ,rJV'Tos ,ro/'..u1<vµ.wv 110' 

u-ypos at]p 
Tt'Tav 110' al81]p <Y<pi1'7WV ,repl (1. ,rept) 

KVK.Jlov G.ravra. 

'T!'TaV, the outspread, is here most 
likely not a designation of the sun, 
but a name for the rether ; aud 
al811p, elsewhere with Empedocles 
synonymous with a.1]p, means the 
upper air, without implying any 
elementary differeuce between the 

upper air and the lower. Accord
ing to Eustath. in Od. i. 320, Em
pedocles called fire 1<apm1./'..[µws iivo
,rawv, the swiftly aspiring, perhaps 
in the connection spoken of by 
Aristotle, loa. cit. 

2 According to Stob. Eel. i. 
566, egg-shaped, or rather lentil
shaped. His words are: 'Eµ,r. Tov 
ffi/;ous Toll &.1rO T1]s 'Y11s Ews oVpavoV 
•.. 7rl\.efova efvat 'T1)V KG.Ta 'TO 1ri\c£
'TOS Oici<1Ta<nv, KaT?t TOVTo ToV oiJ. 
pavoV µ&.Ai\ov &.va1rerr-raµE1,ou, Oict. TO 
&cp 1rapa7rA.r,<Flws T0v ,c6<1µov ,ceL<Fea,. 
This opinion might commend itself 
to sensible observation; and there 
would be no proof against it in the 
fact that it is unnoticed both by 
Aristotle, De Ccelo, ii. 4, and his 
commentators, for Aristotle is not 
alluding in that phtce to the views 
of his predecessors. But as Emp. 
(vide p. 155, 2; represents that at 
night the light hemisphere goes 
under the earth, and not that the 
sky moves sideways round the 
earth, there arises this difficulty: 
t,hat the space taken up by the sky 
is not sufficient for the sky to turn 
round in, a point to which Aris
totle afterwards attaches some im
portance. 
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the earth.1 Thus there arose two hemispheres, which 
together form the concave sphere of heaven: the one 
is bright, and consists entirely of fire ; the other is 
dark, and consists of air with isolated masses of fire 
sprinkled in it. Through the pressure of the fire the 
sphere of the heavens acquires a rotatory motion ; 
when its fiery half is over us we have day ; when the 
dark half is over us, and the fiery half is hidden by the 
body of the earth, we have night.2 The earth 3 was 
formed from the remaining elements and was at first 
moist and miry. The force of the rotation drove vu~ 

the water from it; and the evaporations of the water 

1 Ari.,t. and Plut. l. c. 
2 Plut. ap. Eus. l. c. continues: 

eivai 0~ ~VKA'f' ;repl -r1]i, ,'Y1Jv cf>
1
ep6-

µ•va ovo 71µunpaip1a, 'TO µev 1<aOo;>..ov 
7rvpos, 'TO lle µ11<'TOV ~~ Mpos 1<al 
ol\_l.yov '11"Vp0s, 3,rep ofr'TaL 'ThV v61<Ta 
eTva,. Empedocles himself, V. 160 
(197, 251 M), explains night as 
the interposition of the earth, 
which may be connected with Pln
tarch's statement in the manner in
dicated above: Thv oe a.pxhv 'T?)S 
1ew{,a'Ews uvµ/31/vaL Ka.TO.. TOV Cl.8po1,
<Tµav bri/3pl<raV'TOS 'TOU 7rvpos. The 
last sentence, the text of which, 
however, is somewhat uncertain,. 
must not be referred ( as by Kar
sten, p. 331, and Steinhart, p. 95, 
to the first separation of the ele
ments from the Sphairos). Plac. 
ii. 11 (Stob. i. 500): 'E1,,r. <Tnpe
µ.vwv eivaL Tbv oUpavOv i! &Epos 
a-uµ1ra-yEvTos {nrO 1rupOs 1epva'TaA.A.oe1,-
1lws (this is confirmed by Diog. viii. 
77 ; Ach. Tat. in Arat. c. 5, p. 128 
Pet.; Lact. Opff. ])ei, c. 17) 'TO 
,rvp&Oes Keil &ep&:,Oes Ev Etca-rEprp TWv 
'Y/fJ.L<T</>aipiwv ,repu!xoVTa. In Plut. 
Plac. iii. 8,parall., the alternation 

of the seasons, as well as that of 
day and night, is explained in 
reference to the relation of the two 
hemispheres. 

3 Vide sup. p. 154, 1. Accord
ing to this it is quite legitimate to 
reckon Empedocles among those 
who held one world only of limited 
extent (Simpl. Phys. 38 b; ])e Ccelo, 
229 a, 12; Bohol. in Arist. 505 a, 
15; Stob. Eel. i. 494, 496; Plut. 
Plao. i. 5, 2); but it is not probable 
that he himself definitely expressed 
such an opinion. (V. 173, supra, 
152, 1, has nothing to do with this.) 
The assertion (Plac. l. c. parali.) 
that he regarded t,he world as only 
a small part of the whole (,ra.v), 
and the rest as formless matter, is 
doubtless merely a misunderstand
ing of verses 176 sq. (sup. l. c.) re
lating to an earlier stage of the 
world. A.t any rate it furnishes 
no ground for supposing (Ritter in 
Wolfs Anal. ii. 4-15 sqq.; Gesch. 
d. Phit. i. 556 sq. ; cf. Brandis, 
Rh. Mu.s. iii. 130; Gr. Rom. Phil. 
i. 209) th:.t the Sphairos, or a part 
of it, continues sicl.e by side with 
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immediately filled the lower aerial space.1 The earth 
is able to maintain itself in supension upon tbe air, 
because of the rapid revolution _of the heavens, which 
hinders it from falling ; 2 and it is for the same reason, 
Empedocles tells us, that the whole universe remains 
in its place.3 He agreed with the Pythagoreans 4 in: 
supposing the sun to be a body of a vitreous nature, pro
bably as large as the earth, which, like a burning glass, 
collects and reflects the rays of fire from the bright 
hemisphere surrounding it : 5 the moon, he thought, is 
made of hardened crystalline air; 6 its shape is that 
of a disc,7 its light is derived from the sun,8 and its 

the present world; for the blessAd 
Sphairos could not be described as 
lx.nh 51'.n. Nor dbes this follow, 
as we shall presently show, from 
his doctrine of the life after death, 
for the abode of the blessed cannot 
be identified with the Sphairos in 
which no individual life is possible. 
Ritter believes ~hat beside the 
world of strife there must be ano
ther sphere in which Love rules 
alone: but this is incorrect: accor
ding to Empedocles they rule, not 
side by side, but after one another. 
Even in the present world, Love 
works together with Hate, 

• Vide supra, p. 154, 1. 
2 Arist. IJe Cado, ii. 13, 295 a. 

16; Simpl. ad h. l. 235 b, 40. 
• Arist. l. c. ii. 1, 284 a, 24. 
• Vide vol. i. 456. 1. 
5 Plut. ap. Ens. l. c. ~ ll} ;jl<.ws 

'Tnv cpVvw oVJC ~a'TL 1rVp tlAA.<l Toti 
,rvpOs &11Ta11d1eJ\ar.rts, 6µ.ola 'Tff &.<f>' 
ff6aTas 'Y,voµ.evp. Pyth. orac. c. 12, 
p. 400: 'Eµ.7rEOOKAEOtJS • , • tf>tt<T
KOV'TOS 'T~V ~i\LOJ/ 11"Eptav,y?j &.va1e>i..dcrEL 

tf>wTbs o,,pavfov "!Ev6µ.evov, av81s 
"ana,rye,v 1rpos '01'.vµ.,rov Cl,7<1,p/31)-

TOt<T1 1rpoa'6J1ro,s" (V. 151 St. 188 
K, 242 M). This may be connected 
with the statement of Diog. viii. 
77, that the sun, 11ccording to Em
pedocles, WitS ,rupb, /i.8pot<Tµ.a µ.e'Ya, 
supposing that Diogenes, or his 
11uthority, meant by this expression 
the assembling of rays into one 
focus. On the other hand it is 
manifestly a mistake (Plac. ii. 20, 
8; Stob. i. 530 parall.) to attri
bute to Empedocles two suns-a 
primitive sun in the hemisphere 
beyond, and a visible one in our 
hemisphere. Vide Karsten, 428 sq. 

,and supra, Vol. I. 450, 1. For the 
statement as to the size of the sun, 
ef. Stob. l. c. 

• Plut. ap. Eus. l. c. IJe F'ac. 
Lun. 5, 6, p. 922; Stob. Eel. i. 552. 
It seems strange that this conden
sation of the air should be effected 
by fire, while at the same time the 
moon is compared to hail or a 
frozen cloud. 

7 Stob. l. c.; Plut. Qu. Rom. 101, 
end, p. 288 ; Plac. ii. 2 7 parall. ; 
Diog. l. c. 

• V. 152-156 (189 sq., 243 sqq. 
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distance from the earth amounts to a third of its dis
tance from the sun.1 The space beneath the moon, in 
opposition to the upper :region, Empedocles is said to 
have regarded, like the Pythagoreans, as the theatre 
of all evil.2 The fixed stars, he thought, are fastened 
to the vault of the sky; the planets, on the contrary, 
move freely : in respect to their substance, he believed 
that they were firm; which have separated themselves 
from the air.3 Solar eclipses are caused by the interposi
tion of the body of the moon ; 4 the inclination of the 
earth's axis towards the path of the sun is the result of 
the pressure of the air, which is forced by the sun to
wards the north.5 The course of the sun itself Em
pedocles seems to have conceived as confined within 
fixed limits.6 The daily revolution of the sun was 

· M); Plut. Faa. Lun. 16, 13, p. 929; 
Ach. Tat. inArat. c. 16, 21, p. 135; 
E, 141 A. When the latter says 
~ha,t Emped?el,es c-.;lls the moon an 
a.1ro0'1ra.O'p,a T/i>.,ou he merely means, 
as the quotation from Empedocles. 
V. 154, shows, that her light is an 
emanation of the solar light. 

1 Plut. Plaa. ii. 31. According 
to this, the text ap. Stob. i. 566 
shonld be corrected ; but it seems 
unnecessary to introduce into the 
passag8 of the Placita, as Karsten 
propo.ses,Onri\d.a-wv Cl.1rExeiv -rOv ?}Awv 
a.1rb .,.ijs -yils lj,rep rt)v O'~i>.fwrw. Ac
cording to Plew. ii. 1, paratl. Em
pedocles supposed the sun's course 
to be the limit of the universe, 
which however must not be taken 
too literally. In our fragments it 
is only said, V. 150, 154 sq. ( 187, 
189 K, 241, 245 M), that the sun 
traverses the sky and the moon re
volves nearer the earth. 

2 Hippol. Rfc!{,d. i. 4. He 
however, is probably alluding only 
to the complaints of Empedocles 
about the terrestrial life, which 
will be noticed later on; the noti~n 
that the terrestrial region extends 
to the moon, he seems to have 
adopted himself, merely from its 
similarity with kindred doctrines. 

• Plac. ii. 13, 2, fJ,paraU.; Ach. 
Tat. in Ar. c. ii.; cf. sup. p. 15.5, 2. 

4 V. 157 (194, 248 M) sqq.; 
Stob. i. 530. 

5 Plut. Plac. ii. 8 parall. ancl 
Karsten 425, who places in con
nection with this the observation, 
!'lac. ii. 10 par, that Empedocles, 
m accordance with the common 
usage of antiquity, called the north 
side of the world the right. It is 
not clear, however, what was his 
theory in regard to this. 

• Plac. ii. 23 par. : 'Eµ,1r. ~,,.I,, 
rfis np«xo{I0'1)S a.hov [ TOP ,jl>.wv] 
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much slower at first than it is now,-a day was origin
ally nine months, and afterwards seven.1 He explained 
the light of the heavenly bodies by his theory of ema
nations, 2 and accordingly maintained that light requires 
a certain time to traverse the space between the sun 
and the earth. 3 In the very scanty details known to 
us of his opinions respecting meteorological phenomena, 
traces can also be found of his peculiar doctrine,4 and 
the same may be said of his ideas respecting the inor
ganic productions of the earth.0 

<rcpa(pas l<OJA.VOfJ,EVOV lixp• ?raVTOS 
eU8v1ropeW ,cal fnrO 'TWv rrporrLK~JI 
«.VKA..wv. 

' Plac. v.18, l; cf. Sturz, p. 328. 
2 Philop. JJe An. K, 16: 'Eµ1r. 

tis ~Aeyev, &1roppEov 'TO cpWs uWµ.a 
'bv JK. -roV cpc,n·l(ov-ros tT6Jµa..Tos, &c.; 
cf. p. 133, 2. 

• Arist. JJe An. ii. 6, 418 b, 
20; De Sensu, c. 6, 44tl a, 26, who 
combats this opinion; Philop. l. a. 
and other commentators of Arist.; 
vide Karsten, 431. 

4 How Empedocles explained 
the change of the season_s has 
already been shown, supra, p. 155, 
2, from Eus. Prmp. i. 8, 10. He 
thought hail was frozen air (frozen 
vapours), sup. p. 156, 6. He spoke 
of the origin of winds : their ob
lique direction from the north-east 
and south-west he ascribed, ac
cording to Olympiodorus in Meteor. 
22 b, i. 245 Id.; cf. 21 b, i. 239 Id., 
to the circumstance that the as
cending vapours are partly of a 
fiery, and partly of a terrestrial, 
nature, and that their opposite 
motion finds its adjustment in an 
oblique tendency. His theory of 
rain and lightning, according to 
Philop. Phys. c. 2 (ap. Karsten, 
404), cf. Arist. De Gmlo, iii. 7 (sup. 

p. 125, 1 ), was that, in the conden
sation of the air. the water con
tained in it was p~essed forth, and 
that in its rarefaction fire obtained 
room to get out. According to 
Arist. Meteor. ii. 9, 369 b, 11; Alex. 
ad h. l. p. 111 b; cf. Stob . .Eal. i,_ 
592, fire entered by means of the 
sun's rays into the clouds, and was 
then struck out with a crash. 
This was probably based upon the 
observation that thunder clouds 
generally arise at times when the 
sun is very powerful. 

5 Especially the sea, which he 
supposed to be exuded from the 
earth by means of solar heat. 
(Arist. Meteor. ii. 3, 357 a, 24; 
Alex. Meteor. 91 b, i. 268 Id. 26 
a; Plut. Plew. iii. 16, 3, where Eus. 
Prmp. xv. 59, 2, has the right read
ing.) From this origin of the sea 
he derived its salt taste (Arist. l. c. 
c. i. 35:l b, 11 ; Alex. l. c.) ; salt, 
he thinks, is everywhere formed by 
the sun's heat (Emp. v. 164, 206 
K, 257 M) ; but sweet watPr must 
also have been mingled with it, by 
which the fish live (.lElian. Hist. 
An. ix. 64 ). Fire, the presence of 
which in the subterranean parts of 
the earth seems especially to have 
attracted his attention, he supposed 
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Among organic beings, on which he seems to have 
bestowed special attention,1 plants 2 appear to have first 
come forth from the earth, before it was enlightened by 
the sun,3 and afterwards animals. Both are nearly 
allied in their nature; and we shall presently find that 
Empedocles not only considered that plants had souls, 
but souls of the same kind as animals and men.4 He 
also observed that the fructification of plants corresponds 
with the generation of animals, though the sexes are 
not separated in them : 5 he compares the leaves of trees 
with the hair, feathers and scales of animals.6 Their 
growth is explained by the warmth of the earth, which 
drives the branches upward, while their terrestrial ingre
dients impel the roots downward.7 In accordance with 
his general theory of the combination of the elements, 
not only to have heated the warm 
springs, but also to have hardened 
stones. (Emp. v. l 62, 207 K, 255 
M; Arist. Probl. xxiv. 11; Sen. 
Qurest. Nat. iii. 24.) The same 
fire, surging in the interior of the 
earth, keeps the rocks and moun
tains upright (Plut. Prim. Frig. 
19, 4, p. 953). We have already 
spoken of the magnet, p. 134, I. 

1 Of. Hippocr. &px. l:<Tp. c. 20, 
i. 620 Littre: «a8&.,rep 'Eµ.1relio11:7':,is 
1) ll.71.il.ot ot rrepl cptl,nos 7e7pacpa,nv ~, 
&.px-ijs 8 TL E<1rlv d.v8p<,nros ,ca;l 81rwi' 
l'}'Eve-ro 1rpWT011 «d thrws !v11e1rd-y11. 

2 The Empedoclean doctrine of 
plants is discussed by Meyer, Gesch. 
d. Botanik, i. 46 sq.; but, as he 
says himself, only according to the 
references given by Sturz. 

• Plut.Plac. v. 26, 4; cf. Pseudo
Arist. ])e Plant, i. 2, 817 b, 35; 
Lucret. Nat. Rer. v. 780 sqq. ; 
Karsten, 441 sq. ; Plac. v. 19, 5. 
There_ it is expressly said that 
plants, like animals, first came forth 

from the earth part by part. 
4 The Placita, therefore, rightly 

call them (r;in, Ps.-Arist. ])e Pl. 
i. 1, 815 a, 15 b, 16, says that 
Anaxagoras, Democritus, and Em. 
pedocles attributed to them sensa
tion, desire, perception, and intel- , 
ligence; and Simpl. De An. 19 b, i 
observes that he endowed e,en ' 
plants with rational souls. 

5 Arist. Gen. Anim. i. 23, in 
reference to Emp. v. 219 (245, 
286 M) : ol!Tw Ii' WOTOKEt µ.a1<pa liev
lipE<t 1rpwTov ~ii.alas. De Plant. i. 
2, 817 a, 1, 36, c. 1, 815 a, 20, 
where, however, the doctrine of 
Empedocles is not accurately re
presented. Plac. v. 26, 4. 

6 236 (223, 216 M) sq. 
7 Arist .. De An_ ii. 4, 415 b, 

28, and his commentators in h. l. 
According to Theophrastus, Gaus. 
Plant. i. 12, 5, the roots of plants 
(probably only for the most part) 
consist of earth, and the leaves of 
;ether (Luft). 
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he supposed that their nourishment was conditioned 
by the attraction of kindred substances, and effected by 
means of the pores.1 He explained the fact of some 
plants remaining always green by reference to the sym
metry of their pores, together with their material corn- · 
position.2 The elements which are superfluous for the 
nourishment of plants go to fori:n the fruit; the taste of 
which.is therefore regulated according t0 the sustenance 
of each plant.a 

In the first beginning of animals and men, their 
different parts, Empedocles supposed, grew up separately 
from the ground,4 and were then brought together by 
the action of Love. But since pure chance ruled in 
this process, there resulted at first all kinds of strange 
forms, which were soon again destroyed, until at last 
things were so ordered as to produce beings harmoni
ously shaped and capable of life.5 Mankind also sprang 

1 V. 282 (268, 338) sqq. ; cf. 
Plut. Qu. Com. iv. 1, 3, 12, 
where it is immaterial whether 
the words primarily refer to the 
nourishment of animals or not, 
since the same holds good of 
plants: cf. next note and Plut. l. c. 
vi. 2, 2, 6. 

2 Plut. Qu. Com. iii. 2, 2, 8, 
through which the statement in the 
Plac. v. 26, 5, receives its more 
precise determination. 

• Piao. v. 26, 5 sq. ; Galen c. 
38, p 341; Emp. v. 221 (247, 
288M). 

• V. 244 (232, 307 M) :-
'P 7roA.A.al µ.E:v 1e6pa-a.! Cl.va.uxlves 

f/3A.rJ.Cl'T'l]<iCW, 
ryvµ.vol O' l1rA.d.(ovro /3paxloves etl-

1111ies li,µwv, 
tJµ.µ.a:ra O' of' br},.a.vii'To 'll'EV?JTeVovra. 

µni/.,1tw11. 

Aristotle says, De Gmlo, iii. 2, 300 
b, 29 (where he quotes this pas
sage), that this happened '1-1rl T')S 

q,,i\6.,-.,,.,-os ; 1:-ut that does not mean 
in the kingdom of Love, in the Sphai
ros, but under the influence of Love. 
(Similarly ibid. 401 a, 15: Tt/V 

~rrl ..-,js q,1/1.6.,-71.,-os ")'•vww.) It is 
more clearly expressed in Gen. 
Anim.i.18, 722b,19: 1w,8J:1rep'Eµrr. 
")'EVV~, Jrrl 'Ti)S q,1i\6'T1/'TOS i\e-ywv. 

5 Arist. De An. iii. 6. sub init.: 
tca.8,hrep )Eµ.,r. l<Jrq ''?] 7ro"AA.Wv" etc., 
E,retTa. fJ'VvTleerr8aL -rfi <f>LA.[q.. Phys. 
ii. 8, l 98 b, 29 ( cf. Karsten, p. 
:l44), is it not possible that that 
which seems to us to be formed 
according to design may have hap
pBned by ch,mce? 61rov µev oi'iv 
0.1ra.11Ta. uvvJf3rJ [/;cr1rEp K'uv el Eve,cd 
"TOV E7[vero, TaVTa µ.€11 EcrcMJ11 &1r(J 
ToU a.lrroµ.JTov cru<1Tdvra. E1rLT?J'ocf~s· 
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from the earth. First, shapeless lumps, formed of earth 
and water, were thrown up by the subterranean fire, 
and these afterwards shaped themselves into human 
members. 1 In this Empedocles only developes what 

O<Ja. OE µ1} oih-ws, &1r6JA.ero Kal &1r6A
i\urw, ,caBd:rrep ,Eµ'lf'. A€7e, 'TIX {3ov
'Y'vi) a.vop61rpwpa. Ibid. ii. 4, 296 
a, 23. 

Emp. V. 254 (235, 310 :1YI:) :-
a.Vrtlp E71"El Ka:ra ~te'i(ov Eµlcr-yETO 

- ~a[p.ov, oai1;wv ( the e~ements l; 
'r0.V7ct 'TE cruµ1rL1£''TEff'ICOV, 01r11 (TVJ.1E-

1wp<J'E'V EflatJ'ra, 
li.>...>..a 7E 7rpos -ro7s 71'0AAa OL7JP<IC') 

(-es) a,<')'EVOVTO, 

An example of the way in which 
Empedoeles explained the origin 
of the present organic beings from 
these first productions, is gi ,·en by 
Arist. Part. Anim. i. 1, 640 a, 19: 
a,61rep 'Ep.71'<001Ci\')S ob,c 6p8ws •tp7J1<< 
J\.Eywv lnr&pxeLJJ "/f'Oi\.i\ct -ro?s (c/Jots o,a 
-rO (]'uµ{3Y}vai oihws Ev -rfj "'fiVl:tTei, 
oTov ,ca.l T1}v f'&.xw TotmJ-r'Ylv lxew, 
3n rl-rpacf,EVTOS ICCJ.TaX81)Vat rlVVE/37}, 
(Tbe verses to which this ref,rs, 
with some others on the formation 
of the stomach and the organs 
of respiration, have been identified 
by Stein, Pkilcl. xv. 143 sq. ap. 
Cramer, Anecd. O.r:on. iii. 184.. 
V. 257 (238, 313 M): -

7roA.A.Cl µ.Ev &µ<fn1rp6(Twrra 1eal &µcpl
(J'Tepv' EqnJovro, 

fJou'Yevr} O..v0p6 rrpwpa, TC'G O' EµrraA.,v 
E'f,avErtA.Aov 

a.vapocpvi) {3o~Kpava, p.eµ,,7p.evo. -rff 
µEv cbr' ctvi5pWv, 

Tfj OE 7vvauwq>urj, O,epoLs T/(TK?]µ.Eva. 
-yvlo,s. 

In this manner no doubt Empedo
cles interpreted the myths of the 
Centaurs, Chimeras, Hermaphro
dites, &c. Philop. Phys. H. 13, 

VOL. II. 

says that these deformities arose 
Ev rff 1rp~TV OtaKpla'EL -roV <npalpov 
Kai TfI. &pxfi rfs ,c,0~µ~1roi;£'as, 1rpl,,, 
TO VEtlWS TEA.etws a1f' aA./1.?]J+...wv Or
a~p7vm -ra eto7J, From t.he verses 
quoted, however, it appears that 
Empedocles rather derived them 
from the union of the elements 
that had been separated by Hate ; 
and this is confirmed by the texts 
quoted supra, p. 150, 5; 160, 4 from 
Aristotle. 

1 Of. V. 267 (251, 321 JVI) on 
the origin of human beings:-
oVlwcpuel,; µ;v 1rpWTa r(rrroL (in re

gard to this expression cf. 
Sturz 370, Karsten and JVIul
lach in lz. l.) xeoi;os eF,o.ve-

' TE/\A.ov, ~ , , 
aµ.cpoT~pwv"' vOaTos TE Ka, ol!Oeos 

atcrav exovTES. 

ToVs rEv .... 1rVf /,vf7reµ.1r' E8€Aov 1rpOs 
:,/ oµ~wv rn:ecrea,,, 

ovTE Tt 1rw µeA.ewv Epa,-Ov OEµ.as 
Eµ<f>alvovTas 

olfr' Evo1r1}v olfT' aO bnxcfpwv &v-
Opdcri 7u7ov. 

Oensorin. Di Nat. 4, 8, improperly 
connects this representation with 
the one previously referred to, and 
gives the doctrine of Empedocles 
thus : prinw memhra sinyula e:i' 
terra quasi prregnante passim eclita 
deinde coisse et ejf'ecisse solidi lw
rninis nwterill1n igni sirnnl et itmore 
permixtarn. The real opinion of tbe 
philosopher is also misrepresented 
in the Plac. v. 19, 5, through the 
wrong connection into which his 
yarious utterances on the origin 
of living beings are brought. ~ 

M 
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Parmenides,1 in connection with the ancient myths of 
the Autochthones and giants,2 had already taught con
cerning the origin of men. He likewise follows Par
menides in the theory that the sexes are distinguished 
from each other by their greater or les,; warmth ; but 
whereas Parmenides ascribes the warmer · natt1re to 
women, Empedocles ascribes it to men,3 and accordingly 
supposes (herein again differing from Parmenides) that 
in the first creation of the human race men arose in the 
southern regions and women in the north; 4 and that in 
the ordinary process of generation, males are formed in 
the warmer part of the uterus, and females in the colder.5 

He further supposed, in regard to this matter, that cer
tain parts of the body of the child are derived from the 
father and certain parts from the mother, and that the 
generative impulse arises from the striving towards each 
other of these divided elements.6 His conjectures as to 

1 Supra, Vol. I. 601. 
2 Giants also seem to be al

luded to in the Plac. v. 27, where it 
is said that the present races of men 
are, as compared with the earlier, 
as little children ; but this may 
possibly refer o.nly to the golden 
age (vide i,~fra). 

s Arist. Part. Anim. ii. 2, 648 
a, 25 sqq. 

• Plut. Plac. v. 7. 
• Emp. V. 273-278 (259, 329 

M) sqq.; Arist. Gen. Anim. iv. 
1, 764 a, I; cf. i. 18, 723 a, 23; 
Galen in Hippocr. Epidem. vi. 2, 
t. xvii. a, 1002, Kiihn. The ac
counts are not quite consistent. 
Empedocles himself speaks of dif; 
fm·ent localities in the uterns 
(Galen says still more distinctly 
that he agreed with Parmenides in 

assigning boys to the right side; 
but this verse is the only authority 
given for the statement). Aris
totle gives quite another explana
tion of the difference of sexes. 
The assertion of .Censorinus, Di 
Nat. 6, 7, that male children pro
ceed from the right side of the male 
organs and females from the left, 
contradicts what he afterwards says 
of the manner in which Empedocles 
explained sexu»l differences and the 
likeness of children to their parents. 
But we cannot rely much upon this; 
vid e Karsten, 4 72. 

6 Arist. l. c. i. 18, 722 b, 8 ; iv. 
1, 764 b, 15; Galen, De Sem. ii. 3, 
t. iv. 616, with reference to Emp. 
v. 270 (227, 326 l\il). His more 
definite notions on this subject, if 
he formed any, cannot be ascer-
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the development of the fcetus were various.1 In some 
cases he sought to explain the origin and material 
composition of corporeal parts 2 by an uncertain and 
arbitrary arrangement.3 The abode and manner of life 

tained. What Philop. De Gen. An. 
16 a, 81 b (ap. Sturz, 392 sq., 
Karsten, 466 sq.) says is contra
dictory, and evidently a mere con
j ectnre, cf. p. 1 7 a. What is said 
ap. Plut. Qu. Nat. 21, 3, p. 917 
(Emp. v. 272, 256, 328 M); Plew. 
v. 19, 5; 12, 2; 10, 1; Cens. 6, 10, 
we may here pass over. Vide 
Karsten, 464, 471 sq.; Sturz, 401 
sq. In accordance with his gene
ral principle of the combination of 
matter, Empedocles supposed that 
for fruitful seminal combination 
there must be a certain symmetry 
of pores in the male and fem»le. 
When, however, t,his is excessive, 
it may have an opposite result, as 
in the case of mules. Vide Arist. 
Gen. An. ii. 8; cf. Philop. in h. l. 
p. 59, a (ap. Karsten, p. 468, where 
the statement of the Placita, v. 14, 
on this subject is corrected). 

1 Tbe fretus is formed during 
the first seven weeks, or more ac
curately, iri the sixth and seventh 
weeks (Pint. Plac. v. 21, 1 ; Theo. 
Math. p. 162); birth takes place 
between the seventh and tenth 
month (Plac. v. 18, 1; Censorin, 
7, 5) : first tbe heart is formed 
(Cens. 6, 1 ), and the nails last; 
they consist of hardened sinews 
( Arist. De Spir. c. 6, 484 a, 38; 
Plac. v. 22, and Karsten, 476). 
The comparison with the cnrdling of 
milk in the manufacture of cheese, 
v. 279 (265 K, 2I5 M) may relate 
to the first beginnings of the em
bryo, cf. Arist. Gen. An. iv. 4,771 b, 
18 sqq. Perhaps, however, it may 
also refer to the separation of tears 

from the blood, of which Empedo
cles, according to Plut. Qu. Nat. 
20, 2, said: t/,rnrep 7if./l.aKTDS Dppov 
TDv afµ.aTDS rapaxOeVTDS (fermented) 
J,rnpovweai 70 ociKpvov. Empedo
des also treated of abortions; vide 
Piaa. v. 8, and Sturz, 378. 

2 In the bones two parts of 
water and fonr parts of fire are 
added to two parts d earth ; in 
flesh and blood the four element.s 
are mingled in equal or nearly 
equal parts, v. 198 sqq., vide sup. 
143, 4; in the sinews, according to 
Plac. v. 22, there are two puts of 
water to one part of earth and 
one of fire. In the Placita the 
composition of tbe bones is clif
ferent from that given by Empedo
cles himself; and in · Phi lop. De 
An. E, 16, and Simpl. De An. p. l 8 
b, rme part of water and one of air 
are substituted for the two parts 
of water; but these divergences 
are not worth considering. Kar
sten's attempt to reconcile them 
contradicts the tenor of the verses 
quoted. 

3 Tlrns he supposed (vide Plac. 
l. c. according to the more perfect 
text ap. Galen, H. Phil. c. 36, p. 
338 Kiibn; Plut. Qu. Nat. cf. 
note 1) that tears and perspira
tion arise from a dissolution ( rfi
KerJ'Oa,) of the blood, and according 
to v. 280 (266, 336 M) he seems to 
have similarly regarded the milk 
of females, the appearance of 
which, in his usual manner, he as
signed to a given day. In v. 215 
(209, 282 M) he describes more 
particularly the forming of a part 

M2 
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· of the different animals were determined, he thought, 
by the substances of which the animals consist ; for each 
substance, according to the universal law, seeks its like.1 
From the same cause he rlerived the position of the 
various parts in the body.2 Animals, like plants, are 
nourished by the assimilation of kindred substances; 3 

growth he deduces from warmth, sleep and the decay of 
old age from the decrease of warmth, death from its 
entire cessation.4 

As to the opiilions of Empedocles about the other 
bodily activities, the points on which tradition tells us 
most are the process of respiration and the sensuons 
perception. The expiration and inspiration of the air 

of the body ( we do not know exactly 
which part is meant), comparing it, 
as it seems, with the preparation of 
pottery. 

' Plao. v. 19, 6 (where, how
ever, the text is corrupt. Instead 
of els idpa &va1n1E'i11 should be read 
els &.Eptt cfvw /3}...!1ret11, &c. The 
concluding words, however, ,rcun 
Tots Brhpa~, 1req,wv7J1<eva,, I know not 
how to emend. Karsten is per
haps right in his suggestion of 
7rE<J,UKCVaL for 7rE</>WV1J"EVaL, but 
hardly in that of 1repl for 1ra.<1,; 
and he is·wrong in referring the 
passaire to parti~ular members). 
Empedocles was not always true 
to this principle; for he says that 
aquatic animals seek the moist 
element because of their warm 
n,iture, Ari&t. IJe Rcspir. c. 14; 
Theophr. Gaus. Plant. i. 21, 5. 
The previous quotations from v. 
233-239 (220 sqg., 300 sqq. M) 
and v. 163 (205, 256 M) seem to 
show that he treated minute! v of 
the different species of animals. 

2 Philop. Gen. An. 49 a. Ifar
sten, 448 sq., conjectures that this 
is merely an arbitmry extension of 
what he says (vide sup. p. 159, 7) 
about plants. The verses, how
ever, which are quoted by Plut. Qu. 
Com. i. 2, 5, 6 (233 sqq., 2~0 K, 
300 M), prove nothing against it, 
and Arist. Gen. An. ii. 4, 740 b, 
12, is in its favour. 

3 Plut. Qu. Conv. iv. 1, 3, 12, 
which appeals to v. 282 (268, 338 
M) sgq.; Plao. v. 27. 

' Plao. v. 27, 23, 2, 25, 5; 
Karsten, 500 sq. It has already 
been remarked, and Empedocles 
himself repeats it, in v. 24 7 (335, 
182 M) sqq. respecting living crea
tures, that all destruction consists 
in the separation of the substances 
of which a thing is composed. 
This may be brought into connec
tion with the statements in the 
Plaoita through the theory that 
Empedocles regarded the decay of 
the body as a consequence of the 
failure of vital heat. 
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takes place, on bis theory, not merely through the 
windpipe, but through the whole body, in consequence 
of the movement of the blood. When the blood; in 
its backward and forward course, withdraws from the 
external parts, the air penetrates through the fine pores 
of the skin; when the blood again flows into those parts, 
the air is expelled.1 He explained sensation also by 
rnference to the pores and emanations. To produce 
sensation, it is necessary that the particles detaching 
themselves from the objects should be in contact with 
the homogeneous elements of the organs of sense, either 
by the entrance of the particles of the object through 
the pores, or (as in the case of sight) by the exit of 
the elements of the organ in the same manner.2 For, 
according to the doctrine first enunciated as a principle 
by Empedocles, things are known to us o'nly through the 
elements of like kind in us: earth through earth, water 
through water,3 &c. This theory is most easily carried 
out in regard to the senses of taste and smell. Both, 
according to Empedocles, result from the taking up of 
minute particles of matter into the nose or mouth, in 

1 V. 287 (275, 343 M) sqq.; cf. 
Karsten, Arist. Respir. c. 7; Scho
liastsin h. l. ( on Sim pl. De Anirnd, p. 
167 b, sq.); Plac. iv. 22, v. 15, 3. 

2 Vide supra, p. 132 sq.; Theo
p~ra.st. De Sensu, ,§ 7 _: 'E,;'"; </>?J"'!• 
T'f evo.pµ6TTEIV [ TCJ.S a.,roppoa.s] E<S 

ToVs 1rOpous ToVs Etcd.CTT'flS [ ala'87]. 
a-ews] a.la-8cive<r8a.,, the diversity of 
the pores occasions the specific 
differences of sensations : Each 
sense perceives that which is so 
symmetrical with its pores that it 
penetrates into them, and so affects 
the organ ; while everything else 
· either does not enter it, or passes 

through without producing a sen
sation. Similarly Plac. iv. 9, 3; 
cf. Hoper, Zitr Lehre van der 
Sinneswahrnehrnung d. Lucrez. 
Stendal, 1872, p. 5. 

• V. 333 (321, 378 M.) :-
7,dv µ)v 7CJ,p -ya'iav lnrdnrap.Ev, VOarL 

O' fJOwp, . 
al8€pt ~' aleEpa Olov, CI.TO.p 1rvpl 1rVp 

&.t'D'l}A.ov, 
<TTop-yfi oe <1Top-y~v, ve11ws oe TE 

vel1eer Av-yptP · 
~IC T:>VTwV ,'Yap 1rdT1T!t 1TE7rt/-yacnv 

a.pµ.oa-8evTa. 
Kal -roV-rots q>povEou<rt «al ?}OovT, i]O' 

&vtWv-rcu, 
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the one case from the air, in the other from the moisture 
with which they are mingled.1 In the senRe of hearing 
he thought the sounds were formed by the entrance and 
agitation of the air in the passage of the ear as in a 
trumpet.2 In the sense of sight, on the contrary, the 
seeing body was supposed to issue forth from the eye 
in order to come in contact with the emanations of the 
object. Empedocles thus conceived the eye as a kind 
of lantern: in the apple of the eye fire and water are 
enclosed in skins, the pores of which, arranged in alter
nate rows for each substance, allow passage to the emana
tions of each : fire causes the perception of that which 
is bright, and water of that which is dark. When, 
therefore, emanations of visible things reach the eye, 
the emanations of the internal fire and water pass out 
of the eye through the pores, and from the meeting of 
these two arises vision. 3 

1 Plac. iv. 17; Arist. De Sensit, 
c. 4, 441 a, 4; Alex. De Sensit, 
105 b; cf. Empedocles, v. 312 (300, 
465) f. 

2 Theoph. De Sensu, 9 ; Plut. 
Plac. iv. 16, where, however, the 
,,C:,owv with which Empedocles ( also 
agcording to Theophrastus) had 
compared the interior of the ears 
is improperly taken to mean a bell 
instead of a trumpet. 

• V. 316 (302, 220 M) sqq.; cf. 
240 (227,218 M) sq.; Theoph. l. c. 
§ 8 sq. ; Arist. De Sensu, c. 2, 437 
b, 1 O sqq., 23 sqq: ; Alex. in h. l. p. 
43, 48; Thurot. Philop. Gen. 
Anim. 105 b (ap. Sturz, 419; 
Karsten, 485); Plut. Plac. iv. 13, 
2 ; Joh. Damasc. Parcill. p. i. 17, 
U (Stab. Floril. ed. Mein. iv. 173). 
According to Theophr. and Philop. 

l. c.; Arist. Probl. xiv. 14; Gen. 
Anim. v. 1. 779 b, 15, Empedocles 
thought that light eyes were fiery 
and dark eyes moist; that light 
eyes see more clearly by night, 
and dark eyes by day (the reason 
of this is characteristically ex
plained in Theophrastus); but the 
best eyes are those iu which fire and 
water are mingled in equal parts. 
Hofer, l. c., opposes the notion that 
Empedocles supposed the inner fire 
to issue forth from the eyes ; but he 
has not considered Empedocles's 
own declarations concerning the 
,pws l!w o,aOpwa'ICOV, nor Aristotle's 
repeated expression, J!i6vros rov 
q,wros, in reference to this; nor 
Al~xander's comments on the verse 
of Empedocles, which are entirely 
on the same side. Plato giYes the 
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Thought has a similar origin. Intelligence and the 
power of thought are ascribed by Empedocles to all 
things,1 without distinction of corporeal and spiritual ; 
thought therefore, like all other vital activities, arises 
and depends upon the admixture of substances in the 
body.2 \V-e form a conception of each element by ;_ 
means of the corresponding element in our body. It 
is in the blood especially, because there the elements 
are most completely mingled, that thought and con
sciousne3s have their chief seat (this was a common 
opinion among the ancients), and particularly the blood 
of the heart.3 But Empedocles, in accordance with 

same explanation of sight. Of. 
Part JI. a, 727, 3 (English Trans
lation, p. 428). In agreement 
with the above quotations, we have 
also tbe definition of eolour as 
&:1r6f,po,a (Arist. De Sensu, c. 3, 440 
a, 15; Btob. Eel. i. 364, where 
four principal colours are named, 
correspond;ng to the four elements; 
cf. sup. p. 133, 2; 158, 2); aud the 
theory of Empedocles on transparent 
bodies (Arist. sup. p. 133, 2), and 
the images of the mirror. These 
last he explained on the theory that 
the effluences of objects cleaving 
to the surface of the mirror were 
sent back by the fire streaming 
out at its pores. 

1 V. 231 (313, 298 M): 1r&.vrn 
')'ttp fo8t <pp6Vr}<JW fXELV Ka) VGJµaTOS 
al,rnv. Sext. Math. viii. 286; Stob. 
Eel. i. 790; Simpl. De An. 19 b. 

2 V. 333 sqq. sup. p. 165, 3. 
Arist. De An. i. 2, 404 b, 8 sqq. 
concludes in his usual manner, 
from this verse, that according to 
Empedocles the soul is composed 
of all the four elements, an asser
tion which is then repeated by his 

commentators. Vide Sturz, 443 
Bqq., 20.'i sq.; Karsten, 494. It is, 
however, incorrect. Empedocles 
did not hold that the soul is com
posed of the elements; but what 
we call the activity of the soul he 
explained by the elementary com
position of the body; a soul distinct 
from the body he did not assume. 
TheoJoretus' s assertion ( Cur. Gr. 
Ajf. v. 18, p. 72), that Empedocles 
r~garded the' s?ul, as a /J;'l'r ~~ 
ai8epd,Oous KaL a.epC1JOovs ouutas, 1s 
still more incorrtct; and it is evi
dent that the inference of Sextus, 
Math. vii. 115, 120, that Empedo
cles believed there were six criteria 
of truth belongs only to himself 
and his authorities. 

3 Thephr. De Sensu, § 10, after 
stating Empedocles's doctrine of 
the senses: &tJ'aVT(JJS oi AE-yeL ,cat 
1repl <ppov{i<J'ews 1<al &,,volas· TO µ~v 
rap cf>fDVE~ e!z'm ~o?s ~µolots, -i:o O' 
a-yvoew Tot.s a.voµoiots, ws fJ Tav'Thv 
1) 1rapa1ril.{icnov ov Ti/ alcr8{icrEL Ti,v 
<pp6vr/(ltv. i'i1ap,8µ11cr&.µevos ')'ttp &is 
E~acrrov E~dcr-rcp c-yvwp~(oµevJ E'lr.l 
TEA.EL 1rpOffE87JKEV WS " EK 'TOYTWJJ,' 
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his own theories, could not and did not exclude other 
parts of the body from. participation in thought. 1 The 
more homogeneous is the mixture of the elements, the 
more acute are the senses and intelligence generally ; 
when the elementary particles are combined with each 
other in a loose and slack m.anner,2 the mental faculty 
moves more slowly; when they are small and tightly 
compressed, it moves more quickly; in the one case 
there is permanence, in the other instability.3 If the 
right admixture of the elements is limited to certain 
parts of the body, it produces the corresponding special 
endowment.4 Empedocles therefore supposes, like Par-

&c. ( v,: 3}6 sq. s:,p. p. 85, 1 t Ii'.~ 
«al 'Tep mµaTL µa)\.t<Pra t:ppovew · ezr 
-roVTff' 7Clp µdA.L<JTa KEKpCl.0'8a( €6Tt 
.,.i), IJ"To1xe'ia "TWV µ.ep(ifll. Emp. v. 
327 (315, 372 M) :-
a1µaro~ EJJ 7reA&.-yecro-t 'TE8paµµEJJ'f/ 

i't.n18op6vros, 
TfJ TE v6'r]u.a µrl}dn'Ta ,cu1eAl<rKETat 

&vOpcE1rounv· 
u.Tµ.a -yap i't.vBpdnro,s 1rep11dpli,6v elJ"Tt 

v611µ.a. 
This verse is to be received as 
Empedoclean: though it seems, ac
cording to Tert. De An. 15, to have 
been found in an Orphic poem, it 
doubtless came in the first instance 
from Empedocles. Philop. De An. 
C, a, ascribes it to Critias ; but 
this is evidently a mistake. Later 
=iters repeat or misinterpret this 
definition sometimes in the sense 
of subsequent enquiries concerning 
the seat of the 71-yeµ.ov11,6v: vide 
Cic. Tnsc. i. 9, 19; 17, 41; Plut. 
ap. Eus. Prmp. i. 8, 10; Gale,n, 
De Hipp. et Flat. ii. e:i:tr. T. V. 
283 K; Sturz, 439 sqq.; Karsten, 
495, 498. Cf. also p. 163, 1, and 
Plato, J?hmdo, 9 6 B. 

1 Notice the µ.ri1'.11J"-ra, v. 328, and 
the conclusion of the passRge in 
Theophrastus to be quoted imme
diately. 

2 Or according to the Interpr. 
Cruqu. on Homce, Rp. ad Pis. 465 
(ap. Sturz 447, Karslen 496), 
where the blood is cold: this, how
ever, was probably regarded by 
Empedodes as a consequence of 
the loose corn bination of its parts. 

3 This is the first germ of the 
doctrine of temperaments. 

• Theophr. l. c. § 11: g1J"o1s p•v 
oVv 'l(J'a tcal 1rapa1r>.:/Ja-ux µEµtK'Tat, Ka} 
µ.h li,a ,rol\7'.ov [here the text seems 
corrupt. I should conj eeture 7'.iav 
1ro7'.7'.a J µ.'T)li' aD µ.11<pa µ.'f/li' b1repflri7'.
Aovra T(p µE'y€8r:,, ToVTovs cppo-
11tµ(J)Tci-rovs E1vat teal Ka-rfl. T0s al
a'87/crELs (J.,cpt{JE<J'TdTOVS " JCaT(/, J...6ryov 
0€ Kal Toils Env'Tchw -rolrr(J)V. 0CTOIS 
O' EvavTlws, &q>pove<l'r&.rovs. ,ad Wv 
µEv µava Kal Cl.paict. KEL'Tat Ttl. O"TDLXELa, 

vw8poils Kal brnr&vovs, 6Jv OE 7f'VKPa 

«al ICa'Ta µ,tKptJ. TEBpavuµEva, -roVs a~ 
Torn6-rovs O!Ews ( so Wimmer reads 
for l,~e'is 1<al) q,epoµ.frovs, 1<al ,rol\;\a 
bn{3aA.J\.oµEvovs OA.l7a EtrL'TEAeLJI o,a, 
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menides, 1 that the quality of thought is regulated ac
cording to the constitution of the body, and changes 
with it.2 Aristotle infers from this that he must have 
sought truth in the sensible-phenomenon; 3 but such a 
conclusion Empedocles would have repudiated, as much·, 
as his Eleatic predecessor,4 whether rightly or wrongly: 
it is not our purpose to enquire. For he is so far from· 
placing absolute trust in perception, that he exhorts us' 
to give no credence to it at all, but to acquaint our
selves instead with the nature of things by reflection; 5 

·d1v l,~v-r71Ta T'JS Tov a1µaTos cpopas. higher madness of religious en
ofs o, 1m8' ev TL µ6pwv 71 µfo71 tlrnsiasm. Col. Aarel. De Morb. 
Kpii<Tls EcrT,, -rmhp uocpatls ~,rcf.o-Tous Ohron. i. 5, 145. 
eiv~,. liil, 'TDVS µ'ev pfi-ropas a:ya8ovs, • Metaph. iv. 5, 1009 b, 12, 
ToVs OE TEXvlTas· &s -ro'is µ€11 €v Ta'is where it is said of Democritus and 
x•prrl -ro,s o' ~v -rji -y71.d,T'T'fl -r1Jv Empedocles ( of the latter on the 
1<parrw aorrav. bµoio,s Ii' i!x«v Kal strength of the verse just quoted): 
1ea.Tct ,,as a.i\A.as Ouvdµ.Ets. This last O,\ws ciE OtCl 7Q- {nroAa.µ.[3dvELV cpp6-
is thus expressed in Plut. ap. E 18. V'f/rT<V µ'ev 'T1)V afo·871a"<V, Tavr71'v a' 
P;;cep., i. 8, .. l~O: ,;r~ ,oe 1-yEµov;KO~ eivw Cl,A.A.ofwa-w, Tb cpmv6µevov KaTCt 
OVTE ev KH/)aA.?J OV'T EJ/ 8wpcuct, a'A.A T1}v atcr87J<TLV i! Cl.v&:yK1JS &A.118€s 
iv aTµ~n· 38ev 1<aO' 3 n &v µepa. eivai cpa.rriv. The words J~ &va-yK71s 
TOu crd,µa.Tos ,r71.eiov if 1rapemrapµ.vov are to be connected with ,parrw: 
TD 7}7e~o11,K~v,, ote;a, KaT' EKe'ivo they are constrained to maintain. 
1rponp«v Taus av8pw,rovs. 4 For Ritter's suggestion ( cf. 

1 Supra, vol. i. 602. Wolf's Anal. ii. 458 sq.; cf. Gesch .. 
2 V. 330 (318, 375 M): 1rpos d. Phil. i. 541) that, according to 

1rapeov ')'O.p µiJT<s a.,~na, &v8pch· Empedocles, the Sphairos can only 
,ro,rr,v. In support of this propo- be known byreason,and t.be present 
sition Empedocles also adduces the world by the senses, has no war
phenomenon of dreaming. Accord- . rant in his own utterances : the 
ing to Philop. De An. P. 3, and verses quoted below (19 sqq.) are 
Simp. De An. 56 b, the words in of universal application: there is 
v. 331 (319, 376 M) likewise no trace of any restriction to the 
relate to it : 3crcrov -r' &71.71.a,o, µe-ri- Sphairos, cf. note 4. 
<f>~v, T1rrov}lp crcp'.rrw ale! Ka! cppo- 5 V. 19 (49, 53 M):-
veeiv a71.71.o,a ,raprcrTa'TO. He also a.71.,\' ll')'° ll8pet 1rcfop ,ro.71.dµp, ,r,) 
remarked that madness arises from liijAov e,acr-ro11, 
corporeal causes, though he after- µ~Te Ttv' 5,/nv lxwv 1ricrTE, 1r71.eav, I) 
wards speaks of a madness pro- 1<aT' a.Kov~v, 
duced by guilt, and, side by side µ~T' o.1<01Jv ipioov1rav {mep Tpa.vr/,. 
with this diseased madness, of the µam ')'i\.d,rrcr11s, 
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and though be keenly deplores, with Xenophanes, the 
limitations of human knowledge,1 yet in regard to the 
knowledge granted to mortals, he expects far more from 
reason than from the senses. It need hardly be ~aid, 
however, that he set up no theory of knowledge in tbe 
later sense of the term; 2 nor ought we on account of the 
common accusations from men of all parties to consider 
him an ally of the sceptics.3 Wbat made him. mis-

µfrre n Twv li.71.7'.wv, tl1t61Twv 1r6pos 
€0-Tl vo'l]crat. 

")'Vlw~ T[~
1
-r1.11 {pvKe, i,&ei O' ii 

01jA.OV EK.Ct<J'TOV. 

V. 81 (108, 82 M) of the cp,11.6n1s: 
-r1)v trb vOrp OEp1reu µ:nO' ~µ,ua<rw ijo-o 
-re8711rws. Later writers, such as 
Lact. Inst. iii. 28 ; Tert. De An. 
1 7, I pass over. 

1 V. 2 (32. 36 M) :-
O'rew,~.nrol µ.~tt ry&p 1raA&..u.a, Ka.rtl.. 

~ ')'V'ia K.Exvvrac 
1ToA.i\ct OE Oe[A' Eµ:rraia, T&. T1 U..µ/3'A.V

voulft µep[µvas. 
1TaVpov DE (w1/s- Cl~lou µEpos &.Opt}

<TavTes. 
5. &ncvµ6pot 1cc1.1rvo"io O[K'IJV Cl.ptJEi·res 

fi:rr'E'rrrav, 
abrO µ611011 1rEtu8Evres, Ore,, 7rpoo'~ 

EKup<J'ev EKmTros 
1rav-r60-' JA.cwv&µevos, Th O' OA.ov µd.'¥ 

dJxera1. eUpe7v · 
olhoos oth' bnOepKTCI. TcfO' Cf.vOpcf.:nv 

otlT' braJCOV(PTO. 

o8re v6cp 7rEpLA.7JrrT&.. atl 6' ofJv, 
E1rEl (j;O' E>...u.f.cr871s, 

11:EV<r:,m oil 1r'A.Eov 'h~ /3poTefrJ µ1]Tu 
up,pev. 

This passage, the strongest which 
is found in Empedocles, in trn th 
only asserts this : considering the 
limitations of human knowledge 
and the shortness of hnman life, 
we camlllt suppose we have em
braced the whole with a fortuitous 

and one-sided experience ; it is im
possible in this way to attain to a 
real knowledge of t':te truth (v. 8 
sq.) ; we must therefore content 
ourselves with that which man is 
in a position to attain. Similarly, 
Y. 11 (41, 45 M) sq., Empedocles 
entreats the gods to preserve him 
from the presumptuous spirit which 
would utter more than is per
mitced to morfals, and to reveal to 
him Jv 8€µ.ts Eo-Tlv E<f>rJµ.eplounv 
/11co6eiv. A third passage, v. 85 
(112, 86 M) sq., does not belong 
to this connection; for when he 
there says of lo\•e, -T1)V oliT,s µeO' 
371.0lfiv (as Panzerbieter and S,ein 
rightly read) ell.,1Tr,oµev71v lielia.f/Ke 
Ov71-ros &vhp, this according to the 
context only means; in its appear
ance as sexual love, this force 
indeed is known to everyone; but 
its universal cosmical import has 
been as yet unknown, and is to be 
first revealed by him ( ITV Ii' li.1<oue 
71.6-ywv 1TT6Aov ob,c h«T7)7'.6v). 

2 The following is attributed 
to him by Sextus, Math. vii. 122, but 
evidently with no other founda
tion thau the verse first quoted : 
not the senses, but the opObs 71.o-yos 
is the criterion of truth; this is 
partly divine and partly human ; 
the human part only can be com-
municated in speech. · 

3 The sceptics ap. Diog. ix. 73 ; 
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trustful of the senses our fragments do not expressly 
state; but a comparison of the analogous opinions of 
ParmenideR, Democritus and other physicists leaves 
little doubt that the cause, in his case as in theirs, lay 
in the contradiction between the sensible phenomenon 
and his physical theory, and more especially in the diffi
culties with which the conceptions of Becoming, Decay 
and qualitative Change are beset; so that here also the 
propositions of the theory of knowledge appear not as 
the basis, but as the fruit of objective enquiry. 

Feelings too, according to Empedocles, originate in 
the same manner and under the same conditions as 
opm10ns. That which is akin to the constituent parts 
of each human being begets in him, together with the 
knowledge of it, the sensation of pl~asure ; that which 
is opposed to those constituents begets the feeling of 
a version.1 Desire consists in the striving after kindred 
elements, of which each individual is in want; and it 
is ultimately the result of a mixture of substances 
adapted to the nature of the individual.2 

III.-THE RELWIOUS IJOCTRINES OP E1l!PEDOCLES. 

HITHERTO we have been occupied with the physical 
theories of Empedocles. All the doctrines connected 
with these start from the same presuppositions, and 

Oic. Acad. i. 12, 44. In Acad. pri. 
ii., 5, 14, this statement is contra
dicted. 

1 Emp. v. 336 sq., 189 sqq. (sup. 
p. 165, 3; 134, 1). Theophr. De 
Sensu, 16, with reference to this 
verse : Cl.AA.et. µ1}v otlOE T1/v 1}0ov~v 
Kc.d 'A.Vrr11v 0µ.0A.07av,u..€vws ci.1roOlowa,v1 

?JOecrOcu µiv ,roia>v 'Tols Oµo[ots A.tnrel
O'Oa, o~ 70,s ~vaVTfn,s. Joh. Damasc. 
Parall. S. ii. 25, 30, 35 (Stob. 
Floril. ed. Mein. iv. 235 sq.); cf. 
Plut. Plac. v: 28 and Karsten, 
461. 

z Plut. Plac. l. c. ; cf. Qµmst. 
Conv. vi. 2, 6. 
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though, in regard to particular details, we may dis
cover much that is arbitrary, yet on the whole there 
is evidently an attempt to explain all things in reference 
to the same principles and the same primitive causes. 
The physical conceptions of Empedocles appear, there
fore, as parts of a system of natural philosophy which, 
though not complete on all sides, is yet carried out in 
accordance with one plan. It is otherwise with his 
religious doctrines and prescripts, which are taken 
partly from the the third book of the poem on physics, 
but especially from the /Caeapµ,ot, and apparently have 
no connection with his scientific principles. In these 

· propositions we see only articles of faith which were 
superadded to his philosophic system from quite another 
quarter. We cannot, however, entirely pass them over. 

We will take first the conceptions of Transmigra
tion and life after death. Empedocles tells us that it 
is the immutable decree of fate that the dremons who 
have sinned by murder or perjury should be banished 
for 30,000 seasons from among the Blessed, and tra
verse the painful paths of life in the various forms of 
mortal existence.1 He presupposes, therefore, a prim
eval state of bliss, the theatre of which must have been 

1 V. 369 (1) :-
fo7,v &v&:y/C')S xpriµa, eewv tMwrµa 

11"aA.cuOv, 
&."l"l5wv, 1rA.aTEEdcr1, KaTeucpprryurµEvov 

8p1COLS" 

efJTI r1s &.µ.1rAa1dpcn cp6vov <f>D\a 
'Yv'ia µt1,vp 

afµ.a:ros, ;) E1rfop,cov &µap-rfJffas i1ro
µ6fJ'fJ'1} 

iialµwv, o'fre µa,cpafwvos :Ae>-ax=• 
tJfoio, 

Tpts µ,v µvpias ifipas a,rl, µa,cdpwv 
&A.d/\.7JU8at, 

q,v6µevov 1ravToia ii,/, xp6vou etoea 
evr,TWV, 

&p-ya:Aeas /31/,70,0 µETa')\)1.J.fJ'fJ'OVTa 
KE"J\eVfJouso 

The statements of later authorities 
I pass over here, and in what fol
lows, as they only reiterate and 
distort what Empedocles himself 
says. They are to be found in 
Sturz, 448 sqq. 
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heaven; for he complains that he has been cast out 
from the abode of the gods upon the earth, into this 
cavern,1 and a return to the gods is promised to the 
pious.2 The poet describes in forcible verses, ostensibly 
from his own recollection,3 tbe wretchedness of guilt
laden spirits who are tossed about in restless flight 
through all parts of the world ; 4 the pain aitd sorrow of 
the soul which, having entered the place of oppositions 
and of strife, of sickness and of transitoriness,5 finds 
itself clothed in the garment of the flesh,6 and trans
ferred from life into the kingdom of death.7 The 

' V. 381 (7, 9 M) :~-
,,.wv Kal E')'W vVv elµl, cpv-yd.s 8e66e11 

If.al Cli1..7}T'f]S, -
velraJ.· µawoµEv(f} 1rluvvos. 

V. 390 (11, 15 M) :-
1~ v7:YJS TiµrJs 'TE Kal Oo-crov µ7}Keos 

67'./3ou 
cfiOe 7reaWv Ka'Ta -ya?av &vacrrrptcpoµ.m 

µera 8vrrrois. ('l'ext of this 
Yersc is Yery uncertain.) 

392 (31, 29 M) :-
T}AV8oµev T6l;' inr, cfv-rpov {rrr&uTeyov. 

2 V. 449 sq.; vide inf. p. 174, 5. 
3 V. 383 (380, 11 11'1) :-

1]011 ')'dp 1roT' E7W 7ev6µrJV KoVp6s TE 

,c6p1} TE 

8&.µvos T' olwvOs TE Kal elv O.i\l 
fAA.01ros lx8Vs. 

4 V. 377 (16, 32 M) :-
alflEpwv µEv "'Ydp lfcf,e µ.Evos 1r6vTovcie 

OtdHCEL, 

1r6J1TOS O' ~s xBuvOs oliOas &1rE1rTV<J'E,. 

1'aLa 0, Es aVycts 
1}eA.iov &1ec!µaPTOS, 0 O' alOEpos ¥µJ3a7'.e 

Olvms• 
lr.i\Aos O' E~ li~i\ov OExerai <1rv-yE

ov<11. Oe 1rawres. 

V. 400 (14, 30 M) seems to refer 

to the same condition. 
5 V. 385 (13, 17 TuI) :-

u:AaVcnf re Kal K6J1w<J'a, lOdJv lurvv1,-
8rn xwpov, 

386 (21, lf }VI) fve~ <!>6vas T: K6TOS 
TE KO.L aJ\/1.wv eOvea K1Jpwv, 

aUXftP,pai TE v6cro1 1<al cr{i,jnes fp-ya 
TE />EvcrTa. cf. v. 393 (24, 

22 11'1) for the description of the 
opposites in the terrestrial world, 
of XBovi'l and 'H7'.,61r'1 ( earth and 
fire), of f>.Y]pts and 'Apµov['lj (hate 
and lo Yo), <l>uD"w and 4!8,µev'l (birth 
and decay), beauty and ugliness, 
greatness and littleness, sleep and 
wakmg, &c. (We need not, with 
Plut. Tmngu. An., 15, p. 474, in
terpret this to mean that Empedo
c!es assigned to everyone through 
life a good and an evil genius.) 
Cf. 157, 2. 

6 V. 402 (379, 414 M) :-
6ap1uJJv CI.AA0-y11Wri Jrept<J'rlA.A.ovCJ'o.. 

x,rrWv,. 

Accordi:1g to Stob. l!7cl. i. 1048, 
the subJect of the proposition is 7/ 
Oo..lµwv. 

' V. 404 (378, 416 M) :-
EK µ~v :ap (c{,c,;11 ErleE, J/EKpoetOE' 

aµ.et/3wv. 
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exiled daimons in the course of their wanderings enter 
not only into human and animal bodies, but also into 
the forms of plants ; 1 but in each of these classes the 
noblest dwellings are appropriated to the worthiest of the 
daimons. 2 The intermediate state, after the departure 
of the soul from the body, seems to have been con-

.,, ceived by Empedocles in accordance with the prevailing 
notions of Hades.3 Whether he supposed that the 
term of wandering was the same for all souls, and what 
duration he assigned to it, we cannot be certain.4 The 
best rise at last to the dignity of soothsayers, poets, 
physicians, and princes, and from thence return as gods 
to the gods. 5 

This belief is connected by Empedocles with certain 
purifications of which we find traces in his writing·s,6 

and also with the prohibition of flesh 7 and the slaying 
I Of.p.173,2; 159,3. 
2 V. 438 (382, 448 M) :~ 

Jv (]1,pecr<rL A.Eov-res Opetl\.ExEes xa
µateVvai 

-y(-yvovrn, o&.rpvm o' /vl Uvopernv 
1]V,c6µ.ounv. 

3 This is alluded to iu v. 389 
(23, 21 M); the immediate refe
rence is unknown : lf-r7)s lxv 71.e,µ.wva. 
KaTtt <fK6TOS 1]Ar:£crICOV(J'LV. 

4 The Tpurµ.vpwt &pat, v. 37 t, 
are of uncertain meaning (vide 
sup. p. 148, 1 ), and we find on the 
other hand, in v. 445 ( 420. 455 
M) sq. a threat, which doubtless 
refers to transmigration :
Tot-yd.p-rot xaA.e1rfjcriv &J\.Vavres 1ea,c6. 

T'Y/a'LV 

061roTE OetA.cdwv &xlwv Aoocf>{ia'ETE 
8vµ.6v. 

5 V. 447 (387, 457 M) :-
els OE rrEi\os µ.&.v-rets TE, Ka.l Vµ.vo-

1r6A.ot ,cal l11Tpol 

!Cal 1rp&µot 0.v8pcfnrounv bnx8ovfoun 
1dJ\ovTcu 1 

fvtJev &va/37'.acr-rolJcrt 6eol Ttµ.ff(J"t 

, fEpicrrot, c , , 

a.OavaTots if.AA.atCTLV oµe<J'Ttot, av-ro-

., Tp~1re(ot; , 
1 

, 

EIJJ/lES avDpeLWV axewv, a1f'61C71pot, 
a.-retpe'is. Of. what is quoted 

from Pindar, Vol. I. p. 70, note 4. 
In the introduction to the 1rn8apµ.of, 
v. 365 (392, 4-00 M), Empeclocles 
says of his present life, 1-yw o' 
11µµ.iv 8e0s- li_µ~po-ro~, oVKETi 8V'YJT6s-. 

6 V. 4±2 (422, 452 ThI) :
&,1ro(J(J{nr,,.eu8e Kp'Y}vdwv lf7ro 7rEJ/T' 

ltviµiiJvTES &.-relpe"i xaA.,c'f. 
7 V. 430 ( 410, 442 M) :

µ.opfnv o' a.71.71.cl!a.na 1'U.T1JP 1>171.ov 
, vLOv, &efpa,s- , 

,nra.(et e1revxoµevos, µeya vfrrrws · 
is 0~ 1ropeVrra,, 

A.urcr6µ.evos OVovTOS' · 0 O' &v11KoV
<I"'T'fJO-Ev OµoKA.Ewv 
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of animals. Both necessarily appear to him in the 
light of crimes, as flagrant as the murder of human 
beings and cannibalism. In the bodies of animals are 
human souls; why then should not the same general 
law apply to animals as to our fellow-creatures? 1 In 
order to be quite consistent, Empedocles should have 
extended t.hese principles to the vegetable world; 2 but 
this was, of course, impossible : so he contented himself 
with prohibiting the use or abuse of a few plants,3 on 
account of their religious significance. 

However important this doctrine and these pre
scripts may have been to him personally,4 they have 
only a partial connection with his system, and on one 
side, indeed, are unmistakeably opposed to it. When 
Empedocles looks back with longing from the world 
of strife and of oppositions towards -the blessedness of 
a primeval state in which all was peace and harmony, 
we recognise in this the same temper and point of view 
as applied to human life, which asserts itself in regard 
to the universe in the doctrine of the vicissitude of its 
ucpdgas o' iv µ.ryrf.pa,u, «a/Ct/v <l;\.e

'YVvaTo OaITa. 
&s 0' alh·ws Tra-rEp' vLOs €1'..Wv 1ral 

f.l,'1/T<pcr. ,rcr.tOES 
OvµOv &:rroppalumrre cpiAas H:a:rO. a&p

Kas ~Oova'Lv. 

V. 436 (9, 13 M) :-
oYµ.o,, 3-r' ob ,rpou8€V µ.e OtW/\.€11'£ 

V'l/11.E~S 'ijµ.ap, 
,rplv uxfr11.t' ~P'Y" f)opcis ,repl xeiMu, 

/J,'I/TfG'CI.G'8at, V. 428 (416, 440 
M) f. 

1 Arist.Rhet.i.13, 1373b, 14:
ws 'Eµ.,reo0Kt1.1)S 11.J-ye, ,repl roii µ.1} 
KTefp~lV 70 ~µlf'vxov. TOUTO µ,Ev 'Y?,,p 

ob T<G'l µ.~v ol1<awv -rurl o' ob 
O[,cawv, 

cti\i\O' rO µEv 1rd:vrwv v&µiµov Oid -r' 
eVpvµEOovTos 

al8Epos 'i]ve,cfws -rlraTat Ou£ 7' &,,r
llhov ab-yijs (V. 425, 403 K, 
437 M). 

2 As Karsten well observes, p. 
513. 

3 The laurel and the bean, v. 
440 (418, 450 M) sq., if indeed 
the second of these verses (a«11.ol 
7id110etA.ot Kvciµoov lf:,ro XE'ipas rxe«(h:) 
is really Empedocle,i,n, and has 
this signification; for it m,i,y pos
sibly refer to the voting in the 
popular assemblies. 

4 Vide p. 173. 
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conditions. In both cases the state of unity is con
sidered the better and the earlier; diviRion, opposition, 
and the strife of particular existences is looked on as a 
misfortune, as something which arose through a distur
bance of the original order, through the abandonment 
of the blessed primitive state. But if his religious 
and his physical theories lie in the same direction, 
Empedocles never attempted to connect them scientifi
cally, or even to prove their compatibility. For though 
mental life is only a consequence of the combination 
of corporeal substances, yet as individual life it is con
ditioned by this definite combination; the soul, there
fore, can neither have existed before the formation of 
the body, nor can it outlast the body. This difficulty 
seems to have been so completely overlooked by Em
pedocles, that, a~ far as we know, he made not the 
slightest attempt to solve it, or to combine the doctrine 
of transmigration with his other theories. What be 
says of the movement of the primitive elements, which 
wander through all forms in changing combinations, 1 

has only a distant analogy and no actual connection 2 

with the wandering of d:.:emons through terrestrial 
bodies; and though the elements themselves are desig
nated by the names of gods,3 and called d:.:emons,4 it 

1 Vide supra, p. 130, 1 ; 122, 3. 
Karsten, p. 511, and Gladisch,Emp. 
u. d. Aeg. 61, suppose that verses 
51 sqq. (quoted sup. p. 122, 3) refer 
to the pre-existence and immortality 
of this sonl. This is an error; the 
reference is to the imperishable
ness of the primitive elements of 
which the perishable beings (/3poTOl) 
consist. 

2 All indi Yidual existences, 
even the gods and daemons, accord-

ing to Empedocles, first spring 
from the combination of elemen
tary substances, and perish when 
this combination ceases. The per
manence of the primitive sub
stances is therefore quite different 
from the continuance of the indi
viduals~of that which is com
ponnded of those substances. 

3 Vide sitpra, p. 125, 2; 137, 1. 
' V. 254, vide supra, 160, 5. 
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does not follow that Empedocles really identified two 
such distinct things as the transmigration of souls and 
the circulation of the elements; or intended what he 
said of the first to apply to the second.1 Nor are we 
justified in thinking that Metempsychosis is with him 
a mere symbol for the vitality of nature, and the gra
duated development of natural life.2 He himself ad
vanced this doctrine in its literal sense with the greatest 
earnestness and precision, and founded on it prescripts 
which may perhaps appear to us trivial, but which 
possessed in his eyes undeniable importance. There 
remains, therefore, only the supposition that he adopted 
the doctrine of Metempsychosis and all depending on 
it, from the Orphico-Pythagorean tradition, without 
combining it scientifically with his philosophic con
victions advanced in another place and in another 
connection.3 

The same may be said of the mythus of the golden 
age, which Empedocles sets forth in a special manner,4 

1 As is maintained by Sturz, 
471 sqq.; Ritter (Wolf's Anal. ii. 
453 sq., Gesch. d. Phil. i. 563 sq.)_; 
Schleiermacher, Gesch. d. Phil. 41 
sq.; Wendt on Tennemann, i. 312, 
&c., after the precedent of Irhov, 
De Palingenesia Veterum (Am
sterd, 1733), p. 233 sqq. &c. (vide 
Sturz, l. c.). 

2 Steinhart, l. c. p. 1 O:l sq. 
Sext. Math. ix. 127 sqq. cannot be 
quoted in support of this; for he, 
or rather the Stoic whom he tran
scribes, attributes to Empedocles 
and the PythagorPans MetPmpsy
chosis in the literal sense, and 
founds it upon the Stoical doctrine 
of the world spirit. 

TOL. II. N 

3 That it is quite possible to 
entertain ideas that are mutually 
incompatible is shown in numerous 
instances. How many theological 
doctrines, for example, have been 
believed by Christian philosophers 
whose philosophy would logically 
contradict them ! 

4 In the verses which seem to 
be alluded to by Arist. Gen. et Corr. 
ii. 6, 334 a, 5, viz. V. 405 (368, 
417 M) sqq. :-

oVOE 'TLS -iiv «Elvounv "Apris 8E0s oilOE 
Kvoo,µos 

oVO€ ZeVs f:,a<It'J\Ebs oUaE Kp6vos oVOE 
Iloa'Howv 

a.l\,\a. Kv1rpts fiM[;\rn1.. Of. V. 421 
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though we cannot find. any point of connection in 
it with his other doctrines. It cannot have belonged 
to the imagery of the Sphairos,1 for in the Sphairos 
were no individual existences; nor to the description of 
the heavenly primeval state, for those who lived in the 
golden age are expressly said to have been human 
beings, and all their surroundings appear to be terres
trial. Some would conclude from the passages just 
quoted from Aristotle, that the golden age must be 
assigned -to the period in which the separation of the 
different elements from the Sphairos first began. But 
this view has little to urge in its behalf, for, as we have 
already seen, Ernpedocles gives no particulars about 
that form of the universe, which contrasted so entirely 
with the present.2 It seems, then, that be employed 
the myths of the golden age to enforce his principles 
respecting the sacredness 'of animal life, without trou
bling bimsef to consider whether there was room in his 
system for such a theory. 

Side by side with these myths and doctrines the 
theological opinions of Empedocles now claim our 

(364, 433 M) sqq. In the following 
verses we are then told how these 
gods were worshipped by the former 
race of men with un bloody sacrifices 
and gifts, for all animals lived in 
friendship with men, and the plants 
furnished fruits in abundance. (As 
to this interpretation of l!:ya/1.µ.a, cf. 
Eernays, Tkeophr.11. d. Frommigkeit, 
179. Eernays conjectures, in the 
preceding verses, ,na,c-ro"ts {;wpo,,n 
inst<\ad of -ypa:rr'TO,s {;,f,oun. This 
does not commend itself to me. 
Empedocles may very well have 
maintained that painted (rja were 

offered in the plare of real ani
mals ; just as the offering of a bull 
of baked flour was ascribed to the 
philosopher himself by :Favorinus 
ap. Diog. viii. 53, and to Pythagoras 
byPorph.V.P.36.) Cf.sup.p.162, 
2. The notion of Stein and Mullach, 
that the verses (Vol. I. 511, 1) attri
buted in antiquity to Pythagoras or 
Parmenides really belonged to this 
section seems to me doubtful. 

1 To which they are referred 
by Ritter, Gesch. d. Phil. i. 543, 
546, and Krische, Forsch. i. 123. 

2 Supra, p. 153, 
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attention. He speaks of the Gods in many different 
ways In the first place, he mentions among the beings 
who arose out of the combination of primitive substances, 
the gods, the long-living, the revered of all. 1 These 
gods are manifestly not distinct from the divinities of 
the polytheistic popular faith, except that, according to 
the cosmology of Empedocles, their existence is limited 
to a particular space of time.2 The dremons also, some 
of whom maintain themselves from the beginning in 
the abodes of the Blest, while others return thither 
after the wanderings of Metempsychosis,3 belong to the 
popular faith. Secondly, Ernpedocles allies himself with 
the same popular faith when he calls the elements and 
the moving forces dremons, and gives them the names 
of gods; 4 hut the mythical veil is here so transparent 
that we may consider this use of the divine names as 
purely allegorical. According to his own opinion, the six 
primitive essences are indeed absolute and eternal exis
tences, to whom, therefore, the predicate divine belongs 
in a more original sense than to the created gods, but 
the poet only occasionally ascribes a personality to these 
essences. Thirdly, the same may be said of the divinity 
of the Sphairos. This mixture of all substances is di
vine only in the sense i.n which antiquity regarded the 
world as the totality of divine forces and essences.5 

' V. I 04 sqq. (sup. 130, I); cf. is said of the divinity of the 
1~9 (154, 1341\I) sqq. . Sphairos (vide sup. p. 141, 4) with 

2 Vide sup. p. 152, 2. the doctrine of Love, and both with 
• Vide sup. p. 172, 1 ; 172 sq. the Empedoclean verses immedi-
• Sup.137,l,end;l25,2;138,3. atelytobe quoted,and so attains 
• The contrary is maintained this conception : God is an intelli

by Wirth, d. !dee Gottes, 172 sqq. gent subj~ct, his essence is cp,11.fa, 
( cf. Gladisch, Emp. u. d. A~q. 31 his primitive existence the Sphai
sq., 69 sqq.). He connects what ros, which is therefore itself de-

N 2 
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Lastly, we possess verses of Empedocles in which be 
describes the Deity in the manner and almost in the very 

scribed in verse 138 (sup. 147, 1) 
as something personal. This com
bination, however, cannot be es
tablished on historical testimony, 
nor is it compatible with the most 
certain definitions of Empedocles' s 
doctrine. Wirth's main argument 
is the obser.ation of Aristotle 
(sup. p. 148, 4), that the e/,oa,µovJ
IJ'7a.TOs Oeos of Empedocles is more 
ignorant than any other creature ; 
for it has no Hate in itself, and 
consequently cannot know it. But 
it shows little acquaintance with 
Aristotle's usual manner of literally 
foterpreting his predecessors, to 
infer from this that Empedocles 
considered the Sphairos as an in
telligent subject, exempt from the 
process of the Finite. His obser
vation is perfectly explicable, sup
posing he was merely alluding to 
verses 138,142 (sup. p.147, 1; 149, 
3), where the Sphairos is described 
as god and as a blessed Being. 
Aristotle seizes on these defi
nitions, and combining them with 
the farther proposition that like is 
known by like, is able to convict 
Empedoeles of an absurdity. But 
as it does not follow that Empedo
cles himself said the Sphairos does 
not know Hate, neither does it fol
low that he spoke of it as possess
ing any faculty of knowledge. It 
is quite possible that this assertion 
is only an inference drawn by 
Aristotle ; even the superlative 
EVOCt.LfJ,OV€a''TIJ.'TOS 6elJS need not ne
cessarily have been found in Em
pe<loeles (who on metrical grounds 
could not have employed it as it 
stands). Aristotle himself may 
have originated it, either ironically, 
or becau8e he concluded that Unity 
bein& the most desirable condition, 

and Strife the most baneful (Emp. 
v. 79 sqq., 405 sqq.; St. 106 sqq., 
368 sqq., K. 80 sqq., 416 sqq.; 
lYI, &c.), the most blessed existence 
must be that in which there is no 
strife but only Unity and Love. 
All that can be pro,,ed is that the 
Sphair:,s of Empedocles is de
scribed as Divinity and a blessed 
essence. But ( as Aristotle himself 
remarks, G:en. et Gorr. ii. 6, 333 b, 
20) he also calls the elements and 
the beings derived from the ele
ments-men as well as dremons
gods; and he had the same right 
to describe his Sphairos as blessed, 
that Plato had to apply the word 
to our visible world, even if he 
did not conceive it as a personal 
beiug. Supposing, however, he 
did conceive it as such, or in the 
dubious manner of the early phi
losophers, in spite of its imper
sonal nature, ascribed to it certain 
personal attributes, for example 
knowledge-this would by no 
means prove that it was god in 
the monotheistic sense, the highest 
existence, not subject to the pro
cess of the Finite. In the first 
place we do not know that Em
pedocles entertained the mono
theistic idea of God; since the 
verse in which it is supposed to be 
found refers, Ammonius thinks, to 
Apollo; and in the second place, 
if he did entertain it, he could 
not possibly have identified this 
supreme God with the Sphairos. 
For according to Wirth, the su
preme God is withdrawn from the 
process of the Finite; but the 
Sphairos is so completely involved 
in this process that it is itselt in 
its whole integrity (vide sup. p. 
149, 3) split up by Hate, and re-
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words of Xenophanes, as in visible and unapproachable, 
and exalted above human form and limitation, as pure 
spirit ruling the whole world.1 This utterance indeed 
immediately relates to one of the popular deities,2 and 

solved into the divided world; in 
these verses the Deity is described 
as pure spirit ; the Sphairos, on 
the contrary, as the mixture of all 
corporeal substances. To proYe 
the compatibility of these concep
tions, it is not enough tO obscn·e 
that, from the realistic point of 
view of the ancients, God might 
be conceived as tlre unity .of the 
elements; and that a conception 
of Deity similar to this was held 
by Diogenes and the Eleatics. The 
question is not whether the Deity 
might be conceived as the unity of 
the elements (this we find among 
the earlier Ionian hylozoistic phi
losophers and others), nor whether, 
in that case, reason and thought 
could be ascribed to a primitive 
essence materially conceived (this 
is done by many philosophers
Diogenes and Heracleitus for in
stance~and by all the Stoics); 
but whether one and the same 
philosopher has ever conceived the 
Divinity simultaneously as pure 
spirit ( <pp1}v /ep1} K«i a8E<r<paTOS 
l!1ri1.ero µovvov) and as a mixture of 
all corporeal elements, For this 
there is no analogy. Wirth's 
theories are altogether opposed to 
the fundamental conceptions of 
Empedocles's system. According 
to his representation, and also ac
cording fo Gladisch, l. c., the first 
to exist was the unity of all Being, 
the Divinity, which is at the same 
time all elementary matter; and 
from this uniform essence only, 
could particular substances have 
developed themselves. Thus we 

should arrive at a theory of the 
world resembling Heracleitean pan
theism. But Empeclocles himself 
declares the four elements, and the 
two moving forces, to be the First 
and uncreated. The mixture of 
these elements, on the other hand, 
the Sphairos, he repeatedly and 
explicitly describes as something 
derived, and arising out of the 
com1ination of the original prin
ciples. The Sphairos, therefore 
(notwithstanding the Aristotelian 
o Bebs), cannot possibly have been 
considered by him as the Divinity 
in the absolute sense, but only as 
a divinity; cf. p. 149. 4. 

1 V. 344 (356, 389 M) :-
olJ/£ ~crTLJJ 7rE)ul.<raa8' ollr' OcpOaA.

µo'iaw ~<p<i<Tbv 
7JµET<pOLS f/ XEp<Tl i\aflew, f/,rep TE 

µey[O"T'1/ 
1r€!80Vs &118pdnrou:nv Clµo:~1.rOs Els-

' <fpEva, 1rl1rrEt. , , 
ou µev -yap /3ponp ( al. o6TE -yap 

avopoµep) KE<pai\p l<CJ.T(t. '"YVLa 
KEKaara,, 

oV µiv &.1ral vc!JroLO OVo Ki\cf.Oot Cl:l'a-
' ~OVTat,' \ 

av 1roOes, 
1 
ov Boa '}'DVv' oil µ~Oea. 

Aaxv'f}evra, 
ail.ii.a <pp1/V ''P1/ Ko.L a8ea'<f,arus 

l1ri\ETD µoVvov, 
<j>povrla, 1e60-µ.ov cl.71"avra Kara"l"u

o-ov(Ta 8o?J,nv. 

2 Ammon. IJe Interpret. 199, 
ap. Schol. in Arist. 135 a, 21 : 
OLC\ raVTa OE O 'AKpa7avr'ivos uocpOs 
E1rippa:1ri(wv roVs 1rEpl 8e&v &s &.v-
8pw1roe,iOWv lJvr

1
wv 7rap/1. ;oLS 1ro,71ra'is 

ll.e7oµe11ous µvOovs . e1r'1/7a-ye 1rpo'1/-
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even were it otherwise, we could not imagine that Em
pedocles, who everywhere presupposes a plurality of gods, 
and whose whole character is that of priest and prophet, 
would have assumed so hostile an attitude towards the 
popular religion as his Eleatic predecessors. To con
sider these verses, therefore, as is often done, a confession 
of pure monotheism is a mistake; nor ought they to be 
interpreted in the sense of a philosophic pantheism; 
for of this there is no trace in Empedocles: 1 indeed, it 
would be wholly incompatible with one fundamental 
principle of his system, the original plurality of the 
elements and efficient forces. But the design of a 
purification of the popular faith · is notwithstanding 
discernible in it, and he himself clearly avows this de
sign when, in the introduction to the third book of his 
physical poem, he extols the value of the true know
ledge of God, deplores the false notions concerning the 
gods,2 and calls on the muse to help 3 him to make a 
good discourse about the blessed gods. Even this purer 
faith, however, stands in no scientific connection with 
his philosophic theories. An indirect connection there 

7.ouµ.Evws µ.Ev 1rEpl 'A7r6A.Awvos, 1repl 
~0 ')Jv atl-r(p 1rpocrexhs O A6-yos, ,cu:rd, 
OE T0v a.UTOv Tp61rov Kal -rrepl ToV 
6Edou 7l"OWT0s (J,7r}\_@5 0.71"ocf>a.LV6µEVOS, 
" olJTe 'YCf.p," &c. According to Diog. 
viii. 57 (vide sitp. 121, n.) Empedo• 
des composed a ,rpoolµ.wv £is' A:rr6A~ 
>.wva, which, however, was burned 
after his death. Is it likely that it 
sunived in a transcript? 

1 We have already (Vol. I. 446 
sq.) noticed the passage of Sextus 
which ascribes to him, as well a.s 
to the Pythagorean~, the Stoical 
doctrine of the world-spirit. 

2 V. 342 (354, 387 M) :
t}Af3ws 1:is 0efwv 7rpa:rr!Owv E,ni}rraTo 

1rl\O°VTOV, 

Oeti\.Os O' o/ tfl(DT&EtJ'tTa eeWv 1rEp2. 
o6!a µeµr,71.ev. 

' V. 338 (383 M) :-
el flt.p Ecp71µepfwv Eve,cf11 7( (lOt, 

, ~µ,/3p~-re MoVa'a, , , 
7Jµer,pr,s eµe>.,v µe>.eras o,a q,pov-

Tloos h1..8el11, 
EilxoµEvcp vUv ail-re 1rap[a'rarro, Kai\

ALihrem., 
c.µcpl 8ewv µa1<cfpwv d7a8ov 71.6')'0V 

iµcp,dvovT,. 
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certainly is : the anthropomorphism of the popular 
religion could not be altogether congenial to a philoso
pher in whom a taste for the knowledge of natural 
causes was so highly developed. But these theological 
conceptions themselves belong neither to the foundation, 
nor to the development, of Empedocles's system .. The 
god who pervades the universe with his thought is 
neither its creator nor its former, for the cause of the 
world is to pe found only in the four elements and the 
two motive forces. Nor, according to the presupposi
tions of the system, can the government of the universe 
belong to him ; for the course of the world, as far as we 
can learn from the fragmentary utterances of Emp3do
des, is dependent equally upon the admixture of the 
elements and the alternate action of Hate and Love, 
which again follow an irreversible law of nature. No 
1"tlom is left in bis doctrine for the personal activity of 
God: even Necessity, in which Ritter I recognises the 
one efficient cause, the Unity of Love and Hate, has not 
this meaning with Empedocles.2 Nor can we suppose· 
that the Deity to which the above description relates is 
conceived .as Love; for Love is only one of the two 
efficient powers to which the other is diametrically 
opposed; and it is treated by Ernpedocles, not as a 
spirit ruling absolutely over the world, but as one of 
the six elements bound up in all things.3 The more 
spiritual notion of God which we find in his writings 
is, therefore, as little in harmony with his philosophic 
theories as the popular religion, to which it is primarily 

1 Gesch. d. Phil. i. 544. 
2 Yide supra. p. 142, 1. 

s Vide aupm, p. 138, 3. 

L. 
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related; we cannot in consequence derive it immediately 
from those theories, but must trace it to some other 
antecedents, such as, on the one hand, the precedent 
of Xenophanes, whose influence is so clearly betrayed 1 

in the language of the passage quoted from Empedocles; 
and on the other, the moral and religious interest, which 
we recognise in his. reforming attitude in regard to the 
bloody sacrifices of the ruling faith. But though these 
traits are very important if our object is to attain a 
complete picture of the personality and influence of 
Empedocles, or to determine his actual position in 
regard to religion in its details, their connection with 
his philosophic convictions is too slight to allow of our 
attaching any great importance to them in the history 
of philosophy. 

IV.-THE SCIENTIJi'JC CHARACTER AND HISTORICAL 

POSITION OF THE DOCTRINE OF EMPEDOCLES. 

EVEN in antiquity philosophers were gTeatly divided in 
respect to the value of the doctrine of Empedocles and 
its relation to earlier and contemporaneous systems ; 
and this dissimilarity of opinion has since rather 
increased than diminished. While, among bis con
temporaries, Empedocles enjoyed a high degree of 
veneration, which, however, seems to have been accorded 
to him less as a philosopher than as a prophet and man 
of the people; 2 and while later writers from the most 
opposite points of view mention him with the greatest 

1 Cf. with the verses quoted 560 sq. 
what is said of Xenophanes, Vol. I. " Vide supra, p. 119, 
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respect,1 Plato 2 and Aristotle 3 seem to rank his philo
sophic merit less highly ; and in modern times the 
enthusiastic praise given to him by some writers 4 is 
counterbalanced by more than one depreciatory judg
ment.5 Still greater is the difference of opinion respect
ing the relation of Empedocles to the earlier schools. 
Plato ( l. c.) places him with Heracleitus, Aristotle usually 

1 0 n the one hand, as is well 
known, the neo-Platonists, whose 
distortion of Empedocles' s doctrines 
has been already spoken of; and 
on the other, Lucretius, on account 
of his greatness as a poet, and his 
physical tendencies, which were 
Atomistic. Lucret. N. R. I, 716 
sqq.:-

quoru1n Acra.c;antinus cum primis 
Empedocles est, 

insula, quem triquetris terrarum 
.c;essit in oris, . . • 

qum cum ma.c;na, modis multis mi
ra,nda, videtitr, ... 

nil tamen hoe habuisse viro prmcfo
rius in se 

nee sanctitm ma.c;is et mir,tm ca
rwnque videtur. 

carmina quin etiam divini pectoris 
ejus 

vociferanhtr et exponunt prceclara 
reperta, 

ut vix humana videatur stirpe 
creatns, 

2 Soph. 242 E, where Empedo
cles, as compared with Heracleitus, 
is characterised as µa7'aK<!,Tepos. 

3 Aristotle, indeed, never passes 
formal judgment on Empedoeles ; 
but the remarks he lets fall upon 
occasions would lead us to supp0se 
that he does not consider him 
equal, as a naturalist, toDemocritus, 
or as a philosopher to Parmenides 
and Anaxagoras. The manner in 
which he refutes many Empedoc-

lean doctrines ( e.g. 11:fetaph. i. 4, 
985 a, 21; iii. 4, l OOO a, 24 sqq.; 
xii. 10, 1075 b; the definitions of 
Love and Hate, ibid. i. 8, 989 b, 
19; Gen. et Cor1·. i. l, 31'1 b, 15 
sqq. ; ii. 6, the doctrine of the 
elements, Phys. viii. 1, 252; the 
theories on the cosmical periods, 
Meteor. ii. 9, 369 b, 11 sqq. ; the 
explanation of lightning) is not 
more severe than is usual with 
Aristotle. In Meteor. ii. 3, 357 a, 
24, the conception of the sea as 
exuded from the earth is spoken 
of as absurd : but that is not of 
much importance; and the censure 
as to the expression and poetry of 
Empedocles ( Rhet. iii. 5, 1407 a, 
34 ; Poet. i. 144 7 b, 17), which, 
however, is counterbalanced by 
some praise (ap. Diog. viii. 57), 
does not affect his philosophy as 
such. But the comparison with 
Anaxagoras (Metaph. i. 3, 984 a, 
11) is decidedly unfavourable to 
Empedocles, and the word ,/,e/\
;>,.ltE<rl/a,, ibid. 4, 985 a, 4, if even 
it be extended ( ibid. i. 10) to the 
whole of the earlier philosophy, 
gives us the impression that Em
pedocles was especially wanting in 
clear conceptions. 

4 Lommatzsch in the treatise 
mentioned, p. 117, 1. 

5 Of. Hegel. Gesch. d. Phil. i. 
337; Marbach, Gesch. d. Phil. i. 
75; Fries, Gesch. d. Phil. i. 183. 
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with Anaxagoras, Leucippus and Democritus, and even 
with the earlier Ionians; 1 since the epoch of the Alexan
drians, however, he has generally been classed with the 
Pythagoreans. Modern writers have almost without ex
ception departed from this tradition,2 without arriving 
in other respects at any unanimous theory. Some reckon 
him among the Ionians, and admit, side by side with 
the Ionic nucleus of his doctrine, only a small admixture 
of Pythagorean and Eleatic elements.3 Others, on the 
contrary, consider him an Eleatic,4 and a third party ·5 

p'aces him as a dualist beside Anaxagoras. The ma
jority, however, seem more and more inclined to agree 
that in the doctrine of Empedocles there is a mixture 
of various elements-Pythagorean, Eleatic, and Ionic, 
but especially Eleatic nnd Ionic: 6 in what relation, and 
according to what points of view they are combined, or 
whether they are ranged side by side in a merely eclectic 
fashion, is still a matter of controversy. 

In order to arrive at a decision, it would seem the 

1 Metaph. i. 3, 984 a, 8, c, 4, 
c, 6 en<l, c, 7, 988 a, 32; Phys. 
i. 4; viii. I ; Gen. et Corr. i. 1, 8; 
De Godo, iii. 7 et pass. 

2 Lommatzsch alone follows it 
unconditionally. Wirth (Idee der 
Gotth. 175) says that the whole 
system of Empedocles was pene
trated with the spirit of Pytha
goreanism. Ast. Gesch. d. Phil. 
l A, p. 86, restricts the Pythago
rean element ro the speculative 
philosophy of Empedocles, while 
his natural philosophy is referred 
to the Ionians. 

3 Tennemann, Gesch. d. Phu. i. 
241 sq.; Schleiermacher, Gesch. d. 
Phil. 37 sq.; Brandis, Gr.-roni. 

Phil. i. 188; Rhein. Mus. iii. 123 
sq.; Marbach, l. c. 

4 Ritter, l. c.; Braniss, sup. Vol. 
I. p. 166 sq.; Petersen, sup. p. 194 
sq.; Gladisch, in Noack's Jahrb.J: 
spek. Phil. 1847, 697 sq. 

5 Striimpell, Gesch. d. thcoret. 
Phil. d. Griechen, 55 sq. 

6 Hegel, l. c. 321; Wendt zu 
Tenneman, i. 277 sq.; K. F. Her
mann, Gesch. u. Syst. d. Plat. i. 
150; Karsten, p. 54,517; Krische, 
Forschungen, i. 116 ; Steinhart, l. c. 
p. 105 ; cf. 92 ; Schwegler, Gesch. 
d. Phil. p. l?; Haym. Allg. Enc. 
3te. Sect. xx1v. 36 sq. ; Sigwart, 
Gesch. d. Phil. i. 75; Ueberweg, 
Grtind. i. § 22. 
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most obvious course to consult the statements . of the 
ancients as to the teachers of Empedocles. But they 
afford us no certain foothold. Alcidamas is said to 
have described him as a disciple of Parmenides, who 
afterwards separated himself from his master to follow 
Anaxagoras and Pythagoras.1 The last assertion sounds 
so strange that we can hardly believe it was ever made 
by the celebrated disciple of Gorgias. Either some later 
namesake of bis must have said so, or his real words 
must have been misunderstood by the superficial com
piler from whom we have received thern. 2 Supposing, 
however, that Alcidamas did make the assertion, it 
would only prove that he inferred a personal relation 
between these philosophers from the similarity of their 
doctrines, without himself having any knowledge of the 
matter. Timrnus likewise says that Empedocles was a 
disciple of Pythagoras.3 He adds that this philosopher 
was excluded from the Pythagorean school for stealing 
speeches (Aoryo,c)\,07r1:{a); and the same is said by N ean
thes,4 whose testimony does not strengthen the cre
dibility of the story. On the other hand, we must 

1 Diog. viii. 56 : 'A/1.1<,ociµ.as o' 
lv Tq', <f>vlJ'LKlp c:/>'YJ<fL KaTCG robs aVToVs 
xp6vous Z}Jvwva ,cal 'Eµ7re0o,cAEa 
0.KoV!Tat IlapµevlOt1v, e26' VcrTepov 
&1roxwpi}tTat ,cal rOv µEv Zr}vwva 
KaT' lOta.v cp,Aocro<f>1}1J'at, TOJ/ oi 'AvaM 
~a76pou li,a1<ovrra< 1<al Ilu8a76pov· 
nal 'TOU µEv rrt}v O'tµv6r7JTa (17i\Wo-at 
TOV TE ~luv Kal TOU <1x-hµaros, TOV 
OE 7·7}11 cpvtrrnAo-y{av. 

2 So Karsten suggests (p. 49), 
and to me also it seems the most 
probable. Whether Alcidamus, as 
Karsten conjectm·es, may have 
spoken only of certain Pythago -

reans, whose disciple Empedocles 
became ; or merely of an affinity 
with the doctrine of Pythagoras and 
Anaxagoras, without any personal 
discipleship. In the one case, the 
expression o! aµ.,pl Ilv8a76pa.v, in 
the other O."o7'..ov8e7v, or some simi
lar word, may have given rise to 
the misunderstanding. 

3 Diog. viii. 54. Later writers, 
such as Tzetzes and Hippolytus, I 
pass over. Of. Stnrz, p. 14, and 
Karsten, p. 50. 

• Ap. Diog. viii. 55. Vide 
Vol. I. 315, n. 
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rememper that these statements are based on unhistorical 
presuppositions as to the esoteric school of the Pytha
goreans. Others prefer to consider Empedocles as an 
indirect follower of Pythagoras ; 1 their assertions, how
ever, are so contradictory, many of them so manifestly 
fahe, and all so meagrely attested, that we cannot rely 
upon them. Lastly, Empedocles is by many writers 
generally described as a Pythagorean,2 without any 
further particulars about his doctrines or his relation to 
the Pythagorean school; but whether this description is 
founded on some definite historical tradition, or only on 
conjecture, we cannot tell. He is also said to have been 
personally connected with the Eleatic school, and this 
would seem more probable; for though it may have 
been impossible for him to have known Xenophanes, 
whose disciple Hermippus calls him,3 yet there is no 
historical probability against the theory that he may 
have had personal intercourse with Parmenicles.4 Dio-

1 In a letter to Pythagoras's 
son Telauges, the authenticity of 
which is suspected by Neanthes, 
and on which Diog. viii. 53, 74, 
also seems to throw doubt, Em
pedocles was described as a dis
ciple of Hippasus and Brontinns 
(Diog. viii. 55). From this letter, 
no doubt, comes the verse with 
the addreGs to Telauges, which is 
quoted in Diog. viii. 43, after Hip
pobotus; and it may also have 
given occasion to the idea ( -rives 
ap. Diog. l. e.; Eus. Pr<Bp. x. 14, 
9, and, after him, Theodoretus, 
C1tr. Gr. Aff. ii. 23, p. 24 ; Suid, 
'Eµ.,re3o,,1'.ij,) that Telauges him
self ( or, as Tzetz. Ghil. iii. 902, 
s11ys, Pythagoras and Telauges) 
had instructed him. Suidas ('Ap-

xv ms) even mentions Archytas as 
the teacher of Empedocles. 

2 Examples are giYen by Sturz, 
13 sq.; Karsten, p. 53. Cf. also 
the following note, and Philop. 
De An. C, i. ( where 'Eµ1rE001<1'.ijs is 
to be substituted for Tiµaws ), ibid. 
D, 16. 

" Diog. viii. 56 : "Epµ.t1r,ros o' 
oil Ilopµ.ev[Oov, Er:voipcf.vovs 0~ -yeyo
vJvai (r,:A.wTt/v, ip Ka.l uuvOtarpLtftai 
-r1}v €1To1rodav . Vcr-r€pOJJ a~ TO'is Ilv-
8a1yop<1w'is ~v-rvxe'iv. Cf. in Diog. 
ix. 20, the supposed reply of Xeno
phanes to Empedocles. 

4 Simpl. Phys. 6 b: m,pµevloo11 
1TA'1}<1'La<TT1/s «al t11ACAJ-r1}s Kal ~T' 
µ.a.1'.1'.ov nvea-yop•iwv. Olympiodo
rus, in Gorg. Fromm. end (Jahn's 
Jahrb. Supplementb, xiv. 112); 
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genes does not· distinctly say 1 whether Theophrastus 
represents him as a personal disciple of Parmenides, or 
only asserts that be was acquainted with Parmenides's 
work. We must, therefore, consider it as an unsettled 
point whether Empedocles was actually instructed by 
Parmenides, or merely used his poems. He has also 
been called a disciple of Anaxagoras,2 but this is highly 
improbable on historical and chronological grounds; 3 

Karsten's attempt to prove the external possibility of 
their relation by conjectures, which in themselves are 
most hazardous, must therefore be considered a failure.4 

It is still more unwarrantable to ascribe to him journeys 
in the East,5 which were unknown even to Diogenes: 
the sole foundation for this statement lies doubtless in 
Empedocles's reputation for magic, as clearly appears 
from our authorities themselves.6 Thus, while part of 

Suidas, 'Eµ1reoo1</\.?)S, and Porphr. 
ibid. Porphyry no doubt, however, 
confuses him with Zeno when he 
says he was beloved by Parmenides. 
Alcidamas, vide sup. p. 188, 3. 

1 Diog. 55 : o oe ee6q,pMros 
ITcipµ.evloov cp11CTl (1J/\.WT1/V abTov 
7evEcr6m Kal µ,µ:r,T1}v Ev To'is 1rot'l/" 
µaCTL «al ')'ctp Etce'ivov Ev r1re(J'L -rOv 
,repl q,6CTews )1.6-yov <1~eve-y1<ew. 

• Vide sup. p. 188, 3. 
• This will be shown in the 

section on Anaxagoras. 
• Karsten (p. 49) supposes 

that Empedocles may have come 
to Athens contemporaneously with 
Parmenides, about 01. 81, and 
may here have heard Anaxagoras. 
But all that we are told of his first 
journey to Greece points to a time 
when Empedocles was already at 
the highest point of his fame, and 
had doubtle$S long ago attained 

his philosophic standpoint. Cf. 
Diog. viii. 66, 53, 63. Athen. I. 3, 
e. xiv. 620 d. Suidas, 'A1<pwv. 

5 Pliny, H.Nat.xxx. l, 9,speaks 
indeed of distant journeys which 
had been undertaken by Empedo
cles, as by Pythagoras, Democritus 
and Plato, to learn magic. Re can 
only, however, be thinking of travels 
in the East (which SP,em to be as
cribed to him also by Philostr. V. 
ApoU. i. 2, p. 3) when he classes 
him among those who had had in
tercourse with the Magi. 

6 This alone would make it 
very improbable that the system 
of Empedocles should have stood 
in such a relation to the Egyptian 
thevlogy as Gladisch ( Empedool. u. 
d. Aeg. and other works of his 
mentioned, Vol. I. p. 35, l) sup
poses. For such accurate know
ledge and complete appropriation 
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what we know respecting the teachers of Empedocles 
is manifestly legendary, we have no security that the 

of Egyptian ideas would be incon
ceivable, unless Empedocles had 
long resided in Egypt. That no 
tradition of such a residence 
should have been preserved, either 
by Diogenes, who relates so much 
concerning him from Alexandrian 
sources, and who has carefully 
collected all information respecting 
his teachers, nor by any other 
writer, seems the more incredible 
if we consider how zealously the 
Greeks, after the time of Herodo
tus, sought out and propagated 
everything, even the most fabulous 
statements, tending to connect 
their wise men with the East, and 
especially with Egypt. The in
ternal affinity, therefore, between 
the system of Empedocles and the 
Egyptian doctrines must be very 
clearly manifested to justify the 
conjecture of any historical con
nection. Of this Gladiscb, in 
spite of all the labour and acute· 
ness be bas devoted to the subject, 
bas failed to convince me. If we 
put aside the doctrine of Metem
psychosis and the asceticism bound 
up in it, which were naturalised 
in Greece long before the time of 
Empedocles, and which be brings 
forward in an essentially different 
form from the Egyptian ; if we 
further put aside all that is as
cribed to the Egyptians solely on 
the authority of the Hermetic 
writings and other untrustworthy 
sources, or that is in itself too 
little characteristic to allow of our 
deducing any inference from it, 
there still remain, among the pa
rallels drawn byGladisch, three im
portant points of comparison, viz., 
the Empedoclean doctrines of the 

Sphairos, the Elem~nts, and Love 
and Hate. As to the Spbairos, it 
has already been shown (p. 179 
sq.) that it is not the primitive 
essence out of which all things 
are developed, but something de
rived and compounded of the ori
ginal essences; if, therefore, it is 
true (in regard to the ancient 
Egyptian and pre-Alexandrian phi
losophy, this must be greatly 
qualified) that the Egyptians re
garded the Supreme Deity as one 
with the world, and the world as 
the body of the Deity ; even if it 
can be proved that they held the 
development of the world from 
the Deity, the affinity of their 
system with that of Empedocles 
would not be established, because 
these theories are absent in the 
latter. As to the four elements 
not only is it evident that Em
pedocles's conception of the ele
ments is derived from the physics 
of Parmenides ; but the doctrine 
of these four primitive substances 
(which would not of itself be de
cisive) Gladisch has only been 
able to find in Manetbo and later 
accounts for the most part taken 
from him; in the Egyptian expo
sitions, as Lepsius bas proved 
( Ueber die Gotter d. vier Elemente 
bei d. Aegyptern, Abh. d. Berl. 
Akademie, 1856. Hist. Phil. Kl. 
p. 181 sqq.), and Brugsch (ap. 
Gladisch, Emp. u. d. Aeg. 144) has 
confirmed, the four pairs of ele
mental gods are not found prior 
to the Ptolemies, and for the first 
time in the reign of Ptolemy IV. 
(222-204 B.c.). The four elements 
conseq)lently must have come, not 
from the Egyptians to the Greeks, 
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more probable statement really comes from historical 
traditi0n. We therefore get from this source no in
formation respecting his relations to his predecessors, 
which the study of his doctrine could not more satis
factorily and certainly afford. 

We can distinguish in this doctrine constituent 
elements of three kinds, connected respectively with the 
Pythagorean, Eleatic, and Heracleitean points of view. 
These different elements, however, have not an equal 
importance in regard to the philosophic system of 
Empedocles. The influence of Pythagoreanism appears 
decidedly only in the mythical part of his doctrine, in 
the statements concerning Transmigration and the 
dao,mons, and in the practical prescripts connected there
with; in his physics it is either not felt at all, or only 
in reference to particular and secondary points. In 
regard to these doctrines there can scarcely be a doubt 
that Empedocles primarily derived them from the 
Pythagoreans; though the Pythagoreans may have 
originally adopted them from the Orphic mysteries, and 
Empedocles, in his ordinances respecting the slaying of 
animals and the eating of flesh, may have given them a 
more strict application than the early Pythagoreans, 

but from the Greeks to thA Egyp- trine is clearly evident, If, lastly, 
tians. Manetho himself has un- Isis and Typhon are the prototypes 
mistakeably borrowed them from of cp,11.fa and ve'i1ws, the parallel is 
the Greeks; as he everywhere, so far-fetched, and the import of 
with the same freedom as the these Egyptian divinities is so 
later writers, introduces Greek different from that of the two 
conceptions into the Egyptian natural forces of Empedocles, that 
philosophy. Even in what is we might as reasonably derive 
quoted, Eus. Pr. Ev. III. 2, 8, and them from many other mythologi
Diog. "Prol!lm. 10, from him and his cal forms, and from some (e.g. 
contemporary liecatreus concern- 01·muzd and Ahriman) far more 
ing the elements, the Stoical doc- reasonably. 
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It is likewise probable that, in his personal bearing, he 
may have kept in view the example of Pythagoras. He 
may also have adopted here and there certain religious 
notions from the Pythagoreans, but we have now no 
means of proving this, for it is very uncertain whether 
or not the prohibition of beans emanated from the early 
Pythagoreans.1 Whatever he may have borrowed from 
them on this side of his doctrine, it would be rash to 
infer that he was in all respects a Pythagorean, or 
belonged to the Pythagorean Society. His political 
character would of itself refute such an inference. As 
a Pythagorean, he must have been an adherent of the 
ancient Doric aristocracy, whereas be occupies a position 
diametrically opposite, at the head of the Agrigentine 
democracy. Thus, in spite of the Pythagorean tendency 
of his theology, in his politics he differs entirely from 
the Pythagoreans, and so it may have l::ieen in regard to 
his philosophy. The religious doctrines and prescripts 
which be took from the Pythagoreans are not only, as 
we have already seen, devoid of any internal connection 
with his physical theories, but are actually opposed to 
them. To place him, on the strength of those doctrines, 
among the Pythagorean philosophers, would be as great 
a mistake as to place Descartes, because of his Catho
licism, among the Scholastics. In his philosophy itself, 
in his physics, Pythagoreanism is litf.le apparent. 
There is no trace of the fundamental conception of the 
system-viz., that numbers are the essence of things; 
the arithmetical construction of figures and of bodies, 

1 Cf. Vol. I. 345, 5. It has that this is also uncertain in regard 
already been observed, p. 17 5, 3, to Empedocles. 
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and the geometrical derivation of the elements lie quite 
out of his path; the Pythagorean number-symbolism 
is wholly unknown to him, in spite of his usual pre
dilection for figurative and isymbolical expression. In 
particular cases he does indeed attempt to determine 
according to numbers the proportion in which the ele
ments are mixed; but this is something quite different 
from the procedure of the Pythagoreans, who directly 
declared things to be numbers. In regard to his doc
trine of the elements also, we have already seen I that 
it is improbable that it should have been influenced to 
any considerable extent by Pythagoreanism. Moreover, 
the more precise conception of an element, according 
to which it is a particular substance, unchangeable in 
its qualitative determinateness, was entirely unknown 
to the Pythagoreans, and was first introduced by Em
pedocles. Before him it could not have existed, because 
it is wholly based upon the enquiries of Parmenides 
conceming Becoming. The influence of the- Pythagorean 
number-theory upon the Empedoclean system, if there 
were any such influence at all, cannot be considered 
very important. Similarly we are superficially reminded 
of the Pythagorean musical theory which was so closely 
connected with their theory of numbers, by the name 
of Harmony, which Empedocles ascribes, among other 
names, to Love ; but in no place where he speaks of the 
operation of this Harmony do we find it compared with 
the concord of tones : nowhere is there a trace of any 
knowledge of the harmonical system, or a mention of 
the harmonic fundamental proportions, so familiar to 

1 Vide sitpra, p. 125; cf. Vol. I. p. 436 sq. 

VOL. II. 0 
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the Pythagoreans : and since Empedocles expressly 
maintains that none of his predecessors were acquainted 
with Love as a universal force of nature,1 it seems very 
doubtful whether he calls Love Harmony in the sense 
in which the Pythagoreans said all is Harmony, and 
whether like them he used the expression in a musical, 
and not rather in an ethical sense. Again, the Pytha
goreans brought their astronomical system into connec
tion with their arithmetical and musical theory, and 
this is also alien to Empedocles. He knows nothing of 
the central fire and of the movement of the earth, of 
the harmony of the spheres, of the distinction of Uran us, 
Kosmos, and Olympus,2 of the Unlimited outside the 
universe, and of empty space within it. The only thing 
that he has here borrowed from the Pythagoreans is the 
opinion that the sun and moon are bodies like glass, 
and that even the sun reflects fire not his own. He is 
said to have considered the north as the right side; but 
that is of no importance, since the theory did not exclu
sively belong to the Pythagoreans. These few analogies 
are all that can be traced between the Empedoclean and 
Pythagorean physics ; and they do not prove that the 
former were influenced by the latter to any considerable 
extent. Although Empedocles may have borrowed the 
dogma of Transmigration and the propositions connected 

1 Vide supra. p. 1 70, 1. 
2 The only statement which 

might contain a reminiscence of 
this, viz., that the sphere beneath 
the moon was considered by Em
pedocles as the theatre of evil, is 
uncertain (vide supra, p. 157, 2), 
and would, even if proved, show a 
very dist,m t similarity ; for the 

opposition of the earthly and 
heaYenly, the boundary of which 
is the moon-the lowest heavenly 
body-is patent to ordinrtry obser
Yation; the definite discrimination 
of the three regions is wanting in 
Empedocles, v. 150 (187, 241 M) 
sq. ; he uses ol,puvbs and lii1.Uµ1ros 
synonymously. 
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with it mainly fr0m the Pythagoreans, his scientific -
theory of the world was formed, in all its chief points, 
independently of them: a few statements of minor im
portance constituted his whole debt to Pythagoreanism. 

The philosophy of Empedocles owes far more to the 
Eleatics, and particularly to Parmenides. From Par
menides it derives its first principle, which determined 
its whole subsequent development: viz., the denial of 
Becoming and Decay. Empedocles removes all doubts 
as to the origin of this principle by proving it with 
the same arguments, and in part even with the same 
words, as his predecessor.1 Parmenides disputes the 
truth of the sensuous perception on the ground that it 
shows us a non-Being in origination and decay; Empe
docles does the same, and the expressions he uses are the 
same as those of Parmenides.2 Parmenides concludes 
that because all is Being, therefore all is One, and the 
plurality of things is merely a delusion of the senses. 
Empedocles cannot admit this in reference to the 
present state of the world, yet he cannot altogether 
avoid the conclusion of Parmenides. He therefore 
adopts another expedient : he regardB the two worlds of 
the Parmenidean poem, the world of truth and that of 
opinion, as two different states of the world, attributes 
full reality to both, but limits their duration to definite 
periods. In: the description of the two worlds also he 
follows the precedent of Parmenides. The Sphairos is 

' Of. with v. 46 sqq. 90, D2 sq. 
ofEmpedocles (sitpra, p. 122, 1, 2); 
Parm. v. 47, 62-64, 67, 69 sq. 76 
(Vol. I. p. 585); and with the vop.'f! 
of Empedocles, v. 44 (p. 124, 1 ), 

the 1!8os 1ro/l.{11mpov of Parm. v. 54 
(Vol. I. p. 585). 

• Of. Emp. v. 45 sqq. 19 sqq. 
81 (p. 122, 1); Parm. v. 46 sqq., 
53 sqq. (Vol. I. p. 585). 

o 2 
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spherical, homogeneous and unmoved, like the Being of 
Parmenides; 1 the present world, like Parmenides' world 
of delusive opinion, is compounded of opposite elements. 
The fourfold number of these elements Empedocles 
ultimately derived from the duality of Parmenides; 2 

and things arise from them because Love ( corresponding 
with Eros and the world-ruling goddess 3 of Parmenides) 
combines what is different in kind. In his cosmology 
Empedocles approximates to his predecessor, both in 
his conception of the shape of the universe, and in the 
statement that there is no empty space.4 For the rest, 
it is rather in his organic physics that he adopts the 
opinions of Parmenides. What Empedocles says of the 
genesis of man from terrestrial slime, of the origin of 
the sexes, of the influence of heat and cold on deter
mining sex, in spite of many additions and divergences, 
is most closely related to him. 5 The most striking point 
of similarity, however, between the two philosophers is 

1 To convince ourselves of the 
similarity of the two descriptions, 
even in expression, we have only 
to compare Emp. v. 134 sqq., espe
cially v. 138 (supra, p. 148, 3), with 
Parm. v. 102 sqq. (Vol. I. p. 587, 2). 
We need not attach much weight 
to the fact that Aristotle called 
the Sph<i,iros the One ( supra, p. 149, 
2), for this designation certainly 
does not originate with Empedo
cles; nor to the divinity (p. 707, 
1, 4) ascribed to it; for the 
Sphairos of Empedocles was not 
in any case named God in the 
absolute sense in which the One 
universe was thus named by 
Xenophanes. 

2 Supra, p. 128, 2 .. 

• Who like the <J>ill.[a in the 
formation of the world has her 
seat in the centre of the whole, 
and is also called-at any rate by 
Plutarch-Aphrodite (supra, Vol. 
I. p. 596, 1 ; 600). 

• Vide supra, p. 135, 3, Vol. I. 
586, 1. Concerning the moon, cf. 
Parm. v. 144, with Emped. v. 154 
(190 K, 245 M). Apelt, Parm. et 
Emp. Doctrina de Mundi Structura 
(Jena, 1857), p. 10 sqq., finds 
much harmony between the astro
nomical systems of Parmenides and 
Empedocles. To me this is not 
so apparent. 

5 Vide p. 160 sqq. ; cf. Vol. I. 
p. 601 sq. 
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their theory of the intellectual faculty, which they both 
derive from the mixture of corporea1 constituents: each 
element, according to this theory, perceives which is 
akin to it. 1 Here Empedocles, irrespectively of his 
different definition of the elements, is only to be dis
tinguished from the Eleatic philosopher by bis more 
precise development of their common presuppositions. 

There is a reminiscence of Xenophanes in his com
plaints of the limitations of human knowledge,2 and 
especially in the verses in which Ernpedocles attempts 
a purification of the anthropomorphic notion of God.3 

But even this purer idea of God stands in no scientific 
connection with his philosophic theories. 

But, however undeniable and important the influ
ence of the Eleatics upon Empedocles may have been, 
I cannot agree with Ritter in classing him altogether 
among the Eleatics. Ritter thinks that Empedocles 
places physics in the same relation to true knowledge as 
Parmenides did, and that he too is inclined to consider 
much of om supposed knowledge as delusion of the 
senses, nay, even to treat the whole doctrine of nature in 
that light. If, notwithstanding he applied himself chiefly 
to this subject, and spoke of the One Being in a merely 
mythical manner in his description of the Sphairos
the reason of this may lie partly in the negative cha
racter of the Eleatic metaphysics, and partly in his 
conviction, that divine truth is unspeakable and unat
tainable for human intelligence.4 Empedocles himself, 

1 Vide Vol. I. 602; sup. p. 164. 
2 Supra, p. 1 70, 1; cf. Vol. I. p. 

575, 2. 
• Supra, p. 181, 1. 

4 In Wolf's Analekten, ii. 423 
sqq.; 458 sqq.; Gesch. d. Phil. i.; 
514 sqq .. ; 551 sqq. 
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however, so far from betraying by a single word that his 
purpose in his physics is to report uncertain opinions, 
expressly repudiates such a view. He distinguishes 
indeed the sensible from the rational perception; but 
other physicists do this, for example, Heracleitus, 
Democritus and Anaxagoras; he contrasts the perfect 
divine wisdom with imperfect human wisdom, but 
herein Xenopbanes and Heracleitus preceded bim, 
although they did not therefore deny the truth of 
divided and changing Being, nor did they, on the other 
hand, limit their investigations to the illusive phe
nomenon.1 The physics of Empedocles could only be 
regarded from the same point of view as those of Par
menides if he had explicitly declared that in them he 
intended to set forth only the erroneous opinions of 
mankind. Far from doing so, he assures us ( with an 
unmistakeable reference to this interpretation of Par
menides) that his representation is not to contain de
ceiving words. 2 We have no right then to doubt that 
his physical doctrines are seriously meant, and we can 
only regard what he says of the original plurality of 
matter and of moving forces, of the alternation of cos
mical periods, of the Becoming and passing away of 
individuals-as his own conviction.3 It would be against 
all internal probability and all historical analogy that a 

1 Vide supra, Vol. I. 57 5 ; Vol. 
II. (ll. 

2 V. 86 (113, 87 M): <TV o' 
1'1<:ovE 716-ywv <TT67'..ov 0/,1< a,raT1]7'..6v, 
cf. Parm. v. 111 : o6~as a' a.,rb roiio, 
~po-refos µ&.~Ba.v;, K6a'µ.ov. ~µWv brEoov 
ar.a.rr;i\Ov a.llovwv. V 1de supra, 
Vol. I. 60;\, 3. Empeclocles asserts 
this in immediate reference to the 

doctrine of Love, but as that doc
trine is intimately connected with 
his other physical theories, and 
especially with the doctrine of 
Hate and of the elements, the 
words must apply to his Physics 
genernlly. 

3 Of. p. 147, 1. 
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philosopher should have applied his whole activity not 
only to expound opinions that he held to be false from 
their foundation, side by side with the true view, and 
in contrast with it ; but actually to develope these 
opinions in complete detail, in his own name and with
out an allusion to the right standpoint. The physical 
doctrines of Empedocles are, however, far removed from 
the Eleatic doctrine of Being. Parmenides recognises 
only One Being, without movement, change or division: 
Empedocles bas six original essences which do not 
indeed change qualitatively, but are divided and moved 
in space, enter into the most various proportions of ad
mixture, combine and separate in endless alternationr 
become united in individuals, and again issue from 
them ; form a moved and divided world, and again 
cancel it. To reduce this Empedoclean theory of 
the universe to the Parmenidean theory, by asserting 
that the principle of separation and movement in the 
former is something unreal and existing only in imagi
nation, is an unwarrantable attempt, as we have 
previously seen.1 The truth probably is that Empedo
cles really borrowed a good deal from the Elea:tics, and 
that in his principles as well in the development of his 
system he was especially influenced by Parmenides; 
but that the main tendency of his thought nevertheless 
pursues another direction. Whatever else he may con
cede to Parmenides, he disagrees with him on the chief 
point: the reality of motion and of divided Being is 
as decidedly presupposed by him as it is denied by 
Parmenides. Parmenides cancels the whole multiplicity 

1 P. 142, I. 
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of phenomena in the thought of the One substance; 
Empedocles seeks to show how this multiplicity was de
veloped from the original unity : all his efforts are 
directed to the explanation of that ,vhich Parmenides 
had declared to be unthinkable, viz., multiplicity and 
change. These two, in the theories of all the early 
philosophers, are connected in the closest manner; 
and as the Eleatics were compelled by their doctrine of 
the unity of all Being to deny Becoming and motion, 
so, on the opposite side, both were simultaneously main
tained ; whether, as in the case of Heracleitus, the 
multiplicity of things was supposed to be developed by 
the eternal movement of the primitive essence, or, on 
the other hand, Becoming and change were supposed to 
be conditioned by the multiplicity of the original sub
stances and forces. The system of Empedocles is only 
comprehensible as a design to save the reality of phe
nomena which Parmenides had called in question. He 
knows not how to contradict the assertion that no 
absolute Becoming and Decay are possible; at the same 
time he cannot resolve to renounce the plurality of 
things, the genesis, mutation, and destruction of in
dividuals. He, therefore, adopts the expedient of re
ducing all these phenomena to the combination and 
separation of qualitatively unchangeable substances, of 
which, however, several must be of an opposite nature 
if the multiplicity of things is in this way to be ex
plaine_d. But if the primitive elements were in them
selves unchangeable, they would not strive to quit the 
condition in which they are originally found; the cause 
of their movement cannot therefore lie in themselves, 
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but in the motive forces which must, as particular sub
stances, be discriminated from them : and as all change 
and motion, according to Empedocles, consists in the !

combination and · separation of matter, and as, on the 
other hand, according to the general principles respect
ing the impossibility of Becoming, it might seem inad
mis;;ible to suppose that the combining force was also 
at another time the separating- force, and vice versa,1 it 
is necessary to admit, so Empedocles believes, two motive 
forces of contrary nature and influence, Love and Hate. 
In the operation of the primitive forces and primitive 
substances, Unity and Multiplicity, Rest and Motion 
are apportioned to different conditions of the universe: 
the complete union and complete separation of sub
stances are the two poles between which the life of the 
world circulates ; at these poles its motion ceases, under 
the exclusive dominion of Love 

0

or Hate; between them 
lie conditions of partial union .and partial separation, of 
individual existence and of change, of origination and 
decay. Although the unity of things is here recog
nised as the higher and happier state, it is at the same 
time acknowledged that opposition and division are 
equally original with unity, and that in the world as it 
is, Hate and Love, Plurality and Unity, Motion and Rest, 
counterbalance one another ; indeed, the present uni
verse in comparison with the Sphairos is considered as 
pre-eminently the world of oppositions and of change, 
the earth as the theatre of conflict and of suffering, .L 
and terrestrial life as the period of a restless motion, 
of a miserable wandering for fallen spirits. The Unity 

J Supra, p. 138. 
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of all Being, which the Eleatics maintained as present 
and actual, lies for Empedocles in the past; and, how
ever much he may long for that Unity, our world in 
his opinion is wholly subject to the change and division 
which Parmenides had declared to be a mere delusion 
of the senses. 

In all these traits we recognise a mode of thought 
which, in proportion as it diverges from that of Parme
nides, approximates to thnt of Heracleitus; and the 
affinity is really so great that we are compelled to sup
pose that the doctrine of Heracleitus had a decided 
influence on Empedocles and his system. The whole 
tendency of the Empedoclean physics reminds us of 
the Ephesian philosopher. As he sees in the universe 
everywhere opposition and change, so Empedocles, 
however earnestly he deplores it, finds on all sides in 
the present world strife and alternation, and his whole 
system aims at the explanation of this phenomenon. 
The unmoved Unity of all Being is indeed the presup
position from which he starts, and the ideal which is 
before him in the distance, but the essential interest of 
his enquiry is bestowed _upon the moved and divided 
world, and its lea::ling thought lies in the attempt to 
gain a view of existence which shall render comprehen
sible the multiplicity and change of phenomena. In 
resorting for this purpose to his four elements, and the 
two motive forces, he is guided on the one hand indeed 
by the enquiries of Parmenides, but on two points the 
influence of Heracleitus is clearly to be traced: the four 
elements are an extension of the Heracleitean three ; 1 

1 Cf. p. 126 sq. Empedodes resembles Heracleitus iu his very 
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and the two moving forces correspond still more exactly 
with the two principles in which Heracleitus recognises 
the essential moments of Becoming, and which, as 
Empedocles did subsequently, he designated as Strife 
and Harmony. Both philosophers see in the separation 
of the combined, and the combination of the separated, 
the two poles of natural life ; both suppose opposition 
and separation to be the primal conditions. Empedocles, 

. indeed, detests strife which Heracleitus had extolled as 
the father of all things; but the genesis of individual 
existences hf\ can only derive from the entrance of Strife 
into the Sphairos, and he does so, for the same reason 
essentially, as Heracleitus. It would be impossible that 
specific and separate phenomena should emanate from 
Heracleitus's one primitive matter, if this did not 
change into opposite elements; and it would be equally 
impossible that they should emanate from the four ele
ments of Empedocles, if these elements remained in a con
dition of complete admixture. Einpedocles differs from 
his predecessor, as Plato correctly observes,1 only herein 
that he separates the moments, which Heracleitus had 
conceived as contemporaneous, into two distinct trans
actions; and, in connection with this, derives from two 
motive forces what Heracleitus had regarded merely as 
the two sides of one and the same influence, inherent 
in the living primitive matter. The theories of Herac
leitus on the alterm.te formation and destruction of the 
world, are also modified by Empedocles, for he supposes 
the flux of Becoming which, according to Heracleitus, 

words ; for he calls the aXOpws Zei'Js 
of Heracleitus Ze/Js &pyfis. Sitpra, 

p. 125, 2 ; 46, 1. 
1 Vide sitpra, p. 33, 2; p. 138, 3. 

'y 
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never stands still, to be interrupted by periods of rest; 1 

but this doctrine he probably owes, notwithstanding, to 
the Ephesian philosopher. The relative ages of the two 
men favour the supposition that Empedocles was ac
quainted with Heracleitus's work; even before the date 
of Empedocles, his compatriot Epicharmus had alluded 
to the Heracleitean doctrines; 2 we have, therefore, the 
less reason to doubt that there existed between the views 
of the two philosophers, not only an internal affinity, but 
an r,xternal connection : that he reached all those impor
tant doctrines in which he agrees with Heracleitus,3 not 
through Parmenides merely, but probably borrowed that 
side of his system actually from his Ephesian predecessor. 
Whether he was acquainted with the earlier Ionians, and 
if so, to what extent, cannot be ascertained. 

The result, then, of our di,scussion is as follows: the 
philosophic system of Empedocles, in its general ten
dency, is an attempt to explain the plurality and muta
bility of things from the original constitution of Being; 
all the fundamental ideas of this system arose from a 
combination of Parmenidean and Heracleitean theories, 
but in this combination the Eleatic element is subordi
nate to the Heracleitean, and the essential interest of 

\ the system is concerned, not with the metaphysical 
enquiry into the concept of Being, but with the phy
sical investigation of natural phenomena and their 
causes. The leading point of view is to be found in 
the pl'.oposition that the fundamental constituents of 
things are as little capable of qualitative change as of 

1 Vide supra, 145 sqq. • As Gla:disch thinks, Emped. 
2 Yidesupra, Vol. I. 530,532, 3. und die Aeg. 19 sq. 
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generation and decay; but that, on the contrary, they 
may be combined and separated in the most various 
ways, and that, in consequence of this, that which 
is compounded from the primitive elements arises and 
decays, and changes its form and its constituents. 
From this point of view, Empedocles has attempted a 
logical explanation of natural phenomena as a whole, 
having defined his primitive substances and set beside 
them the moving cause in the double form of a com
bining and a separating force ; all else is derived from 
the working of these forces upon the primitive sub
stances-from the mixture and separation of the ele
ments; and Empedocles, like Diogenes and Democritus 
after him, aimed at reaching the particular of phe
nomena, without losing sight of his universal princi
ples. If, therefore, we understand by Eclecticism a 
method by which heterogeneous elements are combined 
without fixed scientific points of view, according to 
subjective temper and inclination, Empedocles in regard 
to the essential content of bis physical doctrine cannot 
be considered as an Eclectic, and we must be careful 
not to underrate his scientific merit. While he used 
the definitions of Parmenides concerning Being for the 
explanation of Becoming, he struck out a path on 
which physics has ever since followed him; he not only 
fixed the number of the elements at four, which for so 
long almost passed for an axiom, but introduced the 
very conception of the elements into natural science, 
and thus became with Leucippus the founder of the 
mechanical explanation of nature. Lastly, from the 
standpoint of bis own presuppositions, he made an 
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attempt which, considering the then state of knowledge, 
was most praiseworthy, to explain the l1ctual in the 
individual; for us it is specially interesting to observe 
the manner in which he, the earliest precursor of Darwin, 
tries to make comprehensible the origin of organisms 
framed teleologically, and capable of life. 1 His system, 
however, even irrespectively of such failings as it shares 
with its whole epoch, is not without lacunre. The 
theory of unchangeable primitive elements is indeed 
established scientifically, but their fourfold number is 
not further accounted for. The moving forces ap
proach the substances from without, and no sufficient 

, reason is given why they are not inherent in them, and 
why one and the same force should not be at work, 
combining and separating; for the qualitative un
changeableness of substances did not exclude a natural 
striving after change of place, to which even Empe
docles represents them as subject ; and he himself can,
not stringently carry out the distinction between the 
combining and dividing force. 2 Accordingly, the opera
tion of these forces, as Aristotle remarked,3 appears 
to be more or less fortuitous; and it is not explained 
why their simultaneous operation in the present world 
should be preceded and followed by conditions in which 
they separately produce, in the one case a complete 
cnixture,in the other a complete division of the elements.4 

Lastly, in his doctrine of transmigration and pre-exist
ence, and the prohibition of animal food founded upon 

1 Of. p. 160. 
• Vide p. 138. 
• Vide p. 144, 1. 

4 Of. the judgment of Plato 
quoted p. 33, 2. 
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the latter, Empedocles has combined with his physical 
system elements which not only have no scientific con
nection with that system, but absolutely contradict it. 
However great, therefore, may be his importance in 
the history of Greek physics, in regard to science his 
philosophy has unmistakeable defects, and even in the 
ground-work of his system, the mechanical explanation 
of nature, which is its purpose, is confused by mythical 
forms and the unaccountable workings of Love and Hate. 
This mechanical explanation of nature, based upon 
the same general presuppositions, is carried out more 
strictly and logically in the Atomistic philosophy. 

B. THE ATOMISTS. 

1. Physical bases of their system. Atoms and the void. 

THE founder of the Atomistic philosophy is Leucippus.1 

1 The personal history of Leu
cippus is almost unknown to us. 
As to his date, we can. only say 
that he must have been older 
than his disciple Democritus, and 
younger than Parmenides, whom 
he himself follows ; he must there
fore have been a contemporary 
of Anaxagoras and Empedocles : 
other conjectures will be con
sidered later on. His home is 
sometimes stated to have been 
sometimes in Abdera, sometimes in 
Miletus, sometimes in Elea (Diog. 
ix. 30, where for M,\7uo• read 
M,~,\O'wc, Simpl. Phys. 7 a, Clem. 
Protr. 43 D; Galen, H. Ph. c. 2, 
p. 229; Epiph. Exp. Fia. 1087 
D); but it is a question whether 
any one of these statements is 

founded upon historical tradition. 
Simpl. l. c., doubtless after Theo
phrastus, names Parmenides as 
the teacher of Leucippus, but most 
writers, that they may retain the 
accustomed order of succession, 
name Zeno (Diog. Fromm. 15, ix. 
30 ; Galen. and Suid. l. c. Clem. 
Strom. i. 301 D; Hippol. R1fut. 
i. 12), or Melissus (Tzetz. Ghil. 
ii. 980 ; also Epiph. l. c. places · 
him after Zeno and Melissus, but 
describes him generally as an 
Eristic, i. e. an Eleatic). Iambl. 
V. Pyth. 104, has Pythsgoras. 
Nor are we certainly informed 
whether Leucippus committed his 
doctrines to writing, nor of what 
kind these writings were. In 
Aristotle, De Melisso, c. 6, 980 a, 
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His opinions, however, in their details, have been so 
imperfectly transmitted to us, that it is impossible in 
our exposition to separate them from those of his 
celebrated disciple Democritus.1 Yet we shall find, as 

7, we find the expression, lv To'is 
Aevid,r,rov 1<a'/\ovp.lvo,s X6-yms, which 
seems to point to some writing of 
uncertain origin, or some exposi
tion of the doctrine of Leucippus 
by a third person. It is question
able, however, what may be in
ferred from this : the a11thor of 
the book, De Melissa, may have 
used a secondary source, even if 
an original source existed. Stob. 
Eel. i. 160, quotes. some words 
from a treatise ,repl vov ; but there 
may be some confusion here (as 
Mullach, DemMr. 357,afterHeeren 
ink. l. supposes) with Democritus. 
Theophrastus, following Diog. ix. 
46, attributes the work p.l-yas lh&.-
1wrrp.os, which is found among 
Democritus's writings, to Leucip
pus; his statement., however, could 
only have related originally to the 
opinions contained in this work. 
But if these statements are not 
absolutely certain, the language of 
Aristotle and of others concerning 
Leucippus proves that some work 
of this philosopher was known to 
later writers. The passage quoted 
(infra, p. 215, 1) from Aristotle, 
Gen. et Gorr. i. 8, shows, by the 
word q,71rrlv, that it was taken from 
a work of Leucippus. It will here
after be shown by many references 
that Aristotle, Theophrastus, Dio
genes and Hippolytus also employ 
the present tense in their quota
tions. Of. likewise what is said 
(Vol. I. p. 293, 4) on the use made 
of Leucippus by Diogenes of Apol
lonia. But the work, and even the 
name of Leucippus, seems to have 

been pretty early forgotten by most 
writers in comparison with the 
riper and more exhaustive achieve
ments of his disciple. The persis
tence with which he is ignored by 
Epicurus, the reviveroftheAtomis
tic philosophy, and by most of the 
Epicureans, may have contributed 
to this (see chap. iv. of this section). 

1 For the life, writings, and 
doctrine of Democritus cf. Mul
lach, Democriti .Abderitre Operum 
Fragmenta, &c., Berl., 1843 ( Fragrn. 
Pkilos. Gr. i. 330 sqq.). In ad
dition to other more general works, 
vide also Ritter, in Ersck. nnd 
Gruber's Encylcl. Art. ])emoc,; 
Geffers, Qumstiones Democritem, 
Gott. 1829; Papencordt, DeAtomi
corzmn Doctrina Spee. i., Berl.1832; 
Burchard in his valuable treatises, 
Democriti Pkilosopkim de Sensibiu; 
Fragnwnta, Mind., 1830; Frag
mente d. Moral. d. ])emocritus, ibid. 
1834; Heimsoth. Democriti de 
anima Doctrina, Bonn, 1835; B. 
Ten. Brinck, Anecdota Epickarmi, 
IJemocrati Rel. in Schneidewin's 
Philologns, vi. 577 sqq.; Democriti 
de se ipso Testimonia, ibid. 589 
sqq. ; vii. 354 sqq. ; Democriti 
li ber, ,r, &.v8pc1,,rov q,{unos, ibid. viii. 
414 sqq. ; Johnson, Der Senmtal,is
mu.~ d. Demolcr., &c., Plauen, 1868; 
Lortzing, Ueb. die Ethiscken Fraq
mente Demolcrit's, Berlin; 1873 ; 
Lange, Gesckickte d. MaterialismitS, 
i. 9 sqq. 

According to the almost unani
mous testimony of antiquity (vide 
Mullach p. 1 sq.), Democritus's 
native city was Abdera, a colony 
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we proceed, that the main features of the system belong 
to its founder. 

of Thrace, at tllat time remark
able for its prosperity and cultnre, 
but which afterwards (vide Mul
lach, 82 sqq.) acquired a reputa
tion for stupidity. According to 
Diog. ix. 34, Miletus is substituted 
by some writers; and the scholiast 
of Juvenal on But. x. 50 substi
tutes Megara; but neither sugges
tion merits any attention. His 
father is sometimes called Hegesis
tratus, sometimes Damasippus, 
sometimes Athenocritus (Diog. 
l. c.). For further details, cf. 
1'1ullach, l. c. The year of his 
birth can only be ascertained with 
approximate certainty. He him
self, according to Diog. ix. 41, 
says he was forty years younger 
than Anaxagoras, and as Anaxa
goras was born about 500 B.c., 
those who ;place his birth in the 
80th Olympiad (460 sqq. Apoll. 
ap. Diog. Zoe. oit.) cannot be far 
wrong. This agrees with the 
assertion that Democritus ( ap. 
Diog. l. c.) counted 730 years from 
the conquest of Troy to the com
position of his µ.rn:pbs 1iu!.u:0<1µ.os, 
if his Trojan era ( as B. Ten Brinck, 
Phil. vi. 589 sq., and Diels, Rh. 
Mus. xxxi. 30, suppose) dates from 
1150 ( Miiller, Fr. Hist. ii. 24; 
1154-1144), but this is not quite 
certain. When Thrasyllus, ap. 
Diog. 41, places his birth in 01. 
77, 3 and says that he was a year 
older than Socrates, and Eusebius 
accordingly in his chronicle as
signs 01. 86 as the period of his 
flourishing, they were perhaps in
fluenced, as Diels conjectures, by 
this Trojan era, which is clearly in
applicable here, and differs by ten 
years from the usual one given by 

VOL. II, p 

Eratosthenes. Eusebius, it is true, 
places the acme of Democritus in 
01. 69 and again in 01. 69, 3, and, 
in seeming agreement with this, 
asserts that the philosopher died 
in 01. 94, 4 (or 94, 2), in his 100th 
year; Diodorus xiv. 11 says that 
he died at the age of 90, in 01. 94, 
1 ( 401-3 B.c.); Cyril c. Juliun.i. 13 
A, states in one breath thnt he was 
born in the 70th and in the 86th 
Olympiad ; the Passuh Chronicle 
(p. 274, Dind.) places his acme 
in 01. 67, while the same chronicle 
(p. 317) afterwards, following· 
Apollodorus, says that he died, 
being 100 years old, in Ol. 104, 4 
( ap. Diud. 105, 2); but these are 
only so many proofs of the uncer
tainty and carelessness of later" 
writers in their computations. 
Further details in the next sec
tion ( on Anaxagoras ). Statements 
like that of Gellius, N. A. xvii. 21, 
18 and Pliny, H. N. xxx. 1, 10, 
that Democ1·itus flourished during 
the first part of the Peloponnesian 
war, give no definite information, 
nor can we gather any from the 
fact that he never mentions 
Anaxagoras, Archelaus, illnopidee, 
P,nmenides, Zeno, or Protagoras 
in his writings (Diog. ix. 41, &c.). 
When Gellius says that Socrates 
was considerably younger than 
Democritus, he is referring to the 
calculation which Diodorus fol
lows and which will presently be 
discussed; on the other hand, we 
must not conclude from Arist., 
Part. Anim. i. 1 (sup. Vol. I. p. 
185, 3), that Democritus was older 
than Socrates, but only that he 
came forward as an author before 
Socrates had commenced his career 
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The origin and general standpoint of the Atomistic 
doctrine is described by Aristotle as follows; The 

as a philosopher. Socrates, no 
doubt, however, was chiefly known 
·to Aristotle, as he is to us, in con
nection with the last decade of 
his life, as the teacher of Plato 
and Xenophon and of the phi
losophers who propagated his phi
losophy in. the Socratic schools. 
The birth of Democritus must 
therefore be placed about 460 B.C. 

or perhaps even earlier; we cannot 
fix it with certainty. Still more 
uncertainty is there with respect 
to his age and the year of his 
death. That he had reached a great 
age ( matura vetustas, Lucret. iii. 
1037) we are constantly assured, 
but the more detailed statements 
v.ary considerably. Diodorus l. c. 
has · 90 years, Eusebius and the 
Passdk Chronicle l. c. l 00, Antis

·thenes (who, however, is erro
neously considered by Mullach, p. 
20, 40, 4 7, to be older than Aris
t0tle, cf. the list of authors 
and their works) ap. Diog. ix. 39, 
more than 100; Lucian, Macrob. 
i8, and Phlegon, Longmvi, c. 2,104; 
Hipparchus ap. Diog. ix. 43, 109; 
Oensorin. Di. Nat. 15, 10 says he 
was nearly as old as Gorgias, 
whose life extended to 108 years. 
(The statements of the pseudo
Soranus in the life of Hippocrates, 
Hippocr. Opp., ed. Kiihn, iii. 850, 
that Hippocrates was born in 01. 
80, 1, and according to some was 
90 years old, according to others, 
95, 104, and 109 years old, are 
very similar ; and B. Ten Brinck 
Philol. vi. 591 is probably right in 
conjecturing that they were trans
ferred to him from Democritus.) 
As to the year of Democritus' 
death, vide supra. 

That our philosopher displayed 
remarkable zeal for knowledge 
will readily be believed even irre
spectively of the anecdote in Diog. 
ix. 36. But what we are told 
about the instructions which even 
as a boy he had received from the 
Magi, not to mention the fable in 
Valer. Max. viii. 7, ext. 4, that 
the father of Democritus enter
tained as a host the army of 
Xerxes, has little evidence in its 
favour (Diog. ix. 34, appealing to 
Herodotus, who neither in vii. 
109, nor viii. 120, nor anywhere 
else, ever mentions such a thing), 
and is chronologically impossible. 
Lange, however, Gesck. d. Mater. 
i. 128, endeavours to save the in
credible tradition by reducing the 
regular instruction in the course 
of which Democritus, according to 
Diogene,i, had learned Tct. TE 'll'epl 
Ot:oAo-yfos 1ml lta'Tpol\.o-yfo.r; to an 
exciting influence upon the mind 
of an intelligent boy ; and Lewes 
(Hist. of Phil. i. 95 sq.) relates in 
one breath that Democritus was 
born in 460 B.c., and that Xerxes 
( twenty years before) had left 
some Magi in Abdera as his in
structors. This whole combina
tion probably dates from the epoch 
in which Democritus was regarded 
by the Greeks as a sorcerer and 
father of magic. Philostr. v. Sopk. 
x. p. 494, relates the same of 
Protagoras. The acquaintance of 
Democritus with Greek philoso
phers is far better attested.. Plut. 
adv. Col. 29, 3, p. 1124, says in a 
general manner, that he contra
dicted his predecessors ; among 
those whom he mentioned some
times to praise, and sometimes to 
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Eleatics, he says, denied the multiplicity of things and 
motion, because these are inconceivable without the 

oppose them, we find the names of 
Parmenides and Zeno (Diog. ix. 
42), whose influeuce notwithstand
ing upon the Atomistic philosophy 
is unmistakeable; Pythagoras 
(ibid. 38, 46), Anaxagoras (ibid. 
34 sq.; Sext. Math. vii. 140), and 
Protagoras (Diog. ix. 42; Sext. 
Math. vii. 389 ; Plut. Col. 4, 2, 
p. 1109). In all probaliility his 
only teacher was Leucippus: but 
even this is not quite certain, for 
the evidence of writers like Diog. 
ix. 34; Clem. Strom. i. 301 D; 
Hippol. R~/id. 12, taken alone, is 
not conclusive; ttnd though Aris
totle (Metaph. i. 4, 985 lJ, 4, and 
after him, Simpl. Phys. 7 a) calls 
Democritus the comrade ( ~rn,pos) 
of Leucippus, it is not clear 
whether a personal relation be
tween the two men ( ha,pos often 
stands for a disciple, vide Mul
lach, p. 9, etc.), or only a simi
larityoftheirdoctrinesis intended. 
The former, however, is the most 
likely interpretation. On the 
other hand, the assertion ( ap. 
Diog. l. c., and after him Suid.) 
that Democritus had personal in
tercourse with Anaxagoras is quite 
untrustworthy, even if the state
ment of Favorinus thatDemocritus 
was hostile to Anaxagoras because 
he would not admit him among 
his disciples be considered too self
evident an invention to be worth 
quoting as an argument against 
it. (Cf. also Sext. Math. vii. 140.) 
Moreover, Diog. ii. 14, says that 
it was Anaxagoras who was hostile 
to Democritus; but this we must 
set down to the thoughtless care· 
lessness of this author. We are 
also frequently told that he was 

connected with the Pythagoreans; 
not only does Thrasyllus ap. Dia", 
ix. 38, call him ('1/AWrtJs rwv nue~-
7opu,w11, but, according to the same 
text, Glaucus the contemporary of 
Democritus had already main
tained : 'll'cf.vrws TWP IIv8a7oeu,wv 
TLvos CucoVcraL aUr6v; and according 
to Porph. V. P. 3, Duris had 
named Arimnestus, son of Pytha
goras, as the teacher of Democritus. 
He himself, according to Thra
sy llus ap. Di<Jg. l. c. had entitled 
one of his writings 'Pythagoras,' 
and had spoken in it with admira
tion of the Samian philosopher ; 
according to Apollodorus ap. Diog. 
l. c., he also came in contact with 
Philolaus. Bnt the authenticity 
of the Democritean Ilv8a')'6p'I/S is 
(as Lortzing, p. 4, rightly observes) 
very questionable, and he conld 
have adopted nothing from the 
Pythagorean science, excepting in 
regard to mathematics; his own 
philosophy having no affinity with 
that of the Pythagoreans. In 
order to accumulate wisdom, De
mocritus visited the countries of 
the east and south. He himself in 
the fragment ap. Clemens, Strom. i. 
304 A ( on which cf. Geffers, p. 23 ; 
Mullach, p. 3 sqq., 18 sqq. ; B. Ten 
Brinck, Philol. vii. 355 sqq.), cf. 
Theophrast. ap. }Elian, V. lL iv. 
20, boasts of having taken more 
distant journeys than any of his 
contemporaries; he particularly 
mentions Egypt as a country where 
he had remained some time, As 
to the duration of these jour
neys, we can only form conjec
tures, as the eighty years spoken 
of by Clemens must clearly be 
based on some gross misapprehen-

P 2 
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Void, and the Void is nothing. Leucippus conceded to 
them that without the Void no motion is possible, and 

sion or clerical error. (Papen
cordt, Atom. Doctr. 10, and Mu1-
lach, Democr. 19, Fr. Phil. i. 330, 
suppose that ,,., which signifies 
,rewre, may have been mistaken for 
1r', the cipher for 80; and Diod. 
i. 98, does in fact say that Demo
critus remained five years in 
Egypt.) Later writers relate more 
particularly that he spent the 
whole of his large inheritance in 
travelling, that he visited the 
Egyptian priests, the Ohaldeans, 
the Persians, some say even the 
Indians and Ethiopians (Diog. ix. 
35 ; after him i,\uidas L>.7Jp.O,cp. 
Resych. L>.11p.6,cp. from the same 
source, }Elian, l. c.; Clemens, l. c. 
speaks only of Babylon, Persia and 
Egypt; Diodorus, i. 98, offiye years' 
sojourn in Egypt; Strabo, xv. 1, 38, 
p. 703, of journeys through a great 
part of Asia; Oic. Fin. v. ID, 50, 
more generally, of distant journeys 
for the'·acquisition of knowledge). 
How much of all this is true, we can 
only partiallydiscoyer. Democritus 
certainly went to Egypt, Hither 
Asia and Persia; but not to India, 
as asserted by Strabo and Clemens, 
l. c. ; cf. Geffers, 22 sqq. The aim 
and result of these journeys, how
ever, must be sought, not so much 
in the scientific instruction he re
ceived from the Orientals, as in 
his own observation of men and 
of nature. The assertion of De
mocritns ap. Clem., that no one, 
not even the Egyptian mathe
maticians, excelled him in geo
metry ( concerning his mathema
tical know ledge, cf. also Cic. Fin. 
i. 6, 20 ; Pint. c. not. 39, 3, p. 
1079), implies scientific inter
course, but at the same time 

favours the conjecture that Demo
critus could not have learned much 
in this respect from foreigners. 
What P1iny says (H. N. xxv. 2, 
13; :ux. 1, 9 sq.; x. 49, 137; 
xxix. 4, 72; xxviii. 8, 112 sqq.; 
cf. Philostr. V. Apoll. i. 1) of the 
magic arts which Democritns 
learned on his travels is based 
upon forged writings, acknow
ledged as such e,·en by Gellius, 
N. A. X. 12; cf. Burchard, Fragm. 
d. 111or. d. Dem. 17 ; Mullach, 72 
sqq., 156 sqq. What is said of 
his connection with Darius (Julian, 
Epist. 37, p. 413, Spanh.; cf. Plin. 
H. N. vii. 55, 189; further details, 
infra, chap. iii., and ap. Thfullach, 
45, 49), though it sounds more 
natural, is quite as legendary. 
The same may be said of the 
statement (Posidonius ap. Strabo 
xvi. 2, 25, p. 757, and Sext. Math. 
xi. 363), that Den,ocritus derived 
his doctrine of the atoms from 
Mochns, a very ancient Phrenician 
p1'.ilosopher. That there existed 
a work under the name of this 
Mochus is proved by Joseph. 
Antiquit. i. 3, 9; Athen. iii. 126 
a; Damasc. De Prine. p. 385, 
Kopp.; cf. Iambl. V. Pyth. 14; 
Diog. ProOJm. l ; but if it con
tained an atomistic theory similar 
to that of Democritus, this would 
only prove that the author had 
copied the philosopher of Abdera, 
not that the philosopher of Abdera 
had copied him; and not only 
Democritus, but Leucippus also 
must in that case h:we done so. 
The germs of the Atomistic theory 
are too :tpparent in the earlier 
Greek philosophy to leave room 
for supposing it to have had a 
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that the Void must be regarded as non-existent; but he 
thought he could nevertheless retain the reality of phe-

foreign origin. That the work of 
Mochus was not in existence in 
the time of Eudemus seems prob
able from the passage in Damasci us. 
After his return, Democritus ap
pears to have remained in his 
native city ; but a visit to Athens 
(Diog. ix. 36 sq.; Cic. Tusc. v. 36, 
104; Valer. Max. viii. 7, ext. 4) 
may perhaps be assigned to this 
later epoch, in reg&rd to which 
we possess hardly ,rny trustworthy 
information. Ha Ying impoverished 
himself by his journeys, he is said 
to have avoided the fate of the 
improvident by giving readings of 
some of his own works (Philo, 
Provid. ii. 13, p . .52, Auch.; Diog. 
ix. 39 sq.; Dio Chrys. Or. 54, 2, p. 
280 R; Atheu. iv. 168 b; Interpr. 
Horat. on ltpist. i. 12, 12); others 
relate that he neglected his pro
perty ( a story which is also told of 
An11xagoras and Thales); but si
lenced those who censured him by 
his speculntions with oil presses 
(Cic. Fin. v.29, 87; Horat. Ep. i.12, 
J 2, and the scholi;1 on these texts, 
Plin. H. N. xviii. 28, 273; Philo. 
Vit. Conternpl. 891 C, Hosch. nnd 
after him Lactant, Inst. iii. 23). 
Valer. l. c. says he gave the greater 
part of his countless riches to the 
state, that he might li.e more 
undisturbedly for wisdom. It is 
questionable, however, whether 
there is any foundation even for 
the first of these assertions; or 
for the statement, (Antisth. ap. 
Diog. ix. 38, where the suggestion 
of Mullach, p. 64, to substitute 
-rapcpecr, for Taq,o,~ seems to me a 
mistake ; Lucian, Philopseitd. c. 
32) that he lived among tombs 
and desert places ; not to mention 

the story of his voluntary blind
ness (Gell. N. A. X. 17 ; Cic. Fin. 
l. c. Tusc. v. 39, 114; Tertull. 
Apologet. c. 46. Cf. on the other 
hand Plut. Cu,·iosit. c. 12, p. 521 
sq.), which was perhaps occasioned 
by his observations on the untrust
worthiness of the senses ( cf. Cic. 
Acad. ii. 23, 74, where the expres
sion excmcare, sensilms orbare is 
employed for this view). The 
assertion of Petronius, Sat. c. 88, 
p. 424, Burm., that he spent his 
life in enquiries into natural 
science, sounds more credible ; 
with this is connected the anecdote 
ap. Plut. Qii. Conv. i. 10, 2, 2. It 
may also be true that he was re
garded with great veneration by 
his couutrymen,.and received from 
them the surname of croq,lo. (Clem. 
Strom. vi. 631 D; Mlian, V. H. 
iv. 20); that thB dominicn over 
his native city was given to him 
is. on the contrary, most improbable 
(Suid. Ariµ.6,cp.). Whether he was 
married we do not know ; one 
anecdote, which seems to imply 
that he was so, has little evidence 
in its favour (Antonius, Mel. 609; 
Mullach, Fr. Mor. 180) ; but the 
contrary is certainly not deducible 
from his utterances about marriage 
( vide infra). The widespread 
statement that he laughed at 
everything (Sotion ap. Stab. Floril. 
20, 53; Hor. Ep. ii. 1, 194 sqq.; 
Juvenal, Sat. x. :l3 sqq.; Sen. De 
Ira, ii. 10; Lucian, Vit. Auct. c. 
13; Hippo]. Ref,it. i. 12; Mlian, 
V. H. iv. 20, 29; Suid. A71µ6Kp. ; 
see, on the contrary, Demom·. F1·. 
Mor. 167) proclaims itself at once 
as an idle fabrication; what w.e 
are told of the magic and prognos-
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nomena, of birth and decay, of motion and multiplicity, 
by admitting that side by side with Being, or the Plenum, 

tications of this philosopher, is 
equally absurd (vide supra, and 
Plin. H. N. xviii. 28, 273, 35, 341; 
Clem. Strom. vi. 631 D; Diog. ix. 
42 ; Philostr. Apoll. viii. 7, 28). 
His supposed. connection with 
Hippocrates has likewise given 
r;se to many inventions; accord
ing to Cels. De Medic. Prmf. Ps.
Snran. ; v. Htppocr. ( Opp. ed. 
Kiihn, iii. 850), Hippocrates was re
presented. by many as his disciple. 
Already even in Diog. ix. 42; .lElian, 
V. H. iv. 20; Athenag. Snppl. c. 27 
- we can trace the beginning of 
the legend which subsequently, in 
the supposed letters of the two 
men, was carried out into the 
wild.est extrnn1gances: Yide Tufol
lach, 74 sqq. Lastly, the various 
statements as to the end of Demo
critus~ap. Diog. ix. 43; Athen. ii. 
46 e; Lucian, Macrob. c. 18 ; TuI. 
Aurel. iii. 3, &c. (vide Mullach, 
89 sq1.)~are also untrustworthy. 
EYen the more general assertion of 
Lucretius, iii. 1037 sqq., that feel
ing the weakness of old age. he 
voluntarily put an end to his life, 
is far from certain. 

Surpassing all his predecessors 
and contemporaries in we,ilth of 
knowledge, and. most of them in 
acuteness and. consecuti rnness of 
thought, Democritus, by the com
bination of these excellences. be
came the direct precursor of Aris
totle, who frequently quotes and 
makes use of him, and speaks of 
him with unmistakeable approval. 
(Authorities will be given later on. 
Theophrastus and Eudemus like
wise paid much attention to De
mocritus, as Papencord.t shows, l. 
c. p. 21.) Ris multifarious writ-

ings, judging from the titles and 
fragments that have come down to 
us, must h,we embraced mathe
matical, physical, ethical, gram
matical and technical subjects. 
Diogenes, i. 16, mentions him as 
one of the most prolific of philo
sophic authors ; and we have no 
right to substitute for his name, 
in this text, the name of Demetrius 
(Phalerens), as Nietzsche, Rh. Mits. 
xxv. 220 sq., does; for the same 
Diogenes, ix. 45 sqq., after Thra
syllns, specifies no fewer than fif
teen Tetralogies of Democritus's 
writings, among which physical 
subjects occupy the largest, space. 
Besides these, a number of spurious 
writings are mentioned; and most 
likely th~re are many such, even 
among those reputed genuine (Suid. 
L!,.rJµ,6Kp. only allows the authen
ticity of two). At any rate, the 
name of Thrasyllus is no more a 
guamntee for. the contrary, in the 
c>lse of Democritus, than in that 
of Plato. Cf. Burchard, Fragm. d. 
Mor.d. Dem. 16 sq. Rose, De Arist. 
lib. ord. 6 sq., believes that forgeries 
of writings under the name of De
mocritus began at a very early date, 
and declares the whole of.the ethi
cal writings to be spurious. Lortz
ing, l. c., more c:;i,utiously, decides 
that two ethical treatises. 1r. eu9uµ,(1)s 
and {nro81}Ka,, are genuine, and the 
source of most of our moral frag
ments; the rest he either rejects 
or mistrusts. The statements of 
the ancients as to particular works 
will be found in Heimsoth, p. 41 
sq.; Tuiullach, 93 sqq.; concerning 
the catalogue of Diogenes, cf. 
also Schleiermacher's Abhandlw,_q 
v. J. 1815; Werke, 3te. Abth. iii. 
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there was also the non-Being or the Voi<l. Being in 
fact on this theory is not merely one, but consists of 
an infinite number of small invisible bodies which move 
in the Void. On the combination and separation of 
these bodies, are founded Becoming and Decay, change,, 
and the reciprocal action of things.1 Leucippus and 

193 sqq. The fragments-of these 
works ( of wbich the greater num
ber, many of them doubtful or 
spurious, belong to the ethical 
writings) are to be found ap. J\,Iul
la.ch. Cf. Burchard and Lortzing 
i>J the works quoted; B. Ten Brinck 
in the Philvl. vi. 577 sqq.; viii. 414 
sqq. On account of his elevated 
and often poetical langue ge, Dcmo
cri tus is compared by Cicero, Orat. 
20, 67; IJe Orat. i. 11, 49, with 
Plato. He also, Divin. ii. 64, 133, 
praises the clearness of his exposi
t.ion; while Plut. Q,i. Conv. v. 7, 6, 
2, admires its lofty flight. Even 
Timon, ap. Diog. ix. 40, speaks of 
him with respect ; and· Dionys. De 
Compos. Verb. c. 24, places him be
side Plato and Aristotle as a pat
tern philosophical writer ( cf. also 
Papencordt, p. 19 sq.; Burchard, 
Fragm. d. Moral. d. Dern. 5 sqq. ). 
His writings, which Sextus still 
possessed, were no longRr in exist
ence when Simplicius wrote (vide 
Papeucordt, p. 22). The extracts 
of Stoba;us are certainly taken 
from older collections. 

1 IJe Gen. et Corr. i. 8 ( s,ipra, p. 
133, 3), OO<f 0~ µ.a?..urra Kal 7repl 
,rcfvTwv Ev2 A.6'}'tp Ou»plKacn Ae'1Kt'Tf'-
1ros 1<al Ll7Jµ.61ep<Tos ( this, however, 
does not mean that Leucippus and 
Democritus agree in e,·ery respect 
with each other, but that they ex
plained all phenomena in a strictly 
scientific manner from the same 
principles) lipx)Jv 7r0l~<Ta,UEV0l /CaTa 

cp6cnv ?]1rep E,rrlv. Evfois 'Yap T&Jv 
&pxo.fwv [oo~e TO iiv l~ &vd:yK7)S iv 
eivat ,cal lt.1dvrrrov etc. (Vol. I. 
632, 2) . . . AefJKl7r1TOS ll' fxew, 
¥181) ?..6-yous o1 -rwes 1rpos Thv uX
crB'IJ(rtv Oµo°Ao'Yo'/Jµeva A.E-yovres oiJH: 
&vaLp~croucnv oiJ7e 'YEveaTv oilTe 
<f>~op~v oilre ~(v11mv 

1
Kal TO, 1rAT/!os. 

TWV OVTWV. op.ol\o-y'f}cros Oe TavTa. 

µ~v To'is 4>mvoµ.Evo,s, To7s OE rO iv 
Karao-Kev&.(ovff!.V, Ws otfre 'b.v 1dv7J<fLV 
oliuav &vev ,revoV r6 Te KEvOv 
µtj 71v, Ka2 -roV Ovros oUeEv µ.1] 
l5v </>'1Jt1'~v ,,,eT~a,·, T~ 7d:p kupfo,! 'bv 
1ra,µ:1rA.rJ8es ov· aA.A.- elvai TO roLOvTuv 

oUx tv, &AA' lt'1re,pa TO 1rA.-iJtlos 1eal 
&6po.TLi Iha crµ.,1ep6T7JTa TWV 6-yKwv. 
TaVrc: O' Ev -rq] Kev!p cpEpeaBat ( KevOv 
,'ap efvm ), Ka! lJ'VJIL(J''T(X}J,EVCI. µ€11 
7EvE<fLv 1rotElv, Oiai\v6µEva OE cpOopdv. 
'TrDLELv 0~ Kal 1rcfaxELV f 'TV"yxcf11ovcrtv 
&1r'T6/uEva · TaVrv -yd.p oilx iv ElvaL. 
iced (J'VV'Tt0EµE11a.. OE ,cal 1rEpL1r}l..e1c6µeva 
'}'EVV~V' EK OE 701} Ka'T' &A:Y/BeLav €11bs 
ofnc '&v ')'EvEctem 1ri\f;Oos, oMr EK TWV' 

&A718&3s 1roAAWv ~v, (1)\A' elvat -roVr' 
&OVvaTov, &AA.' {/;(]'1rep 'Eµ1re001CA.1}s 
1cd TWv ci.A.A.aw TtvEs <f>a.a't 1rda'XELV 
OtC{. 1r6pwv, olhw 1rcia'av Cl.l\A.oiw<nv 
teal 1rav Th 1rcf<TXELV TOV70V 7lvHrOa,~ 
-rOv Tp61rov, o,a 701) ,cevoV ,y,voµEvr,s 
T1/s OuiAVcrews «a.l T1}s cp(Jop&.s, Oµolws, 
OE 1cal T1}s afl~t}a-ews U1reurOvoµ.Evwv 
crTepewv. Instead of the words in, 
spaced type, I formerly conjectured 
tcctl -roV lSvTos fJ.:rcrov -rO µ1] l5v </>TJa'Lv 
elvm. Although we might appeal in 
support of this reading to the pro
bable sense, and to the passages 
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Democritus therefore agree with Parmenides and Em
pedocles, that neither Becoming nor Decay, in the 
strict sense of the words, is possible ; 1 they also allow 
(what indeed is the direct consequence of this), 2 that 
many cannot arise from One, nor One from many ; 3 

and that things can only be mapy if Being is divided 
by means of the non-existent or the Void: 4 finally, 
they assert that motion would be inconceivable 5 with-
quoted i,,fra, p.217,1, fromAristotle 
and Simplicins, yet the traditional 
reading appears to me equally ad
missible if we interpret the words 
,ca.l-•Iva.,, 'he allows that nothing 
existent can be non-existent.' It 
is still simpler to read (with Cod.Ax 
E), in the immediately preceding 
context, &s oim: '&v ,dv. oVs, &c., then 
the apocfosis begins with T6 TE 1<evov, 
and the explanation presents no 
difficulty. Prantl, in his edition, 
introduces ':TOLE7, 1e;v~: µ1]_ Ov after 
"-,6 TE ,cevov µ7/ av, which seems 
.to me too great a departure from 
the MS., and also to have little 
resemblance with the style of 
Aristotle. Cf. Simpl. l. c., who in 
his account probably follows Theo
phrastus. Philop. in h. l. p. 35 b 
sq., gives us nothing new. 

1 Arist. Phys. iii. 4, 203 rt, 33: 
'.6.'(Jµ6KpL'TOS O' oUO~v €Tepov J~ ETEpou 
-yf-),vecrea, TWP 1rprfJTwv <j>ncriv. Alex. 
in Metaph. iv. .5, 1009 a, 26, p. 
260, 24, Bon. of Democritus: iryav
µevas oe · µ7Joev -yiv•crea.i JK Tau µ'Ji 
l5vTos. Diog. ix. 44: µ?16Ev T' JK 
ToV µ1J l511'ros ")'lverr8at Kal els TO µ1] 
bv q>eElpeu'eai. Stob. Ifcl. i., 414; 
A7/µ6Kpnas, &c., cruyKp<cre,s µ•v Ka, 
Ow.,cpluELs elo·d:yotnn, 7evEuets oe Kal 
-.tp8opCf.s oV Kvplws. oU 7tlp Ka-ra. ,-i) 
r,;otOv E~ Ci) ... Aotd>uews, Ka-rO. OETO 'iTouOv 
EK <fvva8pourµ.oV 'TctVTas 'Y('}'verr8at. 

2 Cf. Vol. I. p. ,586, 2; 587, 2. 

3 Vide p. 215, 1, and Arist. 
De Cxlo, iii. 4, 303 a, 5: cpacrl yap 
(AeVK. Kal il.7Jfi.6Kp.) elvat TCl 'iTpW-ra 
µ.ey€8'Y] 'iTA.{i8Et µEv Cbretpa µeyEBEL OE 
&Ow.[pe-ra, ,rnl oifrr' €~ ~vOs 'iTol\.Act. 

ry~-yve~8at oifTe EK 7:.oA?-.~v iv, &~/\tJ. 
T1] TOVTWP crvµ.rrAOK'{} If.at 'iT€pt'iTAE~EL 
1rcina y•vv·acrea,. Metaph. vii. 13, 
} 039 a, 9 : O.OVVaTOV yttp eivaf q>ij<TW 
(Democritus) EiC ova iv 1) ·~ EPIJS ova 
ryev~crfJaL · ,,.a, ryap µe7€8'Y] Td. li:roµa 
T'1s oilulas 1roteL. Pseudo-Alex. 'in, 
h. l. 495, 4 Bon.: f, il7Jµ61Cp<Tos 
fA.e•ye11 3Tt &OVvu.-rov €,c OVo aT6µ,wv 
µ[av ""fEvia'8m ( chra8e7s '}'Ctp aVTCt.s 
"Drrerl8ero) 7] be µtas OVa ( &.Tµ~-rovs 
7ttp ,e,l,TO..s rAE"}'Ev). Similarly, 
Simpl. De Cxlo, 271 a, 43 f, 133 a, 
18 f (Schol. 514 a, 4, 488 a, 26). 

4 Arist. Gen. et Corr. l. c. ; 
Phys. i. 3, vide sup. Vol. I. p. 618, 1; 
l'hys. iv. 6, 213 a, 31 (against the 
attempts made by Anaxagoras to 
confute the theory of empty spa.ce): 
615,covv T-0Vro Oe'i 0ELKvVvw, 3Tt f(J'Tt 'TL 

J Cl.1}p, Cl.A)· .. ' 8·n oVK fcrTL Ouf.(J'T1}µa 
E-rEpov -rWv crwµrlrwv, oi5TE xwptiT-rOv 
vi5re EvEp"Ye[q, "ov, i Ota/\aµ,{3rlvfL TO 
'iTUv a'~µ,a &a'r' €Tv~r µf/ lTuve~ES, ~a8d
'iTEP /\e(~

1
Va'L A'l}µ.oKpt~os "'Ka.L AevKt1r

'iTOS /oCaL E7Ep0£ 1ro"A.Aot TWV cpvcrtoA.6-
')'WV. Compare what is quoted from 
Parmenides, Vol. I. p. 586, l; 587, 2. 

5 Arist. Gen. et Gorr. l. c. ; 
Phys. l. c. 213 b, 4: 11.l-yavcr, o' iv 
µev(in the first placo) 3T< Kinw,,· 
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out the supposition of an empty space. But instead of 
inferring from thence, like the Eleatics, that multiplicity 
and change are merely appearance, they draw this 
opposite conclusion : as there are in truth many things 
which arise and decay, change and move, and as all 
this would be impossible without the ~upposition of the 
non-existent, a Being must likewise belong to the non
existent. They oppose the main principle of Parme
nides that 'Non-Being is not,' with the bold statement 
that' Being is in no respect more real than Non-Being,' 1 

that something ( TO osv ), as Democritus says, is in no
wise more real than nothing.2 Being is conceived by 
them as by the Eleatics,3 as the Plenum, Non-Being 
as the Void. 4 This proposition therefore asserts that 

1J KaTd. T61rov oinc 'ttv eY11 ( af5r17 O' 
Ecr·rl __ <Popa Ko} o.6~'f]a'~r;) ·, Q~ -yCtp av 
OotcEtV ElVat l<.LV'IJ<ILV, EL µYJ EL'YJ KEv6v. 

(' It appears that no m,tion would 
be possible;' not as Grote, Plato i. 
70, understands it: 'motion could 
not seem to be present.') Demo
critus's argument for this proposi
tion will immediately be examined; 
and the relation of the Atomistic 
theories of the Void to those of 
l\1elissus later on. 

, 
1 Arist. 111eta1;h. i; 4,-985 ~' 4~ 

Aev,ct1r1ros Oe= ,cm () eratpD:S auTOv 

A71µ61<pL'1"0S O"'l"OIXELa µ.er TO 7rA7JpEs 
Kal Th 1<evOv elvaf (/>a.en, AE70VTES 7{) 
µ~v tw,,.. rO ae µ}i Ov, -roVTw: oe, T~ 

µ.•v 1rl\71pes Kal <1npe/w '1"0 ov, TO OE 
1eev6v 7e Kal µ.av'/w TO µ.17 "bv (o,b 1<al 
oVOEv µC!.A.Aov TO Ov ToV µrJ 1511-ros 
Elva[ <paa,v OT, oiJOE TO KevDv -roV 
<1r!,µ.aTos ), [Schwegler in h. l. sug
gests TOV liEVoV TD <rWµa, or -ra 
<1'3µar~, ';_hicJ1 perhars is, b~~ter] 
cuna OE TWV OVTWV TaVTa WS' VA.'Y}V. 

Simpl. Phys. 7 a (no doubt after 

Theophrast.): '1"1/V 'Y"P ""'" &roµ.wv 
ofu.riav vau'T}iv Kal 1r/\1JprJ l11rortBEµe
vos Ov EAeyev eivcu JCal Ev -ro/ ICEVip 1 

q:>EpecrBat, 01rep µ11 Ov EKd.Aet 1cal ovK 
°tA.aTTOV TDV l5rTos elvm cfJiJ!'rl. 
Leucippus is the subject of the 
sentence. 

2 Plut. Adv. Col. 4, 2, p. 1109: 
(t,..71µ.JKp<TOS) OLOpt(ErnL µ17 µ.a/\l\ov 
TO Okv 7J Th µ110Ev e7vm · oiv µEv 
Ovoµ&(~v T? <Yfµa µ~Ofv oe, -rO 
~ev}>v, ws K.,ai, To.~rrou cpvu,v TL1 a Kal 
v1ro,;,raa'LJJ tOuw exol!"res. The word 
oev, which subsequently became 
obsolete ( as the German Ichts is 
.now), is also found in Alcreus, Fr. 
76, Bergk. In Galen's account, 
De Elmn. Sec. Hip;p. i. 2, t. i. 418 
Kiihn, it is supposed, with some 
probability, that .&v should be re
placed by oev. 

3 Supra, Vol. I. 588 sq. 
• Sup. notes 1 and 2 and p. 2 I 5, 

J; Arist. Phys. i. 5 init.: 1rd.vns 
.o.~ -r&vavrla 0.px?ts 7rOLOV<1tV ••• nal 
A11/)-6KpLTos TO <1npeov mxl Kevav, ciiv 
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all things consist of the matter which fills space, and 
empty space itself.1 These two cannot, however, be 
merely side by side, if phenomena are to be explained 
by reference to them; they are necessarily in one 
another, so that the Plenum is divided by the Vacuum, 
and Being by non-Being, and through the changing 
relation of their parts, the multiplicity and change of 
things is made possible.2 That this division cannot go 
on to infinity, and that consequently iudiviRible atoms 
must be supposed to be the ultimate constituents of 
all things, Democritus proved with the observation 

'TO µh, &s "bv, TO O' &s oi11, "bv eivcd 
</>'lJa-LV. Metaph. iv. 5, 1009 a, 2n: ,cal 
'Ava~a-y6pa,; µEµL)(Bat 1rav £v 1ravTl 
c/>1Jl1'L tctl A11r-6KpLT0S,..· Ka~ 'Y~P oilro~ 
TO ICEVOV '"" TO 11:il:l)pes oµ.o,ws /Cae 
brtoVv {nr&.pxeiv µEpos, Kcdrot TO fJ.Ev 
Ov ToVrwv eTvaL TD OE µ1/ t)v, not to 
mention later writerH. According 
to Theophra,stus (s1tp. p. 217, 1), 
Leucippus used the word vactTOv 
( =<rnpeov) for the Void. Simpl. 
De Ca!lo, 133 a, 8, Schol. 488 a, 18, 
asserts this still more distinctly of 
Democritns: l!,:l)µ.6t<p. 71-ye,rn, T1/V 
TWv &l'Ofow <f>Vcnv e1vat µ.mp(/s oilulas, 
1rA1]8os Cl:;re[povs, rcuirms OE rr/1rov 
UA.i\ov V1rorfe1]o"LV lf1retpov To/ µeyEeei, 
7rpoaa:yopelieL OE Tbv µEv 'T67rov 'ToLo-Oe 
-rots Ov6µ.a<rt, -ro/ 'TE Kevf Kal T(p oiJOevl 
Kal -r(p 0:1relprp, -rWv OE oiNnWv EKcfo- rr,v 
'T(p T(pOe Kal 'T~ va,rr(f\ 1w,l -rep <Jv-ri. 
Ibid. 271 a, 43; Schol. 514 a, 4, 
and i11f. p. 220, 3 ; Alex. ad Metaph. 
985 b, 4, p. 27, 3 Bon.: 11:A.'ijpes o~ 
¥Aeyov -rO <J'Wµa TO -rWv ct-r&µwv OLCt 
vmrr6-rr,T&. re teal &µt~lav -roU uevoV. 
According to Theod. Otir. Gr. A.ff. 
iv. 9, p. 57, Democritus used va<rTa. 
~o e,xpress th~ atoms, J[etrodorns 
a.Ou:upe-Ta, Epicurus a-roµa; we 
shall find, however, infra, p. 219, 

3, that lhoµ.a is used likewise by 
Democritus. Stobreus, Eel. i. 306: 
tl:ryµ.6Kp. -rd. va<1r& Kal Kevd; similarly 
i. 348. Of. Mullach, p. 142. 

1 According to Arist .. Phys. iv. 
6, 213 b, the arguments of Demo
critus in favour of empty space 
were as follows: (1) Mm·ement 
can take place only in the Void; for 
the Full cannot admit anything else 
into itself (this is further supported. 
by the observation that if two 
bodies could be in the same space, 
innumerable bodies would neces
sarily be there, and the smallest 
body would be able to include the 
greatest); (2) Rarefaction and 
condensation can only be explained 
by empty space (cf. c. 9 init.); (3) 
The only explanation of growth is 
that nourishment penetrates into 
the empty spaces of the body; ( 4) 
Laotly, Democritus thought he had 
observed that a vessel filled with 
·ashes holds as much water as when 
it is empty, so that the ashes must 
disappear into the empty inter· 
spaces of the water. 

2 Of. Arist. Metaph. iv. 5 ( s1tp. 
217, 4); Phys. iv. 6; Themist. Phys. 
40 b, p. 284 Sp. 
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already supplied to him by Zeno, 1 that an absolute 
division would leave no magnitude remaining, and 
tberefore nothing at all.2 Irrespectively of this, how
ever, the hypothesis was required by the concept of 
Being which the Atomists had borrowed from the 
Eleatics; for, according to this concept, Being can 
only be defined as indivisible unity. Leucippus and 
Democritus accordingly suppose the corporeal to be 
composed of parts incapable of further division ; all 
consists, they say, of Atoms and the Void.3 

All the properties which the Eleatics ascribed to 
Being are then transferred to the Atoms. They are 

1 Supra, Yol. I. p. 614 sq. 
2 Arist. Ph,ys. i. 3 ( cf. Vol. I. 

618, l); Gen. et Corr. i. 2, 316 a, 
13 sqq.; where the fundamental 
thought of the argument given 
in the text unrloul>tedly belongs to 
Democritus, even if the dialectical 
development of it may partly ori
ginate with Aristotle. In the 
previous context Aristotle says, 
and this deserves to be quoted 
in proof of his respect for Demo
critus, that the Atomistic doctrine 
of Democritus and Leucippus has 
much more in its favour than that 
of the Tim&us of Plato: afrwv oe 
TOV E1r' €7'.aT'TOV DVvarreai 'Ta Oµol\.u
"YDVµEVCI. crvvop~v (sc. T0v Iii\.drwva) 
7) Cl.'ITEtp(a. OtO 3<ToL Evcpnf/,cacrt µciAA.ov 
Ev TO'is cf>Vlruw'is µ.'iiA./1.ov Oi1vav-:rcu 
{nro-rWelTeat 'TOLathas ctpxCt.s ai E7d 
,ro/\.V OVvmnm 1Tvve[pELv· ol O' J,c rWv 
7r~/\.J...Wv :-67wv aeeciJf1J;OL 'TW~ {nrap-. 
xovTwv uvTes, 1rpOs 0J...i7a {3Ae'o/avTES 
ltrrocf>a[vovrm {J~ov. tOoL O' Etv TLS Kal EK 
-roVrwv, OClov Ota,pEpovlTLV ol cpvlTL«Ws 
1eal J...07u,Ws G'1w1roVvTes· ,repl 7Ctp ToV 
lf-roµa eTvai µ.e"YEe?J ol µ.Ev cpacnv 8rt -rO 
atlro-rp[-ywvov 7I'oi\J...Ct €1Trat, .6.?]µ61<pt· 
-ros O' 'b.v <pavEirJ ob,efots roa1 <Pu<rtKo'i:s 

7'.6yots 1rErrE7<T8a,. Phil;)p. Gen. et 
Corr. 7 a, 8 b, seems to have no 
'other authority than Aristotle. 

8 Democr. F,·. Phys. l ( ap. Sext. 
Math. vii. 135; Pyrrh. i. 213 sq.; 
Uut. Adv. Col. 8, 2; Galen, De 
Elem. Seo. Hipp. i. 2; i. 417 K) : 
v6µ<p yll.vdnzal (1<al should no doubt 
be omitted) v6µ-p 1rucpov, v6wp 
8EpµOv, l'Oµ<p ,j,vxpov. VO,U<p XPOltJ ' 
trefi OE Ct'Toµa ,rn,l ,cevOv, Rrrep voµl
(E'TaL µEv dvaL ,ml Oo~d(eTaL -rct 
alo:._Orrrtt,, oiiu:, Ecr-r/ ~}= ,w:ra &A.1/Beiav 
TavTa, aA.l .... a Ta aToµ.a µ.6vov ,cal 
h'.Ev6v. Further references are un
necessary. That the term IJ,roµa 
or IJ,roµot ( o/,<T[ai) was used by De
mocritus, and even by Leucippus, 
is clear from this fmgment, and 
also from SimpL Phys. 7 a, 8 a; 
Cic. Fin. i. 6, 17; Plut. Adv. Col. 
8, 4 sq. ( vide p. 220, 4 ). Else
wheTe they are also called iofo, or 
ux1/µarn (vide in}'. 220, 4), in oppo
sition to the Void, vaur/;,, (p. 223, 3), 
and as the primitive subst11,nces, 
according to Simp. Phys. 310 a, 
apparently also cpvuis ; the latter, 
however, seems to be a miscon
ception, 
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underived and imperishable, for the primitive con
stituents of all things cannot have arisen from anything 
else, and nothing can resolve itself into nothing.1 They 
are completely filled, and contain no empty space; 2 

and are consequently indivisible; for division and 
plurality are only possible where Being or the Plenum 
is divided by Non-Being or the Vacuum; in a body 
which has absolutely no empty space, nothing can pene
trate by which it;; parts can be divided.3 For tbe same 
reason in their internal constitution and nature they 
are subject to no change, for Bei_ng as such is unchange
able; that which contains no kind of Non-Being must 
therefore remain always the same. Where there are no 
parts, and no empty interspaces, no displacement of 
parts can occur; that which allows nothing to penetrate 
into it can be effected by no external influence and 
experience no change of substance.4 The Atoms are 

1 Vide p. 216, 1; Plut. Plac. i. 3, 
28. To prove that all things are 
not derived, Democritus appeals to 
the fuct that time is without begin
ning, Arist. Phys. viii. 1, 251 b, 15. 

2 Arist. Gen. et Corr. i. 8 (sup. 
p. 215, 1); TO -yap ,wpiws bV ,raµ:n:7vq-
8h 15v. Philop. in h. l. 36 a: the 
indivisibility of the atoms was thus 
proved by Leucippus : 1i1rn<rTov Twv 
ZvTwv ¥6TL Kvplws Ov• Ev OE rrc;; l5vrL 

o~O~v E~T/V ollK "ov, )[6c,,-~ q~O~ KEJ.16!; 
EL Oe ovOe:v KEvOv ev a.vTots, T1]v OE 

Otal.pe~LV, Uvev :EvoV, U~DvaTOV yevE
a-8aL, cd5v.vaTov a.pa auTa Otatpe81JVm~ 

3 Arist. Metaph. vii. 13 ; De 
Cxlo, iii. 4; sup. p. 216, 3; Gen. 
et Corr. i. 8, 325 b, 5: <TXE60v o~ 
Ka.l 'Eµ:zreOoK.\.eL Cl.va:y,caLov AE7ew 
l/J(T1rep 1cal !'J..crlHtt1r1r6s <f,'IJ<TlV' cilvaL 
7Cl,p Clrr~ {PrepEa, CI.Otcdpera a.E, el µ'1/ 
?rCI//T?/ 1r6pot !Tvv•x••f elaw. · Philop.; 

,·ide previous note. His statement, 
however, is m,t to be regarded as 
independent historical evidence, bnt 
merely as his own emendation of 
that of Aristotle ( vide Vol. I. p. 
632, 2). Simpl. De Cxlo, 109 b, 43; 
Schol. in Arist. "184 a, 24: flv-yo1• 
-yap oii-ru, (Leucipp. and Democrit.) 
~7re[p~v~s ~Ivat 'Trjj, 1T'/\.f/8eL ,-ras ttrxtts, 
as KaL aToµ,ous 1cm aCitatpE-rovs E.v6.uL
(011 Kal &7ra8e!S 0£0'. TO va'TTas ETvaL 
Kal dµ.oCpovs 'TOV KEvoV. Cie. Hin. i. 
6, 17: corpora indiuirha propter soli
ditatem, cf. p. 216, 4; 217, 1. Asindi
Yisible magnitude unbroken by no 
interspacej every atom is iv !uvexEs, 
as the Being of the Eleatics, the 
indivisibility of which Parmenides 
had also proved from its absolute 
homogeneousness, vide Vol. I. 586, 
1; 585, 2. 

4 Vide sup. p. 215, l; 216, 3; 
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lastly, according to their substance, absolutely simple 
and homogeneous; 1 for, in the first place, on this 
condition only, as Democritus believes, could they work 
upon each other; 2 and secondly, as Parmenides had 

Arist. De Ccelo, iii. 7 (sup. p. 125, 
1) ; Gen. et Corr. i. 8, 32.5 a, 36: 
&vo:y1w.,tov &1ra8€s TE €Karrrrov AE')'ELJ/ 

rrWv &~im~E;wv\ oil yap oT~ 'TE 'JT'cf
<TX"" """ 'f/ liux Tov 1«vov. Plut. 
Adv. Col. S, 4: Ti 'Y"P AE'YE' A'f]µ.6-
ICpLros; oUcr[as &:·1relpovs -rO 1r/\~8os 
&r6µovs TE 1ea! &.Otacp6povs ln 0, 
ibrolovs Kal &1ra8r/is Ev ,,.q; KE11(; 

,pepe<rOa, OLE<T7rapµ.evas· 3TaV lie 
1rel\.dffwcrLv C(A.A.T}A.ms, f) <J'vµ.1rE<.r(l)<J'LJ1 
fJ 1rept1rA.aKWO'L, cpalve<J"8at -rWv ae~ 
pot(oµEvwv TD µiv VOwp, 'TO OE 1rVp, 
TO oe ,PvTov, TO o' lxv8ponrov· <lvai oe 
1r&wra -rcts Cf.T6µovs LOEas ( al. lOfws) 
for' ailToV Kal\.ovµEvas, ETepov OE 

· µ.'f]OEv· J« µiv ')'Cf.p -roV µ1} l>v-ros olJK 
e'fvat 7EveffLV, EK OE -rWv g1nwv µr,OE:v 
Cu.1 'Ye11EcrOai Tip µ1,-re 1r&crxew µt}Te 
µera/3cf.A.Ae,v 7(1,s (1.76µ,ous {nrO arepp6-
'TrJ70S, 08ev oliTE xp6a.v E~ ct.xpcf.i<rTCt.JV, 
oifre cpVatv 11 1.f;vx1/v /~ &:1ro(wv ,ca.l 
[ &.,j,6xwv J {mip )( ELV ( and, therefore, 
since they are colourless, no colour 
can arise from them, and since they 
are without properties and without 
life, no ,p6<r1s or soul ; so f,cr, that 
is, as we have respect to the essence 
of things, and not merely to the 
phenomenon). Galen. De Elem. Sec. 
Hipp. i. 2, t. i. 418 sq. K: a.1raeij 
0) V1rortOe11TaL 'Ta cr&Jµ.a.Ta. e1va.L ra 
7rpWTa. ... oUO, lti\.AowVcr8at fCa.T&. 
Tt Ouv&.µeva. -ra'Uras 0~ 7{}s ct.A/1..orc/;
tTets, &s 8.rra.V'TES a.vep,,nroL 7r'E7rLCf'TEV

fCa.(J'LJI elvaL . , , ofov otfre 9epµa.fve

U8a.[ ,r[ rpa.crtv E1<.e£11ruv otJTe tf;Vxe1J8m, 
l<.T.A., (sup. p. ~20, 1) µ.1,T' tJ.AA.'f}V 
TLJICf. 0/1..ws E1rtOExecrOm 7TOL6'T'f}'Ta. 

KaTa. µ.'f}oeµ.(av µ.<Ta{3o;\~v. Diog. 
ix. 44 : '~ h6µ.wv • • • a1r<p 
eYva.L &1ra87l Ka.l Cf.va.Ai\olwTa. o,a -r1}v 

<TT<PfJOT'f/Ta, Simpl.; vide previous 
note. 

1 Arist. Plzys. iii. 4; Philop. u. 
Simpl. in lz. l. cf. infra, p. 224, ~ : 
Arist. De Cado, i. 7, 276 b, 29: <1 
OE, µh cruve;;::~s -rO 1rUv,) &.AA', t!;cr1rep 
AE'YH Ll'f}/J-OKpLTOS Ka< 1\EVKL7r7r0S 
O!wpurr1-,E11a. TcjJ ~eve{\ µ[av &va-yJCa'iov 
elvai 1ra,vTwv -rml KLV'Y}rTtv, OLd;pur,Ta.L 
µ€11 'Yap ro'is crx1,µ.a.crw· 71)11 Q} cp{;<t,v 
eival cpa.,nv aVTiiJv µla.v, cfJ<Frrep &v El 
xpu<J"Os EKa<J"TOJI e't7J 1axwpt0'µ,Evoi·. 
Aristotle consequently calls the 
A~oms,, (Plzys; i. 2. ,18;11;; 21): TO 
')'•vos <V, <JX'f/µ.an lie 'fJ ELOEL lim,P<· 
pov<ras Pi Kal b1e<VT{as. Simpl. in 
h; l.,_ I O ~' ,1 : Oµo7e~e.'is Ka~ EK -rijs 
C<VT'f/S uv<rias. Id. ibtd. 3o b, m: 
TO dOos aVTWv Kal -rt)v oVfJ'[av iv ,ad 
&p,<J'µ.evov. Id. De Ccelo, 111 a, ,5; 
Schol. in Arist. 484 a, 34 : a.T6µ.ous 
oµoio.s Tt]V ,pv11,v ( oµ.ow,Pv<is Karst.). 

2 Arist. Gen. et Gorr. i. 7, 323 
b, 10: AriµOK('LTOS OE 1rr,,po. TOVS 
~A.1'.ovs ili[ws (;\E~E µ.6vos ( on the 
'IrOLELV and 71'Ct<J'XELV). ,P'IJ(rl 'Yap TO 
aUTO ,ad 8µ.otoJJ eTva, -r6 TE 'Tr'OLoVv 
Kctl 1rd.crxov· oil ")lap E')'xwpelv ra 
Erepa Kal Omcpipovra 1rcia-xetv lnr, 
ltA.A.1,Awv, lti\.;\.Ct «'b.v ETepa OvTa 1rotfi 
Tt els 6.AA:11J\a, oVx f ErEpa, C/.,A,A.' if 
ralrr6v 'TL inr&.pxe,, 'TaV,v TDVTo 
<rvµ{3aivELv <tDTois. Theophr. De 
Sensu, 49 : a.ovva-rov o.! </''IJ<T< [ t>'f}µ.6-
"P-] TO [l. 7c't J µ.1/ TaDTO. rrci.<J'XELV, 
&.AA.et Keil Erepa ~v-ra 1rote'iv oUx f7Epa. 
[l. ob'f- ri e-r.],_ a~;\' ,Pi [l. v] 7aDTOV 
TL 1ra<TXEL TO<s oµ.owis. That De
mocritus applied this principle in 
the manner mentioned above is not 
stated expressly, but is in itself 
probable. We found the same with 
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already shown,1 this dissimilarity of one from another is 
a consequence of Non-Being; where pure Being with
out Non-Being is, there only one and the same consti
tution of this Being is possible. Our senses alone show 
us things qualitatively defined and distinct; to the 
primitive bodies themselves, the atoms, we must not 
ascribe any of these particular qualities, but merely 
that without which an existence, or a body, would not 
be thinkable.2 In other words, Being is only the sub
stance that fills space, matter as such, not matter de
fined in any particular manner; for all definition is 
exclusion, each determinate substance is not that which 
others are: it is, therefore, not merely a Being but a 
Non-Being. The Atomistic doctrine of Being in all these 
respects differs only from the Eleatic in transferring to 
the many particular substances that which Parmenides 
had said of the one universal substance or the universe. 

But the homogeneousness and unchangeableness 
of the atoms must not be carried so far as to render 
the multiplicity and change of derived things impos
sible. If, therefore, our philosophers can admit no 
qualitative differences among the atoms, they must all 
the more insist that quantitatively, in regard to their 
form, their magnitude, and their reciprocal relations 

Diogenes (Vol. I. 286, 2); and as 
Diogenes (according to Vol. I. 300, 
2) borrowed from Leucippus, it is 
certainl_y possible that this weighty 
observation may have origim1lly 
belonged to Leucippus. 

1 Vide Vol. I. p. 586, 1 ; cf. 
supra, 216, 4. 

2 Cf. p. 219, 3; Sext. Math. viii. 
6. Democritus regards the imma-

terial alone as a real lid, rb µ711i~v 
ll1roKe7tT0a.L cp{J<rEL al<rB1rrOv, 'TWV 7(1. 
1rd1na. qv7Kpivov<rW11 &-r6µwv 1rcI.crr,s 
a.icr8117:;js '1T"Ot&T7JTOS Ep'f}µov lxov<fWv 
cpvaw. Plutarch and Galen, l. c. 
with less exactitude, calls th; 
atoms 1£1ro,a. Further details will 
presently be given as to the quali
ties predicated or denied in regard 
to them. 
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in space, these atoms must be conceived as infinitely 
various. Democritus therefore declared that the atoms 
are distinguished from each other in regard to their 
shape, their order and their position : 1 differences of 
size and weight are likewise mentioned. The main 
distinction is that of shape, which, on that account, is 
often brought forward alone 2 and from which the 
atoms themselves are named forms. 3 The Atomistic 
philosophy goes on to maintain that not only the atoms 
but the differences of shape among the atoms must be 
infinite in number, partly because there is no reason 
why one shape should belong to them more than 
another; and partly because only on this supposition 

1 Arist. Metaph. i. 4, after the 
words quoted, p. 217, 1: Ka8cf:1rEp oi 
tv 1rowVvTes ~1Jv {nroKELµEV'lJV oVcriav 
TaAi\a Tol.s) 1rcf.8etT~V aiJT~S 7evvW~L 
• . . T0v <WThv Tpo1rov KaL OV'TOL Tas 

Otacf>opCfs alTias -r&v Ui\Awv elvai cpa
cnv. TaVTas µEvTotTpeLs eivaiA.E'YoV(J'L~ 
<rx11µrl TE Kal -rrl~LV Kal 8e<r,v. O<al/)E· 
pELV 7&,p </:_a<rL Tb "/,y (JV"_µo/ Kal, OL~8L'}'..ii 
,ml -rpo,rp µ6,,ov· TOV'TWV oe o µev 
pv<rµbs <J"X1)µ&, i<J"TLV, 7/ 0~ 0La8L'}'1) 
Td,ts, T} OE rrpo1r1} 8Ea'LS' OtmpEpe"t ,,ap 
TO µEv A ToV N crx'Y/µari, -rb 0€ AN 
-rou NA -rrl~EL, .,.b o~ z .,.ou N ee<rE1. 
The same is stated more briefly, 
ibid. viii. 2, init. The s11me differ
ences among the atoms are men
tioned by Arist. Phys. i. /i, init.; 
Gen. et Corr. i. 1, 314 a, 21 c, 2, 
316 b, 33 c, D, 327 a, 18. These 
statements 11re then repeated by his 
commentators : Alex. Metaph. 638 
b, 16 Bekk. 27, 7 Bon.; Simpl. 
Phys. 7 a, 8 a, 68 b (Schol. 488 a, 
18; Philop. De An. B, 14; Phys. C, 
14; Gen. et Corr. 3 b, 7 a. 'Pu<rµbs, 
characterised by Philop. and Suid. 
as an expression peculiar to Abdera, 

is only another pronunciation of 
pu8µ6s. Diog. ix. 47 speaks of 
writings.,,._ 70.,v oiacp,p6v-rwv pu<rµwv 
and 7r. &µ,t1/nf3puuµ1wv. 

2 For example. by Arist.otle, 
Phys. i. 2; De C(JJlo, i. 7 (vide p. 
221, 1); Gen. et Con. i. 8, 325 b, 
17 : 7o'is µ~v 7&.p E<J'nv &Orn!pera rCG 
1rpWra rrWv <J'wµr:irrwv, ffX1/µcvn Ow.cpE
pona µovov, and afterwards, 326 a, 
14: &AA.cl µ1}v Et.ro7l"OV Kal ei µ?]6Ev 
61rci.pxEL fl.71.1'_' 1) µ6vov ffX1)µa. 

3 Pint. Adv. Col. l. c. ; Arist. 
Phys. iii. 4, 203 a, 21 : ( A71µ6Kp<Tos) 
E~ 7-rjs 1ravcr'!!'e~µlas -rW!: (J;x1Jµ&.Twv 
( a1retpa 1rotet Ta U'TOLXELa) ; Gen. et 
Corr. i. 2, see following note, and 
iif. p. 229, 4; De An. i. 2; cf. p. 
226,n.; De Respir. c. 4, 472 a, 4, 16; 
Simpl. Phys. 7 a, vide p. 224, 1. 
Democritus had himself composed 
a work 7rEpl loEwv (Sext. Math. vii. 
137), which, no doubt, treated of the 
form of the atom, or of the atoms 
generally. Hesychius says lofo, no 
doubt after Democritus, and that it 
meant also -rh i71.rlxi<r-rov <rwµa, cf. 
Mullach, 136. 
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can it be explained that things are so infinitely diverse, 
are subject to so many changes and appear so differently 
to different people.1 Further, the atoms are distin
guished from each other as to size,2 but it is not clear 

1 Arist. Gen. et Corr. i. 2, 315 
b. D: EiTEl 8' 4,ovro TO.i\170Es Jv Tep 
cpalve<J'8ct.t, JvavTia. 0~ Kal ~1reipa. -rct 
cpaw6µevai Tct.<Txfiµ.aTa lfrreipa bro[rJ
(faV, fbrrTE -r~Ls µeraf3oA.c{is ToV a-uy
KetµAvt>vTO aUTO Evavrlo,, OoKeLv ~i\.Aq, 
,cal lf.A.Jvp ,ca:1 µeTtx1avELa'fJcu µtt(poV Eµ
µt')lvvµ.Evau ,cal 3.i\ws ETEpov cpa[vecreru 
EvOs µeraFCwr,OEvros· J,c TWv aVrWv 
7(1,p Tpct'}'[tJDfa. Kal KooµrpOfa. 7[11ercu 
"YP"-f-l/.drwv. Ibid. c, 1, 314 a, 21 : 
A'(fµ&1<pLTOS OE Kal Ae'VKL7t"Ir0S lic 
<J'wµ.rlTwV &.OtatpErwv Tai\A.a <lll!l£E'i-
(Tea[ <f,ct<Tl, Ta.Ura O' lbrftpa 1eal TO 
1ri\)Jt3os eivat tcal 7C,,s µ.opq;Cts, a.brU. OE 
7rpos a~Ta 01a<f,eprn, (here .,-a;,_;1.,. is 
ag>1in the subject) 70VTOLS ~~ iliv el,n 
(the atoms of which they consist) 
,cal BEa'eL Kal 'T&.!et To6r(j)v. Ibid. 
c, 8, 325 b, 27: (!1.Ev1<L1r1ros) ibreipo,s 
&pfo·(Jai (jxfJµ.c:,<J'L rWv &.OtmpETwJJ 
O'TEpewv <l<L<O'TDV. De Ccelo, iii. 4, 
303 a. 5, p. 216, 3; ibid. line 10: 1<d 
7rp0s ToVrots J,rel Otaq>Epet Tct. a-cl,µa.
Ta. O'XtJf.lr:tO'LV (this is repeated at line 
30 ), CY.rrELpa OE Ta, <J'XTJµ,ara, '1.:rretpa 
,cal 'TO, Cl:rrJ\.ci udJp.arJ. <f.>cta'LV eivaL. 
De An. i. 2, 404 a, 1. The infinite 
number of the atoms is very often 
mentioned, e.q. Arist. Phys. iii. 4, 
203 a, 19 ; Gen. et Corr. i. 8, 325 
a, 30 ; Simpl. Phys. 7 a; Plut. 
Adv. Col. 8, 4; Diog. ix. 44 (who, 
howe,·er, clumsily adds that the 
atoms <1re also unlimited in size). 
Concerning their innumerable and 
manifold forms, a'KaA'f]vCt., Cf.'}'KLCTTpW-
011, l<O<Aa, 1<up.,-a, &c., cf. Theophr. 
De Sensu, 65 sq.; Id. Metaph. 
(F1·. 34) 12, where be censures De
mocritus for the irregularity of the 
·forms of his atoms ; Cic. N. D. i. 

24, 66; Alexander, ap. Philop. 
Gen. et Corr. 3 b; Plut. Plae. i. 3, 
30 (the two last also remark the 
divergence of Epicurus on this 
point); cf. Part III. a, 375, second 
edition; Themist. Phys. 32 a (222 
sp.) ; Philop. De An. B, 14; Simpl. 
Phys. 7 a, who gives as a reason 
for this definition, appealing to the 
uttera.nces of the Atomists them
selves: TWv Jv Ta"is 0.76µ.o,s <fXr,µd
TWV 1£,rELpov TO .,,;1.,)86, q,a,n o,?t TO 
µ'"f}OEv µ.'al\.Aov TowUrov, 1} Tot0iiTov 

el'vL<L ( cf. Pl ut. Col. 4, I : according 
to Colotes, Democritus maintained : 
TWv -rrpa7µd-roo1• €,ccurrov oV µ'aA \ov 
To7ov f) Towv eTva,), and preYiously, 
with Aristotle: TWV O'X1Jf.ld.TWV l,m-

' C f ' f I (J'TOV €LS ETEpa.11 EKICO<rµovµ,EVOJI <rv-y-

!CpLtJ'LV ifAA.rJv 71"0te'iv DLdf1e<rLV • !fJ<rre 
ei1A.61oos l,,1refp&Jv ol.JrrWv T Xv &p xWv 
1r&vra. r&. 71"&f111 Ka.l Ta,S' oV<rfa.s l,,,roQcI,
<rew brr,77/A),,.OVTO {up' oi TE 'j'LJIETat 

1eal 1rWs. 0,0 n:a.( cpcun µOvo,s ro"is 
if1retpa. 7rOLOtlcr'! Ttt. O"TOLXEZa. 7rd.vra. 
O'vµ/3afveLv 1<aTt1 Xo-yov. Id. De Ccelo, 
133 a, 24, 271 a, _43 ( Schol. 488 a, 
32, 514 a, 4); ef. infra, p. 2:52 sq.; 
245, I. 

• Arist. Phys. iii. 4, 203 a, 33 : 
.6r,µ6Kptros- O' oUOEv E-repov Jg Erlpou 
1·[7verr8at r&v 1rpc/Jrwv cf:nJO"[v • l,,>-..A' 
Hµws -ye aVTO TO t<otvOi• rrOOµa. 1rd.vrwv 
J<TTlv ctpx1/, µ.e-yEBet ICCGTCI. f.t6pta. «al 
O'Xt}µ.an IJ,,.q,lpov. which is repeated 
by Philoponus, Simplicius·, in h. l., 
and others (Sokol. in Arist. 362 b, 
22 sq.); Simpl. De Ccelo, 110 a, 1; 
133 a, 13 (ibid. 484 a, 27; 488 a, 
22); Gen. et Corr. i. 8 (inj'. p. 227, 
1 ). Theophr. De Sensu, 60: Ll11µJ,cp,
Tos . . . 'Ta µEv TO"is µ.e7€8,:<n, Ta OE 
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how this distinction is related to the distinction of form. 1 

For as the atoms are indivisible only because there is 
no vacuum in them, they are not mathematical points, 
but bodies of a certain. magnitude,2 and in this respect 
they may be as different as they are in form. Demo
critus, however, supposed that all atoms are too small 
to be perceived by our senses; 3 this he was compelled to 

... crxt/µa<J',v, lvza ci~Td~e, Kal OErrEL 
, '(«. Ibid. 61, vide i11fra 226, 

Plut. Plae. i. 3, 29; 4, 1. 
1 On the one hand, as has just 

been shown, the form only is usually 
meulioned as that by which the 
atoms are distinguished from one 
another, and so we might suppose 
that a certain size was connected 
with each form (thus Philop. De 
An. c. 6, conjectures that Demo
critus regarded the spherical atoms 
as the smallest ; because, among 
bodies of equal mass, those that 
are spherical have the smallest ex
tent). On the other hand, among 
the atoms of like form, greater 
and smaller are distinguished, as 
we shall presently find. in respect 
to the round atoms; and conversely 
atoms of various forms are, on 
account of their agreement in size, 
included in one element. Arist. 
De Cmto, iii. 4, 303 a, U (after the 
quotation on p. 224, 1) : 1ro'iov Ii~ 1<d 
'TL E1ecl.crTOV TD uxrJµ,a -rWv (TTOLXfl(IJV 
oveev bnOu6pHrav, &Ai\ct µ611011 Tei3 
1rvpl Tt}v cnpa'ipav &.1rE0001'av • ldpa 
0~ ,cal fJOwp ,cal TciA./\a µeyEfJEL Kal 
µucp6T7'}'Tt citel/\.011, &s oDcrav afrrWv 
'T~V cpVcrtv oTov 1rav<J'rrepµlav 1rdJ1Truv 
-rwv cr-ro,xeiwv; for they suppose 
that in them atoms of the most 
various forms are mingled. 

2 G"len (De Elem. see. Hipp. i. 
2 T. I. 418 K) says th"t Epicurus 
regarded the atoms as ll.epcwcr-ra. 

VOL. IL 

{,..,b cr1</l.71p6-r11-ros, Leucippus as 
&.li,a.ipna. {nrh crµ.,1ep6r11Tos. Sim
plicius, Phys. 216 a, says that 
Leucippus and Democritus con
sidered that the indivisibility of 
primitive bodies "rose not merely 
from their amiem,, but also from 
the crµ,1ephv Kal aµ.epes ; Epicurus, on 
the contrary, did not hold them to 
be &µ.eprj, but lx-roµ.a. Ii,& -r:riv &1r&.-
6eiav, Similarly, in JJe Cmlo, 271 
b, 1, Schol. 614 a, 14, they are 
spoken of as a,a. crµ.,1epdr71ra. 1<al 
vacrr6r71ra lx'Toµ.o,. This is a mis
take (perhaps of the Epicureans); 
Aristotle's polemic against the 
atoms is directed against the ma
thematical atom as well (De Cmlo, 
iii. 4, 303 a, 20), but Democritus 
and Leucippus, as Simpl. Phys. 18 
a, acknowledges, supposed, not 
that the atoms were mathematically 
indivisible, but, like Epicurus, that 
they were physically indivisible. 

3 Sext. Math. vii. 139: "/1.e-yE< 
OE Ka.Ta AE;tv · "7vcl,µ'Y]S OE OVo elCTlv 
lOia,, 7] µEv 'YV1Ja'['IJ 1] OE t11wTl1J · 
Kal a'KoTl1]s µEv r&.Oe ~VµrravTa, OtfJ,s, 
Cl.Koh, 05~1}, 7e:b<Tts, 

1 
ljlaVcri._s · 'f} 0~ 

-yv71al71 a.1ro1Ce1<puµµ.ev71 [ a.1ro,ce1<pt
µ.ev11] 0€ (?) TQ.0T7)S." ElTa. 1rpo,cp(• 
v~i1 '1'1js a'Ko;l11s T1]~ ')'V7}ui~v brupl~EL 
i\t=7a,v • " DTaV 'I] UIWTL1J µTJKETL 

OVvrJTaL µ~re Opflv br' ~/\.aTTOV (see 
what is still sm,.,,ller), µ.1/TE &,cot!ew, 
µ.tJTE a/iµacr8a.L, µ.tJTE 'YEVECT8a.,, µ.t/TE 
~v -rfi tf,a.Vcre, ala·edveu8cu, &.AA' ?1rl 

Q 
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assume because every substance perceptible to sense is 
divisible, changeable, and of determinate quality. But 
magnitude directly involves weight, for weight belongs 
to every body as such, and as all matter is homogeneous, 
it must equally belong to all bodies; so that all bodies 
of the same mass are of the same weight : the propor
tion of weight of particular bodies is therefore exclu
sively conditioned by the proportion of their masses, 
and corresponds entirely with this, and when a larger 
body appears to be lighter than a smaller one, this is 
only because it contains in it more empty space, and 
therefore its mass is really less than that of the other.1 

l\.errT6-repov," there (the meaning 
must be) true knowledge enters : 
Arist. Gen. et Corr. i. 8 (sup. p. 
215, 1); Simpl. De Cmlo, 133 a, 13 
( Schol. 488 a, 22), &c. 'rhe atoms 
there are rightly called, in Plut. 
Plac. i. 3, 28, Stob, Eel. i. 796, 
71.6-ycp 8ewp71Ta, though the expres
sion may originally belong to Epi
curus; and Aristotle, Gen. et Con. 
i. 8, 326 a, 24, censures the Ato
mistic doctrine thus: ll.-rorrov ,w:l TO 
µ.ucpct µ.iv 0/iudpeTa eiva.1. µ.e'}'dl\.a OE 
µ:f,. When Dionysius ap. Eus. Pr. 
Ev. xiv. 23, 3, says that Epicurus 
believed all atoms to be absolutely 
small and imperceptible to sense ; 
whereas Democritus supposed some 
to be large; and Stob. Eel. i. 348, 
asserts that Democritus thought it 
possible that an atom may be as 
large as a world-this is certainly 
erroneous. It would be more 
reasonable to infer from .-\.rist. De 
An. i. 2, 404 a, 1, that the atoms 
were under certain circumstances 
visible. Aristotle here says of 
Democritus: Cl:zre(pwv "}'d.p lJvTra1v 
<fX1/JJ.&,Twv Kal &m5µ.wv Ta. <Jq,mpoetoij 

1rVp ,ca.l 1¥vx-'hv AE-yei, o'fov lv T(p &.Ept 
;tt 1r.a;.?\.0V,:-e11~ ~{;<J'f;'a.Ta.,, &. ... <Palverat 
ev Tctis Out rrwv OvptOcov alCTunv, and 
these words are too explicit to 
justify Philoponus (De An. B 14 
Gen. et Corr. 9 b) in citing the 
motes of the sunbeam as an ex
ample of bodies which usually 
escape our senses. But if Demo
critus, in connection with a Pytha
gorean theory ( sup. Vol. I. p. 4 7 6, 
2), supposed that these motes con
sisted of similar atoms to the soul, 
he might still consider them as 
aggregations of those atoms, the 
particular constituents of whicl: 
we cannot distinguish. 

1 These propo~itions, so impor
tant in regard to the subsequent 
theory of Nature, are an immediate 
consequence of the qualitative 
homogeneousness of all matter. 
The Atomists were aware of these 
consequences, as Aristotle shows 
(De Cmlo, iv. 2, 308 b, 35): Ttt oE 
1rpiifra «al lf:rop.a. -ro'is µ.Ev brf1rEOa 
A€7ovrnv Jt Z'iv IJ'VJJ€a'T?'JKE 7(t f3dpos 
lxovra rWv <J'wµ.d.rGJv (Plato) lfro1rov 
TO cp&.vm, TO<s OE <Jnpea µ.al\.71.ov 
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Thus the Atoms must have weight, and the same speci
fic weight; but at the same time they must differ in 
weight quite as much as in magnitude.1 This doctrine 
is of great importance for the Atomistic system : texts 
which maintain the contrary 2 are to be considered 

EvOExeTctL AE-yeiv .,.-0 µ,e'i(ov eTvm 
/3ap{JTepov-aflTii,v· (Democritus does 
not say this, vide following note): 
TWv 0~ cru_:;fJETw~, brEL0~1rEp oV cpcd
ve~at "?UT~V EXEL;' EIC~(J'TOV 'T~V 

-rporrov, al\'/l_a 1rol-.l\a {3apv-repa &pw
µEv l>...U.TTOO T0v 671wv l5vTa, Ka8d1rep 
Epfov xaA,cOv, Erepov TO a'lrwv 
o'tovral TE ,cal AE'Yovrr,v fvrnt ( Ato
mists, no doubt Democritus) TO 
'}'<Zp t«vov Jµ.1rep,l\aµ./3av6µ.evov 1<ov
<f>l(ew 7(1. <:r6Jµa.Td cpau, 1ad 1rote'iv 
~IT'TLV HTe rlt µel(w 1C01Jtj>6Tepa, 1ri\eLOv 
7ctp ¥xetv ,av&v. Ota ToVro "}'ap Kal 
-rOv f}'Y,cov elvat µ,d(w cru-y,celµeva 
7roi\.A.d,as E! 'fa'WV (J'TEpEWv -~ ,ad 
'17-.a-r-r&vwv. 1/7-.ws Ii~ 1<al 1ravTOs 
a'trwv eTt,at TDV Koucporipov rO 
1rl\€'LOV €vV1rdpxeiv ICEV6v . . . o,a 
7Ctp TDVTo n:al Tb 1rVp eival q>acn 
Kovcp6rarov, Ort 1rAe'i<J'rov fxei Kev6v. 
Theophr. De Sensn, 61 : {3a,p/, µ~v 
oi!v 1<al 1<ov<1>ov -rep µ.e)'e8e, o,a,pe, 
A71µ6tcp1-ros, el 'Y"'P o,a1<p,8e[71 iv 
iftca<TTov (the individual atoms), •• 
tcal t<aTil. <1XYJ/La li,aipepo, ( so that 
they cannot therefore be measured 
by one another), <1-ra8µ.ov &v br! 
µ.•'}'<8EL -rhv 1<pl<1iv [ so I re,id with 
Preller, H. Phil. (}r.-rom. § 84 for 
q>VIJ'Lv] r!xetv. oiJ µ1rv &i\\' Ev 1'E Tols 
µ,1er0Ls Kouq>6Tepov &.v eivai rO TrAEov 
Exov K~evO~, [3apV~epo~, Of TO EA.a-r
-rov. ev evtois µ.ev ovrws e'lp111e.ev · 
Jv 117'.AOLS OE 1<ovipov ,Iva! </>rJ<ltV 
a,rl\ws TO AE7rT6v. The words el 
,ap litatcp,e. -u-,,.a8µ.ov are partly 
based on my own conjecture, and 
partly on Mullach, p. 214, 346 sq. 
Various conjectural readings have 
been suggested to complete the 

text, by Schneider and Wimmer in 
their editions; Burchard, JJemoer. 
Phil. de Sens. 15; Philippson,''l'.'71.71 
&v8pwrrlV7J, 135; Papencordt, Atom. 
JJoctr. 53 ; and Preller, l. c. The 
text itself strinds thus: e/ -yap 
O,a1e.p,8'jJ Ev8ev €,cmr-rov, el Kal «a-rtt 
<1XYJ/La li,aipepo,, liLaipepEL <1Ta8µ.ov, 
etc. Of. also Simpl. De Ca!lo, 302 
b, 35 (Schol. 516 b, 1); Alex. ap. 
Simpl. ibid. 306 b, 28 sq. ( Schol. 
517a,3). 

1 Vide previous note aud Arist. 
Gen; e~ Gorr. i. 8, ,526, a, ~: 1eal-r

1
ot 

f3a/;VTep6v ')'E Ket.TC< T7JV V7rEpDX7JV 
</>7J<1LV E(VaL A71µ.6tcpL'TOS El<CI.IT'TOV 'TW1 
&lhaipfrwv. Simpl. JJe CIJ',lO, 254 
b. 27; Schol. in Arist. 510 b, 30; 
vide infra. Further details, p. 241. 

2 So Plut. Plae. i. 3, 29. Epi
curus ascribed form, magnitude, 
and wei~ht ~o !he ato1;1s : ~7/«~
tcp,-ros µev -yap EAE'}'E livo, µ.e-ye8os 
TE ,cal a-x1Jua. (j Q' 'E1rlKoupos TOV

TOLS Kal TplTov, '1"~ Bcfpo~, J1rEe11-
1<ev, Stob; i. 3~8,(cf. p. 22,5, 3): 
A71µ.61<p. Ta 1rpw-ra </>7J<1L uwµ.aTa, 
~aV-ra ii' 7}.:' rO. v~crrCt; f &pos µEv ~1),. 
EXELV, lftveur8ac OE Kar aA.i\.11:\.oru,r,av 
Jv T<p &1reipcp. Oic. De Fato, 20, 
46. Epicurus represented the 
atoms as moved by their weight, 
Demo~ritus by impact. Alex. on 
},fctaph. i. 4, 985 b, 4: ov5~ 'Y"'P 
,r60Ev 7/ f3apVr'IJS Ev rats a, ... &µot'J 
A.E'YOVIJ'L" 'T(I, 'Yap ltµep'I -rO. E1r,voo6-
µeva 'Tats Ur6µots tcal µEp'TJ 5vTa 
avTWV &{3apij </>MLV ,Tvu,, Alexan° 
der here appeals to the third. bo~k 
of Aristotle. rr. oupavov; but seems 
to refer what is sriid in the first 
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228 THE ATOJJ.ISTIC PHILOSOPHY.. 

erroneous. Concerning the differences of the atoms as 
to place and order, Democritus seems to have given no 
farther or more general definitions; at any rate, tradition 
bas preserved nothing beyond what we have already 
quoted.1 

The Void was conceived by the Atomists as un
limited; this was required, not only by the infinite 
number of the atoms, but also by the idea of empty 
space.2 The atoms are comprehended by the Void,3 

and by it are separated from each other; 4 wherever 
therefore there is a combination of atoms, there neces
sarily is the Void; it is, like the Plenum, in all things.5 

This definition, however, was not so rigorously carried 
out by the founders of the Atomistic philosophy that, 
they admitted no direct contact of the atoms with 

chapter against the Platonic con· 
struction of the elements, wrongly, 
to Leucippus and Democritus, who 
admitted no parts in the atoms. 

1 The differences of place and 
form, which Aristotle enumerates 
(Phys. i. 5), he gives not in the 
name of Democritus, but in his 
own. 

• Arist. De .C(£lo, iii. 2, 300 b, 
8: A•vu:/-n·,rcp u:d Ll71µou:plrcp -ro,s 
A.f.'}'OVCTlP itEl ICLVEL<rfJaL 'Ta 1rpWra 
crc/Jµa~a ~~ 'T~ 

1
,cevo/ ,ea~ Tc;3 ~1ndprp, 

A.EK'TEOV 'TLVa ~KLV1Ja'LJJ KaL 7[s ?] Ka'TO. 

cp6,nv avrwv u:lvncr,s. Cic. Fin. i. 6 
( inf.); Simpl. Phps. 144 b; JJe 
C(£lo, 91 b, 36, 300 b, 1 (Schol. 
480 a, 38, 516 a, 37); Stob. Eel. i. 
380; Plut. Plao. i. 3, 28. Ac
cording to Simpl. Phys. 133 a, De
mocritus distinguished from the 
Void, Space ( -r6,;os ), by which, like 
Epicurus after him (Part m. a, 
373, second edition), he understood 

the distance between the ends of 
wh;it su~ou;_1ds ;1 b~dy (7o l'i!d(l'-r71µ,a 
TO µna~v TWV •<Txa-rwv TOU 7rEplE
xonos ), a distance which is some
times filled with a body and 
sometimes empty. But it is quite 
possible that Democritus, whoM 
definitions are coupled by Sim
plicius with those of Epicurus, did 
not formulate his theory so exactly, 
Phys. 124 a. Simplicius says: ro 
7tJ.p KevOv rlnrov EI,rev O ll."fJµ6Kpt-ros. 
Similarly 89 b. 

8 Vide previous note, and p. 
215, 1. 

4 Arist. JJe C(£lo, i. 7, 2 7 5· b, 
29 : el oe µ,h O"VvexEs TO 1rav, &AA' 
&cnrep A.i7et !J,.'f/µ6,cpt'TOS 1<al AeVKt'Tr'~ 

,ros, l'hwpurµfra-rq) H:Evq). Phys. iv. 
6 (cf. p. 216, 4) where there is also 
an allusion to the similar doctrine 
of the Pythagoreans. 

5 Arist. J[etaph. iv. 5; sup. p. 
217, 4, &c. 
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each other; 1 it was only the actual uniting of the 
atoms which they denied. 2 

According to these presuppositions, all qualities of 
things must be reduced to the amount, magnitude, form 
and relations in space, of the atoms of which they 
consist, and all change in things must be reduced to 
an altered combination of atoms.3 A thing arises when 
a complex of atoms is formed; it passes away, when 
such a complex is dissolved ; it changes when the place 
and position of the atoms is changed, or a portion of 
them is displaced by others ; it augments when new 
atoms are added to the complex; it decreases when 
some atoms are separated from it.4 Similarly all in-

1 Cf. Arist. Phys. iii. 4, 203 a, 
19 : BtJ'oL O' ix.7rELpa 1rowU,n ,.,.a, urrot
xe7a, 1<aOci:n:ep 'Ava~a")'6pas 1<al t!,.71p.6-
1Cp1.Tos- • , • 7fi &.cpfi G"VJlexEs TO 
lhr<tpov e1vai cparnv. Gen. et Gorr. 
i. 8 (sup. p. 215, 1): 7l'Ote,v Ille 1<al 
,r&,aXELJI ri 'TV'}'XdVOVITLJ/ C/:1r-r6µe11a, 
ibid. 325 b, 29. Plato, as well as 
Leucippus, supposed the atoms to 
have a definite form : i1<. 017 TOVTwv 
'at 7evfcrEL':i Kal aI Ota,cpfrrets. Ae1J1il1r-
1rcp µEv OVo Tp&1roL av eiev [ SC. TT/S 
-yevEO"eoos Kal OtaKpitTews ], Otd 'TE Toll 
,a:voV ,cal a,a T1]s &cp1]s ( rmhv -yClp 
OtcupE'rhv EKa<fTOJ/ ), IIA.dn:vv, OE ICaTa 

T1)V acpl,v p.6vov. Ibid. 326 a, 31, 
is directed against the Atomises : 
el

1 

µEv 7d.p
1 

µ.la q:,{}{ns, €crTl~ &7;dvrwv 
TL TO xwpurav ; 1) ll,a Ti OU ")'L")'VETaL 
&\y'dµeva iv, {f;crTrep iJOwp VOaros 8-rav 
et,,17; Simpl. De G(J)lo, 133 a, 18; 
Schol. 488 a, 26. There is no con
tradiction here with the passage 
quoted above, note 2, which asserts 
that the world is not cruv.xes ; for 
that which merely touches can form 
indeed a connected mass in space, 
and so far may be called cruvexh -rfi 

acpfi; bnt it is still without internal 
connection, and, therefore, not in 
the strict sense cruvexls. Vide Phys. 
viii. 4, 255 a, 13 ; Simpl. Phys. 
195 b, where this expression is thus 
amended: Tfi acpfi cruvexi(6p.<va etl\l\' 
ouxl Tfj evd,rre,, Cf. inj'. p. 245, l, 
We have, therefore, no right to 
understand contact in the Aristo
telian passages as referring merely 
to close proximity, as is done by 
Philop. Gen. et Gorr. 36 a. 

2 Of.previous note, and p. 216, 3. 
3 Of. Simpl. IJe G(J)lo, 252 b, 40 

(Sokol. 510 a, 41): t!,.71p.61<p<Tos Ille, 
Ws ®e6</Jpa<TTOS Jv To'is 'Pua'L«:o'is Itrro
pe'i, Ws lOu.cn ucii'Js &.,raOt06vT"'V TWv 
1<aTd. TO Oepp.ov ,cal 7 0 ~uxpov 1<.al Td. 
':otaVTa , al

1

TLOA.o'Y0Vvrwv, brl TCl.s 
o.T6p.ous ave/371. 

4 Arist. Gen. et Gorr. i. 2, 315 
b, 6 : A11µ6Kpt'TOS OE ,cal AeV«:t7riros 
'lrOtf,UaVTES rr(t ux{,µaTa rt}v (t)\l\.ofoJ-

' \ I ~ I "' 
<J'LV U.at. 71JV ,YEVE<TLV EK 'TOV'TWV 1rOLOVUL 

Oia,,p[crEL µ.Ev Kal <IV')'KpfcrEt 7Eve<J'U1 
Kd cpeop?t.v, Td~EL OE Kctl fJEtJ'eL &A.
l\oiwcrw, &c.; ibid. c. 8 (p. 215. 1). 
Ibid. c. 9, 327, 16: bpwµev OE TO 
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230 THE ATOMISTIC PHILOSOPHY. 

i:luence of one thing upon another is of a mechanical 
kind, and consists in pressure and percussion ; if, there
fore, a merely dynamical influence seems to be produced 
from a distance, we must suppose that it is in reality 
mechanical, and as such brought about by contact. 
The Atomists, therefore, seek to explain all such phe
nomena, as Empedocles did, by the doctrine of emana
tions.' If, lastly, many and various physical properties 
appear to belong to things, these also must be explained 
mechanically by the quantitative relations of the atoms. 
According to their substance, all things are alike ; only 
the form, size, and combination of their original con
stituents are different. But among these derived 
qualities themselves there is an essential difference. 

aV-rO <rWµ.a o-vvexEs Ov DTE µEv 'Dyp'bv 
Or€ OE 1re1r7170s, oil OtatpE<reL ,cctl 
uuvOE<tEL -roVro 1raR011, oUOE -rp01rfi 
Kai 6,ae,yf/, 1<aecJ:n:Ep }..e'yEL il'Y)fJ,6KpL
'l"OS, Metaph. i. 4, p. 223, 1. Phys. 
viii. 9, ~65 b, 24 : the Atomists 
ascribe movement in space only to 
the primitive bodies, and all other 
movements to derived bodies: av~cf
vECr8a, -yap 1<al tJ>efVELV Kal (t,\,\QLOV

<f!at ~V')'KpwoµEvw,v ,cal Ota,K~woµE~wv 
.,..,,, ar6µ.wv <Fwµ.aTwv q,a,nv, which 
Sim pl. in h. l. 310 a, constantly re
peats; De Cmlo, iii. 4, 7 ( sup. p. 
216, 3; 125, 7); Simpl. Categ. Schol,. 
in Ar. 91 a, 36; Galen, De Etem. 
.1ec. Hipp. i. 9, T. I. 483 K, &c. 

1 Cf. Arist. Gen. et Corr. i. 8 
(sitp. p. 215, 1). Leucippus and 
Democritus derive all action and 
suffering from contact. One thing 
suffers from another, if parts of the 
latter penetrate the empty inter
spaces of the former. Alex. Aphr. 
(Qu.Nat.ii. 23, p. 137 Sp.) mentions 
the emanations more distinctly; he 

tells us that Democritus, like Em
pedocles ( sitp. p. 134, 1 ), sought to 
exphin the attractive power of the 
magnet ( on which, according to 
Diog. ix. 47, he wrote a treatise) 
on this theory. He thought that 
the magnet and the iron consist of 
atoms of similar nature, but which 
are less closely packed together in· 
the magnet. As on the one hand, 
like draws to like, and on the other, 
all moves in the Void, the emana
tions of the magnet penetrate the 
iron, and press out a part of its 
atoms, which, on their side, strain 
towards the magnet, and penetrate 
its empty interspaces. The iron 
itself follows this movement, while 
the magnet does not move towards 
the iron, because the iron has 
fewer spaces for receiving its effiu
ences. Another and a more im
portant application of this doctrine, 
in which Democritus also agreed 
with Empedocles, will be found in 
the section on sense-perceptions. 
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Some of them follow immediately from the relative 
proportion of the atoms in combination, irrespectively 
of the manner in which we perceive them; they there
fore belong to the things themselves. Others, on the 
contrary, result indirectly from our perception of those 
proportions and combinations; they, therefore, primarily 
belong not to the nature of things, but to the sensations 
caused by things. 1 These consist in weight, density, 
and hardness, to which Democritus adds heat and cold, 
taste and colour.2 That these qualities do not present 
the objective constitution of the thing purely, he showed 
from the different impression produced by the same 
objects, in the above-mentioned respects, upon different 
persons and in different circumstances.3 But they are 

1 Here we first meet with the 
distinction of primary and secon
dary qualities, afterwards intro
duced by Locke, and of such great 
importance for the theory of know
ledge. 

2 Demoerit.sup. p. 219, 3; Theo
phr. De Sensu, 63 (cf. 68 sq.) on 
Democrit.: 1repl µ.Ev oliv {3apEos 1ad 
«oVcpou Kal crKA.r,poV 1eal µaA.a,wU 
Ev roVrots &cpopl(ez· 7{i)p O' lf.i\Awv 
aluB11rWv oUOevOs eivaL <t>Vcnv, UA.A.'a 
1rcf.wra r.d81} T.fjs alcr8i,a'ews &A.i\otou
µev11s, l~ ~s -yfve<T6a.1 T1JV cpcwra<Tia.v. 
oMi~ -yap '!"OU 1/Jvxpou «al '!"OU Oepµou 
cpVcnv {nr&.pxeiv, &AA..ct. TD rrxTJµa [ sc. 
TWv Q;76µ00.v] µera:1rf1rTov Ep'Yd(e<T8a, 
/Cal -r~v 'f}µeTEpa,, 0.7'.A.ofw<J'LJJ' 8 Tt 
70.p O.v aepouv 1J ToV-r' EvurxVetv 
EKd.lJ'Tq>, Tb O' els µucpd. Ow .. veµ'f]µEvov 
aval<T611.,-ov eivc:u. Of. Arist. De An. 
iii. 2, 426 a, 20; Simpl. Phys. 119 
b ; De An. 54 a; Sext. Math. 
,·iii. 6, etc. The words of Dioge
nes, ix. 45, belong no doubt to 
this connection; in our, text they 

make nonsense: 1ro111.,-a lie v6µ,µa 
elvm, <f>Vcrei i5, ctr6µovs Kal Kev6v. 
According to Democrit. l. c., it 
should stand thus: 1ro16-r11rns lie 
v6µq, eTva,, etc. 

• Theophrastus continues : <TrJ
µe~ov, OE, ... &s oU~ elcrl cpV~et, -rO µ1] 
TavTa 7ra(J't <j>aLveaBa.t TOts ((pots, 
Cl.AA' () 1}µ.tJI -yAvKV TDVT' ltAAois 
1r1«pov, Kal ,.,.epo,s o~l, 1<al lt,\,\01s 
OpiµV, To'i.s OE t1Tpvq>v6w «al 7(1. lfAAa 
OE Wua'UTr.JJs, ~TL 0, afJroVs (the per
ceiving subject) µerafJ&XAew .,.fi 
«pcl<TEL ( the mixture of their cor
poreal ingredient changes ; others, 
however, read upf<TEL) ,al [l. «a.-rttj 
nl. 1rcl811 «a.l Tas 'IJA<Kfas· fj «al cpave
pOv &s 1/ Otd.Oecns a.L'T(a. T,ijs cpav-ra
<Tfas, ibid. § 67. The same reasons 
for the uncertainty of the sense
perceptions are mentioned by Aris, 
totle, Metaph. iv. 5, 1009 b, l, as 
belonging, it would seem, to Demo
critus. Of. Democrit. ap. Sext. 
Math. vii. 136: 'l]µies lie .,.If µev 
E6vn oVOfv (,.,rpe1eEs ~vv{eµEP, µ.era .. 
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of course based upon something objective, and the 
philosopher's task is to point out what this is, by de
fining the form and relations of the atoms by which 
the sensations of heat, colour, &c., are brought about. 

Of the primary qualities of things, their weight is 
reduced by Democritus simply to their mass : the 
greater the mass of a body, after subtracting the 
void interspaces, the heavier it is ; if the extent be 
equal, the weight must therefore correspond with the 
density.1 Similarly hardness must be conditioned by 
the proportion of the empty and the full in bodies ; 
yet it depends not merely on the number and size of 
the empty interspaces, but also on the manner of their 
distribution: a body which is intersected equally at 
many points by the Void, may possibly be less hard 
than another body which bas larger interspaces, but 
also larger unbroken portions ; even though the formez, 
taken as a whole, contains in an equal space less of the 
Void. Lead is denser and heavier, but softer than 
iron. 2 

The secondary qualities were generally derived by 
Democritus from the form, the size and the order of 
the atoms; for he supposed that a body produces 
different sensations according as it touches our senses 
with atoms of such or such form or mag11itude arranged 
in closer or looser, equal or unequal, order; 3 and that, 

1rl1TTOV 0€ «a.Td. TE crWµa-ros Oza8i7~v 
[=.,-&~iv, cf. p. 223, l] Kd 'TWV <1,m
o-t6vToov 1eal TW'JI &vTLt1T"IJpL(0vTwv. 

1 Vide sup. p. 226 on the den
sity of the atoms as a consequence 
of their close juxtaposition. Simpl. 
Categ. (:Basil. 1551) 68 -y; Philop. 

Gen. et Corr. 39 b ; cf. Arist. Gen. 
et Corr, i. 8, 326 a, 23. 

2 Theophrastus, l. c. 62. 
3 This results also from what 

is said of particular colours and 
tastes, Arist. Gen. et Corr. i. 2, 
316 a, 1 : xpo,o.v oll <[>'lltT•v eivo.1 
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therefore, one and the same object appears to us dif~ 
ferently (e.g. warmer or colder), according as the atoms 
of one or other kind of which it is composed, impinge 
upon our organs of sense in sufficient mass to produce 
a perceptible impression.1 His more precise definitions 
relate chiefly, as Theophrastus says,2 to colours and to 
the qualities perceptible to taste. What Theophrastus 
tells us on both subjects 3 is a further proof of the care 
with which Democritus sought to explain natural 
phenomena by means of his general presuppositions; 
but this is not the place to follow up such details. 

We have still to notice the opinion of Democritus 

[ Ll.n,u61<p.], -rpo,rfi -yap xpw,ua·rl(errea,. 
'l'heophr. l. c. 63 (sup. p. 231, 2); 
and ibid. 64 : ob ,u~v ai\i\d; &rr1rep 
1<al -rii lti\i\a ,ml -rav-ra ( Heat, Taste, 
Colour) ava-rl8'f/<f< -rois rrxh,uarr,, 
ibid. 67, 72. Gaus. Plant. vi. 2, 3 : 
Uro1rov OE KCI.Ke'ivo roLS Ta axfJµaTa 
AE-yovfJ'tV [ sc. a'trta TWv xvµWv] 7/ 
,,.r;;;' O~u[~v Outtopd. Ka:a ~a,p6~11~a 
Ka< ,UE'YE80S ELS Th ,U'I) T'l)V aVT'l)V 
lxe,v OVvaµw. 

1 Vide the concluding words of 
the passage, quoted p. 231, 2, and 
Theophrastus, De Sensu, 67 : &rrav
~ws <} ,ccd Tel~ ci~A.as E~d.<JT~v Ov

1

vdµEi-:; 
a.,roOtOW<TLJI, a;va7wv ElS 'Ta ax'flµara· 
&1rdJ1TWJ1 OE r&v crirJµ.dTwv oUOEv 
CI..KEpawv eTvat Kal &µ.t"}'Es To'is lfi\Aois, 
ail.A.' ~J/ e1<ci.<fT(f! \SC. XVi\<p) ,roi\A.ct. 
eiva, teal rOv aVTDv Exeiv i\.elov Kal 
-rpaxeos Kal 1rep«t>epovs 1<al O~EOS Kal 
rrfJv Aot1rWv· ~ O' 'av Evfi 1ri\.eUJ'rov, 
roVro µ&A.iu-ra Ev,rrxVew 1rp6s -re r1}v 
afo8'1)<fl)I Kal T1JV ovva,uw. (Similarly 
Anaxagoras, vide in,/ra.) Of. also 
Arist. Metaph. iv. 5; sup. p. 217, 4; 
De Gen. et Corr. i. 2, 315 b, 9; 
Philop. ad h. l. 6 a, and the sec
ion on the senses. 

2 De Sensu, 64; Fr. 4 (De 

Odor.), 64. Theophr. also remarks 
on the want of exact definitions 
respecting colours, and the form of 
the atoms corresponding to each 
colour. 

3 On tastes, which must be 
regulated by the form of the atoms 
touching the tongue, l. c. 65-72 ;_ 
De Gaus. Plant. vi. 1, 2, 6, c. 6, 
1, 7, 2; Fr. 4, De Odor. 64; cf. 
Alex. De Sensu, 105 b (which 
Arist. De Sensn, c. 4, 441 a, 6, 
refers to Democritus ), J 09 a. On 
colours, among which Democritus 
regards white, black, red and green 
as the four primiti\"e colours. De 
Sensu, 73-82, cf. Stob. B,'cl. i. 
364; Arist. De Sensu, c. 4, 442 
b, 11 : TO -yct.p i\ev1<hv 1<al Th ,uei\av 
-rh ,u~v -rpaxv q>'l)<fl)I Elva, {L1.n,u61<p.) 
Th OE AE7ov, Eis OE Ta, O'X~µaTa 
Cl..vcl.'}'Et ToVs xuµoVs. Ibid. c. 3, 
440 a, 15 sq.; Alex. l. c. 103 a, 
lOD a. The emanations to which 
light and colours are reduced have 
been partly considered, supra, p. 
230, l. Further details hereafter. 
Of. also Burchard, Democr. Phil. 
de Sens. 16 ; Prantl, Arist. ub. d. 
Farben, 48 sqq. 
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234 THE ATOMISTIC PHILOSOPHY. 

on the four elements. He could not of course regard 
these substances as elements iri the proper sense, for the 
atoms are in his system the first of all things. Nor could 
he, as Plato afterwards did, regard them, in spite of their 
being composed of atoms, as the primitive substances 
of all other visible bodies ; for more than four visible 
elements must then have resulted from the innumerable 
forms of the atoms.' As soon, however, as the four ele
ments had been established by another philosopher, he 
may, nevertheless, have beetowed upon them special 
attention, and may have sought to explain their quali
ties by reference to their atomistic constituents. But 
fire alone had for him any very great importance ; he 
considered it, as we shall see, to be the moving and 
living principle throughout nature, the spiritual element 
pro:rer. On account of its mobility he supposed it to 
consist of round and small atoms, whereas, in the other 
elements, there is a mixture of heterogeneous atoms, 
and they are distinguished from one another only by 
the magnitude of their parts. 2 

1 It is consequently a mistake 
to include (vide Simpl. Phys. 8) 
Leucippus and Democritus with 
the pseuJo-Timreus, in the assertion 
that they all recognised the four 
elements as the primitive substances 
of composite bodies, but tried to 
reduce these elements themselves 
to more original and more simple 
causes. The statement of Diog. 
ix. 44, that Democritus believ"d 
the four elements to be combina
tions of atoms is more pl,msible ; 
on the other lrnnd, the assertion 
ap. Galen, H. Pkilos. c. 5, p. 243, 
that he made earth, air, fire arid 
water principles sounds entirely 

apocryphal. Even supposing (and 
this is not probable) that air 
originally stood in the text, it 
would still be false. Democritus 
may certainly have spoken of earth, 
fire and water in the work to which 
the author appeals in support of 
thi·s statement (the loq,t<1n1<i'x., 
which is wanting in Mullach's 
list); but if the work were genuine, 
not in such a manner as to de
signate them the elements of all 
bodies. 

2 Arist. De C(Elo, iii. 4 ; supra, 
p. 225, 1. As obserl'ed, ibid. 303 
a, 28, water, air, and earth arise 
by separation out of one another; 
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How it comes to pass that the atoms in general 
enter into these definite combinations, and how the 
origin of composite things and the formation of a world 
is to be explained, we must consider in the following 
section. 

2. The rnovernent of the .Ato1ns; the formation and system 
of the Universe; Inorganic Nature. 

THE atoms, as they circulate in infinite space,1 are m 

concerning this process, cf. also c. 
7 (supra, p. 125, 1 ). In regard to 
the warm or fire, ibid. and De An. 
i. 2, 405 a, 8 sqq. c. 3, 406 b, 20; 
De Cmlo, iii. 8, 306 b, 32; Gen. et 
Corr. i. 8, 326 a, 3; cf. Metaph. 
xiii. 4, 1078 b, 19. As a reason 
for the above theory, in many of 
these passages motion, IJe Omlo, 
iii. 8, perhaps only as an arbitrary 
conjecture, and also the burning 
and penetrating force of fire, is 
assumed. Theophr. De Sensu, 75: 
red consists of similar atoms to the 
warm, only that they are larger; 
the more, and the finer the fire con
tained in a thing, the greater its 
Lrilliancy ( e.p. in red-hot iron) : 
e,pµ.011 -yap TO 11.,n611. Of. § 68: 
Ka.l ToVTo 1roi\i\.ci1as Ai'Yov-ra 0L6n 
TOV xuµov [l. e,pµov] TO O"xfiµa 
O"</Jatpo«oes. Simpl. l. c.: o/ o• 1r,pl 
AeVKt1r1rov Kal A11µ6KpLTOV . . • 
7(/, µEv 8epµtl. 'Y[vecr8at Kal 1rVpew .. 
rf;Jp <r(IJµd.-rwv O(J'a €! 0~UT€pCtJZI Ka} 
A.e1r-roµeperrrEpwv Kal Ka.Ta Oµ.ofo.v 
et:~,~ /CEtµEvt)V ~V'}'KELT~t 'T~V ctrpr.frrwv 

~wµa:wv, ;a ~e l/JvjKpa Kat vO~TW~'IJ 
oua EK Tc,JV evavnwv, Kal Ta µEv 
Aaµ.1rpCI. n:al </)wTetvCt, -rCI. OE Cl,twOpCI. 
1ml tTICOTEmf. The pyramidal form 
of flames, Democritus, according 
to Theophr. Fr. 3, IJe lgne, 52, 
explains by the increasing coolness 

of their internal parts. Further 
details will be found in the section 
on the soul, infra. 

1 Aristotle compares this pri
meval state with the oµov 1rdna 
of Anaxagoras, Metaph. xii. 2, 
1069 b, 22 : 1ml &s ilr)µ61<ptT6s 
</>'IJa'LV ?}v OµoU 1rdvTa Ovvdµ.e,, 
EPep7ElCf O' oli. But we. cannot of 
course consider the words i\v-ol) 
(with Ps.-Alex. ad h. l. p. 616, 21; 
Bon. Philop. ap. Bonitz, ad h. l.; 
Trendelenburg on Arist. De An. 
318; Heimsoth. p. 43 ; Mullach, 
p. 209, 337; Fragm. i. 358, and 
Lange, Gesoh. d. Natei·. i. 131, 2.5). 
as a verbal quotation from Demo
critns, and on the strength of them 
ascribe to him the distinction of 
7iwdµ« and tv,p-y,l<f, and therewith 
the fundamPntal conceptions of the 
ATistotelian system. Tl,e passage 
must be construed thus: ' Also ac
cording to the exposition of Demo
critus all things were together net 
actually, but potentially: ' because 
in the original mixture of atoms, 
all things were contained according 
to their substance, but were not 
as yet formed and defined. Of. 
Bonitz and Schwegler, ad h. l. The 
Atomists themselves, moreover,· 
conld only have believed in this 
primeval state to a very limited 
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236 THE ATOMISTIC PHILOSOPHY. 

ceaseless movement.1 This movement appeared to our 
philosopher so directly necessitated by the nature of 
things,2 that he expressly declared it to be without 
beginning} and on this ground he refused to assign to 
it any cause, since that which is infinite and has no 
beginning cannot be derived from another.4 But if 

extent, since combinations of atoms, 
worlds, had always existed. 

1 Vide p. 236, 3; 228, 2; 215, 1. 
Arist. Metaph. xii. 6, 1071 b, 31: 
OtO (vwi 1rowVcrtv Clel EvEpyEtav, oTov 
AetJ,c1,1r1ros 1<al lli\cf.rw1r &el ,ydp e1val 
<P~<TL, K{VrJa'LV.) c\A~c.t O:~ t[ Kal' ~[va 
ov Aeyouuw, ovDe wOl, ouOe T~V aina.v. 
fl;id. 107~ a, 6,: o/ ael ~i-yovns 
KW7'1'1£JI Elva, dJ<J'1rep .t\evKL7r7f'OS. 

Galen, IJe Elem. sec. Hipp. i. 2, T. I. 
4 l8 K: 'TO OE u:evo,, xr/;pa 'TL< EV V 
<P.tEp6µ;va -r~vrl Td. u6J1;ara ilvw r: 
,ad KaTw avµ1rawra Ow. 1ra11'r0s -rou 
alc'Jvos i) 1rept1rAEKe-ro..l 1rws &.A},.1,Aots, 
:fJ 1rpoffKpoVH, Kal Cl.1rorrdA.i\erat, «al 
01au:p(VEL [-e'Ta,] IJe Ka.l CfU")'Kp{VEL 
[-erat l 1rcf.i\LJ1 els lfi\i\'Y]J\.a Ka'Td Tch 
:oiathas Oµ!],.Jas, K~K TaVroi: 7c:f. re 
aA.i\a uv7Kpiµara 1ravTa 1roLEL Kal rd 
7]µ€-repa <J'cfJµaTa ,cal Td. 1f'a81,µaTa 
ailTWv 1Cd Td.s ala·B,f,crELs, 

2 Arist. Phys. ii. 4, 196 a, 24: 
el~l ~€ TUIES 0~ ICal ,701/pavo,v :oVOe 
ICaL 'TWV ICOCTµucwv 'traV'TWJ/ al,TLWVTaL 
TO aVT6µaT011· O.xO Ta1J70µ&.Tov -yQ.p 
7l•y11Ecr8at T1}11 Olv1111 ,ad T1}v 1Cl1171crw 
T1}v OtaN:p[vauav Kal 1CaTacrTi,IJ'acra11 
els TaV-rr,v Tt}v Td{,v TD 1rO.v. Sim
plicius rightly refers this pass1tge 
to the Atomists, as they, and they 
>tlone, believed the universe to have 
been formed by a rapid whirling 
motion without deriving this mo
tion from a special motive force. 
Phys. 7~ a, b: o/ 1rspl 

1
d7J/<DKPLTOV 

• • • TWJ,' ,c&uµwv atravTwv . . . 
alTufJµ,evo, TO aiJT6µ,aTov ( &.1rO -rallTQ-

µdTov ,ydp cpaui T~JJ 0{111111 Kal T1}v 
Kl117J<Ttv, etc.) Oµ.ws oU i\E'}'oucn Tl 
woTE €1J'TL Th aVT6µaToll. 

3 Cf. previous note, Cic. Fin. i. 
6, 17: ille (IJemocritus) atomos 
quas appellat, i.e. corpora individ1ta 
propter soliditatem, censet in infinito 
inani, in quo nihil nee summum nee 
infimum nee medium nee ulti1n1tm 
nee ext rem um sit, ita Jerri, ut con
citrsionibus inter se cohaerescant; 
ex quo efficiantur ea q1,ac sint quae
que cernantur omnia; eitmque motum, 
atomorum nullo a principio sed ex 
aeterno tempore intelligi convenire. 
Cf. p. 228, 2; Hippo!. Refut. i. 
13: ~l\e-ye o~ [ i:,.71µ6,p.J &s &.el u:wou
µEvwv 'TWv livT(t)V Ev TW 1<E11cj,. 

' Arist. Ehys. viii. 1, end: ol\ws 
?E \0 v~µ.i(et;1 &.pxfJ;: eivaL <fTaVrrJ: 
uc,avZ]v, (h~ a.;l J ;IJ'TUI t OV'TWS "'7/ 
'}'L')IVETaL, ovlC op8ws exet v1roi\af3e:.v, 
i</J' ~ i:,.71µ6u:pL'TOS (J.Vd.")'EL 'Td.S 7repl 
cpVuews, a,'iTlas, &s ,..oFn·,w,. K~) '!"b 7.;pD: 
Tepov E'}'LVETO' Tov Oe aet ovlC a~w, 
a.px~v (11.,-e'iv. Gen. Anim. ii. 6, 
7 ~2, b ! 7 : , otJ ,cai\W~ O}= AE7o~<TLJ1 
ouoe 'TOV OLa .,-( '1"1/V ava-yu:71v, aero, 
7'.E'}'ovu,v, 0TL oVTws &el '}'iVETat, 1t:al 
Tmhr,v, elva, voµ.i(ouaiv &px1w Ev 
o.b.,-o'is, ff,cr1rep t,.71µ6Kp,.,-os o 'A/3671-
plT'YJS, 0Tt 'Toti µEv &el 1eal Cl.1relpov 
oVK lcrTLJ/ Clpx1J, 70 OE Otct Ti Clpxt/, 
Tb O' &el lhretpov, lfHT'TE Tb EpCJ?7~V 
TO Oict rl 7repl TWV 'TOLOVrrwv TtvDs 'To 
(rJrE'iv elval <f>rJO't ToV &.1refpov &pxT/v. 
Cf. note 1. 
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Aristotle ma., justly censure the Atomists for not 
having duly sought the cause of motion,1 it is untrue to 
say that they derived motion from chance.2 Motion 
can only be called fortuitous, if by fortuitous we under
stand all that does not proceed from design ; 3 but if_ this 
expression be taken to mean that which happens with
out natural causes, the Atomist3 are far from making 
such a statement. On the contrary, they expressly 
declare that nothing in the world happens by chance, 
but all follows of necessity from definite causes; 4 that 

1 Arist. De Cmlo, iii. 2, cf. p. 
228, 2; 21fetapk. i. 4, end: 1r•pl /l~ 
ICtvt}<reoos, Oeev TJ 1rWs fnrd.pxet TOLS 
oVO"t, ,cal oilTot 7rapa1rl\.'l]a'lws Tots 
li.71.71.ois p<fBVµ.ws il.<f>iirtav, Cf. Diog. 
ix. 33, who says of Leucippus: i[vai 
8' t/JCT7rEp 7evtt1f!S ,ci)crµ,ov O~T(I) ,ca.l 
ai'J~fl(fELS Kal ,p8l<TELS Kal <f>8opd.s 
KaTd. Ttva dvd.71C1J11, ~v lnrola. juTlv 
oi'J aia<Ta<f>e,. Similarly Hippol. i. 
12, which is taken from the same 
source. 

2 Aristotle gave ocqasion to this 
misunderstanding when in Pkys. 
ii. 4, he made use of the expression 
ai'Jr6µ.aTov, which in this place, and 
always with him, is synonymous 
with TVX'f/; whereas Democritus 
must have used the word in quite 
a different sense, if indeed he used 
it at all. It is Cicero, however, 
especially who put this opinion in 
eirculation. Cf. N. D. i. 24, 66: 
ista enim fla_qitia Democriti, sive 
etiam ante Leucippi, esse corpuscula 
qumdam laevia, alia aspera, rotund a 
alia, partim antem angidata, cur
vata q,tmdam et quasi adunca; ex 
kis effect um esse coelum atqite terram, 
nulla cogn,te natura sed concursu 
quodam .fortuito. We find the 
same concursus .fortuitus also in 

c. 37, 93; Tusc. i. 1 l, 22, 18, 42; 
Acad. i. 2, 6; Cicero speaks more 
truly (Fin. i. 6, 20) of a concursio 
turbulenta. The same conception 
is to be met with in the Placita 
ascribed to Plutarch, i. 4, 1; Philop. 
Gen. et Corr. 29 b; Pkys. G, 9; 
Simpl. Pkys. 73 b, 74 a; Eus. Pr. 
Ev. xiv. 23, 2; Lactant. Inst. i. 2 ; 
and perhaps also in Eudemus, vide 
supra, p. 236, 2. 

' As Aristotle does, Pk.ys. ii. 5, 
196 b, 17 sqq .. who, so far, can 
truly maintain from his own stand
point, that the Atomists supposed 
the world to have come into being 
by chance. 

• St.oh. Eel. i. 160 (Democr. Fr. 
Ph_t;s. 41) : AelncL1rrros 1rd.vTa. KO:r' 

Cl.vd.-yK'r,v, Thv O' a.VT1]v {nr&pxew 
elµapµ.tvr,v. i\.E"'fEL 'Yap ~v Tt:p 1repl 
vov • " oi'Jlih XPrJl'-a µ.iT'f}V -yi-yvera,, 
ClAi\ct. 7rcfJ1Ta be i\6')'0V Te Kal fnr' 
av&.-ytc'f}s." That Leucippus has not, 
without show of probability, been 
denied to be the author of the 
treatise 1repl vov, and that this 
fragment has been ascribed to 
Democritus, we have alre>ldy seen, 
p. 207, 1; but this is of no im
portance in regard to the present 
question. 
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fortune has little power over men, and chance is merely 
a name used as an excuse for our own faults. 1 Aristotle 
and the later writers admit that the Atomistic philo
sophy strongly maintained the unconditional necessity 
of all that happens,2 reduced even what is apparently 
fortuitous to its natural causes,3 and started more 

1 IJemoerit. Fr. 21for. 14 ap. 
Stob. Eel. ii. 344; Eus. Pr. Ev. 
:xiv. 27, 4 : lxv8pw1ro, T6X7JS etiiwi\ov 
l1rAd<TaVTO 7rp6cpa<nv lG[rJs Cl.{3ov>..[71r 
( or avofris ). /3a1(1, -yitp <f>pOVrJ<TLL 
TVx11 µ,&xerat, -rd. OE 1l"i\ELO'Ta Ev {3[cp 
1Jiux17 eV{VveTos O!u0ep,c€etv KaTL-

81JlleL, 
2 Arist. Gen. Anim. v. 8, 789 

b, 2: A7)(.l0KpL'T0S OE TO OD ~VE/Ca a,pels 
!\{yew ( Aristotle again censures 
him for this, De Re.sp. c. 4 init.) ' ., , ' , , ... ... 1rav-ra ava-yet ets ava:yKrJV o,s xp1yrai 
1/ ,p6rr,s. Oic. IJe Fato, 10, 28 : 
Demoeritus . . . accipere maluit, 
necessitate omnia fieri, qitam a cor
poribzts individztis naiitrales motus 
avellere. Similarly, ibid. 17, 39; 
Plut. ap. Eus. Pr. Ev. i. 8, 7 : i! 
a.1relpov x:p6vov 1rp0Kar•xerr8a, Tfi 
Cl.v&.7Kp ,r&.118' C1:zrA.Ws -r?t.. -yeyov6Ta 
Kal ~na Kal i<r6µ.eva. Sext. Matlt. 
ix. 113 : Kar' Ct.v&.-yK1JV µ.~v Kal V1rO 
oiv7)s, ws f11.e-yov o/ 1repl TOv A1)µ.61<pt
:ov, ofnc a~ KLVO'iTO b ~6<[µ.~s. Di,og. 
1:X. 4,5 : 1ravTa TE KaT ava-yK7)V ,'LVE
rrea,, T?)S oiv7Js ahlas oi/<r7Js Tijs 
ryevEIJ'ews 1rdvrwv, ~P Uv&.7,n;v AfyfL. 
Oenomaus ap. Theod. Cur. Gr. A.ff. 
vi. 15, Nr. 8, 11, p. 86 and Theodo
retus himself says : Democritus 
denied freewill, and gave over the 
whole course of the world to the 
necessity of fate. Plut. Plac. i. 
25, 26 : Ilapµ.Evfo7)S Ka) A7]p.6KptT0S 
1r&vra KaT' C1..v&7KrJV · T1}V a.tlT1}v 
O' elva, Kal elµ,apµfvrw ,cal OlK'IJV «al 
1rp6110,a11 1eal 1wuµ01rot611 ( this is only 
partially true in respect to Demo· 

critus); Democritus placed the es
sence of &v&ywq in the &vTLrv1r{a 

Ka[ ,Popa Kal 'lr/\.7),'1/ Tils iJ11.7JS. Of. 
also p. 237, l, 4. 

3 Arist, Ph.'lfS. iv. 2, 195 b, 36: 
lvrnt '}'d.p Kal ei ¥a-TUI [.;, T'Dxr, TD 
a!JT6f.laTov 1 '/) µ.Ji &:n-opoD,r,v • o/Joev 
-ytlp ,'lve<tBat &1rO ,r{,X'YJS cpa<Tlv, &A.i\tl 
"lrdvrwv eiva[ Tt a:f.Ttov Wpurµ.lvov, 3tra 
AE7oµev li1r' aln oµ&.rov 7[7veu8w 'ft 
Tf~x11s-, oiov TDV tA.8e7v cbrO rVx'l]s
els -r~v &-yopctv Ka} ,cara7\.a{3e7v 'bv 
i{3oV/\.ero µEv olnc (pero OE, a'lTwv rO 
{3o6A.ecrfJat &:yop&.uat JA.86v,ra · l,µofoos
OE Kal f7rl -r~v 

1
~;A.Awv .... rWv &rrO 7-.iJxrJr 

11.e-yoµ.Evwv ae, n elva, 11.a/3eiv .,.1, 
cltTLOV, ai\11.' OU TVX"f/V, Simpl. Phys. 
7 4 a ( on the words which refer to 
what has just been quoted, Kaed-
7rEp 6 ,raA.mOs i\6-yos e'l,rev 6 Cl.vatp&v 
Tl-,v TVX7JV) : 7rp0S A.7Jµ61<p<TOV loLKEV 
elpT/<tfJai. i«e"ivos 7ap, «'&v Ev 'T'fi 
KO<Tµ.01roifq. J06KEL 'TjJ r6xr, xp1/a'8az., 
&AA' J~ ToL~ µ,e~tl!W'TEpots o .. VOev~s 
c/>11a'LV etvm 'T'f/V TVXrJV mTlav, ava<J>e
p/)w els ltA.A.a.s ahlas, o'fov Toll 8rJrravpOv 
eflpe'iv TO uKcf:1rretv ,q Tt}v q>u-relav Tijs 
EAaias, ToV OE Harea71}vai. ToV <f:,aJ...a
Kpov TO Kpav!ov T/Jv aeT/Jv pf,J,aV7a 
T1Jv XEA.6Jvr,v 81rws TO xeAWv,ov {Ja-yfi. 
ofhw 70.p O Ei$0r,µos Lo-rope'i. Simi
larly 76 a, 73 b. The same is as
serted, only in Stoical language, in 
the statement of Theodoretus l. c. 
p. 87, that Demo•ritus declared the 
TVX7J to be an lxo7J11.os a<Tia &.v8pw-
1r[v'I' ;>.6-y'f). Of. Part. III. a, 151. 
3, 2nd ed. But if Democritus did 
not admit chance in regard to the 
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logically than either of the earlier systems, from a 
strictly physical explanation of nature.1 The Atomists 
could not of course explain natural phenomena by 
reference to design : 2 natural necessity was to them a 
blindly working force ; their system knew nothing of 
any spirit that had formed the world, or of a Providence 
in the later meaning of the word ; 3 the reason of, this, 
however, was not that they believed the world to be 
ordered by chance, but, on the contrary, that they would 
in no respect relinquish the idea of its necessity. The 
original movement of the atoms, also, they must have 
regarded as the necessary effect of a natural cause, and 
this cause can only be sought in gravitation. Nothing 
else can be thought of, when we are told that the 
smallest bodies must necessarily be set in motion ( vide 
supra) in empty space, that the Void is the cause of 
motion ; 4 sometimes the Atomists conceived weight as 
an essential property of all bodies, and consequently, as 
corresponding to the corporeal mass of the atoms.5 It 

particular, we may be sure that so 
logic"l a thinker would never have 
supposed the whole universe to be 
the work of chance. 

1 Cf. what is said by Aristotle 
on this point (besides the quota
tion p. 219, 2; 215,1), Gen. et Corr. 
i. 2,315 a, 34 (he is speaking of the 
explanation of becoming, decay, 
&c.): 07'.ws 0~ ,rap?t 'Ta i1rt1ro7'.?]s 
7rEpl oVOevOs ot/Oels brE<iT'l]a'ev lf!w 
A'1}µ.01epl-rov. oD,-os O' ¥otKE µEv 1T'ep1 
Cl,1r&vToov <f>povTitTat, 1}01] OE Jv To/ 
,n;;s l'hacpip«. De An. i. 2, 405 
a, 8 : t,.rJµ.61<p. lit 1<al -yil.acpvp,,dpws 
e'lprJKEVi &,1roq>'l}vcfµ,evos Ota Ti T06TooV 
• f EKa.Tepov. 

2 P. 237, 3. 
3 Democritus is commonly re-

proached with this, vicle Oic. Acad. 
ii. 40, 125; Plut. ap. Eus. 1. c. 
Plew. ii. 3 (Stob. i. 442); Nemes. 
Nat. Hom. c. 44, p. 168; Lactantius 
l. c. According to Favonius. ap. 
Diog. ix. 34 sq., Democritus ex
pressly opposed the Anaxao-oreau 
doctrine of the forming of the" world 
by vovs. How far, however. he was 
able to speak of a universal reason 
we shall enquire later on. 

4 As Aristotle says (Phps. viii. 
9, 265 b, 23) when he describes the 
Atomists as those who admit no 
particular moving cause, OttJ. 0'2 TO 
1<ev~v 1<1vii0"8al cpc,;O"iv. Similarly, 
Eudemus ap. Simpl. Phys. 12± a . 

5 P. 226, 1, and also Theophr. 
De sens1t, 71 : Kal-ro, ,,.& -ye f3apl, 1<al 
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240 THE AT01JIISTIC PHILOSOPHY. 

is also clear that the velocity of this motion corresponds 
to the mass of each atom ; the large and heavier 
must fall more quickly than the smaller and lighter; 1 

moreover, it is expressly stated that Democritus, like 
Empedocles, represented all the atoms as having been 
originall.v moved by their weight ; and that he explained 
the upward motion of many bodies by the pressure 
which drives up thA lighter atoms when the heavier 
sink down.2 Accordingly the famous theory of Epicu
rus on the deflection of the atoms is characterised as a 
contradiction of Democritus, whose fatalism Epicurus 
thus sought to evade; 3 in reality, however, his polemic 
and that of his followers against the absolutely vertical 
fall of the atoms 4 only applies to the older Atomistic 
philosophy: not to mention that Epicurus was certainly 
not the discoverer ,of the purely physical derivation of 

,coVcpov 8Tct1' ~wp[(v -ro'is µe7E8eutv, 
Cl.vd:y,c71 -re! &1ri\U ?rd.vTa T1/v al,.r1]v 
~XEtV opµ.hv '1"'7S cpopas. 

1 Cf. irif. p. 241. 
2 Simpl. De Gedo, 254 b, 27, 

Schol. in Arist. 510 b, 30: ol-yrtp 
'll'epl i:,.7Jµ.61<ptrov 1<al /Jcrrepov 'E'll'i1<ou
pos TCls CI.T6µ,ovs 1rd.<ras Oµ.ocpve'is 
o/icras /?,J.pos txetv cpacrl, ,,-,;; o~ eivd 
'l'"tVa ffapVTEptt J!w6ovµ.eva '!"rt Koucp6-
TEpa inr,' aVrWv Vcpt(a~6v,rwv r ~,rl TO 
lfvw cpepecr6ttt · Kttl ou,,-w 'Ae-yourrtv 
oirrOL Oo,celv 'Ta µJv ,coVq>a eivaL Td. 
o~ f3apfo. (What follows is not 
concerned with the exposition of the 
theories ofDemocritns.) Similarly, 
ibid.314 b.37; 121 b,42; Schnl.517 
b, 21; 486 a, 21; Ibid. Phys. 310 a: 
oI 1repl l::,,.7Jµ61tptrov ... ~/1..e-yov, KaTct 
T1/v lv a.lno'is f3apVT?'}Ta, KwoVµ.eva 
TaVTa [ Td ltToµa] Oul ToV Kfvoii 
e'tKOVTDS Kal µ~ 0.vTLTU1ro'vVTOS KaTd. 

T6?T"ov Ktve7a'fJai . , . ,ea} oil µ6vov 
1rpWTTJV &XAct ,cal µ.6vrw -raVrrw · oVTol 
1<lv7J<rtV '1"0,S <r'1"otxelots Cl,'ll'OOto6acr1. 
Cic. vide following note. 

' Cic. N. D. i. 25, 69 : Epieurus 
cum videret, si atomi .ferrentur in 
loeum in.fei·iortm suopte pondere, 
nihil .fore in nostra potestate, quod 
esset earum motus eertus et neces
sarius, invenit q,wmotfo necessitatem 
effuqeret, quod videlicet Demoeritwn 
.fuqerat : ait atomwm, cum pondere 
et gravitate directa deorsum feratur, 
declinare paululum. It is evident 
the presupposition here is, that 
Democritus came to his conclnsions 
through admitting that the atoms 
exclusively followed the law of 
gravitation. 

4 Epicurus ap. Diog. x. 43, 61 ; 
Luer. ii. 225 sqq. 
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motion and of the universe which he himself violates 
by his arbitrary theories on the deviation of the atoms. 
We must, therefore, consider the movement of the 
atoms, according to the doctrine of Leucippus and 
Democritus, simply as a result of their weight, and 
consequently the earliest kind of motion must have 
been downward and perpendicular. 1 The difficulty that 
in infinite space there is no above and below 2 does not 
seem to have forced itself upon the Atomists-3 

1 The opposite theory of Lewes 
(Hist. of Phil. i. 101) that Demo
critus ascribed no weight, but ouly 
force, to the atoms, and supposed 
weight to arise from the shock 
given by means of a greater force, 
cannot be supported even by the 
statements quoted, p. 227, 2, and 
contradicts the most trustworthy 
evidence. 

2 Cic. Fin. i. 6, vide sup. p. 236, 
3 ; Sim pl. De Cmlo, 300 a, 45 ( Schot. 
516 a, 37) · ltn,7'.e')'et µera~/, ... pli, 
ToVs µ1] 110µ,l(ovTas elva1.- µJv ~vw "!"0 
OE «dToo. Ta.lrrr,s OE '}'E'}'6vacTL 'T?]s 
06{17< 'Ava~(µavopo< µev ,cal A17µ6-
,cp,.,-o, Ota .,.1, lhretpov {nro.,-ieerr8a, TD 
1rav. A:ristotle does not seem to 
have the Atomists in view in the 
passage De Gmlo, iv. 1, 308 a, 17 ; 
but on the other hand in Phys. iv. 
8, 214 b, 28 sqq.; De Cmlo, i. 7, et 
pass., he applies the above censure 
to them. Cf. Part ii. b, 210 sq. 
312, 2nd ed. 

3 Epicurus, indeed, ap. Diog. x. 
60, defends the theory that even 
in infinite space there may be a 
movement upward and downward 
in the following observation. If, 
he says, no absolute Above and 
Below (no &von&:rw andKa.Tw-rdTw) 
be possible in infinite space, still a 
motion in the direction of our feet 

VOL. II. 

from our head is always contrary 
to a motion from our feet towards 
our head, even should both lines be 
produced to infinity. Lange, Gesch. 
d. Mat. i. 130, approves of this ar
gument, and thinks it may be 
referred to Democritus. But De
mocritus not only said that the· 
atoms actually moved in the direc
tion which we are accustomed to 
designate as downwards, he main
tained that they must follow this 
direction ; he placed the ea use of 
their motion in their weight, and 
it was solely on this ground that 
he could determine anything as to 
its direction, for we cannot perceive 
the movement in the least. But if 
the atoms are l~d downwards by 
their weight, this below is not 
merely the place which, from our 
position on the earth, appears as 
lower, but the place which for each 
atom, wherever it may be in infinite 
space, is the lower, the goal of its 
natural motion. But there cannot 
be a below in this sense in infinite 
space. If Epicurus overlooked this 
fact and sought to defend the doc
trine handed down to him of the fall 
of the atoms against the censures 
of Aristotle, by an expedient so 
little in harmony with the presup
positions of that doctrine, we need 

R 
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In and for themselves, the atoms in their movement 
would all follow the same direction. But as they are 
unequal in size and weight, they fall (so the Atomists 
think) with unequal velocity ; they therefore impinge 
upon one another, the lighter are forced upwards by 
the heavier,1 and from the collision of these two 
motions, and the concussion and recoil of the atoms, 
there arises a circular or whirling movement 2 in which 

not be much surprised. But it is in
credible that a natural philosopher 
like Democritus should not have 
remarked the contradiction ; it is 
far more likely that both he and 
Leucippus regarded the fall of 
bodies in the void as self-evident ; 
and never proceeded to reflect that 
the case was that of a natural mo
tion downward, and that such a 
motion in unlimited space was 
impossible. 

1 According to Arist. De Cmlo, 
iv. 6, 313 b, 4, Democritus called 
this upward motion !Tovs. 

2 This conception of the origin 
of the circular motion from which 
the Atomists derived the universe 
(videi,ifra), is not only necessitated 
by the interconnection of their 
doctrine, which cannot be satisfac
torily established in any other 
way, but is fully confirmed by all 
historical testimony. That the 
original motion of the atoms was 
in a downward direction, and that 
only in consequence of this motion 
a portion of the atoms was driven 
upward, is expressly stated by 
Simplicius, vide p. 240, 2. Lucre
tius contradicts this opinion in a 
passage which, according to our 
previous remarks, can only refer to 
Democritus, ii. 225 : Graviora po
tesse corpora, qno citins rectnm per 
inane feruntur, incidere ex s1rpero 

levioribus atque ita plagas ( 1r/l."l}-yas, 
vide inf) gignere, qn(l! possint geni
talis reddere motus ; like Epicurus 
(vide Part m. a, 378, 8econd 
edition) he opposes to it Aristotle's 
proposition ( ibid. ii. b, 211, 1 ; 
312, 3), that all bodies fall with 
equal velocity in empty space. 
Further, although the Placita, i. 4 
(Galen. c. 7), primarily reproduce 
the Epicurean theory merely ( cf. 
Part III. a, 380, second edition), 
yet this theory itself indicates the 
doctrine of Democritus as its source; 
and Diogenes and Hippolyt.us, 
moreover, make precisely similar 
statements as to Leucippus. Diog. 
ix. 31 : -yivecr8at at Tovs 1c61Tp.ovs 
oVToo· cpEperrBa, tcaT, U.1roToµi/v be -r'Y]s 
&1re[pou 1roi\i\Ct <rWµarra 1ravro'ia To'is 
uxf/µacnv els µE1a ICEV~>V, ll:rrep &e
pot1T8ev-ra afV"l}V (t.,rep-ycf.(w8at p.fav, 
Kct8' ~v 1rpo61CpoOovTa ,cal 1ravroOa1rWs 
KvKJ...o'UµHa Otatcpfveuem xwp2s rrC. 
lip.ota 1rpos .,.i',. lip.ota. llfopp61rwv at 
Ottl -rO '1l'i\i]9os µ'l]KE-ri 0PvctµEvccv 
1repupEpea'8cu, ,,.a, µ~v i\.e1rTCt xwpe'iv 
els TO l~"' ,cevOv, tf.ut1rep OiaT-r6µeva, 
Ta 0~ Aot1C'Ct a'vµµEveLv Kal 1repnrA.e
K6µ1wa <Jil-yKa'Ta:rpExe,v &.A.)\.'f]'A.ots 
Kal 1ro,ew 1rpiirr6v .,., ITVIJT"l}/J-a ITq;at
poeioes. Hippol. Refut. i. 12: 
1e&uµovs OE [ oV'TC!J J jevEu8ai i\E')'EL" 
Chew els µerdKowov [µi'}'a KevOv] EK 
ToV 1repiExonos &8pour8fj ,roi\.A.a 
<FdJµaT:r. Kal (J'vppV'fi, 1rpo1.ncpoUovTa 
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all parts of the congeries of atoms are thenceforward 
involved. 1 

C(A./\.1}7'.oLS crvµ1r)• .. EKe<J'8at 'Ta Oµoto(J
xfiµova 1ml 11:11.parril.1/<T,a ru.s µopq,as, 
1<al 1rep11ri\exOlnwv els grepu (in
stead of els eTepa we should proba
bly read iv a/;,rr?)µa) ')'ive<rOa,. 
Aristotle doubtless is referring to 
the Atomistic philosophy in De 
Cmlo, i. 8, 277 b, I : Fire, he says, 
takes the upward direction by 
virtue of its own nature, not in 
consequence of force employed by 
another, fJJ,nrep 'Ttvls <j>a.<Tt Tfi eK8J\.L
,j;e, ; and perhaps Plato also refers 
to it, Tim. 62 C. How the Atomists 
supposed the circular motion ori
ginated from the two rectilinear 
motions upward and downward, we 
are not told. ]~picurus. ap. Diog. 
x. 61, 43 sq. speaks (without refer
ence to the Atomists) of a lateral 
motion caused by col iision and a 
rebound of the atoms; the latter 
is also ascribed to Democritus in 
the Plae. i. 26 (sup. p. 238, 2), as 
well as by Galen (sup. p. 236, I), 
and Simplicius, IJe Cmlo, 110 a, I 
( Schol. 484 a, 27): ras &r6µovs 
. . . <j)Epea-8at iv Ttp ,cevr;; ,cal brtKa
Ta7'.aµf3avoVcras &AAf(A.as lTV')IKpoVea'
eat, «al 7(t5 µf:v &.1101rJ.l\.i\E<T8at, 81r17 
av Tilxwcrt, Td.s 0€ 1rept1rl\EK.eo-8at 
Cf),At}Ams KO.Td. -r17v TWV <TXT)µd.TwV 

,ral' µE')'Ee;v Ka.l eEcrewv Kal Td.~ec,.iv 

<fvµµ.eTp[av, Ka.l cruµ{3alvew Kal oliTw 
T'i]v TWV rrvv8E'l·wv 7JvefnV &1ro'T"E· 
il.eta'811.,. Epicurus's remark, ap. 
Diog. x. 00, that this exposition 
requires to be completed, refers to 
the doctrine of Dernocritus of the 
formation of the world by means 
of the circular motion : ou 'Y"-P 
ttBpot<Tµhv oe, µ6vov -yevl<T8at obo~ 
O'Zvov Ev o/ EvOExeTm ,c&rrµov 'YfvEcrOai 
«evrp 1<ara rli 00!11.(&µevov l~ &v&:y
K1JS, o.tf~ecr8af 8' Ews &v E-r€pt:y 1rpou
Kp0Vup, Ka8cf:rrEp · TiiJv KaAovµEvwv 

R 

q,v,n1<wv </>?J<T[ -r,s. Further details 
in the next note. Angustine's as
sertion, Epist. 118, 28 : inesse con
cursioni atomorum vim quandam 
animalem et spirabilem, is rightly 
referred by Krische, li'orsch. i. 161, 
to a misapprehension of Cicero, 
Tusc. i. 18, 42. Lange's conjec
ture ( Gcsch. d. Mat. i. 130, 22) 
that Democritus supposed the cir
cular motion to take place after the 
formation of the complex of atoms, 
out of which the world originated, 
finds no support in the tradition; 
on the other hand, Diog. ix. 31, 
represents the <TVa'r?)µa <T,Patpoe,li,s 
as arising first from the li[v?J. Simi
larly Epicurus, l. c., speaks of a 
o"ivos in the Void, lv 'P '11iex€'rnL 
,c6rrµov ')'iverr8at. 

1 This idea, in connection with 
what has been rem,irked, p. 236, 4, 
explains why the doctrine of De
mocritus is sometimes represented 
as if the mutual concussion and 
rotation of the atoms were main
tained to be their only motion, of 
which he sought no further deriva
tion, cf. Diog. ix. 44 : q,eperr&a, 
O' Ev 7; Oi\'f' OrvovµEvas ( T?,.s ClT6.uovs ). 
Id. § 45, p. 238, 2; Sext. Math. ix. 
113; ap. Stob. Eel. i. 394 (Plac. i. 
23, 3): A?Jµ61<p. tv ')'<Vos ,cw1}a'ews 
TD ,ca-rtt 1rai1.µh11 [if the rril.d.')'tOV of 
the text ought not to be replaced 
by 1ril.17-y~v] &1re,pafveTO. (Ibid. 
348, where the concussion ·of the 
atoms is eyen stated to be their 
only motion, and th,eir weight is 
denied, sup. p.227, 2.) Alexander, 
ad Meta,ph. i. 4, p. 27, 20 Ban. aora, 
'Y"-P (Leucippus and Democritus) 
AE7ovcnv &.A.A'Y}A0Tv1r0Va'as ,ea} tcpovo
µivas wp'os lzA.Af/Aous Kll/€'io-8m -rO:s 
CI.T6µ.ovs, 7r08EV ,,Evrm ~ &pxn T1]s 
ICLV~CTECtJS TO"ir [ T7}S] U:a.TO. cpVcnvi 0~ 

2 
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Through this movement of the atoms, in the :first 
place the homogeneous particles are brought together ; 
for that which is alike in weight and form must for this 
very reason sink or be driven to the same place.1 It 
follows, however, from the nature of things that not 
loose concatenations merely, but firm combinations of 
atoms must be produced; for as the variously shaped 
particles are shaken together, many must necessarily 
adhere and become entangled one with another, must 
AE-yov,nv· 'Y} rttp Ka:r& T1,v &.A.A71i\o-ru-
1rlav f3[at&s E<J''T'L 1dv71crts H:al oil Ka'1"CI. 

<Jr{unv, iJ<J'rEpa 0~ 'lJ f3[aws T7]s «aT?t 
cpv,nv. ovo• 'Yap, etc., sttp. p. 227, 2. 
Cic. De Fato, 20, 46: aliam enim 
quandam vim motits habeant 
[ atomi] a Democrito impulsionis, 
quam pla_qam (vide prev-ious note) 
ille appellat, a te, Epicure, gravi
tatis et ponderis. Simpl. De Cmlo, 
260 b, 17 (Schol. 511 b, 15): ~7'.e
,'ov &.el mve7CT0ai Tei 1rp@ra . . . €v 
-r<i, he[pffJ 1eev<i, /3i<f. (Mullach, p. 
384, quotes from Phys. 96 : t.rJµ6-
«ptros cpV(J'Et Cl.1d111rra A.€7wv Tei ~Toµa 
1r1'.rJ'YV 1e,vei:cr8af c/>rJcrw; but the 
words are not in onr present pas
sage.) For the same reason Aris
totle, De Cmlo, iii. 2, 300 b, 8 sqq. ; 
ii. 13, 294 b, 30 sqq., asks the 
Atomists what was the original 
and natural motion of the atoms, 
since this forcible motion presup
poses a natural one? It is quite 
conceivable that the downward mo
tion in empty space, which seemed 
possible to the Atomists, though 
not to Aristotle, may have been 
left without notice, because De
mocritus presupposed, without ex
plicitly stating, that this was the 
natural motion of the atoms. 

1 Of. the passages quoted, p. 
242, 2. Democritus himself re
marks in the fragment ap. Sext. 

Math. vii. 116 sqq. (cf. Plut. Plac. 
iv. 19, 3, and Arist. Eth. N viii .. 2), 
that it is a universal law that like 
consorts with like: Kal -yap (<i,d, 
qJr,f1'iv, Oµo7evEIJ'L ((pout, ~vva")'ei\.d
(erat, &s 1repurrepal 1reptt1Tepfi<r1, ,cal 
-yepavoi -yepdvo,cr, Kal e,rl 'rWV !\7'.7'.wv 
a.7'.6-ywv. But he considered that 
the cause of this lay not in a 
tendency inherent in the primitive 
substances, but in the mechanical 
motion, the size and form of the 
atoms, as we see from what follows : 
W<ra-brws 0€ ,cal 1repl 7(f)v Cuf!Vxwv, 
,card1rep Opfjv 7rfipe<rr1, ~,rl TE -rWv 
KOIJ'Kwevoµivoov U7repµdroov _«al E'lrl 
;Wv 1r~pa. 7:_fi<rt Kvf"a:rw,ijfJ'~ 1JmpLOoov · 
3Kou µev -yap ,ca-ra -rov -rov KOCT!llvou 
liwov OLallpL-rLl<WS cpaKol /J.ET(/, </)allWV 
rd<rcrov-rat ,cal «ptOaJ µera ICptOEoov 
,cal ,rvpol µe-rtt 1rvpWv, OICOV 0€ ,ca-ra 
71}V roV 1c6µa-ros ,c[vr,a'tv al µEv 
l1nµr},cee: 'V~<f>'io~s els :, T?v ail-rO~ 
-r61rov TrJf1'L e1rzµ:YJKEIJ'L w8eov-ra,, at 
o~ 1repu!>~pees -rycr, 1repupepe1n. (The 
rest appears to be added by Sextus 
himself.) Of. Alex. Qu. Nat. ii. 
23, p. 137 Sp.: o f:>rJµ6,,p,-r6s n 
«al ai,,-rOs O:,ro(Jf,olas TE 'YlVEtT8a1, 
-r/8e-ra, Ila) -ra 3µoLa q,epecr8aL 1rpos 
TU. 3µo,a • al\.7'.a Kal els TO /lOLVOV [I. 
Kevov l 1rdv-ra cJ>Epecrea,. Sim pl. 
Ph,ys.-7 a: ,recpu,dva, -yap -ro 3µowv 
{nrO -roV Oµofov Kzve"it1'8at «al cpEpet1'8a, 
-ra CTV'}"YEV?) 7rp0S /l.7'.7'.rJl\.a, 
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embrace and impede one another in their course, 1 so 
that some will even be retained in a place which is not 
suited to their nature; 2 and thus from the combination 
of atoms compound bodies are formed. Each of these 
complexes separating itself from the mass of primitive 
bodies is the germ of a world. These worlds, according 
to the Atomists, are innumerable ; for the number of 
atoms being infinite, and empty space being unlimited, 
atoms will be found in the most various places. As 
moreover the atoms are infinitely various in size and 

1 Arist. De Gado, iii. 4 (sup. p. 
216, 2); Gen. et Gorr. (sup. p. 215, 
1) Kal crvvrt8lµE11a OE u:a2 1rept1ri\e1oi
µ.eva. 'fEVV~v. Philop. ad. h. l. 36 a, 
seems to be only inventing ; Rip
pol. Refi,t. i. 12, vi<le p. 242, 2; 
Galen vide p. 243, n; Strabo in Cic. 
Acad. ii. 38, 121 : Simpl. De Gedo, 
133 a, 18; &hol. 488 a, 26: 
cr~a,nd(EL~ 0~ [ T~S ~r6µovs] , Kd 
cpepeuBai ev T<f' Kevtp Ow. re T1/v avo
µot6r1]~a ,cal --rC1.s

1 
f,,,i\A.a,~ ~as ~lprJµEvas 

liLmpopa.s, cpepoµevas oe eµ1r,1r-reiv 1<al 
1rept1rAEKe(J'Bat 1rept1t'AoK1]v rotaVr"f}V 
n crvµiJJaVew µ€v aVrd. ual 1ri\.1Jufov 
e"fvat 1roie'i, cpi,cnv µEvrot µfav €g 
EKeivwv oV(;' 7/vrtvaoVv 7e11v~ •.. 
roV 0€ <J'uµµEvew Tcts ollulas µeT' 
&l\),.,IJA.wv µ.Expi '1Tv0s alTtU;,raL Tas 
E1raA.A.a')'Us ,cd Tc\s &vni\1,tJ;ets TWv 
trwµd.Twv. r(/. µEv 7Ctp cd.rrWv Elvai 
UK.ai\'l}v0., ,-((, OE &-y,cur-rpd,O'Y] ( cf. 
with this p. 224, 1) -ril. o~ ILi.i.as 
Cl.vap[8µovs Exovra Ota<f>opds. lrrl 
-:ocr~Vrov oOv Xf6vov u,:pWv ayrwv 
avrexEo-8cu voµ.i(ei ,cal fJ'vµµ.evetv, 
€CtJs lfJ'xvporEpa 'TLS €,c TOV 7rEptExov
'T0S &.vci-yKr, 1rapa-yevoµEv'l] n:al Ota
G'e[up ,cal xwpls aV'Tcts O,acnrefp11, 
Ibid. 271 b, 2 (Schol. 514 a, 6) on 
the passage quoted from Aristotle: 
'Taihas OE [ rtts &.r6µ.ovs] µ,l)J)aS 

D1.ryuv (Leucippus and Democritus) 
O'VJ/Exe7s · .,a, 70.p lxi\i\a 'Td. Oo,coVvra 
auvex7J C\cpfi 'iTP?<Te(y~(ew &;\.AftAots. 
OtO ,cal 'TrJV TO/J,7JII avppovv, a1ro/\..va'L'il 
rWv (/,7r7oµEvwv A.€7011TES rijv Oo1wV
uav -roµ:fw · teal Otd: roV-ro ol/0' E~ 
EvOs ,roi\i\Cl 7fveu8at EAeyov . . . 
o6re be 71'07'.A.Wv tv Kar' &A 1}8etav 
O'VVExEs, &i\i\ct rfi uvµ,ri\o,cfi rWv 
{t76µoov €Kacrrov iv OoKe'iv 7fveff8ru. 
T'i)V OE 1J"uµ1rl\.01<1)V 'A/3or,pvra, JmJ.71.
i\a!w E«&A.ouv &<.T1rEp il'Y]µ6,cptros. 
( A.lso some of the Tu1SS. have 
7rep<7r71.E~EL instead of bral\.71.CX~EL in 
the passage from Aristotle.) 

2 According to Aristotle ( De 
Gwlo, iv. 6, 313 a, 21 ; cf. Simpl. 
ad. h. l. 322 b, 21; Schol. 518 a, 
1 ), Democritus explained the phe
nomenon that flat bodies of a sub
stance specifically heavier than 
water can yet flo11t upon water in 
this way. The warm substances, 
he said, arising ont of the water 
wonld not allow them to sink ; and 
in the same manner he conceived 
the earth as a flat disc borne up 
by the air. He therefore supposed 
that, by rotation, that which is 
lighter might easily come into a 
lower place, and the heavier into a 
higher place. 
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shape, the worlds formed from them will display the 
greatest diversity; yet it may also happen that some of 
them are absolutely alike. Lastly, since these worlds 
had a beginning, so are they subject to increase and 
diminution, and finally to destruction; they increase 
as long as other substances from without unite with 
them ; they diminish when the contrary is the case ; 
they are annihilated if two come into collision, and 
the smaller is crushed by the greater ; 1 and in their 
internal construction likewise they are subject to per
petual change.2 

1 Aristotle doubtless has the 
Atomistic philosophy in view when 
(Phys. viii. 1, 250 b, 18) he says: 
O<J'oL µ€v Cl..7reipov,; 'TE ,c6crµ.ovs eiva[ 
cparn Kctl -rot.ls µEv '}'t-yveff8at ToVs 0€ 
cp8eiperr8a, 'T'WJ/ i<oop.wv, u.ei cpa<Ttv 
elvai i,Eveuiv ; for the words ToVs 
µ,ev 7w. can only be understood of 
co-existent worlds like those of the 
Atomists, and not of successive 
worlds, as held by Anaximander and 
Heracleitus. The refutation of the 
opinion that there may be several 
worlds (De Gmlo, i. 8) must also 
refer to co-existent worlds. Later 
writers are more explicit : oi µ,ev 
7U..p Cl.1reipovs rz-Cf 1ri\,f,Oet Tatis K6crµ.ovs 
tnro8Eµevot, &s ol 1repl 'Ava~iµ.avOpov 
(that this is a misunderstanding 
has already been shown, Vol. I. 
257 sq.) Kal AeVH:i1r1rov Kal Lu1µ,6-
1ept-rov, . . . ')'tvoµEvovs a.iJToVs Kal 
cpeeipoµEvous 151d8e11To E1r) ihretpuv, 
lx.A.A.wv µEv Clel ,'LVoµEvwv, ~7'.Awv 
lie <t>fopoµ.evwv. Id. De Gmlo, 
91 b, 36, 139 b, 5; Schol. in 
Arist. 480 a, 38, 4'89 b, 13 ; Cic. 
Acad. ii. 17, 155 : ais Democritum 
dicere, innumerabiles esse mundos, 
et q_uidem sic q_uosdam inter se non 

solum similes, sed undique perfecte 
et absolute ita pares, ut inter eos 
nihil prorsus intersit, et eos qitidem 
innumerabiles : itemque homines. 
Diog. ix. 31 of Leucippus: Kal 
t:rrDLxeLcf cf:nJtJ'l., K6<1µovs r' €1e robrwv 
&1reipovs eivai Kal OtaAVeuem els •rctV
'T'a. Ibid. 44 of Democritus : u.1reipous 
r' elvat K6<rµovs 1ea.l 7evv11r0Vs 1ca.l 
cpeapToVs. Ibid. 33, supra 236, 3 ; 
Hippol. Refut. i. 13 : u.1reipous a~ 
elva~ K6ap.ovs 

1
(l'Ae7ev ~ .6.7Jµ6tcp) Ka.,l 

µ,eye8« o,a<J>eponas, €JI 'T'l<TL OE fC,1/ 
e'lvm ?}Awv µ110E creA.1,vrJv, ~v TW'L OE 
µ,ei(w [-ous] 'T'WV ,rap' 71µ,w H:a! ~v 
TL<J'L 7rA.elw [·ovs]. elvai OE r&Jv 
1<ocrµ,wv l,,vi<Ta 'f'(X. 5ia<T'1'rJf'a'T'a, Kal 'T'fi 
µEv 1rA.elovs rfj OE €A&.r-rous, 1eal 
ToVs µEv aU~eu8a.i rolls OE Cl.«µd(etv 
r~Vs ,oe <P,0lvELv, Ka~ rfi µ.Ev 7iv~cre~, 
rr, OE AEt7rew, tp8etpetT8at Oe avrous 
E1r' CI.A.A..1,Awv 1rpo<11ri1rTOVTas. elvat 
OE €vlovs K6crµovs €p1/µovs (c{,wv «al 
cp~rWv K~L 1ravTOs ~7poU-,\ •.. a,IC
µ,a5°ElJI lie KO<Tµ,ov ews av fC,1/H:ETl 
OVv11ra, ~~w(Uv TL 1rpocrAaµf3d.veiv. 
Stob. Eel. i. 418 : "-11µ,6H:pi'T'os cpBei
pecrBa, Tbv KO<Tµ,ov 'T'OV µ,ei(ovos 
1ILICiiJJJ70S. 

2 Of. p. 248, 3. 
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The way in which our world originated is thus more 
particularly described.1 When by the concussion of 
many atoms of different kinds, one mass of atoms bad 
been separated in which the lighter portion bad been 
driven upwards, and the whole bad been set in rotation 
by the encounter of the opposite movemenh,,2 the bodies 
pressed outwards placed themselves in a circle outside 
of the whole, and so formed around it a kind of busk.3 

This covering grew thinner and thinner, as parts of it 
were gradually carried by the motion into the centre, 
while, on the other hand, the mass of the incipient 
world was gradually increasing by the atoms continu
ally added to it. The earth was formed from the 
substances which bad sunk down into the centre ; and 
the sky, fire, and air from 4 those which went upwards. A 
portion of these shaped themselves into balls of denser 
mass, which at first were in a damp and miry :;;tate ; 
but as the air which carried them round with it was 

1 Diog. ix. 32, after the quota
tion on p. 242, 2 : 'TOU'TO Ii' olov bµ.e,•a 
V<p[(fTacreai, 1repdxo1l'T3 Ev EavT(p 

" I ? \ ' .-.. 
?r~VTOLU. '!'w~aTa. (J)J/ Kara 'T'YJV, TOV 

µe<fov avrepEL<1LP 1rep1,0tvouµevw1-', 
AE?l"'TOJ/ 'Yive0"8at 'TOV m!pt~ bµ.eva, 
uuflf>e6vTWV «el TWv '1VVEXWv Kar, 
l,riif,ava"tV Tijs liiv71s • 1<al o,frw µ.ev 
7evE<f8at T1]v 'Yfiv, <fvµ.µev6vTwv TWV 
EvexOEv-r(:)v Err~ TD µ€0'011. aVr6v Te 
1r~J\.1.v T0v 1r:pt(~,011r,a , ofov VµE~a 
av~e<f6at KO.Ta 'T'l}JI E'lr'EICpVCTLV TWJ/ 

/!~w8•v <Fwµ.d.,.wv · oivp Te q,ep6µ.evov 
airr011 iI,p av E1rt\fi'aV<fp TaVTa E1nK
TU.u8at. ToVrwv OE TUia <1vµ:1ri\eK6-
µeva 1raieW (J'V<frr{µa TO µEv 7rpWrov 
1<d8v7pov Kal 11"1Ji\WOES, ~11pav8ev'Ta 
[oe] Kal ,reptq,ep6µ.eva cr/,v 'Tfi TOU 
3i\ov Olvp eh, J,nrupwfJEvTa T1)v TWv 
O.(]'rfpwv lt.1roTeAE<TaL cpVcrtv. In 

agreement with this, vide the ex
position ap. Plut. PLac. 1, 4, con
cerning which see p. 242, 2. 

2 Of. p. 248, 2. 
8 This is also to ,be found in 

Stob. Eel. i. 490. Stobreus adds 
that the crust is formed ( chiefly) 
of hook0 shaped atoms. Of. Galen, 
c. 11, p. 267 K. 

4 In reference to this, Metro
dorus the Democritean is censured 
ap. Plut. B'ac. Lun. 15, 3, p. 928, 
for representing the earth as sink
ing iuto its place by its own 
weight; the sun, on the contrary, 
as pressed upward like a sheath 
by its own lightness, and the stars 
as moving like the scales of a 
balance., 
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forced through the ascending masses, and set in stormy 
whirling motion, they gradually dried, and the swift 
motion kindled them, and so the stars arose. 1 In a 
similar manner by the pressure of the winds and the 
influence of the stars the smaller particles were forced 
out of the earth ; these ran together as water into the 
hollows, and so the earth condensed into a firm mass,2 

a process which, according to the theory of Democritus, 
is still continually going on.3 In consequence of the 
earth's increasing mass and density, it attained its 
fixed place in the centre of the world, whereas in the 
beginning, when it was still small and light, it bad 
moved hither and thither.4 

The notions of the Atomists respecting the universe 
are therefore tolerably in harmony with the ordinary 

1 Cf. on this point, besides the 
quotations just given, and inf. note 
4, Hippol. i. 13 : 'TOV lie ,rap' -/iµlv 
K6<rµou ,rp6'Tepov 'T1/V ')''11' 'TWV li<r'Tpwv 
'Yeve<r8a,. Diog. ix. 30 : 'TOVS 'TE 

K6tTµous 7(vecr8at <Jw,u.rlrwv els rrO 
KevOv Jµ:1rt1rT6vrwv ,cal CI.AA.1,A.ois 
1rEpt1rAe1wµEvc,n1 · fK TE T?}s Ktvf}O"ews 
KaTa rhv atJ~r,CTLV aUTWV -ylverr8aL 
'T1}V 'TWV &.<J'Tepwv cpv,r,v. Ibid. 33: 
,cal 1r&.vrra µEv Tct 5.<Trrpa Oict. rO ,,&.xos 
'T'7S q,opus, 'Thv o' 1)/\LOV b1rh 'TWV 
a(r-TEpwv JK1rvp0Vcr8at, T1}v 0€ (J'el\.1,v1}V 
'TOU ,ruphs @A.L')'OV µeTa/\.aµ(3ave,v. 
Theod. Cur. Gr. Alf. iv. 17, p. 59. 
Democritus, like Anaxagoras, re
garded the st>1rs as masses of stone, 
which have been kindled by the 
revolution of the heavens. 

2 Plew. i. 4: ..-01<.1<.,)s lie fiM1s 
t,n 1reptetl\.?]µµEvr,s Jv Tfi',fi, 1rvKvov~ 
µElr(Js TE TaUr11s Ka.TU Tlts chrO -rWv 
7rIIEvµd.rwv 1rA.117Ci.s ,ml -rlts &:1rO TWv 
&.<rTepwv alipas (solar heat and the 

like), ,rpo<re81<.[[3.,,.o 1rus I, µt1cpoµe
p1/s <rX71µaTLrrµhs 'TrxV'T7JS Kal 'T1/V 
{,1:pCl.v <t,V<nv ~7Evva · f,e~crriKWs ~E 
aUT7J OLalCELµEVrJ KO.TE<pEpE'TO 1rpos 
Tofls ,co[/\.ovs T61rovs ,cal OvvaµEvovs 
xw~,7/cral ~TE ,ea~ cr;E(ai tJ ,car ~VTO 
7(1 vOwp v1ro<J'Tav e,coiJ\.ave TDVS v7ro
KELµevous 'T07'0VS. This exposition, 
though primarily Epicurean, may, 
perhaps, in the last resort be 
referred to Democritus. This is 
probable, both on internal evidence 
and from a comparison with the 
theories about to be quoted. 

3 According to Arist. Jl1eteor. 
ii. 3, 365 b, 9; Alex. in h. l. 95 a, 
b ; Olympiod. in h. l. i. 278 sq. Id., 
he supposed that the sea would in 
time dry up through evaporation. 

4 Plew. iii. 13, 4: KaT' b.pxi'ts 
µeV ,r/\.tt(e<r8aL Tt/V ')''7V </;7J<JLV O fl71-
µ6KpL'TOS liia 'TE µ<KpOTrJ'Ta Kal Kovcp6-
'T'1]Ta, 7rVKVW8euJ'av 0~ TcjJ xp6vcp ,ca,l 
f3apvv8e'icra;v KaTacr-r7/va!., 
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op1mon. Surrounded by a circular layer of tightly 
compressed atoms, it swims in the infinite Void ; 1 its 
centre is the earth; the space between the centre and 
the fixed external envelope is filled with air in which 
the stars move.2 The earth, they agreed with the 
ancient physicists in supposing to be an exceedingly 
flat cylinder, which supports itself on the air by means 
of its breadth. The stars are, as already stated, bodies 
of a terrestrial nature, which have become heated by 
the revolution of the sky: like Anaxagoras, Democritus 
asserted this particularly of the sun and moon: he also 
agreed with his predecessor in representing them both 
as of a considerable size; and the moon as a kind of 
earth, for he recognised in its face the shadow of moun
tains.3 The statement that these two heavenly bodies 
had originally been, like the earth, the nucleus of other 

1 At any rate we are told no
thing of a movement of the entire 
universe ; the Atomists seem to 
have been of opinion that, through 
its circular motion, the tendency of 
weight in a downward direction 
would be overcome. 

2 Plac. iii. I O : Aev1<,1r1ros TVµ-
1rc,voe,oij [ rhv -yijv ], A1]µ1fap<TOS 0~ 
OurJCoetOij µ.iv T(f 1ri\&ret, 1w[A.rw 0€ 
,-1, µfoov. The last clause does not 
mean, as I formerly supposed, that 
the earth is hollow, but that it is 
depressed in the centre, and ele
vated towards the edge, cf. Schaefer, 
Ast'l'on. Geogr. d. Gr., FlenEb. 1873, 
p. 14; Arist. De O(Blo, ii. 13, 294 
b, 13 : 'Avc,tiµev1]S o~ Kd 'Avc,~a76-
pas Kal .6:1}µ.&Kptros TO 1rA.dros a'frwv 
elval <f:>a6t ToV µ.Eveiv aJ.1-r~v. oV 1«p 
,-Eµ,veLv C/,A.A' E1ri1rwµ.aT[(ew 'T0v Cl.ipa 
,-Ov 1e&.n,•Oev ... T0v O' oVK t!xovTa 
µerau7fjvat T61rov i1rn.vOv Cl..8p6ov To/ 

Kd.rweev t/peµeW, tlJtr1rep TO ~v Ta"is 
Kll.e,j,Vopms f!owp, cf. p. 245, 2. 

3 Oic. Fin. i. 6, 20 : sol Demo
crito ma_qm,s videtur. Stob. Eel. i. 
532: [ TOV ?)A.LOP l A'YJµ6Kp<TOS µ.Vopev 
;;, 1rETpov Otchrvpov, -rpo1r1]v OE -ylve-
0"8a, EK T~S 1'E('Lq><pou<T1]S Q~TOV 15,v1J
O"EWS. Ibid. 550: [ Thv O"e71.1/v1)v] 
'Avc,~a76pas Kal A1]µ61<pLTOS O"TEpew
µa Otd.1rvpov, txev iv EavTo/ 1reO£a. 
1<al ~P1J ,rnl q,ripc,77as ( and in the 
same words, Theodor. Ciir. Gr. Ajf. 
iv. 21, 23). Ibid. 564, concerning 
the face of the moon. Of. follow
ing note ; and as to the light of the 
moon, pp. 250, 3, and 248, 1. When 
it is said in Diog. ix. 44, that the 
sun and moon consist, like souls, 
of smooth and round atoms, i.e. of 
fire, this can only refer to the fire 
which was afterwards added to 
their earthly nucleus. 
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universes, and that the sun only subsequently became 
filled with fi.re,1 when its circle grew larger, may be 
brought into connection with the rest of the Atomistic 
cosmology through the theory that the sun and moon, 
at an earlier stage of their formation, had been taken 
hold of by the masses circulating about the earth's 
nucleus, and so had become part of our universe.2 The 
opinion of Leucippus and Democritus concerning the 
order of the stars is variously given.3 Their orbits, 

1
, P}ut. ~P· ~us. Pr. Ev., i. ~· 

7: 'f//1.LOu oe "'"' <re!l.1JV'f/S -yeve<rtv 
cf>1Ja'L, Kar) lOfov q>Epecr8m TaVra 
(namely at the time of their ge
nesis) µ7JOE1rw To1rapd1rav ~XOJl'ra 
Oepµ.hv <f>V<rtv, µ.110• µ.hv 1<0.86/1.ou 
Aaµ1rpordr11v, ToVvavTfov oe J!c:.,
µ.o,wµ.eV'l}V -rji ,repl 1"1/V -yi)v c/>V<let' 
7e7011EvaL ,,a.p EKdrEpov -ro-6T(;,)JI 1rp6-
Tepov ,'rt Kar' lofav fnro/301\'f}v 'TtVa 
K6uµov, VCJ'Tepov 0€ µe-ye801rowuµEvou 
TOV 1repl T0v 1}i\wv «VKA.ou Eva."1rol\.r,
</J8i)vm jv a/me Th 1rvp. 

2 That the sun and moon should 
have originated in a different 
manner from the other he;J,venly 
bodies, might appe<ir necessary on 
account of their size. The state
ment of Diogenes, that the sun, ac
cording to Leucippus, was kindled 
by the stars, quoted p. 248, 1, 
and no doubt connected with what 
has just been cited from Plutarch, 
seems also to show that the case 
of the sun and moon was peculiar. 

3 According to Diog. ix. 33 
( concerning Leucippus ), the rrioon 
was nearest, and the snn farthest 
from the earth, the other stars. 
being intermediate between them; 
this reminds us of the statements 
qnoted, Vol. I. p. 599, 2, concerning 
Parmenides. According to Plu
tarch, Plao. ii. 15, 3, reckoning 

from the earth, the moon ·came 
first, then Venus, the Sun, the 
other planets, the fixed stars. Ac
cording to Galen, H. Pit. 11, p. 
272 (also less fnlly, ap. Stob. Eol. 
i. 508), they came in the follow
ing order : moon, sun, planets, 
fixed sta,rs; according to Hippo!. 
Rqfut. i. 13, thns : moon, sun, 
fixed stars ; the planets, the dis
tance of whicn, as before noticed, 
was differently given by Demo
critus, seem to have been omitted 
through the negligence of the 
transcriber. According to Lucre
tius, v. 619 sqq. Democritus ex
plained the deviation of the sun's 
conrse at the solstices by saying 
that each heavenly body followed 
the movement of the sky with less 
and less velocity, the nearer it 
approached the earth: ideoque re
linqui paulati'm sotem cum posterio
ribus signis inferior multo quod 
sit, qitam fervid a signa ( the signs 
of the Zodiac in which the sun is 
in summer, cf. v. 640) et magis !too 
li,nam. So that the sun is passed 
by the fixed stars, and the moon 
by all the heavenly bodies, and 
again overtaken; which gi-ves the 
appearance of the snn and moon 
going in an opposite direction from 
the rest. The words ap. Plut. 
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those philosophers thought, were originally (before the 
inclination of the earth's axis) parallel to the earth's 
surface; their motion consequently was a lateral revo
lution, 1 the direction being in all cases from east to 
west ; 2 their velocity increased with the distance of the 
stars from the circumference of the universe, and there
fore the fixed stars outstrip the sun and the planets, 
and these again are swifter than the moon.3 The fire 
of the stars, other writers say, they believed to be 
nourished by the vapours of the earth.4 The theories 
of the Atomists on the inclination of the earth's axis, 5 

Fa~. Lun. 1~, 10, ,P· 929 / "K~-rd 
<TTaOµ.rJV, cj>'l)a-, L!.'l)p.01<p<-ros, <<T-raµ.ev'I) 
-rov cpw,,-[(ov-ros [ ?J <TEA?JV'IJ] 01ro,\aµ.. 
/3dvEL «al -OExerm T0v ¥,A.wv," do not 
affect the present question ; for 
1<a-ra <TT&.8µ.'l)v does not mean 'close 
by,' but ' directly opposite ; ' 
properly, 'lying in a stuight line,' 
as we find ap. Simpl. De Cmlo, 226 
a, 20 ( Schol. 502 b, 29) ; Seneca, 
Qu. Nat. vii. 3, says: Demoeritus 
quoque . . . suspicari se ait plures 
esse stellas, qu(J3 citrmnt, sed neo 
numerum illarum posuit neonominct, 
nondU1n comprekensis quinque side
rttm C'ltrsibitE; but it does not follow 
from this that Democritus did not 
allow the number of the planets 
to have been five Seneca's mean
ing appears to have been this: 'At 
that time the five planets had not 
only been long universally known 
in the eastern lands visited by our 
philosopher, but they had also 
been admitted into the astronomi
cal system of the Pythagoreans.' 
Moreover the title of a treatise: 
1repl -rwv 1r ,\av'l)"TWV (Diog. ix. 46) 
is against the supposition. What 
Democritus really said was proba
bly this, that besides the five 

known planets, there might be 
others; which Seneca heard at 
third hand, and misunderstood. 

1 This seems probable, from 
their theory, shortly to be men
tioned, of the inclination of the 
·earth, and from the corresponding 
statements of Anaximenes, Anaxa
goras and Diogenes, with whom the 
Atomists in their ideas about the 
form and position of the earth are 
entirely agreed. 

2 Plut. Plac. ii. 16, 1. 
3 Luer. l. o. p. 250, 3. 
4 According to Eustath. in Od. 

xii. p. 1713, 14 Rom. Democritus 
explained Ambrosia the food of the 
Gods, in reference to the nourish
ment of the sun by vapours. 

5 According to Plutarch, Plac. 
iii. 12, they supposed that the 
earth inclined towards the south, 
which Leucippus explained by the 
lesser density of the warmer regions, 
and Democritus by the weakness 
of the southern part of the 1rep,
exov : the opinion of both philoso
phers is no doubt the same : the 
warmer part of the universe filled 
with lighter and more movable 
atoms offers less resistance to the 
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on solar and lunar eclipses,1 on the light of the stars 
and the milky way,2 on comets,3 and on the great 
cosmical year,4 can be only briefly mentioned in this 
place. Democritus in regard to most of these points 
agrees with Anaxagoras. · Some other astronomical 
observations which are ascribed to this philosopher 5 we 
may be allowed to pass over in silence, and in respect 
to the few further theories he is said to have held 

pressure of the earth's disc, and 
therefore it inclines to that side. 
In that case it is difficult to see 
why the water does not all run 
towards the south, and overflow 
the southern countries. Of. the 
theories of Anaxagoras and Dio
genes on the same subject (Vol. I. 
p. 293, 4); also the following note. 

1 According to Diog. ix. 33, 
Leucippus had taught eKl\.ehmv 
?}Awv Kal (J'(EA.1}vr,11 Tcj, KEICAfo·8aL T1]v 
-yijv 1rpos µeurJµfJplav, which is mean
ingless. The words, T<p KeKl\.i<IOa,, 
&c., as is shown by what follows, 
must originally have stood in the 
same connection as the passage 
just quoted from the Plaoita; and 
other reasons must have been as
signed for the solar and lunar 
eclipses. But it is possible that 
Diogenes may himself be responsi
ble for the confusion. 

2 Democritus thoughtthemilky 
way was composed of many small 
stars in close proximity; in regard 
to its peculiar light, he supposed 
with Anaxagoras that the other 
stars were enlightened by the sun, 
and that we see in them, not their 
own, but the sun's light reflected; 
whereas the stars of the milky 
way lie in the shadow of the earth, 
and consequently shine by their 

own light. Arist. :Meteor. i. 8, 
345 a, 25, and his expressions are 
repeated by Alex. in h. l. 81 b ; 
Olympiodorus, in h. l. p. 15 a; i. 
200 Id.; Stob. Eel. i. 576: Plut. 
Plac. iii. 1, 8; Macrob. Somn, Seip. 
i. 15 ; see also Ideler, ad Meteorol. 
i. 410, 414. . 

3 Democritus, like Anaxagoras, 
supposed the comets to be a col
lection of several planets, so near 
to one another, that their light 
was united. Arist. 11leteor. i. 6, 
342 b, 27, 343 b, 25; Al~x. in h. l. 
p. 78 a, 79 b; Olympiodorus, in 
k. l. i. 177 Td.; Plut. Plac. iii. 2, 
3; cf. Sen. Q,i. Nat. vii. 11 ; Schol. 
in Arat. Diosem. l 091 (359). 

' Democritus assigned to this 
great year, 82 ordinary years and 
28 intercalary months (Oens. Di. 
Nat. 18, 8); that is, he supposed 
that in this time the difference be-. 
tween the solar and lunar year was 
equalised; 82 solar years being 
equal to 1012 ( = 12 x 82 + 28), 
which gives uearly 29f days for 
each lunar month, if the solar year 
be reckoned at 365 days. 

5 Of. Mullach, 231-235; ibid. 
142 sqq. on Democritus's astrono
mical, mathematical, and geogra
phical writings, of which, however, 
we know little except the titles. 
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relating to the sphere of inorganic nature, a bare 
enumeration must suffice. 1 

III. Organic Nature. Man: his knowledge and his actions. 

The enquiries of Democritus in regard to organic 
beings included not only animals, but plants; he was, 
however, chiefly occupied with mankind.2 From a philo
sophic point of view, his anthropology alone is worthy 

1 He supposed that earthquakes 
were caused by the action of sub
termnean water and currents of air 
(Arist. Meteor. ii. 7, 365 b, 1; this 
is repeated by Alex. in h. l. Sen. 
Nat. Qu. vi 20); thunder, light
ning, and hot blasts ( 1rp71cr.,-)ip) he 
tries, ingeniously enough (ap. Stob. 
i. 594 ), to explain by means of the 
nature of the clouds which engen
der them; and the various effects 
of lightning, ap. Plut. Qu. Gonv. 
iv. 2, 4, 3 (Democr. 'Fr. Phys. 11 ), 
he accounts for by saying that some 
bodies offer resistance to it, while 
others allow it to pass through. 
Wind arises when many atoms are 
pressed together in the air into a 
small space : when they have room 
to spread, there is a ~alm. The 
overflowings of the Nile he explains 
thus : When the snow melts in the 
northern mountains, the evapora
tions are carried by the north wind 
of the latter part of the summer 
towards the south, and fall in the 
Ethiopian mountains (Diod. i. 39; 
Athen. ii. 86 d; Plut. Plae. iv. 1, 
4 ; Schol. Apollon. Rhod. in Argon. 
iv. 269). Sea-water, he supposed, 
like Empedocles, to contain sweet 
water as well as salt, and that the 
fishes were nourished byit (1E!ian. 
H. Anim. ix. 64). Of the magnet 
we have already spoken, p. 230, 1. 

The rules about the weather must 
also be referred to Democritus, ap. 
Mullach, 231 sqq. 238 (Fmgin. 
Philos. i. 368 sq.), so far as they 
may be considered at aH genuine ; 
on the other hand, what is ascribed 
to him, ibid. 238, 239 sq. (Fra_qm. 
i. 372 sq.), concerning the finding 
of springs, out of the Geoponica, 
cannot belong to him; as the De
mocritean Geoponica (on which, cf. 
M8yer. Gesch. d. Botanik. i. 16 sq.) 
are wholly spurious. 

2 The list of his writings, ap. 
Diog. ix. 46 sq., mentions : al.,-ia, 
,repl <1'1repµarwJ1 Kal <pVTWJI Kal 
1eap1rWv, aLTlm 11"epl (r/;wv 7 1

• 1repl 
&118pd,1rov <pVaws t; 1repl crap,chs fJ', 
1repl voV, 1r. ala·81Jcru»v; also the 
books 7rEpl xuµWJI and ,rep) XPOWV 
-partly belong to the same critegory. 
Backhuisen T.Brinck, in Philologus, 
viii. 414 sqq., has collected from 
the spurious letter of Democritus 
to Hippocrates ,repl <pV<Tws &v8pd,
,rov, and other sources, the pro
bable fragments of the treatise 
,repl liv8pd,rrov <pV<Tws. In this trea
tise perhaps the words may have 
stood which are censured by Sext. 
Math. vii. 265 ; Pyrrh. ii. 23, but 
which cannot of course have been 
intended as an actual definition : 
lfv8pc«nr6s Eunv 'b 1rcl.vTES- tDµev. 
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of attention; such of his observations on plants 1 and 
animals 2 as have been handed down to us consist merely 
of isolated remarks and conjectures. Even his theories 
on generation and the development of the fretus,3 on 

1 Plants, the empty channels of 
which run straight, grow more 
quickly, but last a shorter time, 
because the nutritive substances, 
though circnlating more swiftly 
through all their parts, are also 
carried off more swiftly, Theophr. 
Caus.Plant.i.8,2; ii.11,17. What 
is quoted by Mnllach, p. 248 sqq. 
(Fragm. i. 375 sq.), from the Geo
ponica concerning various agricul · 
tural growths, cannot be certainly 
traced to Democritus. Cf. previous 
note. Concerning the soul of plants, 
videinfra. 

2 The passages collected by 
J\fullach, 226 sqq. (Fragm. i. 
366 sq.) from JElian's H:istory of 
Animals relate to the following 
subjects : that the lion does not 
come into the world blind, like 
other animals ; that fishes feed 
upon the sweet portions of the sea
water; concerning the productive
ness of dogs and swine, the un
fruitfulness of mules ( cf. also Arist. 
Gen. Anim. ii. 8, 747 a, 25, para
phrased ;n his usual° manner by 
Phil op. ad k. l. 58 b ), and the 
origin of these hybrids; on the 
formation of stags' horns ; on the 
differences of bodily structure be
tween oxen and bulls; on the ab
sence of horns in bulls. To 
Democritus may likewise be re
ferred the observations, ap. Arist. 
Part. Anim. iii. 4, 665 a, 31 on the 
entrails of bloodless animals; Gen. 
Anim. v. 788 b, 9 (Philop. ad h. l. 
119 a), on the structnre of teeth ; 
Hist. Anim. ix. 39, 623 a, 30, on 
the webs of spiders. The statement 

about hares in Muilach, 254, I 03 
(Fragm. Pkilos. i. 377, 13 from 
Geopon. xix. 4) is clearly not his. 

8 According to Plutarch's Pla
cita, he supposed that the seed is 
secreted from all parts of the body 
(v. 3, 6, cf. Arist. Gen. Anim. iv. i. 
764 a, 6; i. 17, 721 b, 11; Philop. 
Gen. Anim. 81 b; Censor. Di. Nat. 
c. 5, 2), and that it is found in 
women, and also an organ con
nected with it: he seems to have 
distinguished its visible consti
tuents from the atoms of fire or 
soul concealed in them. (Plac. v. 
4, 1, 3: further particulars result 
from his doctrine of the soul.) 
The continuance of the foetus in 
the maternal body causes its body 
to resemble that of the mother 
(Arist. Gen. Anim. ii. 4, 740 a, 35, 
whose statement is amplified by 
Philoponus, ad k. l. 48 b, obviously 
on his own authority and not on 
that ofDemocritus). The process of 
formation begins with the navel, 
which retains the fmtus in the 
uterus (Fr. Phys. 10, vide ii~fra); 
at the same time, however, the 
coldness of the air assists in closing 
the maternal body more firmly, 
and in keeping the fmtus in repose 
(lElian, H. Anim. xii. 17). The 
external ·parts of the body, espe
cially ( according to Cens. Di. Nat. 
6, 1) the head and the stomach, are 
formed previously to the internal 
(Arist. l. c. 740 a, 13. Philopo
nus asserts, no doubt quite arbi
trarily, and on no other evidence 
than this passage, that, according 
to Democritus, µ~ iv -rfi 1<apcii<f 
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which the ancient physicists were f'O prone to speculate, 
are not of a kind to demand our particular attention. 
We may mention, however, that in agreement with 
several of his predecessors he represented men and: 
animals as arising from terrestrial slime.1 

; 

Man, on account of his bodily structure and form, is '1 
to Democritus an object of the highest admiration.2) 

In bis description of the human body 3 he not merely 
attempts to describe its parts according to their position 
and nature with as much exactitude as the then state 
of these enquiries allowed, but he praises their utility 
and importance for the life of man with such fervour 
that, is spite of his general tendency to a purely me
chanical explanation of nature, be approaches the tele
ology which has always been chiefly connected with the 
study of organic life, and which even then, in the person 
of Socrates, had begun a successful conflict with the 
eivat 7'1]11 8pE1C''TLK1]v Kal 7r'OL!JTLK1]v 
ov,•cq.uv, a.'ll.'11.' J,er6s). The sex of 
the child depends on the relative 
proportions of the paternal and 
maternal seed, emanating from the 
sexual organs (Arist. l. c. 764 a, 6, 
whose observations are enlarged 
upon by Philoponus, 81 b, doubt
less more accurately than by Cen
sorinus, IJi. Nat. 6, 5; similarly 
Parmenides, vide Vol. I. p. 601, 4). 
Abortions are caused by super
fcetatiou (Arist. l. c. iv. 4, 769 b, 
aud following him, Philop. 90 b ). 
The child gets its nourishment 
through the mouth, even in the 
womb, by sucking a part of the 
uterus corresponding with the teats 
( Plao. v. J 6, 1 ; cf. Arist. Gen . .An. 
ii. 7, 746 a, 19). The last-men
tioned theory, which Censorinus 
( l. c. 6, 3) also attributes to Hippo 

and Diogenes, indicates enquiries 
about animals ; for it refers to the 
cotyledons which are absent in the 
human body. 

1 This is primarily asserted of 
men by Censorinus, IJi. Nat. 4, 9 ; 
and his statement is placed beyond 
question by the analogy of the 
Epicurean doctrine. The same 
appears to be intended in the 
mutilated and imperfect notice iu 
Galen, Hist. Phil. c. 35, p. 335. 

2 According to Fulgenti us, 
Mpth. iii. 7, he praised the ancients, 
referring to Homer, Il. ii. 4 78, for 
assigning the various parts of the 
human body to different gods-the 
head to Zeus, the eyes to Pallas, 
&c. According to David, Schol. in 
.Arist. 14 b, 12, he called man a 
1wcpbs 1<6(J'µos. 

3 Of. B. Ten Brinck, l. c. 
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naturalism of the ancient physics. The fortress of the 
body is given in charge to the brain, which is the lord of 
the whole, to whom the power of thought is entrusted; 
the heart is called the queen, the nurse of anger, and is 
armed with a coat of mail against attacks ; 1 in regard 
to the organs of the senses and of speech, it is shown 
how suitable they are for their functions, &c.2 Demo
critus, indeed, never says that they are so fashioned for 
definite ends with design and set purpose ; 3 he does 
not actually proceed teleologically, but as he traces the 
result not to a fortuitous concurrence of circumstances 
but to nature as Unity,4 which does nothing without 
reason and necessity,5 he approaches as nearly to the 
teleology which he despises as is possible from his own 
point of view.6 

The soul on the hypothesfs of the Atomistic doc
trine can only be conceived as corporeal, but its material 
substance must be of a kind to explain its peculiar na
ture. This, according to Democritus, lies in animating 

1 Cf. p. 258, 2. 
z Cf. in respect to the organs 

of sense the words which are quoted 
by Heracleides (ap. Porph. in Ptol. 
Harm. (in Wallisii Opp. Math. T.) 
ii. p. 215: (r1 a1w11) e1<15ox•io11 µ.l8w11 
oVua. µlvEt T1]v cf>wv1w &.')'')'Efou Ob<:qv· 
7}0e 70.p eltrKp[vera, Kal lvpe'i. 

3 Of. Arist. De Respir. 4 ( infra, 
p. 259, 2). In the words 7r. cpvcr. 
a118p. l. c. No. 28: 1) OE l,,,rrl,µ.a.TOS 
Ell µ.cxoun cpvcr,s E~ETEU~E 1ra.11T6-
µ.opcpa. crrr/\d."fX""'" 7evea., it is pos
sible that ?urrl,p.a.Tos may belong to 
the supreme worker ; if indeed we 
ought not to substitute a&pa.Tos. 

4 Vide previous note, and No. 
26

1
: eiJv71-r?v d1rO cpAe/3€00: -re ,:~al 

veupwv 1r/\e7µ.a. • • • cpu,nos urro 

OE07/f1-<0Vp-y71Ta.<. 
5 Vide supra, p. 237 sq. 
6 This is not, however, carried 

to such an extent that we need 
doubt his being the author of the 
above description. We find the 
same theory in Plutarch's quota
tion, IJe Am. Prol. c. 3, p. 495 ; cf. 
Fort. Rom. c. 2, p. 317: J 7ap 
op.cpa./\bs 1rpwTOV EV p.1,Tpr,cr, ( &s 
cp71<n fl.71µ.6KpL'TOS) 6.7Kup71{36/\wv 
u&l\.ov Kal 7rA..dvns €µcp6e-ra.i, 1re'icrµ,a. 
Ka.l K/\rjp.a. Tip "fLVOfl-EV'f' 1<ap1rrp Kal 
p.e/\/\ovn. We shall see in the 
course of this chapt,er that Demo
critus had no difficulty in combin
ing with his materialism the re
cognition of the spiritual in nature 
and in man. 
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and motive force: the soul is that which effects the 
movement of living beings. But this it can only do 
if it is itself in constant motion, for the mechanical 
motion, which alone is recognised by the Atomists, can 
only be produced by what is moved. The soul must' 
therefore consist of the most movable substance-of 
fine, smooth, and round atoms-in other words, of fire. 1

1 

And the same results from tbe second chief quality of 
the soul, which appears side by side with its vivifying 
force-the power of thought, for thought likewise is a 
motion.2 These fiery particles were consistently supposed 
by Democritus to be diffused throughout the whole 
body; the body is animated in all its parts because 

1 P. 234. 
z Arist. De An. i. 2, 403 b, 29 : 

cpaO"l -y((.p (JILOL Ka.l 'lf'pdJ'T<.tJS t/n1x1}v 
efvm 70 «LvoVv. ol'1]8Ewres a€ TO µ1/ 
KtVo'VµEJ/OJ/ ailTO µ.1} Er16€xE <T8a.t KLveLv 

Erepov, TWv KLVovµEvwv r, ,r1Ji: lf'ux1Jv 
i11tEA.a.~OJ/ elvat, 08ev ll..'Y]µ.61CpLTOS 
µev ,rvp 7L 1<al Oepµ6v c/>1/<TLV aUT1)V 
e1va,· d.1refpwv -yUp l>vTwv ux'l}µcf.rwv 
Kal d:r6µ.wv Tct crcf>atpoEL01] 1rVp «ai 
tyvx?Jv AE-ye,, oTov {v -rqj ,Up, TCG 
1<a~ ovµeva ~V<rµaTa, etc. (vide p. 
225) /Jµo[ws 0€ Kal AeVKtrr7ros. 
TOVTwv 0€ ..,tt, o-cpmpoe,01} tJ!vx1/v, Otd 
'TO µal\.L<TTa oul 7raV70S ovva<rOa, oia
OVveLV -robs ToWVTovs /J11a'µ.0Vs ( this 
expression, with which cf. p. 223, 
l, seems to show that Aristotle 
is not merely advancing his own 
opinions, but quoting from Demo
critus) Kal KtveW -rd A.ot1rd. 1<tvoVµ.eva 

,Kal aLJrli, inroltaµ/3J.vov'TES T1/V t/Jvx1/v 
Elva.t TO 1rapExov Tol.s (,fDLs T1}v 
1<ivri<rw. Ibid. 405 a, 8: il71µ61<p<Tos 
0~ 1Cal 7lt°:<f>v~wTErws e'lp'l]KEV ~1roq>71~ 
vaµ,evos 0La 'TL 'TOUTWV [sc. TOV KLV'1J .. 
'TLKoV Ka.2 yvwpLO-TLKOV] €Kd.TEpov [ sc. 

VOL. II, 

iJ 1/,ux,'i]. i/iuxnv µev 'Y<i.p eiva, TUUTO 
«a~ voVv, TOVTo O' e1va, Tfiiv 7rp6JTwv 
«al 0.0rn.tpETwv ff(JJµrlTwv, JNV1JTLJC0v 
OE ~L<i. µ11<poµep«av Kal 'TO <rxf/µa· 
T&v OE O-X?'}µd.-rwv el11ctv1}T6Ta..Tov TO 
aq>atpoe,0€s AE7ei· TowVT011 [ scil. 
EVKLV1JTD-ra-rov] O' Eivcu T~V voVv «al 
70 1rvp. Cf. Ibid. c. 4, 5, 409 a, 10 
b, 7, and the following notes, espe
cially p. 259, 2. That Democritus 
regarded the soul as composed of 
warm and fiery substances, and of 
smooth and round atoms, is as
serted by many writers, e.g. Cic. 
T1tsc. i. 11, 22; 18, 42; Diog. ix. 
44 ; Plut. Plac. iv. 3, 4 (Stob. i. 
796, the same thing is asserted of 
Leucippus). Nemesius, Nat. Hom. 
c. 2, p. 28, explains the round 
atoms which form the soul as 'fire 
and air,' and Macrobius, Somn. i. 
14, as 'Spiritus;' but these are in
accuracies, resulting perhaps from 
a confusion with Epicurus's doc
trine of the soul.' or from Demo
critus's theory of ,the breath, men
tioned infm. 
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there are atoms in all, which, according to their nature, 
are involved in perpetual motion and also move that 
which surrounds them: 1 indeed, he goes so far as to say 
that there is a soul-atom between every pair of body
atoms. 2 But this does not mean that the movement of 
the atoms must be the same in all parts of the body; 
on the contrary, according to Democritus, the various 
faculties of the soul have their seat in different parts 
of the body: thought in the brain, anger in the heart, 
desire in the liver.3 When, therefore, later authors 
agsert that he assigned the whole body to the irrational 
part of the soul as its abode,4 and the brain or the heart 
to the rational part, the statement, though not wholly 
to be discarded, is only partially correct.5 On account 

1 Arist. De An. i. 3, 406 b, 15 : . Adposita, alternis variare ac nectere 
,vw, oe 1<al K<ve,v cpacrl -r~v ,j,uxhv membra. 
70 <JWµa Ev $ EcrTlv Ws aV-r1] Ktve"i-rm, 
oTov ArJµ.6Kpt-ros ." . . Ktvouµ,Evas ')tdp 
cf>1JCTL Tfts &Ola.tpE'TOVS ,npafpas o,a TO 
1re<f:m1dvat µ710€1r0Te µEvrctv (TUl)E

cpEA.Ketv «al Ktve"iv 7(1 cr&µa 1rciv, 
which Aristotle compares to the 
fancy of Philippus the comic poet, 
that Dffidalns gave motion to his 
statues by pouring quicksilver 
into them. Hence at the beginning 
of c. 5 he says: ei'1rep 1dp il'fTLP 7/ 
lflux~ Ev 1ravT l T~ alcr8avoµ.Evcp crc!J~ 
µan. We find the same, probably 
quoted from Aristotle, in Iambl. 
ap. Stob. i. 924, and more concisely 
in Sext. Math. vii. 349; cf.Macrob. 
l. c. 

2 Lucret. iii. 370 :-

Jllud in his rebus 1.equaquam sumere 
possis, 

Democriti quod sane/a viri sentcntia 
ponit, 

Corporis atque animi primordia, sin
gula privis 

Lucretius thought that the atoms 
of the body were much more nu
merous than those of the soul; and 
that the latter were therefore dis
tributed at wider intervals than 
Democritus supposed. 

3 In this sense Democri tus, ,r. 

&v8pc!i1rou cpv,nos, Fr. 6, calls the 
brain cpvl\a«:a i5,avo'l"11s; Ji,·. 15 the 
heart /3MLl\ls op-yijs ,,..e,,v6s ; Fr. 
17 the liver, bn8uµf1/s afrwv. 

4 Plut. Plao. iv. 4, 3 : a,,µ6-
«:p,-ros, 'E,rlKoupos, i5,µ,pij -rnv ,j,u
x~v, -r~ µiv Ao-ytKOv txovo-av Jv 'rep 
8c!ipa1<, «:a8,1Jpoµevov, TO i5' ltl\o-yov 
Ko.9' Oi\17v T~JV (f{ry1epunv ToV <J'WµaTos 
OLE<Y'!"apµi!vov. Theod. Cur. Gr. Alf. 
V. 22, p. 73: 'I,r,ro1<pd.T7/S }-'EV -yap 
,cal h.'1]µ6KptTOS Kal II/\ &-rwv Jv ?7KE
cpcfMp TOVTO [ TO ~")'EµOVLKOV] li5pv<Y8a, 
elpr,Ka<YLV. 

5 The Placita manifestly con
fuse the doctrine of Democritus 
with that of Epicurusl(on whi~h, 
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of the fineness and mobility of the soul's atoms, there 
is danger lest they should be forced out of the body 
by the air that surrounds us. Against this danger 
Democritus says we are protected by our inspiration, 
the importance of which lies in its constantly intro
ducing ne,v fiery and vital matter into the body; this 
in part replaces the soul-atoms that pass off; 1 and also 
and chiefly hinders by its counter current those which 
are in the body from gaining egress; thus enabling 
them to resist the pressure of the outer air. If the 
breath is impeded, and if this resistance is in c,onse
quence overcome by the force of the air, the internal 
fire wastes away and death is the result.2 As, however, 

cf. Part m. a., 386, second edition). 
In Theodoretus the ronception of 
thP fry<µ,ovu,bv, at any rate, is inter
polatecl. 

1 That expiration also helps 
towards this purpose is clear from 
Arist. JJe An. i. 2 (following note); 
for the exit of older fiery particles 
corresponds to the entrance of new. 
This is said more definitely, but 
no doubt only on the authority of 
the pets sage in Aristotle, by Philop. 
])e An. B, 15; Simpl. JJe An. 6 a, 
and the scholia on ,r. &van-voijs ; 
Simpl. JJe An, 165 b. 
· 2 Aristotle, JJe An. i. 2, con
tinues : 0,0 Kal ToV (jjv Opov elvm 
rhv Cf.va1rvof,v• avJJJ:yOJ/'TO'l J'd,p TOiJ 

,rep••XDVTDS 'rtl. crwµ,a-ra ( Pbilop. ad. 
h. l. B, 15, in a6reement with the 
Atomistic presuppositions, assigns 
as a reason for this, the coldness 
of the 1rep,,xov; cf. also Arist. De 
Respir. c. 4, 4 72 a, 30) : 1<al lt<07'.(
f3ovTos TWV uxrJµ&'t'wJI 'Ta 'lf'apExovTa 
-rots (o/ois T1/v Klv11<riv OtO.. ..,.o µr]'O, 
alrra 'ijpeµe'iv µr,CiE1roTe, {3of,8etav ryl
')'Vecrea, 0Vpa0ev ,1,r€1({6i•'1"WII li.~7'.WV 

TowVr(JJJJ Ev T~ &va1rvelv· ,rwA.Veiv 
,,ap av..,.a Kal Ta Evv1r&pxovTa Ev Tols 
(cf,ois EKKpLve<TBm, cruvavefp-yoYTa 7Q 
uvvcf:yov «a1 7r'"fJ")lvVov- Kal (fiv OE Ews 
&v OVvwv'Tat ToVTo 1rote'iv. Sin1ilarly 
JJe Respir. c. 4 : Ariµ,6Kp<'1"os o' 8Tt 
µEv E,c T1}s ltvmrvorjs crvµ{3a.lve, 71, 

rro'is ltva1rpEovui i\.E7et, <f>d.a'Kwv JCW-

7'.VELV Et<07'.[f!ecrea, '1"1/V ,J,vxfiv· DV 
I ) C 1 9 ~I f 

fJ,EIITOt ')' WS TOVTOtt ')' EVEKa. 7f'OL?]<TU• 

trav TaVTo T1}v <f>Vutv oVOEv e'tp'Y]fCEV • 
}J\ws ,yCtp Ehtr1rep 1eal o[ ltA.A.ot <f>vtrtKol 
Ka1 oilToS otl6Ev 8.1rre7m TrJs TotaVT71.., 
ah [as. J\lyEL 3' Ws rJ l/Jux1J ,wi TO 
Oepµ,ov 'raVTOV 'rd. ,rpwrn crxf,µ,arn 
-rWv tr<f>mpoetOWv. <1u-yKptvoµEvwv oliv 
aVTWV {nrO -roV 1reptixov'TOS Efc(J'A.{{3ov
TOS {3o{]8Etav ,ylve,cr8at -r1}v ltva1r11of/11 
cp11<tw· Ev ,yap T<j, ltEpt 1roJ\1Jv &pt• 
~µO:' elva~ TWv 70LO~Too~, & ~ai\.e'i 
EKELVO S' vovv ,cal t/JUX?JV' ava'Tf'VEOVTO" 
ofJv «al el<tt6vTos ToU &ipos uvvet<tt6v .. 
'ra TavTa t<al &veip')'DVTa '1"1V 87'.[,j,,v 
Kwi\.Vetv rr1}v EvoUcrav Ev -rotS f:cJurs 
OdEvat 'lfvxf,v· 1ra1 Ota TOVTD iv' Tc£ 
O.va1rve'iv 11:al €,c1rve'iv e1vat -rO ('fjv ,c~l 
U.r.

1
ofJ11~<J'KELV."0TaV 7(1.p k.p~Tfj ~(} '1TE

p«XDV cr11v07'.1f!ov t<al /J,r/1<€7"1 evpaeev 

s 2 
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the fire is not extinguished instantaneously, it may also 
happen that vital action may be restored when part of 
the soul's substance has been lost. In this way sleep is 
explained; in that case only a few fiery particles have 
left the body.1 The same process more completely car
ried out produces the phenomenon of apparent death.2 

el,nov 6VV7/TC1.L &velp7eiv, µ.t, 6uvaµ.e
POU &va.1rveLV, .,-Ore <FvµfJalveLv T0v 
8&.va-rov 'TO"is ('6ois· eivcu ,ytl.p 7 011 
ecf.vaTOV T1/V rrWv 'TOWVroov <rx11µ.dTWV 
E1e ToU qd,µ,aTOS E~oOov J,c -rfjs Toii 
,repLEXOM"OS eK87'1>/Jews. Why all 
creatures die however, and what is 
the cause of respiration, Democri
tus did not say. 

1 Thus much seems to result 
from the theories of the Epicu
reans concerning sleep (Lucret. iv. 
913 sqq.). 

2 Of. on this point the fragment 
of Proclus's commentary on the 
tenth book of the Republic, which 
was first communicated by Alex. 
Morns on Ev. Joh. 11, 39, p. 341 ; 
and first corrected by Wyttenbach 
ad Plut. de s. Num. Vind. 563 B 
(Animadverss. ii. 1, 201 sq.); and 
Mullach, Democr. 115 sqq. De
mocritus had written a treatise on· 
the apparently dead, a subject 
much discussed in antiquity (vide 
the writers just mentioned, and 
what is quoted, p. 120, n., on the 
person brought to life by Empedo
cles when apparent~y ~ea~) ; "and 
also a treatise, 1repL TWV fll q.Oav, 
in which, as Proclus s>tys, he en
quired ,rws TOV l,.,ro8av6vra ,rc/.luv 
&va/3,wva, l!uvar&v; but the only 
answer is that it is possible the 
person was not re>tlly dead. To 
these enquiries about the resusci
tation of the dead, the graceful 
fable seems to refer which Julian 
(Epist. 37, p. 413 Spanh., printed 

in Mullach, 45) relates, of course 
from older writers ; namely, that 
Democritus, to comfort King Darius 
for the death of his wife, told him 
that, in order to recall her to life, 
it was only necessary to write upon 
her grave the names of three men 
who were free from sorrow (Lucian, 
Demon. 25, relates the same thing 
of Demonax). Pliny may perhaps 
have been thinking- of this story 
when he says (H. N. vii. 55, 189): 
reviviseendi promissa a Democrito 
vanitas, qui non revixit ipse ; but it 
is also possible that these words 
may allude to a passage in Demo
critus's treatises on magic, from 
which Pliny, ignorant of criticism 
as he is, guotes only this much ; 
and that Julian's anecdote, which 
giYes a moral turn to the supposed 
magic, may likewise have reference 
to a statement that Democritus 
could raise the dead, or had left 
instructions how to do it. At any 
rate, the passage in Pliny is con
cerned only with magical >trts, 
which the imagination of later 
fabricators has ascribed to the 
na.turalist of Abdera; and not with 
the doctrine of immortality, which 
is altogether irreconcileable wit.h 
his point of view. Even the words. 
qui non revixit ipse, which would 
be meaningless as applied to ano
ther life, show this: Roth is, there
fore, entirely mistaken ( Gesch. d. 
Abendl. Phil. i. 362, 433), and so is 
Brucker (Hist. Grit. Phil. i. 1195), 
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If, however, death has really taken place, a.nd the atoms 
of which the soul is composed are completely separated 
from the body, it is impossible that they can ever 
1:eturn to it, or that they can maintain themselves in 
combination outside the body.' 

Democritus, thnefore, does not deny that there is a 
difference between soul and body, nor that the soul is 
superior to the body. The soul with him is the essen
tial in man, the body is only the vessel of the soul,2 and 
he admonishes us for this reason to bestow more care on 
the latter than on the former ; 3 he declares corporeal 
beauty apart from understanding to be something 
animal ; 4 he says the glory of animals consists in 
bodily excellences,5 that of man in moral; he seeks 
the abode of happiness in the soul, the highest good in 
a right disposition; 6 he makes the soul answerable for 

whom he follows, in his inference 
that Democritus was an adherent 
of the Persian doctrine of the 
resurrection. 

1 This lies so entirely in the na
ture of the subject that we ,carcely 
require the testimony of Iambli
chus ap. Stob. Eel. i. 924 ; Lactan
tius, Inst. vii. 7; 'l'heodoretus, 
Cur. Gr. Aff. v. 24, p. 73 ; and the 
Placita, iv. 7, 3, to disprove the 
belief of Democritus in immor
tality; more especially as it is 
nowhere stated that Epicurus dif
fered from him in this respect; 
and, considering the great import
ance ascribed by Epicurus to the 
denial of immortality, the venera
tion with which he and his school 
regarded Democritus seems to ex
clude any disagreement between 
them on this subject. Democritus 
thus expresses himself, ap. Stob. 

Floril. 120, 20 : lvw, 6v71T,Js <j>vaws 
O,cf.Avcnv ol/,c Elo6res iiv8poo1rot, ~VPfl

Of,<J't OE Tl]s €v To/ (3[ep JCaK0Ypa7µ0-
<J'VV1JS, TDv T,Js {3wT,Js xp6vov iv 
Tapaxfi<J'i 1<0.l <j>6{3oun Ta'/1.amwpl
oucn, tfle60ea 7repl -roU µeT?t T1/v TE

'/1.evThv ,.w601r1'..a<J'TEOVTES xp6vov. 
The obscure statement in the 
Placita, v. 25, 4, that Leucippus 
referred death to the body only, 
cannot be taken into account .. 

2 ::i;1<,Jvos is a common designa
tion for the bodvwith Democritus, 
Fr. lefor. 6, 22, 127. 128, 210. 

3 Fr. Mor. 128: &v6pdJ1rot<J'L &p
µ61iwv fvxils µi.il-..1'..ov 1) <J'WµaTos 
7rOLEEfJ6o.t 1'..6-yov • fvxh µ~v ,ap 
TEJ\.EWTa.T7) <fl<t/VEOS µox61JP[7Jv 6p601, 
(FIC{,veos OE lcrxVs lfvev A.07LtIµ.oV 
if;vx~v oiJOEv Tt &µ.elvoo Tl071cn. 

• Ibid. 129. 
5 Ibid. 127. 
6 Fr. l, &c. Further details inf. 
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the injury it causes to the body; 1 he contrasts the 
endowments of the soul as divine with those of the 
body which are merely human; 2 he is even said to have 
reckoned the intellect of man among the divinities.3 

This, however, presents no contradiction to the mate
rialism of the Atomistic philosophy, if we place our
selves at its own point of view. The soul is something 
corporeal, like all other things ; but since the corporeal 
substances are as various as the form and composition 
of the atoms of which they consist, it is also possible 
that one substance may have qualities which belong to 
no other ; and if the sphere be regarded as the most 
perfect shape, Democritus may also have held that that 
which is composed of the finest spherical atoms, fire, or 
the soul, exceedR all else in worth. Spirit is to him, as 
to other materialists,4 the most perfect body. 

From this connection of ideas, we can now see in 
what sense Democritus could assert that soul or spirit 
dwells in all things, and that this soul, distributed 
throughout the whole universe, is the Deity. As he 
identifies reason with the soul, and the soul with the 

1 Plut. Utr. An. an Corp. s. lib. 
(Plitt. Fmgm. 1), c. 2, p. 695 W., 
Democritus says that· if the body 
arraigned the soul for abuse and 
ill-treatment, the soul would oe 
condemned. 
~ 

1

2 Ibid. ~ : 6 -rtl tftvx~s ~ya.O~ 
epEOµevos Ta ee,6Tepa, o lie Ta 
lT1ef/veos, -r&.v0panr1,·i:a. 

• Cic. N. D. i. 12, 29: Demo
oritus qui t.um imagines . . . in 
Deorum numero refert • . . titm 
scientiam intelli_gentiamque nostram. 
We are justified iu regarding this 
statement· as historical evidence ; 

for though Philodemus, whom 
Cicero here follows, is apt to dis
tort the opinions of the ancient 
thinkers, yet there is generally 
some basis of fact underlying his 
assertions : he reckons among the 
gods of a philosopher all that that 
philosopher describes as di vine, 
even in the widest sense. Demo
critus, however, may well ha,·e 
called voiis e,ws, and in a certain 
sense eeos also. 

4 For example, Heracleitus, 
the Stoics, &c. 
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warm and fiery substance, he must necessarily find in 
all things exactly as much soul and reason as he finds 
light and warmth. He therefore considers that in the 
air much soul and reason is distributed : how other
wise could we inhale from it soul and reason ? 1 He 
also ascribed life. to plants,2 and even in corpses he 
probably thought there rem'.1ined a portion of vital heat 
and sensation.3 This warm and animate element he 
seems to have described as the Divine in things,4 and 
so it may well have been said in the later form of ex
pression that he regarded the Deity as the World-soul 
and Reason, formed out of round atoms of fire. 5 Such 

1 Aristotle, in the passage 
quoted, De Respir. c. 4 : iv -yap 'To/ 
&.EpL 1roi\Vv ~p;Bµ.}w eTvC;_t TW~ TOL~V
Twv, &. KaAEL EICELVOS JIOVV /Cat t/JVX1JV. 

Theophr. f~ ,Sensu, 53: 3,np iµ
,j,vx6npos O a110. 

2 Plut. Qu. Nat. l, 1, p. 911: 
(rj,ov -yap f-y-yewv .,-1, cp,.,-1,v eTvm oZ 
1rEpl Il1'cfrwva 1ml 'Ava~a-y6pav 1rnl 
'111µ61<pirov oYovra,. Ps.-Arist. De 
Plant. c. 1, 815 b, 16: o oE 'Avct~ct
-y6pas Kctl 6 '111µ61<pcros Kal 6 'Eµ
:eOo,cl\.~s «al, voVv «al 7vf;;(1'1,11 e11ro11 
EXELV ra cpvra. 

3 Plut. Plew. iv. 4, 4: a oE 
'1r,µ61<pLTOS ,rc/.vra /',ETEXELV </J1J<fl 
'fvxVs ,rotas n:al 'Ta veKpCI. -r&v crwµd.~ 
TWV · Ot6Tt ctel OiacpavWs rrtvo~ (JepµoV 
,cal alCT87J'Tt1WV µ.errExe,, TOV 1rl\.elovos 
oca1rveoµevov. Joh. Damasc. Parall. 
s. ii. 25, 40. Stob. Floril. ed. Mein. 
iv. 236; '1r,µ61<p. Ta VEKpa TWV 
crwµ,frwv al<J8civecr8m. Similarly, 
Alexander in Topioa, 13 ( also Par
menides, vide Vol. I. p. 602). In 
accordance with this last passage, 
Philippson changes " µi1<pov" into 
" ve1<pov," ap. Theophr. De Sensii. 
7l; (c/»J<fL [ '11]µ61<p.] -yfvEcr8aL µev 
€,ccurrov ,cal eTv,u JCa'T' 0.A:{i8eiav, lOlws 

OE E1rl µ.ucpoV µotpav lxew ffvvEa-ews). 
The thing, however, is not quite 
beyond question: Cicero says, Tusa. 
i. 34, 82 : num igitur aliq,ds dolor 
aut omnino post mortem sensits in 
corpore est? nemo id quidem dicit, 
etsi Democritum insimulat Epicurits: 
Demooritici negant. According to 
this passage it would seem that the 
statement of Democritus was either 
limited to the time before the corpse 
becomes completely cold, or that he 
ascribed to thede"d an infinitesimal 
portion of soul, but neither con
sciousness nor feeling. 

4 Cic. N. D. i. 43, 120: tum 
principia mentis quC/3 sunt in eodem 
1tniverso Deos esse dicit. These prin
cipia 1nentis are manifestly what 
Aristot,le means in the passage just 
quoted-the fine and rOl\Ild atoms. 
Cf. on this point, p. 262, 2 ; 
263, 1. 

5 Stob. Eel. i. 56; Plut. Plac. 
i. 7, 13, ap. Eus. Pr. Ev. xiv. 16, 
6 ; Galen, H. P h. c. 8, p. 251, whose 
imperfect. text Krische (For.soh. i. 
157) rightly refers to the more 
complete passage, ap. Cyrill. c. Jut. 
i. 4: VQVV µev -yap eiva, TOV Oeov 
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language is, however, inaccurate and misleading, for 
when Democritus speaks of the Divine, he means not only 
no personal being, but no one being at all ; not a soul, 
but merely the substance of souls,1 fiery atoms, which 
produce life and motion, and where they are congregated 
in larger masses, reason also; this is very different from 
the one force that moves the Universe, in the sense of 
Anaxagoras's vovs or Plato's world-soul.2 Other writers 
therefore, who deny that he held the theory of a spirit 
forming the world and a Divinity ruling it, are more in 
accordance with the truth. The spiritual from his point 
of view_ is not the power above matter collectively; it is 
a part of matter; the only motive force is gravity and 
the sole reason why the soul is the most movable of all 
things, and the cause of motion, is that the substances. 
of which it consists are on account of their size and 
shape the most easily moved by pressure and impact. 
The doctrine of spirit did not result from the general 
necessity of a deeper principle for the explanation of 
nature; it primarily refers only to the activity of hu
man souls ; and though analogues of these are sought 
in nature, yet the statements of Democritus concerning 
spirit differ from the corresponding statements of Anaxa
goras and Heracleitus and evPn of Diogenes. The point 
of difference is this: that he considers spirit, not as the 
power forming the world, but only as one substance side 
by side with others ; here his doctrine is less advanced 
than that of Empedocles, which in many respects it 
much resembles; for Empedocles maintains the ration-
i<J'xvpl(ETat ,cal alrTOs, 1rA.n11 iv 1rupl 
crqnupo«3e,, Kal avT()ll e1va, T1JV TOV 

KO<J'fJ,OU 1/,ux~v. 

1 P.rinoipia mentis, as Cicero 
rightly says, apxal voepai. 

2 Vide sup. p. 239, 3. 
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ality which he attributes to all thing·s to be an internal 
quality of the elements; Democritus on the contrary 
represents it as a phenomenon resulting from the mathe
matical construction of certain atoms in their relation 
to the others; 1 sensation and consciousness are merely 
a consequence of the mobility of those atoms.2 

Of the faculties of the soul Democritus seems to 
have bestowed most attention on those of cognition; 
at any rate, tradition tells us of his attempts to explain 
these and no others. According to what we have seen 
of his theories, he could only start, generally speaking, 
from the presupposition that all presentations consist of 
corporeal processes.3 In particular be explained the 
perceptions of sense as well as thought. The former be 
derived from the changes which are produced in us by 
means of external impressions ; 4 and since every opera-

1 Whether this is a defect or, 
as Lange, Gesch. d. Mat. i. 20, be
lieves, a merit in the theory of 
Democritus, or whether it may 
perhaps be both, the logical de
velopment of a one-sided point of 
view, I need not here enquire. It 
is all the less necessary since Lange 
has acknowledged the substantial 
correctness of my representation; 
but he at the same time remarks : 
' The want in all materialism is 
this: that it ends with its expla
nation of phenomena where the 
highest problems of philosophy 
begin.' 

2 This may also explain why 
the theories of Democritus on the 
spiritual in n,iture are here men
tioned for the first time: his inter
pretation of nature did not require 
these theories; they resulted from 
his contemplation of the human 

spirit, .and are only to be under
stood in this connection. 

3 Stob. Exe. e Joh. IJamasc. ii. 
25, 12 (Stob. Floril. ed. Mein. iv. 
233): Ael11mrrros, t,:nµo11:prf:r11s (-611:p,
'TOS) -rUs alu81,creis ,cal -rd:s 11o~<J'€lS 

ETepotWtJ'Ets eivat roV <r6JµaTos. 
4 Arist. Metaph. iv. ,5, 1009 b, 

12, of Democritus and others: lita 
.,-1, v71'o71.aµfl&.vew <f>p6v11<Tw µ/;v T1}V 
a'ta8'{J<J'tv, TaDT11v (,1 Elvat &A.A.ofo)(nv, 
7Q cJ>mv6µevov Ka:r(t T1}V oJU8'Y}rY!V ~~ 
avri-y1'7)S &71.118h Elva[ cpa<FLV. Tbeoph. 
IJe Sensu, 49: A11µ6Kpiros o~ ... 
'T(p &A.i\oLoV<T8m 'lrOte'i 'To alCT8&.vecr8cu. 
Theophrastus goes on to observe, in 
reference to the unanswered ques
tion of Democritus-whether each 
sense perceives what is like itself 
or what is unlike, that this may 
admit of a double> answer : so far 
as the sense-perception is a change, 
it must proceed from what is hete-
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tion of one body upon another is conditioned by touch, 
it may be said that he represented all sensation as con
tact, 1 and all the senses as various kinds of touch.2 This 
contact, however, is not merely direct contact, it is more 
or less the result of the emanations without which the 
interaction of things on each other would be ine:xplicable. 
As these emanations penetrate through the organs of 
sense into the body, and spread through all its parts, 
there arises the presentation of things, sensible percep
tion.3 But in order that this result should be attained, 
on the one hand there must be a certain strength in 
the impression, a certain amount of permeating atoms; 4 

and on the other, their material constitution must cor-

rogeneous, so far as like can only 
affectlike(sup. p. 221,2),from what 
is homogeneous. Of. p. 267, 2. 

1 Vide sup. p. 230. 
2 Arist. De Sensu, c. 4, 442 a, 

2n : bt..'1]µ6«:pL'TOS OE Kal ol 7rl\E'iffTOL 

TWV <pV<TLOA.6')'r,!I', 3<TOL AJ')'OV<TL ,rep) 

al~Bf]<Fe";_s, ~To'!1"'6Ta\6~ T\ '1l"OL0~11'lV' 
1ra.~Ta. 'Y~P </Ta atc18_?1~a ,,a1rTa 1r;:wvcr:v. 
IW,LTOL et ouroo TOUT EXfl, D11Aov ws 
~a.2

1 
T6Jv ~ &/\Awv al<I07}Cfewv €1C6..0'T1J 

aq,"I) TLS EO"Tiv, 
3 '.]'he_ophr., De Sensu,_ 5~: lfro-

1rov lie ""' Tb µ."I) µ.6vov -ro,s oµ.µ.aaw 
a.;\.;\.cl 1<al "'P 1[}..}..rp <Twp.an µ.nal1,i6-
vai T,)s a/<tBf}<TEWS. <p"l)<t) ')'ttp littt 
TOi'iTo KEV6T1]7a ICO:l {ryp6T7JTa ~XELJI 

Oe'iv T0v Oq,Bai\µOv, 1v' brnrA.Eov 
aeX'IJTaL ,ad Tcj, lti\i\Cf' cr6Jµ.a.Tt vrapa-
11,lirji. § 55: in hearing, the agi
tated air penetrates through the 
whole body, but especially through 
the ear, Orav OE EvTOs ryEv7JTo.L, 
<r1<iova<r8a, 11,?. Tb .,.&.xos. This is 
further explained by what follows. 
§ 57: ih01rov 11~ Kal lit' ifiv ( lb·. oe 
To tliwv, better: 1[.,., lie 1<al towv) 
Kct'Ttt 1ruv -rb <rwµ,a .,.1,,, ,i,6<J,ov el<rieva, 

,cal 1lrav el<1EA8p Otc% 'T~S &1eo?}s O,a
xe«T8at KaTCt 1r&.v, &iT1rep oV -rals 
Cucoals &AA' DAq, T(p cn.6µ.aTL T1/v 
aicr8rJ<ftJJ ofia-cw. oV "'}'?tp el 1tal crvµ-
7r~crx,et 'TL 'Tfi 

1 
0.Koji, Q/((, 'TOlJTO K~l 

au18avera,. 1racrats -yap [ sc. -ra,s 
ala-81}0-eo-i] 'TOUT& ')'E 6µ.olws 1ro,eL· 
,ccd oV µ.6vov -ra'is al!f81]crecnv, &AA(J. 
1<al .,.ii 1/iuxy. His opinion in re
gard to the other senses has not 
been transmitted to ns, but it is 
clear from. the above quotation 
that he assumed, not merely in 
smell and taste, but also in the 
perceptions of touch, the entrance 
of emanations into the body ; since 
he could only explain sensation as 
a contact of the whole soul with 
outer things. For the sensation of 
warmth seems also to result from 
the nature of this contact. 

4 Vide szipra, p. 231, 2; 233, 1; 
Theophr. De Sensii, 55. The tones 
penetrate indeed through the whole 
body, but in greatest numbers 
through the ears-, o,b Kal KaTtt µ.ev 
7 0 ~i\i\o <J'&µ,a 0U1e alcr0d.ve<T8at, 
TaVTp 0€ µ6vav. 
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respond to that of the organs of sense ; for as like can 
only work upon like,1 so our senses can only be con
cerned with what is like them; we perceive each thing, 
as Empedocles taught, with that part of our nature 
which is akin to it.2 If, therefore, Democritus believed 
that much is perceptible which is not perceived by us, 
because it is not adapted to our senses,3 and admitted 
the possibility that other beings might have senses 
which are wanting to us,4 it was quite consistent with 
his other presuppositions. 

1 Vide sup., p. 221, .2. 
2 Theophr. IJe Sensu, 50. We 

see when the eyes are damp, the 
cornea thin and firm, the internal 
tissues porous; the channels of the 
eyes straight and dry: 1ml bµ.ow
rrx11µ.ovo'iev [ SC. ol o,p8a1'.µ.ol] TOLS 
fl:1roTv1rovµE~ots., Sext. c Math .... vii. 
116: 1rai\.ata 'Yap TLS, ws 1rpOEL'TrOV, 
it.vw8ev 1rapd. To"is cpuu tKoLs 1wll.ierm 
O&!a 1np2 roU Ta; Oµo,a riw Oµo[c,;v 
elvat '}'VCAJpUTTtKcJ.. Kal Ta{J'T'l}S gQO~E 
µEv ,cal .6.7}µ6«:ptTos Ke1wµtJC€'vm -rCls 
1rapaµ.v8ias, namely in the passage 
given on p. 244, 1. That the pas
sage really stood in this connection 
is established by Plut. Plac. iv. 
19, 3, where an extract from it iB 
introduced with the words : tJ.11µ.6-
1eptros Ka2 rOv &/pa </l'ff<Tlv ~ls Oµow
ux~µova ep{nrrre(J'8at rrc6µo.:ra Kal crvy
,cai\.tv0e'i<T8at ~ro'is l1e -r?}s cpwv1/s 
8pav(fµ.a,n- ( cf. inf. P· 269) "KOAOLOS 
7ttp 1rapCf. 1wA.o,011 t(&vei," etc. On 
the principle that like is known 
by" like, vide Arist. IJe An. i. 2, 
405 b, 12: those who define the 
nature of the soul by its intellec
tual faculty, make it one of the 
elements, or something composed 
of seve7al el?mJ?;1ts: AE')'ov-res c7ra

pa1r1'.r]<IL<,JS a1'.1'.'f/AOLS 1rA1/V ev6s 

(Anaxagoras)· q>Ml "yap -y,vriirr«e
rr8a, -r/i liµ.owv -rql liµ.oi'f'. 

3 Stob. Exe. e Jok. IJamasc. ii. 
25, 16 (Stob. Floril. ed. Mein. iv. 
233): t:..11µ.61<.pL-ros ,ri\efovs µ~v e'fz,m 

-rUs, aL<rOt}~e,s T~P ~LtT871~Wv, ,..'To/ ~E 
µ.1f ava1'.o-y,(e,v "" a,rr811Ta T'f' 1ril.11-
8e, /\avOavew. That this state
ment, which in its present form 
is so strange, originally had the 
meaning assumed in the text, is of 
course merely a conjecture. 

4 Plut. Plac. iv. 10, 3 (Galen, 
c. 24, s. 303) : tJ.11µ.61<ptTOS 1r1'.eiovs 
efvat alcr81}<TELS 1repl rCI. lti\O'}'ct (cpa 
Kal ( 1. 17, as Gal. has) 1repl -roh 
6eo/is «at rro,povs. This, as it stands, 
can only be· an inference drawn by 
some opponent, and not Democri
tus's own assertion; but it clearly 
shows us what Democritus really 
said. He must have asserted that 
animals might have senses which 
were wanting in other creatures, 
and from this an adversary, pro
bably a Stoic, deduces the conse
quence, which seems to him ridicu
lous, that a knowledge is ascribed 
to irrational natures, which is not 
possessed by the highest intellec
tual natures-gods and wise men. 
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As to the several senses, we hear of no peculiar 
views as held by Democritus except in regard to sight 
and hearing. The rest are discussed by him indeed, 
but beyond the general theories noticed above, he does 
not appear to have advanced anything e:;;sentially new 
with respect to them. 1 He explained the perceptions 
of sight, as Empedocles did, by the hypothesis that 
emanations fly off from visible things which retain the 
form of the things ; these images are reflected in the 
eye, and are thence diffused throughout the whole 
body; thus arises vision. But as the space between the 
objects and our eyes is filled with air, the images that 
fly off from things 2 cannot themselves reach our eyes ; 
what does so is the air which is moved by the images 
as they stream forth, and receives an impression of 
them. Therefore it is that the clearness of the percep
tion decreases with distance, but as at the same time 
emanations are going out from our eyes, the image of 
the object is also modified by these.3 Thus it is very 

1 Theophr. De Sensu, 49: 1repl 
EKcf.tYr71s O' fJ011 -r&v ~JI µ.EpeL [ al(T81,
a-ewv] 1r«paTaL 71.l-y«v. § 57 : Kal 
1repl µ.~v {}lJJews Kal &,,cofjs of5Too~ 
&.1roO[Q,,.H~L. , -r?ts O' "'IY..A.AfS a1df1,uELs 
O"XE00v oµ.oias 7rO!EL TOLS 7r7'..EHTTOLS. 

The short statements on the sense 
of smell, l. c. § 82, and De Odor. 

• 6,1, contain nothing particular. Of. 
p. 232, 3. 

2 Etawl\.a, as they are usually 
called (Diog. ix. -17 mentions a 
trea,tise by Democritus 1repl el/5w-
71.wv ). According to the Etymol. 
Magn., sub voce l'ief1<e71.a, Democri
tus himself made use of this word, 
and in that case we ought, no 
doubt, to substitute " o«Kel\.a" for 

oe,v, instead of "ofvr/," as Mullach 
thinks (and with this ah?i. agrePs), 
in Simpl. Phys. 73 b (Democr. Fr. 
Phys. 6) : ti.1)µ61<ptTo< iv oi, </>TIG"L 
'' 0 e lv &.1rO 1rcw-rOs Cl.1r0Kplve<I8ai 
1raJ/'rolwv elOEwv," 1TCiJ'S 0~ teal fnrO 
-rlvo.i; al,das µ.1J Ai7e,, EoLKEV 0::1rO 

) ' ' , ,... ) ' -ravToµ.aTov ,caL TVX7JS 7evv~v avra. 
3 The above is deduced from 

Arist. De Sen.su, c. 2, 438 a, 5 : 
ti.T1µ61<p!TOS o' 3n µ"ev fJowp ,Iva.i 
</>1JG'L [ T1)V /,1/nv] J\.e7« K0.71.W<, 3rt o' 
o'leraL TO Op~P elvat T't]v tµcpacnv 
(the reflection of objects in the 
eye), ol, Kal\Ws · ToVTo µEv 7rJ.p <fvµ
f3alvfl, Hrt TO tµµa "A.e"iov, etc. TO 
µEv oOv T't]v /)i.J!iv eTvc:u VOaTos CI.A.7J8Es 
µfv, ol, µEvroi <1vµ./3alvet TO Opqv ff 
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evident that our sight does not represent things as they 
are in themselves.1 The explanation of hearing and 
sounds is the same.2 Sound is a stream of atoms pass
ing from the resonant body, which sets in motion the 
air that lies before it. In this stream of atoms, and in 
the air which is moved by it, atoms of like form, ac
cording to a law noticed above, come together.3 When 
these reach the atoms of the soul, sensations of hearing 

iJciwp, l,;;,.;,.• p ci,acpaves, Alex. in h. 
~· _97 ~; '!'heop~r. _D,e ~ensu, 5(~: 
opq,v ,:,~v 

I 
o(rv 7r,ote1, T?J eµ<f>~tJ'e,: · Tav

T7/V o 10,ws ;,.e-yEL • T~V -yap eµcpaaw 
oV,c ~e~BVs Ev Tfj "1PV,. -y[:ecr8ai, &.i\i\~ 
TOvaepa TOV µeTa!v T71s otf,ews ,cal...ov 
bpwµE11ou -rv1r0Vcr8at, uuu-reA.A.6µevov 
{nrb' ToV OpooµEvov 1eal Toll OpWVTOS · 
( ll.1rav-ros -yO.p ltel ,'ii ecr8a[ T ,va O:rrof,
f,o{,v ·) t1rEt-ra TOVTov tJ"repeOv Dvra 
Kal lt.A~Dx1:.wv E~rpalve(T,ea, 70~ ~µ.: 
µafJ'W V"'fputs. ICCtL ,-0 µev 'TrVKJ/011 OU 

oexeo-8m ..-o o' v-ypov ciMva,. Theo
phrastus repeats the same state
ments afterwards (in § 51, where, 
however, '' Tu1roVµevov" is to be 
read for" 1rv1:Cvor'Jµevov"), in his dis
cussion of this theory, and adds to 
them what is quoted on p. 266, &c. 
In support of his theory on images, 
Democritus appeals to the visible 
image of the object in the eye 
( AI ex. l. c.) : the fact that we can
not see in the dark he explains, 
according to Theophrastus, § ,55, 
by the supposition that the sun 
must condense the air before it 
can retain the images. Why he 
did not imagine that these images 
themselves entered the eye, instead 
of their impression on the air, we 
can see from the notice, ap. Arist. 
De An. i. 7, 419 a, 15: ov -yctp 
KaA.Ws ToVro A.l-yEL 1l..'1]µ6Kptros, ol&
µ.Evos, el 'YEvotro KevOv rO µera.~V, 
&pa.o-Oa, c'tv a1<p1/30,s 1<al ei µvpµ11! iv 

T<p o/,pavcp et71. We find a less 
exact statement in Plut. Plac. iv. 
13, 1 ( cf. Mullach, p. 402): seeing 
arises, according to Leurippus, 
Democritus and Epicurus : 1<a.,-' 
el0'6i\oov ela-«plo"ELS Kal Ka.TO. TLl/{l)J/ 

CI.Krlvwv ,tlcncpunv µera T1l1' 1rpOs Tb 
V7roKelµevov ~Va'TaO-LP ,rdA.u, fnro
O"Tpecpovuwv 1rpos 'T1/V 5t[,w. How 
the eye, in the opinion of Demo
critus, ought to be formed in order 
to see well we have already found, 
p. 267, 2. We are told that he also 
explained the reflections of mirrors 
on the theory of etciwi\a; vide Plut. 
Plac. iv. 14, 2, para!!. Cf. Lucret. 
iv. Hl sqq. 

1 Vide p. 231. 
2 Theophr. l. c. 55-57; cf. § 

53; Plut. Plac. iv. 19; Gell. N. 
A. v. 15, 8 ; Mullach, 342 sqq.; 
Burchard, Democr. Phil. de Sens. 
12; cf. p. 266, 3; 267. 2. 

3 Vide p. 244, 1. By means of 
this conception Democritus, as it 
seems, sought to explain the rela
tions and musical properties of 
tones which he discusses in the 
treatise 1r. (Ju8µWv Kal Cl.pµov[71s 
(Diog. ix. 48). A tone, he might 
say, is so much the purer the more 
homogeneous are the atoms in the 
flux of which it consists, and the 
smaller these atoms are, the more 
acute is the tone. 
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are the result. But although sounds enter through 
the whole body, we only he11r with our ears, for this 
organ is so constructed that it absorbs the largest mass 
of sounds and affords it the quickest passage, whereas 
the other parts of the body admit too few to be per
ceptible to us. 1 

Thought has the same origin as perception. That 
which perceives, and that which thinks, is one and the 
same.2 Perception and thought are both material 
changes of the soul's body,3 and both are occasioned, like 
every other change, by external impressions.4 If this 

1 From this point of view, the 
physiological conditions of an acute 
sense of hearing are inYestigated 
ap. Theophr. § 56. 

2 Arist. ])e An. i. 2, 404 a, 27 : 
i1«'ivos [ Ll,IJµOKp<TOS] µ~v 'Yap a71'Jo..ws 
'TUOTOJ! 1/Jvx~v Kal JIOV/1' TO -yap 
a7vr18h eYvai TO cpawoµEVOJI ( d. p. 
272) o,o KUAWS 71'0L1)!Ta! TOJI 

ey0µ11pov (in whom, however, this 
js not to be found concerning 
Hector; vide the commentators 
on tbis passage, and on Metaph. iv. 
5, and Mullach, 346): &s ''EKTwp 
,ce'i'T' Cl.i\A.orppovfwv. oil 01] XPriTat Tei, 
vo/ &s Ouvdµ,EL Tivl 7repl T1]v ltJ..:f,fJEtav, 
Ui\i\ct. ,ra.VTO AE'YEL tfluxhv «al voVv. 
Ibid. 40.5 a, 8, s1'p. 257, 2; Metaph. 
iv. 5, 1009 b, 28 ( infra, 271, 1); 
Philop. ])e An. A, 16 o, B, 16; 
Iambi. ap. Stob. Ekl. i. 880 :. o/ o~ 
1repl, .6..nµ,6~pLT?V 1r1v;a 7(1,) E~'Y/ 'T~V 
Ovvaµ,Ewv EL~i TrJV ov<nav CWT'f/S [ T1'JS 

1/Jvxils] <Tvvcf:youow. To this belongs 
what is ascribed to Democritus in 
the traditional cext of Stob. Floril. 
116, 45: but instead of Democritus 
we should doubtless read A11µ01'f,
oovs (vide Heimsoth. ])emocr. de 
An. ])octr. p. 3), for the words are 
iu Herod. iii. 134, who puts them 

into the mouth of Atossa, ai:d in
directly of Democedes. 

3 Stob. cf. inf. p. 271, 1; Arist. 
Metaph. iv. 5 ; Theophr. ])e Sensu, 
72 : &i\.A.£t 1rEpl µEv 70/JT{JJV Eouce 
[ A11µ6icp.] a'VV1)KOAOV81)KEVU,t TO<S 
1rowU,nv OA.ws TO <Ppove'iv ICa'Ta T1/V 

CJ.A.i\o[w<Tt~, 7]1rep\ Jo--i:lv &.pX~LOT~'T~ 
Q()~a. ,7raJ)'TES ")'a? OL ,1ra~at0L 

1
KaL OJ. 

7rOL'f1TaL ,cal cro<pot KaTa TTJV Ota8ea'tv 
U71'00t06a<TL TO cppovew. Cf. Arist. 
])e An. iii. 3, 427 a, 21 : o1 -ye 
apxa,ot TO cppove,v Kal Tb al,r8avE<T8a, 
TavTbv elva[ cf>a<Tw, for which, to
gether with Empedocles' verses 
quoted p. J 69, 2, Homer, Od. x,·iii. 
135, is ·quoted, perhaps from De
mocritus, with the observation: 
1rd11Tes -yCtp oliToL TO vof:LV <J'wµa-rrn'ov 
[l;(J'1rep -rO alu6d11euea, {nroAaµf3c{
vov<T,v. Cf. the following note. 

4 Oic. Fin. i. 6, 21 : ( ])emooriti 
sunt) atomi, inane, ima_qines, qu(l! 
idola nominant, quorum incursione 
non solum videamus, sed etiam 
co_qitemus. Pint. Plew. iv. 8, 3 ; 
Stob. Floril. iv. 233 Mein. ; No. 
18, Leucippus, Democritus and 
Epicurus : T~v afo8wnv Kal T~v 
v61)!Ttll -y{veu8a, elodiJ-..wv r~weev 
11'pO!TtOJITO!V, µ'Y]'/ievl -yap i71't/3<tJ-..Jo..e,v 
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movement is of such a kind that the soul is placed by 
it in the proper temperature, it will apprehend objects 
rightly, and thought is healthy; but if, on the contrary, 
it is unduly heated or chilled by the movement im
parted to it, it imagines false things, and thought is 
diseased. 1 Though it is difficult to see, upon this 
theory, how thought is distinguished from sensible 
perception,2 Democritus is very far from ascribing the 
same value to them. He calls sensible perception the 
µr,'/ie-dpav xwpls 'TOV 1rpo,r1rl1r'TOV'1'0S 
elodJ/1.ov. Cf. Democr. ap. Sext. 
Math. vii. 136 (supra, p. 231, 3). 

1 Theophr. l. c. 58 : 1repl o~ ,,-or) 

cpooveW J1rl TOCToV-rov e'tp71Kev, Hrt 
,'fveTaL crvµµ&TpC1Js ixo{"rr,s -rrjs 
lftvxris µera -r1Jv «lv110-w· N1.v OE 
1repleepµ6s 'TLS :f/ 1repf,j,vxpos ')'EV'(/TaL, 
µeTaA.AdTreiv cfn1ai. Ot6rt ,cal Toti~ 
1rai\.awVs KaAWs ToVO' {nroA.a{3eLV, 0Tt 
Ju-rlv &.J....?wcppoveLV. cfJCJ'TE q>avepOv 
Z-rt rfi Kpcf.<J'et -roU crtiJµa-ros 1rotel 7() 

<J>poviiv. Instead of the words 
µe,,-/:r. 'T. idv11,nv, Ritter, i. 620, 
would substitute" KaT(t -r1}v«p'a(1LV." 
I had myself thought of Ka,,-i:r. 'T~JP 
Klvr,<Tiv. But it now appears to me 
that the traditional text, also re
tained by Wimmer, is in order, 
and that Theophrastus intends to 
say: the <J>poviw (the right judg
ment of things, in contradistinc
tion to o./1..il.o<J>pove,v) gains entrance 
when the condition of the soul pro
duced bv the movement in the 
organs of sense is a symmetrical 
condition. This statement of Theo
phrastus is elucidated by the cita
tions on p. 270, 2, and also by 
Arist. Metaph. iv. 5, 1009 b, 28: 
<J>a,rl o~ ,cal ,,-ov "Oµ.r,pov ,,-a6nw 
fxov-ra <J>a{ve<J'8a, ,,-hv 1i6gav ( that 
all presentations are equally true), 
ChL €71"ol7JtJ'E TDJ! (!E1t-ropa, &s JtErr-;-'lJ 
{,,ro 'T?)S 11"/l.1/')'?)S, /C€t<J'8at o./1.il.o<J>po-

vEoJl'ra, &s "cppcvo~vT~s 1;E11 ~a~ ToVs 
,rapaq>poVOVJ/TOS, aA.i\ OU TaU'Ta. 

2 Brandis (Rhein. Mus. 1,. 
Niebuhr und Brandis, iii. 139, Gr.
Rom. Phil. i. 334) supposes an 
' unmittelbares I:i,newerden der 
Atome und des Leeren' ( a direct 
intuition of the atoms and the 
void), but it is difficult to see how, 
according to Democritus's presup
positions, the atoms and the void 
could act upon our souls otherwise 
than in the things compounded 
of them, nor how these things 
could act upon our souls except 
through the senses. Nor does 
J ohnson's att.empted explanation 
(p. 18 sq. of the treatise mentioned 
p. 208, 1) enlighten me. Ritter's 
proposal ( Gesch. d. Phil. i. 620) is 
better: viz. to identify clear or 
rational knowledge with the sym
metrical state of the soul (vide 
previous J:\Ote); only in that case we 
must assume what is ne,·er ascribed 
to Democritus, and in itself seems 
highly unlikely, that in his opinion 
every sensible perception disturbed 
the symmetry of the soul. It 
seems to me most probable that 
Democritus never tried to esfablish 
psychologically the superiority of 
thought to sensible perception, 
Vide Brandis, Gesch. d. Entw. 
i. 145. 
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dark, and the rational perception alone the true ; the 
real constitution of things is hidden from our senses ; 
all that they show us belongs to the uncertain phe
nomenon; our intellect only discovers, what is too 
subtle for the senses, the true essence of things, atoms 
and the void. 1 Though we must start from what is 
manifest in order to know what is hidden, it is thought 
alone which can really unfold to us this knowledge.2 

If, therefore, Aristotle attributes to Democritus the 
opinion that the sensible perception as such is true,3 

the statement is founded merely on his own inferences ; 4 

because the Atomistic philosophy did not distinguish 
between the faculty of perception and that of thought, 
therefore Aristotle concludes that it can have made no 
distinction between them in respect of their truth.5 It 

1 Authorities have ,i,lready been 
given, p. 219, 3 ; 225, 3. See also 
Cic. Aaad. ii. 23, 73. Later writers 
have so expressed this as to assert 
that Democritus ascribed reality to 
the intelligible alone (Sext. Math. 
viii. 6) and der,ied sensible pheno
mena, which he maintained existed 
not in ,i,ctuality but only in our 
opinion (Ibid. vii. 135). 

2 Sext. Math. vii. 140 : L>.t6TLµo, 
OE Tpla KaT' ain·Ov lAe'}'E?J/ eiva.i Kpi~ 

Tf,p,a · T1/s µfv -rWv &O't}Awv Ka-ra
i\ fi!fEWS Ta q,aw6µeva, &s o/7/ll'LV 
'Ava~a,,&pas,bv e,rl To6-rrpL>.1]µ61<pLTO< 
bro:.lPe'i· (1J71/<rcwr 0€ T1}P 'tvvmav · 
alpta-,w, OE 1<al <f,u')l;j• Ta ,r&.811. The 
' criteria' must here be laid, as well 
as the whole exposition, to the ac
count of the narrator. 

3 Gen.et Corr.i. 2 (sup.219, 2); 
De An. i. 2 (siip. 270, 2); Mdaph. 
iv. 5 (si,p. 265, 4). Likewise 
Theophr. JJe Sensii, 71 (sup. 263, 3). 
7Iveu8aL µ'ev E;ca!TTOV Kal e1v_m KaT) 

&.i\f/Betav seems to belong to this 
connection, only no doubt the text 
is corrupt: ,,iv,o-8a, µev perhaps 
arose out of (TD) q,aw6µ,vov, and 
e1<acrTov may be a mistake for 
"'€Kcf.(J'7c,,." 

4 As he himself indicates in the 
passage from the Metaphpsics: 
•~ avrf-y"'IJ' is to be connected not 
with ~Iva, but with q,ao-l, so that 
the meaning is: 'because they hold 
thought to be the same as sensa
tion, they must necessarily declare 
the sensible phenomenon to be 
true.' 

5 That such procedure is not 
unusual with Aristotle may be seen 
from numerous examples. The 
very passage in Metaph. iv. 5 
·contains only inferences of this 
kind uuou which he founds his 
complai'iit against some of the 
1!atural philosophers, that they 
deny the law of contradiction. We 
have, therefore, no ground for the 
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is impossible, however, that Democritus could arrive 
at that conclusion without contradicting the fundamen
tal conceptions of his system; for if things in reality 
consist only of atoms which our senses do not perceive, 
the senses plainly do not instruct us concerning the 
true nature of things ; and if Democritus; like Parme
nides and Empedocles, declared Becoming and Decay 
to be unthinkable, he could not escape the conclusion of 
those philosopberR, that perception deceives us with 
the appearance of Becoming and Decay, nor could he 
maintain the opposite assertions attributed to him by 
Aristotle. He himself tells us indeed quite distinctly 
bow far he is from so doing. It would have been no 
less impossible for him to admit these further conclu
sions : viz., that if sensation as such be true, all sensationR 
must be true; 1 consequently if the senses in different 

theory (Papencordt 60, Mullach 
415) that Democritus altered his 
opinion on this point, and discarded 
the evidence of the senses which at 
:first he had admitted. Though he 
may with time have modified his 
views in regard to certain parti
'culars (Plut. Virt. Mor. c. 7, p. 
448 A), it does not follow that he 
could entertain at different times 
opposite convictions on a subject 
like the one we are considering, 
with which the very foundations 
of the Atomistic system are inter
woven. As little can we allow (with 
Johnson, l. e. 24 sq.) that Aristotle's 
language bears this construction : 
'Democritus supposed that the 
phenomenal is actually present ob
jectively, though it may not be in 
harmony with our presentation of 
it to ourselves.' This interpreta
tion is contradicted by the words 

VOL. II. T 

themselves ( Tb a.71.71Bes, De An. an<l 
Gen. et Corr.) even more decidedly 
than by the interconnection of tbe 
passages quoted. The theory which, 
according to Johnson, Aristotle at
tributes to Democritus could not 
have been charged upon him as an 
erroneous opinion arising from a 
confusion of thought with sensation. 

1 Philop. himself attributes 
this proposition to him, De An. B, 
16 : lfnu,pus ryap €i'11"€V L f; A71µ,611:p,
TOS] 3n TO &.i1.~8h 11:al Tb cpa,v6µ,evov 
TaVT6v i<1Ti, ,cal oUO~v OiacpEpeiv 'T1'/v 
&.71.1/8«av 11:al Tb Tji al<Tef}O'« cpaiv6-
µevov, &AA.et -rO cpaw6µ.evov E1edt1-rq, 
Hal Tb 0011:oiiv TOVTO 11:al Elva, &.71.71~ 
Bes, rI,rr,r•p ,cal ITpwTa'"(6pas t71.•ry•v. 
But Philoponus has probably no 
other authority than the passages 
in Aristotle, from which such 
a theory cannot be deduced. Nor 
can we take much account of the 
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persons or at different times declare the contrary con
cerning the same object, these opposite declarations 
must be equally true, and therefore also equally false; 
and thus we can never know how in truth things are 
constituted.1 He says no doubt that every thing con
tains atoms of the most diverse forms, and that this is 
the reason why things appear so differently; 2 but it 
does not follow from thence that the Real itself, the 
atom, has simultaneously opposite qualities. He also 
complains of the narrowness of human knowledge; he 
declares that truth lies in the depth ; how things 
really are constituted we know not; our opinions change 
with external impressions and corporeal conditions.3 

assertion of Epiphanins, Exp. Fid. 
J 087 D, that Leucippus taught: 
u:a:rtt </)aVTacrfov «al 06K1]!Tl11 7((. 
1rc.f.wra 'Ylve<rfJai '"d µriOEv 1ea1rd. &A.1,-
6ew;v. 

1 Of. Arist. Metapk. iv. 5, 1009 
a, 38 : l,µ,olws Ii~ Kal ~ ,repl Td. cpai-
116µ.eva. i't.11:fi8e,a. (for the theory that 
all phenomena and presentations 
are true, cf. the beginning of this 
chapter) evfo,s eK rwv a.lcr811rwv 
h ... {(Av8Ev. Tb µEv '}'Cl.p O.A.116Es oU 
1r "/l.~6e, Kpfvecr8a., ofovTat ,rpocrf/KELV 
ol/0' 0A.L')"6'T1]Tt, TO O' aiJT~ To'is µ.Ev 
7A.v,ciJ 'YeVoµEvots Oo,ceLv efvm To7s 
OE 1rucp6v. tf)(pf' el 1rd.J1TES ~Kaµvov 
1) 1r&.vres 1ra.pecpp6vovv, llvo ll' 1) Tpe,s 
il-yla.LVOV 1) VOVV ElXOV, llOKE<V li.v 
Tolirovs «&.µvew ,ca.l ,rapacppove"iv, 
Tolls 0, lti\i\ovs o~. lr, OE 1roAA.0Ls 
TWv ltA.A.wv 'trfwv TU.vavTla. 1repl TiJV 
aVTWv cpalvecr8aL Kal 'Y}µ.Lv, Kal aVT(p 
OE E,c&.<TTffJ 1rpO~ a.V-rOv ot.J Ta.VrCt n.a.rCt 
T1}v a.'1U'81JU'LV &el Oo,ceU/. 1roW. oVv 
TOJTwV a"/1.7181) 1) ,j,euoij &.1l71l\ov· o08~V 
yap µ,ciMov -:-alle 7/ Td.lle a"/l.710ij, aM' 
l,µ,oiws ( essentially the reasons 
given by Democritus against the 

truth of sensible perceptions, vide 
sup. P· 231, 3) OlO L>.'l)µ,OKpLTOS -ye 
<P1/0"LV ~TOL obe~v EU,a.L a"/l.718h 1) n/J,<V 
-y' &.o71"/l.ov. Plut. Adv. Col. 4, 1, p. 
1108 : E'YKa."/1.ei ll' a.OT/p [ SC. t..71µ,o
Kp/np li Ko"/l.c6T71S] 1rpwrov, 11,,., TWV 
1rpa:yµ&.rw11 EKa.CTTOJI el1rW11 ot.J µ'aA.A.ov 
'TO'ioJI 1) T07ov Eivai, o-u71eixvKE ,rOv 
{3/ov. Sext. Pyrrk. i. 213. Also 
the doctrine of Democritus is akin 
to _tha~ of the ~ceptics: &1ro -yap ;ov 
To,s µ,ev -y/\vKv cpa.ivecr8a., TO µ,e"Ai, 
'T07S 5~ '11"LKp0v, T0JI flr,µ./ucpL'TOJI £7rt
/\o-yi(ecr8a.[ cpa.cr, ro µ,fin -y"Av,d, abTO 
Elva< µ.fire ,rn,pov, Ka.l ll,i't. TOVTO E1rl
q>OE')'')'EfJ'0az ,r1}v " of• µUA./\.ov" q>wvhv, 
<JICE'11"TLK1}v 0Vc1av; an opinion which 
Johnson IJ. Sens,ial. d. IJemokr. 23, 
ought not to treat as historical evi
dence without further examination, 

2 Vide previous note, and p. 
224, 1. 

• Ap. Sext. Mat!,. vii. 135 sqq., 
besides the quotation, p. 225, 3 : 
" i,,ep µ.Ev vvv gT£ 01'011 E,ca.a',r6v iuTLV 
1) oUK tu-rw oV ~vvleµEv, 1roi\A.a.x,fj 
OeO,fiAwTat." '' 'Y£Vc.f>a'KELJI TE XP1J 
li.v8pw,rov ripoe T<p Ka.v&v,, 1/n heijs 
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Lastly, he admits that the names of things are arbi
trarily chosen; 1 which might have been made use of 
in a sceptical sense. But that he meant by this to 
declare all knowledge impossible, is not credible. Had 
such been his conviction, he could not have set up a 
scientific system, or discriminated true knowledge from 
obscure and confused opinion. Moreover we are told 
that he expressly and fully contradicted the scepticism 
of Protagoras,2 which, according to the above statements, 
he must have shared ; and that he sharply censured the 
eristics of bis time.3 The later sceptics themselves 

u1rf/ll.ll.a1<-rm." "15'1]7'.o, µ/;v oh "al sons. The further devel0pment of 
o'ii-ros o 7'.6'Yos, 3-r, oboev toµev 1repl these arguments as given by Pro
oboevas, all.ll.' lmppu<Tµl11 ~1<ci.rr-rounv clus cannot be referred to Demo-
7/ o&!is." "1<al-ro, o;Jll.ov ~<r-rai, 3-r,, critus. Of. Steinthal, Gesch. d. 
Erefi o'fov EKarTTD1', 7w~rr1uiv, Ev &.1r6~ Sprachwfasensch. bei Gr.u. ROm. 76, 
P'I' l<T-rlv." Ap. Diog. ix. 72: 137 sqq., with whose explanation. 
" l-re11 oe oboev t~µev- lv f3u6cp 'Yap 71 of these expressions I do not, how
all.r16ei71" (the fast is also ap. Oic. ever, entirely agree: the vdwu.uov 
Acad. ii. 10, 32). Such passages especially, he seems to me to have 
as these are doubtless the only misconceived. Some linguistic 
foundation for the remark of Sex- writings of Democritus, on the 
tus, Math. viii. 327, that the em- authenticity of which we cannot 
pirical physicians dispute the possi- decide, are mentioned by Diog. ix. 
bility of demonstration : -r ci. X a oe 48. 
rrnl A71p.61<p1-ros, lrrxupws 'Yap ahfi 2 Plut. l. c. : (J,]\.]\.a 'TO<J'OV'T6v 'YE 

Q,0, T@V KCJ.V/J1/wV ltvTelp7]KEV, indi- £::..11µ,&,cpLTOS cl1ro0t:£ ToV voµ[(eiv, µi/ 
rectly, otherwise -rci.xa would be p.all.7'.nv eTva, -ro'iov 'f) -ro,ov -rwv 
unnecessary. 1rpa-yµ&T(l)J/ i1eacrrov, {f;<J'Te npwTa-

1 Procl. in Grat. 1 6 supposes -y6pa ;'P <TO</>'_a--rfi Tov,;o ehr6vn 
that the ov6µa-ra are 8e<Tet accor- µeµ.axria-601 ""' 'Y•'Ypacpeva, 1ro]l.7'..a 
ding to Democritns. In support Kal 1ri6ava ,rpDs ah6v. Sext. Math. 
of this view he brings forward vii. 389 : 1riia-,w µev oliv cpana<Tia.v 
1roll.V<T71p.ov la-6pporrov and vwvuµov, OUK et1ro1 'TIS all.'1]6,l 15,a -rhv ,rep,
and contends that many words -rpo1rh~, 1<a6~s 3 ;• A'l]p.61<p:-ros 1<al 
have several meanings, m1tny o Il,\a-rwv av-r,7'.e'Yov-res 'T'f' Ilpo'Tct
things several names ; and also 'Y6P't l6flia<r1<ov. Of. ibid. vii. 53. 
many things which, judging from 3 Fr. 145. ap. Plut. Qu. Conv. 
analogy, we might expect to have i. 1, 5, 2; Clem. Strom. i. 3, 279 
a distinct designation have none ; D. he complains of the ll.ete,o/wv 
he seems likewise to have appealed 671pci.-ropes, (>17'..w-ral -rexvvopiwv, ip,
to the change of the names of per- oci.v-re.s 1<al Zµavn7'..l1<-r«s. 

T 2 
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point out the essential difference between bis doctrine 
and theirs; 1 and even Aristotle records his testimony 
(which harmonises ill with the supposed denial of all 
knowledge), that of all the pre-Socratic philosophers be 
concerned himself the most with definitions of concep
tions. 2 We must, therefore, suppose that the complaints 
of Democritus as to the impossibility of knowledge are 
intended only in a narrower sense : only of the sensible 
perception does he maintain that it is limited to the 
changing phenomenon, and guarantees no true know
ledge. On the other band, he does not deny that reason 
may be able to perceive in the atoms and the void the 
true essence of things, though he deeply feels the limita
tions of human knowledge and the difficulties in the way 
of a profound enquiry. It is quite compatible with all 
this that he should not be deterred by the abundance 
of his own knowledge and observations, from warning 
us in the spirit of Heracleitus against indiscriminate 

1 Sext. Pyrrh. i. 213 sq.: lita
cp&pws µEvTOL xpciJ'V'rat 'Tfi "oiJ µ.aA.-: 
~ov" <P,..wvfi o'l. T~ "l,ce,r!t"~l Kal ,oL 
a1rO Tov Ar,µo,cpnov · EKe1.110L µev 
-yil.p ,bro TOU fJ,7JOETEpov eTva, 
Td.rrovrn T1}V cpwv1/v, 'f}µeLS ae €1rl 
"Tov i't.-yvoeiv 1r6Tepov i't.µ,cp&
Tepa. f; obOE,.,-epov ,,-£ €crTL Tci'Jv 
q>O.IVOfJ,EVWV. ,rpoli71/I.OTC1.T7J 01) -yfve-
7'.at i/ li,J.H:p«ns. 3TaV t, t:..71µ,0KptTOS 
A.€-yy '' ETefi OE it.Toµa ,ad 1<.ev6v." 
€-rep µEv 'Y?,,P AE-ye, &vTl ToV &l\.71-
0e[q.. KaT' &.i\1]8ei,w OE VcpeuTd.1:at 
~E'Ywv T1s TE Cl:r?µ~vs ,cal TO ,cevOv, 
on li,ev71voxev 71µ,wv ••• ,reptTTOV 
oIµ.ai A.€7eiv. 

2 Part. Anim. i. 1, cf. Vol. I. 
185, 3; Metaph. xiii. 4; 1078 b, 17: 
'lC()Kp&rovs ae 1repl 'Tas 'TJB~KUs ipETO.s 

7 \ \ ' 1rpa-yµa-revoµevov Kcu 1rep1. TOV'TWV 

Op[(E<r8at Ka80/l.ov (1JTOUVTOS ,rprf,TQV . 
TWV µ,ev 'Y"P cpvrrtKWV e,rl fJ,<H:pbv 
t:..riµ,6KptTOS l),f,aTO µ,6vov 1ml &p[
rraTO 1rws TO 8•pµ,ov H:al Tb ,f,vxp6v, 
&c. (vide sup. Vol. I. 505, 3); Phys. 
ii. 2 ; 194 a, 81 : els µ,ev -yil.p TOVs 
ct.oxa!ovs &:1ro/3A.€"4'avTi 86~e,ev &v 
dva, [;, cp6rris] T71s i!/l.71s • e1rl µ,,
Kpov -ycl.p Tt fJ,<pos 'Eµ,reOOK/1.?)S H:al 
t:..riµ,JKp<Tos TOV etoovs H:al TOv Ti ;\v 
elva, l),f,aVTo. That Democritus did 
not altogether satisfy later demands 
in this respect, we see from the 
proposition censured by Aristotle, 
Part. An. i. 1, 640 b, 29; Sext. 
Math. vii. 264: li.v8pw'ITtlS err7, ti 
?TC1.VTES tliµ.ev. 
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learning, and from placing thought higher than em
pirical knowledge; 1 that he should assert that men only 
arrived at culture by degrees, having borrowed, as he 
thinks, some arts from the animals ; 2 that they at first 
strove only to satisfy their most necessary wants, and 
then, in the course of time, to beautify their life ; 3 on 
which account Democritus insists all the more that 
education should come to the help of nature, and by 
the remodelling of the man, bring forth in him a second 
nature. 4 We recognise in all these sayings a philosopher 
who does not undervalue the labour of learning, and 
does not content himself with the knowledge of external 
phenomena, but by no means a sceptic who absolutely 
despairs of knowledge. 

A philosopher who discriminates the sensible phe
nomenon from true essence so decidedly as Demo
critus does, cannot fail to seek the problem and 
happiness of human life in the right constitution of 
mind and temperament, and not in submission to the 
external world. Such a character is stamped on 
all that has been handed down to us of his moral 
views and principles. But however clear this may be, 
and however numerous the ethical writings which are 
attributed to him 5 (sometimes indeed unwarrantably), 

1 Fr. 21for. 140-112 : ,ro!l.!1.ol 
1roAvµaOEE~ v&ov oiJJC ~xouc1t.-1T"Ol\.V-
11~11,v ~& 1ro~vµa8lnv Cl.<FKEeL~ XPTI--; 
µ:f/ ,rav-ra e,rl,f'Ta<T8ai ,rpo8vµeo, µ,'f/ 
,rd.vrwv aµa8ijs -ylv17. l must aban
don my previous doubts as to the 
Democritean origin of these frag
ments, as, according to the above 
remarks, they harmonise well with 
the views of this philosopher. 

'Plut. Solert. Anim. 29,1, p. 974. 

3 Philodem. De Mus. iv. (Vol. 
Hercul. i. 135, ap. Mnllach, p. 237). 
On this subject cf. Arist. Metaph. 
i. 2, 982 b, 22. 

4 Fr. Mor. 133: 7/ q,~rr,s 1rnl 7/ 
3,0a.x1J 1ra.pa:1rJ\1J<n6v Ecr-n · 1eal ,'ct.p 
11 o,oaxti µernppv<I'µo, TOV lxv8pw,rov 
µ.ETappmrµ.oiiuo.. OE cpucr,01rotEe,. 

5 Of. Mullach, 213 sqq. Lort
zing in the treatise named on p. 
208, 1. The fragments on morals 
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he was still far from the scientific treatment of Ethics 
which was inaugurated by Socrates. His ethical 
doctrine in regard to its form is essentially on a par 
with the unscientific moral reflection of Heracleitus 
and the Pythagoreans ; 1 we can see indeed a distinct 
view of life running through the whole, but this view is 
not as yet based upon general enquiries concerning the 
nature of moral action, nor carried out into a systematic 
representation of moral activities and duties. In the 
manner of the ancient ethics, he considers happiness as 
the aim of our life: pleasure and aversion are the 
measure of the useful and injurious ; the best thing for 
man is to go through life, enjoying himself as much, and 
troubling himself as little, as possible.2 But Democritus 
does not conclude from this that sensuous enjoyment is 
the highest ena. Happiness and unhappiness dwell not 
in herds or ju gold, the soul is the abode of the dmmon : 3 

not the body and wealth, but uprightness and intelli
gence produce happiness (Fr. 5); the goods of the 
soul are the divine goods, those of the body, the 
(which, for the sake of brevity, I 
quote only according to the num
bers in this collection), ap. Mull. 
Denwcr. 160 sqq.; Frag. Philos. i. 
340 sqq. 

1 Cic. Fin. v. 29, 87: Demo
critus neglected his property quid 
quaerens aliud, nisi beatam uitam? 
q1,am si etiam in rerum cognitione 
ponebat, tamen ex illa investiga
tione naturae consequi volebat, ut 
esset bono animo, Id enim ille sitm
mum bonum, ebevµiav et saepe a6aµ
{3lav appellat, i.e. animum terrore 
liberum. Bed haec etsi praeclare, 
nondU?n tame1i et perpolita. Pauca 
enim, neque ea ipsa enucleate ab hoe 

de virtute quidem dicta. 
, 

2 Fr. ,Mor; ,8: o"Dpos ~.vµcpo~eo,v 1<al 
a~uµcpopewv TEp1/1Ls 1<al aTEp7r<'f/, To 
the same effect Fr. 9 ( cf. Lortzing, 
p. 28 ; instead of the incompre
hensible 1rept'f/1<µa1<6rwv, we might 
conjecture 1rp711<rewv). Fr. 2: 
lt.purrov &v8pdnrq; T0v {3lov O,d,yt:w 
&s 1l"Ae70",ra Eb8uµ:YJ8ivTL 1eal h ... &xur
ra i'tvt'f/eevTt, which is so expressed 
in Sextus ( sitp. p. 272, 2), as to 
make the sensations the criterion 
of desire and detestation. 

• Fr. 1 : ev3aiµovl'f/ ,f,ux'1< 1<al 
1<0.1<06a,µ011['f/ o/J1< iv /30,rnf,µa,n o,
«EE,, oilO' Jv xpuO"{p, lftux1J o· olK1J'T1Ja 
piov 6afµovos, 
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human.1 Honour and wealth without wisdom are an 
uncertain possession,2 and where reason is wanting,man 
knows not how to enjoy life or how to overcome the 
fear of death.3 Not every enjoyment therefore is desir
able, but only the enjoyment of the beautiful: 4 it is 
fitting that man should bestow more care on the soul 
than on the body,5 that he may learn to create his joy 
out of himself.6 In a word, happiness according to its 
essential nature consists only in cheerfulness and well
being, a right disposition and unalterable peace of 
mind.7 These, however, will become the portion of 
man the more surely, and the more perfectly, the more 
he knows how to keep measure in his appetites and 
enjoyments, to discriminate the useful from the in
jurious, to avoid what is wrong and unseemly, and to 
limit himself in his actions and wishes to that which 
corresponds with his nature and ability.8 Contentment, 

1 Fr. 6, vide sup. p. 262, 1. 
2 Fr. 58, 60. 
3 Fr. 51-56. 
• Fr. 3 ; cf. 19. 
5 Fr. 128, vide sup. p. 261, 3. 
6 Fr. 7: a.VTOv i~ EavToV ,r(/.s 

-rep1/nas JB,(6µevov 1'.aµ/3&.vELV. 
7 Cic. sup. p. 278, 1 ; Theod. 

Cur. Gr. Aff: xi. 6, vide p. 98, 2; 
~piph. E';'P· F',id: 1 088 A j D~og. 
JX. 45 : -rel-..os o e!va, -r1)v evBvµ,av, 
oV Tt/11 aiJT1]v olio-av 'T'ff 1]0ovff, &s
lvwt 1rapaK0Vcra11Tes f~11'Y./Ja'CtvTO, &A.-
1'.et 1<a8' 'liv -ya1'.71v&s Kal evrr-raBws iJ 
'¥VX1/ OLa-yEL, U'1"0 J,l1/0EV0S -rapaTTO· 
µb111 ,p6/3ov '/) liwnliaiµnvlas '/) /£1'.1'.ou 
•nvbs 1rd6ovs. ,cal\.li o' aVT7/v ,cal 
eileuTW ,cal 1rol\.A.0Ls lil\.A.ots Ov&µauw. 
St?b; Ee~. ii. ~6: T1/V Ii' evB,•.u(av 
1<a, everr-rw 1<al apµovlav rruµµ.e-rp,av 
TE 1<al &.-rapal;lav 1<a1'.e,. rrvvlu-ra-

d6cu O' aVT~JP i1t ToV OtopurµoV xal 
T?]s OtaKplcreoos 7fi,11 1]0ov&v · Hal 
ToVT' eivai -rO ,cdAi\ta-T6v 'TE Kal 
uuµ,popdi-ra-rov &.vBpdi,ro,s, Clem. 
Strom. ii. 417 A: Ll71µ61<p. µ~v iv 
Ttji 1repl rrEAovs T1]11 etJ(Jvµlo..v [ -rlA .. os 
Elva, ~,1i&.rr1<e<] 'IJv 1<al everr-rw ,rpOCT1/· 
-y6pevrrev. Of. the following note. 
Diog. 46 and Seneca, Tranqu. An. 
2, 3, mention a treatise, 71". ev8v
µl11s, which is probably identical 
with the eveuT@ described by Dio
genes as lost. What Stobreus calls 
Ataraxia is designated by Strabo, 
i. 3, 21, p. 61, as &.eaw.arr-rla, and 
by Cicero, l. e., as &.eaµfl[a. 

8 Vide the previous note, and 
Fr. 20: &.vBpd,,roLCTL -yap evBvµ.i'I) 
-y£vETaL ,UETpLOT7/TL -rep1/1L0S 1<al {3fov 
/;uµ.µ.eTpir,, 'TC< Ii~ 1'.el1rov-ra 1<al {,,rep· 
/3&.1'.1'.ov-ra µe-ra1rl1r'TELJ1 'TE ,p,1'.ee, 1<cil 
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moderation, purity of deed and thought, culture of the 
mind, these Democritus recommends as the way to true 
happiness. He allows that happiness is reached only 
with labour, that misery finds man unsought (Fr. 10); 
but he maintains notwithstanding that all the means of 
happiness are assured to him, and that it is his own 
fault if he makes a wrong use of them. The gods give 
man nothing but good; only man's folly turns the good 
to evil; 1 as the conduct of a man is, such· is his life.2 

The art of happiness consists in using and contenting 
oneself with what one has got. Human life is short and 
needy and exposed to a hundred vicissitudes: he who 
recognises this will be satisfied with moderate possessions 
and not require anything beyond necessaries for his 
happiness. What the body needs is easily earned; that 
which makes trouble and difficulty is an imaginary want. 3 

µe7&1>.as ,cwfiu,as lµ1rode,v Ti/ .f,vxii, 
al 0) EK µE'y&.Aw11 D,acrT'f/µd:Twv KtVE-

6µeva, (that which moves back· 
wards and forwards between two 
extremes) TWv lpvxEwv ollTe cVcrTa
eEEs ElcrL oi5TE fiJ8uµo'" In order to 
escape this, Democritus advisee 
that we should compare ourselves, 
not with those who h»ve a brighter 
lot, but a worse, that so we may 
find it easier: E1rl ro'itn Duva.Toler, 
ExELv -r1]11 -yvd,µr,v 11:al 'TO'i(J'L ,rapeoUo-, 
ap,c<eu8a1. Fr. 118 : He who with 
a good courage does righteous 
deeds is happy and free from care; 
he who despises the right is 
troubled by fear and by the re
membrance of his deeds. Fr. 92: 
'TOV eb8vµeeu8a, µel>.l\OV'Ta xph µh 
,roAAfl. 1rp1}6<TELV µ7}Te lOly µ.t/Te 
~vvff,, µ110E ~fJ',tr' llJJ -:rprJ,cnrv f:trEp 
-re

1 

Ovvaµw a,~eecr~aL '1"?111 ewuT?V ,cal 
cpvuw, &c. 1/ 7ap evo-y1C[1J aucpa-

A<ffT<pov Tijs µe7al>.07,c[7Js. Of. 
11£. Au1·el. iv. 24: '· '01>.[7a 1rpijuue," 
<f>1J1Tlv ( who, it is not stated) "el 
µell.7'.e,s ebevµ1/ue,v." 

1 Fr. ~ 3 : ~I ee?l 7,a'Un &vep~-
1roun OtOovO'L Ta")'a8a 1ravra 1eal 1ra-

1>.a, ,cal vvv, 1rl>.~v b1r&ua {37'.af3ep/;, 
1eal &vwcpeA.Ea. Td.Oe 0, oil 1rd.AaL 

o6Te 11Uv 8eol 0.v8pd,7roLIJL 0CdpEovrra:. 
0.AA, aVTol -ro'icrl5Ecn Eµ1re)ul,(;ou,n liLa. 
voov 'TV<f>A.6'T1)'Ta Kal a7vwµ06VV1JV. 
Fr. 11. Fr. 12: &1r' @V nµw 'TU· 
')'a8tt 7iv1:rat, cbrO rrWv aVTEwv ,cal Td. 
Ka.KC!. €7raupuncolµet ~v · TWv 0€ 
,ca,cwv l!CTOS et1]µev (we could re
main free from it). Of. Fr. 96: 
Most evils come to men from 
within. Fr. 14, sup. p. 238, 1. 
_ "' 

2 Fr. 45 : ;o'ia'L I, -rp?1ros €0'1:} 
EV'TaKTOS, 'TOVTEOL<TL m:d /3ius ~UVTE

'TQ.ICTaL, 
3 Fr. 22, ef. 23 and 28: TO 

xpfi(ov oioe, o,c6uov [perhaps, •(J,V] 
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The more a man covets, the more he requires; insatiable
ness is worse than the extreme of want. (Fr. 66-68.) 
To him, on the contrary, who desires little, a little 
suffices; restriction of desire makes poverty riches. 1 

He who has too much, loses that which he has, like 
the dog in the fable ( Fr. 21); through excess every 
pleasure becomes a pain (37); moderation, on the other 
hand, increases enjoyment (35, 34), and ensures a satis
faction which is independent of fortune (36). He is a 
fool who desires what he has not, and despises what is 
at his command ( 31); the sensible man enjoys what he 
has, and does not trouble himself about what he has 
not. 2 The best is therefore always the right measure, 
excess and deficiency come of evil.3 To conquer one
self is the noblest victory (Fr. 75); he is the valiant 
man who conquers, not enemies merely, but desire 
( 76) ; to overcome anger indeed is difficult, but the 
rational man becomes master of it (77); to be right
minded in misfortune is great (73), but with under
standing, we can conquer (7 4) trouble. Sensuous 
enjoyment affords but short pleasure and much pain ; 
and no satiating of appetite,4 only the goods of the 
soul can give true happiness and inward contentment.5 

Wealth gained by injustice is an evil; 6 culture is 

XPV(", {; oe xpp(wv oil -y,vw,nm. 
The neuter TO xpfi(ov I formerly 
referred to the body, and I still 
think this is possible; though I 
admit that Lortzing's (p. 23) read
ing, according to which TO xpp(ov 
is the beast and· lJ xprf(wv mar;., 
makes good sense. 

1 Ji'r. 24, cf. 26, 27, 35 sq., 38 
sq. ; cf. Fr. 40, on the advantage 

enjoyed by poverty, of being secure 
from jealousy and enmity. 

2 Fr. 29, cf. 42. 
3 Fr. 25 : JCaAhv Jrrl 1rav,-l -rO 

ttJ'w, {nrepf3o/\1} oe 1<al l/\71.rnlns ov 
f'°' OOl(EE<. Cf. Fr. 33. 

• Fr. 47, cf. 46, 48. 
5 Vide supra, p. 279, 7, 8 . 

. 6 Fr. 61, cf. 62-64. 
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better than possessions; 1 no power and no treasures 
can be equivalent to the extension of our knowledge.2 

Democritus demands therefore that not merely deed 
and word,3 but the will also,4 shall be pure from in
justice; that man should do good, not on compulsion, 
but from conviction (Fr. 135), not from hope of reward, 
but for its own sake ; 5 and should keep himself from 
evil ( 117 ), not from fear, but from a sense of duty ; he 
should be more ashamed before himself than before all 
others, and avoid wrong equally whether it will be known 
to no one or to all: 6 be says that only that man pleases 
the gods who bates wrong; 7 the consciousness of doing 
right alone brings peace of mind ( Fr. 111) ; doing 
wrong makes a man more unhappy than suffering 
wrong (224). He extols wisdom, which guarantees us 
the three greatest goods-to think truly, to speak well, 
and to act rightly; 8 he holds ignorance to be the cause 

1 Fr. 136. With this Lort
zing, 23, connects with much pro
bability Fr. 18, Stob. l!'loril. 4, 71, 
if indeed by the et'owl\.a i<Tli~r, 
(Meineke has this word instead of 
al<Tli1JTL1<a) the emptiness of the 
ostentatious man is meant to be 
described. 

2 Dionys. ap. Eus. Pr. Ev. xiv. 
27, 3: A1)µ.0•ptTOS -yovv aiJTos, {/,s 
,pa<Tw, l!71.e-ye fjov71.e<Tlia, µ.ull.71.ov 
µlav efJpe'iv ahrni\07[av, 11 T~V Ilep
aiJJv o[ {3a(ftl\.elav 7ev€CJ6at. 

• Fr. 103, 106, 97, 99. 
4 li'r. 109: &.-yaliov ol, TO µ.1) 

&.'/'i,,,fov, a.71.71.a TO µ.7)0€ i0e71.ew. Cf. 
Fr. ll 0, 1 71. 

5 Fr. 160 : xap<<TT11<os (bene
ficent) 0/,1< o {371.4',rwv 1rpos T1JV &.µ.o,
fJ'J/v, a.71.71.' 6 <V opijv 1rpO?JP7Jµ.<VOS, 

• Fr. 98, 100, 101. 

7 Fr. 107, cf. 242. 
8 Tiemocritus, according to 

Diog., ix. 46; Suid. TP<To-y. (cf. 
Schol.-Bekker in Il. ®, 39; Eus
tath. ad ll. ®. p. 696, 37; Rom. 
Tzetz. ad Lycophr. v. 519; Mul
lach, p. 119 sq.), had composed a 
work, Tp,TO-yeve,a, in which he 
explained the Homeric Pallas and 
her other names as wisdom: 3T, 
Tp[a 7(-yve'Tat I~ aVT.i;s, & 1rdvra .,.a, 
&.vepcfnnva crvvExe,, namely, eli i\o-yl
(•<T/ia,, AE'YELV Kal\.WS, op/iii,s 1rpd.TTELII, 
Lortzing, p. 5, considers this an 
interpolation, and I do not deny 
that it may be so; but such alle
gorical language does not seem to 
exceed that which is elsewhere 
ascribed to Democritus and his 
contemporaries ( cf. p. 251, 4; 
255, 2; 287, 3; Part m. a, 300, 
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of all faults ; 1 and recommends instruction and practice 
as the indispensable means of perfection; 2 he warns men 
against envy and jealousy,3 avarice 4 and other faults. 
All that has been handed down to us of the writings of 
Democritus shows him to have been a man of extensive 
experience, acute observation, earnest moral tempera
ment and pure principles. His utterances, too, con
cerning social life correspond with this character. The 
value of friendship, with which Greek ethics was so 
deeply penetrated, he rates very highly; he who has no 
righteous man for his friend, he says, deserves not to 
live; 5 but the friendship of one wise man is better 
than that of all fools (Fr. 163); in order to be loved, 
however, a man must, on his side, love others (171 ), and 
this love is only fitting when it is not defiled by any 
unlawful passion.6 So also Democritus recognises the 
necessity of the state. He declares indeed that the 
wise man must be able to live in every country, and 
that a noble character has the whole world for its 
fatherland,7 but at the same time he says that nothing 
is so important as a good government, that it embraces 
all things and everything stands and falls with it; 8 he 

2nd ed.). It is quite different from 
that employed by the Stoics (ibid. 
308, 1). Besides, the words need 
not necessarily have formed part 
of the main content of the treatise, 
they may have been merely an 
introduction to some moral reflec
tion. 

1 Fr. 116 : &µapTlns al-rlTJ ~ 
aµael.,, TOV l<pEO'O'OIIOS, . 

· 2 Fr. 130-134, 115, cf. 85 sq., 
235 sq. 

3 Fr. 30, 230, 147, 167 sq. 

4 Fr. 68-70. 
5 Fr. 162, cf. 166. 
6 Fr. 4: OlKatos ~poos Cl,vv~pf

a'Tws ~q>[ecr8at TWv tcaA.Wv, which 
Mullach does not seem to me 
rightly to understand. 

1 Fr. 225 : &.;,5pl O'o</>'P ,ruua 'Y'I 
{JaTf/" ,PVX1/S ')!ttp a:ya8ijs '1raTpls 6 
(Jµ,ras 1<60-µos. 

8 Fr. 212 : Ttt 1<aTr't T1JV 1r61'..w 
xpe6}v 7fiJv Aot1r6Jv µ.E-yia:Ta ~-yEe<18a, 
8,cc.,s a~eraL eV, µ~Te <f>tA.OVELKEovTa 
7rapC1. TO E1reucEs µ:frre luxVv EwvTo/ 
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thinks the distress of the commonwealth is worse than 
that of individuals; 1 he would rather live in poverty 
and freedom under a democracy, than in plenty and 
dependence with the great (Fr. 211). He acknow
ledges that nothing great can be accomplished except 
by unaniiµous cooperation (Fr. 19!J), that civil discord 
is under all circumstances an evil (!WO); he sees in law 
a benefactor of men (187), he requires dominion of the 
best (191-194), obedience to authority and law (189 sq., 
197 ), unselfish care for the common good ( 212 ), general 
willingness to help others (215); he deplores a state of 
things in which good rulers are not duly protected, 
and the misuse of power is rendered easy for evil 
rulers; 2 and in which political activity is connected 
with danger and misfortune.3 Democritus is therefore 
at one with the best men of his time on this subject.4 

His opinions on marriage are more peculiar ; but their 

,rep,•rt6eµevov Ta.pa. .,.i, XP7J<T7"0V 'f"OU 
~vvoiJ. ..-o>..,s -yap ED a.-yoµev,1 µe
'YiCTT11 '!,PBwcri\ E<rT~· 1ea.l Ev 'TO~-rq, 
7rdJJTa EVL, KCU 'TOVTOV (J"WrO/J,EVOU 

1r&.wra CTW(eTat, «al TolYTov cp8e,po~ 
µEvov Ta 7rcfvTa. Otacp(JE:!per,u. Plut. 
wlv. Col. 32, 2, p. 1126: 1>.11µ6tcp. 
µ~111rapat11e'i -rTJv TE 1roi\tTtK1}Jl TEx111}V 

µeyltr'T'YJV olJ<rav EK0t0dtJ',cerr8a, Kal 
ToVs ,rOi·ous- OtdJKeLV, Cup' &v 7(;( µe
'}'lti\a Kal A.aµ1rpO. -yivovnu ro'is &v
Opc/,,ro,s, cf. Lortzing, p. 16. 

1 Fr. 43 : ~1ropi~ {vv~ T?}s
1 

E«:d
<T'Tov xaJ\.E1HAJTEprf OV')IUp V'lfOi\Et1rE'TaL 

€A:1rls E1rucovp[as. 
2 Fr. 205, where, however, the 

text is not quite in order. Fr. 214. 
3 So I understand Fr. 213: 

TOt<TL XP7/<fTO<<TL ov ~uµq,epov a.µe
i\.EovTas 'l"O'iai [ 'Tciiv] €aitrTWv ci.A.Aa 
'1Tpt)<T<Te,v, etc. ; for taken in an 

unconditional sense, this warning 
ag".inst political activity would 
not be in harmony with the other 
principles of Democritus. Of. in 
addition to the above quotations 
Fr. 195. 

4 What Epiphanius, Exp. Fid. 
1088 A, relates of him : that he 
despised existing authority a.nd 
acknowledged only natural right, 
that he declared law to be an evil 
invention, and said the wise men 
should not obey the laws but live 
in freedom,-is manifestly a mis
apprehension. The art of exegesis 
as practised at a later date might 
easily find in the citations, p. 219, 3, 
the universal opposition of v6µos 
and ,pv,r,s, little as this applies to 
civil laws. 
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peculiarity is not on the side where from his materialism 
and his seeming eudrnmonism we might expect to find 
it : a higher moral view of marriage is indeed wanting 
in him, but not more so than in his whole epoch. 
What chiefly offends him in marriage is not the moral, 
but the sensual element of this relation. He has a 
horror of sexual enjoyment, because consciousness is 
therein overcome by desire, and the man gives himself 
over to the debasing charm of the senses. 1 He has also 
rather a low opinion of the female sex ; 2 and desires to 
have no children because their education withdraws men 
from more neceRsary activity, and its results are uncer
tain; 3 and though he acknowledges that the love of 
children is universal and natural, he esteems it more 
prudent to take adopted children whom one can choose, 
than to beget others in the case of whom it is a chance 
how they turn out. Though we must allow that these 
opinions are onesided and defective, we have no right 
on that account to raise against the ethical principles 
of Democritus, as a whole, objections which we do not 
raise against Plato in spite of his community of wives, 
nor against the Chrtstian votaries of asceticism. 

Whether Democritus has connected his ethics with 

1 Fr. 50 : ~VVOVa't1/ a:n:o,r>..71~{11 
(J µ.ucpfr ~~Ea'a'VTat 'Y°"P avepw,ros '~ 
&vepc.lirov(to which should probably 
be added ,cal a,r0(1',ra-ra, ,r>,_71-yfi 
-r,v, µ.ep,(6µ.evos, cf. Lortzing 21 sq.). 
Fr. 49 : ~v6µ.evo, avepw,roL ;joovrn, 
Kai <rc(>L 'Ylverm cl.1rEp 'T"OLcn lt.cppo
O,O"ld{oL10"t. 

2 Fr. 175, 177, 179. 
• Fr. 184-188. Theodoretus, 

Cur. Gr. Ajf. xii., censures De-

mocritus for declining marri:.1ge 
and the possession of children 
because they would be a disturb
ance to him in his euda:,monism, 
but this is a misunderstanding; 
the &710£a,, which Demucritus fears, 
refer to the trouble occasioned by 
misguided children. Theodoretus is 
only quoting from Clemens, Strom. 
ii. 421, c., who does not, however, 
express himself so decidedly. 
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his scientific theories in such a manner that we must 
regard them as essentially part of his system, is another 
question ; and I can only answer it in the negative. 
There is indeed a certain connection between them, as 
already observed; his theoretic elevation above the 
sensible phenomenon must have inclined the philosopher 
in the moral sphere also to ascribe small value to ex-'
ternal things; and his insight into the unchangeable 
order of nature must have awakened in him the con
viction that it was best to find satisfaction and content
ment in that order. But so far as we know, Democritus 
did little himself to elucidate this inter-dependence; 
he did not enquire into the nature of moral activity 
generally, but promulgated a number of isolated ob
servations and rules of life, which are connected cer
tainly by the same moral temper and mode of thought, 
though not by definite scientific conceptions; these 
ethical propositions, however, stand in so slight a con
nection, that they might one and all have been ad
vanced by a person to whom the Atomistic doctrine 
was entirely alien. However remarkable and meri
torious therefore the ethics of Democritus may be, and 
willingly as we accept them as a proof of the progress 
of ·moral reflection, also evinced contemporaneously by 
the Sophistic and Socratic doctrine, we can, neverthe
less, only see in them an outwork of. his philosophical 
system, which can have but a secondary importance in 
our estimate of that system. 

It is the same with the views of Democritus about 
religion.1 That he was unable to share the belief of 

1 Cf. for what follows Krische, Forschungen, 146 sqq. 
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his nation as to the gods is evident. The Divine, in 
the proper sense, the eternal essence on which all 
depends, is to him onlfNature, or more accurately, the 
totality of the atoms moved by their weight and form
ing the world. If the gods are substituted for this in 
popular language, it is merely a form of expression.1 

In a secondary manner be seems to have designated 
the animate and rational elements in the world and in 
man as the Divine, without meaning by it anything 
more than that this element is the most perfect matter 
.and the cause of all life and thought.2 Moreover he 
perhaps named the stars gods, because they are the 
chief seat of this divine fire ; 3 aud if he had also as
cribed reason to them, this would not have contradicted 
the presuppositions of his system. In the gods of the 
popular faith, on the contrary, he could see only images 
of the fancy: he supposed that certain physical or 
moral conceptions had originally been represented in 
them, Zeus signifying the upper air ; Pallas, wisdom, 
&c., but that these forms had afterwards been erro
neously taken for actual beings, having a personal 
existence.4 That men should have arrived at this opinion, 

1 Fr. Mor. 13, supra, 280, 1. 
Similarly, Fr. Mor. 107: µouvo 
eeo<J>Lll.ees, li,ro«n ix6pov TO M1-
1<lew. Fr. Mor. 250: eeiou v6ou 
TO &.el o,a/\.o'Y[(e,rea, 1<a/\.6v. In 
the quotation, p. 267, 4, the men
tion of the gods, as is there shown, 
cannot belong to Democritus, who, 
however, might still have spoken 
of them hypothetically. 

2 Of. p. 262 sq. 
8 Tertull. Ad Nat. ii. 2: Cum 

reliquo igni superno Deos ortos De-

mocritus suspicatur; this is prob
ably a reference to the origin of 
the stars; it might also, less fitly, 
be connected with the existences 
presently to be discussed, from 
which the etow/\.a emanate. That 
the stars were regarded as gods is 
shown by the explanation of am
brosia, noticed p. 251, 4. 

4 Clemens, Cohort. 45 B ( cf. 
Strom. v. 598 B, and concerning 
the text, Mullach, 359 ; Burchard, 
Democr. de Sens. Phil. 9 ; Papen-
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he explained partly from the impression which extra
ordinary natural phenomena, such as tempests, comets, 
solar and lunar eclipses, &c., produce on them,1 and 
partly he believed it to be founded on real observations 
which were not rightly understood. Free therefore as 
is his attitude in regard to the popular religion, be 
cannot resolve to explain all that it relates of the phe 
nomena of higher natures, and their influence on men, 
absolutely as deception : it might rather seem to him 
more consistent with his sensualistic theory of knowledge 
to derive these conceptions also from actual external im
pressions. He assumed, tberefore,2 that there dwell in 

cordt, 72): 88t:v oln, &,retK6Toos 0 
A111i61<pi-ros -rwv l\.07[wv &v8pC:,,rwv 
6l\[7ovs cp11,rlv &va-relvctV7aS TCf.s 
xe'ipas EvTaV8a 8v vVv ?JEpa 1eaAEoµev 
ol "Ell.l\.71VES 1rcf.v-ra. ( this seems to 
be incorrect, thnugh it was doubt
less in the MS. used by Clemens; 
perhaps we sh~l<1 read ,rcf.vTEs, or 
still better, 1ra.-rlpa.) A(a. uv8for8a.i, 
«al (a &s or voµl(Eiv &s seems to 
have dropped out here) ,rcf.v-ra. oo-ros 
oToev Ka.l o,oo, 1<a.l &cj>a.tp<E'Ta.L 1<a.l 
{3a<rtA.eVs oiJTos T&lv 1rdvTwv. On 
Pallas, vide p. 282, 8. 

'Sext. Math. ix. 19. Demo
critus is of the number of those 
who derive the belief in gods from 
extraordinary natural phenomena: 
Opi:Jv-res 'Ydp, </>rJU'L, Ta Ev -rots µe .. 
reWpots 1ra81,µa-ra of ,ra/\.awl TWv ltv-
8pdnroov, Ka8ci7rep {3pov7Cts ,cal ftu
-rpa1rO.r; KepavvoVs re Kctl lttTTpoov 
:rvv6Bovs ( comets, so also p. 252, 
3 ; Krische, 14 7) f/71.fov TE ,ca.l cre
A'YJvr,s €KAe[tf/ets lOeiµa:roVvro, 8eoVs 
olOµevm -roVT(JJ11 alTfovs elvai. 

• Sext. Math. ix. l!l : A71µ.6-
KptTos 0~ etO<,Ji\.d Ttvc£ c/>'YJ"LV Jµ:1re
Ad(eiv TD7s &v8pdnrots, Ka.l ToVT(J)JI 

-rCt µEv elvat &ra001roia, -rct OE ICO.KO
'lrOLd. lv8ev Kal eilxeTaL eVA.6,,xwv 
(so I read, with Krische, p. 154; 
Burchard, l. c. and others, for 
ebi,6-ywv on account of the pas
sages quoted. inf.) Tvxe,v eioCiil\.wv. 
elvm OE -raVTa µeydA.a T~ 1eal U1rep
µey€811 Kal O{urcp8apTa µEv, oVK li<P
Oap-ra oe, 'Tf"POrTTJµa{veiv TE -r&: µh,.
A.owra -roLs ltv8prfnrots, Oe(l)poVµeva 
1<a.l cpwv?,.s &cpdv,,-a.. (Thus far also, 
almost word for word, the anony
mous commentary on Aristotle's 
De Divin. p. s. ; Simpl. De Anima, 
p 148, Ald. ; and, very similarly, 
Themist. on the same work, p. 295. 
Sp. Both substitute eb71.6xwv for 
ebll.67wv, and leave out before fl1rep
µ.e7l871 the words µ.e7cf.il.a -re 1<al, 
which are no doubt glosses.) li8ev 
-r?-6-roov a/i~&Jv 1av,ra<J'jav A.a/36v-res 
ot 7rali..atot v1rtvoTJ<fav elva.t 8e0v µr,
OevOs lti\i\ov rrap?t TaV7 a tJvros OeoV 
TOV lfcp8a.pTOV <pV<J'LV ~XOVTOS. Cf. 
§ 42 : · ,,-b o~ etowl\.a. eTva., ~v ,,-i;; 
7rEptJXOV'TL {nrepq>v1} Kcd &v8pw11"0Et0e£S 
~xovTa. µ.opcp?,.s, Ka.l 1<a.86i1.ov TOLC,.VTC,. 
61ro'ut {3oVAe-rat a.6-r'f &.vo.1rA.d-r'T'Etv 
.6:r,µ6Kpt-ros, ,rav-rei\Ws J<1rt 0u<J'7ra.pd-
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the air beings who were similar to man in form, but 
superior to him in greatness, power, and duration of 
life: these beings manifest themselves when emanations 
and images, streaming forth from them and often re
producing themselves at a great distance, become visible 
and audible to men and animals, and they are held to 
be gods, although in truth they are not divine and im
perishable, but only less perishable than man. These 

lle,crov. Plut. .Aemil. P. c. I : 
Ll.71µ0,cp1ros µev y?,.p ,iixe,;Ba( q,71,;1 

OEIV, 011"WS evi\O')'XWV Ela~l\WV TV'YXa
Vc.>p.ev, ,cal rd ,;6µq,vi\a ,ea) ,,.?,. 
XP1J(TT(I. µUA.J...ov 'l}µ'iv €K Toll 1rept
€ xo11Tos, f} 'Ta. cpa.Vi\a. ,cal TO: tJ'Kaia, 
<Tvp.cpi!p71ra.1. Dqf. Orac. c. 7 : fr, 
OE A1Jp.O•p1Tos, e/Jx6µ.vos evi\o-yxwv 
eiod,7'.."'l! Tu-yx&veiv, 0,ijAos ijv ETepa 
OUO"Tpd,rei\a. ,cal µ.oxB1)pO.s -y,v~O"ICWV 
lxov-ra 1rpoatpEa'ELS Tlvas Ka.l bpµds. 
Cic. (who also mentions this theory 
in Divin. ii. 58, 120), N. D. i. 
12, 29: Democritus, g_ui tum ima
gines earumg_ue circuitus in ]jeorum 
numero refert, tum iUam naturam, 
g_uae imagines fundat ac mittat, 
tum scientiam intelligentiamque 
nostram ( cf. on this point, p. 262 
sq.). Ibid. 43.120: tumenimcenset 
imagines divinitate pracditas inesse 
in universitate rerum, tum prin
cipia mentis, g_nae snnt in eodem 
universo, Deos esse dicit; tum ani
mantes imagines, g_uae vel prodesse 
nobis soleant vel nocere, tum in
gentes quasdam imagines tan
tasg_ue, ut universum mundum 
complectantur exfrinsecus. (This 
latter is certainly a perversion 
of the doctrine of Democritus, 
occasioned probably by the~men
tion of the 'll'epdxov, which we 
also find in Sextus and Plutarch; 
we ought, moreover, to remember 
that in both . these passages of 

VOL. II, u 

Cicero, an Epicurean is speaking, 
who introduces as many absurdities 
and contradictions as possible into 
the doctrines of Dernocritus, in 
order the more easily to turn thAm 
into ridicule.) Clemens, Strom. 
v. 590 C: Td -y?,.p ctUT(/. (Ll.71p.61Cp.) 
71"E7l"Oi711CEV eYawi\a TOLS b.v8p~11"01S 
1rpou1C'L1rTov-rct 1eal To"is &i\07ots ((pois 
lt1TO T'1]s 6elas otlulas, where 6e'ia olnr{a. 
designates natura quae imagines 
fundat, the beings from whom the 
dawi\a. emanate. Cf. Ibid. Cohort. 
43 D (the first principles of Demo
critus are the atoms, the void a,nd 
the etowi\a) and Krische, 150, 1; 
Max. Tyr. Diss. xvii. 5: the Deity, 
according to Democritus, was bµo-
1ra.8~s ( sc. TJP."', therefore like to 
men). From a misunderstanding 
of what was said by Democritus 
concerning the beneficent and male
ficent nature of these existences, 
and perhaps through the instru
mentality of some forged writing, 
no doubt arose the statements of 
Plinius, H. N. ii. 7, 14, that Demo
critus supposed there were two 
deities, Poina and Benejicium. 
Iren. Adv. Hmr. ii. 14, 3, even 
confounds the atomistic etclwi\a with 
the Platonic ideas. For the rest, 
cf. the 11ccount of the Epicurean 
doctrine (Part m. a, 394 sqq. 2nd 
ed,), 
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beings and their images are partly of a beneficent, and 
partly of a destructive nature; for which reason Demo
critus, we are told, expressed a wish that he might meet 
with fortunate images: from the same source, lastly, he 
derived presages and prophecies, for he thought that 
the phantoms unfold to us the designs of those from 
whom they emanate, and also what is going on in other 
parts of the world.1 In fact, they are nothing else than 
the dremons of the popular belief,2 and Democritus may 
so far be considered as the first who, in mediating be
tween philosophy and the popular religion, entered 
upon the course so often pursued in after times, viz., 
that of degrading the gods of polytheism into dremons. 
Together with this physical view of the belief in gods, 
some words of his have been transmitted to us, which 
refer to its ethical importance. 3 In. no case did he 
think himself justified in assuming an antagonistic 
position to the existing religion, and to the order of 
the commonwealth; it may, therefore, be true of him
self, as it was asserted of his followers, perhaps only on 
account of the Epicureans,4 that they took part in the 
accustomed religious services : from the Greek stand
point this would be quite in order, even on the princi
ples of Democritus. 

Of a similar kind are some other doctrines in which 
Democritus likewise follows the popular faith more than 

• Of. p. 291, 1. 
2 The dremons were supposed 

to be long-lived, but not immortal. 
Of., not to mention other references, 
Plut. Def. Orac. c. 11, 16 sq. p. 415, 
418, and sup. p. i52, 1 ; 172, 1. 

3 Fr. Mor. 107; vide sup. 287, 

1. Of. also Fr. 242: XP1J T1JV µ,v 
€Vrr€{3etav 4>avepWf Ev0e[,cvv'1'8at, Ti}s 
0€ &J\:q8elas 8a(J(lo{r11r(J)S 7rpoi'CT'Ta<J'8a,. 
These words, however ( as Lortzing 
remarks, p. 15), do not sound as if 
written by Democritus. 

4 Orig. G. Gels. vii. 66. 
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his physical system, though he tries to bring them into 
harmony with it. Thus beside;; what we have just 
been. speaking of as to the manifestations of superior 
beings, he believes in prophetic dreams, and seeks to 
explain them also by the doctrine of images. As dreams 
in general (so we must understand him) arise because 
images of all possible things reach sleeping persons, so 
under certain circumstances, he thinks, it may also 
happen that these images (like the words or features 
which we perceive in waking) may reflect the conditions 
of sou], the opinions and designs of others; and thus 
dreams arise, which instruct us concerning much that 
is hidden. But these dreams are not thoroughly trust
worthy, partly because the images are in themselves 
not always equally clear and forcible, partly because 
on their way to us, according to the constitution of 
the air, they are subject to greater or lesser changes.1 

The theory of emanations and images is also employed 
to justify the superstition, so prevalent in Greece even 

1 Plut. Qu. Conv. viii. l 0, 2: bpµ./is, 8rnv tvdpflpovs ,cal &o-vyxv
<Jn10-l ArJµ.OH:p<TOS tyH:aTaf',vo-o-ovo-8a, Taus <f>uil.dTrovTa 1rpoo-µ.l~p Tris ElH:&
-rtt ei'Oc:,,,i\a Oict TWv 1r6pwv Els Td. vas · -roVTo OE µd.At<TTa 1rote=L 0/ 
ud,µc.:ra K«l 1rotE'iv -rCGs ,caTCf. -rOv &Epor Judov T7Js </)opas "YLVoµlvrJi; 
ihrvov ~1/ms t1rava<f>,p6µ.,va • <f>o<T~V &,cwil.,hov H:al rnx,fas· l; lie <f>8wo-
O€ TaVTa. 1rClvTax&8ev &:rr,Ov-ra Ka.l 1rooptv,Os, ,Ev lp </>~AAoffJoeL T~ OivOp~, 
<J',cev&v ,ca.l lµa•rlwv ·-cal <puTWV µ.&At- 7rOAA'Y/V avooµaAtav EXWV Ka, rpaxv-
fJ'Ta OE (o/wv {nrO udi\ov '71'oAAoV Kal T'lJTa, Omcr,-pE<f,eL Kal 1rapaTpf1TEL 
6epµ6T?'JTOS, ob µ6vov ixovra µopcpo. 1Toi\Aaxfi 7(/, eYOwAa Kal 7(} lvap')'Es 
etOe'is -roll G'Wµa7os EKµeµu:yµ.Evas afJ7{;,71 EihnAov ,,al &.ueev€s 1TOLE'i: rfi 
6µoi677Jras ... &AA.et 1tal ·rWv KaTO. /3pa0u7fjn 7fjs 1ropelas &µavpo'Uµevo;, 
V'vx1Jv IHPrJµd-roov ,cal /.3oui\euµ,drw1• E/J61rep aiJ 1rdAiv 1rpOs Op7Wv,·wv ,cal 
i:1edct7cp Kal 1}8Wv ,cal ,raOWv €µ,cp&deLs OiaKawµ.Evwv EK8pW11Kovra 1roAACf. Kal 
U.vaA.aµ/3dvo11ra uvvecpEA.KE(T(Jcu, ,cal 'TaxV Koµt(Oµeva Tas ,µcpdcrets voeptts 
vpou1ri1r,-ov .... a µe7(t 7u{;7(J)V ll,(T1rep Ka.l U1]µ.awrur.as &1roOlowULJI. These 
~µ.1/iuxa <f>pd(«v H:al li<ao-TeAil.«v TO<s theories are alluded to in Arist. 
{,,roliexoµ{vo,s Tris Twv µ,8,ivTwv IJe IJivin. p. s. c. 2, 464 a, 5, 11 ; 
afJrn li6gas H:al li,al\oy,o-µ.ovs ""l Plut. Plac. v. 2; Cic. Divin. i. 3, ,5. 

u2 
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to the present day, of the effect of the evil eye: from 
the eyes of envious persons images, he thinks, proceed 
which carrying with them something of their temper, 
trouble those with whom they settle.1 The argument 
for the inspection of offerings, which our philosopher 
also approved, was simpler.2 Whether and in what 
manner, lastly, he connected the belief of the divine 
inspiration of the poet 3 with his other doctrines, we are 
not told ; but he might very well suppose that certain 
souls, of a favourable organisation, receive into them
selves a greater profusion of images and are set by them 
in livelier motion than others ; and that in this consists 
the poetic faculty and temperament. 

4. The Atornistic Doctrine as a whole; its historical place 
and irnport ; later adherents of the School. 

THE character and historical position of the Atomistic 
philosophy have been variously estimated in ancient 
and modern times. In the ancient order of succession 
the Atomists are always included in the Eleatic school; 4 

' Plut. Qu. Conv. v. 7, 6. 
2 Cic. Divin. i. 57, 131: Demo

eritus autem censet, sapienter insti
tuisse veteres, ut hostiarum immola
tarum inspicerenfor exta, quorum 
ex habitu atque ex colore tum salu
britatis tum pestilen tiae sign a 
percipi, nonnunquam etiam, quae 
sit vel sterilitas agrorum vel fer
tilitas futura. The limitation to 
these cases proves that only such 
changes in the entrails are intended 
as are effected by natural causes, 
and Demoeritus seems on this 
subject less explicit than Plato, 
Tim. 71. 

• Democritus, ap. Di.Chrys. Or. 
53. "0µ:11pas </>V<I'LOS 71.axwv Oea.(06a-71s 
brEf.dv K00'µov E-reK-r~va:ro 1ravT0Lwv. 
Id. ap. Clem. Strom. vi. 698 B : 
'1f'Ol!'IJT1Js 6~ lirrua µ.fv 'ltv 7p&.cpp µer' 
Ev8ov,natJ'µ.oV m-d lepoV 1rveVµaTos 
(?) Kall.a Kapra lni. Cic. Divin. 
i. 37, 80: Negat enim sine furore 
Democritus quenquam poetam mag
num esse posse. 

4 By Diogenes, Pseudo-Galen, 
Hippolytus, Simplicius, Suidas, 
Tzetzes. In the first three it ap
pears from the place assigned to the 
Atomists, and in all from their 
statements as to the teachers of 
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Aristotle generally places them with Empedocles and 
Anaxagoras, sometimes classiug them with these philo
sophers among the physicists,1 and sometimes remark
ing upon their affinity with the Eleatics.2 In modern 
times the order of these ancient lists has been followed 
by a few writers only, who describe the Atomists as a 
second branch of the Eleatic School, as Eleatic physic
ists. 3 The more usual course is, either to reckon them 
among the Ionian physicists,4 or to place them as a 
particular form of philosophy among the later schools.5 

But even in this case their relation to predecessors and 
contemporaries has been variously stated. Though it 
is generally admitted that the Atomistic doctrine at
tempted to combine the conclusions of the Eleatics 
with experience, yet opinions are not agreed as to how 
far it was influenced by other systems, and especially 
by those of Heracleitus, Anaxagoras and Empedocles. 

Leucippus and. Democritus ( vide 
sup. p. 207, 1; 210, n). On the 
same presupposition, Plutarch, ap. 
Eus. Pr. Ev. i. 8, 7, places Demo
critus immediately after Parme
nides and Zeno; Cicero's Epicurean, 
N. D. i. 12, 29, places him with 
Empedocles and Protagoras after 
Parmenides. 

1 },!etaph. i. 4, 985 b, 4. 
2 For example, Gen. et Corr. 

i. 8 ; vide supra, 215, 1. 
3 e.g. Degerando, Gesehich. d. 

Phil. i. 83 sq. of Tennemann's 
translation, Tiberghien, Sur la gene
ration des connaissances hitmaines, 
p. 176. Similarly, Mullach, 373 
sq.; Ast, Gesch. d. Phil. 88, places 
the Atomistic philosophy under tbe 
category of Italian idealism, al
though he elsewhere charact.erises 

it as Tennemann does. 
4 Reinhold, Geseh. d. Phil. i. 

48, 53; Brandis, Rhein. Mus. iii. 
132, 144; Gr.-rom. Phil. i. 294, 
301; Marbach, Gesch. d. Phil. i. 
87, 95 ; Hermann, Gesch. ttnd 
System d. Plat. i. 152 sqq. 

5 Tiedemann, Geist d. spek. 
Phil. i. 224 sq.; Buhle, Gesch. d. 
Phil. i. 324; Tennemann, Geseh. d. 
Phil. 1 A. i. 256 sq.; Fries, Gesch. 
d. Phil. i. 210; Hegel, Gesch. d. 
Phil. i. 321, 324 f; Braniss, Gesch. 
d. Phil. s. Ka,nt, i. 135, 139 sqq.; 
vide sup. Vol. I. p. 168 ; Strumpell, 
Gesch. d. Theoret. Phil. d. Gr. 69 
sqq. ; vide Vol. I. p. 209, 1 ; Haym, 
Atlg. Enc. Sect. iii. vol. :x:xiv. 38 ; 
Schwegler, Gesch. d. Phil. p 16 ; 
Gesch. d. Gr. Phil. p. 12, 43 ; 
Ueberweg, i. p. 25. 
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While some see in it the completion of the mechanical 
physics, which were founded by Anaximander,1 it seems 
to others a development of the Heracleitean stand
point, or, more accurately, a combination of the con
ceptions of Heracleitus and those of the Eleatics,2 an 
explanation of Becoming, as held by Heracleitus, by 
means of the Eleatic Being.3 Wirth places the Atomists 
side by side with Heracleitus ; because Heracleitus 
maintained Becoming, and the Atomists the plurality 
of things,4 as against the Eleatics; Marbach connects 
them not only with Heracleitus, but with Anaxagoras; 
Reinhold and Brandis, and likewise Stri.impell, derive 
the Atomistic doctrine from the double opposition to 
the Eleatic doctrine of the One, and to the dualism of 
Anaxagoras; 5 lastly, Brandis regards it as the connect
ing link between Anaxagoras and the Sophists. At an 
earlier period, Schleiermacher 6 and Ritter 7 had still 
more decidedly reckoned the Atomists among the Soph
ists, and had declared their doctrine to be an unscientific 
corruption of the Anaxagorean and Empedoclean philo-

1 Hermann, l. c. 
2 Hegel, i. 324 sqq. takes this 

view, observing : In the Eleatic 
philosophy, Being and non-Being 
appear in opposition; with Hera
cleitus both are the same and both 
equal ; but if Being and non-Being 
be conceived objertively, there re
sults the opposition of the Plenum 
and the Vacuum. Parmenides set 
up as his principle, Being or the 
abstract universal; Heracleitus the 
process ; to Lenci ppus belongs the 
determination of Being in its actu
ality. Cf. Wendt, zit Tennemann, 
i. 322. 

• Haym, l. c.; Schwegler, Gesch. 
d. Phil. 16; cf. the first edition of 
the present work, i. 212. Schweg
ler, on the contrary, Gesch. d. 
Griech. Phil. 43, treats the Atom
istic philosophy as a reaction of 
the mechamcal view of ~ature 
against tbe dualism of Anaxagoras. 

4 Jahrb. i/.. Gegenw. 1844, 722; 
Idee d. Gottheit. p. 162. 

5 Or, as Brandis says, Anaxa
goras and Empedocles. 

6 Gesch. d. Phil. 72, 7 4 sq. 
1 Gesch. d. Phil. i. 589 sqq. 

against him; Brandis, Rhein. Mus. 
iii. 132 sqq. 
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sophy. This view must here be examined, as it com
pletely destroys the position which we have assigned to 
the Atomists, and must affect our whole conception of 
their system. 

This conception is founded partly on the literary 
character of Democritus, and partly on the content of 
his doctrine. In regard to the former, Ritter I finds 
much to censure. Some words that the philosopher 
uses at the beginning of a treatise 2 evince arrogance; 
of his travels and his mathematical knowledge he speaks 
vaingloriously, his language betrays hypocritical enthu
siasm ; even the inno0ent remark that he is forty years 
younger than Anaxagoras, is meant as an ostentatious 
comparison with that philosopher. In respect of the 
character of the system, all this would be of no impor
tance. Even supposing that Democritus may have been 
vain, it does not follow that the doctrine he taught was 
an empty form of Sophistry, if indeed the doctrine were 
his alone. This is not, however, the case; for though it 
is remarkable how his name, both with adversaries and 
admirers of the Atomistic philosophy, from Epicurus 
and Lucretius down to Lange, has caused that of his 
master to Le forgotten,3 yet it is certain that his physics 

' Gesck. d. Pkil. i. 594-597. 
2 Ap. Sext. Matk. vii. 265 (who 

sees in it only a pretentions boast) ; 
Cic. Aead. ii. 23, 73 : rci.5e A<"Y"' 
1repl r/;;v ~uµ:1rci.vrwv. 

• According to Diog. x. 7, even 
Epicurus would not reckon Leucip
pus (whose work was perhaps 
wholly unknown to him) as a phi
losopher (aAA.' oN,i Aev1<rn1r6 v 

,,. , v a -ye-yevrj<r8a[ c/>1J<TL cp,A.6,rocpov), 
nor his successor, Hermarchus ; 

while other members of the school 
regarded him (Epicurus) as Demo
critus's teacher. Lucretius never 
mentions him. Lange, in the 18 
pages which he deyotes to the 
Atomists, only once refers to him 
(p. 13) in the remark: ' A doubtful 
tradition ascribes to him the pro
position of the necessity of all that 
happens ; ' for the rest, he so ex
presses himself that anyone not 
previously acquainted with the true 
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in all their essential features are derived from Leucippus.1 

But these censures are in themselves most unjust. 2 As 
to the statement of his age in comparison with Anaxa
goras, we know nothing of the connection in which it 
stood ; such statements however were not uncommon 
in antiquity. The opening words of his book are 
simply an announcement of what it contains. His 
self-confidence does not exceed, and often does not 
nearly equal, that with which Heracleitus, Parmenides 
and Empedocles express themselves.3 Lastly his lan
guage, though ornate and fervid, is never stilted and 
affected ; what he says of his travels and of his geo
metrical knowledge 4 may have stood in a connection in 

state of the case would suppose 
Democritus alone to be the founder 
of the Atomistic system. 

1 For instance, the reduction 
of generation and decay to the 
union and separation of underived 
matter. the doctrine of atoms and 
the void, vide sup. p. 215, 1 ; 217, 
1 ; 220, 3 ; the perpetual motion 
of atoms (236, 1), which he can 
only have deduced from their gra
vity, the concussion of the atoms, 
their rotary motion, and the forma
tion of the world, which resulted 
from it (p. 242, 2); the conceptions 
(somewhat different from those of 
Democritus) on the shape of the 
earth, the order of the heavenly 
bodies, the inclination of the earth's 
axis (249, 2; 250, 3; :!51, 5); the 
nature of the. soul (258, l )-all this 
shows that Leucippus had treated 
of cosmology and the theory re
specting living beings, though pro
bably not so profoundly as his 
disciple. The fundamental con· 
eeptions of the Atomistic physics, 
which are precisely those portions 

on which Lange lays so much sti:-ess, 
belong, therefore, to Leucippus, 
whom he passes over so unaccount
aJ;,ly in silence-a fact, the recog
nition of which would not indeed 
have unduly diminished the great 
merit of Democritus, but would 
have corrected exaggerated noti,ms 
of his originality and importance. 

2 Cf. Brandis, Rhein. Mits. iii. 
133 sq.; also Marbach, Gesch. d. 
Phil. i. 87. 

8 Cf. as to Parmenides, Parm. 
v. 28 (xpeW OE o'E 1rdv-ra. 7rv(UufJai, 
&c.) ; v. 33 sqq., 45 sqq. (Vol. I. 
p. 584, 1 ); as to Empedocles, Emp. 
v. 24 ( 424 K ; 462 M) sqq .. 352 
(389 K; 379 M) sqq. (vjde sup. 
p. ll8, n.). If Democritus is to 
be regarded as a Sophist on the 
strength of one expression, which, 
j n truth, is not more boastful than 
the beginning of Herodotns's his
tory, what would Ritter have said 
supp:sing, like Empedocles, he had 
represented himself as a god wan
dering among mortals? 

' Vide sup. p. 210, 21L 
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which special motives might have given rise to it; and 
speaking generally, a man cannot be considered a Sophist 
because he asserts in a suitable place a thing of which 
he has in truth every right to be proud. 

But the Atomistic philosophy itself, we ::,re told, 
bears throughout an antiphilosophical character. In 
the fg:st place, it is alleged,1 we find in Democritus an 
undue predominance of Empiricism over speculation,-
an unphilosophical variety of learning; this very ten
dency, seco_J'.!_dly, he erects into a theory, for bis whole -
doctrine of knowledge seems intended to annihilate the 
possibility of true science and to leave nothing but 
the idle satisfaction of erudition; thirdly, his physical ~:. 
system is wholly deficient in unity and ideality, his law 
of nature is chance; he acknowledges neither a god nor 
the incorporeality of the soul, and the result of all 
this is that, four~hly, departing from the character of l/. 
Hellenic philosophy, he entirely separates the mythical 
element from the dialectical; and finally, his ethics 
evince a low view of life, and a mind given up to ego
tistic cavilling and mere enjoyment. 

Most of these censures have been already refuted 
in the course of our exposition, or at any rate consider
ably modified. It may be true that Democritus accu
mulated much more empirical material than he was 
able to master with his scientific theory, although he 
entered more deeply and particularly into the explana
tion of phenomena than any of his predecessors. But 
this is the case with most of the ancient philosophers, 

' Schleiermacher, Gesch. d. 601, 614 sq.; 622-627. 
Phil. 76 sq.; Ritter, p. 597 sq.; 
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and it must be so with every philosopher who unites 
comprehensive observation with philosophical specula
tion. Is Democritus to be blamed because he did not 
neglect experimental science, and tried to base his 
theories upon an actual knowledge of things, and thence 
to explain the particular? Is it not a merit rather 
than a defect he should have embraced a larger sphere 
in his enquiry than any other previous philosopher, and 
in bis insatiable thirst for knowledge should have des
pised nothing, whether small or great ? This zeal for 
collecting materials could only be detrimental to his 
philosophical character if he had neglected, or explicitly 
discarded, the intellectual knowledge of things, in order 
to bask in idle self-sufficiency in the light of his own 
erudition. But all that we have seen in the foregoing 
pages has shown how far be was from this ; how de
cidedly he preferred thought to sensible perception, 
how industriously he laboured to explain natural phe
nomena from their causes.1 If, in so doing, he en
counters that which in his opinion cannot be derived 
from any ulterior principle,2 we may, perhaps, perceive 
in this a proof of the insufficiency of his theory, but 
not 3 a Sophistic neglect of the question respecting 
ultimate causes : and if the difficulty of the scientific 
problem forces him to complain of the futility of 
human knowledge,4 he may well claim to bP- judged 
by the same standard as his predecessors, and not to 
be considered a Sophistical sceptic for sayings which, 
coming from a Xenophanes, or a Parmenides, an Anaxa-

1 Vide sup. 271 sqq. 
2 Vide SUJ:ra, p. 236, 4. 

8 With Ritter, p. 601. 
4 Vide p. 274. 
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goras or a Heracleitus, would gain for these philosophers 
the reputation of scientific modesty. It is also made 
a subject of reproach that he recommended moderation 
even in the pursuit of knowledge, and consequently 
undertook his enquiries only for his own gratification 
and not in the interests of truth.1 But in the first place 
this is not compatible with the other charge of super
fluous learning, and secondly, we can only wonder how 
so true and innocent a remark could receive such an 
interpretation. If even however he had said, what in 
fact he never does say in so many words, that we should 
strive after science in order to be happy, it would only 
be to reiterate the assertion, a hundred times repeated, 
of the most honoured thinkers of all ages ; and we 
should have no right to represent as a base-minded 
Sophist, a man who with rare devotion gave his life 
to science, and who, as it is related, would have re
fused the kingdom of Persia in exchange for a single 
scientific discovery. 2 

But the scientific theory advanced by Leucippus 
and Democritus is no doubt unsatisfactory and one
sided. Their system is throughout materialistic: its 
specific object is to dispense with all Being save cor
poreal Being, and with every force save that of gravity: 
Democritus declared himself in express terms against 
the vovs of Anaxagoras.3 But most of the ancient sys
tems are materialistic: neither the Early Ionian School, 
nor Heracleitus, nor Empedocles recognised any im-

1 Ritter, 626, on account of l!'r. 
},:/or. 142 : µ1} 1rd11Ta brfcPraaem. 
1rpo6&µ,eo, µ1] [ c??rl rrfj 1roAvµa8ip O.virf· 
iJfis, we should expect, according to 

Ritter's representation, but what 
follows is] 1r&vn,,v b.µ,a811s -yevr,. 

2 Vide sup. p. 282, 2. 
8 Diog ix. 34; cf. 46. 
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material essence; even the Being of the Eleatics is the 
Plenum or the body, and it is precisely the Eleatic 
conception of Being which forms the basis of the 
Atomistic metaphysics. The Atomists are only dis
tinguished from their predecessors by the greater 
severity and consistency with which they have carried 
out the thought of a purely material and mechanical 
construction of nature; this can scarcely, however, be 
counted to their disadvantage, since in so doing they 
merely deduced the consequences required by the whole 
previous development, and of which the premisses were 
already contained in the theories of their predecessors. 
We therefore mistake their historical significance if we 
separate their system from the previous natural philo
sophy, with which it is so closely connected, and banish 
it under the name of Sophistic beyond the limits of 
true science. It is likewise unjust to maintain, on 
account of the multiplicity of the atoms, that this 
system is altogethtr wanting in unity. Though its 
principle is deficient in the unity of numbers, it is not 
without unity of conception ; on the contrary, in at
tempting to explain all things from the fundamental 
opposite of the Plenum and the Vacuum, without re
course to further presuppositions, it proves itself the 
result of consistent reflection, striving after unity. 
Aristotle is therefore justified in praiRing its logical 
consistency and the unity of its principles, and giving 
the preference to it in that respect as compared with 
the less consistent doctrine of Empedocles. 1 This 

1 Vide on this poiut what is from De Gen. et Corr. i. 8; i. 2; 
qt10ted (p. 215, 1; 219, 2; 239, 1; De An. i. 2. 
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would sufficiently disprove the further statement that 
it sets chance upon the throne of the universe; but we 
have already seen bow far the Atomists were from so 
doing. 1 All that can truly be said is that they acknow
ledge no ultimate causes and no intelligence working 
to an end. Even this peculiarity however they share 
with most of the ancient systems, neither the princi
·ples of the Early Ionians nor the world-creating Neces
sity of Parmenides and Empedocles can be credited 
with more intelligence than the Necessity of Demo
critus; and Aristotle in this respect makes no distinc
tion between the Atomistic philosophy and the other 
systems. 2 Can the Atomists then be blamed for pro
ceeding in the direction of the contemporary philosophy, 
and for bringing its tendency to a scientific completion by 
the discarding of unwarranted suppositions and mythical 
imagery? And is it just to praise the ancients when 
they declare the Necessity of Democritus to be mere 
chance, while the same statement in regard to Empedo
cles, who in truth gave greater occasion for it, is received 
with censure ? 3 

The atheism of the Atomistic philosophy is merely 
another expression for the same defect. But this also 
is found among others of the ancient philosophies, and 
at any rate it is no proof of a Sophistic mode of 
thought. That Democritus denied the popular gods 
can, least of all, be imputed as a fault to him; on the 
qther hand, he held that the belief in gods was no mere 

1 P. 236 sqq. a, 5 sqq.; Gen. et Gorr. ii. 6, 333 
2 Vide Phys. ii. 4; Metaph. i. b, 9, 334 a. 

3, 984 b, 11. Concerning Empe- 3 Of. Ritter, p. 605; cf. 534. 
docles especially, Phys. -viii. 1, 252 
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delusion, and sought for something real which might 
have given rise to it: an attempt deserving of all respect, 
however imperfect may seem to us his solution of the 
problem. Even this measure of blame, however, must 
be limited 1 when we perceive that Democritus, in his 
hypothesis of the 1:row)\,a, only does in his way what so 
many others have done since his time: namely that 
be explains the popular gods as dremons, and in this 
adheres as logically as possible to the presuppositions of 
bis system. Moreover, if he bas purified his exposi
tion from all mythological ingredients, this is not, as 
Schleiermacher asserts, a fault but a merit which he 
shares with Anaxagoras and Aristotle. The fact that 
even a purer idea of God is wanting in the Atomistic 
system is a graver matter. But this want is not peculiar 
to Sophistic; the ancient Ionian physics could only 
logically speak of gods in the same sense as Democritus; 
Parmenides only mentions the Deity mythically; Em
pedocles speaks of him ( irre3pectively of the many 
drnmon-like gods which are in the same category as 
those of Democritus) merely from want of consistency. 
With Anaxagoras first, philosophy attained to the dis
crimination of spirit from matter; but before this step 
had been taken the idea of Deity could find no place in 
the philosophic system as such. If, therefore, we under
stand by the Deity the incorporeal spirit, or the creative 
power apart from matter, the whole of the ancient 
philosophy is atheistical in principle ; and if it has in 
part, notwithstanding, retained a religious tinge, this is 
either an inconsistency, or it may be due to the form of 

1 Vide sitp. p. 291. 
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the exposition, or perhaps is the result of personal faith, 
and not of philosophic conviction ; in all these cases, 
however, the best philosophers are those who prefer to 
set aside the religious presentation rather than adopt it 
without philosophical warrant. 

The ethics of Democritus are not indeed so closely 
connected with the Atomistic system as to furnish any 
criterion of that system. Nevertheless Ritter brings 
forward some unreasonable objections to them. In their 
form they are certainly eudremonistic, inasmuch as 
pleasure and aversion are made the standard of human 
actions. But in all the ancient system, happiness 
stands at the apex of Ethics, as the highest end of life ; 
even Plato is scarcely an exception; and if happiness is 
conceived by Democritus in a one-sided manner as 
pleasure, this merely proves a defective scientific basis 
in his ethical doctrine, and not a self-indulgent dispo
sition.1 The principles of Democritus themselves are 
pure and worthy of respect; and Ritter's objections to 
them come to very little. It is said that he was not 
strict about truth, but the maxim from which this is sup
posed to be taken, asserts something entirely different.2 

Also he is blamed for depriving the love of country of 
its moral value, and for finding nothing moral in the 
conjugal and parental relation : our previous discussion, 
however, will show that this censure is in part wholly 

1 Even Socrates, as a rule, 
founds moral activities on a merely 
eudremonistic basis. 

2 It is iu Fr. Mor. 125 : &.>..r,Oo
µvOeew XPEWV 31rou >..wfov; but this, 
it is clear, only meaue that it is 
often better to keep silence than 

to speak; the same thing that is 
thus expressed in Fr. 124 : oli,f(iop 
i>..evOeplns 1rapf,11tJ'lr,· ,dvlivvos Ii~ 71 
Toii Kaipoii. Moreover, even Socra
tes and Plato, as everyone knows, 
maintain that under certain cir-
cumstances a lie i,~ 11llowable. · 
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unfounded, and in part greatly exaggerated, and that it 
might be with equal truth applied to many who are 
never reckoned among the Sophists.1 Lastly, with re
gard to his wish that he might meet with favourable 
1:fow).,a, Ritter observes with all the force of a prejudice: 
'An entire surrender of life to accidental occurrences is 
the end of his teaching.' 2 Such a wish may indeed sound 
somewhat strange to us, but in itself, and regarded from 
the Atomistic standpoint, it is as natural as the desire 
for pleasant dreams or fine weather; how little Demo
critus makes inward happiness dependent on chance, 
we have already shown.3 

But the whole comparison of the Atomistic philo
sophy with Sophistic doctrines is based upon a view of 
those doctrines that is much too indefinite. Sophistry 
is here supposed to be that mode of thought which 
misses the true and scientific attitude of mind. This, 
however, is not the nature of Sophistic teaching as 
seen in history, which rather consists in the withdrawal 
of thought from objective enquiry, and its restriction 
to a one-sided reflection, indifferent to scientific truth ; 
in the statement that man is the measure of all things, 
that all our presentations are merely subjective pheno
mena, and all moral ideas and principles are merely 
arbitrary ordinances. Of all these characteristics we 
find nothing in the Atomists,4 who were accordingly 

1 Notto mention what has been 
already quoted of other philoso
phers, we find the same cosmopoli
tanism ascribed to Anaxagoras as 
to Democritus. 

2 Ritter, i. 627. 
• Vide p. 238, 1 ; 278. 3 ; 280, 1. 

4 Braniss says (p. 135) in proof 
of the similarity between the Atom
istic doctrine and that of the 
Sophists, 'that it regarded spirit, 
as opposed to the objective in space, 
as merely subjective,' but this is not 
accurate. The Atomistic system, in 
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never reckoned as Sophists by any ancient writer. They 
· are natural philosophers, who are commended 1 and 
regarded with preference by Aristotle for their logical 
consistency; 2 and it is precisely in the strictness and 
exclusiveness of a purely physical and mechanical ex
planation of nature that the strength and weakness of 
their system lies. We have, therefore, no ground at 
all for separating the Atomistic philosophy from the 
other physical systems; and we can rightly define its 
historical position only by assigning it to its true place 
among these. 

What that place is, has already been generally indi
cated. The Atomistic doctrine is, like the physics of 
Empedocles, an attempt to explain the multiplicity and 
change of all things, on the basis of Parmenides' propo
sition concerning the impossibility of Becoming and 
Decay-to escape the conclusions of Parmenides' system 
without questioning those first principles-to save the 
relative truth of experience as against Parmenides, while 

common with other physical sys
tems, has among its objective princi
ples no spirit separate from matter; 
but we have no right to turn this 
negative proposition into a positive 
one, and say that they place spirit 
exclusively in the subject; for they 
recognise an immaterial principle 
as little in the subject as out of 
it. Braniss, p. 143, justifies his 
statement with the remark that 
the Atomistic philosophy opposes 
to inanimate nature only the sub
ject with its joy in the explanation 
of nature, as spirit; in place of 
truth it introduces the subjective 
striving after truth ( after tr1tth, the 
real knowledge of things); while 

VOL, II, X 

apparentlytaking interest in things, 
subjective thought is only con
cerned with itself, its own explana
tions and hJpotheses, but supposes 
it will attain in these objective 
truth, &c. Part of this might be 
asserted of any materialistic sys
tem, and the rest is refuted by 
what has just been said against 
Ritter, 1. 

1 Viele p. 300, 1. 
2 Of all the pre-Socratic philo

sophers, none is more frequently 
quoted in the phy$ical writings of 
Aristotle than Democritns, because 
his enquirifs entered most particu
larly into details. 
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its absolute truth is renounced-to mediate between 
the Eleatic point of view and that of ordinary opinion.1 

Of all the earlier doctrines, therefore, it is most closely 
allied with that of Parmenides-allied, however, in a 
double manner: directly, inasmuch as it adopts part of 
his propositions; indirectly, inasmuch as it contradicts 
another part, and opposes thereto its own definitions. 
From Parmenides it borrows the conception of Being 
and non-Being, of the plenum and vacuum, the denial 
of generation and decay, the indivisibility, qualitative 
simpleness, and unchangeableness of Being ; with 
Parmenides, it, teaches that the cause of multiplicity 
and motion can lie only in non-Being; like hitn it 
discards the perception of sense, and seeks for all truth 
in the reflective contemplation of things. In opposition 
to Parmenides it maintains the plurality of Being, the 
reality of motion and quantitative change, and, in con
sequence, that which most clearly expresses the oppo
sition of the two points of view, the reality of non-Being 
or the Void. In the physical theories of the Atomists, 
we are reminded of Parmenides by several particulars,2 

and especially by the derivation of the soul's activity 
from warm matter; but on the whole the nature of the 
subject was such that the influence of the Eleatic doc
trine could not be very considerable in this direction. 

With Melissus also, as well as Parmenides, the 
Atomistic philosophy seems to have had a direct his-

1 Vide sitpra, p. 210 sqq., cf. p. 
229 sq. 

2 e.g. the c0nception of the 
universe, which, according to the 
second portion of Parmenides' poem, 

is surrounded by a fixed she>lth; 
the genesis of living creatures from 
slime, the statement that a corpse 
retains a certain kind of sensation. 
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torical connection. But if there is no doubt that Leu
cippus is indebted to Melissus, Melissus, on the other 
hand, seems to have bestowed some attention on the 
doctrine of Leucippus. For example, if we compare 
the arguments of Melissus with those of Parmenides 
and Zeno, it is surprising to find that in the former the 
conception of the Void plays a part which it does not in 
the latter ; that not only the unity of Being, but like
wise the impossibility of motion, is proved by means of 
the unthinkableness of the Void ; and the theory of 
divided bodies which only enter into connection through 
contact is expressly controverted.1 This theory is found 
in none of the physical systems except that of tlie 
Atomists,2 who alone attempted to explain motion by 
means of empty space. Are we then to suppose that 
Melissus, to whom no especial intellectual acuteness is 
ever ascribed, himself originated and introduced into 
its proper place this conception which was so important 
for the subsequent Physics, and that the Atomists first 
borrowed from him what was one of the corner-stones 
of their system; or is not the opposite supposition far 
more probable, viz., that the Samian philosopher, who 
in general was more closely allied with the doctrines 
of the contemporary natural philosophy, so carefully 
studied that conception, only because its importance 
bad been proved by a physical theory which derived 
the motion and multiplicity of all things from the 
Void? 3 

1 Vide supra, Vol. I. p. 632, 2; sitpra, 215, 1, Vol. I. 632, 2) cannot 
635 sq. be brought forward against this. 

2 Vide p. 228, 4; 229, 1. Aristotle here certainly represents 
• Arist. Gen. et Gorr. i. 8 (vide the Eleatic doctrine, from which 

X 2 
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Whether in their polemic against the Eleatics, the 
Atomists were at all under the influence of the Hera
cleitean system cannot be stated with certainty. In 
regard to DemocrituR, it is in itself probable, and is 
confirmed by his ethical fragments, that the treatise of 
Heracleitus was not unknown to him; for not merely do 
particular sayings of his agree with Heracleitus, but his 
whole theory of life closely resembles that of the Ephe
sian philos@pher.1 Both seek true happiness not in 
externals, but in the goods of the soul; both declare a 
contented disposition to be the highest good ; both 
recognise as the only means to this peace of mind, the 
limitation of our desires, temperance, prudence, and 
subordination to the course of the universe; both are 
much alike in their pdlitical views.2 That Leucippus, 
on the other hand, was acquainted with the Heracleitean 
doctrine, and made use of it, cannot be so distinctly 
maintained ; but all the theories of the Atomists which 
brought them into collision with Parmenides, lie in 
the direction which Heracleitus inaugurated. If the 
Atomistic system insisted on the reality of motion and 
of divided Being, it was Heracleitus who maintained, 

he passes to Leucippus, primttrily 
according to Melissus, but as his 
chief concern is to show the rela
tion between the Eleatic and Ato
mistic systems, without any special 
reference to the particular philoso
phers of the two schools, we ought 
not to conclude from this that he 
regarded Leucippus as dependent 
on Melissus. 

1 Such as the statements about 
encyclop::edic learning, sup. p. 277, 
1, compared with what is quoted 

from Heracleitus, Vol. I. 1510, 4; 
336, 5, the proposition that the soul 
is the dwelling place of the dremon, 
p. 278, 3, cf. 98, 5; the theory that 
all human art arose from the imi
tation of nature, p. 277, 2, cf. 92, 
2; the utterance quoted p. 10, 2, in 
reference to which Lortzing, p. 19, 
cites Ps.-Galen, 3p. larp. 439, xix. 
449 K, where these words are 
ascribed to Democritus: ll.v8pc,11ro1 
efs ft1TaL Ka.l ix.v8pc,nros 7rc£V'TES. 

2 Vide p. 97 sq., 277 sq. 
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more decidedly than any other philosopher, that the 
Real is constantly changing and sundering into oppo
sites; if the Atomists derive all things from Being and 
non-Being, and believe all motion to be conditioned by 
this opposition, Heracleitus had previously said that 
strife is the father of all things, that every motion pre
supposes an opposite, and that everything is, and equally 
is not, that which it is. Being and non-Being are the 
two moments of the Heracleitean Becoming, and the 
principle of the Atomists that non-Being is as real as 
Being, might without difficulty be derived from the 
theories of Heracleitus on the flux of all things, if for 
absolute Becoming, relative Becoming-Becoming from 
an unchangeable primitive matter-were substituted in 
deference to the Eleatics. The Atomists, further, are 
in accord with Heracleitus in their recognition of an 
unbroken interdependence of natm:e, in which, despite 
their materialism, they acknowledge a rational con
formity to law.1 Like him, they hold that individual 
worlds arise and perish, while the whole of the original 
matter is eternal and -imperishable. Lastly, the cause 
of life and consciousness is sought by Democritus in 
the warm atoms which are diffused throughout the uni
verse, as well as the bodies of living creatures ; 2 and 
this theory, in spite of all divergences as to details, 
greatly resembles the doctrine of Heracleitus concerning 
the soul and the universal reason ; while the phenomena 
of life, sleep, and death, are explained in both systems 
in a similar manner. All these traits make it probable 

1 Vide supra, p. 236 sqq.; cf. 2 Cf. 256 sq.; 262 sq.; cf. 79 
39 sq. sq. 
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that the Atomistic philosophy was influenced in its be
ginning, not only by the doctrines of the Eleatics, but 
of Heracleitus: if even, however, it arose independently 
of the latter, at any rate the thought of change and 
Becoming, of multiplicity and of divided Being, is so 
predominant in it, that it must, from the state of the 
case, be regarded as a union of the Heracleitean stand
point with the Eleatic, or, more accurately, as an attempt 
to explain the Becoming and plurality of derived things 
on the hypothesis of the Eleatic fundamental doctrines, 
from the nature of the primitive Being.1 

The Atomistic system, therefore, proposes to itself 
essentially the same problem as that proposed by the 
system of Empedocles. Both start from the interest of 
natural science, to explain the generation and decay, 
the plurality and change of things. But both concede 
to the Eleatics that the primitive Reality can neither 
decay nor alter in its nature or constitution. Both, 
therefore, adopt the expedient of reducing Becoming 
and Change to the combination and separation of un
changeable substances, and since this is only possible, 
and the multiplicity of phenomena is only explicable, 

1 \Virth seems to me less accu- vindication. of Becoming and 
rate when (vide s·upra, p. 294, 2) Change as of plurality; on the 
he co-ordinates the A tomists and other, their method is essentially 
Heracleitns with this o bserv11.tion: distinct from that of Heracleitus 
'In the Eleatic doctrine there lies in that they return to the Eleatic 
a double antithesis, ag·,inst Be- conception of Being, and expressly 
coming and against plurality; the recognisingthisconception,attempt 
former conception, that of Be- to explain phenomena; whereas 
coming, was taken from Heraclei- Heracleitus not only does not 
tus, the laLter, that of plurality, recognise the coneeption, but iu 
from the Atomists. For on the one fact most decidedly annuls it.' 
hand, as Aristotle perceives (vide Moreover, there is a chronological 
supra, p. 210 sqq.), the Atomists interval of some decades between 
are aij much concerned in the them. 
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if these unchangeable substances are many, both sepa
rate the one primitive matter of the earlier philosophers 
into a plurality-Empedocles into four elements, the 
Atomists into innumerable atoms. Both systems, there
fore, bear the stamp of a purely mechanical explanation 
of nature; both recognise only material elements, and 
only a combination of these elements in space; even in 
the particulars of their theories as to the way in which 
the substances combine and influence one another, they 
are so very similar that we need only develop the con
ceptions of Empedocl~s more logically to arrive at 
Atomistic definitions.1 Lastly, both dispute the truth 
of the sense-perception, because it does not show us the 
unchangeable first principles of things, and deludes us 
with an actual Becoming and Decay. What distinguishes 
the two theories from each other, is merely the severity 
with which the Atomistic philosophy, discarding all other 
presuppositions, develops the thought of mechanical 
physics. While Empedocles unites with bis physical 
theory mythical and religious notions, we here encounter 
only a dry naturalism ; while he sets up as moving 
forces the mythical forms of Love and Hate, move
ment is explained by the Atomists in a purely physical 
manner as the effect of weight in the Void; while be 
attributes to the primitive substances a qualitative 
determinateness from the beginning, the Atomists, 
maintaining more strictly the conception of Being, re
duce all qualitative differences to quantitative differ
ences of form and mass; while he limits the elements 
according to number, but makes them infinitely divi-

1 Vide supa, p. 134. 
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sible, the Atomists more logically go back to indivisible 
primitive bodies, which, in order to explain the plurality 
of things, are conceived as infinite in number and infi
nitely various in form and .:ize; while he makes ·the 
union and separation of matter alternate periodically, 
the Atomists find the perpetual union and separation of 
the atoms based on their eternal motion. Both systems, 
therefore, follow the same tendency, but this tendency 
is m<)re simply and logically developed in that of the 
Atomists, which so far occupies a higher place scienti
fically than the system of Empedocles. Yet neither 
bears in its main features such decided traces of de
pendence on the other that we should be justified in 
ascribing the doctrine of Empedocles to Atomistic in
fluences; the two systems seem rather to have been 
developed simultaneously from the same presuppositions. 
Only when the Atomistic philosophy goes more into de
tail, as in the doctrine of emanations and Efooi>.a, in 
the explanation of the perceptions of the senses, and 
the theories on the origin of living creatures, does an 
express obligation to Empedocles become probable, the 
more so as he was much reverenced by the later ad
herents of the Atomistic school.1 But this further de
velopment of the Atomistic doctrine is apparently the 
work of Democritus, in regard to whom there can be no 
doubt that he was acquainted with the opinions of his 
famous Agrigentine predecessor. 

No influence of the ancient Ionic School can be 
traced in the Atomistic system; a knowledge of the 
Pythagorean doctrine is indeed ascribed t.o Democritus,~ 

1 Vide the quotation from Lucretius, p. 185, l. 2 Vide p. 210. 
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but whether it was already possessed by Leucippus we 
do not know. If this were in truth the case, the ma
thematical and mechanical character of the Atomistic 
doctrine might have some connection with the Pytha
gorean mathematics, and in proof of the similarity of 
the two systems, we might refer to the Pythagorean 
Atomistic doctrine of Ecphantus,1 and to the remark 
of Aristotle,2 in which he compares the derivation of 
composite things from atom,; with the Pythagorean 
derivation of things faom numbers. In respect to 
Ecphantus, however, we might more easily suppose 
that his theory bad betm influenced by the Atomists. 
Aristotle's comparison of the two doctrines proves 
nothing as to any real connection between them ; we 
must, therefore, leave the question undecided, whether 
or not the founder of the Atomistic doctrine received 
any scientific impulse from the Pythagoreans. 

Lastly there remains the enquiry concerning the 
relation of the Atomists to Anaxagoras; but as this can 
only be pursued afteJ1 we have acquainted ourselves with 
the opinions of that philosopher, it must be postponed 
to a future chaptei;, 

As to the histoi;y and adherents of the Atomistic 
philosophy after Demoeritus, tradition tells us little. 
Of Nessus, or Nessall,3 the disciple of Democritus, we 
know nothing but his name. A disciple of this Nessus, 
or perhaps of Democritus himself, was Metrodorus of 

1 Vide Vol. I. p. 527. 
2 IJe Crelo, iii. after the words 

quoted p. 216, 3: -rp61rov -ycl.p nva 
na.l oVTo£ 1rdvTa. -rll (}v7a 1rowUcTw 
&.,0,8µ0/,s Kal ({ &pi8µwv O 1<al -yap el 

µn <Faq,ws 01/7'.0V<FIP, i!µws TOVTO 

fJoVJ\ovTa, AE7flv. 
• Diog. ix. 58 ; Aristocl. vide 

following note. 
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Chius,1 who seems to have been one of the most im
portant of these later Atomists. 

While agreeing with Democritus in his fundamental 
doctrines, concerning the plenum and vacuum, 2 the 
atoms,3 the infinity of matter and of space,4 the plurality 
of worlds,5 and also resembling him in many particulars 

1 Diogenes, l. c. mentions both 
statements, Clem. Strom. i. 301 D, 
and Aristocl. ap. Eus. Pr. Ev. xiv. 
19, Ii, mention Protagoras and 
Metrodorus ; Suidas, A71µ.61<p. cf. 
IT6ppwv the latter, Democritus's 
disciple; Aristocles ap. Eus. Pr. 
Ev. xiv. 7, 8, says on the contrary 
that Democritus was the instructor 
of Prot1tgoras and N essas, and that 
Metrodorns was the disciple of 
N essas. The name of Metrodorus's 
father, according to Stobreus, Ji.cl. 
i. 304, was Theocritus. 'O X,os is 
the usual appellation of this Me
trodorus to distinguish him from 
other philosophers of the same 
name, especially the two from 
Lampsacus, of whom the elder was 
a disciple of Anaxagoras, and the 
younger of Epicurus. But he is 
nevertheless sometimes confounded 
with them; for instance, in Simpl. 
Phys. 257 b, where it can only be 
through an o\'ersight that the Me
trodorus to whom in common with 
Anaxagoras and Archelaus is at
tributed the theory of the creation 
of the world by vovs is designated 
as the Chian. The statements of 
the Placita (except ii. 1, 3, where 
' Metrodorus the disciple of Epi
curus' 1s mentioned), of the Eclo
gre of Stobreus, and of the pseudo
Galen concerning Metrodorus, re
late to the Chian, those in Stobreus' 
Florilegium to the Epicurean. 

• ;:limpl. Phys. 7 11 (according to 
Theophrastus): 1<al Mq-rp6/5wpos oe 6 

Xlos U.pxCl.s axeaOv TO:s aliTAs 'To7s 
,r~pl A71µ.61<p<Tov,,roie'i ;o ,r71.~p•s ,1<a.l 
TO 1«v/,v Tas ,rpwTa.s a.iT(a.s urroOeµ.e
vos, &v TO µEv OY Th OE µ1/ Ov elvm, 
1repl OE TilJJI ifA.f\.c,w l0lav 'Tw0. 1l'Ote7ra, 
T-),v µ.e8ollov. So also Aristocl. ap. 
Eus. Pr. J!,v. xiv. 19, 5: Metr. is 
said to have been instructed by 
Democritus, &.pxtts OE Cl:rrorpr]vau8~, 
TO ,r/1.rjpes 1<a.l TO l<EV6v· @VTO µ.ev ov 
TO Ills µ.-), ov •Iva.,. 

• Srob. Eel. i. 30-t; Theod. Cur. 
Gr. Affect. iv. 9, p. o7, according to 
whom he called the atoms &o,a.lp•Ta.. 
On the Yoid, in particular, cf. Simpl. 
l. c. p. 152, a. 

4 Plut. Plac. i. 18, 3 ; Stob. 
Eel. i. 380 ; Simpl. l. c. 35 a, cf. 
following note. 

• Stob. i. 496 (Plut. Plac. i. 5, 
ii; Galen c. 7, p. 249 K): M-11Tp6-
Qc,.,po,s • • • 

1 
<P1J,<Tlv '6.,701rov elva,,, Ev 

µe7~:'-ft' 7re0,r,, ev~ ,rra~v~ 7~vv11811~a, 
KaL eva ,c&uµov ev Tff' u:1retp~. UTL 
lle ll.'.ll"ELpOL 1<aTa TO ,rJ\.rjOos, /5ii71.ov ii< 
-raV lf1rupa -rd aJ,,.,a elv,u. el ')'ttp 0 
K0uµos 7rE7rEpa.ap.€Jos, Ta 0' a'£,na 
1rd.vra. ftiretpa, E~ &v OOe O K0<J'µos 
'YE7ovev, &vcf.7,c71 &:1refpous elvat. 01rou 
7Cl.p TO. a,'{ na 7rd.vTa, EKe'i Kal -rCt &-.7ro
Te71.frµa.-ra.. a.fr,a. Ills ( adds the nar
rator) 1/TOL a.I ll.roµ.o, f) Ta ,no,xe,a.. 
There is again mention of the 
All in the singular, when Plutarch 
ap. Eus. Pr. Ev. i. p. 12 says: 
M71Tp60. 6 X'ios &.towv Elva.! q,71cr, TO 
1rllv, 8Tt el ~v 7evv71TOv EK raV µ1] 
O~TO~ o:~ ~v, lftreipov ,o~, O;t &1:0,~ov! 
OU 'Y"P o8ev 1/p{a.To, ouoe ,repa.s auoe 
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of his explanation of nature, 1 he was separated from 
him as a physicist by many opinions peculiar to him
self; 2 and as a philosopher, by the sceptical inferences 

'TEAEvT1/v· &A.A.' obOE 1e,v'Y}trer.,,s µe-r€
XELV TO 1rciv· Kwe'itT6aL 'Ydp &.6Vva7ov, 
µJ1 µ.eB,rrrdµ.evov, µ.e8irrrarr8a, lie 
&.11a-y1<a'io11 1,ro, els 1rl\.f;pes :/) els 
1<e.611 (but this would seem to be 
impossible, since in the 1rav, the 
totality of things, all the void and 
all the full are contained). Even 
here there is no contradiction to 
the atomistic standpoint, for the 
atoms and the void are eternal, 
and if within the infinite mass of 
atoms motion has never begun and 
never ceases, yet this mass as a 
whole (and only as such is it spoken 
of) because of its infinity can never 
be moved, Metrodorus could per
fectly, therefore, in regard to it, 
adopt the doctrine of Melissus on 
the eternity, unlimitedness, and 
immobility of Being (that he did 
so is proved by the comparison in 
Vol. I. 553 sqq.; even the false 
deduction of the unlimitednAss of 
the world from its eternity reap· 
pears here), and we may disregard 
the conjecture that Eusebius in his 
excerpt has mixed up two accounts, 
one relating to Melissus and one 
to Metrodorus. On the other hand, 
there .is between the words quoted 
above, and the words which directly 
follow them, a lacuna which no 
doubt is the fault, not of Plutarch, 
but of the compiler of the Eusebian 
extracts. 

1 Thus he agreed with Demo
critus (vide supra, p. 252, 2) that 
not only the moon and the other 
planets, but also the fixed stars re
ceive their light from the sun ( Plut, 
Plac. ii. 17, 1; Stob. Eel. i. 518, 
51\8; Galen, H. Pk. c. 13, p. 273 
K); the milky way, unlike Demo-

critus, he explained as the 171',a1<os 
KV1<1'.os, probably meaning that it 
was a circle of light left behind by 
the sun on his way through the 
he;nens (Plac. iii. 1, 5; Stob. 574; 
Gal. c. 17, p. 285). Like Anaxa
goras and Democritus he called 
the sun a µ.vlipos :/) 1rfrpos li«brupus 
(Plac. ii. 20, 5; Gal. 14, p. 275; 
less precisely, Stob. 524, 1r6pivov 
fnrdpxew ). Also his exphtnation of 
earthquakes (Sen. Nat. Qu. vi. 19) 
as caused by the penetration of the 
external air into the hollow spaces 
within the earth, must have been 
suggested to him by Democritus, 
who however ascribed that phe
nomenon even more to the action 
of water than to currents of air 
(sup. p. 253, 1). No doubt there 
were many other theories in which 
he agreed with Democritus, but 
which have not been handed down 
t<'> us, because the compilers chiefly 
quote from each philosopher those 
opinions by which he was distiu
guished from others. 

2 Especially his theories about 
the formation of the world seem to 
have been very distinctive. He is 
said (Plac. iii. 9, 5) to have re
garded the earth as a precipitate 
from the water, and the sun as a 
precipitate from the air; this is, 
indeed, but a modification of the 
conceptions of Democritus, and 
with it agrees what is quoted, p. 
247, 4. On the other hand, the 
statement of Plutarch is much 
more ~emarkab~e ( ap. E;1s; i. 8,121: 
1rv,cvovµ.evov Oe 'TOv ai0epa. 1ro1e,v 
v~<f>E;'"as, e1Ta 1)6

1
c.,p, t> ~"a.l Ka:r/bv /1rt 

'T'OV 717\.wv '1'/3evvvva.i a.vTOv, Ka, 1ro..]1.L11 

&pa.w6µ.evo11 e{ci.ne<T8a.,. xp611ce lie 
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which he drew from the doctrine of Democritus. For 
example, he not only questioned the truth of the sense
perception, 1 but declared that we could know nothing, 
not even whether we know something or nothing. 2 Yet· 
he cannot have intended in these propositions to abolish 
on principle all possibility of knowledge, as in that case 
he would neither have professed the chief doctrines of 
the Atomistic system, nor would he have occupied him-

,r~7vu,r6a1 "'l' ~71P'l' 'TOV {}l..tov 1<al 
1rote'iv be 7oU Aa.µ1rpoV liOa.Tos &.<t-rl-

, \ C I ' "" pas, VVICTQ. 'TE l(Q,l, 7Jµepa.v EiC 'TT,S 

,rfJ<<TE~S , Kal, t!ci*EO» K<:_l IC~6o
AOU Tas e,cl..e11/ms a,roTel..ew. The 
words sound as if Metrodorus 
had supposed the stars to be gene
rated each day afresh through the 
influence of the sun on the atmo
spheric water ; but even if this 
portion of his COEmogoJiy has been 
misrepresented, and he in reality 
only accounted in this way for the 
first production of the stars, it 
would still be a considerable di
vergence from Democritus. What 
is further said of the daily ex
tinction and rekindling of the rnn 
has more similarity with the the
ory of Heracleitus than of Demo
critus. L;ke Anaxagoras, Metro
dorus is said to have regarded the 
stars as wheel-shaped (Stab. M 0), 
and like him also to have assigned 
the highest place in the universe 
to the sun, the next highest to the 
moon; after them came the fixed 
stars and planets (Plac. ii. 15, 6; 
Gal. c. 13, p. 272). According to 
Plac. iii. 15, 6, he explains the fact 
of the earth's remai.ning in its place 
in the fo,lowing manner : µ710011 ev 
'T~ ol1eelcp T61rq, '1'Wµ.o.. KLVE:'ia'8at, el 
µ~ 'TLS ,rpod,,reie f) Ka6el..,cv,re« «aT' 
E<"Ep7«av• 010 µ710E 'Ti)V -y;jv, lJ. 'TE 

K«µev7111 cpu,ri«ws, 1C1veur6a.1; the 

same view which is brought for
ward by Plato and Aristotle 
against the Atomistic hypotheses 
about weight. Of. further his 
theories on the Dioscuri (Pl. ii. 18, 
2); on shooting stnrs ( Plac. iii. 2, 
11; Stab. i. 580); thunder, light
ning, hot blasts ( Pl. iii. 3, 2 ; Stob. 
i. 59:) sq.); clouds (Plut. ap. Eus. 
l. c. ; on the other hand, Plac. iii. 
4, 2; Stab. Ftm·il. ed. Me,iu. iv. 
151, contain nothing of impor
tance); the rainbow (Plac. iii. 5, 
12); the winds (Plac. iii. 7, 3); 
the sea ( Plac. iii. 16, 5); and the 
quotations in the previous note. 

1 Ap. Joh. Damasc. Parall. S. 
ii. 25, 23; Stub. Floril. ed. Mein. 
iv. 2, 34. The proposition, ,f,evoe,s 
eiva, Tc'l.s al,r6~,reis, is ascribed to 
Metrodorus, as well as to Demo
critus, Protagoras, and others. 
Similarly Epiph. l. c. : obo~ -ra,s 
a.llf8-l,crecn 8e7 1rpoaExew, Oowf]tJ'e,: 
i'aP idTl Ta wdvra. 

2 Aristocl. ap. Eus. Pr. Ev. xiv. 
19, 5. At the opening of a trea
tise ,repl cpv,rews, Metrodorus said: 
oi!Oels TJµiiv oUO~v o'loev, ot/0' c.tVTO 
'TOV'TO '1rO'TEpov oYoaµev f) ob« orliaµev, 
The same thing is quoted in Sext. 
Math. vii. 88 ; cf. 48 ; Diog. ix. 
58 ; Epiph. Exp. Fid. l 088 A; 
Cic. Acad. ii. 23, 73; the iast as,.. 
serts that it stcod vnitio libri qui 
est de natura •. 
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self so closely with physical enquiries; they must, 
therefore, be regarded merely as an exaggerated expres
sion of his mistrust of the senses, and of his judgments 
concerning the actual state of human knowledge. The 
truth of thought he does not seem to have disputed.1 

Anaxarchus of Abdera,2 the companion of Alexander,3 

celebrated for his heroism under a torturing death,4 is 
said to have been taught by Metrodorus,S or by his 
disciple, Diogenes. He too was reckoned among the 
precursors of Scepticism; 6 but the only thing that can 

1 Aristocles, l. c., cites from him 
the statement: 0'T&. TcfvTa. ~O"Tlv, 'o 
~v "" voficru.,. This may be taken 
to signify, 'all is for each man 
what he thinks of it' ( cf. Euthydem. 
in.f.) ; but the meaning may also be 
'the all is that which we can think 
included in it;' so that it expresses 
the worth of thought as contrasted 
with perception. Similarly Empe
docles (vide sup. 169, 5) opposes 
voe,v to the senses. On this sub
ject, cf. p. 225, 3. 

2 He is described as an inhabi
tant of Abdera, Diog. ix. 58; Galen. 
H. Phil. c. 3, p. 234 K, and c. 2, 
p. 228, where instead of' 'Avu.~u.76-
pu.s ,' ' 'Avc1.~u.pxos' is to be read, as 
even Diels now admits. 

3 So Diog. ix. 58. More defi
nitely Clem. Strom. i. 301 D; and 
Aristocles, ap. Eus. xiv. 17, 8, 
name Diogenes as the teacher of 
Anaxarchus. The native city of 
this Diogenes was Smyrna ; but, 
according to Epiph. Exp. Fid. 1088 
A, Cyrene was also mentioned. 
Epiphanius, on whom, however, 
we cannot certainly rely, says that 
his philosophical standpoint was 
the same as that of Protagoras. 

• Concerning him, Lnzac, Lee-

tiones Attfo:e, 181-193. 
5 He had fallen into the bands 

of his enemy, the Cyprian prince 
Nicocreon, and was by his command 
pounded in a mortar; unconquered, 
he called out to the tyrant: 1rTfocre 
Tov 'Avu.~c1.pxov O{iA.u.1<ov, 'Avc1.!u.pxov 
ov 1rTl!T!Tets. The circumstance is 
commonly narrated with various 
minor details; cf. Diog. l. c. ; Plut. 
Virt. Mor. 10, p. 449; Clem. Strom. 
iv. 496 D; Valer. Max. iii. 3, ext. 
4 ; Plin. H. Nat. vii. 23, 87; Ter
tull. Apolo_qet. 50 ; Ps. Dio Chrys. 
Or. 37, p. 126 R (ii. 306 Dind.). 
Wiedemann, in the Philolo_qus, 
xxx. 3, 249, 33, refers to other 
testimonies. 

• Ps. Galen. H. Phil. 3, p. 234 
K, reckons him among the sceptics, 
and Sext. Math. vii. 48, includes 
him, with Metrodorus, among those 
who admitted no criterion of truth. 
Also in p. 87 sq. he says : Many 
think this of Metrodorus, Anax
archus and Monimus ; of Metro
dorus, because of the remark 
quoted above ; of Anaxarchus and 
Monimus: 0-rL G'KrJVo-ypa<f>lCf &.1rel-
1eac1a.11 'Ta lfvra, 'T07s OE ICaTO. iJ1rvous 
1) µ.u.vlu.v -n:pocr1rln:Toucr1 TU.VTU. &Jp.01f;/
crOu.1 fJ1rel>.u./3ov, 
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be quoted as evidence of this is a contemptuous ex
pression about the doings and opinions of men, which 
does not assert more than we constantly find apart from 
all connection with any sceptical theory. Other ac
counts represent, him as an adherent of the Democritean 
theory of nature. 1 He may also be connected with 
Democritus when he declares happiness to be the highest 
end of our efforts.2 On the other band, he diverges 
from him in his more precise conception of the prac
tical problems of life, with which bis philosophy was 
mainly concerned, in two directions. On the one side 
he approaches Cynicism ; 3 he praises Pyrrho's indif
ference; 4 he confronts external pain with that con
temptuous pride which appears in his famous utterance 
while he was being pounded in Nicocreon's mortar; he 

1 Ap. Plut. Tranqit. An. 4, p. 
466; Valer. Max. viii. 14, ext. 2, 
he is represented as bringing before 
Alexander the doctrine of the 
infinity of worlds, which would be 
as inappropriate to a sceptic as the 
language agreeing with the utter
ances of Democritus (sitp. 277, I), 
quoted in Clem. Strom, i. 287 A; 
Stob. 34, 19 on 1roi\vµa8171, which, 
though useful to the wise man, is 
declared to be very injurious to the 
person who chatters about every
thing without distinction; a state
ment which Bernays, Rk. Mus. 
xxiiL 3 7 5, also proves to have come 
from the mechanist Athemeus (vide 
"\"V ~scher' s Poliorcetique des Grecs, 
§ 4, 202). 

2 It is to this statement. and not 
to his <%1rd81:ux ,cal EilKoAla ~oii ~iov 
(as Diog. ix. 60, asserts), that he 
owes his appellation o E&omµ.ov11<os 
(Diog. andC!em. l. c.; Sext. vii. 48; 
Athen. vi. 2-50 sq. ; .lElian V. H. 

ix. 37). Of. Galen, H. Phil. 3, 
230; a philosophic sect might be 
callf•d i« -rEAous «at 06-yµa-ros, 
lfJ<nrep ~ ft10atµo11tK'tl. 'o --yb.p ,Avd!ap
xos TEAos 1"1}s ,ca-r' a.VTOv eVa'}'~i'1JS 
(1. &7w7.) -r1Jv eUOcuµovlav lAE')"EV, 

Diog. Pro!l!m. l 7. Many of the 
philosophers are named a1ro li,a,
BEuE0011, &s oi EVOa,µavuco(, Clear
chus ap. Athen. xii. 548 b: -rwv 
Ev1ia,µ.011ucw11 ICCl.il.ovµ.evwv 'Ava~ci.PX'f, 

3 Thus Timcn speaks, ap. Plut. 
Virt. Mor. 6, p. 446, of his 8ap
ua'J\.Eov Te n.al Jµµ.avEs, his ,dweov 
µ.evos, and Plut. Alex. 52, calls 
him lOlav Teva 1ropev6µevos I~ Ctpxfis 
00011 ~V <j>L"i'..OtrocJ>(Cf KC!.l o6~all Eli\71<j>@S 
inrepOl/Aas ,cal 07'.eywpfru TflJv uuvTJ
Owv. 

4 Diog. ix. 63. Once when 
Anaxarchus had fallen into a bog, 
Pyrrho passed by without troubling 
himself about him, but was praised 
by An:i,xarchus for his ao,cl.,popov 
1CC1.l lf<r-rop-yo11, 
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takes many liberties with the Macedonian conqueror,1 
corrupting him at the same time with flatteries, couched 
in the language of honesty.2 On the other side, in bis 
personal conduct he contradicts his principles by an 
effeminacy and self-indulgence for which he is censured 
in many different quarters.3 Anaxarchus was the in
structor of Pyrrho the Sceptic.4 Nausiphanes also seems 
to have been indirectly connected with Metrodorus, at 
least be is described as a follower of Pyrrho's scepticism, 
and at the same time as the teacher of Epicurl!-s ; 5 we 

1 Of. the anecdotes, ap. Diog. 
ix. 60. Diogenes himself calls at
tention to the different account in 
Plutarch, Plut. Qit. C@v. ix. 1, 
2, 5; }El. V. H. ix. 37; AthPn. vi. 
250 sq. (according to Satyrus); 
even the last seems to me to con
tain not flattery but irony, as is 
presupposed by Alexauder'sanswer. 

2 I know not how otherwise to 
regard his behaviour after the 
murder of Clitus (Plut. Alex. 52, 
ad princ. incr. 4, 1, p. 781; Arrian, 
Exp. Alex. iv. 9, 9), on which Plu
tarch observes, that through it he 
made himself greatly beloved, but 
exercised the worst influence over 
the king : and I see no reason to 
mistrust the narrative of Plutarch. 
On the other hand, it may be true 
that it was not Anaxarchus, as 
Arrian says, l. c. 9, 14. 10, 7, pre
facing his statements with i\6-yos 
1<0:TEXEL, but Cleon. ( so Curt. IJe 
Reb. Alex. viii. 17, 8 sqq.), who 

. recommended to the Macedonians 
the adoration of Alexander. That 
Alexander valued TOV µ1'v apµ,ov,Kov 
(l. TOV eMimµ,oVLKOv) 'Ava~apyov, 
Plutarch likewise observes, Plut. 
Alex. Virt. 10, p. 331. 

• Clearchus ap. Atken. xii. 548 
b, reproaches him with loye of 

pleasure, and pro,,es it by many 
examples. Ap. Plut. Alex. 52, 
Callisthenes says to him, when the 
question was under discussion 
whether it were warmer in Persia 
or in Greece, ke must, doubtless, 
have found it colder in Persia since 
in Greece he had exchanged his 
cloak for three coverings ; but 
even Timon says, ap. Plut. Virt. 
Mor. 6, p. 44 6: his cplnns iJoovo1ri\n~ 
drew him aside against his better 
knowledge. To see in all this, as 
Luzsc does, only a peripatetic 
calumny the final motive of which 
lies in the enmity between Callis
thenes and Anaxarchus. seems to 
me hazardous, though · I attach 
no undue importance to the asser
tion of Clearchus. 

4 Diog. ix. 61, 63, 67 ; Aristocl. 
ap. Eus. l. c. and 18, 20. 

5 Diog. Promm. 15, where to
gether with him a certain Nau
sic;des, otherwise unknown, is in
troduced as a disciple of Democri
tus and an instructor of Epicurus, 
x. 7 sq. 14; ix. 64, 69; Suid. 
'E,r/1<.; Cic. N. IJ. i. 26, 73. 33, 93; 
Sext. Matk. i. 2 sq. ; Clemens, 
Strom. i. 301 D. According to 
Clem. Strom. ii. 417 A, he declared 
o.1<aTa1ri\11!ia to be the highest 
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may, therefore, suppose that, like Metrodorus, he com
bined an Atomistic theory of physics with a sceptical view 
of human knowledge.1 In general, among the successors 
of Democritus, the Atomistic philosophy seems to have 
followed the sceptical tendencies which might so easily 
be deduced from its physical presuppositions, though it 
did not itself abandon these presuppositions ; while 
previously and contemporaneously, a similar modifica
tion of the Heracleitean physics was undertaken by 
Cratylus and Protagoras, and of the Eleatic doctrine by 
Gorgias and the Eristics. Whether Diagoras, the famous 
Atheist, who became proverbial in antiquity, can he 
rightly included in the school of Democritus, appears the 
more doubtful since he would seem to have been older, 
or at any rate not younger, than Democritus, and not a 
single proposition of his philosophy has been recorded.2 

good, which was called by Demo
cri:us &eaµf!fa.. As to his relation 
with Epicurus ef. Part III. a, 342, 
2nd ed. 

1 This comnection between Epi
curus and Metrodorus, through 
the medium ·of Nausiphanes, may 
have gi,·en rise to the statement 
(Galen. H. Phil. e. 7, p. 249; Stob. 
Eel. i. 496), that Metrodorus was 
the 1<a811')'1JT~s 'E,mcovpou. 

2 Concerning Diogenes, vide 
Diodorus xiii. 6 end; Jos. c. Apion. 
c. 3 7 ; Sext. 21[ath. ix. 5, 3; Suidas, 
sub voce; Hesch. IJe Vir. Illustr. 
sub voce ; Tatian, Adv. Gr. c. 27; 
Athenag. Supplic. 4; Clemens, Co
hort. 15 B; Cyrillus, c. Jul. vi. 
189 E; Arnob. Adv. Gent. iv. 29; 
Athen. xiii. 611 a; Diog. vi. 59. 
From these passages we get the 
following result : that Diagoras 
was born in Melos, and was at 

first a dithyram bic poet ; that he 
originally feared the gods but 
became an atheist, because a fla
grant wrong committed against 
him (as to which particular ac
counts differ) remained unpunished 
by the gods; he was then con
demned to death in Athens for 
bl>tsphemous words and actions, 
especially for divulging the mys
teries, and a reward offered for 
delivering him up; in his flight he 
was lost in a shipwreck. Aristo
phanes already alludes to his 
atheism, Clouds, v. 830 (01. 89, 1 ), 
and to his condemnation, Birds, v. 
1073 (01. 91, 2). Of. with this 
last quotation Backhuysen v. d. 
Brinck, v. Lectt. ex Hist. Phil. 41 
sqq. His condemnation is also as
signed by Diodorus to O 1. 91, 2; 
the statements of Suidas th.it he 
flourished in 01. 78 (wh'ch Euse-
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Of the Democritean philosopher Bion of Abdera,1 we 
know no particulars whatever. 

III. ANAXAGORAS.• 

l. Principles of his systein: Matter and Mind. 

ANAXAGORAS, born about 500 n.c.,3 was a contemporary 

bius likewise maintains in his 
Chron. on 01. 78), and was set free 
by Democritus from imprisonment, 
mutually confute one another. In 
the accounts of his death, perhaps 
he is confused with Protagoras. A 
treatise in which he published the 
mysteries is guoted tinder the 
title of q,pv-yio, 71.6-yo,, or a.,ro
,rvp-yl(ov-res. 

1 Diog. iv. 58. What is said by 
the comic poet, Damoxenus, ap. 

· Athen. 102 a, on the popularity of 
the physics of Democritus, relates 
to the Epicurean physics, and only 
indirectly throngh these, to the 
Democritean philosophy. 

2 On the life, writings and doc
trine of Anaxagoras, vide Schau
bach, Anaxagor@ Claz. Fragmenta, 
&c., Leipzig, 1827, where the ac
counts of the ancients are most 

· carefully collected; Schorn. Anaxa
gor@ Claz. et Diogenis Apoll. 
Fragmenta, Bonn, 1829; Breier, 
Phil. d. Anaxag. Berl. 1840; 
Krische, Forsch. 60 sqq. ; Zevort, 
Dissert. sur la vie et la doctrine 
d'Anaxagore, Par. 1843; Mullaoh, 
Fragm. Pliilos. i. 243 sqq. Among 
modern writers, cf. the treatise of 
Gladisch and Clemens, JJe Pliilos. 
Anax. Berl. 1839 (quoted Vol. I. 
p. 35). Concerning older mono
graphs, especially those of Carus 
and Remsen, cf. Schaubach, p. 1, 
35; Brandis, i. 232; Ueberweg, i. 
§ 24. 

VOL. II. y 

3 Tb.is date, preYionslyaccepted 
nniversally, bas been recently dis
puted by Muller, Fragm. Hist. ii. 
24 ; iii. 504; K. F. Hermann, De 
Pliilos. Jon. mtatibits, 10 sqq.; and 
Sch wegler ( Gesch. d. Griech. P !iii. 
p. 35 ; cf. Rom. Gesch. iii. 20, 2); 
and the life of Anaxaggras has 
been placed 3 4 years earlier, so 
that his birth wonld fall in 01. 61, 
3 (534 B.c.), his death in 01. 79, 
3 ( 462 B.c.), his residence in Athens 
between 01. 70, 4, and 78, 2 (497-
466). An attempt had already 
(1842) been made by Bakhuysen 
von den Brinck ( Var. Lectt. de Hist. 
Philos. Ant. 69 sqq.) to prove that 
Anaxagoras was born in 01. 65, 4, 
came to Athens at the age of 20 in 
01. 70, 4, and left the city in 01. 
78, 2. I opposed this view in the 
second edition of the present work, 
and at p. 10 sqq. of my treatise, 
De Hermodoro (Marb. 1859), with 
almost universal acquiescence. It 
would seem from Diog. ii. 7, that 
Apollodorus probably, after Deme
trius Phaler. (Diels, Rh. Mits. 
xxxi. 28 ), placed the birth of Anax
agoras in 01. 70, 1 (500-406 B.c.). 
Still more definite is the statement 
(ibid. with the prefix 71.e-yerai) that 
he was 20 at the invaEion of Greece 
by Xerxes, and lived to the age of 
72 ; that his birth took place in 
01. 70, 1 (500 B.C.), and his death 
in 01. 88, 1 (528, 7 B.c.); and 
though the traditional text of Dio-
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genes, l. c., represents Apollodorus 
as assigning 01. 78, l as the year 
of his death, we should doubtless 
read ( as most agree) tfllioµ.11Kocr'1'rjs 
instead of o-ylio11KoCT'l'rjs. The con
jecture of Bakhuysen v. d. Brinck 
(p. 72), that the number of the 
Olympiad should be retained, but 
that insfead of 'T€Bv111<eva,' i/K/J.7/· 
Keva, should be substituted, has 
little in its favour. The ordinary 
theory is confirmed also by Hippo!. 
Refttt. i. 8, who, no doubt, places 
the &Kµ.1/ of this philosopher in 01. 
88, 1, merely because he found this 
year mentioned as the year of his 
death, and erroneously referred it 
to the time of his &Kµ.1/. With 
this agrees also the statement of 
Demetrius Phal. (ap. Diog. l. c.), 
in his iist of the archons : 1)p~a'l'o 
qn/\ocro<P•'iv 'AB1/v11criv ,1,rl Ka/\71.iov, 
iTciJv e'£Koa'L &v, without even 
changing (with Meursius, &c., cf. 
Menage, ad h. l. ; Brandis, Gr. 
Rom. Phil. i. 233 ; Bakhuysen v. 
d. Brinck, l. c. 79 sq.; Cobet in his 
edition) Ka/\.71.iou into Ka/\.1\utliou, as 
these are only different forms of 
the same name. A Kalliades was 
Archon Eponymus in 480 B.C. 
We therefore get the year 500 B.C. 
as the birth-year of Anaxagoras. 
Only we must suppose Diogenes or 
his authority to have misunderstood 
the statement of Demetrius, who 
must either h,i,ve said of Anaxago
ras: 1)p~ct'l'o q,,71.ucroq,e'iv l,rl Ka/\.71.iou, 
or more probably, 1)p~. q,,71.ocr. 
'AMwwri ~pxov-ros Ka/\.71.iou ; for in 
that case i,p~. q,,71.. could not relate 
to the appearance of Anaxagoras as 
a teacher, for which the age of 20 
would be much too young, but only 
to the commencement of his philo
sophic studies. What could hiwe 
induced him to come for this pur
pose at the very moment when the 
armies of Xerxes were pouring 

down upon Athens, to a city which 
neither then, nor for many decades 
previously, had harboured any 
noteworthy philosopher within its 
walls? (Schaubach, 14 sq.; Ze
vort, 10 sq., etc.,. propose that with
out changing the name of the 
archon, " TEa'crap&,covTa " should he 
substituted for eY1<ocr, ; that is, 
' M' should be substituted for 
' K;' so that Auaxsgoras would 
have come to Athens at the age of 
forty, in 456 B, when Pallias was 
archon.) Now it is true that Dio
dorus, Eusebius and Cyrillus assign 
dates to Democritus, which are not 
compatible with this; for if Demo
critus (as Diodorus, xxiv. 11, s2,ys) 
died in 01. 94, 1 ( 403, 4 B.c.) at the 
age of 90, or if ( as Euse'bius and 
Cyrillus say, vide sup. 209) he was 
born in 01. 69, 3, or 01. 70, Anax
agoras, who was 40 years older 
(Diog. ix. 41; vide sup. p. 209), 
must have been at the beginning 
of the fifth century a man of from 
33 to 41 years old. But there 
are many important reasons to be 
urged against this theory. In the 
first place, it is not only Eusebius 
and Cyrillus who, in their dates, 
are guilty of so many contradic
tions, and in the case of Democritus 
incredible contradictions and errors 
( examples may be found in regard 
to Eusebius in my treatise, De 
Hermodoro, p. 10 ; cf. also Pr<Pp. 
Ev. x. 14, 8 sq.; xiv. 15, 9, where 
Xenophanes and Pythagoras are 
made contemporary with Anaxago
ras, and Euripides and Archelaus 
are nevertheless called his disci
ples. As to Cyrillus, it is enough 
to remember that in 0. J,il. 13 b, 
he assigns the u.Kf.1-t/ of Democritus 
simultaneously to 01. 70 and 86 ; 
and Parmenides to 01. 86, and 
makesAnaximenes the philosopher, 
no doubt by a confusion with the 
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rhetorician of Lampsacus, a con
temporary of Epicurus. Oedren. 
158 0, also describes him as a 
teacher of Alexander the Great) ; 
but also Diodorus who, in chrono
logical accuracy, is not to be com
pared with Apollodorus. Hermann 
thinks that the three statements on 
the date ofDemocritus, viz. of Apol
lodorus, Thrasyllus and Diodorus, 
are to be traced back to this : that 
they are all founded on a previous 
notice, according to which Demo
critns was born 723 years after 
the destruction of Troy; and each 
calculated the date after his own 
Trojan era (placed by Apollodorus 
in 1183, by Thrasyllus in 1193, 
by Diodorus, in agreement with 
Ephorus, in 1217 B.c.); and that 
they then determined the date of 
Anaxagoras according to that of 
Democritus. Even if this were 
true, it would not follow that Dio
dorus is right, and that the other 
two are wrong; in itself, however, 
the conjectur'e is not probable. 
For, on the one hand, it cannot 
even be proved that Ephorus as
signed the destruction of Troy to 
1217 (Bakhuysen v. d. Brinck, 
Philol. vi. 589 sq., agrees with 
Boeckh and Welckerinsayingll50; 
and Miiller, Ctes. et Chronogr. 
Fragm. 126, does not seem to me 
to have proved anything to the 
contrary) ; only this much is clear 
from Clemens, Strom. i. 337 A; 
Diodorus, xvi. 76, that he fixed 
the migration of the Heraclidre in 
1070 or l 090-1 B.c. ; and it is, 
moreover, very improbable that 
Apollodorns and his predecessor, 
Eratosthenes, B,rrived at their con
clusions about the dates of Demo
critus and Anaxagoras, in the way 
that Hermann suggests. For De
mocritus's own statement, that he 
composed the /UKplis a,cf.1w<Tµ.os in 

the 730th year after the destruction 
of Troy, must have been well known 
to them; indeed, from Diog. ix. 41, 
it would seem that Apollodorns 
founded his calculation of Demo
critus's birth-year upon this very 
statement. Bnt in that case they 
could not possibly have placed ~)le 
birth of the philosopher in the 
7:l3rd year of the same era in the 
730th year of which he had com
posed his work; they could only 
have found its date by making the 
statements of Democritus as to his 
epo~h correspond with their era 
instead of his own. In regard to 
Anaxagoras, however, Demetrius 
Phalereus, and others, ap. Diog. 
ii. 7, are in accord with them, who 
cannot certainly have arrived at all 
their theories through a wrong ap
plication of one and the same Tro
jan era. Even to an Eratosthenes, 
an Apollodorus, or a Thrasyllus, it 
would be impossible to ascribe so 
careless a procedure as that with 
which Hermann credits them. In 
the second place, Diodorus himself, 
Hermann's chief witness, agrees 
with the ab:ive testimonies con
eernjng Anaxagoras; since in xii. 
38 sq., when discussing the causes 
of the Peloponnesian war, he ob
serves : ' The embarrassment in 
which Pericles was placed by his 
administration of the pnblic trea
sure was increased by some other 
accidental circumstances : the pro
cess against Pheidias, and the 
charge of Atheism against Anaxa
goras.' Here the trial of Anaxa
goras is assigned, with the greatest 
possible explicitness, to the time 
immediately preceding the Pelo
ponnesian war, and consequently 
his birth in the beginning of the 
fifth or the end of the sixth 
century. Hermann's explanatory 
comment (p. 19), that upon occ>i-
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sion of the charges against Phei
dias, the old complaints against 
Anaxagoras were revived, is so un
natural that sc11rcely any one could 
admit it. 'The enemies of Peri
cles,' says Diodorus, 'obtained the 
arrest of Pheidias : ,co;l "bToii Tau 
IT,p11Cl\eovs /CUT?7'')'6povv /epo1Tu7dav. 
'11"p0S lle 'TOVTOIS , Avata')l6pa.v 701' 
iTOcf>Lt:rT1}v, D,OJ.<rKa.l\.ov l>v.ra, IIEpL· 
KA.Eo1Js, &s·l1.(TE/30VvTa ·.els ,-abs 8eoVs 
lrrv,co,flci.vTovv. Who can believe 
that Diodorus would havwthus ex
pressed himself if he had been 
alluding, not to a suspidon attach
ing to Anaxagoras, who was then 
living, but to,the charges that h:id 
been brought against a. man who 
had been dead for thirty years? 
The present forms, l'i,ll&.rr,cal\ov 
l5vrra. and 0.fJ'e/3oiJvTu.., alone 
would prove the contrary. Plu~ 
tarch also (Perie!. 32) places the 
accusation ,of Anaxagoras in the 
same period and historical connec
tion·; and he also observes, Nie. 23, 
upon the occasion of a lunar eclipse 
during the Sicilian campaign, 
' Anaxagoras, who was the first to 
wri_te openly, a;1d ciearly on lu~ar 
eclipses, .our avTOS ,iv '11".a'il.a,os, ovTe 
o !7'6yos ·/!vootos ( acknowledged by 
public opinion), on account of the 
disfavour in which the physical 
explanation of nature was at that 
time held in Athens, his opinions 
were, however, received with cau
tion and in a narrow circle.' Plu
tarch, therefore, agrees with Dio
dorus, that Anaxagoras was in 
Athens until nea,r the beginning 
of the Peloponnesian war. No 
argument against this can be de
rived from the fact that Satyrus, 
ap. Diog. ii. 12, names Thucydides 
( son of Melesias) as the accuser of 
Anaxagoras; for Sotion (ibid.) had 
designated Cleon as such, who only 
>1ttained to any celebrity towards 

the end of Pericles's Ii& (Plnt. 
Per. 33); and, according to Plut. 
Per. 32, the i}~<J>,~µa against those 
who denied the gods, and taught 
Metarsiologia, was the work of 
Diopeithes, who is mentioned by 
Aristophanes (Birds, v. 988) as 
still alive (414 n.c.). Nor is it 
prejudiced by the circumstance on 
which Brandis, Gesch. d. Entw. i. 
120 sq., greatly relies, that Socra
tes, in Plato's Ph(l!do, 97 B, derives 
his knowledge of the Anaxagorean 
doctrine, not from Anaxagoras 
himself, but from his treatise. 
Plato might, no doubt, have 
brought. him into personal connec
tion with Anaxagoras, but that he 
must have done so, if Anaxagoras 
was in Athens until 434 n.c., can
not be maintained. Thirdl!f, it 
tells against Hermann's Yiew that 
Xenophon (Mem. iv. 7, 6 sq.) and 
Plato (Apot. 26 D) treat Anaxago
ras as the physical philosopher 
whose doctrines and writings were 
universally known in Athens to
wards the end of the fifth century, 
just as they were represented by 
Aristophanes in the Clouds. Now, 
if he had left Athens more than 
sixty years before, nobody would 
have remembered him and his trial, 
and the enemies of philosophy 
would have directed their attacks 
against newer men and doctrines. 
Plato, in the Cratytus ( 409 A), the 
date of which cannot possibly be 
earlier than the two last decades 
of the fifth century (Plato attended 
the lectures of Oratylus abont 409-
407 n.c.), describes Anaxagoras's 
theory of the moon as something, 
f; l1<e,vos vewa"-rl t11. .. yev. More
over, Euripides (born 480 n.c.) is 
called a disciple of Anaxagoras 
( inf. 328, 1 ), and if he himself 
seems to betray that he was so 
(vide Vol. II. a, 12, third edition), 
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thi~ presupposes that the philoso
phe!r did not die before 462 B.C., 

several years after he had quitted 
Athens. If it be objected that the 
authors who attest this relation of 
Euripides to Anaxagoras are com: 
paratively recent, there is a valid 
answer even to that objectio:n
For, according to Athemeus, v. 220 
b, the ' Callias' of JEschines the 
Socratic contained: -r1jv ,,-ou Kctl\l\fov 
..-pas TOV 1rwrepa aw.q,opi'tv Kal T1jV 
npoaiKou Kal 'Avo.~ar'pou TWY ,roqwr
TWV i5mµ.WK1)G"LV (mockery); he had 
consequently connected Anaxagoras 
and Prodicus with Callias, who was 
not born at the time when, accor
ding to Hermann, Anaxagoras left 
Athens. Hermann's only resource 
in this difficuhy is the conjecture 
that we should read I'Ipw-ra')'epov 
instead of' Avago.')'6pov in Athenreus. 
(De .Aesck. Socrat. ReUqii. 14.) But 
this alteration is quite arbitrary, 
and no reason. can be assigned for 
it except the impossibility of re
conciling the traditional text with 
Hermann's hyp0thesis. That An
axagoras, according to the language 
of the time, might have been called 
a Sophist, is clear from Vol. I. p. 
302, 1, and will be made clearer 
further on (i:nf Chap. III. 8opk.). 
Hermann expre~sly acknowledges 
this, Diodorus himself (vide supra) 
calls him so, and the name involved 
no evil imputation. Why then a 
Soeratic like ]Eschines should have 
objected to class him with other 
Sophists it is hard to see ; for 
Socrates himself, in Xenophon's 
ilfem. ii. 1, 21, passes a much more 
favouralile judgment on Prodicus 
than on Anaxagom~. Hermann 
thinks, lastly, that as Callias wah 
still ( ap. Xen. Hellen. vi. 3. 2 sq.) in 
01. 102, 2 (371 B.C.) occupied with 
state affairs, he could no longer 
have attended the lectures of 

Anaxagoras; and as his father, 
Hipponicus, foll at Delium in 424 
n.c., he could not before that date 
have been represented as favourino
the Sophists. But against this w~ 
ha".e not only Plato's account, 
wluch makes Protagoras even be
fore the beginning of the Pelopon
nesian war entertain a number of 
the most distinguished Sophists, 
but the still more decisive proof 
that Callias's younger h,ilf-brother 
Xanthippus was already married 
before the year 429 (Plut. Per. 24, 
36; cf. Plato, Prot. 314 E). If we 
add to these arguments the fact 
that Anaxagoras ( as will be shown 
at the end of this chapter), not 
only was strongly influenaed by 
Parmenides, whose older c@ntem
porary, according to Hermann, he 
was, but in all probability studied 
Empedocles and Leucippus, the 
correctness of th ~ popular theory 
as to his date will no longer he 
doubtful. No argument against 
this can be founded on the state
ment in Plutarch, Tkeniist. 2, tl.at 
Stcsimhrotus asserted that 'l'hemis
tocles had listened to the teachi!lg 
of Anaxagoras, and had occupied 
himself with Melissus. Fon though 
Plut. Cimon, 4 ss.ys of Stesimbro
tus that he was ,repl -r~v ahrbv bµ.ou 
TL xp6vov -rep Ki;uwv, ')'E')'ov.1s, this 
evidence can be no more worthy of 
belief in regard to Anaxagoras 
than toMelissus, who was somewhat 
younger, and net older than Anaxa
goras, according to the reckoning 
of Apollodorus; and we have the 
choice between two alternati1·es-·
either to suppose that Themistocles, 
during his stay in Asia Minor 
(474 to 470 n.c.), actually came in 
contact (it. could not h,we amounted 
to more than this) with Anaxago
ras, who was then in Lampsacus, 
and with Melissus; or that the 
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of Empedocles and Leucippus. This learned man,1 who 
is also named with distinction among the most ancient 
mathematicians and astronomers,2 came from his native 

writer, whose work, according to 
Plut. Per. 36, was composed more 
than forty years after Themisto
cles's death, and of whose untrust
worthiness Plutarch (Per. 13, 36; 
Themist. 24) furnishes conclusive 
proofs, is in this case also speaking 
groundlessly, or im·enting with 
some ulterior purpose. To me the 
latter is far the more probable. 
As little can be said for the state
ment. that Archelaus, the disciple 
of Anaxagoras. was regarded by 
Panaetius as the author of a con
solatory poem addressed to Cimon 
after the death of his wife ( Pint. 
Oi-m. 4), for this is apparently a 
rnere conjecture, as to the truth of 
which we know nothing; and even 
if we accept it as true, we are al
together ignorant how long this 
poem was composed before Oimon's 
death { 4.50 ), how old Arch elans 
was at the time, and how much 
younger he waR than Ana,rngoras. 
Plutarch, who assigns the flight of 
Anaxagoras from Athens t-0 the 
period immediately preceding the 
Peloponnesian war, thinks, how
ever, that the chronology is in 
favour of the opinion of Panaetius. 
:For similar reasons, we should not 
be justified by the statement ( even 
were it correct) that Socrates was 
a disciple of Anaxagoras, in assign
ing Anaxagoras's residence in 
Athens to the first third of the 
fifth century. I have already 
shown, however, elsewhere (Part 
n. a, 47, third edition) how little 
this statement is to be trusted. 
Hermann alleges in support of his 
theory, that it is only on his cal
culation that Protogoras can be the 

disciple of Democritus, and :Cemo
critus the disciple of the Persians, 
whom Xerxes brought into his pa
ternal house; but this is little to 
the purpose, for the supposed 
discipleship of Protagoras ema
nates, as will be shown, from very 
doubtful sources ; and as to the 
Persian instructors -0f Democri tus, 
we ha"e already seen (s1,p. p. 210) 
that the story is altogether un
worthy of credit. 

1 K/\c,,(oµlvws is his usual ap
peHation. His father, according to 
Diog. ii. 6, &c. (cf. Schaubach, p. 
7). was called Hegesibulus, or also 
.Eubulus; on account of his wealth 
and good family he occupied a pro
minent position. 

2 That Anaxagoras was so, there 
is no doubt, but how he arrived at 
his extensive knowledge it is no 
longer possible to discover. In 
the litaoox,l, he was usually placed 
after Anaximenes, and therefore 
was called the disciple and succes
.~or of that philosopher (Oic. N. IJ. 
i. 11, 26; Diog .. Prorem. 14, ii. 6; 
Strabo, xiv. 3, 36,, p. 645 ; Clem. 
Strom. i. 301 A.; Simpl. Phys. 6 
b; Galen. H. Phil. c. 2, &c. ; cf. 
Sch,rnbach, p. 3 ; Krische, F<Ytsch. 
61); but this is, of course, a 
wholly unhistorical combination, 
the defence of which ought not to 
have been attempted by Zernrt, p. 
6 sq. ; the same theory seems to 
have been adopted by .Eusebius 
(Pr. Ev. x. 14, 16) and Theodore
tus ( Cur. Gr. Ajf. 22, p. 24, cf. iy. 
45, p. 77), when they represent 
him as the contemporary of Py
thagoras and Xenophanes, and 
when Eusebius places his lmµr, in 
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city Clazomenre 1 to Athens, 2 where in his person philo
sophy first became naturalised ; 3 and though throughout 
his many years' residence in this city, he had to struggle 
with the mistrust and prejudice of the majority of the 
inhabitants,4 yet there were not wanting intellectual men, 

Oi. 70-3 and his death in 01. 79-2. 
What is said about a journey of 
Anaxagoras to Egypt for the pur
poses of culture, by Ammian, xxii. 
16, 22; Theod. Citr. Gr. Alf. ii. 
23, p. 24 ; Cedren. Hist. 94 B; 
cf. Valer. viii. 7, 6, deserves no 
credit. Josephus brings him into 
connection with the Jews ( C. Ap. 
c. 16, p. 482), but this is not cor
rect. The most trustworthy ac
counts are entirely silent as to his 
teachers and the course of his 
education. From love of know
ledge, it is said, he neglected his 
property, left his land to be pasture 
for sheep, and finally resigned his 
property to his relations ( Diog. ii. 
6 sq. ; Plat. Hipp. JJfaJ. 283 A; 
Plut. Per£cl. c. 16 ; De V. .!Ere Al. 
8, 8, p. 831; Cic. Tusc. v. 39, 115; 
Valer. Max. viii. 7, ext. 6, &c.; 
Schaubach, 7 sq.; cf. Arist. Eth. 
N. vi. 7, 1141 b, 3); nor did he 
trouble himself about politics, bnt 
regarded the sky as his fatherland, 
and the contemplation of the stars 
as his vocation (Diog. ii. 7, 10; 
Eudem. Eth. i. 5, 1216 a, 10; Philo, 
ZEtern. M. p. 939B; Iamb.Protrept. 
c. 9, p. 146 Kiessl.; Clem. Strom. 
ii. 416 D; .Lactant. Instit. iii. 9, 
23; cf. Cic. De Drat. iii. 15, 56. 

1 Ps.-Plat,o, Anterast.; Procl. 
in Euclid. 19 65 sq. Friedl. ( after 
Eudemus): 1ro/l./l.wv lq,{]tJ,aTo KaTa. 
')'EC,,µ.erp!ar ; Plut. De Exil. 17 
end. In after times, some pre
tended to know the very mountain 
(Mimas, in the neighbourhood of 

Chi1s) on the summit of which 
Anaxagoras pursued his astrono
mical observations (Philostr. Apoll. 
ii. 5, 3). With his mathematical 
knowledge are also combined the 
prophecies which are ascribed to 
him ; foe most famous of these, 
the fabled prognostication of the 
much talked of meteoric stone of 
Aegospotam us, relates to an oc
currence in the heavens, and is 
brought into connection with bis 
theory of the stars : Diog. ii. 1 O ; 
Ael. H. Anim. vii. 8 ; Plin. H. 
Nat. ii. 58, 149; Plut. Lysand. 12; 
Philostr. Apollon. i. 2, 2, viii. 7, 
29; Ammian. xxii. 16, 22; Tzetz. 
Ghil. ii. 892; Suid.' Ava(a-y.; Schau
bacb, p. 40 sqq. 

2 According to the account of 
Diog. ii. 7, prefaced with ,parrlv, he 
lived in Athens for thirty years. 
In that case his arrival there must 
have taken place about 463 or 
462 B.c. For the rest, in regard to 
dates, cf. p. 321 sqq. 

3 Zeno of Elea is also said to 
hay,; lived for a while in Athens, 
vide Vol. I. p. 609, 1. 

4 Cf. the passage fromPlut. Nio. 
23 discussed supra, p. 324; Plato, 
Apol. 26 c, sq. ; and Aristophanes, 
Cloitik. Eveu the appellation Nous, 
which is said to have been given 
him, was no doubt rather a nick
name than · a sign of respect and 
recognition (Plut. Pericl. 4; Timon, 
ap. Diog. ii. 6; the later writers 
quoted by Schaubach, p. 36, pro
bably copied from them). 
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who sought his instructive society ; 1 and in the great 
Pericles especially he found a protector whose friendship 
was a compensation for the disfavour of the populace.2 

When, however, in the period immediately preceding 
the Peloponnesian War, the enemies of that statesman 
began to attack him in his friends, Anaxagoras became 
implicated in -a charge of denying the gods of the state, 
from which even his powerful friend could not altogether 
shield him; he was therefore obliged to quit Athens,3 

1 Besides ArcheLtus and Me
trodorus (who will be mentioned 
later on) and Pericles, Euripides 
is also spoken of as a disciple of 
Anaxagoras (Diog. ii. 10, 45; Suid. 
Evp,,r. ; Diodor. i. 7 end ; Strabo, 
xiv. 1, 36, p. 645; Cic. Titsc. iii. 
14, 30; Gell. N. .A. xv. 20, 4, 8 ; 
Alexander Aetolus, whom he 
quotes ; Heracl. .AUe_q. Hom. 22, 
p. 47; M. Dionys. Ha;!ic. Ars 
Rhet. IO, 11, p. 300, 355 R, &c.; 
cf. Schanbach, p. 20 sq.), and he 
himself seems to allude to the 
person as well as to the doctrines 
of this philosopher ( cf. Vol. II. a, 
12, 3rd ed.). According to Antyllus 
ap. Marcellin. V. Thucyd. p. 4 D, 
Thncydides had also heard the 
discourses of Anaxagoras. That 
it is a mistake to represent Em
pedocles as his disciple, has been 
shown, p. 187, cf. p. ll8; for evi
dence th,;t Democrates and So
crates could not have been so, cf. p. 
210 and Part n. a, 47, 3rd ed. 

2 On Pericles' relation to An
axagoras, cf. Plut. Per. 4, 5, 6, 16 ; 
Plato, Phmdr. 270 A; Alcib. i. 118 
C; Ep. ii. 311 A; Isocr. 1r. &vTL'/i6cr. 
235; Ps.-Demosth. Amator. 1414; 
Cic. Brut. 11, 44; IJe Grat. iii. 34, 
138; Diodor. xii. 39 (sitp. p. 323); 
Diog. ii. 13, &c., ap. l::lchaubach, p. 

11 sq, But this relation became 
the prey of anecdote and scandal
:mong, rs ( even no doubt at the 
time); among their idle inventions 
I include the statement in Plut. 
Per, 16, which is not Yery happily 
explained by Backhuysen v. d. 
Brinck, that once, when Pericles 
could not loo'k after him for " long 
time, Anaxagoras fell into great 
distress, imd had almost rcsoh·ed 
to starve himself when his patron 
opportunely interposed. 

8 Concerning these ennts, cf. 
Diog. ii. 12-15; Plut. Per. 32 ; 
Nie. 23; Diodor. xii. 39; Jos. c. 
Ap. ii. 37; Olympiocl. in 1Wete01·ol. 
5 a, 1, 136 Id. (where, in oppo8i
tiou to all the most trustworthy 
e1·idences, Anaxagoras is repre
sented as ha1•ing returned); Cyrill. 
C. Jut. Yi. 189 E; also Lucian, 
Timon. 10; Plato, Apol. 26 D; 
Laws, xii. 967 C.; Aristid. Ora.t. 
45, p. 83 Dind.; Schaubach, p. 47 
sqq. The details of the trial are 
variously given. Most accounts 
agree that Anaxagoras was put in 
prison, but some say that he 
escaped with the help of Pericles ; 
others that he was set at liberty, 
but banished. The statement of 
Satyrus, ap. Diog. ii. 12 (as to the 
real meaning of which Gladisch, 
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and betook himself to Lampsacus, 1 where he died, about 
the year 428 B,C,2 His scientifie theories had been em
bodied in a treatise of which valuable fragments have 
been preserved.3 

The doctrine of Anaxagoras is closely related to the 

Anax. u, d. Isocr. 91, offers a very 
improbable conjecture), that he 
was accused, not only of iud{3ELa. 
but also of µ-rySurµos, stands qliite 
alone. As to the date of the charge 
and the accusers, vide p. 323 sq. 

1 That he founded a schwl of 
philosophy there, is very insuffi
ciently proved hy the statement 
of Eusebius, Pr. Ev.· x. 14, 13, 
that Archelaus took charge of his 
school at Lampsacus; and from 
his advanced age, it is not likely. 
Indeed it is a question whether the 
conception of a school, generally 
speaking, can rightly be applied to 
him and his friends. 

2 These elates are given by 
Diog. ii. 7 in part after A jJOllo
clorus; vide sup. p. 321 ; that at 
the time of his trial he was old 
and weak, is mentioned also by 
Hieronymus, ap. Diog. 14. The 
assertion that he died from volun
tary starvation (Diog. ii. 15; Suicl, 
'Ava(a7. and ihronapnpr,rras) is 
very suspicious: it seems to have 
arisen either from the anecdote 
mentioned p. 328, 1, or from the 
statiement of Herm1ppus, ap. Diog. 
ii. 13, that he killed himself, from 
grief on account of the disgrace 
that came upon him through his 
trial. This anecdote, however, as 
we have said, is Yery doubtfn l, and 
relates to something else ; the as
sertion of Hermippus cannot be 
:reconciled either with the fact of 
his residence in Lampsacus, or 
with what we know of the equa-
1ility with which Anaxagoras bore 

his condemnation and banishment, 
as well as other misfortunes. The 
people of Lampsacus honoured his 
memory by a public funeral, by 
altars, and (according to 1Elian, 
dedicated to Nous and 'A"Af,O«a.) by 
a yearly festival which lasted for 
a century ( Aleidamas, ap. Arist. 
Rhet, ii. 23, 1398 b, 15 ; Diog. ii. 
14 sq.; cf. Plut. Praec. Ger. Reip. 
27, 9, p. 820; Aef. V. H. viii. 19). 

3 This, like most of the trea
tisbs of the ancient philosophers, 
bears the title 1repl q,vrre,,s. :For 
the fragments of which ef. Schau
bach, Schorn and Mullach. Be
sides this treatise he is said 
(Vitruv. vii. Prmf. 11) to have 
written on Scenography; and, ac
cording to Plutarch, JJe Exil. 17, 
p. 607, he composed a treatise in 
prison, or more properly, a figure 
which related t0 the squaring of 
the circle. Sc·horn's notion (p. 4 ), 
that the author of the work on 
Scenography is another person of 
the same name, is certainly inc0r
rect. Zevort's conjecture seems 
more plausible-that the treatise 
on Scenography formed part of the 
treatise 7repl tpvrr•ws, and that this 
was his only work; as Diogenes, j, 
16, no doubt en more ancient autho
rity, gi\-es us to undel."stand. Of 
other writings there are no definite 
traces (Yide Seh,mbach, 51 sqq.; 
Ritter, Geschich. d. Ion. Phil. 208). 
:For the opinions of the ancients 
on Anaxagoras cf. Schaubach, 35 
sq., cf. Diog. ii. 6. 
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contemporaneous systems of Empedocles and Leucippus. 
The common starting point of all three is found in the 
propositions of Parmenides on the impossibility of gene
ration and destruction; their common aim is the ex
planation of the actual, the plurality and variability of 
which they acknowledge; and for this purpose they all 
presuppose certain unchangeable primitive substances, 
from which all things are fanned by means of combi
nation and separation in space. Anaxagoras, however, 
is distinguished from the two other philosophers in bis 
more precise definitions concerning the primitive sub
stances and the cause of their motion. They conceive 
the original substances without the qualities of the 
derived: Empedocles as elements qualitatively distinct 
from each other, and limited in number; Leucippus as 
atoms, unlimited as to form and number, but homoge
neous as to quality. Anaxagoras, on the other hand, 
Rupposes all the qualities and differences of derived 
things already inherent in the primitiv'e matter, and 
therefore conceives the original substances as unlimited 
in kind, as well as in number. Moreover, while Empe
docles explained motion by the mythical forms of Love 
and Hate, and therefore in reality not at all ; and the 
Atomists on their side explained it mechanically by the 
effect of weight, Anaxagoras came to the conclusion 
that it can be only understood as the working of an in
corporeal force; and be accordingly oppoRes to matter, 
mind, as the cause of all motion and order. On these 
two points all that is peculiar to his philosophy, so far 
as we are acquainted with it, may be said to turn. 

The first presupposition of his syst,em lies, as before 
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remarked, in the theorem of the unthinkableness of 
absolute Becoming. 'Of generation and destruction 
the Greeks do not speak correctly. For nothing is 
genetated nor destroyed, but out of existing things 
everything is compounded, and again separated. The 
right course, therefore, would be to designate generation 
as combination, and destruction as separation.' 1 Anaxa
goras, accordingly, is as unable to conceive generation 
and destruction in the specific sense of the words, as 
Parmenides ; for this reason he also maintains that the 
totality of things can neither increase nor diminiHh ; 2 

and in his opinion it is an improper use of language to 
employ such expressions at all.3 In truth, the so-called 
Becoming of the new and cessation of the old, is only 
the change of something that previously existed, and 
continues afterwards; and this change is not a qualita
tive, but a mechanical change: the substance remains 
what it was, only the mode of its composition changes; 
generation consists in the combination, destruction in 
the separation, of certain substances.4 

1 Fr. 22 Schaub. 17 Mull. : TO 
OE 7lvecrew ,cal Cl.:ir&i\i\vrr8m oVK Op-
8Ws voµl(oV<nv ol "EA.i\1J11ES', oUOEv 
'Y(J,P xpTJµa 7l1tETaL, oVOE C1:ir.6i\)\VTaL, 

&.AA' &1r1 
E611TWV XPrJµchwv uvµ-

µ[u-yeTa[ re Kal OtaKpiverai, Kai 
otirws hv Opew~ KaA.oLev r6 TE -ylve
cr8cu <J"vµµL<J''Yeff(}ai Kal TO .&.7r6i\i\v
<rea, o,aKpiverrOa,. The treatise of 
Anaxag<Jras did not begin with 
these words ; but that is, of course, 
no reason why they should not form 
the stilrting-point of his system. 

2 Fr. 14: rourEwv OE o[h·w O,a .. 
ICEKpiµEvwv 7,vc!JcrKeLv xp11, 3·n 1rdvni 
01/0Ev EA.cfcnrw Jcr,dv olJOE 7r/\.Ew • o U 
7&p &.vucrTOv 1rdv7wv 7iAEw elvcr.t, 

a~;,...(f, 7rcfvra 'l(Ia aiei. 
3 In th.e fragment just quoted 

" voµl(ELv" -seems to allude ( as, in
deed, the mention of ""E;\.J\.7Jves" 
would lead us to suspect) to the 
current expression, which corre
sponds with the "v6µ.q," of Em
pedocles and Democritus (p. 124, 
1; 219, 3), and with the "teas" 
of Parmenides (V. 54, vide sup. 
Vol. I. p. 584, 1 ), and is therefore 
not quite accurately translated by 
'belie,·e.' 

4 Arist. Pli.71s. i. 4, 187 a, 26: 
toilCE OE 'Avc1.~a:y6pa.s Cbretpa oUTws 
oh1Bf'ivai ( 'Ta G"TOLXEla] Ota TO {nro
J\.aµ./3d.PELV T~V ,cowqv o6~av TWV 
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In this manner a plurality of original substances 
was at once admitted ; but whereas Empedocles and the 
Atomists maintain the simplest bodie3 to be the most 
primitive, and accordingly ascribe to their primitive 
substances, besides the universal qualities of all matter 
only the mathematical characteristic of form, or the 
simple qualities of tlte four elements, Anaxagoras, on 
the contrary, believes that the individually determinate 
bodies-such as flesh, bones, gold, &c.-are the most 
primitive, and that the elementary substances are only 
a mixture,1 the apparent simpleness of whfoh he explains 

<f,V<J'L«Wv eivm Cl.i\:'f10ri, &s oV 7ivoµJ
Vou oUOevOs J,t ToV µ1} DvTos · Odt 
TOVTo ')'Ctp oUrw AJ-yov<J'w, " 1}11 OµoV 
Ttt 1r&.11Ta '' Kctl "TO -yfvea-ea, Tot6vO'e 
Ka6E<TT"IJKEV &Al\.owVcr8m/' ol &€ 
ul,-yKpLITLJI Kai Otcb<pt<TLJ/, (71, 0, EK 
ToV ,ylveu8cu' E~ &,/\1\.~"Awv Tlt,vavTf,,.. 
,vu1r,ipxev /!,pa, etc. The words Tb 
7l11. - &A>-.otoVu8m seein to me to 
contain, like the preceding words, 
a direct citation ; so that we should 
translate the passage thus: 'For 
therefore they say all things were 
united together,' and ' Becoming 
means to change,' or they also' 
speak of combination and separa
tion. There is another allusion 
to these words in Gen. et Corr. i. l, 
314a,13: 1<dToi'Ava~ay6pasye 'T1)V 
ol1<.elav cpwv~v 'i],yv611cre11 · AE'YEL -yoU.v 
&s TO ,yl')'verr8m 1<.al &.1r6.Ai\.va8ai 
Tal1T0v 1w.f1Ecr'1'711{E Tij3 &.i\.\owUueat 
(which is repeated by Philop. acl 
h. l. p. 3). In any case, we find 
in this a confirmation of the state
ment that Anaxagoras expressly 
reduced · Beeoming' to ailJ<.oiw,ns 
( cf. p. 71); when, therefore, Por
phyry (ap. Simpl. Phys. 34 b), in 
this passage of the Physics, pro
poses to refer the words Tb ·1iveaea1, 

etc., to Anaximenes instead of An
axagoras, he is eertainly iu error. 
On <f'Vy1<p<<J'1s ancl o,J;,cpi<f'is, vide 
Metaph. i. 3 (following note) and 
Gen. An. i. 18 (ii(f'. p. 334, 1). 
Later testimonies re.iterating that 
of Aristotle, ap. Schaubach, 77 
sq., 136 sq. 

1 Arist .. Gen. et Oo,·r. i. 1, 314 
a, 18 : b ,U<V yap (Anaxag.) T<i b,uow
µEµT/ UTotxeLa Tl61/a'LV ofov OuToVv 
1<.al a-do1<a 1eal µ.veAO.v ,cal TWv ltAi\w.v 
&11 J1<.d.lJ''TOV cr11vdJvvµov ( sc. T~ l)Acp, 
as Philoponus, acl h. l. 3 a, rightly 
explains) -rb ,uepos euTlv • • • 
EvavTf"'s 0€ cpatPOVTat i\.E-yovTES oI 
1repl· 'Ava~ay6pav 'l'OtS 1repl 'E,u1reoo-
1<.I\.Ea · 6 µ.Ev 1dp <f,7J<Tl 7rUp Ka.l fJOwp 
,cc,l Mpa 1ml y,iv <J'TOLXE<a TE<f'<Tapa 
~al ~1ri\lt, el~m µci~Alov ~ udflla 1<.al 
O<J'TO'VJI Km Ta TOLaVTa TWP oµowµe
p&P, ol OE Ta.V-ra µ€11 &1rA.U ,cal fJ'To

xe?ct, ,y;}v 0€ ,,al 1rVp ,w.l 00wp 1<.al 
ldpa <J"{)ll()era · 1ra11<r1rEpµ[av 'Yi,,P 
eTva, 'T06Twv (for they, the four 
elements, are an· assemblage of 
them, the determinate bodies). 
Similarly, Df Cmlo, iii. 3, 302 a. 
28: 'Avo.~ay6pas o' 'E,U'lrEOOl<AE< 
JvavTlws At-yet ,repl T00v cr-rotxefo.,v. 
() µfv ,.,ap 1rVp Kal 1?Jv Kal Ta uV-
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by saying that, on account of the amalgamation of all 
possible determinate,sub.stances, not one of these is per-

tiT01.xa ToVTo:s t1Toixe7& </>1J<1U1 eTvat 
rrWv rrwµ&.Twv Ka.l cruy,ce70'8at 1r&.v-r" 
EK rroVT(JJV, , Ava.~a,y6pa.s OE -rJi!vav
Tlov. -ra 'Y4P OµowµEp'l] t1TOLXELIJ., 

c ":_~'Y{J) o> ?To" (T~1pKa K«L ?~roV~ Ka.l 
TWV TOWVTWV etcaa'Tov), a.epa Oe Ka.l 
1rVp µ'i')'µ,ct ToVTwv Ko.l 't"Wv liAi\wv 
<T1repµri-rwv 1rd.~TWV • eiv,u ,,ap EKd
rrepov a.lJTWv ~~ &.op&:rwv Oµ.ornp.EpWv 
7rci.vTwv ?,Bpourµ,evwv. In like man
ner Simpl., inh. l., sup. Vol. I. p 233, 
1 ; 236, 1 ; cf. Theophr. H. Ptant. 
iii. 1, 4; ibid. ap. Simpl. Phys. 6 b; 
Lucret. i. 834 sq. ; Alex. Aphr. IJe 
Mixt. 141 b; cf. 147 b; Diog. ii. 8, 
etc., Yide p. 333 sq. This seems 
to be contradicted by Arist. Me
tapl,. \· 3, 984 a; 11, _: 'Aval~7~pas,o• 
, •• <J.7refpovs ELV<J.L q>1]CTL '1'<1.S a'"pxas' 
rrxeO~v 7d.~

1 
0:1rav~Ta ;:a 01;oioµe~·r/, 

"a8 CJ.7rE p vo wp f) ,r v p, oVTw 7,7. 
ve0'8a< 1<al &,r6i\i\v0'8a( cp11cn O'V"fKP<· 
0'€£ ,cal Oimcpluet µ.611011, lt,\A.ws O' 
olJ-re ry[,yvet1'8cu oih' &1r6A7'.vrr0a.L, 
UA.Act ChaµE11ew Cd°DLa. But the words 
1<a8ci.7rep ~owp 1) 7rvp may also signify 
that the conception of oµ,owµ,,pes 
is explained through them by 
Aristotle only in his own name ; 
while, at the same time, O'Xelilw in
dicates that Anaxagoras <lid not 
reckon all which Aristotle includes 
under this conception as primitive 
substances (Breier, Philos. d . .Anax., 
40 sq., after Alexander, ad h. l.); 
or, still better, the words may be 
an allusion to what has previously 
been quoted from Empedocks : for 
he maintains that all bodies of 
equal parts, as well as the elements 
(according to Emp6docles), origi
nate only in the given manner, 
through combination and separa
tion (cf. Bonitz, in h. l.). The 
passages, as Schwegler remarks, 

only assert the same thing as the 
fragment quoted, p. 331, 1, and we 
have no reason (with Bchaubach, 
p. 81) to mistrust the express 
statements of Aristotle in the two 
passages first quoted. Philoponus 
indeed, Gen. et Corr. 3 b, contra
dicts his statement with the asser· 
tion that the elements also belong 
·to the class of things that have 
equal parts. But this is of little 
importance; for if we m>iy argue 
from other analogi<'s, this theory 
has only been invented by Philo
ponus from the Aristotelian con
eeption of that which has equal 
parts. The mode of conception 
which Aristotle ascribes to Anaxa
goras, moreoYer, perfectly agrees 
with the general tendency of his 
doctrine; since he supposes that 
no quality, perceptible to sense, 
appears in the original mixture of 
substances, it may also seem to 
him natural that, after its first 
imperfect separation, only the 
most universal qualities, the ele· 
mentary, should be observable. 
Moreov<'r, Anaxagoras (vide infra) 
does not suppose the four elements ) 
to be equally -primitiYe; but, first, 
he makes fire and air separate 
themselves, and out of fire and r 

air arise water and earth. When 1 

Heracleitus, .Allcg. Hom., 22, p. 46, 
ascribes to Anaxagoras the theory 
which is elsewhere ascribed to 
Xenophanes--that water and earth 
are the elements of all things (not 
merely of men, as Gladisch says, 
.Anax. ~t. d. Isr.)-he can only 
have arrived at that incomprehen
sible statement through the verses 
there quoted from Euripides, the 
supposed disciple of Anaxagoras. 
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ceived in its distinctive individuality, but only that 
is perceived wherein they all agree.1 Empedocles and 
the Atomists hold that the organic is formed from the 
elementary; Anaxagoras, conversely, that the elementary 
is formed from the constituents of the organic. Aristotle 
usually expresses this by asserting that Anaxagoras 
maintained the bodies of similar parts ( Ta oµowµspij) 
to be the elements of things,2 and later writers call his 
primitive substances by the name of oµowµipsiai. 3 

1 In the same way perhaps that 
seemingly colourless light arises 
from the mixture of all coloured 
lights. 

2 Vide, besides the quotations 
in the note before the last, Gen. 
Anim. i. 18, 723 a, b (on the opinion 
that the &eed must contain in itself 
parts of all the members): .I auras 
')'Ctp A.&')los toucev eivm o'liTos 'To/ 
'Ava(wyopov, rep µ,718ev -yi-yve<J8a, 'CWV 
oµ,owµ,epwv. Phys. i. 4, 187 a. 25: 
,t F ~ " \ ' I a:n·etpa Ta TE oµ.owµ.eprJ Kett. Tavavna 
(,rote<' Ava~a-y. ). Ibid. iii. 4, 203 a, 
19 : ScroL O' lt.'lretpa 1rowVo-,. -rct lTTOL .. 

xe,a, 1ea8cl.1rep 'Ava.~a.-yopa.s 1ea.l A71µ,6-
KptTos, 0 µ.Ev ~IC TWv Oµ.ornµ.epWv O O' 
~K rr'l]s 1ro.vO"rrepµ.las TWJJ <JX1Jµ.&1Twv, 
rff &,pfi uuvexh TO ·'1:1retpov eiva.£ 
<j,a.cnv. Metaph. i. 7, 988 a, 28 : 
'Avci(a.-yopa.s oe 'fl/V 'fwV uµ,owµ,epwv 
i'x.,mpla.v [ a.pxlw ;>.e-yEL]. lJe CrRlo, 
jii. 4: 1rpfiJTov µ.€v oliv gTL oVK Ecrrw 
ihrEtpa ( Ta, O"'TOLXela] . a • 6ewprrrJov 
,cal 1rpWrov ToVs 7r&vra T?t. Oµowµ.t=pY/ 
(J'ToLxeLa 1rowVvras, Ka8&.1rep 'Ava~a
-y6pas. .Gen. Anim. ii. 4 sq., 740 
b, 16, 741 b, 13, c,in scarcely be 
quoted in this connection. 

• The word is first met with in 
Lucretius, who, however, uses it, 
not in the plural for the several 
primitive elements, but in the sin
gular, for the totality of these; 

so that,;, bµ,owµ,epe,a. is synonymous 
.iith ,,.& oµ,owµ,epri (so at le,ist his 
words seem to me best explained; 
Breier, p. 11, explains them some
what differently); for the rest he 
gives a sufficiently accurate ac
count, i. 830 :--

mmc et Anaxagorm scrittemur ho-
m(J?,01neriam, 

quam Graii memorant, &c. 

834:-

principio, reritm quom dicit hom(J!o
nwriam ( al. 1,rineipium rer. 
quam d. hom.) 

ossa videlicet e pauxillis atque 
minutis · 

ossibus hie, et de paitxillis atqite 
minutis 

visce1-ibus viscus gigni, sanguenque 
creari 

sanguinis inter se multis coeun tibu' 
guttis, 

ex aurique putat micis consistere 
posse 

ait1·u1n, et de terris terram concres-
cere parvis · 

ignibus ex ~qnis, umorem umoribus 
esse, 

cetera consimili fingit ratione pit
tatq_ue. 

The plural oµ,owµ,epELa.< is first found 
in later writers. Plut. Perie/. c. 
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Anaxagoras himself cannot have employed these 
expressions,1 for not merely are they wholly absent from 
the fragments of his treatise,2 but they can only be ex
plained in connection with Aristotle's use of language.a 

4 : voiJv ... Cl,1ro«plvovra 'Td.s- Oµow
µ.epeia.s. Sext. Pyrrh. iii. 33: Tots 
'11'Epl 'Ava!a-y6pav 1raO'av ai0'81/T1/V 
1rot6T'1}TO. ,repl 'TaLs Oµ.owµ.epefa.,s &.,ro-
7'.EL'1l'OV<JLV, Math. x. 25, 2: of -yap 
aT6µ.ous ,/.,,.6vTes 'q bµ.owµ.epe[as 'q 
~7 1<ovs. § 254. Diog. ii. 8: apxiis 
Of 'T(f.S liµ.oioµ.epefa.s· Ka0J.1C'Ep '}'b.p ~JC 

Tow t{,r,7µ.chwv 7'.e7oµevwv TOV XPVO'OV 
<rvvecrTd.vm, oVrws EK TWv OµowµepWv 
µacpWv <rwµr1TWJ/ rO '1l"av cru7KeKpl
cr8m. Simpl. Phys. 258 a: .!156,m 
OE AE7etv O 'Avaf, Ort OµoV 1f'd11'rwv 
Ov-rwv XpTJµd.rwv ,cal 1]pEµ.oVv-rwv rOv 
U'11'ELpov ,rpo TOV xp6vov, f3ou7'.r,8els b 
1w0'µ01ro,Os voVs OtaKpLvat ra e't011 
(kinds of things, not as the word 
has been translated, 'ideas ; ' it 
~.eems, to refe7 to An~xaP' J!'r. 3). 
a1rep oµowµ.epeLa.S Ka.A.et, KLV'1}(fLJI a.v
Ta<S ?ve1roir,crev. Ibid. 33 a, 106 
a, 10, and Porphyry and Themis
tius, who are both cited by him 
here (Phys. 15 b, p. 107 Sp.). 
Philop. Ph11s. A, 10; Ibid. Gen. et 
Corr. 3 b; Plnt. Plac. i. 3, 8 
(Stab. i. 296): 'Ava!a7 . •.. apxds 
TWV tJ11Twv TGis 0µ.0LOJJ,Eptlas C1:1rE<f>t/
va'l'o, and aLer the reasons of this 
theory bave been discussed: l,,,r/, 
Toti oOv Oµ.ou1. "Td µ.Ep'IJ E'fva., €11 -rfi 
'l'po<J>ii TO<S "fEVVWf'EVOLS bµ.ocoµ.epeias 
aVT!ts €«&.A.E<FE. 

1 Schleiermacher was the first 
to announce tbis ( on Diog. Werke, 
iii. 2, 167; Gesch. d. Phil. 43), 
afterwards Ritter (Ion. Phil. 211, 
269; Gesch. d. Phil. i. 303); Phi
lippson (T7'.r, av0p. 188 sqq.); Hegel 
( Gesch. d. Phu. i. 359); and subse
quentlyBreier(Phil.d.Ana;i·.1-54), 
with whom modern writers almost 

without exception agree, and whom 
we chiefly follow in our exposition, 
places it beyond a doubt by a 
thorough enqniry into this whole 
doctrine. The opposite theory is 
held by all the earlier writers, and 
by Schanbach, p. 89 ; 'vVendt, zii 

T'ennemann, i. 384 ; Brandis. l. c. 
245 (otherwise in Gesch d. Entw. 
i. 123): Marbach, Gesch. d. Phil. 
i. 79 ; Zevort, 53 sqq. 

2 In places where we should 
have expected the words Ta bµ.ow
/«p'ij, as in Fr. i. 3, 6 ( 4 ), Anaxa
goras has cr'11'<pµ.aTa, or, still more 
indefinitely, xp1iµ.czrn. Of. Simpl. 
De Cmlo, 268 b, 37 (Schol. 513 a, 
39): 'Avcz!a-y. TCI. bµ.otoµ,ep'ij cTov 
crd.pKcx. Ka.l 00"-roVv Kal -rO. -ro,a.VTa, 
ll:rrEp cnrEpµa.Ta J,rdi\Et. 

8 Aristotle designates by the 
name of bµ.ocoµ.epes '. Gleichthcilig) of 
like parts, bodies which in all their 
parts consist of one and the same 
snbstance, in which, therefore, all 
parts are of like kind with each 
other and with the whole ( cf. on 
this point Gen. et Corr. i. 1, and 
Philop. in h. l. p. 332, 1 ; ibid. i. 
10, 328 a, 8 sqq.; Part. Anim. ii. 
2, 647 b, 17, where bp.owµ.epes and 
.,.1, µ.•pos bµ.cfivuµ.ov T<p 57'.cp express 
the same idea. Alexander, De 
Mi:J:t. 147 b: avoµ.owµ.·epfi µ.ev Ta 
JK Otaq>e:p6vTow µEpfiJv CFVVECJ'-ri;Jra., &s 
7rp60'wirov 1<al xelp, bµ.owµ.epfi oe O'c!.p~ 
'Tt.S [ -re J Kal Ocrrci, µ.Vs teal a.Tµa. 1eal 
<j,>,,e,j;, 37'.ws c1iv -r/i µ.6p,a To,, 3>,,o,s 
t'O'T l crvvcfivuµ.a ), and he distinguishes 
from the bµ.owµ.epes on the one 
band, the elementary (which, how
ever, is reckoned with the bµ.oco-
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He certainly cannot have spoken of elements, for this 
term was first introduced into philosophy by Plato and 
Aristotle; 1 and the primitive substances of Anaxagoras 
are besides, in accordance with what we have already said, 
something different from the elements. His meaning 
is rather that the substances of which things consist, ar~ 
in this, their qualitative determinateness, underived and 
imperishable; and since there are innumerable things, 
of which no two are perfectly alike, be says that there are 
innumerable seeds, not one of which resembles another,2 

p.epes, S2lp. p. 332, 1, and De Cmlo, 
iii. 4, 302 b, 17); and on the other, 
the so-called organic in the nar
rower sense. In this graduated 
scale, formed by these three kind 9, 

he always indicates the lower as 
the constituent and condition of the 
higher; the oµ.owµ,eph consists of 
the elements ; the organic, of the 
substances of like parts ; to the 
Op.owp.Ef,ES belong flesh, bone, gold, 
silver, &c.; to the organic, or of 
unlike parts, the face, hands, &c., 
vide Part. Anim. ii. 1 ; De Gen. 
Anim. i. 1, 715 a, 9; Meteor. iv. 8, 
384 a, 30; De Cll3lo, iii. 4, 302 b, 
15 sq., Hist. Anim. i. 1 : rwv ~v To,s 
(rf,ais µoplwv 'Td. µ.Ev ~a'TLV 0.<1Vv8Pra, 
Orra OzmpliraL els l>µ.owµ.epT/, o'fov 
udpKes els t:rcf.pKrJs, -r?t. 0~ <J'Vv8ETO., 
Oa'a. els lt.voµotoµ,epr/, oTov 7/ xe1p olnc 
E<S x•'ipo.s /i,mpELTCLL ovlie 'TO -n:pO(J"<,J-
1'0)1 els ,rp6a"onra. Further details 
in Breier, l. c. 16 sqq.; Ideler on 
the Meteor. l. c., where references 
to Theophrastus, Galen, and Plo
tinus, are given. In the discrimi
nation of like and unlike parts, 
Plato anticipated Aristotle (Prat. 
329 D, 349 C) ; the expression 
oµawµep1}s, it is true, does not oc
cur, which is another proof of its 
Aristotelian origin, but the idea 

is there very decidedly: -n:&vra a. 
'TaVTa µ&pta eTvaL &peT'1]s, oVx Ws 
'Ta 'TOV xpvcroV µ.OpLa Oµou£ Jct'TLV 

CI.A.A.1,A.ots teal -rep Olvp uV µ6pui. ~a'Tu', 
&A.i\.' &s 7tf, TOV rrpoU'rfnrou µ6pla Kal 
"'P o;\rp o~ µ.6p,&. ea"n tco.l o.;\;\fi;\ots 
o.v6µ.am. The comprehensive ap
plication of this distinction, how
ever, which we find in Aristotle, is 
wanting in Pl?.to. According to 
what has been said, the expla
nation in the Placita, l. c.; Sext. 
Math. x. 318; Hippol. Rqfut. x. 7, 
of the Homoeomeries as l>µ.o,a TD<> 
"fEYVwµlvo,s, is incorrect. 

1 Of. p. 126, 1. 
2 Fr. 6 ( 4) : 7/ a"uµµ,!« -n:livTwv 

XP?1µrl-rwv, Toii TE OtepoV ,cal -roV 
~11pav, tcal TaV e,pµav ,cal -rav ,J,uxpov, 
Kal ToV Aaµ:rrpoV ,cal ToV (oq>EpoU, 
K~l 77}~ 7r~AAf;r J:·o'Vcrr;s , K~l <;trEp
µarwv a,re1pwv 1rAri8ovs ouOev eorn&
rwv o./\;\fi;\a,s. oblie -y?tp 'TWV l,;\;\wv 
(besides the sn bstances already 
named, the e,pµ.ov, &c.) abo,v fo,,ce 
T<p E'TEprp Tb erepov. Fr. 13 (6): 
~repav ~vliev ,(~esid,es ,vovs),, Ea"TLJ/ 
oµowv ou01;vl e-repcp a1rEtpwv eov-rwv, 
Fr. 8 : Erepov 0~ oiJOfv Ea-T,v Oµ,oiOv 
ou9,vl u;\;\rp. The infinite number 
of primitiYe matters is often men
tioned, e.g. in Fr. 1 ( inf. p. 338, 1); 
e.g. Fr. 1 ; Arist. Metaph. i. 3, 7; 
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but they are different in shape, colour, and taste. 1 

Whether this statement relates only to the various 
classes of the original substances, and to the things com
pounded from them, or whether the individual atoms 
of matter of the same class are also unlike each other, 
is not specified, and this question was probably not 
entertained by Anaxagoras ; nor is there any trace of his 
having brought the infinitely heterogeneous character 
of the primitive substances into connection -with more 
general metaphysical considerations; 2 it is most pro
bable, therefore, that, like the Atomists, he founded it 
merely upon the multiplicity of phenomena as shown 
by experience. Among the opposite qualities of things, 
we find the categories of the rare and the dense, the 
warm and the cold, light and dark, moist and dry, 
brought into especial prominence; 3 but as Anaxagoras 

Phys. i. 4, iii. 4 ; De C(£/o, iii. 4 
( sup. p. 332, 1 ; 334, 1); De Melissa, 
c. 2, 97,5 b, 17, &c., vide Schaubach, 
71 sq. Cicero, Acad. ii. 37, 118, says 
Anaxagoras taught: materiam in
finitam, sed ex ea particidas similes 
inter se minidas, but this is only a 
wrong interpretation of the bµow
/J-<p'ii, which he no doubt took from 
hjs Greek authority; in order to 
correspond with obi'i~v iou,6n,,v in 
Fr. 6.weshouldhere read dissimiles. 
In favour of this conjecture we 
might quote Aug. Civ. D. viii. 2 : 
de particulis inter se dissiniilibus, 
corpora dissimilia ( vide infra, 
Anaxagorean Sch?ol; ,A~,chel~us). 

1 Fr. 3: Toureoov Oe ovrCtJS ex:ov· 
'TCIJV xp11 OoKEe,v Evetvai (this reading, 
suggested by Simpl. De C(£lo, 271 
a, 31; Schol. 513 b, 45, is riirhtly 
adopted by Schaubach aud JYiul
lach: Brandis, p. 242; and Schorn, 

VOL. II, z 

p. 21, defend h eive1.,, but this 
makes no proper sense), 71'o/\7'.ci, n 
1eal 1TaVTO"ia. iv 1rcirn TO"is UV"'y'Kpivoµi

VOLS (this will be further discussed 
later on) ftal u1rEpµ.arra 1r&J/'rc,w 

XPtJµd.T(AJV, 1eal l?Ea.~ 1ra.~Tolas ixovTa. 
''"" xpo,11.s Ka., 'l]i'iova.s. On the 
meaning of ~i'iovh, "Vide Vol. I. p. 
291, 2, and supra, p. 38, I. Here 
also it may be translated ' smell,' 
but 'taste' is much more appro
priate. It is most probable, how
ever, that the word, like the German 
' Schmeclcen' in certain dialects, 
unites both significations without 
any accurate distinction. 

2 Like that of Leibnitz, as
.cribed to him by Ritter, Jon. Phil. 
218; Gesch. d. Phil. i. 307, that 
everything maintains its individual 
character through its relation to 
the whole. 

3 Fr. 6, p. 336, 2; Fr. 8 (6): 
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supposed the particular substances to be original, with
out deriving them from one primitive matter, the per
ception of these universal opposites cannot have the 
same importance for him as for the Physicists of the 
ancient Ionian School or for the Pythagoreans. 

All these different bodies Anaxagoras then conceives 
as originally mixed together, so completely and in such 
minute particles, that not one of them was perceptible 
in its individuality, and, consequently, th_e mixture 
as a whole displayed none of the definite qualities of 
things. 1 Even in derived things, however, he believes 
the separation cannot be complete, but each must 
contain parts of all; 2 for how could one come out of 

G.1ror!plverai &.1r6 '1'E ToV ltpawV 70 
71"VKVDV, «al &,,rb TDV ,f,vxpov .,.1, 8epµ.ov, 
«al &,,r/; ..-ou (oq,epov .,-1, >.aµ.1rp'/w, 
«al &,,rl, 'TDV otepov .,.1, !rJp6v. Fr. 
19 (8): 'TO µ.ev 71"Vl<VOV ,cal oiepov 
«a1 ,J,vxp'/w 11:al (oq,cpov lve&lie a-vve
xwprJrrev, l!vea vvv f, 717, To lie &.pcuov 
«al To 8epµ.ov 1<a\ 'TO !rJPOV l!exwp1}tJE1' 
els 'TO ,rp&rrw TOV aleepos. Vide P· 
339, 1. It is no doubt in reference 
to these and simi1'tr passages that 
Aristotle, Phys. i. 4 (sup. p. 334, 2), 
calls the oµ.owµ.eprj also lvav-r[a ( cf. 
Simpl. Phys. 33 b; ibid. 10 a). 

1 Fr. 1 (opening words of his 
treatise) : oµ.ov ,rav'Ta xpr,µ.a'Ta f,v, 
li,reipa 1<al ,r/l.rj8os 1<al rrµ.,1<poTrjTa, 
1<al 70.p TO rrµ.rnpov /£1mpov ?jv· Keil 
1rd11rwv 6µ,oV i6vrwv oV5iv Ei5071J\.ov 
(al. 1!vli17/I.Ov) ?jv f,,r'/, rrµ.,1<po..-rjTos. 
Simplicius, who reports these words 
in Phys. 33 b, repeats the first 
clause on p. 106 a; but what he 
there adds is his own emendation ; 
Schaubach, therefore, is in error 
when he makes a separate frag
ment of it, p. 126. Similarly his 
Fr. 17 b, ap. Diog. ii. 3 (as is 

rightly maintained ·by SchDrn, p. 
16 ; Krische, Forsch. 64 sq.; 
Mullach, 248), contains not the 
very words of Anaxagoras, but 
merely an epitome of his doctrine, 
connected with the commPncement 
of his treatise. On the other hand, 
Simpl. De Cmlo, 271 a, 15 (Schol. 
513 b, 32), has retained the words 
which Mullach passes over: " &rne 
r&v &:1rotcpt11oµivwv µ1) eloEvai 7(} 
1r/l.rj8os µ.1,Te /l.67cp µr,Te l!p')'cp." Fr. 
6 · ( 4): ,rplv oe &.1ro1<pw817vm Tctu-ra, 
1r&.vrwv O,uoV J6vTwv, oilOE xpot1} 
eifOrJII.OS (lf•o.) ?jv D~Oep.[rJ. (meKW/1.ve 
-yd.p "Y/ (J'Vµµi!ts -,rd.vrwv xpnµrlTCJJv, 
etc. (vide p. 337, 1). The expres
sion 6µ.oV 1rdvTa, which became a 
proverb among the ancients, is 
continually alluded to; e.g. by 
Plato, Pluedo, 72 0; Gorg. 46,5 D; 
Arist. Phps. i. 4 (supra, p. 331, 4); 
Metaph. iv. 4, 1007 b, 25, x. 6, 
1056 b, 28, xii. 2, 1069 b, 20 (cf. 
also Schwegler); Schaubach, 65 
sq. ; Schorn, 14 sq. 

2 Fr. 3, supra, p. 337, 1 ; cf. 
Schaubach, p. 86; Fr. 5, i11Jr(I, 
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another if it were not in it; and how could the transition 
of all things, even of the most opposite things, one into 
another, be explained, if they were not all of them in 
all Y 1 If, therefore, an object appears to us to contain 

p. ~4\ 3; Fr. 7 f 5): ev ";,'VTl 1ravrof 
µo,pa ever;n 10,?)v v6ou, ell'TL ofo, ae 

. Kal voos l!v,. Fr. 8, infra, p. 34 l, 3; 
Fr. 11 (13): oil KEX<"P<ll'rnt ,,.i',, ev 
evl tc6rrµq; oUO~ Cl.1ro1iE1eo1rTCJ.t 'Tf'EAIKEl°, 
01/ re 'TO 8epµov a,ro 'TOV tJ,uxpoii oliTE 
TD tJ,uxpliv t,,r(I -rov eep,u.ov. Fr. 12 
(6), which is referred to in Theophr. 
a~. Simpl; Phys.• 35 b:. ev 7:avr/ 
1t'avra ou/'ie xwpls ell'nv elvai. al,.7'-a 
1rdvra ,ravrOs µo?pav µerEXEL" ;$Te 0€ 
T~ill\.rixurrov p3! E<Tn~ :z:aL, ?UJt, a~ 
OVVaLTO xwpt<1'8r;va,, ouo au l,.iav a<j> 
( Cod. D better: iq,' cf. Fr. 8) 
EwvroU ')'EvE<TBo.t, &AA' 5,n~p ( or O·Kf.OS') 
'll'Epl dpxhv, eTva.L, (~his ;vord se;~s 
to be correct) l(at. vvv 7ravra 0µ011. ev 
?ra.o-L 0~ 1roAi\lZ ¥Pea'TL tccd TWV d1ro
tcpwoµEvoov tO"a1rA.1]8os iv To7s µe[(mr[ 
-re m:d Ei\d:rroui (' and in all things, 
even those divided from the origiml 
iutermixture, i.e. individual things, 
are substances of different kinds, 
in the least, as much as in the 
greatest.' The same idea is thus 
expressed at the commencement 
of the fragment : ta-a, µotpai eill'L 
TOV TE µe·y&.Aov n:al TOD ap.iupoV). 
This is frequently repeated by 
Aristotle (vide tbA following notes). 
Alex. De Senszt, 105 b; Lucret. i. 
875 sq. &c.; vide Schaubach, 114 
sq., 88, 96; Philop. Phys. A 10, 
and Simpl. Phys. 106 a, do not 
express this quite correctly when 
they say that in every Homreomeria 
all others are present. 

1 Arist. Phys. iii. 4, 203 a, 23 : 
b_µ,Ev (Anax~g-) 0TLO~v TWv, µo~[wv 
elvat µ[')'µa ol1,oiws Tep 1rav·n Ota Tb 
bp~v 6Twiiv e~ brovoiiv 7vyv6µevov • 
jy7e£i8e11 70.p fouu Kal Oµ-oV 'JfO'Te 

1rci.vra XP~µara q,ava, e1va,, oTov 
{)Oe t} (J'ap; ~al T60e TO ()(TT(YVv Ka2 
of>roos 6TwVv · Kal 11"civTa &pa. Kal 
~,u~ '1'afv~v ·, &p~1] -yap oU µ.6:v~v E~ 
EKa.<rr(f Ell'T< r?).S Otar<pf<1'€WS, al,.Aa 
Kd .,..&v.,.wv, etc., which Simpl. in 
h. l. p. 106 a, well expLtins, Ibid. i. 
4 (after the quotation on p. 331, 4): 
el 7(1.p 1rfo, µEv Th 7tv6µevo11 &vd')'KrJ 
"yfve0'8at ~ Eg 6wrwv ·/) be µh liv'l'wv, 
ToVrwv OE TO µEv JK µ1} 6vTwv 
')'lvE<r0at &.OVvaTov . . . ,-0 XourCv 
iJ011 <J'uµ(3a[vew EG &:v&..7,<1,s' Ev61.utJ"a11 
E~ 15vTwv µEv 1ud ~vu1rapx6vT~v '}'i
VE<T8at, OLCt ,.wcp6rrrra OE TWV ~"fl(WV 

i~ &.vaur81rrwv 7}µ7v. Ot6 q>a,cn 1rU:v Ev 
1rCtvTi µEµ'ix8m c5t6TL 1rUv EK ?rav70s 
€r/Jpwv "'jLV6fJ,€V011. cpoiveiTOat O·e Ow,• 
cpEpov'T'a Ka.l 1rpoa'a-yapeVe<r8aL €7Ep..t 
(1.A.?i..1/A.(J)V iK 'TOV µd.A.tr:r8' {1reptxav
TOS OLa. 1rA.r}8os Ev rfi pl!EL -rWv 
CG1relpw11 · elA.ucpwWs µ€11 ,,ap OA.ov 
l,.eudw t) µe;>..av t) -y;>..ud, t) a-ci.p,rn 'I) 
lio-ToVv oUK eivm, {),you OE 1r'Ae'i1Trov 
EKacrrov Exe£, TOVTo 0JK.E'iv e'fvat T'iJv 
c/JV<1'LV 'TOV ,rpa7µaTOS, In the Pla
cita, i. 3, 8, and Simpl. l. c., the 
doctrine of the bµ.owµep11 is de
riYed more immediately from the 
observation that in the nourish
ment of our bodies the differem 
substances contained in the body 
are formed from the same means 
of nutrition; but that Anaxagoras 
was also thinking herein of the 
transmutation of inorganic matter 
is shown by his famous u ssertion 
that snow is black (that is, there 
is in it the dark as well the light); 
for the water of which it consists 
is black (Sext. Pyrrk. i. 33; Cir. 
Acad. ii, 23, 72, 31, 100, and after 

z 2 
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some one quality to the exclusion of other qualities, 
. this is only because more of the corresponding sub
stance than of other substances is in it ; but in truth 
each thing has substances of every kind in it, though it 
is named from those only which predominate.1 

This theory is certainly not without difficulties. If 
we accept the original mixture of matter in its strict 
meaning, the mixed substances could not retain their 
particular qualities, but must combine into a homo
geneous mass; we should consequently have, instead of 
a medley consisting of innumerable different substances, 
a single primitive matter, to which none of the quali
ties of particular substances would belong, like the 
Infinite ·Of Anaximander, to which TheophrastuR reduces 
this mixture of Anaxagoras,2 or the Platonic matter, to · 
which it is reduced by Aristotle.3 If, on the other 

him Lactant. Inst. iii. 28; Galen, 
IJe Simpl. Medic. ii. 1 B; xi. 461 
Kiihn. Schol. in Iliad. ii. 161). 
The sceptical propositions which 
were deduced even by Aristotle 
from the above theory of 4-naxa
goras will be discussed later on. 
Ritter (i. 307) ,explains the sen
tence, 'all is in ·all,' to mean that 
the activity of all primitive con
stituents is in each of them; but 
this seems to me compatible nei
ther with the unitnimous testimony 
of the ancients, nor with the spirit 
of Anitxitgoras's doctrine. 

1 Vide in addition to the two 
last notes Arist. Metaph. i. 9, 991 a, 
14, and Alex. in !,. t. A criticism 
of Anit:xagoras's doctrine concern
ing the Being of all things is to be 
found in Arist. Phys. i. 4. The 
distinction between matter and 
quality of which I have made use 

for the sake of clearness is, of course 
in this form, alien to Anaxagoras, 
vide Breer, p. 48. 

2 Vide sup., Vol. I. p. 233, 1 ; 
236. 

• Metaph. i. 8, 989 a, 30 ( cf. 
Bonitz, ad h. l.): 'A11a!a76pas o' 
e'l TLS f.nroi\d{:3o, OOo J\E'}'fLV O"TDLXEla, 
µ&.A.urT' 'b.v b1roAdBo, Ka·TCi. A<l'}'OJ/, 'bv 
iK~"'ivos aV'7"?s µ.E~ oV, 0L1pe

1
wa'ev, '1},c~-

1'.ov811,re µen' UV e! aVa')'K1JS 'COLS 

brci.'Yovt1tv airr6v · . . . 0Te ')'0.p 
o~e~v 1l1' O.~oKe~ptµ~vo~, Ofji\~v ~s 
o~8~v ~v , aA.?78es ei1r;w K~Ta 'T'J}S 
OVG"tas EKELV'IJS •.. OV'TE ')'ap 7f'OL0v 
'Tt oT6v -re aVrO eiva;, oli-re 'lrotrOv o6Te 
Tl. -rWv ')'Up Jv µEpei 'TL i\E')'oµEvoov 
elOWv V1r'lJpXEV 'b.v aVT(f, 'TOVTo 0~ 
Cl.56vaTov µEµiyµEvwv ')'E 1rdwrwv · 
11011 7il.p /iv &.1r<1<e1<p<-ro • • • J1< 017 
TOVTwv uvµ{3afvet i\E7eLv aU-rrji T?ts 
ctpxO.s T6 TE iv ( TOV'To ')'ap Cl1TA.0Vv 
«al &µ,'Yfs) Ka1 Od.Tt:pov, o'fov TL8Ep.EV 
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hand, the determinate qualities of the substances are to 
be maintained in the mixture, it becomes evident, as in 
the system of Empedocles, that this would be impossible 
unless the ultimate atoms were incapable of division or 
of amalgamation with others ; and thus we should arrive 
at the indivisible bodies, which are likewise by some 
writers ascribed to Anaxagoras.1 Not only, however, is 
he himself far from holding the theory of one uniform 
primitive matter,2 but he expressly maintains that the 
division and increase of bodies goes on to infinity.3 

-rO Cl.6pLCTTOV 1rplv Opur81}11a, «al µe
TafJ'xeW e'tOovs 'Ttv&s. t/)(f'TE Al7era, 
µ,Ev o1Jr' Op8Ws all-re cracp&s, {3oVA.eTm 
µEvrro, TL 7rapa1rAfJ<n-0v To"'is TE fJcr
Tepov Ai')'ovu, Kal ToLs vUv <f>a,vo
µEvors µCT.AJ\ov. 

1 Never indeed in express words; 
fo~ Simpl. Phys. 35 b, only says 
that the primitive substances do 
not separate chemically, any fur
ther; not that they cannot be 
divided in regard to space. And 
(ap. Stob. &/,. i. 356) it is evi
dently by a mere transposition of 
the titles that the atoms are at
tributed to Anaxagoras and the 
homceomeries to Leucippus. Yet 
some of our authorities seem to 
look upon the homceomeries as mi
nute bodies, e. g., Cicero in the 
passage quoted sup. p. 336, 2; but 
especially Sextus, who repeatedly 
mentions Anaxagoras with the 
various atomists, Democritus, Epi
curus, Diodorus Cronus, Heraclei
des and Asclepiades; and identi
fies his f;µ.owµ.<p~ with the l!,roµ.o,, 
the EAd.Xt<TTa Kal &µ.epY/ <J'Wµa.ra, 
the avapµ.o, ~-y,w, (Pyrrh. iii. 32; 
JJ1ath. ix. 363, x. 318). That he 
is here following older accounts, 
we haYe the less reason to doubt, 
since Hippo!. Refut. x. 7, p. 500 

D, agrees word for word with 
Math. x. 318 ; and in an extract 
from a Pythagorean, i. e., a neo
Pythagorea~ t;ea~is~, ib. ~- 252, 
we read: ot 'Yap aroµous Et1r6vTES 
i) 6µ,ornµepefas 1) 0')'KOUS 1J KOLVWt 

vo7Jra. ,rd,µ.ara; similarly, ibid. 254, 
Among modern writers RitLer (i. 
305) is inclined to regard the pri
mitiYe seeds as indivisible. 

2 This is clear from our pre
vious citations from Aristotle. We 
may refer also, however, to Phps. 
iii. 4 ( sup. p. 334, 2), where acpr, 
designates the mechanical combi
nation, as distinguished from the 
chemical (µ.ff,,s) ; and to the dis
cussion, Gen. et Gorr. i. 10, 327 b, 
31 sqq., where Aristotle evidently 
has in yiew the Anaxagorean doc
trine mentioned shortly before. 
Stoboous, Eel. i. 368, is therefore 
right when he says: 'Aval;,cf:-y. ra.s 
Kpd.a'eis KaTCi. 1rap&.8ecrw 7i11ECffJm TWv 
<JTOtXE[OOJI. 

3 Pr. 5 (15): oli-re 'Y"P rou 
crµ.urpoV 'YE €a'TL r6 ')'E JAdxLaTov, 
CI.Ak' cfJ...a<rO'ov &e[ · TO -yO.p EDv 0U1t 
Ecrn TO µ.~ oinc eYva, (1. 'Toµ:fi oV,c 
,Iva,. It is impossible that Being 
should be annihilated by infinite 
division, as others maintain; vide 
sup. Vol. I. 615; II. 218): al\.71.a. 
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His primitive substances are, therefore, distinguished 
from the atoms, not merely through their qualitative 
determinateness, but through their divisibility. He 
also contradicts, quite as emphatically, the second fun
damental doctrine of the Atomistic system, when he 
disputes, on insufficient grounds it is true, the presup
position of empty space.1 His opinion is, that the 
different substances are absolutely mixed, without there
fore becoming one matter; Empedocles had also main
tained this in regard to the mixture of the elements in 
the Sphairos, perceiving, as little as Anaxagoras, the 
latent contradiction. 

But if a world is to be formed from these substances, 
there must be in additi-0n an ordering and moving 
power, and this, as our philosopher believes, can only 
lie in the thinking essence, in spirit or mind ( Geist). 2 

The .reasons for this theory are not given in a general 
manner in the fragments of Anaxagoras's treatise ; but 

Kal Teti ,1,e1d,Aov &.el E<trL µ,e'i(ov Kal 
1t<J'ov EcPrl -rip <J'µu,p(ji 1ril.:1}8os (in
crease has as many gradations as 
diminntion; literally, th<,re is as 
much great as small). 1rpbs ewu-ro fie 
EKaO"T6v Ea--rt Kal µE'ya nal .fJ'µucp6v. 
el -ylip ,rltv Ev 1rav,d, Kal' 1rUv J;c 1TavrOs 
EKKpivETaL, ,cal Cf.trO roV EAaxicr-rov 
DoKEovTos EKKpt81}0'e7al TL gA.aTrov 
i1cE[vuv, Kal -rh µE7ur-rov Oo,dov ct'Ir6 
Tu•os J~ocp{817 €wvroV µ.el(opos. Fr. 
12 (16): -ru/11,.ci.x«r-rov /J.1/ forw 
eTvat. 

1 Arist. Phys. iv. 6, 213 a, 22: 
ol p .. ~v ofiv DELKvl,va.t 1re1pd,µ.fl1ot i)7i 
olJI!'. fO'TlJI [,cevOv ], oVx f> /3oliA.ovTO.L 
AE-yetv ol avepw1roL l!EJJ0v, ?"oVr' l~e· 
i\E7xoufl iv, &Ai\' &µ.ap-rdvovres AE· 
')IDVO-LV, {/;cr1rep 'Ava~a:y6p~s ,cal ol 
"fOViOJ) 7Qv Tp61rov lAi-yxovTES. 

/;ri(!Eucvl,avO"t 7(/.p Ori ~O"n Tl ,() &.1/p, 
<T'rpef3A.oVvTES -rots Cf.rr1t:0Vs Kal BetK· 
11Vv-res &s la-xvpOs O &.1]p, Kal Eva.1ro· 
Aa.µ{36.vovTes Ev -ra'is KAetJ;VOpais ( cf. 
also p. 135, 3). Lucret. i. 843: 

nee tamen esse ulla idern [ Anaxag.] 
ex parle in rebus inane 

concedit, neqiie corporibu.s finem es:,e 
secandis. 

2 So I translate, with other 
writers, the NoUs of Anaxagoras, 
although the two expressions do 
not exactly coincide in their mean• 
ing; for the German language 
contafos no more &xact equivalent. 
The precise conception of vovs, 
indeed, can only be taken from 
the explanatiens of Ana·::i:ago1?as 
himself. 
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they result from the characteristics by which mind is 
distinguished from the various substances. These are 
three~the singleness of its nature, its power, and its 
knowledge. Everything else is mixed with all things, 
mind must be apart from all, for itself; for only if it 
i::; unmixed with other things, can it have all things in 
its power. It is the rarest and purest of all things ; 
and for this reason it is in all es,:ences entirely homo
geneous; as to other things, no individual thing can 
be like another, because each. is compounded in a par
ticular manner out of different substances. Spirit, on 
the contrary, has no heterogeneous particles in it; it is, 
therefore, everywhere self.identical; in one substance 
there will be more, in another less of it ; but the smaller 
mass of spirit is of the same nature as the greater ; 
things are distinguished only according to the quantity, 
and not by the quality of the spirit inherent in them.1 

1 Fr. 8 (6") : Td. µ,~v /,,;\;\a 1rav- Mullach, instead of 8T<., ap. Simpl. 
-,.os µ,o7pav lxEL, v6os ae ea'TL ibrELpov Phys. 33 b) 'ir/1.ei,na, fr,, TavTa ev-
Kcd all'TOKpaTEs Kal µEµtlC"rat oi1<5e11l 617l\.6TC1.Ta. iv €1Cacr-rov EcrTl teal ?}v. 
XP~,ua-r,, a/1./1.i't. µ,ovvos auTos e<J/ The same is repeated by later 
ewvTov ea'T<v. El µ,t, -yap eq/ ewv-roii writers in their own mode of ex
-ijv, &./1./1.ci. THp eµ.eµ,rnTo lf/1.Mp, f'ETE<· pression; cf, Plato, Grat. 413 d: 
xev Clv &1rdvTwv XPYJP.&.Twv, el Eµ,E- elvai OE -rO Obca.wv & AE,yE£ 'Ava~a76-
µLJ<.-r6 'TE(p ( Ev 1ra.vTl -yd.p 1rcunOs pas, voCv eivaL -roiJTo · aVTolCpd.Topa 
µo7pa (vECl"TLV, t/Ju1rEp Ev 7·o'is 1rp6cr8ev ,yU.p aUrOv lJv-ra 1£al oil8fvl µ.eµi-yµ.E
µoL Ah\EKTaL) Kal E,uf.1Avev &v aiJ,-Ov vov, 'Jr'&vra ~17,:;l:' aVr~JI liOCFµ.{iv_ Ta 
Tet. a'vµ.µ,<µ,,-yµ,,va, &a'TE µ'I/DEVOS ,rpa-yµ.a-ra 01a; 1ravTwv ,6v7a. Ar1st. 
xp~µ,aTos 1<pa-rfov aµ,ofws, &s ,,ai 1'rfetaph. i. 8 (s1,p. p. 340, 3); Phys. 
µ.oUvo; E6v-ra Eq/ l'1;uroiJ. lr;TL,J'U.p viii. 5, 256 b, 24: there 1nust be 
11•1rT0TaT6v TE 'il'av-rwv xp~µ,a.Twv something that moves, and is itself 
1,d Ka8apdJ"raTOV • • . 1r'awrchraa'L unmoved. OtO Kai 'Ar-·a:!a-y6pa5 Op .. 
OE ollOEv Cl.1r0Kplve-rai ETEpov &1rh roU 8Ws A.J'}'et, rOv voUv &.,ra{H} cpcf.o-H.CrJJI 
~r£p~u , r.i\1]v vfou., 1:6os, ?E, 7:as teal aµt,'1) elvw, E1rctOT/1rep Ktvf/uews 
oµows ;:t1'T£ Kal ;' P:,e(,wv ,Ko.L o eEAct(]'- &px1Jv aV-rOv 1roL/i €Iva,· 011-rw 7Cl.p 
crwv. e'Tepov Oe ou6ev ea'TLV 3µowv '&.v µ.6vos 1CLvo[17 Cl.,c[v17ros (i)v Kal ,epa
ouo<vl ll/1./1.rp, &11.11.' 3TEwv ( so Preller, TOf'I/ a.µ,,-yhs &v. JJe An. i. 2, 40,5 
Hist. Phil. Gr.-Roni. § 53, and a, 13: 'A,yq{a-y6pas o' •.. apx~u 
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To spirit must also belong absolute power over matter, 
the motion of which can only proceed from spirit. 1 It 
must, lastly, possess an unlimited knowledge,2 for only 
through its knowledge is it in a position to order all 
_things for the best: 3 vovs must, therefore, be simple, 
because it could not otherwise be all-mighty and om
niscient, and it must be all-mighty and omniscient, 
that it may order the world : the fundamental idea of 
the doctrine of vovs, and the idea chietly brought for-

""y'E ..,..Ov vofiv •rl8eTaL µ,dA.urra. '1f'&.vrwv • 
µ.6vov ,'Oiiv qn1crlv ailTOv TWv ~V'TWV 

il:,rAofiv e1va.L ttal Cl.µ.ryfj 'TE Kal Ka.· 

8ap6v; 405 b, 19 : 'Ava!. oe .u6vos 
ct:1ra8fi </nwlv elva, -r/w vafiv Kal «o,
vOv oMJEv oUOevl TWv ltAl\wv ~xew. 
T?L?VT?s, O' &v ¥Tr,Ws ,"lv~p,eL ~a.I. DLCt. 
TUI (UTLO..v, OVT EKELJJOS etp1JK:EJI, 

orJr' €JC TWv elpr,µEvwv uvµ.cpavEs 
fo-rw. Ibid. iii. 4, 429 a, 18 : 
O.vcl')'KrJ Cl.p~, E7rel 7rd.vTa voe'i, 11.µi-yrj 
eYvat, &u1rep cfnp:rlv 'Ava~a-y6pas, Lva 
,cparfi, TDVTo 6' Eu-rlv, 7.va 711wpf(1J 
(this is A~istotle's ,own co,mmen~): 
1rapeµ.cpa,voµ.evov -yap 1<wll.vE< -rli al\.
ll.6-rpwv l<al il.wricppaTTEL. By the 
apathy which is attributed to voiis 
in some of these passages Aris
totle understands its unchange
ableness; for, according to J.1fetaph. 
Y. 21, he describes as 1ra86s a 
1roio-r11s tcafJ' 1w li.i\A.owiJU'8ai ivDixe
-ra, (cf. Breier, 61 sq.). This 
quality is a direct consequence of 
the simpleness of vovs; for since, 
according to Anaxagoras, all 
change consists in a clmnge of the 
parts of which a thing is composed, 
the simple is necessarily unchange
able. Aristotle may therefore have 
derived this conception from the 
words of Anaxagoras quoted above. 
But Anaxagoras may perhaps him
self have spoken of it. In this 

qualifative unchangeableness, how
ever, there is not as yet the im
movableness in space, the il.1dv71Tov 
which Simpl., Phys. 285 a, derives 
from Aristotle. :Further evidence 
repeating that of Aristotle ap. 
Scbaubach, 104. 

1 1;-iter the words "1<~l 1<a.8apJ
To.-rov, Anaxagoras continues, Fr. 
83: Kal 'Y716JJJ,"!JI '}'E 7TEpl 1rCtvT0s 1r!t1TaJJ 
'Icrxei Kal lcrxVeL µ,E-yt<ITOV. Do-a 'TE 

1¥~x1Jv txeL teal Ta 11;J(r,; n:alt(l.i/1.cf(}'(J'W 
1r0.JITWV v6os KpaTEEL. KaL 'T'l]S 1repL

x(J)pf/fftoS T'f/s duµ1rda-ns p/Jos EKpd
'T1}a'EJJ, {/;(]'-TE 7rEptxwpT/dat T'i}JJ l:tpx1;v. 
Cf. note 3, and p. :343, l. The in
finity which is ascribed to it in the 
last passage seems chiefi y to refer 
to the power of vovs. 

2 Vide previous note, and the 
following words: Kal Trt r1vµµ.<<J-y6-
µevd.1 TE Kal, Cl.1ro1<J't1·6µev1a Kal ~,a
Hpwoµt:va 1ra11Ta eyvw voos (wb1ch 
are also quoted by Simpl. De Cmlo, 
271 a, 20; Schol. 513 b, 35). 

3 Anaxagoras continues: Kal 
6Ko7~ Eµ,eAA. .... ev }crecr8at ~al" lnr.~'ia 0v 
,cal acra-a VVJI EO"T L teed OKOW, ECJ'Tat, 

1rdvra OteK6ap:r,cre v6os· Kal r1Jv 1re()L

xWp71cnv Ta6r11v, ir/11 vVv ,reptxwpEEL 
Tei re it.ffTpa «al_ 6 ?}Atos ,cal 'l} creA.1}1171 
Kal l, lt1]p Kal O a.le1]p oL &1roKpLvO
µ.evo,. Cf. what is quoted, Vol. I. 
286, 1, from Diogenes. 
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ward by the ancient writers,1 lies in the conception of 
world-forming force. We must, therefore, assume that 
this was actually the point from which Anaxagoras 
attained his doctrine. He knew not how to explain 
motion, by means of matter as such; 2 and still less the 
regulated motion which produced a result so beautiful 
and so foll of design as the world. He would not have 
recourse to an irrational Necessity, nor to Chance,3 and 
so he assumed an incorporeal essence, which has moved 
and ordered matter: that he really had such an essence 
in view 4 cannot well be doubted, as his emphatic asser-

1 Plato, Phcedo, 97 :B (inf. p. 
351, 1); Laws, xii. 967 :B (ibid.); 
Crat. 400 A: Ti oi ; ,ea;) 71/V TWV 
ltAAwv &1r&.vTwv <JrV,nv ob 7TttJ'TeVeis 
'Ava!a"f6pq, vovv Ka) ,j,VX1JV Elva.L T1}V 
Ota.fW<TµoVo-av Kal txou(J'aJI; ATist. 
Metaph. i. 4, 984 b, 15: the most 
ancient philosophers knew only of 
material causes; in course of time 
it became evident that to these a 
moving cause must be added ; and 
at last, after prolonged enquiry, it 
was acknowledged that both were 
insufficient to explain the beauty 
and design of the system and course 
of the universe: voVv 01/ Tts eL'lrWv 
Eve7vaL «a8cf:1rep iv To'is ({pots Kal Ev 
Tfi cpV,:ret -rOv a'h-wv TOV K6<Fµou Kd 
T1)s TdJe~s ~dctrJS, o'fov ~1/q>wv/<PdvrJ 
7rap' ELK'YJ A.eyov-ras -rovs 7TpoTepov. 
Plut. Pericl. c. 4 : 701s 3Ao,s 1rpwTos 
aU TVXrJV oVO' &vd:yu:rw, Otct1cocrµ1/
<1<:ws Cl.px1'Jv, &AAd. voVv E1rilJ'T'fJUE 

Ka~ap}v ,cal ~1epaT7v, iµµef::'t't;Evov 
'TOLS ai\i\OLS, a1roKpLVOVTa TaS oµow
µepeias. Further details p. 346 sq., 
and in Schaubach, 152 sqq. 

2 This is clear from the state
ment to be mentioned later on, 
that the primitive mixture before 
the working of mind upon it had 

been unmoved; for it is in, that 
primitive state that the essence of 
the corporeal presents itself purely 
and absolutelv. What Aristotle 
quotes ( Phys. ·iii. 5. 20.5 b, 1) con
cerning the repose of the infinite 
does not belong here. 

3 That he explicitly repudiated 
both is asserted by later writers 
only: Alex. Aphr. De An. 161 a, 
m ( De J/'ato, c. 2) : 7'.<"fEL 'Yap ('Ava~.) 
µ'Y}5Ev TWv 7woµEvwv 7lveu6at ,,a8' 
eIµ.apµ·Evrw, &AA.' elvat ,cevOv ToVT-o 
To!Jvoµa. Pint. Plac. i. 29, 5 (Stob. 
licl. i. 218; Theodoret, Gr. Alf. 
Cur. vi. p. 87): 'Ava~ay. ,cal ol 
~Twi.,cal lfOr,i\ov ahfav &v8pc,ndvcp 
l\o"fu,µrp ( T1/V TVX1JV ). In point of 
fact, however, the statement con
tains nothing improbable, even 
though the words employed by our 
authorities may not be those of 
Anaxagoras. Tzetz. in Il. p. 67, 
cannot be quoted against it. 

4 As is asserted by Philop. De 
An. c, 7, 9; Procl. in Par1n. vi. 
21 7 C0us. ; and is presupposed by 
all philosophers from Plato on
wards, according to their idea of 
vovs. Vide especialiy Aristotle, p. 
343. 
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tion of the pre-eminence of mind above all else can rest, 
on no other basis; and though it may not be wholly 
due to the inadequacy of his language, that the con
ception of the Incorporeal comes out vaguely in his des
cription1-though he may actually have regarded spirit 
as a more subtle kind of matter, entering into things 
in exten~ion 2-this does not interfere with his general 
purpose. 3 Our experience affords no other analogy for 
incorporeality and for design towards an end than that 
of the human spirit; and it is, therefore, quite natural 
that Anaxagoras should define his moving cause, ac
cording to this analogy, as thinking. Hut because he 
primarily required spirit .only for the purpose of ex
plaining nature, this new principle is neither p11rely 
apprehended, nor strictly and logically carried out. On 
the one side, spirit is described as a nature that knows 
and exists for itself,4 and thus we might suppose we had 
reached the full coneeption of spiritual personality, of 
free, self-conscious subjectivity; on the other hand, it 
is also spoken of as if it were an impersonal matter, or 
an impersonal force ; it is called the subtlest of all 

1 Vide infra and Zevort, p. 84 
~qq. 

2 The proof of this lies partly 
in the ,vor<ls Aerrr6TaTov 1rdvTa,1:1 

xpr,µ,d.-rwv ( ]!,~. 8, p. 343), but espe
cially in what will immediately be 
o !,served on the existence of vovs 
in things. 

3 The same· half-materialistic 
presentations of vovs are also to 
be found among philosophers who· 
in theory m1tintain the opposition 
of mind and matter most empha
tically. Aristotle, for instance, 
when he concei Yes the terrestrial 

sphere as surrounded by the Deity, 
.can scarcely be considered free from 
them. When, therefore, Kern, Ueb. 
Xenopllanes, p. 21, finds no proof 
that Anaxagoras taught an im
material prillciple unextended in 
space, this does not touch the 
matter. Re probably did not teach 
it in so many words, but his design 
is nevertheless to distinguish voiis 
in its nature from all composite 
things. 

4 µat/pas Jcp' ~wuTQV ia-rL (Fr. 
8), 
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things,1 it is said that parts of it are in particular 
things,2 and the amount given is designated by the ex
pressions 'greater and lesser spirit,' 3 while no specific 
distinction is observed between the lowest stages of life 
and the highest stages of rationality.4 Though we 
ought not to conclude from this that Anaxagoras of set 
purpose wished to represent spirit as impersonal, these 
traits will prove that he had not as yet the pure idea 
of personality, nor did he apply it to spirit; for an 
~ssence, parts of w bicb inhere in other essences as their 
soul, cannot with any propriety be callerl a personality ; 
and when we further observe that precisely the dis
tinctive tokens of personal life, self-consciousness and 
free self-determination, are nowhere ascribed to vovs,5 

that its existence for self ( F·ursichsein) primarily re
lates only to the singleness of its nature, and would 
hold good just as much of any substance with which no 
other substances are mingled; 6 finally, that knowledge, 
was not unfrequently attributed by the ancient philo
sophers to essences which were indeed temporarily per-

1 8'1tp. 346, 2. 
2 Fr. 7, where also the second 

v6a, can only be unde1·stood of .a 
µo'ipci v6ou. Arist. De An. i. 2, 
40-1 b, 1 : 'Avo;tay6po;s o' ~TTOV 

li,auo;q,e, ·npl o;vrwv ( on the nature 
of the soul). ,ro1'.1'.axov ~,h ,&p ,,.1, 
a,frwv roV Kaf\.Ws Kcd Op8Ws 7~v voVv 
Ai7EL, , €7Epw8L 0€ -roVTov ETvat -r1',v 
lpvx1JZI· Jv Chra.<1:. -ytlp aVTOv V7r&pxELv 
To'is (!pots, 1w.l µevd.i\ots ,i:al µ.rnpols 
Kal nµ.lois Kal O:nµwTEpots. Cf. 
what was quoted from Diogenes, 
Vol. I. p. 28i, 1, 7. 

3 Ji'r. 8; cf. p. 343. 
' Cf. sup. note 2. 
5 For civro1<par~s, Fr. 8, and 

the simihr expressions of the va
rious aeccmnts (sup, p. 343) des
cribe, indeed, like the one q noted 
p. 344, 1, al>s,,lute power over 
mottte;r, but not freewill; and so 
the knowledge of Nous chiefly re
lates to its knowledge of primitive 
substances, and what is to be 
formed out of them, Whether 
Nous is a self-conseious E~o, and 
whether its action proceeds from 
free will, Anaxttgoras probably 
ne\'"er thought of asking, because 
he only required Nous as world
forming force. 

• As is clear from the connec-
tion of Fr. 8 just quoted. 
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sonified by them, but were not seriously regarded as 
persons, as individuals; 1 when all this is borne in mind, 
the personality of the Anaxagorean spirit becomes very 
uncertain. The truth probably is, that Anaxagoras de
fined, indeed, his conception of vovs according to the 

1 Thus Heracleitus, and after
wards the Stoics, regarded fire as 
at the same time the world-intelli
gew•e; Heracleitus represents man 
as inhaling reason from the sur
rounding air; with Parmeuides 
thought is au esseuti>tl predicate of 
Being, of the universal material 
substance; Philolaus describes 
number as a thinking nature (sup. 
Vol. I. p. 3 71, 2 ), and Diogenes 
(Vol. I. p. 287, 7) believes he can 
transfer all that Ana.xagoras had 
said of mind simply to the air. 
Even Plato may be mentioned in 
this connection, for his world-soul 
is conceived according to the ana
logy of humttn personality, but 
with a very uncertain personality 
of its own ; and at the beginning 
of the Gritias, he inYokes Cosmos, 
the derived god, to impart to the 
speaker true knowledge. ·wirth 
( d. Idee Gottes, 170) objects to the 
two first of these analogies, that 
Heracleitus and the Eleatics, in 
the conceptions just referred to, 
transcend their own principles; 
but our previous es:positiou will 
serve to show how untrue this is. 
He also discovers, in my yiew of 
Diogenes, merely a proof of the 
bias, which will see uothinir but 
Pantheism everywhere in philoso
phy ( as if the doctrine of Diogenes 
w,:mld not have been truly panthe
istic, and in that case only, if he had 
ma.de the personal Deity into the 
substance of all things), For my 
part, I do not see what we are to 
understand by a person, if the air 

of Diogenes, the matter from which 
all things are formed by condensa
tion and rarefaction, can be so re
garded. That it must be a person, 
because 'the self-conscions princi
ple iu man is air,' is more thttn a 
hazttrdous inference. In that case, 
the air of Anaximeues, the warm 
vapour of Hemcleitus, the round 
atoms of Democritus and Epicurus, 
the corporeal in the doctrine of 
Parmenides and the blood in that 
of Empedocles-would eaeh be a 
self-conscious personality. It by 
no means follows from what I have 
sttid that Diogenes was ' not in 
earnest' when he asserted that the 
air !ms knowledge ; he is certainly 
in earnest, but is still so far from 
cleotr conceptions on the nature of 
knowledge, that he supposes that 
this 9.uali ty,_iust as much as warmth, 
exte'nsiou, etc., m,iy be attributed 
to lifeless, imperso,;al matter. But 
if matter is thereby necessarily 
personified, there is still >1 great 
difference between the involuntary 
personification of that which is in 
itself impersonal, and the conscious 
setting up of a personal principle. 
Still less can be proved by the 
mythical personilication of natural 
objects, which Wirth also quotes 
against me: if the sea was per
sonified as Oceanus and the air as 
Here, the,e gods were discriminated 
from the elementary substances by 
their human forms. Water as sztc!i, 
air as suc!i, were never regarded 
as persons, either by Horn_er or 
Hesiod. 
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analogy of the human mind, and in attributing thought 
to it, ascribed to it a predicate which strictly belongs 
only to a personal being; but that he never consciously 
proposed to himself the question of its personality, and, 
in consequence, combined with these personal concep
tions others which were taken from the analogy of 
impersonal forces and substances. Were it even true, 
as later writers I maintain, probably without foundation,2 
that he describes vovs as Deity, his theory would be only 
on one side theistic; on the other it is naturalistic, and 
its peculiar character is shown in this: that spirit, in 
spite of its distinction in principle from the corporeal, 
is also conceived as a force of nature, and under such 
conditions as could apply neither to a personal nor to a 
purely spiritual nature.3 · 

1 Oic. Acad. ii. 37, 118: in or
dinem addnctas [particulas] a mente 
divina. Sext. Math. ix. 6: vovv, 
Zs i<fTL /CaT' aurov 8e6s. Stob. Eel. 
i. 56; Themist. Orat. xxvi. 317 c; 
Schaubach, 152 sq. 

2 For not merely the fragments, 
but the majority of our testimonies 
are silent on this point; and those 
which allude to it are not very 
trustworthy about such things. 
The question, however, is not very 
important, since N ovs, in any case, 
does, in fact, correspond with 
Deity. 

• Wirth says, l. c., that 'in the 
doctrine of Anaxagoras there is a 
theistic element.' I have not the 
least ground for denying this, nor 
have I denied it, as he supposes, in 
the Jahrb. d. Gegenw. 1844, p. 826. 
All that I maintained, and do mriin
tain, is this: that the breach be
tween spirit and nature, though 
begun by Anaxagoras, was not 

completed, that spirit is not actu
ally conceived as a subject inde
pendent of natu?e, because though, 
on the one hand, it is represented 
as incorporeal Md thinking; on 
the other, it is regarded as an ele
mer,t divided among individuril 
natures, and working after the 
mrinner of a physical force. 
Krische, Forsch. 65 sq., expresses 
himself quite in accordance with 
this view, Gladisch, however 
(Anax. it. d. Isr. 56; xxi. et paas.), 
and F. Hoffmann ( Ueber die Got
tesidee des Anax. Boer. it. Plat on, 
W\irzb. 1860. JJer dualistische 
Tlteismus des Anax. itnd der Mo
notheismus d. Sokr. u. Pl. ; in 
Fichte's Zeitschrift f. Pltilos N. ll. 
xl. 1862, p. 2 sqq.) have attempted 
to prove that our philosopher's 
doctrine of God was pure Theism. 
But neither of these writers has 
shown how the pure and logically 
developed concept of personality 
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This will become still clearer when we perceive that 
even the statements concerning the efficient activity of 
spirit are chargeable with the same contradiction. So 
far as spirit is to be an intelligent essence which, out of 
its knowledge and according to its predetermined pur
pose,1 has formed the world, the result must have been 
for Anaxagoras a teleological view of nature ; for as the 

js compatible with the statement 
that Noiis is divided among all 
living creatures, and that the va
rious classes of thesA creatures are 
distinguished indeed by the quan
tity, but not by the quality of this 
vovs inhering in them. Hoffmann, 
however, expressly allows that the 
two things are not compatible (F. 
Zeitschr/fr, p. 25); but when he 
deduces from this tha,t we cannot 
'seriously ascribe to Anaxagoras 
the doctrine that Nous is a essence 
which has parts and can be divi
ded, so that parts of it abide in 
other natures as their soul,' this is 
(if we may say so wichout offence) 
to turn the question upside down. 
What may be ascribed to Anaxa
goras we can only judge of from 
his own statements, which, in this 
case, are explicit rnough; and if 
these statements are not altogether 
compatible with each other, we can 
only conclude that Anaxagoras was 
not quite clear about the conse
q nences of his own point of ,iew. 
All that I maintain is this: I do 
not deny that Anaxagoras conceived 
his Nous as an intelligent nature, 
working according to design; but 
I do deny that he combined with 
the conception of such a nature, all 
the presentations which we are ac
customed to connect with the idea 
of a personal being, and excluded 
all those which we exclude from 

that idea; and that he may have 
proceeded in this way ( not, as Hoffm. 
F. Zeitschr{/t, 26, says, 11iust haYe 
done so), I conclude, among other 
reasons, from the circumstance, 
that many noteworthy philosophers 
have actually taken this course. 
To find fault with this opinion of 
mine on the score of 'Halbheit' 
(l. c. 21) is strange; if I say that 
Anaxagoras remained half-way, 
this is something different from 
my remaining half-way. But my 
adversary has not sufficiently dis
criminated the historical question : 
how did Arn,xagoras conceive the 
Deity as vovs? from the dogmatic 
question, how ought we to concei,-e 
it? Whereas it is quite immate
rial for our conception of the person
ality of God, whether Anaxagoras 
and other ancient philosophers had 
or had not this conception, and 
whether they apprehended or de
Yeloped it more or less purely or 
imperfectly. 

1 This is indicated in the words 
(p. 344, 3): o,w,a (µeil./1.ev ECJ'E<T
ea, liieK6crµricre v6os. Anaxagoras 
perhaps also spoke of mind as sus
taining the uni,erse, cf. Suid. 'Ava
[a7. (Also ap. Harpokration, Ce
dren. Citron. 158 C) : vovv .,,.&,vTwv 
cppovpov E!1r,v. But it does not 
follow that he himself employed 
the expression, cppoup6s. 
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spirit itself is conceived after the analogy of the human 
spirit, so must its operation be conceived; its activity 
is the realisation of its thoughts through the medium 
of matter-activity working to an end. But the physical 
interest is mi1ch too strong with our philosopher to allow 
of bis being really satisfied with the teleological view 
of things; as the idea of spirit has been in the first 
instance forced upon him by the inadequacy of the 
ordinary theories, so be makes use of it only in cases 
where he cannot discover the physical causes of a phe
nomenon. As soon as ever there is a prospect of arriving 
at a materialistic explanation, he gives it the preference; 
spirit divides matter, but it does this in a mechanical 
manner, by the rotatory movement it produces; all 
things are then developed according to mechanical 
laws from the first motion, and spirit only enters as a 
Deus ex nwchinci wherever this mechanical explanation 
fails.1 Still less, even when it is present, is any special 

1 Plato, Phmdo, 97 B : &11.'A! 
&.l(OVG'as µ,Ev 1roTE EK /3t/3A.Eov TLvDs, 
&s rcp11 ) Avafa-y6pov, &va'YL'YVd,(J'/(.OJJ
'TOS ,r.al AE')'ovros, Ws O.pa voVs Ecrrlv 
0 Ota1co(jµWv TE «a.l 1rdvTcuv aXrws, 
rrmhr, 01] Tfj ah[q. 1]a-0'Y]v re ,cat 
too;e P:._OL -rp61ro11 ;rwa e3 >I lxeiv rO 
T0v JJOVV Eiva.L 7f'CJ.,P'TCIJV aL'TtoV, JCal 
'lJ'Y'J<Td.f"l'JV, el ~oV8' 0V

1
rws ~x,ei:, -r6v 

')"E vovv Koap.ovvra 1ravTa Kai eKaa'
~~v 'Tt~Ev;:-i TCJ.V7"rJ /nrv 'b..v ~{A.T}<J,Ta 
EX1J" E£ OVV 'TLS {3ovA.ot'TO 'T'Y}V antav 

eVpe'iv ,repl ~1aia'Tov, 01rp -yL-yveTaL ~ 
lt7;6A:~u-r~,- ,_f'i ~<YTL, 'T~VTo OE:Lv ~ep! 
O.U'TOV E11pEtV, 01r?7 /3EATHJ'TOV aUTtp 

EcrTlv ~ eYvm 1,} itA.Ao OrwUv '1Td.a')LELV 

1j 1ro,iiv, etc. ; but when I came to 
know his treatise better (\JS B), 
0.1rO 01] 8auµaefrr}s €A1rfo0S', & EraLpE, 
1x6µrw q,ep6µevos, l1milh 1rpo,wv 

«al V.va7t-yv<liu1cwv DpW lfv5pa Ttp 
µEv v(p oUOEv xp6Jµevov oVOE rwas 
altias ~7ratTL6Jµ~v~v eis ;o OtctK~(T";EL'll 
,-a 1rpayµa,-a, r,,epas lie ,ea) a,8epas 
Kcd f;OaTa alndJµ.evov Kal V.i\.A.a 1roAAfJ. 
1eal lfr01ra, etc.; Laws, xii. 967 B: 
Kai TLVES er6A.µwv TOV'T6 ')'E cdrrO 
1rapa1avOvveileiv Kal 'T6n;, AE-yovTES' 
~s voVs ,et~ 0 OtaKr(Ko~µ-ri~Ws, 1r~v8~ 
60"a KctT oupav6v. o, Oe aVTOL 1ra}uv 

~.uap-rfv~wes ~ 1./J~x?Jsy <p6ffe~s
1 

• • • 

a,rav8 t ws ~t1re~v e~os ,.. averpelJ,iav 
,ra,71.w, eau,-ovs OE ,ro/1.v µa/1.71.oV" ,-a. 
'Yap Oh 7ipG TWv Op.µ&.-rwv 1rdv-ra 
aU roLS lcpdvn TCf. ,caT' oilpavOv <f>ep6-
µeva µe(J'T(/, elvai AifJwv Kal 70s Kal 
1roJ\AWv 21.A.l\wv Cl.tf!Uxoov crwµ&.Twv Oia.
veµ6v-rwv Td.s alr[as '1TctVT0s ToiJ 
1<6(J'µov, Aristotle's L,nguage is 
quite in accordance with this. On 
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dJle assigned to it in the world. Anaxagoras not only 
is silent as to any personal interference of the Deity in 
the course of the universe, but we find in him no 
trace 1 even of the thought of a Divine government_: 

the one hiind he acknowledges that 
an essentially higher principle was 
discovered in vovs, that in it all 
things are referred to the Good, or 
final cause, but on the other he 
complains, partly in the words of 
the P!u:edo, that in the actual de
velopment of the system the me
chanical causes are brought for
ward and mind is onlyintroducecl as 
a stop-gap. Besides the quotations 
on p. 344, 4 ; 346, 6, vide Metaph. 
i. 3, 984 b, 20 : ol p,Ev oliv of!rn,s 
{,7ro'J>.aµfl&.vovns (Anax.) ·11.µa Tau 
KaAWs 'T1]v ah!a.v &px1}v elvm ,,-Wv 
l5v-rwv leecrav 1eal 'T1]v 'TotaV-r71v 86ev 
7/ 1c£VrJtJ"IS {nrJ.pXEL TO'iS oiHTtV ( cf. C. 

6 end.); xii. 10, 1075 b, 8: 'Ava
{a76pas oE &s K<vovv ,,-o a:yaOov 
~pxr/~ · c> 7«.p v?Vs «:u.1/i, &.A.i\CX Ktve'i 
EVEKO. 'TLVOS; XlV. 4, 1001 b, 10: 
-rb 7evv1]rrav 1rpWTov cfpta-,:-ov Tt8Ecun 
, •• 'Eµ7rEOOK'Aijs 'TE ""' 'Ava!;a.76-
pas. But on the contrary he says, 
in chap. i. 4, 985 a, 18: the an
cient philosop!_i.ers have no clear 
consciousness of the import of 
their principles-'Ava!a-y6pas TE 

-yap µ11xavfi XP1JTO.L 'To/ vq-, ,rpos 'Ti]V 
IW(TP,O'lf'Odcw, Kal Srav &:1rooT]<r?7, Ota 
'Tlv' ctlrla.11 l~ &.vcf.-ywq, iO"'Tl, rr&,re 
7r~pEA,cEL .... aVTOv,' iv .... BE 'l"ozs &.A.A.ois 
1rav,ra µ.aAA.ov aLTLaTC(.L 'TCIJV "fL"fVO
µfrwv 'I) 11ovv. C. 7, 988 b, 6: TO 
O' oil E~e,c~ aL ;rp&~ets Kal at µ;Ta/3o
A.al KaL a, KLVTJ6ELS, -rp61rov µev 'TLJ/ct 

A.E"fat,a:tv aY.noJJ, oV-ra, ( as final 
cause) O' oiJ A.E:yovrnv, oUO' Ov1rep 
1rEtJIVKEJI. or µiy ,'0.p voVv AE"'fOV'TES 

1] <J>tA.fcw Ws &:ya80v µEv "TL TaVras 
'Tas ah[as TL8Earnv, uV µ1}v Ws 
• v rn a 'YE TOVTWJ/ 'I) OP 'I) -yqv6µEv6v 

-ri TWv lJvrC1Jv, &A.A' &s b. 1r O ToVTC1JJ! 
TCl.s ,ctvT/crets oiJfJ'as AE7ov<J'iv. Later 
writers who repeat the judgment 
of Plato and Aristotle are cited by 
Schaubach, p. 105 sq. In this 
place it will suffice to quote Simpl. 
Phys. 73 b: Kal 'Ava!, OE TOV vovv 
lcf6as, !JJs </J'YJ6LV Ef10'1}µ.os, Kcd aVTo
µaTl(wv Ta 7r0AA0, O'VJl[Q''T1}0'L. 

1 The Placita attributed to 
Plutarch, i. 7, 5 (also ap. Eus. Pr. 
Ev. xiv. 16, 2), say, indeed: t o' 
'Ava~a76pas <fnJ(J'lV, Ws eZ<r-rT/Ket KaT' 
&pxas ,rCI., <rdJµa.Ta voVs [OE] cdnti. 
o,rn6<Tµ1}<Tf 0EOV ,cc,,l Tas ')'EJ/EO'ELS 

-rwv 3"Awv J1rol11<TEV, and after men
tioning the similar exposition of 
Plato (in the Timreus) it is added: 
KotvWs oVv &µ.apTdvovcrtv &.µ.q>6Tepo,, 
HTt rrOv 6e0v brolr,tTav E1rurTpE<f>6µe
vav rrWv &.v8pw1rlvwv, :tJ ,cal TOVTov 
xcf.pw 'T(JV 1c6<J'µOV Ka.TaO"KEVtf(avTa • 
TO -yap µadpwv ,cal l!.cpeapTOV (<[iov 
• • • 3"Aov ov 1rEpl -ri]v O"uvoxi]v T1JS 
lO[as eVOaiµovfos Kal Ct.cpeapa-las &.ve-
1rur-rpE<pEs €tT'T'L TWv U.v8pw7rlvwv 
-,rpa'Yµcfrc,w · Kalco'oa[µwv 6' '&.v e'f11 
Ep')'cJ.TOU OfKTJV n:al rrEKTOVOS axeo
cpopWv ,c~l µEptµvWv Els T1}v ToV K6cr
µov tcaTa<rtcEvf,v. But to see in 
this passage 'an explicit and 
clear testimony of Plutarch, which 
makeR all further enqniry super
fluous,' to believe that 'Plutarch 
ascribes so definitely to Anaxa
goras the superintending care of 
vovs, even in human affairs, that 
he even makes it a ground of cen
sure to this philosopher' (Gladisch, 
Anax. d. ii. Isr. 12.3; cf. 165), re
quires all the prejudice ,md hasti
ness into which the lively desire 
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of that belief in Providence which had such great im
portance with philosophers like Socrates, Plato, and 
to substantiate a favourite opinion tion. When Gladisch further (p. 
often betrays writers not otherwise 100 sq., 118) puts into the mouth 
deficient in learning or in the art of our philosopher the propositions 
of methodical enquiry. Gla:lisch that there is nothing out of ordn 
knows as well as any of us that and irrational in nature; that vovs 
the l'lacita, in their present form, as the arranger of the universe 1s 
are not the work of Plutarch. but also the author of all which is 
a much later compilation, pat.ched usually regarded as evil,-this is 
together from various, and some- more than can be proved. Arist. 
times very doubtful, sources; be- Metaph. xii. 1'0, 1075 b, 10, blames 
sides, he cannot be so unacquainted Auax>igoras indeed because ,,.1, 
with Plutarch's theological Yiews Jvc,;n/ov µJi ,ro,~O",u 'TI)' &1ya8{ 1rnl 
as not to admit tha,t it would be 'T<j v,f, lmt we ought not to con
impossible for him to h>tYC raised elude from this that he referred 
such objections against the 1elief evil also to the causality of vovs, 
in Providence, and especially for it is likewise possible that he 
against Plato's conception of it; never attempted to sol"ve the 
he can scarcely dispute that the problem of the existence of evil; 
1'picurean origin of this belief and 2\fetaph. i. 4, 984 b, 8 sqq., 
appears absolutely certain at the 32 sq., unmi,takeably fa.yours the 
first glance ( cf. with the p>issage latter view. The passage in Alex. 
we are considering the quotations ad. Metaph. 4 b, 4 ; Bon. 1553 b, 
in Part m. a, 370-380, 2nd ed.); I Br.: 'Ava~a')'6p'f ll~ o voiis 'TOV eli 
and yet he speaks as though we 'TE Kal 1<cucws µ6vov i\v 71"0L1JTIKOV 
were here concerned with the un- afrwv, lhs dp1JKEV (sc. 'Apt<T'TO'T. ), 
doubted testimony of Plutarch. would in no case prom much, for 
The supposed Plutarch does not it would merely be an inference, 
eYen say what Gladisch finds in and by no means a necessary infer
him: he only gives as Anaxagoras's ence, from the principles of Anax
own statement the same passage as agoras (for Ana:"agoras might 
all other writers, yiz., that the equaUy well ha.Ye derived evil from 
DiYine Notis formed the world : matter, as Plato did). It is, how
when he attributes to Anaxagoras ever, manifest (as even Gladisch 
the belief in a Divine Providence inclines to admit) that we ought 
over n1en, this is simply an inft-r- here to read" ,ca/1..Ws ''for'' JC.aJCCA.,s." 
ence of the Epicurean who was Arist. Metap!t i. 3, 984 b, 10, and 
enabled by it to apply the usual Alexander himself, p. 2.5, 22 Bon. 
objections of his school against 537 a, 30 Br. describe the vovs of 
that belief, to the Anaxagorean Anaxagoras as the cause of the eli 
doctrine. This inference, however, Kal 1<aAws. Still less can be inferred 
has as historical evidence no higher from Themist. Phys. 58 b ( 413 Sp.); 
Yaluethan, for ex11mple, the equally 'According to Anaxagoras nothing 
Epicurean exposition in Oic. N. D. irrational and unordered finds place 
i. 11, 26 (cf. Krische, Forsch. 66), in nature.' He is rather in this 
according to which vovs is a {:,fuv pass11ge opposing Anaxagoms frori. 
endowed with sensation and mo- his own standpoint. 

VOL. II. A A 
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the Stoics. Whether this be matter for praise or blame, 
in any case it proves that the inferences which would 
re,mlt from the conception of an omniscient framer of 
the world, ordering all things according to set purpose, 
were Yery imperfectly drawn by him; that he conse
quently cannot have apprehended this conception itself 
purely, or made clear to himself all that it involves. 
Anaxagoras's doctrine of spirit is thus, on the one side, 
the point to which the realism of the older natural 
philosophy leads up beyond itself; but on the other 
side, the doctrine still rests to some extent on the 
ground of this realism. The cause of natural Becoming 
and Motion is sought for, and what the philosopher 
finds is spirit ; but because he has sought this higher 
principle primarily for the purpose of explaining nature, 
he can only employ it imperfectly; the teleological view 
of nature is immediately changed into the mechanical 
view. Anaxagoras has, as Aristotle says, the final cause, 
and he uses it merely as motive force. 

2. Origin and System of the Universe. 

IN order to form a world out of the original chaos, 
Mind first produced at one point of this mass a rotatory 
motion, which, immediately spreading, involved in its 
action an ever-increasing portion of the mass, and ex
tended itself further and further. 1 This motion, 

1 Fr. 8 (si,p. p. 343, 1): ,rnl 1r'A.eov, note 3. In this description, 
'Tiis' 7rEpLxwp1,6ws ,r?}s uvµ1rdcr"J]s voVs Anaxagoras seems to have pri
e1<pci.-r7JITEV, &1T-re 1rep1xwpri1Ta< 7~v marily in view the idea of a fluid 
&px,f,v• Kal 1rpwrov l,,1ro TOU tYfl,LKpou mass, into which, a body being 
1/p~aro 1repixwprj1Tat trrEL-re 1r'A.eov cast, there arise whirling ed<lies, 
1rep,exwpee, l(al 11ep,xwp,f,1Te, e1rl spreading ever further and further. 
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through its extraordinary swiftness, effected a division 
of the substances, which were in the first instance 
separated into two great masses, 1 according to the 
most universal distinctions of dense and rare, cold 
and warm, dark and bright, moist and dry; 2 and the 
reciprocal action of these is of decisive importance in 
the further conformation of things. Anaxagoras called 
them Aether. and Air, including under Aether all that 
is warn:i, light and rare ; and under Air all that is cold, 
dark and dense.3 The dense and moist were driven by 
the rotation into the centre, and the rare and warm · 
without, just as in all eddies of water or air the 

Perhaps it wcis some expression of KUTE<XEV, aµcp6TEpa li1rE1pa Mna. 
this kind which gave rise to the To;iirn -yap µe-yuna fvwnv iv row, 
erroneous statemr,nt of Plotinus, ffVµ:rrmn ~al , 1rA~e;i: Kal µ__ey~8ei'. 
Enn. ii. 4, 7, that the µ7-yµ,a; is water. Ifr. 2_: Ka< ,7ap u "a'l)p ~al o a,817~ 

1 For the warm and dry are a,ro,cp,vErat a;,r/, -rou 7rEp1<xovros rou 
with Anaxagoras, as with the other ,ro,\,\ov. 1<al T6-ye 7rEptexov li1re1p6v 
physicists, identical with the rare <O"TL TO 1r,\~Oos. Arist. De Ccelo, iii. 
and light, vide ii,fra, note 3. 3 (sup. p. 332, 1) : aepa a, 1<al 1riip 

2 Fr. 18 (7): €7I"el 'i]p!aTO O µ7µa TOt'TWJJ 1eal TWv lf~i\~v cr1rep
.v6os Kt~teu•,, &:rrO T

1

0?, 1a~e~µivou µ.aTwv 1ra11Twv . .. 0.0 Ka, -yt-yveaea, 
1T'aVT0s a:rreKptveTo, Km O(J'OV eKtvr,<rev 7rdvT' EK ToV-rwv (ciir and fire)· 'T(J 

() , v&os ... .'!!O.v, ToV-ro Ou:~pUJrr ( KLVEO- "'y0.p 1rVp Kal -rOv aUJEpa 7rpocra7ope6H 
µ,evwv OE ,cm 1i1Mp1voµevwv 7) 1r,p,- TC1.i!T6. Theophr: De Sensu, 59: 
xWprJrns ,roAA!p µCt.A.Aov bro£ee 0-rL Th µ€11 µavhv «al l\e1rTDv 8t:pµOv 
1i1a,rp\vea-Oa1. Fr. 21 (11): , ~ti-rw TO Ii~ 1ru,cvhv 1wl 1rc,,xv \fivxp6v. 
rrov-rew;' 1rep!xwpe~v-rwv 'TE ~a, a1ro- &cnrep 'Avaf OtatpeL rOv CGEpa «al 
,c~woµev""rv v1r}i 13,71s ·'TE 

I 
Km T,.ax1J; rOv aUMpa. That Anaxagoras un

T'l)Tos· /3L'l)V oE 7/ TaXVT'lJS 1roiE«, 7/ derstood by ffither the fiery ele
OE , ra.xvT~f cdnEoov ,... oVOevl~ ~o,~e ment, ls also confirmed by Arlst. 
XP'l)µar, T1J'' TaxuT'l)Ta rwv vuv De Ccelo, i. 3, 270 b, 24 ; Meteor. 
Mnwv xp11µchwv ev &vOpcfnro,a-,, i. 3, 339 b, 21 ; ii. 9, 369 b, 14. 
a,,\,\a 1rc!v1ws 1ro,\,\a,r,\acr[ws Taxv Similarly, Plut. Plac. ii. 13, 3; 
EO"TL. Fr. 8, 19, vide p. 337, 3. Simpl. De Cmlo, 55 a, 8, 268 b, 

• Thistheory,alreadyadvanced 43 (Schol. 475 b, 32, 513 a, 39); 
by Ritter (Ion. Phil. 266, Gesch. d. Alex. J1feteorol. 73 a, 111 b; Olym 
Phil. i. 321) and Zevort, 105 sq., is piodorus, Meteorol. 6 a (Arist. 
based upon the following passages. Jlieteor. ed. Id. i. 140), where we 
Anax .. Fr. 1 (after what is quoted, read in addition that Anaxagoras 
p. 338, 1): ,rcfrrn -yilp &:lip TE 1<al ai817p derived aiM1p from a.tow. 

A A 2 
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heavier elements are carried towards the centre.1 

From the lower mass of vapour water was at length 
secreted, and from water earth ; from earth stone is 
formed ,through the action of cold.2 Detached masses 
of stone, torn away from the earth by the force of the 
revolution, and having become incandescent in the 
rether, illumine the earth; these are the stars, includ
ing the sun.3 By means of the sun's heat the earth, 
which at first cunsjsted of slime and mud,4 was dried 

1 Fr. 19, vide sup. p. 337, 3, 
cf. Arist. De CoJ/o, ii. 13, 295 a, (); 
JJfeteor. iL 7; Sim pl. Pltys. 87 b; 
Be C!J3lo, 235 b, 31 sqq. The 
words of Anaxagoras iire followed 
by Rippol. R~fid. i. 8, and less 
accurately by Diog. ii. 8. 

2 Fr. 20 (9) : o:,rli TDVTEWV 
Cl:1ro«pivoµi:vwv uvµ1r1ryvv-ra1. 71]• E,"C 
p.h1 ')'a.p TWV vecpe/1.wv 5owp lt1ro1<pf
VETaL, €1' OE TDU 08aros 'Y11 · E" 0 E 
T1)S ')'1)< /l.[80, <J'Vfl-11'1/')'VVVTCU ~,rl, 
Tau ,J,vxpov. The doctrine of the 
elements cannot be ascribed to 
An,ixagoras, either on the strength 
of this passage, or on that of the 
Aristotelian texts quoted p. 332, 1 ; 
334, 2. In his system it would 
hiive had quite another meaning 
from that of Empedocles; cf. the 
previous note,and Simpl De C(J!lo, 
269 b, 14, 41 (Scltol. 513 b, 1), 
281 a, 4. 

3 Plut. Lysand. c. 12: eTvai o! 
Kal TWv ~uTpwv fKa<Trov oVK Ev J 
'1r<c/JVl<E xdip~· il.t8d,or, -yap ~VTa /3apfo. 
]viµTrELV µEv 0.vTfpel<TH Kal 1repi-
1-:A.dueL -roV aleEpos, €AH:etJ'8cu 0~ lnr'o 
{3{as <J'c/JL')',·6µ.evov [-a] ofv17 1<al ·r&vq, 
Ttis 1repupopcis, ths 1rov ,cal 'T'o 1rpWTov 
J,cpa.7~071 µ,1/ 7rE<JE'iv OeVpo, 'TCiJJJ 
,J,uxpwv 1<al {3aplwv i\,7ro1<pwoµ.lvwv 
Tov 7ravr6s. Plac. i,i. ,13, 3:_ -'Ava~ay
.,..Ov 1repo,,ce{µEVOJJ o.i8epa 1rvpt11ov µfl' 

e~m 11:a:r?t. T~Ji oinrl~v. -rfi, O' ein-ovf;f: 
'T1'/S 1reptOi117!crews avap1ra(av'Ta 1re
-rpous {1< T1)S ')'1JS Kal 1<a'l'ac/J/l.<~avra 
TDVTDUS 7/<J'TEpt1<eva,. Hippo\. l. c. : 
?]i\wv 0~ ,cal <TEA:f;vr,v k:o:l ,rcf.::na T(); 
if.O"Tpa l\.{Bovs eTvm Jµ7r~pous O"vµ:rrEpt
A,7<:pOEv-ras fnrO T?}s TOV al8Epos 
,rep«popas. That Anaxagoras · Iie
lieved the stars to be stones, and 
the sun in particular to be a red
hot mass (i1.[8os 1i,d1rvpos, µ.v/ipos 
o,d1rvpos ), we are repeatedly in
formed. Of. (besides nrnny other 
passages quoted by Sch,iubach, 
139s qq., 150) Plato, Apol. 26 D, 
Laws xii. 967 0.; Xenoph. Mem. 
fr. 7, 6 sq. According to Diog. 
ii. 11 sq., he appealed in support 
of this o,piniou to the phenomenon 
of meteor;c stones. What is said 
in the Placita, as to the terrestrial 
origin of rhese stony masses, is con
firmed by the passages in Plutarch; 
and not only so, but from the whole 
interconnection of his doctrines. it 
is impossible to see how he could 
ha 1·e imagined stones arose except 
from the earth, or at any rate in 
the terrestrial sphere. Of. the 
last two notes. The sun and moon 
must ha1•e arisen at the same time 
(Eudem. ap. Procl. in Tim. 258 C). 

4 Of. the following note and 
Tzetz. in Il. p. 42 . 
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up, and the water that was left became, in consequence 
of evaporation, salt and bitter.1 

This cosmogony labours under the same difficulty 
that we find in all attempts to explain the origin of 
the universe. If on the one hand the substance of 
tbe world, and on the other the worl<l-forming force, is 
eternal, how comes it that the world itself, at a definite 
moment of time, began to exist? 'iVe have no right, 
however, on that account to explain away the statements 
of our philosopher, which throughout presuppose a be
ginning of motion in time; or to adopt the opinion of 
Simplicius,2 that Anaxagoras spoke of a beginning of 
motion merely for the sake of argument, without really 
believing in it.3 He himself adopts the same tone in 
speaking of the beginning of motion and the original 
intermixture as in treating of other subjectR, and he 
nowhere implies by a single word that what, he says 
has any other than the obvious sense. Aristotle 4 and 
Eudemus 5 both so understood him ; and, indeed, it is 
impossible to see how he could have spoken of a con-

1 Diog. ii. 8; Plut, Plao. iii. 
16, 2; Hippo!. Rqfut .. i. 8. Alex. 
1l1eteor. 91 b, ascribes to Anaxa
goras tbe statement (Arist.1l1eteor. 
ii. 1, 353 b. 13) that the taste of 
sea-water is caused by the admix
ture of certaiu earthy ingredients; 
only this admixture is not brought 
about ( as Alexander seems first to 
have concluded from the passage 
in Aristotle) by percolation through 
the earth, but results from the 
original constitution of the fluid, 
the earthy portions of which re
mained behind in the process of 
evaporation. 

2 Phys. 257 b. 

• So Ritter, Ion. Phil. 2/iO sqq.; 
Gesch d. Phil. i. 318 sq.; Brandis, 
i. 250; Schleiermacher, Gesch. d. 
Phil. 44. 

4 Phys. viii. 1, 250 b, 24: ,P11ul 
-ytt.p lKe'i:vos ['Ava~.], OµoV 7rcfvrwv 
l5v-rwv Kctl 11peµoDvTwv T0v 6.1re1pov 
xp6vov, K£VTJ'.TLV lµ1rot1/0'aL ·dw voVv 
Kat 15,a,,p'ivai. 

5 Simpl. Phys. 273 a: o Ii~ 
Ei51517µos µeµq,era, np 'Ava~a-y6p~ ov 
µ6vov 3n· µf/ 1rp6repov oD<Tav 1'p~a
<F8a.[ 1roTE A.i'Yet rrt}v «lvrJ<TLV, &AA' 

0Ti ,Kal 7r~p'i ToV ~m~Eveiv ' i\.~!e,'v 
~OTE 7rapeAt7:._e11 enre,v, Kat1rep ovK 
onos <f>avepov. 
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tinual increase of motion without presupposing a com
mencement of that motion. Simplicius, on the other 
hand, i;; no more to be trusted in this case than when 
he applies the intermixture of all substances to the 
unity of the Neo-Platonists and the first separatio~ 
of opposites to the world of ideas; 1 but, in regard to 
the inherent difficulties of his presentation, Anaxagoras 
may easily have overlooked them, as others have done 
before and since his time. "\\Tith more reason we may 
ask whether our philosopher supposed there would be at 
some time or other a cessation of motion, a return to 
the original state of the universe.2 According to the 
most trustworthy witnesses he did not express himself 
clearly on this point; 3 but his language respecting the 
increasing spread of motion 4 does not sound as if he 
contemplated any end to it, nor is there any connect
ing link with such a conception in his system. How 
should vovs, after once bringing- the world into order, 
again plunge it into chaos? This statement had its 
origin, no doubt, in a misunderstanding of that which 
Anaxagoras had said about the world and itH alternating 
conditions.5 Lastly, it is inferred from an obscure 

1 Phys. 8 a; 33 b sq.; 106 a; 
257 b; vide Schaubach, 91 sq. 

z As Stoba:,us. Eel. i. 416, main
tains. Since be classes Anaxagoms 
in this respect with Anaximander 
and other Ionians, we must under
stand his statement as referring to 
an alternate construction and de
struction of the world. 

3 Vide p. 357, 5; cf. Arist. 
Phys. viii. 1, 252 a, 10; Simpl. 
De Cmlo, 167 b, 13 (Schol. 491 b, 
10 sqq.). This last passage cannot 

be quoted in favour of the opposite 
view, for it only asserts that Anaxa
goras seems to regard the motion 
of the heavens and the repose of 
the earth in the centre as eternal. 
It is stated more defo,itely in Simpl. 
Phys. 33 a, that he regarded the 
world as imperishable; but it is 
doubtful whether this is founded 
on any express statement of Anaxa
goras. 

4 S1tpra, p. 354, 1. 
5 Accmding to Diog. ii. 10, he 
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fragment of his treatise 1 that Anaxagoras believed in 
many universes similar to our own ; 2 but this conjec
ture I must also discard. For even if we attach no 
weight to the testimony of Stobams,3 that Anaxagoras 
taught the unity of the world ; 4 yet, as he himself 
describes the world as one, he must certainly have re
garded it as an interdependent whole, and this whole 
can only form one universal system, sinee the move
ment of the original mass proceeds from one centre, 
and in the separation of matter~ like parts are brought 
into one and the same place-the heavy _going down
wards, the light upwards. This fragment must there
fore refer, not to a distinct universe, but to a part of our 
own, most probably to the moon;5 Beyond the world 

maintained that the mountains 
around Lampsacus would some 
time in the distant future be 
covered with the sea. Perhaps he 
was leu to this conjecture by obser
,ations like those of Xenophanes 
(Y al. I. p. 569 ). 

1 Fr. 4(10): &v8pd,,rovs-re,rvµ1ro.
')'~vm 1CCJ.l -raMo. (fo. 3,ro. 1¥VX1/V lxEL, 
Kal TD'i(J'L '}'E &vepcfnrounv elvai «al 
1r6i\.tas <J'uv~K'fJµEvas 1eal ip-ya 1w,-re
O'Kevaup.Eva, Wrnrep 1rap, T}µLv ,cal 
'l]EA.t6v 'TE aVro'ifnV elvat ,cal ueA:fJllrw 
Kal 'T'liAi\a, aur1rep 'Trap' 'l/µ.Lv, ,cal r1Jv 
"}'1}v aV-r</i<n cpVetv 1rol\.i\.& 'TE 1ml 
1rav-rola Wv ~,ce'ivoL 'Ta Ov{il"trra (JUVE• 

vetKdµevot ls Tt}v o'bcYJITLV xpEovTal. 
Simpl. Phys. 6 b, speaking of this, 
makes use of the plural, -rovs K6-
,rµovs; but this is of no im
portance. 

2 Schaubach, 119 sq. 
3 Eel. i. 496. 
4 Fr. 11, sup. p. 338, 2. 
• The words ( the context of 

which we do not know) may refer 

either to a different part of the 
earth from our own, or to the earth 
in a former state, or to another 
world. The first is ;not probable, 
as it could not .be asserted of a 
different part of the world, that it 
likewise had a sun and moon, for 
Anaxagoras, entertaining the no
tions he diu of the form of the 
earth and of the Above and Below 
(vide ;p. 360, 3), cannot have be
lieved in antipodes, in regard to 
whom the observation might have 
been in place. The second ex
planation is excluded by the present 
forms Eivm, cp6ew, xpEovTat, There 
remains, therefore, only the third, 
and we can but suppose that the 
moon is intended; moreover, we 
know that Anaxagoras elsewhere 
says it is inhabited, and calls it an 
earth. If a moon is also assigned 
to it, this would then signify that. 
another star is related to the moon 
as the moon is to the earth. 
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spreads infinite matter, of which more and more is 
drawn into the cosmos,1 by means of the advancing 
vortex. Of this infinite Anaxagoras said it rested in 
itself, because it has no space outside itself in which it 
could move. 2 

In his theories concerning the arrangement of the 
universe, Anaxagoras is for the most part allied with 
the ancient Ionian physicists. In the midst of the 
whole resl8 the earth as a flat cylinder, borne, on ac
count of its breadth, upon the air.3 Around the earth 
the heavenly bodies moved at the beginning, laterally; 
so that t~e pole which is visible to us stood always per
pendicularly over the centre of the plane of the earth. 
Afterwards the position of the earth became oblique, 
and on account of this the stars, during part of their 
course, go under it.4 As to the order of the heavenly 
bodies, AnaxagoJas agreed with all the more ancient 
astronomers in placing the sun and moon next the 
earth ; but he thought that between the moon and the 
earth there were other bodies invisible to us : these, as 
well as the earth's shadow, he supposed to be the cause 
of lunar eclipses,5 while eclipses of the sun were caused 

' Vide supra, p. 3M, 1 ; 355, 3. 
2 Arist. Phys. iii. 5, 205 b, 1 : 

A:'aga/y~p~s ?, &.r61rw~ Ai~El ;r-Epl 
'T1)S 'TOV C<'11'E!pou /J,OV1)S' 11r1)pt(ELv 

7a~ au~'/, "aO'T6, </>rJ~L _ 'TD li.1rELpo;'· 
'TOuTO OE OTt ev avT<)!' /f,\1'.o 'Y"P 
ov5ev ,r,pteXEL. Of. what is quoted 
from Melissus, Vol. I. p. 635. 

3 Arist. De C{l!lo, ii. 13, vide 
supra, p. 249, 2; Metror, ii. 7, 365 
a, 26 sqq. ; Diog. ii. 8 ; Hippo!. 
Re;fut. i. 8; Alex. JJfeteor. 66 b, 
and others ap. Schaub. 1 H sq. 
According to Simplicius, De Cwlo, 

167 b, 13 (Schol. 491 b, 10), he 
mentioned the force of the rotation 
as a further reason for the quies
cence of the earth; but Simplicius 
seems here to be unwarrantably 
transferring to him what Aristotle 
says of E.mpedocles; cf p 156. 2, 3. 

4 Diog. ii. 9; Plut. Plac. ii. 8 ; 
also Hippol. i. 8 ( cf. Vol. I. p. 293, 
4; and snp. 251, 1 ). 

5 Hippol. l. c. p. 22; Stob. Eel. 
i. ,560, according to Theophrastns, 
also Diog. ii. 11 ; cf. Vol. I. p. 
455, 3. 
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solely by the passing of the moon between the earth 
and sun. 1 The sun he held to be much larger than it 
seems to us, though he had no idea of its real size.2 

As we have already seen, he described it as a glowing 
mass of stone. The moon he believed to have moun
tains and valleys like the earth, and to be inhabited by 
living beings; 3 and thi,, its terrestrial nature, he 
thought, explained why its own light ( as shown in lunar 
eclipses) was so dim; 4 its ordinary brighter light he 
derived from the reflection of the sun, and though it is 
not to be supposed that he himself ma,de this discovery,5 
yet he was certainly one of the first to introduce it 
into Greece.6 How he accounted for the annual revo
lution of the sun, and the monthly changes of the 

1 Rippol. l. c., also the observa
tion: o'bros Cl,cpd,pL(fE 1rpW-ros 7a 1repl 
7(1.s Eui\.etijl~,~ Ka1 cpw'TttTµoVs, cf. 
Plnt. Nie. c. 23 : li "ydp ,rpwTuS 
CJ'a<{>E<ITaT6v TE 1r&vrwv J.ral eap{)aJ\eW~ 
TaToV 7repl a'eA{ivr;s JC.a:rau7aflµIfJv 
h'.:al 11'«.i'as A.J")'o.v eh 7pacpT1v KetraBE
p.eµvs 'Ava~a-y6pas. 

' According to Diog. ii. 8; 
Hippol. l. c., ho said it was larger, 
and according to Pint. Plew. ii. 21, 
many times larger than the Pelo
ponnesus, while the moon (accord
ing to Pint. F'ac. L. 19, (), p. 932) 
was the same size as that peninsula. 

3 Plato, Apol. 26 D : Tov p.h 
-t,i\wv Af.eov </>1JO"lv e1va.t r1}11 0~ 
ITEAtivrw -yi)v. Diog. ii. 8; Hippol. 
l. c. ; Stob. i. 550 parall. ( supra, p. 
249, 3); Anaxag.' fir. 4 (supra, p. 
359, 1 ). From Stob. i. 564, it would 
seem ( and it is besides probable 
in itself) that Auaxagoras con
nected with this the face in the 
moon; according to Schol. Apoll. 
Bkod. i. 498 (vide Schaubach, 161), 

cf. Plut. Fae. L. 24, 6, he exphiined 
the fable that the N emean lion hatl 
fallen from the heavens by the 
couj ecture that he might have 
come from the moon. 

4 Stob. i. 56-4 ; Olympiod. in 
Meteo1·. 1,5 b, i. 200 Id. 

5 PanneHides maintained this 
before him, and Empedocles con
tem)Joraneously with him, vide 
Vol. I. p. 600, 2, and sup. p. 156, 8. 
The former, v. 144, for this reason 
C>tllS the moon: VUK'r'l<j,aES 7TEpt 
rula.v C/,A.c/Jµ.Evov lti\A&-rpwv <:p~s. On 
the other hand, the discovery is 
wrongly ascribed to Thales (Vol. I. 
p. 225, 1). 

6 Plato. Grat. 409 A: ll tKE'ivos 
[' Aoa~.] VE,.,-IT'r'l ~/\.e-yev, 3,,., TI ITEA-/ivri 
a,rl, 'l'OV 1/Alou ~x .. 70 q,ws. Pint. 
Fae. Lun, 16, 7; p. 929; Hippol. 
l. o. ; Stob. i. 558 ; cf. p. 356, 3. 
According to Plutarch's Piao. ii. 
28, 2, the Sophist Antiphon still 
thought the moon shone by her 
own light. 
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moon, cannot be discovered with certainty.1 The stars 
he supposed to be, like the sun, glowing masses, the 
beat of which we do not feel on account of their dis
tance and their colder surroundings ; 2 like t~e moon 
they have, besides their own light, a light borrowed 
from the sun; in this respect he makes no distinction 
between planets and fixed stars: those to which the 
sun's light cannot penetrate at night, because of the 
earth',, shadow, form the milky way.3 Their revolution 
is always from east to west.4 From the close juxtaposi
tion of several planets arises the phenomenon of comets.5 

How Anaxagoras explained the various meteoro
logical and elemental phenomena is here only shortly 
indicated,6 as we must now examine, in detail, bis 
theories respecting living beings and man. 

1 From Stob. Eel. i. 526; Hippol. 
l. e. we only le>trn that the pe
riodical return of both is derived 
from the resistance of the condensed 
air driven before them; and the 
reason the moon returns oftener in 
her course than the sun, is said to 
be that the sun by his heat warms 
and rarefies the air, and so conquers 
this resistance for a longer period. 
Of. Vol. I. p. 276, 1. 

2 Hippol. l. e. and supra, p. 
356, 3. 

3 Arist. Meteor. i. 8, 345 a, 25, 
and his commentators: Diog. ii. 9; 
Hippo!. l. c.; Plut. Plac. iii. 1, 7, 
cf. p. 252, 2. 

4 Plut. Plae. ii. 16. Democri
tus was of the s>1me opinion. 

5 Arist. Meteor. i. 6 ; Alex. and 
Olympiod. ad h. l. supra, p. 252, 3 ; 
Diog. ii. 9; Plut. Plac. iii. 2, 3; 
Schol. in Arat. Diosem. 1091 (35\J), 

6 Thunder and lightning arise 

from the breaking forth of the 
rethereal fire through the clouds 
(Arist. Meteor. ii. 9, 369 b, 12; 
Alex. ad h. l. 111 b; Plut. Plac, 
iii. 3, 3; Hippo!. l. c. Sen. Nat. 
Qu. ii. 19; cf. ii. 12, less precisely 
Diog. ii. 9), simil>trly hurricanes 
and hot blasts ('rvq,wv and 1rp11-
!T-r~p, Plac. l. c.); other winds from 
the current of air heated by the 
sun (Hippo!. l. c.) ; hail from 
vapours, which, heated by the sun, 
ascend to an altitude at which they 
freeze (Arist. Meteor. i. 12, 348 b, 
12; Alex. Meteor. 8'5 b, 86 a; 
Olymp. Meteor. 20, ap. Philop. 
Meteor. 106 a, i. 229, 233 Id.); 
falling stars are sparks which the 
fire on high emits by reason of 
its oscillation (Stob. Eel. i. 580 ; 
Diog. ii. 9; Hippol. l. c.); rain
bows and mock suns are caused 
by the refraction of the sun's rays 
in the clouds (Plac. iii. 5, 11 ; 
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3. Organic Beings. Man. 

IF, in opposition to the prevalent opinion of his time, 
our philosopher degraded the stars into lifeless masses 
which are moved by Mind in a purely mechanical 
manner, through the rotation of the whole, in living 
beings be recognises the immediate presence of Mind. 
' In all things are parts of all except Mind, but in some 
Mind is also.' 1 • That which has a soul, the greater 
things and the smaller, therein rules· Mind.' 2 In 
what way Mind could exist in particular things he 
doubtless never inquired ; but, from his whole exposi
tion and mode of expression, it is clear that there 
floated before him the analogy of a substance which is 
in them in an extended manner.3 This substance, as 
has already been shown, he conceived as homogeneous 
in all its parts, and he accordingly maintained that the 
mind of one creature was distinguished from that of 
another, not in kind, but in degree: ;tll mind is alike, 
but one is greater, another less.4 It does not, however, 
follow from this that he necessarily reduced the dif
ferences of mental endowment to the varieties of cor
poreal structure.5 He himself speaks expressly of a 
Schol. Venet. ad Il. p. 54 7) ; earth
quakes by the penetrating of the 
:,ether into the hollows by which 
the earth is pierced (Arist. Meteor. 
ii. 7; Alex. ad h. l. 106 b; Diog. 
ii. 9 ; Hippol. l. o.; Plut. Plao. iii. 
15, 4; Sen. Nat. Qu. vi. 9; Am
mian. Marc. xvii. 7, 11, cf. Ideler, 
Ari.st. Meteorol. i. 5&7 sq.); the 
rivers are nourished by rain, and 
also by the subterranean waters 
(Hippol. i. c. p. 20); the inunda
tions of the Nile are the result of 

the melting of the snow on the 
Ethi0pian mot1ntains (Diodor. i. 
38, &c.). Vide on these subjects 
Schaubaeh, 170 sqq., 176 sqq. 

1 Ji'r. 7, vide p. 272, 1. 
2 lf'r. 8, p. 34 3, 1. KpaTe,v, as 

is clear from what immediately 
follows, indicates moving force. 
Cf. Arist. sup. 347, 2. 

3 Vide sup. 345 sq. 
4 Cf. p. 343. 
5 As is thought by Tennemann, 

i. a; i. 326 sq.; Wendt, ad h. l. p. 
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various amount of mind,1 and this is quite logical 
according to his own presuppositions. Also, when he 
said that man is the most sensible of all living beings, 
because he has hands,2 he probably did not mean to 
deny the advantage of a superior order of mind,3 but 
is merely employing a strong expression for the value 
and indispensability of hands.4 Nor can we suppose 
that Anaxagoras regarded the soul itself as something 
corporeal, as air. On the other hand, Aristotle is right 
in asserting that be made no distinction between the 
soul and Mind,5 and in transferring to the soul upon 
this presupposition what Anaxagoras primarily says of 
Mind, that it is the moving force.6 Mind is always 
and everywhere that which moves matter. Even if a 

417 sq.; Ritter, Ion. Phil. 290; 
Gesck. d. Phil. i. 328; Schaubach, 
188 ; Zevort, 135 sq., &c. 

1 In the Placita, v. 20, 3, the 
opinion is ascribed to him that all 
living beings have active, but all 
have not passive intelligence; this 
he cannot possibly hnve said; and 
in order to express the special pre
rogative of man abo,e animals, the 
sentence must be, invert.eel. 

2 Arist. Part. Anim. iv. 10, 
687 a, 7: 'Ava~a'}'6pos µ.l,v o(Jv <j>r,rrl, 
Ot?t 7(} xe'ipas ixELv cppoviµ.6)-ra.TOV 
eiva, rr-Wv (cf,wv 6.vepw,rov. Cf. the 
verse in Syncellus, Chron. 149 c, to 
which the Anaxagoreans are there 
said to nppeal: xeipwv o7'.7'.vµ.evwv 
Ep(>ei ,roA:6µrins 'A()1JvrJ. 

3 This is also shown by the 
obserrnticn of Plutarch, De For
tuna, c. 3, p. 98 : ' in respect of our 
bodies, we are far surpassed by the 
beasts : ' Eµ.1rELp[q, 0€ 1eal µvr]µ:[l 1eal 
uocp[q. f(al TExvv KaT?i 'Ava~a76pav 
trq,wv TE ahwv XpWp.e0a Kal {37'.hTo-

µ.ev Kal &µ.tJ,,,oµ.ev Kal <j;epoµ.ev Kal 
li'}'oµ.ev <rv7'.7'.aµ.[3civoVTes. 

1 Plac. iv. 3, 2: ol o' &1r' 'Ava!a-
76pou ClepoELOi] tAey6v TE ,ca.l cr&µa 
[ -rl)v if,vx,\v]. This theory is more 
definitely ascribed to Anaxagoras 
and Archelaus, ap. Stob. Eel. i. 
796; Theod. Cnr. Gr. Ajf. v. 18, 
p. 72 ; cf. Tert. De An. c. 12; 
::;impl. JJe An. 7 b; ap. Philop. ])e 
An. B. 16 (Anaxngoras described 
the soul as a self-moving number); 
Brandis, Gi·.-Rom. Phil. i. 261-, 
rightly substitutes 'Et-.oKpd.T'f/S, Cf. 
ibid. c. 5. 

5 De An. l, 2; sup. p. 347, 2; 
ibid. 405 a, 13 : 'Ava!a'}'Opcts Ii' (ou,e 
µEv ETepov Af/yELv tJ.tvx1JV Te Ka1 voVv, 
{{,r,,rep efaop.EV Kal 1rp6Tepov, xpijTa< 
Q' Ct.µcpo'iv &s µt~ cp{"re1, 1rl\1}v CJ.px~v 
-ye etc. vide p. 343, I. 

6 l. c. 404 a, 25: oµ.oiws 01' tcctl 
'Av0Ja,76pas .J!~x17v, eYvm ~E-ye, T~v 

KLVOvcrav, ,cal H 'TLS li.A.i\os etpTJKEJI ws 
7() 1rCC.11 E,dv'l}<TE voVs. 
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being moves itself, it must be Mind which produces 
this motion, not only mechanically, from without, but 
from within; in such a being, consequently, Mind itself 
must dwell-it becomes in him a soul.1 

This animating influence of mind Anaxagoras re
cognises even in plants, to which, like Empedocles and 
Democritus, he ascribes life and sensibility. 2 The 
origin of plants he explains in accordance with the 
fundamental ideas of his system; for he supposed their 
germs to come from the air,3 which, like the other 
elements, is a mixture of all possible seeds.4 In the 
same manner the animals originally arose ; 5 the slimy 
earth was fructified by the germs contained in the 
a_1ther.6 This was asserted contemporaneously by Em-

t Of. p. 363. 
2 So Plut. Qu. N. c. 1, p. 911 ; 

Ps.-Arist. De Plant. c. 1, 815 a, 15; 
b, 16 (sup. p. 159, 4; 263, 2): /, µ"/,v 
'Alla~a:y6pas Kal (o/a e'fvaL [ Ta tpuTCt] 
,ml 7}0eo-8cu Kal i\v1re'i0"8m elrre, Tfi TE 

O.:rro(J{loff -rWv rpVi\.Awv ,ad. -rfi aV~1}rre, 
-rov-ro bnuµ/36.vwv. According to 
the ssme treatise, c. 2, he also 
attributed breath to plants; on the 
other han'l, Arist. De Respir. 2, 440 
b, 30, refors 1rana to (rpa only. 

' Theophr. H. Plant. iii. I, 4: 
'Ava~a")'6pas µ€v T?iv fl.~pa 1rd-wrc»v 
<{HiffKwv ~XEW <J'rdpµa-ra· 1eal TaVTa 
CTU[KaTa<{Jep6µ.eva T{p lfaa:rL ')'EVV~V 
-ra ,pu.,.cf. Whether it is meant that 
plants ::ere still produced in this 
manner is not clear. According to 
Arist. De Plant. c. 2, 817 a, 25, 
Anaxagoras called the sun the 
father, and the earth the mother 
of plants; but this is unimport11nt. 

• Cf. on this subject p. 332, 1. 
• Yet their higher nature seems 

to be indicated in the deriYation of 

their seeds, not from the air and 
moisture, but from the fiery ele
ment, the ::ether. 

6 Iren. Adv. Haer. ii. 14, 2: 
Anax·agoras . . , . dogmatizavit, 
facta animalia decidentibus e c(f!lo 
in te,·r01n seminibus. Hence Euri
pides, Chrysipp. Fr. 6 (7): souls 
arise from ::ethereal seeds, and 
return after death to the ::ether, HS 

the borly returns to the earth from 
which it sprang. This is not con
tradicted but rather completed l,y 
what we read in Hippo!. Rdut. i. 
8, p. 22, and Diog. ii. 9 : (rpa o~ 
T1}v &px1Jv Ev {ryprji "ye11€<J8aL, µeTd. 
rnvra o"/, e~ &./l./l.1J/l.c,.•v, and, t,;;a 
-yevi0'8ai E~ V[poU Ka.I. 8ep,uoV Ka1 
;eW5ovs • iJfYTepov 0~ E! &AA.f;ACtJv. 
According to Plut. Plac. ii. 8. this 
happened liefure the inclination of 
the plane of the earth ( sup. p 360, 
4) ; as Anaxagoras doubt less as
sumed because the snn might then 
work npon the earth without in
terruption. 
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pedocles, previously by Anaximander and Parmenides, 
and subsequently by Democritus and Diogenes.1 An
axagoras also agrees with Empedocles and Parmenides 
in his theories on generation and the origin of the 
sexes.2 Of his opinions about animals, excepting the 
assertion that all animals breathe,3 tradition has told us 
nothing of any importance; 4 and the same may be 
said (with the exception of what has already bEc,en · 
quoted) of our information concerning the corporeal 
life of man.5 The statement that he represented the 
soul as perishing at its separation from the body is very 

1 Vide sz,p. p. 159 sq.; Vol. I. 
pp. 256, 601; Vol. II. 2.55, 1; Vol. 
I. 295. Also the Anaxagoreans, 
Archelaus (vide ii;fm), and Euri
pides, ap. Diodor. i. 7. 

2 According to Aristotle, Gen. 
Anim. iv. 1, 793 b, 30; Philop. 
Gen. An. 81 b, 83 b; Diog. ii. 9; 
Hippol. l. c. ( certain divergences, 
ap. Censorin. Di. Nat. 5, 4. 6, 6, 8; 
Plut. Pla.c. v. 7, 4, need not be con
sidered), he supposed that the male 
alone furnished the seed, the female 
only the place for it ; the sex of 
the child is determined by the 
nature and origin of the seed ; boys 
spring from the right side of the 
uterus, and girls from the left. 
()f. sup. Vol. I. p. 601, 4; Vol. II. 
p. 162, 5. Censorinus further says 
that he thought the brefo of the 
fmtus was formed first. because all 
the senses proceed from this ; that 
the body was formed f~om the 
rethereal warmth contained in the 
seed (which harmonises well with 
what is quoted in 365, 6), ancl that 
the child receiv~d nourishment 
through the navel. According to 
Cens. 5, 2, he op ·osed the opinion 
of his contemporary Hippo (Vol. I. 

p. 282, 5) that the seed comes from 
the marrow. 

' Arist. De Respir. 2,470 b, 30. 
The Sclzolia ad h. l. (after Simpl. 
DeAn.Venet. 1527), p. 164 b, 167 a. 
With Diogenes, this theory, which 
he shared with Anaxagoras, stands 
in connection with bis view of the 
nature of the soul. With Anaxa
goras this is not the case (vide p. 
365, 6); but the thought must have 
been obvious to him, that all things, 
in order to live, must inhale vital 
warmth. Of. p. 365, 6. 

4 We have only the observa
tions in Aristotle, Gen. Anim. iii., 
that he thought certain animals 
copulate through the mouth; and 
ap. Athen. ii. 57 cl, that he called 
the white in the egg the milk of 
birds. 

5 According to Plut. Plac. v. 
25, 3, he said that sleep merely 
concerned the body and not the 
soul ; in support of which he no 
doubt :tppealed to the activity of 
the soul in dreams. According tc 
Arist. Pai·t. An. iv. 2. 677 a, 5, he 
( or possibly his disciples only) de
rived feverish diseases from the · 
gall. 
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uncertain; 1 and it is a question whether he ever ex
pressed any opinion on this point. From his own pre
suppositions, however, we must necessarilJ conclude 
that mind, as such, is indeed eternal, like matter; but 
that mental individuality is, on the contrary, as perish
able as corporeal. 

Among mental activities Anaxagoras seems to have 
kept that of the intellect primarily in view, as indeed 
knowledge appeared to him personally ( vide infra) 
to be the highest end of life. But though he de
cidedly gave the preference to thought over sensible 
perception, yet he seems to have treated more at length 
of the latter than of the former. In contradiction to 
the ordinary theory, he adopted the view of Heracleitus, 
that the sense-perception is called forth, not by that 
which is akin, but by that which is opposite to it. 
That which is of like kind, he says, makes on its like 
no impression, because it introduces no change in it ; 
only the unlike works upon another, and for this reason 
every sense-perception is united with a certain di~taste.2 

1 Plut. l. c. under the title 
1rO'TEpov €(Prlv {hrvos n Bdva'TOS, 
,f,vx'iis f/ crwµq,ros; continues : elvm 
OE 1ml if;vx'ij, 8civaTOP TDP 01axwpt
crµ6v. This statement is the more 
untrustworthy, as the proposition 
that death concerns the body only, 
and not the soul, is referred to 
Leucippus, and on the other hand, 
Empedocles, in spite of his belief 
in immortality, is credited with 
the theory that it concerned both. 
It is plain that no inference can be 
drawn from the expression ap. 
Diog. ii. 11 ; Cic. Tusa. i. 43, 104 
(vide irif. 371, 5): and the utter
ances, ap. Diog. ii. 13, lEl. V. H. 

iii. 2, &c., if they are historical, 
would rather seem to show that he 
regarded death as a simple neces
sity of nature, without thinking 
of a future life after death; but 
this inference would be likewise 
uncertain. 

2 Theophr. IJe Sensu, 1 : 1repl 
O' ala·e~<TEws aL µiv ?Toi\Aal «al «afJ6-
Aov 06!at OVo EltT[v. oI µ.~v -yctp 'Tep 
Dµ.o[Cf) 1rornV<rtv, ol 0~ 'T(p Jvawrlr.p. 
To the former belong Parmenid,•s, 
Empedocles, and Plato ; to the 
latter Anaxagoras and Heracleitns. 
§ Z 7 : 'Ava~a-y6pa, oe -yivecr8ai µev 
'To7r.. Jvav-rfois · rrO 10.p Oµowv &.7ra8h 
&:rrb 'TOV Op.olov · Ka~' E1ed.a''T1JV OE 
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The chief confirmation of his theory lay however, he 
believed, in the consideration of the several senses. 
·we see because of the reflection of objects in the 
apple of the eye : this reflection is formed, according 
to Anaxagoras, not in the part which resembles the 
object in colour, but which is different; as the eye is 
dark, we can see in the day if the o~jects are illumi
nated; hut in certain instances the opposite is the case.1 

Similarly with touch a:nd taste ; we receive the impres
sion of heat and cold from Ruch things only as are warmer 
or colder than our body; we perceive the sweet with the 
bitter, the fresh with the salt element in ourselves.2 So 
we smell and hear the oppo&ite with the opposite ; the 
more precise explanation of smell is that it arises from 
respiration ; of hearing, that the tones are transmitted 
to the brain through the cavity of the skull.3 In 
re8pect to all the senses, Anaxagoras believed that large 
organs were more capable of perceiving the great and 

,mpii:ra, o,ap,ep.e,v. After this has 
been shown in detail, he continues, 
§ !l9 : ci1roG'a.v O' a'tcr8rJG'Lv µer?t. 
)l.{;,rT/S' (similarly in § 17) 3rrep t.v 

o&~effV 0.K67'.ov8ov eivaL Tfj {nro8El1'EL. 
1rli11 7tlp TD Uv&µowv CJ,1rTOµevov 1r6vo11 
,rapeXEt, as ,ve clearly see in those 
sensible impresoions, which are 
especially strong and lasting. Cf. 
p. 89, 2. 

' Theoplir. l. c. § 27. 
2 l. c. 28 ( cf. 36 sqq. ), where 

it is thus e~pr~ss~d: the se~sa;io;1 
follows KaTa T7)11 ei\i\EL1/ILII TT/II EKa-

f ' ' f > C" O'TOV. 1ravTa ')'ap EJIU7rapXHV EJ/ 7/µLV. 
Cf. with the last proposition the 
quotations from Anaxagorns, p. 
338 sq., from t'armenides, Vol. I. 
p. 165, 3, and from Empedocles, 

sup,·a. p. 165. 3. 
3 l. c. Conceming hearing and 

toues, other writers tPll us a few 
further particulnrs. According to 
Plnt. Plac. iv. 19, 6, Anaxagoras 
believed tJ,at the voice was caused 
by the current of air proceeding 
from the speaker striking against 
condensed air and returning to the 
ears; in this way also be explained 
the echo. According to Plut. Qu. 
Conv. viii. 3, 3, 7 sq., Arist. Probl. 
xi. 33, he thoug-ht that the air 
was made to vibrHte with a tremu
lous motion by the heat of the sun, 
as we see in solar motes ; and that 
in consequence of the n0ise that 
results from this, we hear less dis
tinctly by day than by night. 
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distant, and smaller organs the small and near.1 As to 
the share of vovs in the sense-perception, he does not 
seem to have expressed any definite opinion, but to 
have presupposed, notwithstanding, that vovs is the 
percipie~t subject, while the senses are merely organs 
of perception.2 

But if the sense-perception is conditional on the 
nature of the bodily organs, we cannot expect that it 
should reveal to us the true nature of things. Every 
corporeal thing is an intermixture of the most various 
ingredients; how then can any object be purely re
flected in it? Spirit alone is pure and unmixed: it 
alone can separate and distinguish things; it alone can 
procure us true knowledge. The senses are too weak 
to ascertain truth. This Anaxagoras proved from the 
fact that we do not perceive the minute atoms which 
are intermingled in a body, nor the gradual transitions 
from one state into the opposite.3 That he therefore 
denied all possibility of knowledge,4 or declared all 
presentations to be alike true,5 we cannot suppose, 

1 Theophr. i. c. 29 sq. 
2 This seems to be conveyed 

by the words of Theophrastus, De 
Sensu, 38. He says Olidemns 
( vide infra) supposed that the 
ears do not themselves perceive 
objects, bnt transfer the sensation 
~o ~oVs, ~Vx, l/J<J'1rep 'A~a;a:y6pas 
0.PX7JV 7r0l..EL 7f"Cf.,J/'J"WJ/ "f{)]I 'J/OVJ/, 

3 Sext. Math. vii. 90 : 'A. &is 
(1,<J'8Eve'is Oia[3dl\J...oov 1rds alcr81}<1ets, 
"{rrrO Ucpavp0T'l}TOS aVTWv," cf>1J<TLV, 
" oU OuvaTo[ Ecrµ.EV Kplvew -r&A.1]8Es" 
(F-r. 25). •rl811a L 5e 1ri(J'TtV alJTWv 
T')]s &.,1rurTfa.,s T1/V ~a.pa. ~LKp~v 'T~JI 

xpwµaTWV e/;ai\]1.a"f'l}V. El -Vap OVO 

Ji..d./3oiµev xpcfJµa:r·a, µEA.av Kal Afv«Ov, 

eTTa. iK Ba.TEpov eis 60.Tepov Ka.TCt 
ura,16va ,rap,,1xfo,µev, OU ovvijlTfTC<L 
7/ l§fts ~La.,cp[p;LJI 'T(tS' 7rctp,tt µt~pQy 
µeTa/3oi\as, ,cm1rep ,rpos T'l}V ,pvu,v 
f11ro,c«µ.evas. The further reason, 
th<it the senses c»nnot distinguish 
the constituents of things, is alluded 
to in the passages quoted, p. 272, 2, 
and in the statement (Phu. i. 3, 9; 
Simpl. De Gmlo, 268 b, 40; Scliol. 
513 a, ,12) that the so-called 
Jµowµepfi are perceived, not by the 
senses, but by the reason alone. 

4 Cic. Acad. i. 12, 44. 
5 Arist. Metapli. i,·. 5, 1009 b, 

25 : 'Avata,16pov o~ ,cal &rr6cpee,1µ.a 
µv7JµoveVeTm ,rpOs TWv ETalpwv TLvcts-, 
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since he himself states his opinions with full dogmatic 
conviction ; as little can we infer, as Aristotle does, 
from the doctrine of the mixtme of all things, that he 
denied the law of contradiction; 1 for his opinion is 
not that opposite qualities belong to one and the same 
thing as such, but that different things are inextrica
bly intermingled; the inferences which a later writer, 
rightly or wrongly, derives from his propositions ought 
not to be ascribed to himself. He regards the senses, 
indeed, as inadequate; he admits that they only in
struct us imperfectly as to the nature of things; yet he 
argues from phenomena to their hidden causes,2 having 
really attained to his own theory in this and no other 
way; and as the world-creating Mind knows all things, 
so the portion of Mind which is in man must be allowed 
its share in this knowledge. When it is said that he 
declared reason to be the criterion,3 this is true in fact, 
though not literally. He doubtless never attempted any 
precise definitions of the nature and distinctive character 
of thought.4 

The moral life of man was, in all probability, not 

0Tt Tota.VT' aflTo'i:s Ecr'T.at .,.a tvTa oTa. 
ti.v {nro/1.1}.fJw,n,•, which, if the tradi
tion is true, no douht is only in
tended to assert that things contain 
for us another meaning when we 
consider them from another stand
point; the course of the world 
will correspond to our wishes, or 
contravene them, according as we 
have a tight or a wrong theory of 
the world. Cf. also Ritter, Ion. 
Phil. 295 sq. The alteration which 
Gladisch, Anax. u. d. lsr, 46, pro
poses in the words of Anaxagoras, 
and the explanation he gives of 

them, hardly require a refuta
tion. 

1 Metaph. iv. 4, 5, 17, 1007 b, 
25, 1009 a, 22 sqq. 1012 a, 24, xi. 
6, 1063 b, 24.; Alex. in Metaph. 
p. 295, 1 Bon. 684 a, 9 Br. 

2 Sitpra, p. 272, 2. 
• Sext. Math. vii. 91: 'Ava~. 

1cowws TOV 7'.6-yov tcpn ,cp,Tf,pwv eivm. 
4 This we must infer from the 

silence of the fragments, and of all 
testimony: even Philop. De An. 
C 1, 7, does not ascribe the Aris
totelian definitions: " t, 1wpfr,,s /\.e-y6-
µevos voiis I:, Ka:r(t. -r1Jv cpp6v7Jcru.•," 
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included by Anaxagoras in the sphere of bis scientific 
enquiry. There are, indeed, some isolated expressions 
of bis, in which be describes the contemplation of the 
cosmos as the highest taRk of man, 1 and blames the 
superficiality of the ordinary view of life; 2 and traits 
are related of him which evince an earnest and yet 
gentle disposition,3 a magnanimous indifference to 
external possessions,4 and a quiet fortitude in distress ;5 

" o vovs o:n:71.u,s &.wr,/3071..a,s Tots that he was noyer seen to laugh; 
r.p&--yuacnv &.vn/3&1>..il.wv 1) l!--yvw 1) on the other h,md, the anecdote 
ovK l!--yvw," to the philosopher him- told of him in Plut. Praec. Ger. 
self; he only makes use of them Reip. 27, 9, p. 820; Diog. ii. 14, 
in the disoussion of his doctrines. th1it ou his death-bed, he asked, 

1 Eudem. Eth. i. 5, 1216 a, 10 instead of any other honours, that 
(and others, p. 326, 2), says (prefix- the children might have a holiday 
ing cparriv): Anaxagoras replied from school on the anniversary of 
to the question why life has any his death, shows a genial and 
yalue: Tov Oewpijuu., [iveKa] rbv kindly disposition. 
ovpo.vov Kal T~P 1repl TOv 3;>,.ov K60"'µov 4 Cf. what is said, p. 326, 2, on 
Tag;''-, Diog. ii; 7: 1rp'}:s Tov ,1~6wr~; the neglect of his property. All 
" ouoev O"'OL µeil.EL T'l)S ,ro.Tp,oos ; the more incredible is the calumny 
" evcp-hµEL, l!cp,,, iµol --yap 1<0.l urp6opa ap. ·rert. Apologet. c. 46. The
µ•71..« 71)S ,ra7plaos," o,igas TOV oi'Jpa- mistius, Orat. ii. 30 C, uses o,1<ai6-
v6v. He calls his country the TEpos 'Avaga--y6pou proverbially. 
hes.vens either because his interest • Ar,cording to Diog. ii. 10 sqq. 
and his thoughts are at home he replied to the news of his con
there, or because of the theory demnation (this, however, is also 
mentioned p. 365, 6, on the origin told by Diog. ii. 35, of Socrates) 
of the soul; or in allusion to both that 'the Athenians as well as 
at once, he may mean that the himself have been long ago con
heavens from which our soul domned to death by nature:' to 
springs are the worthiest object the observation, " ilT'Tepf/B'l)s 'A8'1)
of its interest. vafow," " oV p.,Ev oVv, &A.A, itceLvoL 

2 Eudem. l. c. c. 4, 121.5 b, 6: lµou;" to a condolence upon his 
'Avag . .•• ~W7'1)8els, Tiso ,/ioC1.Lµo- being forced to die in banishment, 
vE(J'-ra:ros ; " oUeets, ei1rEv, &v ql) 'it is the same distance everywhere 
voµ((ELs, &.ii.ii..' 1f:ro1ros li.v Tis IT'D< to Hades' (this is also in Cic. Tusc. 
cpavei'I)." i. 43, 104); to the news of the 

a Cic. Acad. ii. 23, 72, praises death of his sons: fioELv avTovs 
his grave and dignified demeanour; 8v'l)rovs --yew1,0"'as. Th~ last is told 
Plnt. Per. c. 5, a,scribes the well- by Plut. Cons. ad. Apoll. 33, p. 
known seriousness of Pericles to 118; Panaetius ap. Plut. Coh. Ira, 
his intercourse with Anaxagoras; 16, p. 463 E, and by many others, 
and }Elian, V. H. Yiii. 13, relates but of Solon and Xenophon as well 

B B 2 
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but we know of no scientific rules belonging to this 
department,1 and even the statements mentioned above 
are not taken from the treatise of our philosopher. 

Nor did he enter much into the subject of religion. 
The charge against him was made, indeed; on the score 
of atheism, that is, denial of the gods of the state ; 2 but 
this censure was only based on his theories about the 
sun and moon : as to the relation of these theories to 
the popular faith he had doubtless hardly expressed an 
op1mon. The same is probably the case in regard to 
his naturalistic explanation of phenomena, in which 
his contemporaries were accustomed to see miracles 
and portents.3 Lastly, he is said to have been the first 
to interpret the Homeric myths in a moral sense ; 4 

but it would appear that in this respect he is wrongly 
credited with what really belongs to his disciples,5 
and especially to Metrodorus ; 6 for if the allegorical 

as Anaiagoras, vide Schaubach, 
p. 53. 

1 The statement of Cl"eniens, 
St,.om. ii. 416 D (repeated by 
Theod. Cur. Gr. Alf. xi. 8, p. 152): 
'Ava~a-y&pav • • • -tiw 8eo>piav q,cf.va, 
'TOV {llov TEAOS eiva, ,ml 'Thv a,ro 
'TaVT'YJS i7'ev8ep!av, is no doubt de
rived simply from the ethics of 
Eudemus (supra, p. 371, 1). 

2 Vide the writers cited p. 
328, 3 ; Iren. ii. 14, 2, calls him 
for this reason Anaxagoras, q_ui et 
atheus cognominatus est. 

8 Such as the much talked of 
stone of lEgospotamos, ap. Diog. 
ii. 11, and the ram with one horn, 
3p. Plut. Per. 6. 

4 Diog. ii. 11 : 00/lEL Ot ,rpw-ros, 
1mecf. q>'YJrrL .Paflo,p,vos iv ,ravrooa,rff 
Irr-ropl<f, 'Thv 'Oµ.f/pov ,roi7Jrr,v lt.7roq>f/-

vacr8c,;i e1vaL 1r•pl (1,pETrjS /la) IJL!laLO
(J"/JV'f}S" l1rl 7rJtfov &E 1rpo(J'-rr/vm TOV 
>.6-yav M'I/Tp6or,,pov Tov Aaµ.'lictK'I/VOv 
7vclJpiµov <JvTa alnoV, 1>v Hal 7rpiirrov 
G'1rovD&a-,u roU 'trOL'f}TDV 7tEpl -r1}v 
q,urrLl<hv 1rpa-yµ.aniav. Reraclit. 
Alleg. Homer. c. 22, p. 46, has no 
connection with this. 

5 SJncell. Chron. p. 149 C : 
€purJPeVova'L 0€ oL ,Ava.!a:y6pw, roils 
µvecf,Oets 8eoVs, 110Vv µh, T0v .6.[a, 
Thv ot 'Ae11vav TEXV'I/V, 3e.v J<al .,.6· 
xe,pwv, etc. Vide p. 364, 2. 

6 Vide concerning Metrodorus 
(who is also mentioned by Alex. 
1\feteorol. 91 b, and Simpl. Phys. 
2b7 b, as a disciple ef Anaxagoras, 
and in Plato's Ion. 530 C, as a 
solemn expounder of the Homeric 
poems), Tatian. C. Graec. c. 21, p. 
262 D : /lal M'I/Tp6owpos oe i, Aaµ.-
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interpretation of the poets is altogether more in har
mony with the taste of the Sophistic period; the moral 
interpretation is least of all suited to Anaxagoras, who 
paid so little attention to ethics. Of him we may ven
ture to say that, in his enquiries, he confined himself 
entirely to physics. 

IV.-Anaxagoras in relation to his prede1Jessors. Character 
and Origin of his Doctrine. The .Anaxagorean School : 
Archelaus. 

WE have already observed, in regard to Empedocles 
and Democritus, Melissus and Diogenes, that in the 
course of the fifth century the various schools of phi
losophy and their doctrines were gradually beginning to 
exert a livelier and more important influence over one 
another. The example of Anaxagoras only confirms 
our observation. This philosopher seems to have known 
and made use of most of the ancient doctrines: from 
Pythagoreanism alone he stands so entirely aloof that 
we can discern no influence, however indirect, from 
that quarter upon his doctrines, nor even an invo
luntary coincidence between the two systems. On 
the other band, the influence of the Ionian physicists 
is unmistakable in his doctrine of primitive opposites,1 

lf'cui:71vOs Jv To/ 7repl fOµ:/ipov Ala11 
el/1,fJws Otel.\.eftTaL 7rcfvra els (/,A,A.7]
'}'opLa.11 µ.er&:ywv. olire -y2tp uHpav 
ollre 'A87Jvci.v oi5Te ~fa. TOVT, eiva[ 
c/>7JCTW, 01rep oL TaVf 1rept/36i\ovs alnols 
,cal -ra 'TeµEv?] Ka.8,0p{HravTES 110µ.L
(omn, cpVuews OE U1rotr•rc}.<J'ets «al 
crTo,xeiwv ow.KoCTµ.fweis. We might 
just as well, adds Tatiau, explain 
the fighting heroes as merely sym-

bolical persons; and according to 
Hesychius ('A-ya.µ.<µ..), Metrodorus 
actually interpreted Agamemnon 
as the rether, But as a rule, as 
may be seen from Tatian's censure, 
allegory was not employed by him 
in respect to the human figures of 
the Homeric poems. 

1 P. 355, cf. Vol. I. p. 250, 
272, 2. 
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in his astronomical theories, 1 in his views about the 
formation of the earth,2 and the origin of living 
creatures; 3 what he says of the mixture of all things 
and the unlimitedness of matter reminds us of Anaxi
mander and Anaximenes; and though in particular 
details he has no such striking points of contact with 
Heracleitus,4 yet his whole system is directed to the 
explanation of phenomena~the reality of which ·Hera
cleitus was more forward to acknowledge than any 
other philosopher,-of change, to which all things are 
subject; and of the multiplicity resulting from change. 
Still more clearly can we trace in him the influence of 
the Eleatic doctrine. The propositions of Parmenides 
on the impossibility of Becoming and_ Decay form the 
starting-point of his whole system. He coincides with 
the same philosophers in mistru~t of the sensible per
ception, in denial of empty space,5 and in certain of 
his physical theories; 6 the only doubt is whether these 
doctrines came to him directly from Parmenides, or 
through the medium of Empedocles and the Atomists. 

To these his contemporaries (the Ionians and the 
Eleatics), as has been already observed, Anaxagoras is 
primarily allied. The three systems equally propose to 
themselves the problem of explaining the formation of 
the universe, the Becoming and individual generation of 

1 P. 360, cf. Vol. I. p. 273 sq. 
2 P. 356, cf. Vol. I. p. 255, 

254, 1. 
3 P. 365 sq. 
4 His theories concerning the 

sense-perception, however ( s1tp. p. 
367 sq.), seem to betray the influ
ence of Heracleitus. 

5 Sup. p. 342, 1. Ritter (i. 

306) thinks that this may have 
srisen independently of Eleatic in
fluences, out of the polemic against 
Atomists or Pythagoreans; but, 
considering the unmistakeable in
terdependence of the Anaxagorean 
and Parmenidean doctrines on the 
whole, it seems to me improbable. 

6 Of. p. 365, 6; 366, 2; 368, 2. 
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beings, and the changes and multiplicity of phenomena, 
without, however, maintaining an absolute Becoming 
and Decay, and a qualitative change of the primitive 
matter, or giving up any part of the Parmenidean 
theories concerning the impossibility of these processes. 
To this end they all adopt the expedient of reducing 
generation to the union, and decay to the separation of 
substances, which, being underived and imperishable, 
change in that process, not their quality, but only their 
place and relation in space. But in their more precise 
definitions the three systems differ. A plurality of 
original substances they must all indeed assume, in 
order to make intelligible the multiplicity of derived 
things ; but to these substances Empedocles ascribes 
the elementary qualities ; Leucippus and Democritus 
merely the universal qualities, which belong to every 
corporeal thing as such ; Anaxagoras, the qualities of 
determinate bodies. In order to account for the innu
merable differences in the nature and constitution of 
derived things, Empedocleri maintains that the four 
elements are mingled in infinitely various proportions, 
the Atomists hold that the homogeneous matter is 
divided into an infinite number of primitive bodies of 
various shapes, while Anaxagoras says that the innu
merable substances are capable of the most various 
intermixture. The primitive substances, therefore, are 
conceived by Empedocles as limited in number and 
differences of kind, but infinitely divisible; by the 
Atomists, as unlimited in number and variety of form, 
but indivisible; by Anaxagoras, as unlimited in number 
and distinctions of kind, and infinitely divisible. 
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Lastly, in order to explain motion-on which all gene
ration of derived things is based-Empedocles adds to 
the four elements two moving forces ; but as these are 
wholly mythical forms, the question as to the natural 
cause of motion remains unanswered. The Atomists 
find a purely natural cause of motion in weight; and 
that this may operate and produce the infinite mul
tiplicity of movements, they introduce empty space 
between the atoms. Anaxagoras feels indeed the neces
sity of adding to matter a moving force; he does not, 
however, seek this in a mythical image, external to 
nature and reality, but recognises in spirit or mind the 
natural ruler and mover of matter. 

In the further application of his principles to the 
explanation of nature, Anaxagoras is also in many 
respects agreed with Empedocles and Democritus. All 
three begin with a chaotic mixture of primitive sub
stances, out of which they say the world arose by means 
of a whirling motion, self-engendered, in this mass. 
In their conceptions of the universe there is hardly one 
important difference between Anaxagoras and Demp
critus. As Democritus regarded the three lower ele
ments as a medley of the most various kinds of atoms, 
Anaxagoras saw in the elements generally a medley of 
all seeds. 1 All three philosophers are in accord about 
several theories, such as the obliquity of the ecliptic,2 

the animate nature of plants,3 the origin of living 
beings from the terrestrial slime ; 4 Empedocles and 

1 Cf. p. 22,5, 1, with 332, 1 ; 
Aristotle uses the same expression, 
7rav,nrepµ.ia, in both cases. 

2 Vide p. 157, 5; 251, 5; 360, 4. 
• P. 173, 3; 263, 2; 365, 2. 
• P. 365, 6; 366, 1. 
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Anaxagoras also in regard to the generation and de
velopment of the fretus ; 1 and, at any rate, the first and 
last-named of these theories are so remarkable that we 
cannot regard the coincidence as fortuitous. 

Although, however, it thus appears unquestionable 
that the above-mentioned philosophers are not merely 
allied as to their doctrines, but that they actually and 
historically influenced one another, it is not so easy to 
determine which of them first advanced the propositions 
that are common to all three. Anaxagoras, Empedocles 
and Leucippus are contemporaries, and tradition has not 
told us which was the first to promulgate bis system. 
Aristotle indeed says of Anaxagoras, in a well-known 
passage, that he was earlier as to his age, and later as 
to his works, than Empedocles.2 But whether this 
means that his doctrines appeared later, or that they 
were more matured, or on the other hand, more imper
fect, than those of Empedocles, it is not easy to dis
cover. 3 If we try to decide the question according to 

1 Pp. 162; 366, 2. 
, 

2 lri~taph., i. 3, _?84, a,, 11,: 
Ava!o,yopas oe ; .. 'TJ) !'v, '!}..i,c,q, 

1rp6'TEpos &v 'TOV'TOV, 'TO<S o Ep")'O!S 

lio-Tcpos. , 
3 ·The words allow of all three 

interpretations. In regard to the 
first, even if Breier (Phil. cl. Ana.r. 
85) is right in saying that fp-ya. 
cannot refer to the writings, the 
Opera omnia ; nothing hinders our 
translating the text thus : 'his 
achievements fall later.' :More
over, as what is later is as a rule 
riper and more advanced, iJ<T'TEpos 
may also be used in this sense ; 
and Aristotle, c. 8, 98',J b, 5, HJ, 
actually says of Anaxagoras: if 

we deduc'.; the 
0

consequ,ence of his 
theories~ ,c;ws av q>avEt1J tcatvo1rpE-
1rerrrEpws AE-ywv ... {3oVJ,..eTat µEV'ro .. 
'Tt. 1rapa:1rA:fJcnov 'TOL'i' fh--repav Al!yffu<n; 
and in still closer correspondence 
with our ,text,, De C,mlo, i_v. 2, 3':_8 
b, 30: li:Cl.!7rEp Ul'TES o.pxmorepot 'T1/S 
vVv 'l}i\.udas KCtLJl@TEpw~ ev6'l](TGV 1repl 
TWP PvP }..exOivrwP. On the other 
hand, VO"npov also designates that 
which is inferior to something else 
in value. Of. Arist. JJ1etaph. v. 
11, 1081 b, 22: 'TO -yitp bnp•xov 
'Tfj Ouv&µEl 1rpGrEpov, and Theo
phrast. ap. Sirnpl. Ph.ys. 6 b, who, 
using the same expression cou
Yersely, says of Plato: 'fO~To<s 
bn-yev6µevos fiJ...chwP, 'Tfi µ.ev M~p 
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the internal relation of the doctrines, we shall probably 
be drawn in two opposite directions. On the one hand, 
it would seem that Anaxagoras's derivation of motion 
from spirit must be later than the mythical derivation 
assigned to it by Empedodes, or the purely material 
explanation it receives from the Atomists; for in the 
idea of Spirit n:ot only is a new and a higher principle 
introduced into philosophy, but this principle is the 
same with which the subsequent development is chiefly 
connected; whereas Empedocles, in his conception of the 
moving forces, approximates to the mythic cosmogony, 
and the Atomists do not advance beyond the pre-So
cratic materialism. On the other hand, however, the 
theories of Empedocles and the Atomists appear to be 
more scientific in regard to the primitive substances 
than those of Anaxagoras ; for Anaxagoras places the 
qualities of derived things immediately in the primitive 
substances, while the other two systems seek to explain 
those substances by reference to their elementary and 
atomistic constituents: consequently, the procedure of 

""l -rfi livvcf.,,_« .,,.p6npo•, -ro,s oe the primitive substiLnces with 
xp6vo,s /J,nepos. This siguification which our text is concerned, Aris
is given to the words of our text totlc could not possibly have rated 
by Alexander, p. 22, 13 Bon. 534 the doctrine of Anaxagoras higher 
b, 17 Br. The words, thus under- than that of Empedocles, which he 
stood, contain a rhetorical and not himself followed. But it may be 
a logical antithesis ; for, in point thiLt in the predicate -ro,s fp7ois 
of fact, there would be nothing /Jcrnpos he had in view the whole 
surprising in the older view being of Anaxagoras's doctrine, in which 
the less perfect; but if Theophras- he certainly recognised an essen
tus could express himself as he tial progress, as compared with 
does ( l. c.), Aristotle may have said previous philosophers, and that 
the same in the same sense. If, his observation was merely in
on the contrary, we understand by tended to explain why he had 
il<J'repos the riper, there arises the placed Anaxagoras, in spite of his 
difficulty ( of which Alexander re- age, immediately after Empedocles. 
minds us), that in the question of 
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the Atomists is more thorough, because they are not 
content with attaining sensibly perceived substances, but 
derive these, individually and collectively, from some
thing still :more primitive. This might incline us to sup
pose that the Atomists appeared later than Anaxagoras, 
and Empedodes at any rate not earlier; and that it was 
precisely the inadequacy of Anaxagoras's explanation of 
nature which caused them to abandon Spirit as a sepa
rate principle side by side with matter, and to set up a 
uniform and strictly materialistic theory. 1 

But the opposite view has nevertheless preponder
ating· reasons in its favour. In the first place, it has 
already been shown 2 that Empedocles was acquainted 
with the poem of Parmenides, a:nd that he took from 
that source what he says on the impossibility of gene
ration and decay. If we compare with this Anaxa
goras's utterances on the same subject,3 we find that 
the thoughts and expressions in them exactly harmonise 
with those of Empedocles, whereas they have no similar 
connection with the corresponding Verses of Parmenides. 
The passages in Empedocles therefore presuppose an 
acquaintance with Parmenides, and can be explained 
on the basis of such an acquaintance, without any as
sistance from Anaxagoras; conversely, the statements 
of Anaxagoras can perfectly be understood on the sup
position that he was acquainted with Empedocles's 
poem: there is nothing in them that implies a direct 
obligation to Parmenides. This relation of the three 
systems makes it highly probable that Empedocles first 

1 Of. p. 293 sq. 
2 P. 195 sq.; 161 sq. 
• Sup. 331, 1, 2, 3; cf. Emped. 

v. 36 sqq., 40 sqq. 69 sqq., 89, 92 
(p. 122, 1, 2; 123, 1, 2; 124, 1). 
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derived his statement that all generation is the union, 
and all decay the separation, of substances, from the doc
trine of Parmenides of the impossibility of Becoming; 
while, on the other hand, Anaxagoras first borrowed 
the theory from Empedocles : and this conjecture is 
confirmed when we observe that it harmonises better 
with the other presuppositions of Empedocles than with 
those of Anaxagoras. For to identify generation with -
mixture, and decay with division, must have been eagy 
to a philosopher who regarded the elementary substances 
as the original principle out of which the particular 
was formed, merely through combination; and who, in 
connection with this, considered the uniting power as 
the truly divine and beneficent, and the intermixture 
of all matter as the most blessed and perfect state. It 
is, on the contrary, much less easy if, with Ana:iwgoras, 
we regard particular substances as the most primitive, 
their original intermixture as an unordered chaos, and 
the .:eparation of the mixed substances as the special 
work of the spiritual and divine essence. In that case 
the generation of individual beings mqst be derived 
primarily from the separation, and in the second place 
only from the union, of the fundamental substances; 
while their decay must be brought about by their return 
to the elementary condition of intermixture. 1 Among 

1 Steinhart (Alig. L. Z. 1845, elements were not the simplest. But 
Yovbr, p. 893 sq.), on the other what is mixture, if not the genera
hand, thinks that the doctrine of tion of a composite something from 
the generation of individuals from something more simple? If, there
mixture and separation does not fore, all things arose out of inter
lmrmonise with the four primitive mixture, the simplest substances 
substances of Empedocles; it could must be the most primitive; as 
only have been an orgamc part of indeed all meQhanical physicists, 
a doctrine in which the physical except Anaxagoras, have assumed 
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the other theories of Anaxagoras, especially in what he 
says of the sense-perception, he seems sometimes to 
contradict Empedocles, and sometimes to show traces 
of his influence.1 We may therefore suppose that the 
philosophical opinions of Empedocles were published 
before those of Anaxagoras, and that Anaxagoras made 
use of them. 

The same holds good of the founder of the Atom
istic School. Democritus certainly seems to have 
borrowed much from Anaxagoras, especially in his 
astronomical conceptions, in which he is allied with 
the older theory of Anaximander and Anaximenes. 2 

Anaxagoras, on the contrary, seems to be referring 
to Leucippus when he refutes the doctrine of empty 
space in its details by physical experiments. When he 
expressly asserts the unity of the world, and protests 
against the division of primitive substances,3 he can 
scarcely have in view any other adversary than the 
Atomistic philosophy. The Pythagoreans, who alone 
of all the other schools might be intended, give quite 
another meaning to the conception of the Void; and 
the older enemies of this conception, Parmenides and 
Heracleitus-who were anterior to the Atomistic theory 
-bestow on it no detailed refutation. The Atomistic 
philosophy seems to have been the first to arouse 
serious discussion as to the possibility of empty space.4 

There is doubtless a reference to this philosophy, also, 

for this very reason, and do as
sume, even to the present day. 

1 Cf. p. 367, 2; 368, 2; with 
p. 165, 3. 

2 Videsupra,p.360,3,4; 374, 

l; 248 sqq. 
3 Vide supra, p. 342, 1 ; Fr. 11, 

supra, p. 338, 2. 
4 Cf. p. 306. 
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in the remark 1 that there can be no 'smallest,' since 
Being cannot be annihilated by division; for here the 
theory of indivisible bodies is directly supported by the 
assertion that things are annihilated by infinite divi
sion: which, indeed, had already been pointed out by 
Zeno, though he gave a different application to the 
theory. Anaxagoras's denial of a blind Fate 2 has also 
been said, though less certainly, to have reference to 
the Atomists : there is no other system to which it 
would better apply. I should therefore suppose that 
Leucippus must have preceded Anaxagoras in his doc
trine, and that Anaxagoras had directed his attention 
to it. That this was quite possible chronologically we 
have already seen 3 in the course of our discussion.4 

The special philosophic importance of Anaxagoras 
1 Vide sitpra, p. 341, 3, cf. p. 

218; Vol. I. 614. 
2 Vide si,p. p. 345, 3, cf. p. 238 sq. 
3 P. 306. 
• Further confirmation of this 

might be found in the treatise De 
Melissa, c. 2, 976 a, 13. Accord
ing to the most probable reading, 
though this is partly founded on 
conjecture, we are there told : ,cal 
ryO.p c5µowv oVretJ i\Eryet 7{) 1rciv e1vat, 
ovxl ci)< lf/1.71. • . • TLVl (lYfoJlach 
completes this in agreement with 
Beck, lfll.71.o, ~reprp T1vl, I should 
myself conjecture /fll.71.rp oµo,6v nv,) 
li1rep Kal 'Ava~a-y6pas (Beck rightly 
substitutes Anaxagoras for 'A8~va
-y6pas, which we find in God. Lips.) 
EAE'YXEt, 0-rt Oµowv .,.(j lt,rEtpov · TO 
Of Oµowv ETEpcp Oµowv, t.6cr'Te OVo ~ 
7rAElw i5vTa oVtc '&v ~v oilO' tf.1rEtpov 
dva,. These words, it seems to 
me, can only be understood. to 
mean that Anaxagoras contradicted 
the theory that the Unlimited is 

l!µowv. Mullach's interpretation 
quod etiam Anaxagoras o s tend it 
infinitum szti simile esse ( so far, ac
cording to Fi·. 8, supra, p. 343, 1, 
as vovs is infinite, and at the same 
tin1e 1I"Us 8µows ), introduces a 
thought that· is superfluous and 
irrelevant to the context, and is 
besides contradicted by l71.e-yx«v ; 
for though this word is used not 
merely for 'refute,' but also for 
'proYe,' yet it always designates 
a proof by which an opposite 
opinion is refuted. But as the 
writer does not expressly say that 
Anaxagoras contradicted the 
opinion of Melissus concerning the 
homogeneous nature of the lf1r«pov, 
his language may also be under
stood thus: 'Even Anaxagoras con
tradicts the opinion that the lf,re,. 
pov must be homogeneous, so far 
as he represents the infinite mass 
of the primitive matter as consist
ing entirely of heterogeneous parts.' 
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is based upon the doctrine of vovs. ·with this doctrine 
his theory of matter is, however, so intimately connected 
that the one is conditioned by the other. Matter in 
itself, as he represents it in the primitive state before 
Spirit had begun to work upon it, can only be a chaotic, 
motionless mass ; for all motion and separation must 
come from Spirit. But matter must nevertheless con
tain all the constituents of derived things as such; 
for Spirit creates nothing new: it only divides what 
actually exists. Conversely, Spirit is necessary, be
cause matter, as such, is unordered and unmoved, and 
the activity of matter is restricted to the separation of 
substances, because they are already supposed to contain 
within themselves all their determinate qualities. The 
one doctrine is so directly given in the other that we 
cannot even enquire which was the earlier and which 
the later; for this conception of matter could only 
result if an incorporeal moving cause, distinct from it 
and working in this particular manner, were main
tained: and such a moving cause could only be 
maintained if the nature of matter were conceived in 
this particular way and no other. Both definitions 
are so far equally original-they merely indicate 
the two Rides of the opposition of Spirit and matter, 
as conceived by Anaxagoras, If we ask how this 
opposition itself arose- in the mind of our philosopher, 
an answer has already been given in the course of 
the present discussion.1 Ancient physics recognised 
only corporeal nature. With this corporeal nature 
Anaxagoras cannot satisfy himself, because he knows 

1 P. 345. 
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not how to explain from such a cause the movement of 
nature, the beauty and design of tbe universe, especially 
as he has learned from Parmenides, Empedocles and 
Leucippus, that the corporeal substance is something 
underived and unchangeable, not moved dynamically 
from within, but mechanically from without. Accord
ingly, he discriminates Spirit, as moving and ordering 
force, from matter; and as he finds all order conditional 
on a division of the unordered, all knowledge condi
tional on discrimination, he thus defines the opposition 
of Spirit and matter: Spirit, he says, is the dividing and 
discriminating force, and consequently is itself simple 
and unmixed; matter is that which is absolutely mixed 
and composite: a definition which was closely connected 
with the traditional ideas of chaos, and more recently 
with the doctrines of Empedocles and the Atomists 
concerning the primitive state of the universe. If, 
however, matter really consists originally in a mixture 
of all things, and the operation of moving force in a 
separation of them, things as these definite substances 
must already be contained in the original matter, and 
in place of the elements and atoms the so-called Ho
moeomeries are introduced. 

The fundamental conceptions, therefore, of the An
axagorean system are without difficulty to be explained 
as resulting partly from the theories of earlier and con
temporary philosophers, and partly from such considera
tions as might easily and naturally occur to its author. 
Such being the case, we can the more readily dispense 
with the other sources of this doctrine, which some even 
among the ancients sought to derive from Herrnotirnus, 
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the mythical magician,1 or from the wisdom of the East; 2 

but these views have so little to recommend them that 
there can scarcely be a doubt of their groundlessness. 
As to any dependence of Anaxagoras on Oriental doctrines, 
there exi8ts no tradition on which the smallest reliance 
can be placed, nor does the nature of his system render 
it in any way probable.3 Hermotimus is manifestly not a 

1 Arist. Metaph. i. 3, 984 b, 
18, after mention of voiis: q,avepws 
µJ~ o3v ~A~a~a1'6pav 't<J'1;ev Cuft1µ.;,vov 
')"OVTWV TWV >-6-ywv, atTfav 11 EXEL 

1rp6TEpov 'Epµ.6r,µos o K7'.a{oµ.t!vws 
el,reiv. The same is repeated by 
Alexander, &c., ad h. l. (Schol. in 
Ar. 536 b) ; Phi lop. ad h. l. p. 2 ; 
ap. Simpl. Phys. 321 a; Sext. 
Math. ix. 7 ; Elias, Cret. in Greg. 
Naz. Orat. 37, p. 831 (in Carns, 
Nachg. W. iv. 341), with no other 
authority for the statement except 
this text of Aristotle. 

2 To these belong the state
ment already meRtioned, p. 326, 
2, that Anaxagoras visited ·the 
East and especially Egypt; also 
the hypotheses of Gfadi sch (Die 
Rel. und die Philosophic Ana:rag. 
und die Israeliten ), and some of 
the ancients ( on whom cf. Anaxag. 
itnd d. Isr. ]J. 4), who would con
nect him with Judaism. 

3 How inadequate are the au
thorities for Anaxagoras's visit to 
Egypt, we have already seen in 
the notice of them, p. 326, 2. Not 
one is less recent than the last 
decade of the Fourth Century after 
Christ; even Valerius Maximus 
does not speak of a journey to 
Egypt, but only of a diutina pere
grinatio, while the property of An
axagoras was laid waste, and it is 
very possible that he was thinking 
of Anaxagoras' s residence inAthens, 

or of nothing definite. But even if 
he had named Egypt as the destina
tion of this journey, his evidence 
could easily be contradicted, and 
the saying concerning the grave 
of Mausolus, which Diog. (ii. 10) 
puts into the mouth of our philo
sopher (who died 19 Olympiads, 
i.e. 76 years, before it was built), 
would scarcely lend it any confirma
tion. If it be urged that the Greeks 
from the time of Anaxagoras we1·e 
so inclined to place their scientific 
greatness in connection with Egypt; 
that it is improbable an Egyptian 
journey, known to have been under
taken by this philosopher, should 
have received no mention, we can 
only infor from the complete 
silence of all authorities on the 
subject, that nothing whatever was 
known of such a journey. Con
cerning the hypothesis of Gladisch, 
I have already given my opinion 
on the general presuppositions and 
collective result of this, Vol. I. p. 
36. The interpretation of facts 
to suit the interest of arbitrary 
combinations, with which he is 
there censured, is not wanting in 
the present case. For example, 
from the dogmas of the Old Testa
ment, not only does he deduce, p. 
19, the doctrine of pre-existent 
matter (for which the Alexandrian 
Book of Wisdom is cited among 
other evidence as perfectly valid 

VOL. II. C C 
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historical contemporary of Anaxagoras, but a mythical 
figure in the past, who has only been associated with 
Anaxagoras by the idle ingenuity of later writers.1 

testimony); but also the Anaxago· 
rean Homoeomeries (p. 48); and 
conversely, from Anaxagoras (as 
has been shown, p. 352, 1) he de
ri.es, by the most inadequate 
reasoning, the Jewish notions of 
the government of the universe. 
The doctrine of the Old Testament 
of the creation of the world bv the 
direct Divine behest is repres.;'nted 
as in all essential respects ' entirely 
the same' (p. 43) as that of Anax
agoras, of the first movement of 
matter by voi;s, from which move
ment all things arise in a purely 
mechanical manner. A parallelism 
that is instituted in such a way 
can be of no assistance from an 
historical point of view. 

1 The statements of the ancients 
in regard to Hermotimus (the most 
complete collection has been made 
by Carns, ' Ueber die Sagen van 
Hermotimus,' Nachg. Werlce, iv. 
330 sqq., and previously in Fullc
born's Beitriige) are of three kinds. 
The first has just been quoted 
from Aristotle, &c. Secondly, it 
is asserted that Hermotimus had 
this wonderful faculty~that his 
soul often quitted his body for a 
long time, and after its return to 
thA body would give news of things 
at a distance; but once his enemies 
took advantage of this state to 
burn his body as if he had bAen 
dead. Thus Pliny, H. N. vii. 53; 
Plut. Gen. Socr. c. 22, p. 592; 
Apollon. Dysc. Hist. Oommentit. c. 
3. All three, however, are evi
dently dependent on the same 
source (probably Theopompus; cf. 
Rohde, Rhein. Mus. xxvi. 558); 
Lucian, Muse. Ene. c. 7; Orig. c. 

Gels. iii. 3 ; Tert. De An. c. 2, 44, 
who adds that the inhabitants of 
Clazomem.e erected a shrine to Her· 
motimus after his death. Thirdly, 
Hermotimus is mentioned by Hera
cleides ap. Diog. viii. 4 sq. among 
those in whom the soul of Pytha
goras had dwelt in its previous 
wanderings ; and this is repeated 
by Porph. V. Pyth.; Hippol. Re}itt. 
i. 2, p. 12; Tert. De An. 28, 31, 
That the statement refers to the 
Hermotimus we are discussing 
there can scarcely be a doubt, 
though Hippolytus erroneously 
calls him a Samian. But since in 
these narrations Hermot.imus ap
pears as a fabulous personage of 
the distant past, it is obvious that 
the statement which Aristotle men
tions must be deYoid of all his
torical foundation; not to mention 
the modern writers who would 
even make Hermotimus the teacher 
of Anaxagoras ( vide Carus, 334, 
362 sq.). 'This statement no doubt 
originated in the myth, in an 
attempt to find in the separation 
of the soul from the body, which 
is related of the old soothsayer, an 
analogue of Anaxagoras' s distinc
tion of mind and matter. It is 
possible that Democritus may haYe 
been the author of this interpre
tation, cf. Di0g. ix. 34. Similar 
legends are found in -India, as 
Rohde shows, l. c. ; and it may 
well 1'e that the story, like other 
myths and some of our fables 
about animals, may have had its 
rise there : whether we suppose it 
to have been brought by the an
cestors of the Hellenes in Yery 
ancient times from their Asiatic 
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We may therefore discard all these conjectures, and 
consider the doctrine of Anaxagoras as the natural pro
duct of the previous philosophic development. And it 
is also the natural end of that development. For if in 
Spirit a higher principle has been found through which 
nature itself is conditioned, and without which neither 
the movement of nature nor its order and design can 
.be explained, there arises henceforward. the demand 
that this higher cause of nature shall also be recognised, 
the one-sided philosophy of nature comes to an end, 
and along with nature, and even before it, spirit be-:
comes an object of investigation. 

The school of Anaxagoras did not itself take this 
course. We are indeed reminded of the Sophists in 
:Metrodorus's allegorical interpretations ; 1 but on the 
other hand Archelaus,2 the only disciple of Anaxagoras 

home, or to ba,e come by way of 
further Asia to the Ionians on the 
coasts. 

1 P. 372, 6. 
2 Archelaus, son of Apollo

dorns, or, according to others, of 
Myson, is described bymostwriters 
as an Athenian, but by some as a 
Milesian (Diog. ii. 16; Sext. Math, 
,ii. 14, ix. 360; Hippo!. Rqfut, i. 0; 
Clemens, Cohort. 43 D ; Plut. Plac. 
i. 3, 12; Justin, Cohort. c. 3; and 
Simpl. Phys. 6). That he was a 
scholar of Anaxagoras W6 are fre
quently told ( cf., besides the writers 
just cited, Cic. Tusc. v. 4, 10; 
Strabo, xiv. 3, 36, p. 645 ; Eus. 
Pr. Ev. x. 14, 8 sq.; August. Civ. 
D. viii. 2). According to Euse
bius, l. c., he first presided in Lamp
sacus over the school of Anaxagoras, 
whose successor he is called, ap. 
Clem. Strom. i. 301 A; Diog. 

Fromm. 15; Eus. xiv. 1.5, 9; Aug. 
l. c., and from thence emigrated to 
Athens. The same presupposition, 
or a negligent use of the source 
employed by Clemens, seems to have 
gi,en rise to the astounding asser
tion (Diog. ii. 16; cf. Schaubach, 
Anax. 22 sq.) that he first trans
planted Physics from Ionia into 
Athens. Most probably, however, 
both the first and second of these 
statements are merely inferences 
from the supposed connection of 
the /5,,,,/'ioxr,. Cf. p. 329, I. The 
same judgment must be passed on 
the statement (Cic., Sext., Diog., 
Simpl. l. c. : lo, Aristoxenus und 
Dio/cles ap. Diog. ii. 19, 23, x. 21; 
Eus. Pr. Ev. x. 14, 9, xiv. 15, 9, 
xv. 62, 8; Hippo!. i. 10; Galen, 
H. Phil. 2, &c.) that Socrates was 
his disciple. This is not historical 
tradition, but a pragmatical con-

C C 2 
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of whom we know any particulars,1 remained faithful to 

jecture, shown to be improbable 
not merely by the silence of Xeno
phon, Plato, and Aristotle, but nlso 
by the mutual relation of the doc
trines of the two men, and by the 
philosophic character of Socrates. 
(Of. Part n. a, 47 •sq., 3rd ed.) 
'l'he accounts concerning ,the doc
trine of Archelaus would lead us to 
conjecture that it was expounded 
in writings. A book of Theophras
tus about him, which is mentioned 
by .Biog. ·v. 4"2, was perhaps on}y a 
section of· a larger work. Sim pl. 
l. c. seems to refer to Theophrastus's 
Bl,ysics and not to this exposi
tion. 

1 The Anaxagorean school(' Ava
!a-y6pern,, Plato, Crat. 409 B ; 
Syncell. Chron. 149 C; o/ air' 
'Ava~"')'&pov, Plut. •Plac. iv. 3, 2-o/ 
1repl 'Av. in the texts which Schau
bach, p. 32, quotes ·is merely a 
paraphrase) is sometimes mentioned 
without any further account of it. 
A trace of its influence has already 
come before us (p .. 70 sq.) in the 
treatise of the pseudo-Hipp(l{)rates, 
1r. a,at-r.,,s. A s~ho)iast on Plato's 
Gorgias (p. 345, B~kk.) calls the 
sophist Polus an Auaxagorean; but 
this is evidently an inference un
justifiably drawn from 465 'D. In 
regard to Clidemus,also,it seems to 
me doubtful whether·Philippson is 
right in a$signing him to the school 
of Anaxagoras ('TA7J avep . .197), 
though I cannot agree·with Ideler 
(Arist. Meteorol. i. 617 s,q.), who 
makes him an adherent of Erripedo
cles. It would rather appear that 
this naturalist, who is mentioned 
by Theophrastus (H. Plant. iii. 
1, 4) after Anaxagoras and llio
genes, and again (IJe Sensu., 38) 
between them, and whom we may 
probably regard as a contemporary 
of Diogenes and Democritus, h'ld 

no fixed theory of philosophy, but 
occupied himself merely with par
ticular inzestigations. Arist. Me
teor. ii 9,370a,10,sayshesnpposed 
Eghtning to be ,only a phenomenon 
of light, like the glittering of water 
in motion. ''l'heophrastus, H. Ph. 
l. c., says that, according to him, 
plants consist of the same sub
stances as animals, only that they 
are less pure and warm ; and 
( Can~. Plant. i. 1 0, 3) that the 
colder plants flower in winter, the 
warmer in summer. ThP- same 
aut'hor (l. c. iii. 23, 1, sq.) mentions 
his opinion on the best time for 
sowing; and (V. 9, 10) his view 
concerning a disense of the vine ; 
lastly he tells us(DeSensu, 38) that 
Cli<lemus expressed some opinions 
on the perceptions of the senses : 
al,rOtf.mrOa, -ycl.p cp.,,,r, 'To'is 8cpeaAµo,s 
µ~v ( so Wimmer reads instead of µ6-
vov) 0TL O,aq:,aveLs· TaLs O' ch:oals 0Tt 

Eµ·rrfrrTwv O &11p ,cwe'i· Ta'is OE /JL(J'2V 
EcpeA.1eoµ.Evous 'TOv &.tpa, ToiiTov '}'ap 
&vaµ(7vv<T8a,· 7fj 6€ 7A.c6<to"!l ToVs 
xuµovs Kal 70 Oepµbv Ka! 'CD 1/Jvxplw, 
a,a 7'0 <fO/J-</>1/JI ,Iva,· 'r<p o' lfuq, 
<1'Wµ.aTL 1rap&. µJv TaVT' oV8Ev, ail-rWv 
ae 70fJ'TWJ/ Kal TO 8epµ.Ov «ai TCf. il'}'pCI. 
,c~} ,.,a }vav;~t-· µ6,vov OE ;rCJ.s f«-oCts 
au!a-~ µ.eJJ, ouOev K~LJIEL~, ELS ,oe T0v 
JJOW a,a1reµ,re1V' ovx w(l,rep Avata
;,6pa< apxtiv ,roie, 1rcl.v-rwv (of all
sense-perceptions) -rov vovv. This 
alone shows that Clidemus did not 
share the philosophic opinions of 
Anaxagoras ; and, indeed, nothing 
is anywhere said of him in a philo
sophic point ,of view. That he is a 
different person from Clidemns, or 
Clitodemus the historian (Miiller, 
Hist. Gr. i. 359 sqq.), with whom 
he is identified by Meyer, Gesch. d. 
Botanik, i. 23 sqq. and others, is 
proved by Kirchner, Jahrb. f. 
Philol. Suppl. N. F. vii. 501 sq. 
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the physical tendency of his master, and while he 
sought to soften down his dualism, approximated some
what to the ancient materialistic physics. But even 
in his case our information is very scanty. We are 
told that in respect to ultimate C3,uses he ag'.feed with 
Anaxagoras ; that, like him, he assumed an infinite 
number of small bodies of equal parts, from which all 
things arise by means of meehanical combination and 
separation, and conceived these substances as originally 
mingled together; but that he distinguished Spirit from 
the corporeal as the power which rules over it. 1 The 
original mixture of all substances he ( approximating 
herein to Anaximenes and the ancient Ionic school) sup
posed to be like air,2 which, indeed, Anaxagoras had re-

1 Simpl.. Phys. 7 a (after Theo
p~rastus) \: Ev .... µ6}' Tfj 7evEcr,,,E, ,7'o1J 
,cocrµ.ou «at rots aAA.ots 1rE1:para, 7L 

<Pf pELv' tO,~v. TO.s ,'J,pxas OE rcts a.V..-TCtS 
o,owO"lV aa-1rep Ava~a-y6pa,· our-01 

µEv oDv &1reipovs Tcj; 1rA:f}(}EL Kd 
lt.voµ,o"'fEJIELs Tcts Cl.pxfl.s AE"'(OV<J'L ,.as 
bµo,oµepefos TLBEVTES apx&.s. (The 
latter also in De Cxlo, 269 b, 1 ; 
Schol. 'in Ar. 513 a.) Clem. Cohort. 
43 D : ol µiv airrWv TO lx:1retpov 
«aevµv'1}G'O.V, i;iv ••• 'Avala-y6po.s •. 
teal .. 'Apx{Aaos- TOVT(J) µf:v '}'E 

liµcpoo 7{)v voVv E1recr'T7Jtrd.'r'YJV Tji 
he,p[lf, Hippol. R,jttt. i. 9 : oi-ros 
tcp71 T1]v µ"i~w T7]S ~.\.?'JS, bµofcws 'fva
~o.10ptf 'TCJS 'TE apxas WG'UV'TWS. 
Aug. Civ. D. viii. 2 : etiam ipse de 
particulis inter se dissimilibus, 
qnibits singula qnaeque fierent, ita 
omnia condare putavit, ut inesse 
etiam mentem diceret, quae corpora 
dissimilia, i. e. illas partieulas, 
e011jw11gendo et dissipando ageret 
omnia. Alex. Aphr. De Mixt. 141 
b: Anaxagoras and Archelaus were 

of opinion that /Jµo,oµepr, ••. -r,vo. 
cf..?Tetpa elvw ff.dJµ,aTa, Jf C:v 1J TWv 
alu8'l]Tii>v "YEvecns <rwµd.Twv, "YLvoµ.EviJ 
Kcx:rd. CJ'V"fKpunv real a'Vv8eC1'tv, ·where
fore they are both counted among 
those who reg,ud all mixture as a 
mass of subswntially separate mttt
ters. Philop. De An. B 16,: Arclie
laus helongs, to those foo, elp~,caa-, 
-rO 1Tciv l'1r0 70LJ 110V KEKtvi'j<T8cu,. 

2 Through this theory, which 
is confirmed by what immediately 
follows. the statement that Arche
laus h~ld air to be the primit1Ye 
matter may easily be combined, as 
it appears to me, with the other 
accounts. Cf. Sext. Math. ix. 360 : 
'Apx ... &.€pa (E'i\.e~e 1rd.vTwv elvai 
&px~v Kai G'To,xewv]. Plut. Plae. 
i. 3, 12 (word for word the same: 
Justin, Cohort. c. 3 encl): 'Apx • 
. ·, &.E~a. a.ireLfOP, [ &pxrw &~e<j:>1,vaTO] 
K~L T'fJV 1rep; auTOt 'JrUICtOT~Ta ,c~L 
µa.vw<Yiv· TOUTWV Oe -rO µ.ev etva.L 1rvp 
-ro o, /!owp. 
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garded as a mixture of primitive substances of various 
kinds, but still only as a part of the original mass. 1 

Moreover, while Anaxagoras strongly insisted on the un
mixed nature of Spirit, Archelaus, it is said, represented 
Spirit as mixed with matter; 2 so that in ah animated 
by Spirit, he bad a principle similar to that of Anaxi
menes arid Diogenes, but different from theirs by reason 
of its dualistic composition.3 He also agreed with these 
philosophers in describing the first separation of the 
primitive mixture as rarefaction and condensation.4 

In this first separation the warm and the cold were 
divided, as had been taught by Anaximander, and also 
by Anaxagoras; 5 but, as the original mixture was already 
declared to be air, Archelam (herein differing from 
Anax,goras) called these two principal masses of derived 
things fire and water. 6 Following the example of his 
master, he regarded fire as the active, and water as the 
passive element; and since he tried to explain the 
formation of the universe in a purely physical manner 
from their joint operation, it might seem .as if these 
material bases were the ultimate cause of the universe, 
and that Spirit had no concern with it. This cannot, 

: P .. 355, 3. ~ , _ _ 
- H1ppol. l. c.: ovros OE T'f vrp 

lvv1rd.pxew TL eUBEws µ.L-yµa. 
3 1:itob. Eel. i. 56, may so far be 

correct: 'Apx. Mp:x Ka.l vovv TOV 
8E6v, i.e., he may have characterised 
air and Spirit as the eternal and 
divine. 

4 Plut. Plac. ; vide 389, 2. 
5 Vide Vol. I. p. 250, and Vol. 

II. p. 355. 
• Plut. Plac. l. c., Diog. ii. 16: 

Ei\.f-ye 0€ OVo a.lTlas eTvcu 7ev€ueCtJs, 

8Epµ.ov 1<a.l {ryp6v. Herm. lrris. c. 
5: 'Apx. C1,rro<f>atv6µ,evos -rWv OJ\rxv 
apxas 8Epµ.ov ,cal i/,vxp6v. 1:Iippol. 
l. c. : elvaL O' 6.px1Jv -r1]s ,cwf/crews 
TO &1ro1CpfvE1T8ai (so Duncker, after 
Roper and Ritter) /,.,r' a.AA-/iAwv TO 
8Epµ.ov 1<d TO 1/,vxpliv, Kal TCI µ.ev 
eepµ./,v KlPeia-Oa,, 7/, OE ,/,uxpov 
7/~E/J-E,'";, Cf. ~l~to,, Sop h. 2f 2 D: 
ovo OE erepos enrwv, v7pov "'" (11pov 
f/ 8Epµ.ov /Ca) 'f"XPOV, !TVVOlK[(e, TE 

avTa. 1<al e1<1lfow<T1. The reference to 
Archelaus is not, however, certain, 
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however, have been the meaning of Archelaus ; 1 he no 
doubt supposed, like Anaxagoras, that spirit produced 
a vortex in the primitive infinite mass, and that from 
that vortex arose the first division of heat and cold, 
from which all other things spontaneously proceeded. 

In the division of matter the water ran together in 
the midst; through the influence of heat, part of this 
evaporated and ascended as air, another part condensed 
and became earth ; from the earth came the stars, 
which are detached portions of earth. The earth, 
which is a very small part of the universe, is kept in 
its place in the rotation by the air, and the air by fire. 
The surface of the earth must, according to Archelaus, 
be depressed towards the centre; for if it were absolutely 
level, the sun would rise and set everywhere at the 
same time. The stars at first revolved laterally around 
the earth, which, on account of its raised edge, lay in 
perpetual shadow; only when the inclination of the 
heavens began, could the light and warmth of the sun 
operate upon the earth and dry it up. 2 In all these con
ceptions there is little to distinguish Archelaus from 

1 Vide previous note and Stob. obscure 1r<p1p(>ei, 1rvpl 1rep1ppevrm, 
l. c.: ob µE'vToL 1wa-µ01rotOv rOv voVv. as Diog. continues: 08ev TJ µiv inrO 

2 The above results from Rip- Tuv Mpos, b oe v1ro 'T1JS Tov ,rupas 
pol. lac. cit., where, however, the . 1rep,cpopii.s 1<p11.reiTa1. Byk, Vorso
text is very corrupt; and from lcrat. Phil. i. 247 sq., proposes to 
Diog. ii. 17, where the traditional transpose the sentence thus : 1<a80 
reading is equally inadmissible in µev 1rep,f,f>e'i 1ro,ew -yijv, 1<a80 oe els 
its meaning. According to this 'TO 1r"pwoes crwicr-rarn, a.epa -y<vv~v. 
the words run thus: TrJK6µ,v6v But what then would be the mean
cp71cr, 'TO uowp V'/1'0 'TOV e,pµov, 1<a80 ing of 1rep,p{>e'i? In the same 
ft'ev Els TO 1Tup&'JOes <Tuv[cr-rarm, 7rDteUI p~ssage is, the::~ stat~1nent T,hv ~E 
r'fiv- Ka80 OE 1reptpfH:'i, CI.Epa yevv~v. 8aAa'TTaJI ev 'Tots Kot'A.ots Ota 'T'TJS 
Fur 1rupwoes Ritter, i. 342, reads -yijs i}8ouµ•v11v crvvecrTd.va,. In this 
Tvpwoes; perhaps we should sub- way no doubt the taste of sea
stitute for this ,r71l\woes, and for the water was explained. 
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Anaxagoras,1 whom he likewise resembles in his opinions 
concerning living beings, so far as we are acquainted 
with them. The cause of animation in all creatures is 
Spirit,2 which Archelaus seems to have connected with 
the air that they breathe}! They first arose from the 
heat of the sun : this produced from the terrestrial 
slime various kinds of animals, which were nonrished 
by the slime and only lived a short time; subsequently, 
sexual propagation was introduced, and men raised 
themselves above the other creatures by their arts and 
manners.4 Concerning his other theories about men 
and animals, nothing has been told us ; but it Reems 
reasonable to conjecture that in them also he followed 
Anaxagoras, and that, like him and other predecessors, 
he bestowed special attention on the activities of the 
senses.5 The statement that he believed in the exist-

1 Cf. p. 355 sq., 360. Arche
laus (vide s1tpra, 362, 6) also agrees 
with Anaxagoras in his explana
tion of earthquakes, ap. Sen. Qu. N. 
vi. 12. 

2 Hippol. l. e. ; VOV11 oe AE'YEL 
'll'aow iµ.<plmr8at t,fo,s l,µ.olws. XPfi" 
crau8aL '}'?tp EKarrTov Kal -r&v <J'OOJ.U:f.Twv 
3,np -ro µ.ev (3paou-repws -ro oe -raxv
-r<pws. Instead of XPfJO'a0'8at we 
should read no doubt xp,j0'8at, and 
instead of the obscure words, -rwv 
<rwµ&.7wV OO'q., Ttp a-WµaTi hµo(ws, as 
Ritter suggests (Ion. Phil. 304). 

3 This, I conjecture, partly 
from his general theories on tlpirit, 
discussed above, and partly from 
the testimonies quoted, p. 364, ·L 
Also the fact that that opinion was 
attributed to Anaxagoras is most 
easily explained on this theory. 

4 Hippol. l. e.: 'll'Epl oe t;,r/,wv 
cj)'l}D'lv. 3n eepµ.a,voµiv'l}s -r,js 'Yiis -ro 

1rp&Tov E"il T(p f{:ara. µlpos [ «drw 
µ.epEL], S1rov 'TO 8epµ.ov 1ml 'TO ,f,uxpov 
Eµf<J'7..ero\ &~ecpa(veTo ;ci TE ~AA.a., (fa. 
,roAA.a rem av6µata 1ra.v7a 'TTJV auT1}v 
Ola.iTa.v• lx.ovra EK Trjs li\.Vos -rpeq>6-
µeva, ;jv OE OJ...i7oxp6via· VcrTepov OE 
aUrrols «al .;, ~~ {l,A.J...7/A.wv 7EvE<ns 
0.VEO''TT/ 1<al oirnpl87JO'av 11.vepw,ro, a,ro 
-rwv li.>..>..wv, 1<al 717eµ.6va, Ka< ,,6µavs 
1<"2 -rlxvas 1<d 1r6A.ets 1<al -ri'< 1\?.>.a 
uvve0'-r7JO'o.v. The same is to be 
found in part ap. Diog. ii. 16 ; cf. 
p. 365, 6. A misapprehension of 
this tradition seems to have given 
rise to the statement of Epipha
nius, Exp. !!'id. 1087 a, that Arche
laus thought all things originated 
from earth, which he regarded as 
the apxl-J 'TWV 3>..wv. 

5 There seems to be an allusion 
to this in the short notice, ap. 
Diog. ii. 1 7: 1rpw-ros o~ e11re q,wv,js 
'YEVEO'IV T~V TOV Mpos ,r>._i)~w, where 
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ence of an infinite number of worlds 1 is, no doubt, 
founded on a misapprehension. 

Some writers maintain that Archelaus occupied 
himself with ethical enquiries as well as physics, and 
that he was in this respect a precursor of Socrates.2 

In particular, he is said to have sought the origin of 
right and wrong, not in nature, but in custom.3 These 
statements, however, seem to have arisen from the im
possibility of conceiving the supposed teacher of Socrates 
to be without an ethical philosophy; and confirmation 
of this presupposition was looked for in a passage which 
originally had quite another meaning.4 That Archelaus 
accomplished anything important in the sphere of ethics 
is improbable, from the silence of Aristotle, who never 
once mentions him. 

But although the school of Anaxagoras remained 
faithful, as he himself did, to physical investigations, yet 
howeYer 1rpoJ'ros is incorrect, Yide 
sup. p. 368, 3. 

1 Stob. Eel. i. 496, vide supra, 
Vol. I. p. 262, 3. 

2 Sext. Math. Yii. 14 : 'Apx. 
, , • 7 /J ,pvcru,ov 1<al 178udw [µeT1)p
X"O]. Diog. ii. 16 : forn:e oe 1<al 
o'iJTos ll.tf;a<T8aL T'l}s ~Bu6Js. 1eal 7ctp 
1repl v6µw11 1rE<j>tho<T6cp111<e 1<al 1<a/l.wv 
lfal Oucalw:V' 1rap' ofl ~oo1Cpcf.T1JS Tqi 
av{ij<Tat avros ebpe'iv b1reA'7q,811. 

3 Diog. l. c.: ~Ae7e o~ ... Td. 
((pa (l7r(J T~s lA.iJos ,yevv11fJ0vm· teal 
TO 0[11:aiov e1vai ,co.l TO al<TxpOv oU 
cpVcrEt ClAA.k v6,urp. 

4 At any rate in Diogenes the 
remarkable combination of the two 
propositions concerning the genes;s 
of animals, and the origin of right 
and wrong, would lead us to sup
pose that his utterances are ulti
mately deri ,·ed from the same 

passage in Archelaus's treatise as 
that quoted on p. 392, 4, from Hip
polytus. Archelaus in that case 
had merely sa:d that men·were at 
first without law or morals, and 
only attained to them in course of 
time ; and from this, later writers 
deduced the sophistical statement 
that right and wrong are not 
founded on nature. Ritter's ex
planarion of this proposition 
( Gesch. d. Phil. i. 344): 'Tbat good 
and evil in the world arise from 
the distribution (v6µos) of the 
primal seeds in the world,' seems 
to me impossible : this signification 
of 116µos is not proved by any of 
the analogies which he adduces. 
Diogenes, moreover, certainly took 
the sentence wh;ch he quotes only 
in its ordinary meaning. 
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the new principle which he had introduced into physics 
necessitated an altered direction of enquiry ; and thus 
he is immediately connected with the phenomenon 
which marks the end of the previous philosophy, and 
the transition to a new form of scientific thought-viz., 
the rise of Sophistic opinion. 

§ III.-THE SOPHISTS.' 

1. Origin of the Sophistic doctrine. 

PHILOSOPHY, until about the middle of the fifth century, 
was confined to the small circles which the love of 
science bad assembled in particular cities around the 
authors and representatives of physical theories. Sci
entific enquiry concerned itself but little with practical 
life. The necessity of theoretical instruction was only 
felt by a few, and as yet the attempt bad never been 
made on an extended scale to make science common 
property, and to found moral and political activity on 
scientific culture. Even Pytbagoreanism can hardly be 
regarded as such an attempt ·; for in the first place it 
was only the members of the Pythagorean Society on 
whom its educating influence was exerted; and secondly, 

1 Jae. Ge.el, Historia critica results. Grote, Hist. qf Greece, 
Sophidarum, qui Soeratis mtate viii. 47 4-/iH; to which discussions 
Atlwnis floriterunt (1\ova acta lite- I shall often have occasion to refer, 
raria societ. Rheno-TraJect. P. I!.), on account of their very great im
Utr. 1823. HermfJ,nn, Plat. Phil. portance. Schapz, Beitr. z. vorso
pp. 179-223, 296-321. J3aumhauer, krat. Phil. aus Plato, l. H. Die 
Dispittatio literaria, qumn vim So- Sophisten. Gott. 1867; Siebeck, 
pltist(E lzabuerint Athenis ad retatis Ueb. Sokrates Verh. z. Sophistik; 
sum disciplinam mores ac sfodia Untersuch. z. Phil. d. Gr. 1873, p. 
immutanda (Utr. 1144), a la.bori- 1 i;;qq.; Ueberweg, G,·undr. i.§ 27. 
ous work, but without important 
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its science had no immediate reference to practical life: 
Pythagorean morality is a kind of popular religion ; 
Pythagorean science, conversely, is physics. The prin
ciple that practical capability is conditioned by scien
tific culture was, generally speaking, quite alien to 
antiquity. 

Meanwhile, in the course of the fifth century, 
various causes combined to alter this state of things. 
The mighty impulse which Greece bad received since 
the Persian wars, and Gelon's vietory over the Cartbagi
nians, must, in its subsequent influence, have deeply 
affected Greek science also, and the relation of science 
to the nation at large. Through a magnanimous en:. 
thusiasm, a rare devotion on the part of all individuals, 
these extraordinary successes had been attained : a 
proud self-reliance, a youthful desire for action, a pas
sionate strnggle for freedom, glory and power, were 
their natural result. The traditional inBtitutions and 
national customs became too narrow for a nation that 
was spreading itself en all sides: the old constitutional 
forms could nowhere, except in Sparta. maintain ,their 
ground against the spirit of :the age-the old c11stoms, 
even in Sparta, were unable to do so. The men who had 
staked their lives for the independence of their country 
would not suffer their interest in the conduct of its affairs 
to decline; and in the greater number, and the most 
intellectually active of the cities, 1 a democracy arose to 
power which in course of time was able without diffi
culty, to set .aside the few barriers of law yet remaining. 

1 Especially in Athens and amoITTg her allies in Syracuse, and the 
other Sicilian colonies. 
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Athens, who by her glorious deeds had hecome the 
ruling centre of Greek national life, and since Pericles, 
had also united in herself more and more the scientific 
powers and efforts of the nation, was foremost to pursue 
this course. The result was an incredibly rapid pro
gress in all spheres, an active rivalry, a joyful straining 
of all the powers which, let loose by freedom, were 
guided by the great genius of Pericles to the highest 
ends; and so this eity was enabled within a single 
generation to attain a height of prosperity and power, 
of glory and culture, of which history affords no parallel. 
With the increase of culture the claims on individuals 
necessarily increased, and the customary means of edu
cation were no longer sufficient. Education had, till 
then, been limited to music and gymnastic, together 
with some elementary arts; everything further was left 
to the unmethodical practice of life, and to the personal 
influence of relatives and fellow-citize"l.ls. 1 Even po1itics 
and the art of oratory1, so indispensable to a statesman, 
were learned in the same manner. This method had 
indeed produced the most brilliant results. From the 
school of practical experience the greatest heroes and 
statesmen went forth, and in the words of the poets
of Epicharmus and Pindar, of Simonides and Bacchy
lides, of 1Eschylus and Sophocles-an abundant store of 
practical wisdom and observation of mankind, of pure 
moral principles and profound religious ideas, was de
posited in the most perfect form, for the benefit of all. 
But just bec'.1use men hag gone so far, they found it 
necessary to go farther. If a higher cultivation of 
taste and intellect, such as could be attained in the 

1 Vide Vol. I. p. 77. 
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accus'tomed way, was universally disseminated, the man 
who wished to distinguish himself was forced to look 
around him for something new. If all were habituated, 
through political activity and multifarious intercourse, 
to a keen apprehension of the relation of things, to 
rapid judgment and re8olute action, only a special train
ing could give decided ascendency to individuals; if an 
appreciative sense of the beauties of language and the 
subtleties of expression were quickened in all, speech 
required to be treated in a more artistic manner than 
heretofore ; and the value of this artistic eloquence 
became necessarily grnater as more importance was 
attached, in the all-powerful popular assemblies, to the 
momentary charm and impression of the speeches. For 
this reason there arose in Sicily, independently of the 
Sophists, and almost contemporaneously with them, the 
rhetorical school of Corax. But the necessities of the 
time required not merely a methodical introduction to 
rhetoric, but scientific instruction concerning all things 
of value in practical, and more especially in civil, life; 
and if Pericles himself did not disdain to feed bis re
fined and commanding spirit upon intercourse with 
Anaxagoras a:nd Protagoras, the disciples of this scien
tific culture might the more confidently expect to benefit 
-as it became easier for a receptive intellect, by the 
proper use of dialectic, to discover weaknesses and con
tradictions in the ordinary notions about ethics, and 
thereby to attain, even as against the most skilled 
and experienced men of practice, the consciousness of 
superiority.1 

1 Of. the remarkable conversa- biades, Xen. ltlein. i. 2, 40 sq. 
tion between Pericles and Alci-
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Philosophy, in its earlier one-sided physical tendency, 
could not satisfy this need ; but jt bad itself arrived at 
a point where its form must of necessity undergo a 
change. It bad started from the contemplation of the 
external world; but already Heracleitus and Parmenides 
had shown, and all subsequent systems had agreed with 
them, that the senses cannot teach us the true essential 
nature of things. These philosophers did not indeed 
on that account cease to regard the explanation of 
nature as their proper task: they hoped to establish by 
reason that which is hidden from sense. But what right 
had they to this assumption until the specific character 
of intellectual thought and its object, as distinguished 
from the sensible perception and sensible phenomenon, 
had been more closely investigated ? If thought, like 
perception, acts according to the nature of the body 
and of external impressions,1 it is not easy to under
stand why the one should be more trustworthy than the 
other ; and all that the early philosophers, from their 
various standpoints, had said against the senses may be 
said universally against the human faculty of cognition. 
If there is nothing besides corporeal Being, the mis
trust of the Eleatics and the principles of Heracleitus 
may be applied to all reality. They had contended 
against the reality of the Many by showing the contra
dictions that would result from its divisibility and ex
tension in space : and the reality of the One might be 
questioned on the same grounds. Heracleitus had 
said that nothing is fixed except reason and the law of 
the universe; and it might with equal right be asserted 

1 Vide Vol. I. p. 602; Vol. II. pp. 79, 1 71. 
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that the law of the universe must be as changeable as 
the fire of which it consists-our knowledge as change
able as the thing to which it relates, and the soul in 
which it dwells.I The ancient physics, in a word, con
tained in its materialism the germ of its destruction. 
If there be only corporeal Being, all things ate extended 
in space and divisible, and all presentations arise from 
the working of external impressions upon the corporeal 
soul-from sensation; therefore, if the reality of di
vided Being and the truth of the sensible phenomenon 
be renounced from this standpoint, truth and reality 
are altogether cancelled, all things are resolved into a 
subjective appearance; and, with the belief in the 
cognisability of things, the endeavour after the know
ledge of them must likewise be at an end. 

As Physics thus indirectly paved the way for an 
altered tendency of thought, so this tendency was di
rectly forced upon Physics from without. Though we 
ought not, perhaps, to lay much stress upon the fact 
that the later physicists, as compared with the earlier, 
bestow far more attention on the study of man, and that 
Democritus, already a contemporary of the Sophists, 
also occupied himself to a great extent with ethical 
questions-yet we must in any case regard the Anaxa
gorean doctrine of Spirit as the direct preparation for 
the Sophistic doctrine, or, more accurately, as the 
clearest indication of the change which was even then 
taking place in the Greek theory of the world. The 

1 That such inferences were of this section. In regard to 
really deduced from the doctrines Heracleitus it has already been 
of the Eleatics and Heracleitus shown, p. 1115, 1 ; and in regard to 
will be shown in the fourth Chapter the Atomists, p. 314 sq. 
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vovs of Anaxagoras is not, indeed, the human mind as 
such ; and when he said that vovs rules all things he 
did not mean that man has all things in his power by 
means of thought. But he had nevertheless created 
the conception of mind out of his own consciousness, 
and though it may have been treated by him as a force 
of nature, iri its essence it was not distinct from the 
mind of man. Consequently, when others transferred 
what Anaxagoras bad said of Mind to the human mind 
-the only Mind given in our experience-they went 
only one step farther upon the road which be had 
opened-they reduced the vovs of Anaxagoras to its 
basis in actual fact, and set aside a presupposition which 
must have seemed to others untenable: they allowed 
that the world is the work: of the thinking essence; 
but as the world was to them a subjective phenomenon, 
so the world-creating consciousness became human con
sciousness, and man became the measure of all things. 
Sophistic did not directly arise from this reflexion. The 
first appearance of Protagoras, at any rate, can hardly 
be assigned to a later date than the development of 
Anaxagoras's doctrine, and we know of no Sophist who 
had any express connection with that doctrine. But 
the doctrine shows us, speaking generally, an alteration 
in the attitude of thought to the outer world ; whereas 
previously, the grandeur of nature had so absorbed man 
that he was carried away, and became self-forgetful in his 
admiration of it, man now discovered in himself a power 
which, distinct from everything corporeal, orders and 
rules the corporeal world; spirit appears to him some
thing higher as compared with natul'f\; he turns from the 
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investigation of nature, in order that he may be 
occupied with himself.I 

That this would immediately take place in the right 
way was hardly to be expected. With the culture and 
brilliancy of the epoch of Pericles there went hand-in
hand an increasing relaxation of the ancient discipline 
and morality. The undisguised self-seeking of the 
greater States, their tyrannical conduct to the lesser, 
even their successes, undermined the public morals ; 
the ceaseles;; inte~nal feuds opened a wide field for 
hatred and revenge, for avarice, ambition, and all the 
passions; men accustomed themselves to the violation, 
first of public, then of private rights, and the curse 
of all self-aggrandising policy was fulfilled in the most 
powerful cities, such as Athens, Sparta and Syracuse: 
the recklessness with which the State trampled upon 
the rights of other States destroyed in its own 
citizens respect for right and law.2 And when indi
viduals had sought their glory for a while in devotion 
to the ends of the common selfishness, they began to 
apply the same principle of egoism in an opposite 
direction, and to sacrifice the welfare of the State to 
their own interests.3 Moreover, as democracy in most 
of the States increasingly threw aside all the restraints 
of law, the most extravagant notions were formed con-

' A similar relation to that 
between Anaxagoras and the So
phists is to be found later between 
Aristotle and the post-Aristotelian 
philosophy, with its practical one
sidedness, and its abstract subjec
tivity. Uf. Part m. a, 13, 2nd ed. 

2 Of. in reference to this Part 
n. a, 23, 3rd ed, 

8 No more forcible re.rcson could 
be given for the Sophistic theory 
of egoism than that brought for
ward by the Platonic Callicles 
( Gorg. 483 D), and afterwards 
repeated in Rome by Carneades 
(vide Part III. a, 467, 2nd ed.) 
that in politics men only proceed 
on these principles. 

VOL. II, D D 
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cerning popular government and civil equality; there 
grew up a licentiousness which respected no customs or 
proprieties,1 and the perpetual alteration of the lawti 
seemed to justify the opinion that they arose without 
internal necessity, merely from the whims, or the 
interests, of those temporarily in power.2 Finally, the 
advancing culture must itself have more and more re
moved the limits which were formerly set by morality 
and religious faith to selfishness. The unqualified 
admiration of home institutions, the simple presupposi
tion, so natural to a restricted stage of culture, that 
everything must be as we have been accustomed to 
see it at home, necessarily vanished before a wider 
knowledge of the world and of history, and a keener 
observation of mankind.3 For the man who had once 
accustomed himself to ask for reasons in everything, 
traditional usage naturally lost its sanctity; and he 
who felt himself superior to the mass of the people in 
intelligence would not be inclined to venerate, in the 
resolutions of the ignorant multitude, an inviolable 
law. Nor could the ancient belief in the gods hold 
its place before the growing enlightenment; the reli
gious services and the gods themselves belonged to the 
things which some nations regard in one way, and some 
in another; moreover, the old myths contained much 
that was incompatible with the purer moral conceptions, 
and newly attained insight. Even art contributed 

1 Here again Athens is an ex
ample; the fact itself requires no 
confirmation ; in place of all other 
evidence we may refer to the mas
terly description in the Republic, 
viii. 557 B sqq., 562 0 sqq. 

2 Of. on this point the quota
tions that will be cited later on 
in connection with the Sophistic 
theories on right and law. 

8 Of., for example, Herod, iii. 
38. 
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to the undermining of faith. Plastic art, by its very 
perfection, made men recognise in the gods the work 
of the human mind, which in art actually proved that 
it was capable of creating from itself the divine iclea1, 
and was free to control it. 1 But still more dangerous 
for the traditional customs an.d religion must have been 
the development of poetry, and, above all, of the drama, 
the most effective and popular kind of poetry. The 
whole action of the drama, comic as well as tragic, is 
based npon the collision of duties and rights, of views 
and interests, upon the contradiction between traditional 
usage and natural laws, between faith and the specula
tions of reason, between the spirit of innovation and 
the predilection for what is old, between versatile 
cleverness and simple rectitude-in a word, upon the 
dialectjc of moral relations and duties.2 The more p·er
fectly this dialectic unfolded itself, the lower poetry 
descended from the sublime study of the moral whole 
to the relations of private life, the more she sought her 
glory ( after the manner of Euripides) in the subtle 
observation and accurate dissection of dispositions and 
motives, the more the gods were subjected to human 
standards, and the weaknesses of their anthropomorphic 
nature exposed,-the more unavoidable was it that the 
drama should serve to nourish moral doubt, to under
mine the old faith, and along with pure and exalted 
utterances, to bring into circulation some that were 

1 The most flourishing period 
of art, even of religious art, seems 
in general to OC('Ur when some form 
of faith is beginning t.o waver, 
and its transformation is being 

prepared : we need only think of 
the artists of the fifteenth and six
teenth centuries. 

2 Part n. a, 4, 3rd edition. 

l) D 2 
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frivolous and dangerous to morals. 1 Of what use was 
it to recommend the virtue of the ancients, and to 
complain, like Aristophanes, of the moderns, if every
one was alike quitting the standp0int of past times, 
and making merry in a wanton humour with all that 
had then been holy? The whole epoch was penetrated 
with a spirit of revolution and of progress, and none of 
the existing powers was in a position to exorcise it. 

It was impossible that philosophy should not be 
infected by this spirit. Essential points of contact with 
it were already to be found in the systems of the 
Physicists. ,vhen ParmeDides and Heracleitus, Em
pedocles, Anaxagoras and Democritus with one accord 
distinguish between nature and traditional custom, be
tween truth and human tradition, thi.s distinction 
needed only to be applied to the sphere of practice in 
order to maintain the Sophistical view of the positive 
element in morals and law. If several of these philo
sophers had expressed themselves with bitter contempt 
in regard to 'the senselessness and folly of mankind, the 
conclusion was not far to seek-that the opinions and 
laws of this foolish multitu.de were not binding on 
the wise. In respect to religion, this declaration had 
long s!ince been made. The b0ld and telling assaults 
of Xen0phanes had given a shock to the Greek popular 
belief, from which it never again recovered. Hera
cleitus ag.reed with him in a passionate polemic against 
the theological poets and their myths. Even the 
mystical school of the Pythagoreans, even the prophet 

1 The charact&r of Greek p0etry more at length in the introduction 
in the fifth century is discussed to the second part of this work'. 
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Empedocles, appropriated this purer conception of God, 
which, outside of philosophy-not unfrequently in the 
verses of ·a Pindar, an l:Eschylus, a Sophocles, an Epi
charmus-gleams out amidst the luxuriant growth of 
mythical imagery. The stricter physiciHts, lastly-such 
as Anaxago.ras and Democritus-occupy towards the faith 
of their country- an attitude of complete independence; 
the visible gods, the sun and moonr are in their opinion 
lifeless masses; an.cl whether the guidance of the uni
verse be entrusted to a blind natural necesRity or to a 
thinking mind, whether the gods of the popular creed 
are quite set aside, or are changed into the i:Yow?.,a of 
Democritus, makes no great; difference as far as any 
connection with the existing religion is concerned. 

)fore important however for the purpose of our 
enquiry, than all that we have been considering, is 
the whole character of the earlier philosophy. All 
the factors which promoted the development of a 
sceptical mode of thought, were also of necessity 
favourable to moral scepticism; if truth, speaking 
generally, disappears from consciousness on account 
of the deceptions of the senses and the flux of pheno
mena, moral truth must likewise disappear from it. If 
man is the measure of all things, he is also the measure 
of what is commanded and permitted; and if we cannot 
expect that all men should conceive things in the same 
manner, neither can we expect that all men in their 
actions should follow one and the same law. This scep
tical result could only be escaped through a scientific 
method, which should be able to reconcile contradic
tions by the union of that which is apparently opposed, 
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to disting,1ish the essential from the unessential, to 
point out abiding laws in changing phenomena and in 
the capricious actions of men; and, in this manner, 
Socrates saved himself and philosophy from the errors 
of the Sophists. But it was here, precisely, that all 
the earlier philosophers failed. Starting from a limited 
observation, they brought forward now one, and now 
another quality in things, to the exclusicm of all other 
qualities, as their first principle. Even _those among 
them who ~ought to combine the opposite principles of 
Unity and Multiplicity, Being· and Becoming--viz. 
Empedocles and the Atomists-did not get beyond a 
one-sided physical and materialibtic theory of the 
world; and though Anaxagoras completed the material 
causes by the addition of Mind, he only apprehended 
Mind as a force of nature. The one-sidedness of their 
procedurn made the ancient philosophers not merely 
incapable of opposing a dialectic which combated these 
partial notions by means of one another, and cancelled 
them by each other, but in the progress of reflection 
they must necessarily have been forced to adopt it. If 
the Plurality of Being were maintained, the Eleatics 
proved that All is One ; if its Unity were asserted, this 
was met by the consideration which had led the later 
Physicists beyond the Eleatic doctrine-viz., that with 
Plurality all concrete qualities of things must likewise 
be given up. If something unchangeable were sought 
as the object of thought, Heracleitus upheld the uni
versal experience of the variability of phenomena. If 
the fact of their variability were admitted, then the ob
jections of the Eleatics against Becoming and Being 
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had to be overcome. If natural enquiries were pursued, 
the newly-awakened consciousness of the higher im
portance of spirit turned aside the enquirer. If moral 
duties were attempted to be established, no point of 
fixity could be found in the vortex of opinions and 
usages, and natural law seemed to lie only in the justi
fication of this caprice, in the dominion of subjective 
pleasure and advantage. This uncertainty of all scien
tific and moral convictions was first brought to an end 
by Socrates, who showed how the various experiences 
were to be weighed against each other dialectically, and 
combined in general conceptions, which teach us to 
know the unchangeable essence of things in the change 
of their accidental characteristics. The earlier philo
sophers, to whom this method was still strange, could 
not withstand him-their one-sided theories mutually 
destroyed each other. The revolution which was then 
being accomplished in all the spheres of Greek life 
took possession also 0f science, and philosophy became 
Sophisticism. 

2. The Ea.~ternal History of the Sophists. 

The first person who is mentioned 1 as having come 
forward under the name and with the pretensions of a 

1 The fullest account of Prota
goras is ginn by Frei in his 
Qumsti,,nes P1·otagorece (Bonn, 
1845); this is merely confirmed and 
snpplemented as to details, by 
0. Vf eber, Qumstiones Protagorem 
(Marb. 1850), and Vitringa, De 
Prat. Vita et Philos. (Gron. 18,53). 
Of the earlier writers, Geel, Hist. 

Grit. Soph. p. 68-120, is unimpor
tant; the monograph of Herbst in 
Petersen's Philol.-Histor. St1idien 
(18:32), pp, 88-164, contains much 
matter, but treats it rather super
ficially; Geist, De Protogorm Vita, 
Giessen, 1827, confines himself to 
a short discussion of the biography 
of Protagoras. 
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Sophist is Protagoras,1 of Abdera.2 The activity of 
this man extends over almost the whole of the second 
half of the fifth century. Born about 480 :B.c., or 
perhaps somewhat earlier,3 from his thirtieth year up-

1 All writers, from Plato down
wards, describe him as a native of 
Abdera (Prot. 309 C; Rep. x. 600 
C). Eupolis, according to Diog. 
ix. 50, &c., calls him instead a 
Teian, but this is only a difference 
of expression. The Abderites 
were called Teians because thei.r 
city was a colony of Teos. In 
Galen, H. Phil. c. 8, instead of 
Protagoras the Elean, Diagoras the 
M eli1>n should be substitnted. The 
father of Protagoras is sometimes 
called Artemon, sometimes Mrean
drius, also M!Eandrus or Menander; 
vid0 Frei, 5 sq.; Vitr. 19 sq. 

2 In Plato, Prot. 316 B, sqq., he 
says himself that the Sophistic art 
is of ancient date, but that those 
who practised it formerly disguised 
themselves under other names: .1-yw 
oliv T0-6T6JJ/ T1]v Evav•rfav 8:rrauav OOOv 
h,711'.v8a, 1<al /Jµoll.O"'fW TE UOq>LO''T~S 

elvat «al 1ratOe6eL11 O..v9pd)1rovs, &!!. 
In reference to this we read further 
on, 349 A : UV "Y' avaq,avoov O'WV'TOV 

{,,rou:'f]pv~d.µ,evos els 1rd.PTas 'TOVs •1EA~ 
~r,~as <TotpurT7]v J-:rovoµ,d..fJ'a~ rr:avT~P 
a1re<fn1va.s 1ratOevtrews IW,L apE'nJs 
OtDd<TKcti\.ov 1rpW7os T0'1Tou f.uo-8Dv 
i\~ufiiras li.pvv0'8a,. (The latter state
ment is repeated in Diog. ix. 52 ; 
Philostr. V. Soph. i. 10, 2; Plato, 
Hipp. MaJ. 282 C, &c.) When in 
the ~~1eno, 91 E, certain predecessors 
of the Sophists are mentioned, this 
does not refer to Sophists proper, 
but to the persons previously spoken 
of iu Prot. 316 sq. 

• The dates in the life of Prota
goras ara unce,:tain, as with most 
of the ancient philosophers. Apol-

lodorus, ap. Diog. ix. 56, assigns 
his most flourishing period to Ol. 
84 ( 444-440 B.C. ). 'fhat he was 
considerably older than Socrates 
we learn from Plato, Prat. 317 C, 
where it is s1>id that there was 
none of those present of whom he 
might not have been the father 
(though this remark may not be 
intended literally); from Prot. 
318 B. Themt. 171 C, and from the 
circumstance that the Platonic So
crates often spc1>ks of him ( Themt. 
164 E sq., 168 C, D, 171 D. Meno, 
91 E; cf. Apol. 19 E) as dead, and 
in the Meno, l, c. he is said to bwe 
nearly attained the age of seyenty. 
In regard to the time of his death, 
the words in the J.lfeno: fr, elr 
'T1JV T}µEpav 'TaU7"')JVl eV001e,µ.&11 oVOJv 
1rcrrav-rm imply that he belo1,ged to 
the distant past; and if the str,te
ment of Philochorus, ap. Dicg. ix. 
55, is correct, that Euripides, who 
died in 406 or 407 B.c., alluded to 
him in Ixion, he cannot be supposed 
to have lived beyond 408 B.C. That 
this theory is not contradicted by 
the verse of Timon, ap. Sext. Math. 
ix. 57, has already been' shown 
by Hermann (Zeitschi·. f. Alter
thwmsw. 1834, p. 364), Frei, p. 62, 
&c. The assertion (Diog. ix. 64) 
that his accuser Pythodorus was 
one of the Four Hundred, makes 
it probable that his trial took place 
in the time of the Four Huudrerl; 
though it must be granter! to the 
writers named above that this does 
not absolutely follow; and another 
testimony (i1,f'. 409, 2) designates 
Euathlus as his accuser. The other 
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wards I he passed from one Greek city to another, offer
lug his instructions in exchange for payment, to all 
who sought t.o gain practical abi]ity and higher mental 
culture ; 2 and so brilliant was his success, that the 
youths of the educated classes everywhere flocked to 

authorities in favour of his perse
cution by the Four Hundred ( cf. 
Frei. 76; Weber, 19 sq.) are un
certain. The statement that he 
was ninety years old at his death 
( lvw,, ap, Diog. ix. 56 ; Schol. ad 
Plat. Rip. x. 600 0), which c_on
tradicts the testimony of Plato, 
followed also by Apollodorus ( ap. 
Diog. ix. 56), deserves no attention .. 
According to the foregoing evidence, 
the conjecture (Geist, 8 sq.; Frei, 
64; Vitringa, 27 sq.) that his birth 
was in 48u B.C. aud his death in 
411 B.c. does not make him at all 
too old; his birth may probably he 
assigned still more accurately to 
481-2 (Diels, Rh. Mits. xxxi. 44); 
on the other hand, Schanz, l. c. 23, 
doubtless goes too' far in assigning 
his birth to 490-487, and his death 
to 420-417 B.c. Of. the detailed 
discL1ssion of Frei, p. 13 sqq., and 
Weber, p. 12. 

1 According to Plato, Meno, 91 
E; Apollod. ap. Diog. ix. 56, he 
practised his profession as a Sophist 
for forty years. 

2 Viele p. 408, 3; 411, l; Plato, 
Themt. 161 D, 179 A. The fee 
that he asked (for a whole course) 
is said hy Diog. ix. 50, 52; 
Quintil. iii. 1, 10, &c. (Frei. 165) 
to have been JOO mime, and Gell. 
v. 3, 7, speaks of a peeunia ingens 
annua. The sum is no doubt 
greatly exaggerated, though it 
appears from Prot. 310 D, that he 
demanded considerable remunera
tion. According to Plato, Prot. 
328 B; Arist. Eth. N. ix. 1, 1164 

a, 24, he asked, indeed, a fixed 
sum, but left it to his pupil to 
decide at the end of the instruc
tions what he would give-, if fhe 
price seemed to him excessive. 
All the more improbable is the 
well-known story of his law-suit 
with Enathlus, ap. Gell. v. 10; 
Apul. Floril. i-r. 18, p. 86 Hild.; 
Diog. ix. 56; Marcellin, Rhet. Gr. 
Eel. Wdz, iv. 179 sq. Especially 
as Sext. ll'Jath. ii. 96; Pro/egg. in 
Herrnngen.; Rhet. Gr. Ed. Walz, 
iv. 13 sq.; Sopater, in Hermog. 
ibid. v. 6, 65, iv. 154 sq.; Max. 
PJan. Prolegg. ibid. v. 215, Doxo
pater, Prolegg. ibid. vi. 13 sq., say 
the san:e of Oorax and Tisias. The 
case he:r'e supposed of an 1manswer
a hle question seems to have been a 
favourite theme for sophistic rhe
torical exercises; if Pythagoras's 
"'"11 u,r~p µ.,crBov ( Diog. ix. 55') was 
genuine, we n;iight assume that this 
theme had been discussed in it, 
and that the anecdote arose from 
thence; if it was not genuine, the 
opposite assumption, that the anec
dote gaYe occasion to its fabrica
tion, has more in its favour. Ac
cordrng to Diog. ix. 54; c£ Cramer, 
Aneecl. Paris, i. 172 (Frei, 76), 
Euathlus was named by Aristotle 
as the person who accused Prota
goras of atheism ; but this is 
perhaps only the ignorant repeti
tion of an expression relating to 
the lawsuit ab0ut his payment. 
According to Diog. ix. 50, Prota
goras also collected money from 
those present for single lectures, 
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him and overwhelmed him with admiration and with 
gifts. 1 Besides his native city,2 Sicily and Magna 
Grrecia 3 are mentioned as the scene of his labours, but 
especially Athens,4 where not only Callias, but also 
Pericles and Euripides sought his society; 5 the exact 

1 The most vivid account of 
the enthusiastic veneration ac
corded to Protagoras, is given by 
Plato, Prot. 310 D sqq., 314 E sq., 
&c. Of. Rep. x. 600 C (inf 418, 1); 
The(lJt. 161 C; as to his gains we 
read in the "¥eno, 91 E, that his art 
yielded more than that of Phe'dias 
to himself and ten other sculptors ; 
Athenreus, iii. 113 c, speaks pro
verbially of th& gains of Gorgias 
and Protagoras. Dio Chrys. Or. 
liv. 280 R, cannot be quoted as 
evidence to the contrary, as is 
shown by Frei, p. 167 sq. 

2 According to }Elian, V. H iv. 
20; cf. Suid. llpwT"'Y· Schol. ad. 
Plato. Eep. x. 600 C, his fellow 
citizens called him i\6-yos. Favo
rinus, ap. Diog. ix. 50, says, through 
a mistake for Diogenes (vide s1tp. 
p. 213, n.): <Tocp/c,, 

3 His residence in Sicily ii 
mentioned in Plato's Greater lfip
pias, 282 D, which, howevn, itself 
is not very trustworthy. There is 
a reference to Lower Italv in the 
statement that he gave la.;s to the 
Athenian colony in Thurii (HePa
cleid. ap. Diog. ix. 50, and Frei, 6.'i 
sqq., Weber, 14 sq., Vitringa, 43 
sq,), since he no doubt himself in 
that case accompanied the colonists. 
From Sicily he may ha,·e gone to 
Cyrene, and there formed a friend
ship with the mathematician Theo
dorus, w horn Pluto mentions, The(lJt. 
161 B, 162 A. 

4 Protagoras was repeatedly in 
Athens, for Plato (Prat. 310 E) 

represents him as speaking of a 
former visit which took place a 
considerable time before the second, 
to which the dialogue is assigned. 
Plato makes this second visit begin 
before the commencement of the 
Peloponnesian 1V ar, for that is, 
irrespective of trifling anachro
nisms, the supposed date of the 
dialogue, which was held on the 
second day after the arrival of the 
Sophist (vide Steinhart, Platon's 
Werke, i. 425 sqq., aud my treatise 
on the Platnn. Anachronismen, Ahh. 
d. Berl. A!cad. 1873 ; Phil. Hist. 
Kl. p. 83 sq.). That Protagoras 
was at that time in Athens, we 
find also from the fragment, ap. 
Ph1t. Cons. ad Apoll. 33, p. 118, 
and Peria/. c. 36. Whether he re
mained there until his exile, or 
continued his wanderings in the 
interim, we are not told, but the 
latter supposition is far the most 
probahle. 

5 In . regard to Callias, the 
famous patron of the sophists, who, 
according to Plato, Apol. 20 A, had 
expended more money upon them 
than everyone else put together, 
this is well known from Plato 
(P,·otaq. 314 D, 315 D, Grat. 391 
B), Xenophon (Symp. i. 5), &c. 
In regard to Euripides, we gather it 
from the quotations, p. 408, 3, and. 
also from the statement (Diog. ix. 
54 ), that Protagoras read aloud 
his treatise on the gods in Euri
pides' house. In regard to Pericles, 
vide the quotations from Plutarch 
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EXTERNAL HISTORY: PROTAGORAS. 411 

date and duration, however, of his residence in these 
different places we cannot precisely ascertain. On ac
count of bis treatise concerning the Gods, he was perse
cuted as an Atheist, and obliged to leave Athens ; in 
his voyage to Sicily he was drowned: his treatise was 
burnt for political reasons. 1 Of bis doctrine nothing 
is known to us; he is said to have been a pupil of 
Democritus,2 but this, in spite of Hermann's opinion 
to the contrary,3 I consider to be as fabulous 4 as the 

in the previous note; for e,·en if 
the anecdote mentioned in the 
second quotation be merely a piece 
of gossip, such gos,ip would have 
been impossible unless the inter
course of Pericles with Protagoras 
had been a recognised fact. Con
cerning other disciples of Prota
goras, vide Frei, 171 sqq. 

1 The above is attested by 
Plato, Themt. 171 D; Cic. N. D. 
i. 23, 63; Diog. ix. 51 f, 54 sq.; 
:Eus. Pr. Ev. xiv. HJ, 10; Philostr. 
V. Soph. i. 10; Joseph. c. Ap. ii. 
37; Sexc. Math. ix. 56, &c.; but 
the evidence is not agreed as to 
the particular circumstances, and 
especially as to whether Protagoras 
Jett Athens as nn exile or as a 
fugiti1·e. VideFrei, 75 sq.; Krische, 
F'ar.sch. 139 sq.; Vitringa, 52 sqq. 
' Diagoras' is substituted for Pro
tagoras in Valer. Max. I., i. ext. 
7; but this is of no importance. 

2 The oldest evidence for this 
is an .!ppicur~an letter,, Diog; ix. 
53: 1rpw-ros TTJV KaAovµevrw TV71,.1Jv, 
Eq:,' 1]s Ta cpopTla f3acr-rd.(ov<rw, eipev, 
&s 'f>rJ<TLV ~ Aptcrro-rEJ...7Js Ev -rip 1repl 
1ratOe[as· q>opµ.ocp6pos -yb.p ')}v> Ws «al 
'E1r[Koup6s 1roV <fr!JcTL, Kal TOVTOV Thv 
Tp01rov 1/p81J 1rplis Ll1]µ6"P'"ov, ~v>.a 
OeOeKdis Ocp8e[s; Id. x. 8, Timoerates, 
a pupil of Epicurus, who aftel'wards 

quarl'elled with him, reproached 
him with despising all other philoso
phers, and with having called Plato 
a sycophant of Dionysius, and Aris
totle a debauchee (lftrwros) q,opµo
q,6pov 'TE Ilpwrn-y6pav 1ml -ypaq,fo 
Ariµ.oKphov Kal lv Kcf.iµms -yp&.µp.a-ra 
1i,oa<T1<etv. The s,;me is asserted by 
Suidas, IlpwTa-y6pas 1<o'TVA1J, q,opµo
q,6pos, by the Scholiast in Plato's 
Hep. x. 600 C, and somewhat more 
at length from the same Epicurean 
letter, by Athen. viii. ~.54 c. 
Lastly, Gellius v. 3 elaborates the 
story still further, but without ad
ding any different features. Pro
tagoras is also called the pupil of 
1Jemocritc1s by Philostr. V. 8opli. 
i. 10, 1; Clem. Strom. i. 301 D, 
and Galen, H. Phil. c. 2 ; and the 
statement in Di,,genes is based 
upon the same assumption. 

3 De Philos. Ionic. lEtatt. 17, cf. 
Zeitschr. Jiir Alterthumsw. 1834; 
369 F. Gesch. d. Plat. 190. Yitringa 
follows him, p. 30 sqq. ; Brandis 
also giYes credit to the statement 
of Epicurus, while lYiullach, De
mocr. F,·agm. 28 sq., Frei, 9 sq., 
and others, contest it, 

. 4 My reasons are these. In 
the first place there is no credible 
testimonv for the srntement. In 
regard to our authorities, Diogenes 
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statement of Philostratus, according to which he was 
instructed by the Magi 1-the same, who, according to 
others, were the teachers of Democritus himself.2 Of 
his writings, which were tolerably numerous,3 only a 
few fragments have been preserved. 

Gorgias of Leontium was a contemporary of Prcta-

and Athenrens name as their source 
only the Epicurean letter; Suidas 
and the Scholiast of Plato depend 
only on Diogenes; the representa
tiou of Gellius is evidently a mere 
amplification of that which Athe
nreus relates as from Epicurus. 
All these testimonies, therefore, 
are wholly derived from the state
ment of Epicurus. What value, 
howeYer, can we attach to this 
when we see what slanders the 
writer permits himself, in the 
same letter, against Plato, Aris
totle, and others ? ( As to the 
conjecture of its spuriousness, We
ber, p. 6, which is not justified by 
Diog. x. 3, 8, I say nothing; nor 
c:tn I attribute any weight in the 
discussion of the question to 
the words of Protagoras in the 
Scholium in Ommer's Anecd. Paris, 
i. 171.) 'fhe statement of Epi
curus is perfectly accounted for by 
the contemptuousness of this phi
losopher (whose self-satisfied Yanity 
depreciated all his predecessors), 
eYen if it had no further founda
tion than the above-mentioned no
tice of Aristotle. The statements 
of Phiiostratus, Clemens, and the 
pseudo-Galen may ultimately have 
had the same origin; in any case 
they cannot claim more credit 
than other statements of the same 
authors concerning the liw.ooxfi, 
l3ut the discipleship of Protagoras 
to Democritns, besides being alto-

gether uncertain, contradicts the 
most trustworthy theories as to the 
chronological relation of the two 
men ( cf. p. 209, 321 sqq. ), and since 
we shall presently find that there 
is not a trace of Democritean influ
ence in the doctrines of the S,aph
ists. we may Yenture to regard the 
whole as most probably an unhis
to1,ical invention, 

1 V. Soph. i. 10, 1. His father, 
Mreander, by his magnificent re
ception of Xerxes, is said to have 
obtained the instruction of the 
Magi for his son. Dino in his 
Persian History mentions Prota
goras aml his father, but it does 
not follow from this, as Weber 
supposes, p. 6, that he related the 
above story of the Magi, though 
the thing is possi h le. The story 
is irreconcilable with the state
ment of Epicurus; for, according to 
the latter, he was only a day
labomrer, while in the former he 
appears as the son of a rich man, 
who gained the favour of Xerxes 
by his princely gifts and hospi
tality. 

2 Of. p. 210 n. 
3 The scanty statements of the 

ancients cnneerning these will be 
found in Frei, 176 sqq.; Vitringa, 
113 sq., 15() sq. ; cf. Berna.ys, 
Ka-ra/3cf.!1.?,ovns des Frd., Rh. M1ts. 
vii. (18.50) 464 sqq.; those which 
claim our attention will be men
tioned later on. 
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goras, perhaps somewhat anterior t_o him.1 He also 
came to Atherni, where be made bis first appearance in 
the year 427 n.c., at the head of an embassy to solicit 

1 Vide Foss, De Gor_qia Leon
tino (Halle, 1828), who treats of 
him far more particularly and ex
haustiYely than Geel (p. 13-67); 
Frei, Beitrii_qe z. Gesch. der Griech.; 
Sophistik, Rhein. Mus. vii. (1850) 
527 sqq., viii. 268 sqq. The native 
city of Gorgias is unanimously 
stated to ha,e been Leontini 
(Leontium). On the other hand, 
the statements as to his date differ 
considerably. According to Pliny, 
H. N. xxxiii. 4, 83, in Ol. 70, he 
had already erected a statue to 
himself of massive gold in Delphi: 
here, however there must be a mis
take in the c:1lculation of the Olym
piads, whether arising from the 
author, or the transcribers. Por
phyry ap. Suid. sttb voee, assigns 
him to Ol. 80 : Suidas himself de
clares him to be earlier. Eusebius 
in his Chronicle places his acme in 
Ol. 86. According to Philostr. V. 
Soph. i. 9, 2 ( on which little stress 
c:<n be laid), he came to Athens 
-1)071 'Ywri.uKwv. Olympiodorus in 
Gory. p. 7 (Jakn's Jahrbb. S1tp
plementb. xiv. 112), makes him 
twenty-eight years younger than 
Socrates ; but the statement on 
which this is founded, that he 
wrote in Ol. 84 ( 444-440 B.C.) ,r,pl 
,pvrt•ws implies the contrary. The 
safest clue, though it may not be 
altogether accurate, is to be found 
in the two facts that in Ol. 88, 2 
(427 B.c.), he appeared in Athens 
as the ambassador of his country 
(the date is given in Diog. xii. 53, 
d. Thucyd. iii. 86), and that his 
long life ( cf. Plato, Ph(!Jdr. 261 B ; 
Plut. Def. Grae. c. 20, p. 420), the 
duration of which is sometimes 

fixed at 108 yea~s (Plin. H. N. vii. 
48, 156; Lucian. Maarob. c. 23 ; 
Cens. Di. Nat. 15, 3 ; Philostr. v.; 
Soph. 4iH; Schol. ad Plato. l. c.; 
cf. Valer. Max. viii. 13, ext. 2), 
sometimes at 109 (Apollodor. ap. 
Diog. viii. 58; Quintil. iii. I, 9 ; 
Olympiad. l. e. Suid.), sometime.3 
at 107 ( Cic. Cato, 5, I 3), some
times at 105 (Pausan. vi. 17, p. 
·195), sometimes less precisely at 
more than 100 (Demetr. Byz. 
ap. A.then. xii. ,548 d), came to 
an end subsequently t.o the death 
of Socrates. This is clear from 
Quintilian's eYidence, l. c., accord
ing to the pertinent remark of 
Foss (p. 8 sq.), also from Xeno
phon's statements concerning 
Proxenns. the pupil of Gorgias 
(Anabas. ii. 6, 16 sq.), also from 
Plato (Apol. 19 E), and from the 
statement (Pausan. vi. 17, p. 495) 
that Jason of Pherae highly es
teemed him (vide Frei, Rh. M. 
vii. 535); this agrees with another 
statemrnt, that Antiphon, who was 
born about the time of the Persian 
War (the second, no doubt), is 
called rather younger than Gorgias 
(Pseudoplut. Vit. X.: Orat. i. 9, 
p. 832, with which cf. Frei, l. c. 
530 sq.). According to all these 
indications, Gorgias can scarcely 
ha,·e lived earlier than Foss, p. 11, 
and Dryander, De Antipkonte 
(Halle, 1838), 3 sqg. supposP, ,iz. 
from Ol. 71, 1 to 98, 1. But he 
may perhaps have been later (as 
Kruger, ad Clinton Fasti Hell. p. 
388 thinks), and Frei may be more 
correct in assigning his birth proxi
mately to Ot. 7 4, 2 ( 483 B.C. ), and 
his death to Ol. 101, 2 (37/i B.c.). 
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help against the Syracusans.1 Already much esteemed 
in his own country as an orator and teacher of rbetoric,2 

he charmed the Athenians by his ornate and flowery 
language,3 and if it be true that Thucydides and other 
important writers of this and the succeeding epoch 
imitated his style,4 he must be allowed to have exercised 

1 Vide, concerning this embassy, 
the previons note and Plato, Hipp. 
},faj. 282 B; Pans. l. c. Dionys. 
Jud. Lys. c. 3, p. 458; Olympiad. 
in Gorg. p. 3 (likewise Plut. Gen, 
Soc. c. 13, p. 583, in itself not 
indeed hist,orical evidence), and 
Foss, p. 18 sq. 

2 This appears probable from 
the expressions of Aristotle ap. 
Oic. Bmt. 13, 46, and especially 
from his having been sent as am
bassador to Athens. Hardly any
thing besides is known of Gorgias' 
previous life, for the names of his 
father (ap. Pans. vi. 17, p. 494, 
Karmantidas, ap. Suid., Oharman
tidas), of his brother (Herodicus, 
Plato, Gorg. 448 B, 456 'B), and 
of his brother-in-law (Deicrates, 
Pm1s. l. c.) are immaterial to us; 
and the statement that Empedocles 
had been his teacher ( vide on this 
point Frei, Rh. Mus. viii. 268 sqq.) 
is not established by Satyrus ap. 
Diog. viii. 58; Quintil. l. c., Suidas, 
2nd the scholia on Plato's Gorgias, 
465 D ; and it cannot be deduced 
from the language of Aristotle, 
quoted p. 119, note. However 
credible it may be, therefore, 
that Gorgias may ha·rn received 
impulses from Empedocles, as an 
orator and rhetor, and may also 
have appropriated something from 
his physical theories (as we may 
infor from Ph1to, Meno, 76 C; 
Theophr. Fr. 3; De Igne, 73); it 
is questionable whether this in-

valves actual discipleship, and 
whether moreover the remark of 
Satyras, which primarily refers to 
the rhetoric of Gorgias, does not 
rest upon mere conjecture, perhaps 
even upon the passage in the 
Meno. The same may be said of 
the statement in the prolegomena 
to Hermogenes, Rhet. Gr. ed. Walz, 
iv. 14, where Gorgias is represente<l 
as having been taught by Tisias, 
with whom, according to Pansan. 
vi. 17, he C8ntended in Athens. 
To infer from Pint. De Adiil. c. 23, 
p. 64 ; Con:f. Praec. 43, p. J 44, 
that Gorgias led an immoral life 
is the less justifiable, as the anec
dote in the second of these passages, 
concerning his married life, con
tradicts the express testimony of 
Isocrates ,r, &.vno&cr. 1557, that he 
was unmarried. 

3 Diodor. l. e.; Plato, Hipp. 
l. c. ; Olymp. l. e. ; Prole,qg. in 
Hermog. Rhet. Gr. ed. Walz, iv. 
15 ; Doxopater, ibid. vi. 1 ii, &c. ; 
vide Welcker, Klein. Sehr. ii. 413. 

4 This is said of Thucydides in 
Dionys. Ep. ii. c. 2, p. 792; Jud. 
de TJme. c. 24, p. 869; Antyllus 
ap. Marcell. V. Thuc. p. 8, xi. 
Dind. ; of Oritias in Philostr. V. 
Soph. i. 9, 2; Ep. xiii. 919; cf. 
Isocrates, who was a hearer of 
Gorgias in Thessaly; Aristoteles 
ap. Q.nintil. Inst. iii. 1, 13; Dionvs. 
Jud. d. lsocr. c. 1, 535; De vi die. 
Demosth. c. 4, 963; Oic. Orator, 
52, 176; Cato, 5, 13; cf. Plnt. V. 
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considerable influence over Attic prose and even poetry. 
Sooner or later after his first visit, 1 Gorgias seems to 
have betaken himself permanently to Greece Proper, 
where he wandered through the cities as a Sophist,2 

earning thereby much wealth.3 In the last period of 

IJec. Oi·at. Isacr. 2, 15, p. · 836 sq. ; 
Philostr. V. Soph. i.17, 4, &c. (Frei, 
l. c. 541); of Agathon in Plato, 
Symp. 1(18 C, and the Scholiast on 
the beginning of this dialogue, cf. 
Spengel, ::Svva-y. Texv. 91 sq. ; of 
JEschines in Diog. ii. 63 ; Philostr. 
Ep. xiii. 919 ; cf. :Foss, 60 sq. 
That Pericles was not a ' hearer' 
of Gorgias is self-evident, aud is 
shown by Spengel, p. 64 sqq. 

1 For the supposition (Prolegg. 
in Hermog. Rhet. Gr. iv. 15) that 
he remained there after his first 
visit, is contradicted by Diodor. 
l. c., and by the nature of the 
errand on which he went. 

2 In Plato he says, Garg. 449 
B, that he teaches ob p.ovov ~v8&.oe 
a./\:A.a. 1<al l/,:A.:A.08,; this is confirmed 
by Socrates, Apal. 19 E, and hence 
Theag. 128 A. In the 11feno, 71 C, 
Gorgias is absent, but a former 
sojourn of his in Athens is spoken 
of. Cf. Hermippus ap. Athen. xi. 
505 d, where some unimport>tnt 
and very uncertain anecdotes on 
Gorgias and Plato are to be found 
(likewise ap. Philostr. V. Soplz. 
Prormn. 6, tn Gorgias and Chaeri
phon). There is mention of a 
journey to Argos, where attend
ance at his leccnres was forbidden, 
in Olympiod. in Garg. p. 40 ; 
Proxenus, according to Xenoph. 
Anab. ii. 6, 16 (after 410 B.c.), 
seems to have had instruction from 
him in Breotia. Among the writ
ings of Gorgias. an Olympic dis
course is named, which, according 
to Plut. Conj. Prmc. c. 43, p. 144; 

Paus. vi. l 7 ; Philostr. V. Saph. 
i. 9, 2; Ep. xiii. 919, he himself 
delivered at Olympia; also accord
ing to Philostr. V. S. i. 9; 2, 3, a 
discourse on the fallen in Athens., 
and the Pythian oration in Delphi. 
Much reliance, howe\·er, could not 
be placed on these statements as 
such, if the facts they assert were 
not in themselves probable. In 
regard to Siivern's mistaken con
jecture that Peisthekerus in the 
Birds of Aristophanes is intended 
for Gorgias, vide Foss, 30 sqq. 

3 Diod. xii. 53, and Suidas, re
present him as asking a premium 
of 100 minac, which is also said by 
others of Protagorns and of Zeno 
the Eleatic (vide p. 409, 2; Vol. I. 
609,?b.); in Plato's Greater Hippias, 
282 B, it is asserted that he gained 
much money in Athens; similarly 
in A then. iii. 113 e; cf. also Xenoph. 
Symp. i. 5 ; Anab. ii. 6, 16. On 
the other hand, Isocrates says ,repl 
a.vr,o6cr. 155, that he was indeed 
the richest of all the Sophists with 
whom he was acquainted, but that 
at his death he left only 1,000 
staters, which even iftheywere gold 
staters would only ,i,mount to 15,000 
marks (750l.). The magnificence 
of his external appearance would 
seem to have corresponded with 
his supposed wealth as, according 
to JElian, V. H. xii. 32, he used to 
appear in purple raiment; but the 
golden statue in Delphi is especi
ally famous ; which, according to 
Paus. l. c. and x. J 8, p. 842; Her
mipp. ap. Athen. xi. 505 d; Plin. 
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his life, we find him in Larissa in Thessaly, 1 where, 
after an extraordinarily long and hale old age,2 he 
appears to have died. Among the treatises ascribed 
to him 3 is one of a philosophic nature ; two declama
tions which bear his name 4 are probably spurious;5 

Prodicus 6 is mentioned 7 among the disciples of 

H. N. xxxiv. 4, 83, he himself 
erected, whereas according to Cic. 
De Grat. iii. 32, 129; Valer. Max. 
viii. 15, ext. 2, and apparently also 
Philostr. i. 9, 2, it was erected by 
the Greeks. Pliny and Valeri us 
describe it as massive; Cicero, 
Philostratus and the so-called Dio 
Chrys. Or. 37, p. 115 R, as gold.en, 
Pausanias as gilded. 

1 Plato, Meno, at the beginning. 
Arist. Polit. iii. 2, 1275 b, 26; 
Paus. vi. 17,495; Isocr. ,r, &.v'Tta6cr. 
155. 

2 In regard to the length of his 
life, vide supra; in regard to his 
green and hale old age, and the 
temperate life of which it was the 
fruit, vide Q,uintil. xii. 11, 21; 
Cic. Cato, 5, 13 (repeatedly in 
Valer. viii. 13, ext. 2); Athen. xii. 
548 d (Geel, p. 30, rigktly conjec
tures -yaCT-repos for ~'T<pov); Lucian, 
Macrob. c. 23; Stob. Floril. 101, 
21 ; cf. Foss, 37 sq.; Mullach, Fr. 
Phil. ii. 144 sqq. According to 
Lucian, he starved himself to 
death. One of his last sayings is 
reported by }Elian, V. H. ii. 35. 

3 Six discourses, probably also 
a system of Rhetoric, and the 
treatise 71'. q,vCTews r, 'TOu p,1/ tv-ros. 
Vide the detailed enquiry of 
Spengel, lwa-y. Texv. 81 sqq.; 
Foss, pp. 62-109. Foss and Schon
born (p. 8 of his dissertation quoted 
below) give thA fragment of the 
discourse on the Fallen, which 
Planudes, in Hermog. Rhet. Gr. 

ed. ·waJz, v. 64S, repeats from 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus. 

4 The D(fenee of Pcdamedes and 
the Praise of Helen. 

5 Opinions on this point are 
divided. Geel, 31 sq., 48 sqq., con
siders the Palamedrs to be genuine 
and the Helen spurious. Schon born, 
IJe authentia declainationum Gori!. 
(Bresl. 1826) defends both; Foss, 
78 sqq., and Spengel, l. e. 71 sqq., 
re.i ect both. Steinhart (Plato's 
Wtrke, ii. 509, 18) and Jahn, Pala
medes (llamb.1836), agree wit-h the 
last writers. To me the Palamedes 
appears, if only on account of its 
language, decidecily spurious, and 
the Helen very doubtful; but I can
not agree with J ahn's conjecture 
that these writings may lrnve been 
composed by the later Gorgias, 
Cicero's contemporary. Spengel 
may more probably be right in 
assigning the Praise of Helen to 
the rhetorician Polycrates, a con
temporary of Isocrates. 

6 W elcker, Prodikos von Keas, 
Vorgiinger des Sokrates. Klein. 
Sehr. ii. 393-541, previously in 
Rhein. Mus. 1833. 

' Soholia ad Plat. Rep. x. 600 
C (p. 421 Bekk.), of whom one calls 
him the pupil of Gorgias, another 
the pupil of Protagoras and Gor
gias, and a contemporary of Demo
critus. Suid. Ilpwra-y. and Ilp61i. 
Vide, on the other h;;nd, Frei, 
Qurest. Prot. 174. 
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Protagoras and Gorgias; but this is doubtless only so 
far true that, judging from his age, he might have been 
so, 1 A citizen of Iulis,2 a town in the little island of 
Ceos, renowned for the purity of the manners of its 
inhabitants; 3 a fellow-townsman of the poets Simon
ides and Bacchylides, he seems to have first come for
ward in his own country as an ethical teacher : whether 
it be true or not that he frequently journeyed, on public 
affairs/ to Athens, under whose dominion Ceos stood,5 

it was there only that he could find an important 
sphere of action. That he visited other cities is not 
altogether certain,6 but it is possible. Like all the 
Sophists, he required payment for his instructions; 7 

the esteem, in which he was held, is attested not only 

1 This may be deduced from known to Plato from his own ob
Plato, for Prodicus already ap- servation, and were fresh in the 
pears in the Protagoras (perhaps remembrance of his hearers. 
indeed rather too soon) as a Sophist 2 This is asserted by Suidas, 
of repute; and yet it is said, 317 and indirectly by Plato, P1·ot. 339 
C, that Protagoras might be his E, when he calls Simonides his 
father; also in A.pol. 19 E, he is fellow-citizen. Prodicus is always 
brought forward among the still without exception called Kei'os or 
liviµg and active Sophists; he can Ki'os (vide, concerning the ortho
therefore neither be older, nor very graphy, Welcker, 393). 
much younger, than Socrates, and 3 Of. on this point the passages 
his birth may be approximately cited by Welcker, 441 sq. from 
assigned to 460-466 B.C. This Plato, Prot. 341 E; Laws, i. 638 ; 
agrees in a general manner with A. Athan. xiii. 610; D. Plut. Mul. 
what is said of him by Eupolis and Virt. Kut,, p. 249. 
Aristophanes, and iu the Platonic ' Plato, Hipp. Maj. 282 C; 
Dialogues, and also with the state- Philostr. V. Scpk. i. 12. 
ment that Isocrates was his pupil 5 W elcker, 394. 
(vide Welcker, 397 sq.); although 6 What Plato says, A.pol. 19 E, 
we cannot assert anything very does not appear decisive, and the 
definite on the strength of it. The accounts of Philostr. V. S. i. 12; 
description of his personality in the Pro!Em. 6 ; Li ban. Pro Boer. 328 
Protagoras, 315 0 sq. would imply Mor.; Lucian,Herod.c.3,mayeasily 
that the traits there mentioned, be founded on mere conjecture. 
the careful attention to the invalid 7 Plato, Apol. 19 E ; Hipp. 
Sophist, and his deep voice, were Maj. 282 C ; Xen. Symp. I, ii, 4, 

VOL, II, E E 
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by the assertions of the ancients,1 but by the celebrated 
names that are found among his pupils and acquaint
ances. 2 Even Socrates is known to have made use 

62 ; Diog. ix. 50 ; according to 
Plato, Crat. 384 B; Arist. Rhet. 
iii. 14, 1415 b, 15, his lecture on 
the right use of words cost fifty 
drachmas ; another doubtless of a 
popular kind intended for a more 
general audience (like the lecture 
on Heracles perhaps), only a single 
drachma. The pseudo-Platonic 
Axiochus, p. 366 G, speaks of lec
tures at half-a-drachma, at two, 
and at four drachmas; but upon 
this we cannot depend. 

' Plato, Apol. 19 E ; Prot. 315 
D, and particularly Rep. x. 600 G, 
where it is said of Prodicus and 
Protagoras that they could per· 
suade their friends : Ws o6re ol,da.v 
oiJTE 1rOAiv T~V afrrWv 0wL,ce7v oio[ 'T' 

la-owta.L Uw µn acpe'is a.iJTWv brutrra
TT/(J'(l)(J'L Tfjs 1ratOe[as, «al brl -ralrrv 
TY cro<f,['f o/h-w crcp6'1ipa. cp,11.ovvTa.1, 
cf>a'TE µ&vov oVK E7rl 'Ta.Ls ,ce<pai\aLs 
1rep1cpipovcr1v a.In-oils o/ ha.7po,. Also 
it appears from Aristophanes ( cf. 
Welcker, p. 403 sq.) that Prodicus 
was respected at Athens, and even 
by this poet, the relentless foe of 
all other Sophists. Though he 
mi.y. have occasionally reckoned 
him (Tagenistce, Fr. 6) among the 
' chatterers ; ' yet in the Clouds, v. 
360 sq., he praises his wisdom and 
prudence in contrast with Socrates, 
without irony: in the Tagenistce 
(Fr. 6), he seems to have assigned 
him a worthy role, and in the Birds, 
v. 692, he introduces him at any rate 
as a well-known teacher of wisdom. 
The proverb {ap. Apostol. xiv. 76) 
ITpoo[Kov crocpd,npos ( not ITpo'li[Kov 
Tov Kfou, as W elcker supposes, 
395) has doubtless. nothing to do 
with the Sophist, but means ' wiser 

than an arbitrator:' Apostol., who 
takes ,rpo'li,Kos for a proper name, 
without thinking of the Gean, has, 
as Welcker observes, misunderstood 
the word. Welcker, p. 405, tries 
to show that this proverb .occurs 
at the beginning of the thirteenth 
Socratic letter, where we certainly 
find " IlpoOl1ai, TW Kfo, (]'o<j>WrEpov ~" 
but the expression here does not 
sound like a proverb : it relates 
only to supposed utterances of 
Simon concerning the Heracles of 
Prodicus. Even the predicate 
crocpbs (Xen. Mem. ii. 1 ; Symp. 4, 
62; Axioch. 366 G; Eryx. 397 D) 
proves nothing, for it is identical 
with 'Sophist' (Plato, Prot. 312 
G, 337 G, et pass.), still less does 
Plato's ironical 1rdcrcrocj)os Kal 6e7os. 
Prot. 315 E (cf. Euthyd. 271 G; 
Lys. 216 A). 

2 e.g., Damon the musician 
(Plato, Lach. 197 D), 'rheramenes, 
himself a Gean by birth (Athen. v. 
220 b ; Schol. on Aristoph. Clouds, 
360; Suid. 011paµ.); Euripides 
(Gell. xv. 20, 4; Vita Eurip. ed. 
Elmsl. cf. Aristoph. Frogs, 1188); 
Isocrates (Dionys. Jud. Is. c. 1, p. 
535; Pint. X. Orat. 4, 2, p. 836 ; 
repeated by Phot. Cod. 200, p. 
486 b, 15, vide Welcker, 458 sqq.). 
That Critias also attended his in
structions is in itself probable, but 
is not proved by Plato, Charm. 163 
D ; nor can it be established by 
Prot. 338 A, cf. Phcedr. 267 B, that 
Hippias the Sophist was influenced 
by Prodicus; of Thucydides, it is 
merely said, by Marcellinus V. 
Thuc. p. viii. Dind. and the Scholion 
ap. Welcker 460 (Spengel, p. 53), 
that in his mode of expression, he 
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of,1 and recommended, his instruction,~ though neither 
Socrates nor Plato assumed an attitude towards him 
really different from that in which they stood to Prota
goras and Gorgias.3 Beyond this we know nothing of 

took for his model the accuracy of 
Prodicus; the truth of which ob
servation Spengel, ::Svv. Texv. 53 
sqq., . proves by examples from 
Thucydides. According to Xenoph. 
Symp. 4, 62, cf. i. 5, Prodicus was 
introduced to Callias, in whose 
house we find him in the Prota
gora,s, by Antisthenes, who was also 
one of his followers. 

, 1 Socrates often calls himself, 
in Plato, the pupil of Prodicus. 
Meno, 96 D: [ 1<,vavvevEL] <1e .,.. 
ropy[as ollx LKcwWs 1rerraxOevKEvcu 
Kal iµ.~ Tip6atKOS. Prot. 341 A: 
you, Protagoras, do not seem to 
understand the distinctions of 
words: obx l/J(r1rep J'Y<l, gµrreipos OiCt. 
7Q µ.afJ71T1}s eTvai TipoOfaou Tov-rov"t: 
Prodicus always corrects him, he 
says, when he applies a word 
wro,ngly. , C~,a;·m. 163 D : ;Ipoof1<av 
µ.vpw. 'TLVct a1C1J1COa. ,repl 0110µ,a-rwv 

ow.,povv-ra,. On the other hand, 
we read in Grat. 384 B, that he 
knows nothing about the correct
ness of names. as he has not heard 
the fifty-drachma course of Prodi
cus, but only the single drachma 
course. In Hipp. Maj. 282 0, 
Socrates calls Prodicus his ~ro.7pos. 
Dialogues like those of Axiochus 
(366 C sqq.) and Eryxias (397 C 
sqq.) cannot be taken into conside
ration in regard to this question. 

2 In Xen. Mem. ii. 1, 21, he 
appropriates to himself the story 
of Heracles at the cross ways, 
which he repeats in all its details, 
from Prodicus; and in Plato, 
Thead. 151 B, he says that those 
who are not in travail with any 

mental birth, he assigns to other 
teachers: iiiv ,ro/1./1.olis µ.~,, oh i~e
OwKa IIpoO[,ccp, 1roi\i\0Vs OE" iii\i\o,s 
trocpoLS TE ,cal Be,nrecriots Cl.v~pd.cn. 
On the other hand, it is Antis
thenes and not Socrates, through 
whom Prodicus makes the acquaint
ance of Oallias. 

3 All the remarks of the Pla
tonic Socrates concerning the in
struction which he received from 
Prodicus, even those in the Meno, 
have an unmistakeably ironical 
tone, and as to any historical con
tent, nothing is to be derived from 
them, ·beyond the fact that Socrates 
was acquainted with Prodicus, aud 
had · heard lectures from him as 
from other Sophists. That he sent 
certain individuals of his acquaint
ance to him does not prove any 
special preference, for, according 
to the passage in the Themtetus, he 
sent others to other Sophists. We 
h,we no right to make of these 
others, one other, viz., Evenus, as 
Welcker does, p. 401. In Xen. 
Mem. iii. 1, Socrates even recom
mends the tactician Dionysodorus 
to a friend. He not only takes 
rebukes from Hippias in the 
Greater Hippias (301 C, 304 C), 
to which I cannot attach much 
weight, but from Polus, in the 
Gorgias, 461 C, without expressing 
himself in the ironical manner 
which he does ( Prat. 341 A) to 
Prodicus. He describes Hippias 
likewise as a wise man (Prat. 337 
C), and Protagoras (Prat. 338 C, 
341 A), Gorgias and Polus ( Gor_q. 
487 A); he calls the two last his 

EE 2 
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the life of Prodicus.1 His character is described, but 
only by later and untrustworthy testimonies,2 as licen
tious and avaricious. Of his writings, tradition has only 
handed down imperfect accounts and some imitations.3 

friends, and in the TheaJt. 161 D, 
he expresses himself as grateful 
to Protagoras with the same grace
.fol irony as elsewhere in speaking 
. of Prodicus. Although, therefore, 
: it may be true (W elcker, 407) that 
.Plato never brings his Socrates 
into collision in argument with 
Prodicus, nor introduces any pupil 
of his who might bring discredit 
on his teacher, as Callicles or Gor
gias, yet this proves little, for 
neither does he introduce any such 
pupils of Protagoras and Hippias; 
and CallicJes himself is not speci
ally quoted as a pupil of Gorgias. 
"\Vhether the non-appearance of 
Prodicus in the arguments shows 
a high estimation of him or the 
reverse would be matter of .enquiry. 
But if we recall the satirical man
ner in which Phito, Prot .. 315 C, 
represents· this Sophist as a .suffer
ing Tantalus; what insignificant 
and absurd parts he assigns him, 
ibid. 337 A sqq., 339 E sqq.; the 
fact that nothing special is recorded 
of him . except his distinctions of 
words ( vide inf. ), which are treated 
with persistent irony; and a rhe
torical rule of the simplest kind in 
Phmdr. 267 B; and that he is al
ways placed in the same category 
with Protagoras and other Sophists 
(Apol. 19 E; Rep. x. 600 C; 
Euthyd.. 277 E, and throughout 
the Protagoras ), we shall recei.ve 
the impression that Plato .regarded 
him indeed .as one of the most 
harmless of the Sophists, but of 
far less importance than Protagoras 
and Gorgias; and .that he recog-

nised no essential difference be
tween his labours and theirs. Of. 
also Hermann, JJe Boer. Magistr. 
49 sqq. 

1 According to Suidas and the 
scholiast on Plato, Rep. x. 600 C, 
he was condemned at Athens as a 
corrupter of youth to drink hem
lock. The falsity of this statement 
is undoubted, vide W elcker, 503 
sq., 524. Nor is there any ground 
for the theory that he chose this 
death voluntarily for himself. 

2 The scholium on Cloud;;, v. 
360, which perhaps is only re
peated erroneously from v. 354,. 
and Philostr. V. S. i. 12. where he 
is represented as employing people 
to act as recruiting officers for his 
instructions (perhaps merely on 
account of Xen. Symp. iv. 62). 
Vide, on this subject, Welcker, 513 
sqq. On the other hand, Plato, 
Prot. 315 C, describes him, not 
merely as weak in health, but as 
effeminate. 

3 Of his works there are known 
to us the discourse upon Heracles, 
or, as the proper title was, "npu, 
(Schol. on Clouds, 3/JO; Suidas, ilipu, 
Ilp6o.), the contents of which are 
given by Xen. Mem. ii. 1, 21 sqq. 
( other details in W elcker, 406 sqq. ), 
and the lectuiw 'll'epl 6110µ.&:rwv l,p86-
T'l)TOS (Plato, Euthyd. 277 E; Grat. 
384 B, &c.; Welcker, 452), which, 
even judging from Plato's carica
tures of it, must have been pre
served after the death of the au
thor. A statement in Themist. Or. 
xxx. 349 b, would seem to imply 
the existence of a panegyric on 
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Hippias of Ellis" seems to have been almost of 
the same age as' Prodicus.2 After the manner of the 
Sophists, he also wandered through the Greek cities in 
order to gain by his orations and lectures fame and 
money; and he frequently came to Athens1 where he 
likewise assembled round him a circle of admirers.3 

Agriculture; the imitation in the 
pseudo-Platonic A:ciochus, 366 B 
sqq. (Welcker, 497 sqq.), a dis
course on the mitigation of the 
fear of death, and the story in the 
Ery:cfos, 397 C sqq., a diseussion 
on the value and use of wealth. 

1 Miihly, Hippias von Elis, 
Rhein. Mus. N. F. xv. 514-535; 
xvi. 38-49. 

2 In this respect he is men
tioned in the Protagoras in the 
same way as Prodicus (vide supra, 
417, 1). So in the Hippias Maj. 
282 E, he appears considerably 
younger than Protagoras, but still 
old enough to come into conflict 
with that Sophist. Xenophon, 
Mem. iv. 4, 5 sq., depicts him as 
an old acquaintance of Socrates, 
who, at the time of the dialogue, 
had revisited Athens after a Jong 
absence, and Plato's Apol. 19 E, 
presupposes that in 399 B.c. he 
was one of the foremost Sophists 
of the time. Against this con
current testimony of Plato and 
Xenophon, the statement of the 
pseudo-Plutarch ( V. X. Orat. iv. 
16, 41) that Isocrates in his old 
age had ma~ried Plathane, the 
widow of the rhetorician Hippias 
(Suid. 'Ar/Japeos, first says the 
Sophist), cannot justify us in sup
posing (Milller, Fr. Hist. ii. 59; 
Mahly, l. c. in-. 520) that Hip
pias was only a little older than 
Isocrates ; we do not even know 
whether Hippias the Sophist is 

intended, ,and not some other per
son of the same name ; nor what 
relation the age of Plathane bore 
to that of her two husbands. If 
she was several decades younger 
than the first, but the same age or 
not much younger than the second, 
by whom she had no child, the 
birth of the Sophist ( even if he 
was really her first husband) must 
be placed about 460 n.c. On,the 
native city of Hippias all authori
ties are agreed. His supposed in
strnctm, Hegesidemus (Suid. 'J,r,r.)-. 
is wholly unknown, and perhaps is 
only mentioned through an error .. 
Geel concludes from Athen. xi. 
506 sq. that Hippias was a pupil, 
of Lamprus the musician and of 
the orator Antiphon; bnt there is 
not the smallest foundation for the 
story. 

3 What tradition has told us 
on the subject is this: Hippias, 
like other Sophists, . offered his 
instruction in different places 
for remuneration (Plat. Apol. 19· 
E and other passages); in the 
Greater Hippias, 282 D sq., he 
boasts of having made more money 
than any other two Sophists to
gether. The same dialogue, l. c. 
and 281 A, names Sicily, but es
pecially Sparta, as the scene of 
his activity; whereas, on account 
of the numerous political embassies 
to which he wa~ attached, he came 
less frequently to Athens; on the 
other hand, Xen. Jlfem. iv. 4, 5, 
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Preeminent for his vanity, even among the Sophists,1 
he aspired above all things to the reputation of uni
versal knowledge, constantly bringing out of the 
treasury of his manifold wisdom, according to the taste 
of his hearers, something new for their instruction and 
amusement.2 The same superficial manysidedness 

remarks only in a single passage, 
that after long absence he came to 
Athens and there met Socrates. 
The Leaser Hippias, 363 C, asserts 
that he usually at the Olympic 
games delivered lectures in the 
temple precincts, and answered 
any questions that were put to 
him. Both dialogues (286 B, 363 
A) mention epideictic speeches in 
Athens. (These statements are 
repeated by Philostr. V. Sop.Ii. i. 
ll.) Lastly, in the Protagoras, 
31,5 B, 317 D, we see Hippias with 
other Sophists in the house of 
Callias (with whom he is also re· 
presented as connected in Xenoph. 
Symp. 4, 62), where, surrounded 
by his followers, he gave informa
tion to all questioners concerning 
natural science and astronomy, and 
afterwards took part in the pro
ceedings by delivering a short 
discourse. vVe cannot, however, 
deduce with certainty from these 
statements anything more than is 
given in the text, since the repre
sentation in the G1·eater Hippias 
is rendered suspicious by the doubt
ful authenticity of that dialogue 
(vide Zeitseltr. f. Alterthumsw. 
1851, 2/56 sqq.), and even the 
details of the other dialogues are 
scarcely free from satirical ex
aggeration; while Philostratus is 
unmistakeably employing, not in
dependent and historical sources, 
but merely these Platonic dialogues. 
Tertnlli,m's assertion, Apologet. 46, 

that Hi ppias was killed in a trea
sonable undertaking, deserves no 
more credence than the other ini. 
quities which Tertullian ascribes to 
many of the ancient philosophers. 

1 e.g. in the matter of the 
purple robe which JElian, V. H. 
xii. 32, ascribes to him. 

2 In the Grea.ter Hippias, 285 
B sqq., Socrates, in ironical ad
miration of his learning, names, as 
subjects of his knowledge, astro
nomy, geometry, arithmetic, the 
science of letters, syllables,rhythms, 
and harmonies; he himself adds 
to these the history of the heroes 
and founders of cities, and of 
archreology in general, boasting at 
the same time of his extmordinary 
memory. The Lesser Hippias, in 
the introduction, mentions a lecture 
on Homer, and, at p. 368 B sqq., 
makes the Sophist boast, not 
merely of many and multifarious 
lectures in prose, but also of epics, 
tragedies, and dithyrambs, of his 
knowledge of rhythms and har
monies, and of the 1Jp66n7s 7pa.µ
µchwv, of his art of memory, and 
of every possible technical art and 
skill, e.g. the fabrication of clothes, 
shoes, and ornaments. These 
statements are subsequently re
peated by Philostratus l. c:; by 
Cic. IJe Orat. iii. 32, 127; Apul. 
Floril. No. 32 ; partially also by 
Themist. Or. xxix. 345 0 sqq., and 
on them is founded the treatisA of 
pseudo-Lucian, 'Irr1rf«s 1) f)a),a.viio11, 
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was no doubt characteristic also of his literary ac
tivity.1 

Of other celebrated Sophists who are known to us, 
it remains to mention Thrasymachus,2 of Chalcedon,a a 

which, however ( c. 3, sub init. ), 
itself claims to be a production of 
the time of Hippias. Meantime 
it is a question how much fact 
underlies this story; for if, c,i 

the one side, it is impossible to 
calculate to what point the vani~y 
of a Hippias might be carried ; OI! 

the other side it is very likely, and 
the language in which it is clothed 
favours the supposition, that in 
Plato's account, a boastful style 
of expression, not so altogether 
childish, or, generally speaking, 
the self.complacent encyclopoodic 
knowledge of the Sophists, may 
have been parodied in an exag
gerated manner. More reliance, 
in any case, is to be placed on the 
statement of the Protagoras, 315 
B (vide previous note), 318 E, 
that Hippias instructed his pupils 
in the arts (Tlxva,), under which 
may ha,·e been included, besides 
the arts named (arithmetic, astro
nomy, geometry, and music), en
cyclopredic lectures on mechanical 
and plastic art; and on the testi
mony of the Memorabilia, iv. 4, 6, 
that because of his universal know
ledge he aimed at saying always 
something new. Xen. Symp. 4, 62. 

1 The little that we know of 
his writings, or that has been pre
served from them, is to be found in 
Geel, 190 sq. ; Osann. IJer Sophist 
Hipp. als Archawlo_q, Rhein. Mus. 
ii. (1843) 495 sq.; Miill.er, Fragm. 
Hist. Gr. ii. 59 sq. ; J\fahly, t. c. 
xv. 529 sq., xvi. 42 sq. Through 
these works we learn something 
about the archooological treatise 

referred to in the Greater Hippias. 
Hippias himself says in a Frag
ment ap. Clem. Strom. ii. 624 A, 
that he hopes in this treatise to 
compose a work collected from 
earlier poets and prose-writers, Hel
lenes and barbarians, and agreeable 
by reason of its novelty and variety. 
The statement ap. Athen. xiii. 609 
a, is taken from another treatise, 
the title ofwhich,<Tuva'Y"''Y~ perhaps, 
had some more definite addition. 
In the Greater Hippias, 286 A, 
there is an allusbn, doubtless 
founded on fact, to a discourse 
containing counsels of practical 
wisdom for a young man, The 
lecture on Homer seems to have 
been distinct from this (Hipp. Min. 
cf. Osann, 509). Aecording to Plu
tarch, Numa. c. 1, end, Hippias 
made the first catalogue of the 
victors at Olympus, and we have 
no reason to doubt this statement, 
as Osann does. From a treatise of 
Hippias, of which no exact title is 
given, a notice is quoted, ap. Prokl. 
in Eucl. 19 (65 Fr.), concerning 
the Mathematician Ameristus, the 
brother of Stesichorus. Pausan. v. 
25, 1, refers to an elegy composed 
by him. What is said by Philostr. 
V. S. i. 11, of his style is perhaps 
only an abstract from Plato. 

2 Geel 201 sq.; C. F. Hermann, 
De Trasymacho Chalcedonio. Ind. 
Leet., Giitting. 1848-49; Spengel, 
TEX"· ::Sw. 93 sq., where the various 
statements as to the writings of 
Thrasymachus are also to be found. 

3 The Chalcedonian is his con
stant appellation, but he seems to 
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younger contemporary of Socrates,1 who occupies no in
considerable position as a teacher of rhetoric,2 but in 
other respects is unfavourably portrayed by Plato,3 on 
~ccount of his boastfulness, his avarice, and the undis
guised selfishness of his principles; Euthydemus and 
Dionysodorus, the two eristic pugilists, described by 
Plato with exuberant humour, who late in life came 
forward as professors of disputation, and at the same 
time as ethical teachers, whereas they had previously 
only given lectures on the arts of war and forensic 
oratory ; 4 Polus of Agrigentum, a pupil of Gor-

have spent a considerable portion 
of his life in Athens. From the 
epitaph in Athen. x. 454 sq., it is 
probable that he died in his native 
city. 

1 This is to be conjectured from 
the relation of the two men in 
Plato's Republic, but on the other 
hand it seems probable from Theo
phrast. ap. Dionys. IJe vi die. 
IJemostk. c. 3, p. 953 ; Cic. Orat. 
12, 3 sq., that he considerably 
preceded Isocrates, who was born 
in Ol. 86, 1 ( 435 B,c. ), and was 
older than Lysias (Dionys. Jitd. de 
Lys. c. 6, p. 464, in opposition to 
Theophrastus, regards him as 
younger ; but the contrary results 
from the Platonic representation). 
As the date of the dialogne in the 
Republic is supposed to be about 
408 B.C. ( cf. p. 86 sqq. of my trea
tise, mentioned p. 410, 4), Thrasy
machus must have at that time 
arrived to manhood. 

2 Vide infra. 
• Rep. i. cf. especially 336 B, 

338 C, 341 C, 343 A sqq., 344 D, 
350 C sqq. That this description 
is not imaginary, we should natu
rally presuppose, and the opinion 

is confirmed by Arist. Rhet. ii. 23, 
1400 b, 19; and in a lesser degree 
by the 8paO'vµ.axew/l.'IJ,j,11<epµ.aTos of 
Ephippus, ap. Athen. xi. 509 c. 
Thrasymachus, however, in the 
course of the Republic becomes 
more amenable; cf. i. 354 A ; ii. 
358 B; v. 450 A. 

4 Eutkyd. 271 C sqq., 273 C 
sq. where we are further told that 
these two Sophists were brothers 
(this we have no reason to think 
an invention), that they had emi
grated from their home in Chios 
to Thurii (where they may have 
formed a connection with Prota
goras), that they left the city as 
fugitives or exiles, and travelled 
about, remaining mostly in Athens, 
and tjiat they were about as old, 
perhaps rather older, than Socrates. 
Dionysodorus alsv appears ap. 
Xen. Mem. iii. 1, as a teacher of 
strategy. The statements of Plato 
and others concerning both the 
brothers are collected by Winckel
mann in his edition of Euthydemus, 
p. xxiv. sqq. Grote doubts (Plato, 
i. 536, 541) whether there were 
two Sophists in Athens correspond
ing to Plato's description in the 
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gias,1 who, like his master in his later years,2 confined 
his instructions to rhetoric ; the orators Lycophron, 3 

Protarchus,4 and Alcidamas,5 also belonging to the school 

ThetEtetus ; and this is so far true 
that this description is (as it never 
attempts to conceal) a satirical 
parody. In its main features, 
however, it is confirmed by Aris
totle and others, cf. p. 456; 467, 2). 
Grote further believes ( ibid. 559) 
that in the epilogue of the Euthy~ 
demns (304 C sqq.), the Sophist of 
that name is tre>tted as the repre
sentative of true dialectic and phi
losophy; but he has entirely mis
understood the design of this portion 
of the dialogue. Of. Part n. a, 
416, 3. Even Euthydemns 305 A 
D, proves nothing. 

1 He is described as an inhabi
tant of Agrigentum by the pseudo
Plato, Theag. 128 A; Philostr. V. 
Soph. i. 13, and Suidas, sub voce ; 
that he was considerably younger 
than Socrates is plain from Plato, 
Gm'fjias, 463 E. Philostratus calls 
him moderately wealthy, a Scho 
liast on Arist. Rlwt. ii. 23 (in Geel, 
173) 1ra'is TOu rop-y[ou, but the 
former is no doubt inferred from 
the high price of Gorgias' instruc
tions, and the latter ( according to 
Geel's just observation) from a 
misunderstanding of Garg. 461 C. 
There is reference to a historical 
treatise of Polus in Plato. PhtEdr. 
267 C; Garg. 448 C, 462 B sq. ; 
Arist. Metapk. i. 1, 981 a, 3 (where, 
however, we must not, with Geel, 
16 7, consider what follows as an 
extract from Pol us) ; cf. Spengel, 
l. c. p. 87; Schanz, l. c. p. 134 sq. 

2 Plato, Meno, 95 C. 
8 Lycophron is called a Sophist 

by Arist. Polit. iii. 9, 1280 b, 10, 
Alexander, in Soph. el. Schol. 310 
a, 12; in Metaph. p. 533, 18; Bon. 

and Ps. Plut. De Nobilit. 18, 3. 
What Arist. Rhet. iii. 3 ; Alex. 
Tap. 209, 222, relate of his mode 
of expression, stamps him as a 
pupil of Gorgias. Also the state
ments to be discussed, infra, pp. 
455,456,477; 487, 1, coincide with 
this. A few unimportant sayings 
are also to be found ap. Arist. Polit. 
l. c. Metaph, viii. 6, 1045 b, 9; cf. 
Alex. ad h. l. Concerning the man 
himself, vide Vahlen, Rhein. 1vfiis. 
xvi. 143 sqq. 

4 Plato unmistakeably de
scribes Protarchus (to whom in 
the Philebus the principal part after 
Socrates is assigned), Phileb. 58 A, 
as a pupil of Gorgias, and chiefly 
indeed in rhetoric, for his recom
mendation of oratory is here 
quoted as something which Prota
goras had often heard from him. 
As Plato elsewhere never introduces 
imaginary persons with names, we 
must suppose that Gorgias really 
had a pupil of this name; and in 
that case, the conjecture (vide 
Hirzel, Hermes, x, 254 sq.) has 
everything in its favour, that this 
Protarchus is the same from whom 
Aristotle, Phys. ii, 6, 197 b, 10, 
quotes a text probably taken from 
a public oration. 

5 Alcidamas of Ela,a in JEolia 
was the pupil of Gorgias, who after 
his death undertook the leadership 
of his rhetorical school (Suid. rop
"Y[a., 'Ai\K<O. Tzetz. Ghil. xi. 746; 
Athen. xiii. 592 c). He was a 
rival of Isocrates, and bitterly 
opposed him not only (as Vahlen 
shows: D. Rhetor Alkid. Sitzungs
beriohte der Wiener Akad. Hist.
Phil. Kl. 1863, p. 491 sqq., cf. 
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of Gorgias ; Xeniades, of Corinth, whose sayings remind 
us most of Protagoras ; 1 Antimoorus, the scholar of 
Protagoras; 2 Evenus of Paros,3 the rhetorician and 
teacher of virtue, and Antiphon, a Sophist of the time 
of Socrates,4 not to be confounded with the famous 

especially p. 504 sqq.) in his Me<T
<T1JP<a1<bs, but also in the discourses 
of his that have been preserved, 
and are probably genuine, against 
the writers of speeches or Sophists. 
A second declamation bearing his 
name, the denunciation of Pala
medes by Ulysses, is spurious. 
All the particulars known of his 
writings are given by Vahlen ; the 
fragments of them are to be found 
in Ord. Attici, ii. 154 sqq. That 
he survived the battle of r,fantinea 
(362 B.c.) is proved by his Messe
nian oration composed subsequently 
to that battle (Vahlen, 505 sq.). 

1 The only author who men
tions him is Sextus, Math. vii. 48, 
53, 383, 399, viii. 5; Pyrrh. ii. 18; 
according to JJ,fath. vii. 53, DetJ10-
critus had already spoken of him, 
no doubt in the same connection in 
which he had opposed Protagoras 
(vide snpra, 275, 2). As to his 
sceptical propositions, we shall 
have to speak further on (956). 
Grote, Plato, iii. 509, refers the 
statements of Sextus to the well
known Corinthian Xeniades, the 
m;i,ster of the Cynic Diogenes; 
and Rose, Arist. Libr. Ord. 79, to 
a treatise which must have been 
forged with his name ; but the 
fact of his haying been already 
mentioned by Democritus is here 
overlooked. 

2 Of this man we know nothing 
further than what is said in Prot. 
315 A, that he came from Mende 
in Macedonia, was regarded as 

the most distinguished scholar of 
Protagoras, and intended to make 
himself a professional Sophist. 
From the last remark we may 
infer that he really appeared sub
sequently as ;i, teacher. The same 
may perhaps hold good of Archa
goras ( Diog. ix. 54 ). Concerning 
Euathlus, vide p. 409, 2. 

3 Plato, Apol. 20 A; Plimdo, 60 
D; Plimdr. 267 A (cf. Spengel, 
::lvva")'. T. 92 sq.; Schanz, 138). 
According to these passages, he 
must have been younger than So
crates, was at once poet, rhetorician, 
and teacher of a.pET1/ &vepw,ri1111 TE 

1<al 1roil.1-r11<1J, and demanded a fee 
of five minre. Further p;i,rticulars 
concerning him in Bergk, Lyrici 
Gr. 476, and the writers there 
quoted. Ibid. 474 sq., for the frag
ments of his poems. 

4 On the personality of this 
man (concerning whom, according 
to Athen. xv. 673 e, Adrantus and 
Hephrestio wrote), cf. S;i,uppe. Orat. 
Att. ii. 145 sqq.; Spengel, ;"Svva"t· 
Texvwv, 114 sq.; Welcker, Kl. Sclir. 
ii. 422 ; Wolff, Porpliyr. De Philos. 
ex orac. haur. Rel. 59 sq. He is 
described as ,roq,<<TT1JS in Xen. 
Memor. i. 6, and is there repre
sented as seeking to allure to 
himself the pupils of Socrates, 
and consequently disputing with 
him on three occasions ; this pas
sage is referred to not only in Ps. 
Plut. V. Dec. Orat. i. 2, p. 832 
(where the Sophist of Rhamnus is 
expressly said to be meant), but 
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orator. Critias, also, the celebrated leader of the Athe
nian oligarchs, and Callicles, 1 must be counted among 
the representatives of the Sophistic culture, although 
they were far from being Sophists in the narrower sense, 
i.e., paid and professional teacbers,2 and the Platonic 
Callicles, from the standpoint of the practical politician, 

probably also in Aristotle's state
ment about Antiphon's jealousy of 
Socrates (ap. Diog. ii. 46). Aris
totle calls him 'Avr. o npaTolJ'K6-,,.os, 
and this agrees with Hermog. De 
Id. ii. 7 (Rhet. Gr. iii. 385 W, ii. 
414 Sp.), who, quoting Didymus 
the grammarian, distinguishes him 
by the appellation /J Kal npaTo
<nc61ros ,ca.l bveipoKpl·nJs A.e76µevos 
from Antiphon the rhetorician of 
Rhamnus. When Suidas mentions 
one Antiphon as TEpa-ro,nc61ros 1ml 
J1ro1ro,os Ka) IJ'Dc/><IJ'T~s, and a second 
as ove,po1<pl-r11s, he has no doubt 
erroneously referred to different 
persons two statements derived 
from separate sources, but relating 
to the same person. 'l'zetzes (in 
a scholium quoted by Wolff, l. c , 
from Ruhnken) represents Anti
phon o HpaTOcrn61ros as a contem
porary of Alexander; but this 
cannot weigh against the above 
more authentic and unanimous 
testimonies, and does not justify 
us in distinguishing, as Wolff does, 
o TepaTolJ'K61ros from the Sophist of 
the Memorabilia. His 1'6'Yot ,repl 
T?JS aA.1J8elas are discussed in Her
mog. l. c. p. 386, 387 W; a small 
fragment of the a' 'A1'118eias is given 
by Suidas, ali<1JTDS; some other 
writings, which are ascribed to him 
in the traditional text of Her
mogeues, belong to Antiphon of 
Rhamnus, as is clear from the sub
sequent context in Her:n::iogenes, 
and also from Philostr. V. Soph. i. 

15; and are only attributed to him 
through the carelessness of the 
transcriber, cf. Spengel, T. :::S. 115. 
In the treatise ,r, T. a1'1J8elas he 
no doubt brought forward the 
mathematical and physical theories 
to be mentioned later on; no frag
ments of any system of physics of 
his (as Wolff Sllpposes) have been 
handed down to us. The interpre
tations of dreams, mentioned by 
Cicero, Divin. i. 20, 39, ii. 70,144; 
Seneca, Controv. 9, p. 148 Bip.; 
Artemidor. Oneirucrit. ii. 14, p. 
109, Herch., seem to have been 
taken from a separate book. 

1 The principal interlocutor in 
the third part of the Gorgias, from 
481 B onwards, of whom we know 
so little tlmt his very existence 
has been doubted. In farnur of 
it, however, we have Plato's usual 
style, as seen in other instances, 
and the definite statement, 487 C, 
which seems to be quite of an indi
vidual character, whe.ther it be 
historical or not. Cf. concerning 
Gorgias, Steinhart, Pl. Werke, ii. 
352 sq. 

2 Some writers would there
fore distinguish Critias the Sophist 
fr,:,m the statesman of that name 
(Alex. ap. Philop. De An. C, 8; 
Simpl. De An. 8 a). Vide, on the 
other hand. Spengel, l. c. 120 sq.· 
Dionys. Ji,d. de l'huc. c. 51, and 
Phrynichus ap. Phot. Cod. 158, p. 
101 b, reckon Critias among the 
model .writers of the Attic style. 
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speaks contemptuously of the uselessness I of the theo
rists. On the other hand, in the political rules 2 of the 
famous Milesian architect, Hippodamus,3 the peculiarity 
of the Sophistic view of law and of the state is not 
discernible, although the multifarious literary activity 
of the man4 is suggestive of the character of the Soph
ists." The communistic theory of Phaleas the Chalce
donian 6 may perhaps with more probability be brought 
into connection with the Sophistic doctrine; it is at 
any rate quite in the spirit of Sophistic innovation, and 
may easily be deduced from the proposition that exist
ing rights are contrary to nature ; but we know too 
little about him, to be able to determine his personal 
relation to the Sophists. In regard to Diagoras, it bas 
already been shown 7 that we have no right to assume 
his atheism to have been based on his philosophy; and 

1 Gor_q. 484 C sqq., 487 C; 
cf. 515 A and 519 C, where Cal
licles, as politician, is clearly 
distinguished from Callicles as 
Sophist. 

2 Arist. Polit. ii. 8. 
3 Concerning the date and per

sonal circumstances of this man, 
who is mentioned by Arist. l. c. 
and Polit. vii. 11, 1330 b, 21, as the 
first person who attempted to lay 
out cities artistically, Hermann, 
De IIippodamoMilesio(Marb.1841 ), 
comes to the following conclusions: 
he may have been twenty-nve years 
old in 01. 82 or 83, when he made 
the plan for the Pirreus, that he 
planned the city of Thurii in 01. 
84; and in 01. 93, 1, when he 
built Rhodus, was considerably 
past sixty. Whether Hippodamus, 
i;he so- called Pythagorean, of whose 
treatises, 71'0 7!'0il.L'l'E[as and 7r. EU6aL-

µovices, s0me fragments are given 
by Stobreus, Floril. 43, 92-94, 98, 
71-103, 26, is the same person (as 
Hermann believes, p. 33 sqq.), 
and whether Hippodamus the 
Sophist really had any connection 
with the Pythagoreans ( ibid. 42 
sq.), cannot be ascertained. 

• Arist. Polit. ii. 8 : -yev6µevos 
u:al 1repl Thv ifi\Aov {3lov 1reptTT6Tepos 
Ota q,1/1.onµfav , , • A6')1LOS 0~ Kal 
'll'epl -r17v 3M,v <f,vaw (in physics, cf. 
Metaph. i. 6, 987 b, 1) efva, /3ovA.6-
µevos, 1rpWros rrWP µ,1} 1roA.1.:revoµEvw11 
Evexelp110-E TL 1repl 71"0;\L'TElas e£1re'iv 
r,-;js Cf.p[<TT1JS. 

5 Among whom Hermann, p. 
18 sqq., includes him. 

6 Arist. Polit. ii. 7, where he 
is mentioned as the first who de
manded an equality of goods. 

' Vide p. 320, 2. 
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the same holds good of the rhetoricians contemporary 
with the Sophists, so far as their art is not connected 
with the Sophistic doctrine by any definite theory of 
ethics or cognition. 

From the beginning of the fourth century, the im
portance of the Sophists grows less and less, though 
their name is still in use for teachers of eloquence, 
and generally for all those who imparted scientific in
struction for payment. Plato in his earlier dialogues is 
constantly at war with the Sophists; in the later, they 
are only mentioned when occasion specially calls for 
it. 1 Aristotle alludes to certain Sophistic propositions 
in the same way that he speaks of the theories of the 
physicists, as something belonging to the past ; that 
which he treats as permanent is the Eristic disputation 
which was indeed first introduced by the Sophists, but 
was not confined to them. We hear of no noteworthy 
representatives of Sophistic opinion after the time of 
Polns and Thrasymachus. 

3. The Teaching of the Sophists considered in its General 
Character. 

PLATO himself corn.plains that it is difficult rightly to 
define the nature of the Sophist.2 This difficulty lies 
for us chiefly in the fact that the teaching of the Sophists 
does not consist in fixed theorems equally acknowledged 
by all its adherents, but in a scientific mode of thought 

1 e.g. in the introduction to sophistic doctrines to be resumed. 
the Republic, where the connection 2 Soph. 218 C, sq., 226 A, 
with fundamental ethical enqui- 231 B, 236 C, sq. 
ries causes the polemic against 
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and procedure which, in spite of the unmistakeable 
family likeness between its different branches, is com
patible with a multiplicity of starting-points and results. 
Contemporaries designate by the name of Sophist, 
genenilly speaking, a wise man; 1 but more particu
larly, one who makes wisdom his calling and profession 2 

-who, not satisfied with informal and unmethodical 
influence on fellow-citizens and acquaintances, regards 
the instruction of others as his profession, and in his 
wanderings from city to city offers it for payment, to 

· everyone desirous of culture.3 As to its extent, this 
1 Plato, Prot. 312 C: ,rf ~-ye'i 

elvat 'TOv <to(J>t1J''Tt}11 ; 'E-y@ µ.Ev, ii 0, 
'bs, !JJ<Y1r€p Toi1voµa Ai-yEi, TOV'Tov Eivm 
'Tbv -r6.lv O'oc{J6Jv bnrrrf,µova, where 
the validity of the evidence as to 
the use of language is not affected 
by the derivation of the last 
syllables from i7r'L<YT'{iµwv, in the 
manner of Platonic etymologies. 
Diog. i. 12 : o1 o~ <rocpol 1<al <roq,,<rTal 
l1<a7'.ovPTo. In this sense Hero-

. <lotus, i. 29, iv. 95, calls Solon and 
Pythagoras, and in ii. 49 the 
founders of the cult of Dionysus, 
Sophists. The name is also ap
plied by Cratinus, ap. Diog. i. 12, 
to Homer and Hesiod, by Sopho
cles in the fragment ap. Bohol. 
Pind. lsthm. v. 36, &c. (Wagner, 
Frag. Gr. Fragm. i. 499, No. 992) 
to a citharist; by Eupolis (ac
cording to the Schol. Ven. Zi,. ll. 
0, 410; Eustath. in h. l. p. 1023, 
13) to a rhapsodist ; according to 
Hesych. <roq,,<rT., the designation 
was in use for all musical artists. 
Androtion ap. Aristid. Quatuorv. 
T. ii. 407 Dind., Aristarchus ap. 
Plut. Frat. Am. i. p. 478 and 
Isokr. 7r'. avna6<r. 235 apply it to 
the seven sages; the first of these 

authors applies it to Socrates also 
(while on the othn hand Mschin. 
Adv. Tim. § 173 describes Socrates 
as a Sophist in the later sense); 
Diog. Apoll. ap. Simpl. Phys. 32 
b; Xenoph. Mem. i. 1, 11; Ps.
Hippokr. 7r'. apx. la.Tp. c. 20; Isokr. 
l. c. 268, apply it to the ancient 
physicists ; JEschines the Socratic 
and Diodorus to Anaxagoras (vide 
sitpra, p. 325); Plato, Meno, 85 B, 
to the teachers of mathematics ; 
conversely, the Sophists are called 
,rocpol, vide si,p1Yt 418, 3, end; 419, 
4 ; cf. Plato, Apoll. 20 D. The 
explanation of the word as ' teach
ei·s of wisdom ' is disputed by 
Hermann, Plat. Phil. i. 308 sq., as 
it appears to me, rightly; while 
Steinhart, Plat. Leben, 288, 92, 
defends it. 

2 Plato, Prot. 31.5 A (which ex
plains 312 B): brl 'TEXV!I µavea,,e,, 
&s crocpt<1Tr]s €a'6µEvos; 316 D: 
€7@ OE T1/v uoq>t<J''TLKf)v rfx.,,,rw <fn7µl 
µev eiva.i ,ra7'.a.u!v, etc. Epitaph on 
Thrasymachus in Athen. x. 454 sq. 
'f/ 0€ 'TEXVTJ [ SC. ahov] <roq>ir/. 

3 Xenoph. JV[em. i. 6, 13: 1<al 
T1}v croc:pfav ci,cra.1h·et.·s Tot.ls µfv Up7v
plov 'Tff f3ovA.oµevq, 7rW7'.0VPTa.S ,rocp,-
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instruction might embrace everything included by the 
Greeks in the comprehensive idea of wisdom,1 and its 
task might therefore be variously apprehended: while 
some Sophists, like Protagoras and Prodicus, Euthyde
mus and Evenus, boasted of imparting to their pupils 
intellectual and moral culture, civil and domestic virtue,2 
Gorgias laughs at such a promise, and confines his in
structions to rhetoric; 3 while Hippias prides himself on 
his proficiency in arts of all kinds, on his archreological 
and physical knowledge,4 Protagoras, as teacher of poli
tics, feels himself far above this learning of the study.5 

Yet even in the art of politics many different branches 
were included ; for example, the brothers Eutbydemus 

crT(/.s &."n'o1wAoV<tw· 30"Tts OE ~v &.11 
7vri5 EfJ<pva gV'Ta 0L0cf<TJCOOV Q 'TL ti_JI ~X1J 
U-yaeOv q>[i\.ov 'Jl"OLE"ira.z, TOVTOY voµ[
(oµev & T<p ,ca7'.rp tco,ya8c'j) ,ro7'.iT17 
,rpo,rq1<E1 Te<vTa ,ro,iiv; cf. p. 409, 
2; 417, 7; Protagoras ap. Plato, 
Prot. 316 C: !•>OV -yap i!.vopa ,rnl 
l6vra els 1r6Aets µ.e"Yd.Aas «al iv 
TaVrais 1refeovTa -r&v vE""v 'Tatis 
/3EA.Tl<1rovs, &:1roA.el1ro11Tas -rtt.s TWv 
ifi\i\wv crvvovcrlas . . . Eav·nj, uvve"i
vat Ws fJeJ..Tlovs laoµivovs OtU r1}v 
€avToV crvvovcrlav, etc. (cf. 318 A); 
Apol. 19 E,: 1ra,oevE1v ~vfJpd,,ro~s 
{f,,r,rep fop')«C<S, etc. TOVTWII J'C<p 
€1talTTOS ••• l6Jv els €Kcf<TT1JV rWv 
,r6A.ewv ToVs 11Eovs, oTs ~~E<I'TL 7ci)v 

EauTWJ! 7TOA.tT@v ,rpo"iKa ~uve7vaL $ av 
flo{iAWVTaL, rroVrovs 1re{8ou<TL Tas 
€H:e{vwv !vvovtrlas &.1roi\t1C'6vras ucpltrt 
!vveiva, XPt/P.C<TC< li<'ii6vTas Kal xapw 
1rpocrE<oeva,. Similarly Meno, 91 B. 

1 Arist. Et!,. N. vi. 7. 
2 Inf note 5; sup. 408, 2; 424, 

4; 426, 3. I do not think that 
the words of Prodicus, ap. Plat. 
Eut1iyd. 305 C (oOs fq,,, np6o, 

µ.e96p,a q,,7'.o,r6q,ov TE ibop'os teal 1ro· 
7'.in1<ov), are intended to describe 
the position ascribed to himself by 
that Sophist. 

3 Plato, Meno, 95 C; cf. PT,ileb. 
58 A. Polus, Lycophron, Thrasy
machus, etc., p. 423 sqq. 

• Bztpra, p. 422, 2. 
5 In Prat. 318 D, the Sophist 

says that it shall not be with his 
scholars as with those of other 
Sophists (Hippias), who Ttts rexvas 
ailroVs 7r€<f>Et:1-y&Tas l1,,cov'Tas ,rd,A.w aV 
if'}'OJJTES Eµ{3di\A.ovcnv els TExvas, i\o .. 
7tuµ0Vs 7'€ Kcd &.(J'rpovoµ{av ,cal -yew
µerplav ,co;L µoucrt,ct}v OtOd.cncovTES : 
by him they shall only be taught 
what suits their purpose: 7'/, o~ 
µd.8'1"/µ,d. JuTLJJ eV/3ovA.{a 1rep[ TE rrWv 
ol,ce{wi·, 01rws av ltpiura T1/v aiJToV 
obdav Ot~ouw7, :Cal - ,rep~ ri:w Tijs 
'7J"6A.ews, Q7rc.i,s Ta TTJS 1roA.ews Ovva-
7c/JraTos '&v e"fr, Kal 1rprlTTEtv Kcd 
71.e-yE<v, in a word, therefore, the 
,ro/\.<T<K1J T<XV?/, the introduction to 
civic virtue. 
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and Dionysodorus combined with ethics, lectures on 
strategy and military tactics,1 and even Protagoras 2 is 
said to have entered into details of wrestling and other 
arts, applying them in such a manner as to contradict 
professional men. When therefore Isocrates, in his 
speech against the Sophists, includes under that name 
the Eristic teachers of ethics and the teachers of elo
quence, while an opponent 3 applies it to Isocrates him
self, on account of his studied and written speeches, 
this is entirely consonant with the language of the 
time. Every paid teacher of the arts included under 
higher culture is called a Sophist. The name relates 
primarily to the object and external conditions of in
struction. In itself it implies no judgment concerning 
the worth or scientific character of this instruction; it 
rather admits the possibility that the Sophistic teacher 
may impart genuine science and morality as well as the 
reverse. Plato and Aristotle were the first to restrict 
the idea of the Sophistic doctrine within narrower limits 
in discriminating it as dialectic Eristic from rhetoric, 
and as a false appearance of knowledge, arising out of a 
perversion of the moral sense, from philosophy. The 
Sophist, according to Plato, is a hunter who, giving 
himself out as a teacher of virtue, seeks to catch rich 
young men. He is a merchant, a host, a pedlar, who 

1 P. 424, 4. 
2 Plato, Soph. 232 D; Diog. ix. 

53; cf. Frei, 191. According to 
Diogenes, Protagoras wrote a 
treatise, 1repl 1rc!.1''1/s ; Frei con
jectures that this may be a portion 
of a more comprehensive work on 
the arts; but perhaps some later 

writer may have composed a sepa
rate treatise out of the discussions 
mentioned by Plato, and these dis
cussions may have been really in 
the Eristic disputations or the con
tradictions. 

8 Alcidamas, vide p. 425, 5. 
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traffics in art, a tradesman who makes money by dispu
tation : 1 a person who may no doubt be mistaken for a 
philosopher, but to whom it would be doing too much 
honour to ascribe the higher vocation of purifying men 
by means of the elenchic art, and of freeing them from 
conceit.2 The Sophistic teaching is an art of decep
tion: it consists in this-that men without real know
ledge of the good and right, and conscious of such a 
deficiency, can g·ive themselves the appearance of that 
knowledge, and in conversation with others can involve 
them in contradictions.3 It is therefore no art at all, 
but a flattering shadow of an art-a caricature of the 
true art of politics, which is related to it only as the 
art of dress is to gymnastic, and is distinguished from 
false rhetoric only as the setting up of principles is dis
tinguished from the application of them. 4 Similarly, 
Aristotle describes the Sophistic doctrine as a science 
confined to the unessential; as appearance-knowledge,5 
or, more exactly, as the art of gaining money by mere 
appearance-knowledge.6 These descriptions are evi-

1 Sopli. 221 C, 226 A; cf. Rep. 
vi. 493 A : i!,carr-ros -rwv µ.wOapvovv
Twv lOLwT@v, olis 01} oUro, crocpurTCl.s 
Ka.i\ot/(]"i, etc. 

2 Sopli. 226 B-231 C. 
' Ibid. 232 A-236 E, 264 C 

sqq. ; cf. Meno, 96 A. 
' Gor.q. 463 A-465 C; Rep. 

l. o.; cf. Part n. a, 509 sq., 3rd ed. 
s Metapli. vi. 2, 1026 b, 14; xi. 

3, 8, p. 1061 b, 7; 1064 b, 26. 
6 Metapli. iv. 2, 1004 b, 17; 

Sopli. El. c. 1, 165 a, 21 : frn -yap 
1] <ro<j>tUTLK1] q>cu110µ.Ev?'] uocpla oVo-a 
O' oD, Kal O <ro</)tcTT1}s XP?'Jf-kO.TLcrT1]s 
rbrO tpawoµ.Ev11s uocplo.s l.tAA.' oU,c 

oila"l/S, Ibid. c. 11, 171 b, 27; cf. 
33, 183 b, 36: o/ 7repl -roh Jp<<T'TL· 
1<0/Js 7'6-yovs µ.,rrOapvouv-res. Still 
stronger langnHge is used by the 
psend?-Xeuopho°;, , J?e !7~nat. ;:· 
13 : 0£ 11'0</>L<T-ral Ii •71'£ T'f' _e!a'll'aT'fV 
i\~)'OV<J'l. Kal ?P~cpov~u\ E1rl, 'l'q; Ea~rii;v 
1<epliet, 1<al ovlieva ovliev wcpe7'ov<T,v • 
oUOE rflp a'ocpOs cdrrWv E'YEvEro oUOels 
oVO' EuTLV • . • ol µEv 'Yap uo</)urral 
1ri\ovcrlous ,cal vEovs (J71p&vrm, ol 
lie <f't71.6rrocpo, 'll'U<TL /COtVol 1<al q,i7'o, • 
,,.{,xas (happy circumstances) lie 
b.vBpWv oilre •nµii:d,v ot/Te U.Tiµa
(ou,n. 

VOL. II. F F 
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dently in part too narrow, in part too broad, to afford 
us trustworthy information concerning tbe peculiar 
character of the phenomenon we are considering-too 
narrow, because from the outset the idea of the wrong 
and untrue is included as an essential characteristic 
in the conception of the Sophistic doctrine; too broad, 
because they do not represent that doctrine in its defi
nite historical aspect, as it actuaUy appeared at a certain 
period, but as a universal category. This is Lhe case, 
in a still higher degree, with the language of the more 
ancient accounts. The conception of a public instruc-
tion in wisdom tells us nothing as to the content and 
spirit of this instruction, and whether it was imparted 
for payment or not, is in itself quite unimportant. If, 
however, we consider the circumstances under which the 
Sophists made their appearance, and the earlier customs 
and culture of their nation, these traits will serve in 
some degree to explain their peculiar character and 
significance. 

The previous method of education and instruction 
among the Greeks provided indeed distinct teachers for 
particular arts and accomplishments, such as writing, 
arithmetic, music, gymnastic, but left everyone to re
ceive bis general training and education simply through 
intercourse with bis family and acquaintance. It some
times happened, no doubt, that individual youths allied 
themselves with some man of special reputation, in 
order to be introduced by him · to public affairs ; 1 or 

1 Thus Plutarch in his life of Mnesiphilus, who, as Plutarch ob
Thcmistocles represents that states- serves, belonge<l neither to the 
man, in the beginning of his public orators, nor to the cpv<J'ui:ol cp,;,..6. 
career, as seeking intercourse with <J'ocpo,, but aimed at distinguishing 
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that . teachers of music or other arts attained, under 
certain conditions, to a more extended sphere of per
sonal and political influence.1 In neither case, how
ever, is there question of any formal instruction, any 
directions, based on certain rules, for practical activity, 
but only of such influence as, without any express 
educational purpose, must naturally result from free 
personal intercourse.2 Not one of the ancient Physicists 
can be supposed to have opened a school of bis own, 
or given instruction in the way that was afterwards 
customary : the communication of their philosophical 

himself by what was then c>illed this case, as in Plato, Symp. 20~ D, 
,;o</)la, the 1i«v6T1JS 1'oil.,,..,,d7 ICal seems to design,ite both the Sophist 
15pa,nripws !J'VVE!J'tS, on the ground and the crafty man) concealed his 
of an old family tradition of Solon; avocation us te:tcher of Pericles 
'i;v oi µ._e.,.a, TavTa, ~dds Pl~tarch, in politics, under the mask of a 
01.,ca.vuw,,s- 1.1.,~a.11-rEs Texvms !<'at µ.eTa- musician. Similarly, Protagoras, 
')'a:yovns C.t1'0 7WV 1'pa~EWV 'T7/V ap. Plat. Spmp. 203 D, rnainh,ins 
lt!J'IC'l)!J'tv l1rl 'ToVs ~ 67ovs !J'Oq><!J''Tal that the art of the Sophists is 
r.po!J'1}')'opev8r,!J'av. very ancient, but from fear of the 

1 e.g. Damon, cf. Plut. Per. 4; dislike attaching to them, thev 
Plato, Lach. 180 D; Alcib. i. 118 had all before him concealed it-; 
C, and Pythoclides, cf. Plut. l. c.; some having called themselves 
Plato, Prat. 316 E; Aloib. i. 118 C. poets, as Homer, Orpheus, Simo-

2 Plutarch has drawn this dis- nides, &c.; others gymnasts; other, 
tinction quite correctly (Them. 2) again musicians, as Agathocles and 
when he says that those persons Pythoclides. Here it is in fact 
were called Sophists who trans- conceded what Prot., 317 B, ex
ferred political training from prac- pressly declares, and what was of 
ticttl acti,ity to speeches; Sophists course self-evident in most of tlrn 
in the sense alluded to p. 430, 3, above-mentioned cases, viz .. that 
can only be said to exist where the the distinguishing mark of those 
arts and skill, which hitherto had who were called Sophists in the 
been attained by practice in the special sense-the Jµo/..o')!Ew ,ro
treatment of actual cases, are hence- </)t!J'r1)s eTvai 1<al ..-a,oevetv &vepw,ross 
forth founded on theoretical in- -was absent in the predecessors 
struction (71.&')'o<) and the uni.ersal of Protagoras; they are uo</)ol, 
rules of art which are thus irn- 1 ike the seven wise men, but not 
parted. Plutarch also says, less <TO</)t!J'ral, according to the mean
accnrately (Per. 4), that Damon ing of the word in the time of 
being an l!.1<pos ,roq,,!J'r71s (which in Socrates. 

FF 2 
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doctrines seems to have been entirely confined to the 
narrower circle of their acquaintance, and to have been 
conditioned by the relation of personal friendship. If 
a Protagoras and his successors departed from this 
custom, it argues a two-fold change in the popular 
estimation of science and scientific teaching. On the 
one hand, such teaching was now declared to be indis
pensable for everyone who desired to distinguish him
self in active li.fe: the previous capability for speech 
and action attained merely by practice was condemned 
as unsatisfactory.: theoretical study, and the knowledge of 
universal rules, were announced as necessary.1 But on 
the ,other hand science, so far as the Sophists troubled 
themselves about it at all, was essentially restricted to 
this practical problem. It is not in knowledge as such, 
but simply in its use as a means of action, that its 
worth and importance are sought.2 The Sophistic doc
trine, therefore, stands on the 'boundary line between 
Philosophy and Politics ; ' 3 practice is to be supported 
by theory, and enlightened in regard to its ends and 
means ; but theory is to be merely a help to practice. 
This science is, in its general aim and purpose, a phi
losophy of enlightenment and nothing more. 

From this point of view alone can we rightly 
criticise the disputed question concerning the pay-

1 This fundamental distinction 
between the instruction of the 
Sophists, and the purely practical 
instruction of the pre,·ious teachers, 
is overlooked by Grote, viii. 485 
sq., when he maintains that the 
appearance .of the Sophists was 
nothing new, and that they only 

differ-ed from Damon and others 
in the superior amount of know
ledge and ability which they 
brought to the exercise of their 
profession. 

2 Of. also p. 430, 3. 
• Vide sttpra, p. 431, 2, 
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ment accepted by the Sophists. As long as the im
parting of philosophic opinions and knowledge was 
on the same line with all other educational intercourse 
between friends, there could, of course, be no question 
of payment for philosophic instruction ~ the study of 
philosophy was, like instruction in it, even with those 
who wholly devoted themselves to philosophy, an affair 
of free choice. This is the light in which both were 
regarded by Socrates, Plato and Aristotle, and conse
quently the idea of remuneration for instruction in 
philosophy was energetically opposed by these men as 
a gross indignity. Wisdom, in the opinion of the 
Socrates of Xenophon, like love, should be bestowed as 
a free gift, and not sold.1 He wbo teaches any other art, 
says Plato,2 may take wages in return, for he does not 
profess to make his pupil just and virtuous ; but he who 
promises to make others better must be able to trust to 
their gratitude, and should therefore 1·equire no money. 
Aristotle expresses himself in a similar strain.3 The re
lation between teacher and pupil is with him no business 
_connexion, but a moral and friendly relation, founded 
on esteem ; the merit of the teacher is not compensated 
by money-it can only be rewarded by gratitude of the 
same kind that we feel towards parents and towards the 
gods. From this point of view we can well understand 
the harsh judgrnents that were passed on the earnings of 
the Sophists by Plato and Aristotle, as we have seen, 
p. 432 sq. That the same judgments, however, should 

. 1 Mem. i. 6. 13; vide sitpra, 
p. 430, 3. 

2 Gorg. 420 C sqq. ; cf. Soph. 

223 D sqq. The same in Isocr. 
Adv. Sopk. 5 sq. 

• Eth. N. ix. 1, 116'1 a, 32 sqq. 
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now be repeated, that in an age in which all instruc
tion is usually given by salaried and paid teachers, and 
by such as on this very account would have been con
sidered Sophists in Greece, the teachers of the fifth cen
tury before Christ should, merely because they demanded 
payment for their instructions, be treated as mean
spirited, self-seeking, arnricious men-is a flagrant 
injustice, as Grote justly maintains. 1 "Where the ne
cessity for scientific instruction is more extensively felt, 
and in consequence a separate class of profes.,;ional 
teachers is formed, there the necessity also arises that 
these teachers should be able to support t]Jemselves 
by the labour to which they devote their time and 
r-;trength. Even in Greece this natural demand could 
not be ignored. A Socrates, in his magnanimous con
tempt for the necessaries of life, a Plato and an Aris
totle, with their ideal theory of the relation between 
master and teacher- an ideal fostered by their own 
easy personal circumstances, and by the Hellenic preju
dice against all industrial activity-may have disdained 
all remuneration for their teaching ; and the mass of 
the people may have been the more ready to blame 
the Sophists for their gains, which were represented, 
no doubt, as much greater than they actually were; 
for in this case the universal ill-will of the unculti
vated man towards mental work the labour and trouble 
of which are unknown to him, was combined with 
the jealousy of natives towards foreigners, of demo
crats towards the teachers of the upper classes, of the 
friends of the old against innovators. In point of 

' L. c. 493 sq_. 
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fact, however, as has been well observed,1 there was no 
reason why the Sophists, especially in foreign cities, 
should have given their instructions gratuitously, or 
should have themselves defrayed the cost of their 
maintenance and of their journeys. Even Greek cus
tom in no way forbade payment for intellectual posses
sions-painters, musicians and poets, physicians and 
rhetors, gymnasiarchs and teachers of all kinds were 
paid; and the Olympic victors received from their 
native cities rewards of money as well as prizes, or 
even themselves collected contributions in their con
querors' wreaths. Nor can the theory of payment for 
philosophic teaching be condemned without further 
argument, even from the ideal standpoint of Plato and 
Aristotle ; it does not necessarily follow that the scientific 
activity of tbe teacher or his moral relation to his 
pupil should thereby be corrupted; for, in analogous 
cases, the love of the wife for her husband is not affected 
by the judicial obligation of the husband to maintain 
her, the gratitude of the restored patient to· the physi
cian is not deteriorated by his fee, nor that of children 
to their parents by the circumstance that the parents are 
bound by law to support and educate them. That the 
Sophists should have asked payment from their pupils 
and hearers could only be turned to their disadvantage if 
they had made exorbitant demands,and had shown them
selves generally in the pursuit of their calling to be cove
tous and dishonourable. But it is only in regarJ to some 
of them that this can be proved. Even in antiquity, no 
doubt very exaggerated notions were rife concerning 

1 Welcker, Kl. Sehr. ii. 420 sqq. 
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the payments they claimed, and the riches which they 
amassed; 1 but Isocrates assures us that not one of 
them had made any considerable fortune, and that their 
gains did not exceed a moderate amount.2 And though 
it is quite possible that many, especially among the 
younger Sophists, may have deserved the reproach of 
selfishness and covetousness,3 it ia a question whether 
we ought to apply to a Protagoras and a Gorgias the 
descriptions of sophistic teaching which men, to whom 
all payment for philosophic instruction appeared at the 
outset as something vulgar and shameful, bad copied 
from the Sophists of their own time. Protagoras, at any 
rate, showed great consideration for his pupils 4 when 
he left the amount .of his fee to be decided by them
selves in doubtful cases; 5 and that there was a difference 
in this respect between the founders of Sophistic 
teaching and their successors, is indicated by Aristotle. 6 

' Vide the statements on this 
subject, p. 409, 2; 410, 1; 415, 3; 
418, 1 ; 421, 3. 

2 Il. C1.vTt06<r. 155 : 8i\ws µ.Ev oOv 
oi.lOels ebpe61/creTaL TWv KaA.ovµEvu.111 
<TO</>L<T'TWV 1roi\i\a xp{iµ,a-ra <111)\i\e~cf.
µevos, &AA, oI µb, ?v 0Af-yo,s, ol 
3' ~v 1rcfvu µ,e-rpfo,s -rov f3lov lha,'a
,'6117«. Vide the statement as to 
Gorgias (quoted p. 415, 3), who 
amassed more wealth than any of 
the Sophists, aud had neither 
public nor family expenses. We 
must not suppose that the Sophists 
earned as much as the actors. In 
later times, the fee for a course of 
instruction seems to have been 3-5 
mime. Evenus in Plato, Apol, 
20 B, asks 5; Isocrates who, like 
other rhetoricians, took 10 minre 
(Weleker, 428), ridicules the Eris-

ties (Adv. Sopk. 3), because. the 
whole of virtue was to be had from 
them for the absurd price of 3 or 4 
minre ; while in Hel. 6, he blames 
them for only caring for the money. 

3 Of. p. 424, 3; 433 sq. 
4 As Grote (Hist. of Gr. viii. 

494) rightly observes. 
5 Of. p. 409, 2. 
6 In the passage quoted by 

Welcker, k'tk. 1'\~ ix. 1, 1164 a, 2:l 
sq., where this custom of Protagoras 
as to payment is mentioned, and 
Aristotle then goes on to say that 
it was different with the Sophists, 
i.e. with those of his own time: 
these no doubt were obliged to 
demand payment in advance, for 
no one after getting to know their 
science would have giYen them any
thing for it. Xenopl;, De Venat. 
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If we consider impartially the circumstances under 
which these men arose, and the accounts which have 
peen preserved of them, we are not justified in charging 
the Sophists as a body, and especially those of the earlier 
generation, with niggardliness and avarice. 

But although we must protest, on behalf of the So
phists, or at any rate of many of the most important of 
them, against a prejudice which for more than two 
thousand years has done more than all besides to injure 
their good name, two things must yet be borne in mind. 
In the first place, the introduction of payment for 
scientific instruction in that period, whatever we may 
think of its moral justification, is at any ra~e a proof of 
the change already adverted to in the general estimation 
of the worth and importance of scientific knowledge-a 
sign that now ,instead of honest enquiry, satisfied with the 
knowledge of the actual, that knowledge only is sought, 
and regarded as worthy and attainable, which may be 
employed as a means to other ends, and consists less in 
general mental culture than in certain practical capa
bilities. The Sophi3ts claimed to teach the special 
tricks of eloquence, of worldly prudence, of the manage
ment of men; and it is the prospect of the resulting 
advantage, the possession of political and oratorical 
trade-secrets, which they, as indispen~able guides, hold 
out before everything else to the youth of the period.1 

13, is less conclusive : we know 
no one Ozniv, ol vVv <Toq>i<Tral 
ct-yct80V E'lrO['l)<TctV ; for it is doubtful 
whether the author intends by the 
older Sophists with whom he com
pares the Sophists of his time, 
Protagoras, &c., or whether he is 

referring to other philosophers and 
teachers of virtue, in which case 
the vvv r;ocjmr-rnl would coincide 
with the r;ocp,rr-rnl 1<a/\o~µ.evo1 pre
viously mentioned. 

1 Proof of this will be given in 
the description of the Sophistic 
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Secondly, experience shows that it was a most dangerous 
thing, under the circumstances of that time, to place 
the higher education and preparation for public life ex. 
elusively in the hands of teachers who were dependent 
for their maintenance on the payments of their pupils. 
As human nature is constituted, scientific activity would 
inevitably by such an arrangement become dependent 
on the wishes and necessities of those who sought in
struction, and were in a position to pay for it. These 
pupils would chiefly estimate its value by the advantage 
which they might hope from it, for their personal ends; 
very few would look beyond, and recognise the use of 
studies, the practical application of which did not lie 
rear:ly to band. A nation would require to be penetrated 
in an unusual dPgree, and far more than was the case in 
Greece at that time, with the value of pure and inde
pendent enquiry, if science as a whole did not sink, 
under these conditions, into mere technical skill, and 

instruction. Cf. also p. 431, 5, and biades did not seek intercourse 
Plato, Symp. 217 A sqq., where with Socr•ites in order to become 
Alcibiades treats Socrates as a like him in character, but voµf
Sophist wh~n he would give him <1awre, el Oµ,,l\rJ<J'afrrw Ekelv!J), 7evE
all he possesses in order ,rdvr' <r8ai ttv ll(aVwTd.Tw AE-yeLV 7'E Kal 
o.1wu~ai 3cra,rep ovTos tfo«, while 1rpcinELV. The fact that the So
Socrates, by his purely moral con- phists announced themselves as 
ception of their relation, makes teachers of ,irtue and improvers 
him feel the difference of his in- of men does not alter the case, for 
strnction from that cf the Sophists. it may well he asked wherein 
The Sophists, it is true, are net virtue ( or more properly, ability, 
named here, but the way in which fitnes;,, o.peT1J) is to he found : the 
Alcibiades at first treated his rela- a.pert/, for instance, which Euthy
tion with Socrates shows what demus and Dionysodorus promise 
pupils of his class were accustomed to give to their scholars more 
to seek and to expect from their quickly than all other teachers 
instructors. The same holds good (Plato, E1,thydem. 273 D), is en
of the remark of Xenophon, Mem. tirely different from what we call 
i. 2, 14 sq., that Critias and Alci- virtue. 
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become restricted more and more under a long con
tinuance of them to supplying the mass of men with 
the crafts and knowledge which they considered advan
tageous, as quickly and easily and pleasantly as possible. 
In the circumstances under which the Sophistic m
struction was given there lay a great danger for the 
thoroughness of enquiry and the earnestness of the 
philosophic mind ; and this danger was further in
creased by the fact that most of the Sophists, without 
any settled abode, and without any interest in the 
State, were thus without the restraint which citizenship 
affords to men in respect to their moral life and the 
moral side of their professional activity. 1 That circum
stances themselves led to this result cannot, however, 
alter the matter. It is undeniably true that, for 
talented and cultivated citizens of small States, travels, 
and public lectures, were in those times the only means 
of obtaining recognition for their attainments and a 
comprehensive sphere of action, and the discourses of a 
Gorgi,is and a Hippias at Olympia are not in them
selves more blameworthy than those of au Herodotus; 
it is also true that it was only poBsible by means of 
payment for instruction, to open the profession of 
teacher to all who were capable of it, and to collect in 
one place the most multifarious powers ; the effects, 
however, of such an institution are not on that account 
cancelled. If the Sophistic teaching involved from the 

1 Of. Plato, Tini. 1 9 E : TO 0~ TE l0£as oVOc:,µ,T] Out1cq,c6s, alTroxo.v 
T&v r:rocpuT'r6Jv 'YEvos aii 7roAAWv µEv B.µa cpii\.o«6qxrJv &.vOpWv fi Kal 1r0At'TL-
l\6-yc.w ""l 1ml\ii,v al\l\wv µ,d.7'.' fµ,1m- 1<wv (it is incapable of rightly un
pov {]-y')µ,a,, -~of3ovi:,ai ,o•, /J-~"~s, Ii derstanding the old Athenians). 
TE 1rACl.V1}T0JJ ov ,CO.Ta 1roi\ets QL!(7JO"flS 
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outset the limitation of the scientific interest to the 
useful and practically advantageous, this one-sidedness 
was greatly increased by the dependence of the Sophistic 
teachers upon the wishes and taste of their hearers, 
and the more deficient in scientific and very soon after 
in ethical content the Sophistic instruction became, the 
more inevitable it was that it should speedily be 
degraded into a mere instrument for the acquirement 
of money and fame. 

Though this disregard of purely scientific enquiry in 
and for itself presupposes a sceptical temper, yet the 
most important of the Sophists never expressly declared, 
and the rest only implied by their general procedure, 
that they had broken with the previous philosophy 
because they thought a scientific knowledge of things 
impossible. When man despairs of knowledge, there 
remains to him only the satisfaction of activity or en
joyment; for his intellect, which has lost its object, 
there arises the task of producing an object from it
self; its self-confidence now becomes absorption in 
self, duty; knowledge becomes will.1 So the Sophistic 
philosophy of life is entirely based upon doubt of the 
truth of knowledge. But this makes a fixed scientific 
and moral attitude impossible to it ; it must either 
follow the old opinions, or, if it criticises them more 
closely, it must come to the conclusion that a moral law 
of universal validity is as impossible as a universally 

1 Examples may easily be found Cicero, &c., the 'Illumination' of 
in the history of philosophy: it is the last crntury, the connection 
sufficient for our present purpose between Kant's ' Critique of the 
to recall the practical tendency of Reason, and his Morality,' and 
Socrates, and the later eclectics, similar instances, 
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recognised truth. It cannot therefore claim to instruct 
men as to the end and aim of their activity, and to 
furnish moral precepts : its instrnction must be limited 
to the means through which the ends of individuals, of 
whatever kind those ends may be, can be attained. 
But for the Greeks all means are comprehended in the 
art of speech. Rhetoric, as the universal practical 
art, forms the positive side to the Sophists' negative 
morality and theory of knowledge. It therefore quits 
the sphere with which the history of philosophy is 
concerned. We will now examine more particularly 
the different aspect1,1 of the phenomenon which we are 
considering; 

4. The Sophistic Theory of Knowledge and Eristic 
Disputation. 

EVEN among the most ancient philosophers we find 
many complaints of the limitations of human know
ledge, and from the time of Heracleitus and Parme
nides downwards, the uncertainty of the sensible percep
tion was acknowledged from the most opposite points 
of view. But it was not until the appearance of the 
Sophists. that these germs were developed into a uni
versal scepticism. For the scientific establishment of 
this scepticism, they took as their starting-point, partly 
the doctrine of Heracleitus, partly that of the Eleatics; 
that the same result should have been attained from 
such opposite presuppositions may be regarded, on the 
one hand, as a true dialectical induction through which 
those one-sided presuppositions cancel one another; 
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but it is at the same time suggestive of the Sophistic 
doctrine, which was concerned, not with any definite 
view of the nature of things or of knowledge, but 
only with the setting aside of objective philosophical 
enquiries. 

Protagoras based his scepticism on the physics of 
Heracleitus. He is not. indeed, an actual adherent of 
that philosophy in its full extent and original import; 
what Heracleitus had taught concerning the primitfre 
fire, and its changes and gradations-generally speaking, 
of the objective constitution of all things-could not be 
appropriated by a Sceptic as he was. But he at least 
adopted from the Heraclei tean philosophy, in order to use 
them for his own purposes, the general propositions of 
the change of all things, and the opposing streams of mo
tion. According to Protagoras, all things are in constant 
motion ; 1 but this motion is not merely of one kind : 

1 Plato, Tliemt. 152 D, 157 A sq. p. 70). The prreterite is used here 
(vide sup. I 8, 2), ib. 156 A, expresses as in the Aristotelian expression, 
this in the following manner: &s TO Tl ilv elvm. We can, therefore, 
r.av Klv11,ns ijv ,cal /!./\/\u rrapil. roiiro neither attribute this pure mo
obll~v, that he is not thinking, how- tion to Prot. (Frei, 79), nor ac
ever, of motion without something cuse Plato of an invention (Vfober, 
moved-a 'pure motion '-but only 23 sqq.), justified by Sextus, who 
of a motion the subject of which declares of Protagoras in Stoical 
is constantly ch>mging, is clear langunge (Pyrrk. L 217): </>1J<Tlv 
from 180 D, 181 S• D, wl:_ere h~ oov o u.vt)p Tt)v fJMJV p<v<TT1)V elva,, 
uses these words, ,ravTa KLVELTaL, Ta fiEob(J'rJS 0€ aVT7]s crvvex&s ,rpocr8E<re,s 
1r&.v-ra KLVE'ic,8aL, 1Tav a,.upoTEpws &v71 'T~JI U1roq>op~crEwv 1+yvEcr8aL. 
K<VE<<T8a,, q,ep6µ.ev6v TE ,cal u./\/\ow6- In Tkemteftts, 181 B sqq., it is 
µ.evov, and also from 156 C sg_q. : further shown that the moti0n of 
TaVTa 7rJ.,,,-a µ.~v ,cwe'i-rai . . . all things, assumed by Protagoras, 
q,epn<Zt -yap Ka.l Jv q,op~ abTwv ~ must be defined not merely as q,opil., 
1Civ7)<TLS 1"<<f>v.«v, &c. ( and the same but as u./\/\olw<T<s; but it is clear, 
texts prove that ilv does not imply, from the same passage, that Pro
as Vit.ringa ,isserts, p. 83, tha.t tagoras himself had not explained 
originally only motion was, but himself more particularly on tho 
that all is, according to its essen- subject. 
tial nature, motion ; cf. Schanz, 
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there are innumerable motions, which, however, may all 
be reduced to two classes, since they consist either of 
doing or suffering.1 Only through their action, or their 
being acted upon, do things receive their particular 
qualities ; and as doing and suffering can belong to a 
thing only in relation to other things with which it is 
brought into contact by motion, we ought not to 
attribute any quality or definiteness to anything as 
such : it is only because things move towards each 
other, mingle, and work upon one another, that they 
become determinate: we can never say, therefore, that 
they are something, or, in general, that they are, but 
only that they become something, and become. 2 

1 Themt. 156 A, continues: .,.ijs 
OE 1tivT/uews 5Vo eto71, 7r'At]eet µ,Ev 
lt1reteov~ E,cciTepo~, 01vaµiv oe rO. µ~v 
71"0<ELV exov 'TD OE 7ra<TX"V· This 1S 
further explained at 157 A: neither 
action nor suffering belongs to a 
thing absolutely in and for itself; 
but things act or are acted upon l,y 
meeting with others to "hich they 
are related in an active or pas~ive 
manner; the same can therefore 
be actiyo in relarion to one thing, 
and passive in relation to another. 

. The language in this exposition is 
for the most part Platonic, but we 
are not justified in denying alto
gether to Protagoras the distinction 
between actiye and passive motion. 

2 Themt. 152 D, 166 E (sup. 
18, 2), 157 B: 'TD o' OU OE<, &s 
o Twv ,rocpwv ,\6'Yos, olfre .,.l ~v')'
XfAJpe'iv oiJTE ToV otlr, Eµ.oV ollre 
TlDe oliT, E,ceLI/o oV-re i},A,i\o ofJOEv 
twoµa 3 -rt &v luTfj, &..i\i\tt KaTtt <f>V<J'iv 
<pOE'Yreo-Oat ,'YL"/116µ€11~ K,a.t 'KOL~Vµevu. 
1ral a1roA.A.vµeva IW.L u.7'..A.ornuµ.eva. 
( The form of the exposition seems 
to belong to Plato.) We find the 

same-no doubt originally taken 
from these passages-in Philop. 
Gen. et Corr. 4 b, and Ammon. 
Categ. 81 b, Schol. fa Arist. 60 a, 
15, where the proposition ou,c dvm 
<f>V<Ttv &purµEPTJV ob0Ev6s is ascribed 
to Protagoras (Frei, p. 92, con
jectures, probably erroneously. that 
these are his very words). It is 
also expressed in the language of 
later terminology by Sextus, l. c. 
thus : Totls A.6-yous 1r&vroov TWv 
cpatvoµEvw,, 01ro1£e'i<18at Ev -r?J fJJ...11. 
words which do not seem to me 
rightly explained either by Peter
sen ( Phil. Hist. Stud. 117), Brandis 
(i. 528), Hermann (Plat. Phil. 297, 
142), Frei (p. 92 sq.), or Weber (p. 
36 sqq.). These words do not assert 
that the causes of all phenomena 
lie only in the material, but rather 
the converse, that in matter, in 
things as such. irrespectively of 
the manner in which we apprehend 
them, the germ of all things, the 
equal possibility of the most 
yarious phenomena is giyen, that 
everything, as Plnt. Adv. Col. 4, 2, 
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Through the meeting of these two kinds of motion our 
presentations of things arise. 1 Where an object comes 
jn contact with our organ of sense in such a manner 
that the object acts upon the organ, and the organ is 
acted upon, there arises in the organ a definite sensa
tion, and the object appears endowed with determinate 
qualities.2 But these two results occur only in and 

says in explaining this theory of 
Protagoras, is µ.:;, µ.aAl\ov -ro,ov 1) 
-ro,or ; and as Sextus himself goes 
on to explain, 5{wacr8m -r1Jv /571.7,v, 
Oa'oV icp' EavT'!], 7rcf.vTa. eivcu 0G"a. 1racn 
<j>a.fJJETCGl. 

1 It is not quite clear whether 
he simply identified active motion 
with that of the alcr871rov and pas
sive with that of the afo071cr1s (r.s 
Schanz, p. 72, believes), or whether 
he regarded the motion of the 
a!cr811rov and the otcr811cr1s only as 
definite kinds of active and passive 
motion. The latter opinion seems 
to me the more probable, partly 
for the reason that if Protagoras 
ascribed to things an objective 
existence, independently of our 
presentative consciousness, as he 
undoubtedly did, he must also 
have assumed a reciprocal action 
of things upon one another, and 
not merely an action upon our
selves; partly because the remark 
(157 A, vide sup. p. 446, 2) tells 
the same way, viz., that the iden
tical thing that in relation to one 
thing is active, in relation to 
another thing may be passive: for 
in respect of our a:tcr81)(ns the alcr811-
-rov is always active; it can only be 
passive in respect of other things. 

2 ThetBt. 156 A, after what is 
quoted, p. 446, 2 : it< oe -r?js -roVTwv 
/Jµ.(A.lCJ.S 7'€ Ka) Tpf'fEWS 1rp0S //.i\i\1)/1.a 
'Y{-yveraL fwyova ,rA.~6et µ.Ev Cbretpa, 

D[Ovµa OE, rO µEv ala-81rr(w, TO 0€ 
at<T8~<J'LS, &El /TVJIE~1ri~TOV<Ta .... Kal -yev~ 

vwµ.ev11 µ.na -rou mcr811rou. The 
alcr01/a-Ets are called ~I/lees, &.,coal, 
Ocrcppf,<rELs, t[t6~ets, ,caV<J'e,s, 'l}Ooval., 
il.mrm, e1r18uµ[m, <p6/301, etc. ; to the 
alcr811Tov belong colours, tones, &c. 
This is then further explained : 
J,reiO&.v oVv ~µµa 1eal Gti\.i\.o rt rWv 
rov-rq, ~vµ.µ.frpwv (an object which 
is so formed as to act upon the 
eye) 1ri\'qcr1<f.crav 7evv1/<rTJ -r~v i\euK6-
T1)'T~ TE 1<al atcr8'f/~1v ,avrfi ~~µ.q,u;ov, 
& OV1' lt.v 'KOTE E')'EVE'TO f;f(a'T Epov 

E«eLvwv 1rpOs l£A.i\o Ei\.86vros, T6TE 

011, µ.er~v cpepoµ.<vwv 'TTJS µ.~v ~,f,ews 
1rpos TWV o<p8ail.µwv, -r?/s OE 71.EUl<O
T?J ;-os 1rpbs TDU crvva1l'oTlKrovTos 7() 
Xpwµ.a, 6 µ.ev o<p8aAµ.os //.pa 6:f,ews 
tp.:1rA.ews E"YEve-ro Ko.l Op~ 01] T6re KaL 
E"fEVE'TO olJn ~,f,ts b.71.i\c't ocp8ai\.µ.os 
bpwv, TO lie tU"f"fEV?/<rav .,.1, xpwµ.a. 
A;u1e6r?J~OS 1eep;E1r,A:fJCJ',8r, Kal E-yEvero 
ov A.ev«:orr,s av aA.i\.a i\.eu1e6v . . . 
Ka.l -rail.ii.a. 01/ oln-w, <rK7'1)pOv t<al 
8epµ.ov t<al 1rci.v-ra, TOV av'TOV rp61rov 
irrroJ\.?'],rrfov aVrO µEv ,caf)' aVrO µr,OEv 
Elva,, etc. The various relations 
in which things stand to the senses 
seem to have beeu deriYed by 
Protagoras from the greater or 
lesser swiftness of their motion, 
for it is said (156 CJ that some 
move slowly, and consequently 
only attaiu to what is near, others 
more quickly, and attain to what· 
is farther. The former would 
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during this contact; as the eye does not see when it is 
not affected by some colour, so the object is not 
coloured, when it is not seen by any eye. Nothing 
therefore is or becomes, what it is and becomes, in and for 
itself, but only for the percipient subject; 1 the object, 
however, will naturally present itself differently to the 
percipient subject, according to the constitution of the 
latter: things are for each man, that which they 
appear to him ; and they appear to him, as they must 
necessarily appear, according to his own state and 
condition: 2 Man is the measure of all things, of Being 
that it is; of non~Being that it is not; 3 there is no 

answer for example to the percep
tions of touch, and the latter to 
those of sight. 

1 Vide previous note, and l. c. 
157 A: &rrTE J! b.1rdv-rwv ralrrwv 
01rep E! &px1Js EAE,yoµ.Ev, oVOEv eivm 
iv o3J'r0 ,w .. 8' aiiTD, Ul'!.A.Cf. Ttvl Uel 
-yi-yvE<reai, etc. (Vide s"pra, 18, 2 ; 
447 1), 160 B; 71.Etrrerm 01), ofµ.ai, 
'l}µW C/,i\.i\.fJAots, e'lT' l<J'µEv, eivm, e1re 
')'L')'v6µE8a, 7[7ve<18at, brehrep 'YJµ,Wv 1} 
&vd'YKrJ -r1}v oV(T[av cruvOe'i µ~v, <Tuvi5eL 
OE oUOevl TWV lt.Ai\.wv, oVO' aV T}µ'iv 
aVro'is. Cl.A.A.~A.ots 01] Ael1rErat tTvvOe
DE<J'8at, [i;(J'TE etre 'TLS eTval TL Ovoµ&.(et, 
rwl eTvat fJ TtvOs fJ 1rp6s Tl [J11rEov 
o.lmp, EfrE -yi-yvE<re11,, etc.; cf. Plu2rio, 
90 0. Similarly Arist. Metaph. ix. 
3, 1047 a, 5: a2<T8YJr0v oVOEv EcPraL 
/J.1/ ala·eo.v6µEVOV • {J;(J'TE rhv Upwra
'Y6pov i\6-yov ,n,µ{)f/crera, r...EyeLV 
avro'is. Alex. ad h. l. and p. 1010 
b, 30; p. 273, 28 Bon. ; Hermias, 
lrris. c. 4; Sext. Pyrrh. i. 219 : ra 
olc /J.1/0Evl TWV iivepwrrwv <f'o.w6µEvO. 
oboe frrw. On the other hand, the 
word cpv<rw/1.6-yo,, in Arist. De An. 
iii. 2, 426 a, 20, alludes, not to 
Protagoras (as Philop. ad h. l. 0 

15, and Vitringa, p. 106 believe), 
but to Democritus. 

2 Plato proves this, 157 E sqq., 
by the example of dreamers, sick: 
persons and lunatics, and observes 
that since they are differently con
stituted from those who are awake 
and in good health, different per
ceptions must necessarily result 
from the contact of things with 
them. At 158 E, however, he 
does not seem to refer this answer 
explicitly to Protagoras, but gives 
it rather as the necess11,ry comple
tion of his theory. This makes it 
the more probable that the similar 
statements and arguments ap. Sext. 
Pyrrh. i. 217 sq.; Ammon. and 
Phi lop. in the passages quoted, sup. 
p. 447, 1; David, Schol. in Arist. 
60 b, 16, were not taken from the 
treatise_ of Protagoras, but, like 
those of the Themtetits, are merely 
the comments and additions of the 
several writers. 

3 Themt. 152 A: cp11<rl -ycip rrov 
[TIµwT.] 7r&.vrwv XP?Jµ.d.rwv µErpav 
l!t.vepw1r~v f'!z'a~, ,,rwv µ~v ;;~T~/' Ws 
t:rri, TWV De µ:f} OV'TWV, ws ovK ECJ'TJ.V. 

VOL. II. G G 
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The same sentence, sometimes with 
this addition and sometimes with
out, is often quoted: by Plato, 
Theait. 160 C; Grat. 385 E; Arist. 
Metaph. x. 1, 1053 a, 35; xi. 6; 
Sext. Math. vii. 60: Pyrrk. i. 216; 
Diog. ix. 51, &c. (vide Frei, 94). 
According to The{Pt. 161 C, Prota
goras said this, &px6µ.evas ..-,ls al\.'Y}-
8elas. As there is also mention of 
the &7'.1/0EZa of Protagoras, 162 A, 
170 E; cf. 155 E, 166 B; Grat. 
386 C, 391 C, it seems probable 
that the tteatise in which the 
sentence occurred had the title 
'Al\.1}ee,a ( as the Sokol. ad The(Et. 
161 C maintains). It does not, 
however, appear impossible that 
Plato himself first called it so, 
because Protagoras had therein 
often and emphatically declared 
that he would make known the 
true state of things in opposition 
to ordinary opinion. According to 
Sext. Math. vii. 60, the words stood 
at the beginning of the Ka..-a/3&.l\.
l\.av..-es, and Porph. ap. Eus. Pr. Ev. 
x. 3, 25, says that Protagoras in 
the l\.6-yos 1repl ..-au 6v..-a, opposed 
the Eleatics, which no doubt was 
the case in the work from which 
the words in the The(Etctus are 
taken. But perhaps Porphyry 
design11tes this work according to 
its contents, and the proper title 
was Ka..-a/3al\.l\.ov..-e, ( SC. l\.670, ), or 
'Al\.1/8EZa :P, Ka..-a/3.; possibly the 
two books of 'Av..-,l\.o-ylrx, ap. Diog. 
ix. 5,5, may be only another ex
pression for Ka..-a/3aMov..-es. Cf. 
Frei, 176 sqq.: Weber, 43 sq.; 
Bernays, Rh. Miis. vii. 464 sqq.; 
Vitringa, 115; Schanz, Beitr. z. 
Vorsokr. Phil. 1 H, 29 sqq.; Bethe, 
Vers. einer Wurd. d. Sophist. Re
dekunst, 29 sqq. The meaning of 
Protagoras's maxim is usually 
given thus : oTa ttv 001<fi ,,,&.,ncp 
..-o,av..-a 1<al eiva, (Plato, Grat. 386 

C. Similarly The(Et. 152 A ; cf. 
Cic. Acad. ii. 46, 142), ..-b So,wiiv 
·e1<tlrr..-q, ..-ouro 1<al eTva., ,ra-ylws 
(Arist. Metaph. xi. 6; cf. iv. 4, 
1007 b, 22; iv. 5; Alex. ad h. Z. 
and elsewhere ; David, Schol. in 
Arist. 23 a, 4, where, however, 
what is said in the Euthydeinus, 
287 E, is transferred to Prota
goras) ,r&,cras rds cpav-rcut[as mxl Ttts 
o6la.s al\.'Y}Oe,s ~1rc!.pxeiv l<al 'TWV 1rp6s 
..-, eTva, ..-hv al\.~8e,av (Sext. lrfath. 
vii. 60; cf. Schol. in Arist. 60 b, 
16). But here also, if the account 
is true, the meaning can only be, 
that what appears to anyone in a 
certain manner, is for him as it 
appears to him. Plato, Themt. 
152 A, expressly says this, and is 
unjustly censured by Grote (Plato, 
ii. 347, 353, 369). for .having left 
it unnoticed. The expressions 
made use of by the authors men
tioned above are, as is often self
evident, not the expressions of 
Protagoras. The same may be 
said of Plato's observation that 
knowledge according to Protagoras 
consists in sensation and nothing 
besides ( cf. next note) ; and of the 
inference of Aristotle (l. c. Metaph. 
iv.), and his commentator (Alex. p. 
194, 16, 228, I 0, 24 7, 10, 258, 12 
Bon. 637 a, 16. 65~ a, 1. 662 a, 4. 
667 a, 34 Br.). that according to 
Protagoras self-contradictory as
sertions could at the same time be 
true.v T~e state,nie~t of Df og. ix; 
51 . el\.e-ye ..-e µ.'Y}oev elva., 'fVX'>JV 1rapa 
..-i'ts alrrO-f/rr«s, for which he refers 
to the Tke(E/etus, seems either to 
have been deduced from the pro
position that things exist only in 
the act of perception, or ( as appears 
to me more probable) to be a mis
take for the other proposition that 
~1r,rr..-1/µ.rJ is nothing else than 
aYrr8'Y}rT<S. What Themistius says, 
Analyt, Post. p. 25 Sp.; Schol. in 
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objective truth, but only subjective appearance of truth, 
no universally valid knowledge, but only opinion.1 

The same result is attained by Gorgias from the 

Arist. 207 b, 26, on Protagoras's 
view of knowledge, is no doubt 
dednced from the passage in Aris
totle, which does not refer to 
Protagoras at all. 

1 Grote ( Plato, ii. 322 sqq.) 
indeed doubts whether Protagoras 
himself founded his proposition, 
'Man is the measure of all things,' 
in the manner supposed in the 
text, upon Heracleitus's theory: 
Schuster goes still fuTther (Heralcl. 
29 sqq.); he not only maintains in 
connection with his obserrntions 
on Her~cleitus ( discussed supra, p. 
93 sq.), that neither Prot igoras 
nor Heracleitus arrived at a theory 
of knowledge through metaphysical 
principles, but he also believes that 
Protagoras assumed the existence 
of knowledg-e, and that it coin
cided with atcr81)<r<s and the opinion 
based npon aY<r8rwLS. This last 
statement is destitute of all fonn
dation, and is besides irrecon
cileable with every tradition con
cerning Protagoras that we possess. 
In the first place the proposition 
(TherEt. 151 E, 160 D): o~K Ii.Mo 
,,.{ €0'-rw €1rL<fT~µ'YJ 1) a>faBr,cris, is 
not (as even Schuster observes) di
rectly attribnted to Protagoras by 
Plato. Plato expressly says ( 152 
A; cf. 159 D), that Protagoras 
ennnciated this in another form: 
( rp61rov Tt11?t lfi\Aov), in so far as 
resnlts from his words : ,ranwv 
XP'/JfJ.d.Twv µhpov liv8pw1ros, that 
there can be no knowledge tran
scending appearance, and conse
quently (since cpalvecr8a, = alcr8a
ve1T8a,, 152 B)transcendingaYcr8rJC1<S. 
-Ent in that case, it is clear that 

this proposition, in the eonneetion 
in which it stands with Plato, can
not mean that there is a knowledge 
and this knowledge consists of 
at<J81)<ILS, but rather the converse: 
there is no objective knowledge, 
for there is no knowledge that is 
anything but aY<r8r]C1is, and at<r81JC1<s 
is mere appearance and nothing 
else: this is evident from TherEt. 
152 A sq., 161 D, 166 A sqq., &c. 
Bnt all our witnesses without ex
ception say the same: they all 
de,clare that, according to Prota
goras, that is true for every man 
which appears to him trne, which 
is directly contrary to the propo
sition 'that there is an e,r,,rrfip.rJ.' 
We mnst, if we adopt this, under
stand by J,,-,crr1Jp.r1 a presentation 
that is only subjectivelp trne, a 
mere fancy (cpavra.crla, TherEt, 152 
C). It would be more reasonable 
to don bt whether Protagoras had 
really established his proposition 
in the manner that Plato sur poses. 
Plato, as I have repeatedly ob
served, does not seem to have kept 
strictly to the form of Protagoras's 
exposition; but we have no reason 
to deny to Protagoras the essential 
content of the theory which Plato 
puts into his month, or to clouht 
its connection with the physics of 
Heracleitns, even supposing that 
Sextus, Pyrrh. i. 216 sq., Math. vii. 
60 sqq., is not to be considered an 
original sonrce, which he certainly 
is in respect to part of his state
ments. It is difficult to see how 
Plato arrived at his exposition, if 
Protagoras himself had not fur
nished an occasion for it. 

G G 2 
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opposite point of departure. In his treatise on Nature, 
or the non-existent/ he sought to prove three proposi
tions-( 1) Nothing exists ; ( 2) If anything be assumed 
to exist, it is unknowable; ( 3) If even it is knowable, 
it cannot be imparted in speech. The proof of the first 
proposition is entirely based on the theories of the 
Eleatics. ' If anything existed,' said Gorgias, 'it must 
be either existent or non-existent, or both at once.' But 
(A) it cannot be non-existent, because nothing can at 
the same time exist and not exist; and non-Being would 
then, on the one hand, as non-Being, not exist; but, on 
the other hand, so far as it is non-Being it would exist; 
further, as Being and non-Being are opposed to each 
other, we cannot attribute existence to non--Being with
out denying it to Being; but existence cannot be denied 
to Being.2 Just as little, however, (B) can what exists 
be existent, for the existent must either be derived or 
underived-it must be either One or Many. (a) It 
cannot be underived; for what is not derived, says 
Gorgias, in agreement with Melissus, has no beginning, 
and what has no beginning is infinite. But the infinite 
is nowhere-it cannot be in some other, for in that case 

1 A detailed extract from this 
treatise, but in his own words, 
is given by Sext. Math. Yii. 65-87, 
a shorter one by the pseudo-Arist. 
JJe Melisso, c. 5, 6. For its title, 
1repl 'TOU µTJ OvTos ~ 1r. <fn)ffe(J)S, we 
are indebted to Sextus. Rose's 
doubt of its authenticity (Arist. 
Libr. Ord. 77 sq.) seems to me 
not adequately justified either by 
the silence of Aristotle concerni,ng 
the scepticism of Gorgias, nor by 
the fact tbt Gorgias n hist a.te? 

life confined himself to rhetoric. 
The statement that nothing exists 
is ascribed by Isocrates, Hel. 3, 
1r. i:wn36CT., 268, to his master 
.Gorgias, in the former of these 
passages, with express reference 
to the ,writings of the ancient 
Sophists. 

~ Sext. 66 sq. and (though 
somewhat differently, which per
haps is the fault of the text) the 
tJ'eatise on Melissus, c. 5, 079 a, 
21 sqq. 
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it would not be infinite ; nor in itself, for what compre
hends must be some other than that which is compre
hended. But that which is nowhere exists not at all. 
If, therefore, Being is underived, it is non-existent.I If, 
on the other hand, we suppose it to be derived, it must 
have arisen either from Being or non-Being. But 
from Being: nothing can be derived ; for if Being be
came another, it would be no longer Being: and as 
little can it have arisen from non-Being~- for if non~ 
Being does not exist, the proposition would apply that 
out of nothing nothing eomes ; and, if it exists, the 
same reasons hold good which make a derivation from 
Being impossible. 2 ( b) Being can neither be One nor 
Many. Not One; for what is reaUy One can have no 
corporeal magnitude : and what has no magnitude is 
nothing.3 Not Many; for every plurality is a number 
of unities: if there is no unity, there is also no plu
rality. 4 ( c) If we add to this that Being cannot be 
~novecl since all motion is change, and, as such, would 
be the Becoming of non-Being; since, furthermore, all 

1 Of. Vol. I. p. 638, I: 618, 2. 
2 Sext. 68-71, De 11fel. 979 b, 

20 sqq. The latter expressly refers 
to Melissus and Zeno, vide supra, 
Vol. I. 618, 2; 627 sq. Sextus 
gives the conclusion of the argu
ment more simply: he merely says 
that from non-Being nothing can 
come, for that which produces 
another, must first exist itself: and 
he adds that Being cannot at the 
same time be deri1·ed and unde
riyed, since these terms exclude one 
another. Perhaps, however, this 
may be his own addition. Sextus, 
after refuting the two alternatives 
of a dilemma, is fond of showing 

also that they could not both simul
taneously be true. 

3 De Mel. 979 b, 36 (according 
to l\Iullach's supplement: 1ml iv 
µEv oV«. av 06vaa8a, ETvm, 0TL 0.ffW,u.a
TOV av dr, 7(} €11 • rrO yctp CJ.(jWaaT611, 
cp71uiv, aVDiv, ¥xwv 1v6Jµ'l}v 7rapa1rA1J
<J"!av -rep ToV Zfwwvos A.&"}'q., ( vide 
swpra, Vol. I. 615, l ). Gorg. ap. 
Sextus, 73, proves at greater length 
that the One can be neither a 1ro<Tov, 
nor a O"uJ1exEs, nor a µ.E-ye&os, nor a 
r5@µa. 

' Sext. 74; De Mel. 979 b, 37 
(according to Foss and Mull.); cf. 
Zeno, l. c. : and Melissus, Sttpra, 
Vol. I. p. 638, 2. 
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motion presupposes a division, and every division is a 
cancelling of Being,1 it is evident that Being is as un
thinkable as non-Being. (C) But if Being is neither 
existent nor non-existent, it plainly cannot be both at 
once; 2 and thus, as Gorgias believes, his first proposi
tion, ' that nothing exists,' is proved. 

The proofs of the two other propositions sound 
simpler. If even something existed it would be un
knowable; for the existent is nothing that is thought, 
and what is thought is nothing that exists, otherwise 
what everyone imagines for himself must necessarily 
have an actual existence, and a false presentation would 
be impossible. But if Being is nothing that is thought, 
it is neither thought nor known-it is unknowable.3 If, 
however, it were even knowable, it could not be im
parted in words. For bow can intuitions of things be 
produced by mere tones, when, in fact, words arise .con
versely, from intuitions? Moreover, how is it possible 
that the hearer in hearing the words should think the 
same as the speaker, since one and the same cannot be 
in different places and different persons? 4 Or if even 
the same were in several individuals, would it not neces-

1 So in the treatise, on Melissns, 
980 a, 1; cf. supra, Vol. I. p. 634. 
In Sexms this pro·Jf is absent, but 
it is nvt likely that Gorgias made no 
use whatever of the arguments of 
Zeno and Melissus against motion. 
From his procedure in other cases, 
we may conjecture that he set up 
a dilemma, and showed that Being 
can neither be moved nor unmoved. 
There seems, therefore, to be a 
lacuna in this place in our text. 

2 Sext. 7 5 sq. ; cf. the remark 

supra, 453, 2. 
3 De Mel. 980 a, 8, where, 

however, the commencement is 
mutilated and not satisfactorily 
amended by lliullach; while Sex
tus, 77-S2, introduces much matter 
of !-.is own. 

• Sext. 83-86, who here again 
no doubt intermingles his own 
comments; more completely, but 
with a text that is not altogether 
certain, De Melissa, 980 a, 19 sqq_. 
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sarily appear to them differently, since they are different 
persons and in different places? These arguments are 
in part purely sophistical ; but, at the same time, real 
difficulties are touched by them, especially in respect to 
the third proposition: and the whole might well have 
been regarded at that period as a formidable attempt 
to establish doubt as to the possibility of know
ledge.1 

No other Sophist seems to have taken such pains 
about the complete justification of scepticism, at least, 
there is no tradition of any attempt of the kind. All 
the more general, however, was the agreement in the 
result which was common to the Heracleitean and Ele
atic scepticism, the denial of any objective truth, and 
though this denial was in very few instances based upon 
a developed theory of knowledge, yet the sceptical 
arguments of a Protagoras or a Gorgias, a Heracleitus 
or a Zeno, were, notwithstanding, eagerly utilised. The 
observation which was perhaps first made by Gorgias 
after the precedent of Zeno, that the One cannot be 
at the same time Many, and that therefore the union 

1 On the other hand, Grote cognised nor described. Of such a 
(Hist. of Gr. viii. 503 sq.) is carried limitation our authorities contain 
too far by his predilection for the not the slightest hint ; Gorgias 
Sophists, when he says that the argues quite generally and uncon
demonstration of Gorgias relates ditionally that nothing cau exist 
only to the Thing-in-itself of the or be known or be expressed. The 
Ele,;tics. The Eleatics only re- ];i:leatios themselves, however, did 
ccgnised as reality the essence not distinguish between the phe
lying beyond the phenomenon ; as nomenon and that which lies 
against them, Gorgias (he says) behind it; but only between the 
shows with good reason that such true theory of things and the false. 
a 'Thing-in-itself' (' ultra-plwno- A double Being, phenomenal and 
inenalSornethingorNoumenon')does absolute, was first held by Plato, 
not exibt, and can neither be re- and in a certain sense by Aristotle, 
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of a predicate with a subject is inadmissible-seems 
to have found special favour. 1 With the propositions 
of Protagoras concerning the relativity of our presenta
tions, may be connected the statement of Xeniades that 
all opinions of mankind are falsfl ; and if Xeniades, 2 in 
contradietion to a presupposition of the physicists, at 
first latent, but since the time of Parmenides explicitly 
recognised, regarded generation as a Becoming out of 
nothing, and decay as pure annihilation, be may have 

1 Of. Plato, Sopk. 251 B: oOev 
')'E;_ oi";ai, -ro~s TE ~Eots ,tal -yep6v;wv 
TDLS O"'LµaOecrL 8oLV1JV 1TapEcTICEVctKa8 

µ.e1r eV8Vs ryO.p &.11r,A.a/3Ecr8ai 1ra11Tl 
7rp6xe,pov, Ws ltOVva:rov Tei TE 1roAA<X 
Ev 1tal Th ~v 1rol\AU eivat, 1eal Of, 1rov 
xalpovcrw oil,c JWvrres &:yaBOv AEyew 
l!.v8pw11"0V, a/1./1.d. TO µ~v a.70:0lw a7a
eov, TOV 0~ l!.v8pw11"0V l!.v8pw11"01/, 
Plato here certainly has Antis
thenes and his school primarily in 
view; but that his remark is not 
confined to them, is clear from 
Philebus, 14 C, 15 D, where he 
describes it as a common and uni
versal phenomenon that young per
sons, in their dialectical disputa
tious, used sometimes to convert the 
One into the Many, and sometimes 
the Many into the One; and to dis
pute the possibility of the Many in 
the One. Aristotle, Phys. i. 2, 185 
b, 25, is still more explicit : i8opu
f3otlvTo 0~ Kctl ot {fo·repot TWv &pxafwv 
(Heracleitus was previously named), 
~1roos µ.h cl.µa 7Evrrra\aln:_0Ls TO }lnO 
ev 1ml ,ro/1./1.o:. OLO o, µev TO erTTLV 
&cpe'iA.cv, d)(nrep i\.v,c6cppoov, ol c'>E Tf/v 
i\E~w µere(lpV8µt(ov, 8TL O liv8pw1ros 
oil A.euK6s Ea'TLV, &.AA(},, Aei\eVtcwTat, 
etc. If Lycophron alluded to this 
statement, it probably was not first 
circulated by Antisthenes, but was 
borrowed by him from Gorgias, 

who was the teacher both of 
Antisthenes and Lycophron ; cf. 
p. 425, 3. Damasc, De Prine. c. 
126, p. 262, says that the statement 
was indirectly made by Protagoras, 
but explicitly by Lycophron; this, 
however, is no doubt founded merely 
on an inaccurate reminiscence of the 
passage in Aristotle. 

2 Of. p. 426, l. This is to be 
found ap. Sext. M. vii. 53: Eev,cl
O~s OE O Kopl;fJi?s, ~iJ ~al lu1µ6~pLTOS 
µt:µ.v71Tai, 1raVT et1rwv tfieuc'>ri 1ad 
1rarrav <1>,av7:arrlav__ ,c~l ,'56~0:v 'l::6oe
u8a.i, tcaL EK TOU µ:q uvTos 1rav TO 
7wdµevov 7lveu8a.i, Kal els TO µ1] 
'bv ,,-ii.v ,,.1, cpe«p6µevov cpeelperrem, 
OvvciµEL T1}s- abT?]s gxerai To/ Eevo
cpclv« <TTd.<Tews. The latter, how
ever, relates only to the supposed 
scepticism of Xenophanes : we 
cannot deduce from it that Xeni
ades' point of departure was the 
Eleatic doctrine. The statement 
as to generation and decay is only 
compatible with that doctrine, if 
Xeniades used it to prove that 
generation and deccty are altogether 
impossible. The proposition that 
all opinions are false, is also men
tioned by Sextus, vii. 388, 389 ; 
viii. 5: he reckons Xeniades among 
those who admitted no criterion, 
M. vii. 48; P. ii. 18. 
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been moved to it by Heracleitus's doctrine of the flux 
of all things. Perhaps, however, he asserted this only 
hypothetically, to show that generation and decay are 
as unthinkable as a Becoming out of nothing and into 
nothing, Others, like Euthydemus, no doubt inter
mingled the theories of Heracleitus and the Eleatics. 
This Sophist maintained on the one hand, in the spirit 
of Protagoras, that all qualities belong to all things at 
all times equally and simultaneously; 1 on the other, he 
deduced, from the propositions of Parmenides,2 the con
clusion that no one can err or say what is false, and that 
it is consequently impossible to contradict oneself, for 
the non-existent can be neither imagined nor uttered.3 

This statement, however, we meet with elsewhere, partly 
in combination with the Heracleito-Protagorean Seep-

1 Plato, Grat. 386 D, after the 
citation of Protagoras's proposition, 
' Man is the measure of all things : ' 
&AA(/,, µ1]v oVaE KaT, EV8V~71µ,6v -ye, 
oiµai, o-ol OoKe'i: "lf'ci<Tt 1rdvra Oµulws 
elvat iced C1.Ei. oVOE 7d.p "av o5rws rdev 
ol. µ.Ev XP7JIT'T01, oI OE 1rov11pol, el 
Oµo[ws 0.:1rcun Kal &.el ctpeT1] Kcd KaKfo .. 
.tri. Sextus, Math. vii. 64-, couples 
Protagoras with Euthydemus and 
Dionysodorus: -rwv 7ap 1rp6s -r, 1<d 
oiJTOL r6 'TE "bv ,wl rb O.A11fJEs &1r0Aea 

7'o[,ru.lJ't, whereas Proclus, in Grat. 
§ 41, repeating the assertions in 
Plato,· remarks that Protagoras 
and Euthydemus agree indeed as 
to their result, but not in their 
points of departure. 1'his, how
ever, i.; scarcely true; cf. what is 
quoted. p. 447, 2, on Protagoras, 
with the proposition of Euthy
demus. 

2 Parm. v. 39 sq., 64 sq., Yide 
sup. Vol. I. 584, 1 ; 585, 3. 

• In Plato's Euthyd. 283 E sqq., 

Euthydemus argues that it is not 
possil,Je to tell a lie, for he wllo 
says something, always says what 
is, and he who says what is, says 
the truth; what is not, cannot be 
said, for nothing can be clone with 
that which is not. The same 
thesis is shortly summed up, 286 
C, thus : ,fleuo,j 7'e7e,v 0&1< fon ... 
ovoe oo~ci(ew ; after Dionysoclo1'US 
has previously demonstrated that 
as one cannot say what is not, it is 
likewise impossible that different 
persons should say different things 
of the same object; for if one says 
something different from the other, 
they cannot be speciking of the 
same object. This stateme,it also 
appe~rs in Isocr. Hcl. l, where, 
however, it seems to relate to Ani
tisthenes ( concerning whom, cf. 
Part II. a, 256, 1, 3rd ed.), for the 
elder sophists are expressly con
trasted with the upholders of this 
opinion. 
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ticism; 1 and thus we may with probability assume that 
observations of different kinds and starting from dif
ferent standpoints may have been employed without 
any strict logical connection, in order to justify the 
general distaste for scientific enquiries and the sceptical 
temper of the time. 

The practical application of this scepticism is Eristic 
disputation. If no opinion is true in itself and for all 
men, but each is true for those only to whom it appears 
to be true, then every statement may with equal right 
be opposed by another; there is no proposition the con
trary of which would not be equally true. Protagoras 
himself deduced this fundamental principle from his 
theory of knowledge,2 and though we are not told that 
others stated it so broadly, yet the nature of their pro
cedure throughout presupposed it. Serious physical or 
metaphysical enquiries are not ascribed by tradition to 
any of the Sophists. Hippias, indeed, loved to make a 
display of his physical, mathematical and astronomical 
acquirements,3 but a thorough enquiry into the subject-

1 Thus Cratylus (vide sup. p. 
113 sq.) says in the Platonic dia
logue bearing his name, 429 D, 
th,at ;ve

0 

can say; nothjng fa13e: 
7rWS "yap av , .. i\eyw11 '}'E TLS TOVTO, 

D AEfet, µh TO Ov AE-yot; ;;) oV TDVT6 
Ja'TL 70 i.J,euOij AE-yew, Th µ.1} Tel dwra 
)\.ey<LV; and in Eitthyd. 286 C, we 
read, in reference to the previously 
quoted statement of Dionysodorus: 
~al 7ttp o/ ~,u4.'.i Il~wr~7~pav <J'q>6opa 
EXpWV'TO aurcp /Cat OL E'TL 1ra.\.at6-
TEpOL ( cf. also Diog. ix. 53 ). Cf. 
Ammon. in Categ. Schol. in Ar. 60 
a, 17. In Soph. 241 A, 260 D, the 
statement that there is no untruth 
is ascribed to the Sophists gene-

rally: 'To -yap µn Ov ol)TE Otavoe'ia-9a.( 
'Ttva o11Te AE"'(ELV' ol"rla.s 7Clp o1JO~v 
ovoaµrj TO µ1/ ilv fJ,ETEXHV. 

2 Diog. ix. 51 : ,rpii,-ros fcp11 ouo 
11.6-yovs Elva, ,repl ,rav-ros ,rp&.-yµa-ros 
lr.vTtll.e1µ.Evovs &AA.f,Aois· oTs Kal <J'VV1}

pJTa (he used them in dialectical 
questions) 1TpWTos -roVro 1rp&;as. 
Clem. Strom. Yi. 64 7 A: "E11.11.rives 
q>a<J'L Tipc,!Ta')'opov ,rpo,ca-rii.p~av-ros, 
,ravTl A.6'Vep i\67ov lt.VTLKEfµ.EVOV 1ra
pe<J'l(EUd.<J'8ai. Sen. Ep. 88, 43 : 
P,-otagoras ait, de omni n in utrani
que part em disputari posse ex ,equo 
et de hac ipsa, an omnis res in 
utramque partem dispi,tabilis sit. 

3 Yide sup. p. 421 sq. 
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matter of the3e sciences could not be expected of him, 
and though Antiphon, in his two books upon Truth,1 
alluded also to physical subjects, his attempt to square 
the circle 2 shows that he had no special knowledge of 
these subjects. What is related of him in this connec
tion is either borrowed from others, or else falls short of 
the general level of natural science at that time.3 Pro
tagoras not only himself refrained from giving instruc
tion in physics, but Plato describes him as ridiculing 
that of Hippias; 4 and Aristotle tells us that, true to 

1 On which, cf. p. 426, 4. 
2 'l'his attempt is mentioned by 

Aristotle, Phys. i. 1, 18/i a, 17; 
Soph. El. c. 11, 172 a, 2 sqq., but 
is expressly described as that of a 
dilettante. According to .Simpl. 
Phys. 12 a, which Eudemus here 
seems to follow (Alexander in h. l. 
confoses the solution of Antiphon 
with another; in the text in the 
Physics he seems to have appre
hended it rigHly), it simply con
sisted in drawing a polygon m the 
circle and me>tsuring the superficial 
content of the polygon ; for h9 
thought that if only sides enough 
were given to the polygon, it would 
coincide with the circle. 

3 The l'lacita, ii. 28, 2 (Stob. 
Eel. i. /i56; Galen, H. Ph. c. lb, p. 
281; Joh. Lyd. De Meno, iii. ti, 
p. 39), ascribe to him the opinion 
(which was also held by Anax
agoras, vide sup. p. 361) that the 
moon shines with her own light, 
and that when we do not see this, 
or see it imperfectly, it is because 
the light of the sun overpowers 
that of the moon. According to 
Stob. Eel. i. b24, he thought the 
sun was a fire, nourished ( as Anaxi
mander and Diogenes als.o held, 

Yide sup. Vol. I. 253, 295 sqq.) by 
the vapours of the atmosphere; 
and its diurnal course is the result 
of its constantly seeking fresh 
nourishment instead of that which 
has been consumed. According to 
the same authority, i. /i58, he ex
plained lunar eclipses (in agree
ment with Heracleitns, vide sitp. 
p. 58, 2) as the inversion of the 
bo>tt in which the fire of the mooa 
is kept. According to the Placita, 
iii. 16, 4 (Galen, H. 1-'h. c. 22, p. 
2U9,, he said the sea was f)rmed 
by the exudation of the earth 
,caused by hea,t ( according to the 
opinion of Anaxagoras, vide sup. 
p. 357, 1). Galen, in Hippocr. 
Epidem. T. xvii. a, 681, quotes a 
passage from the treatise named 
aboYe, in which a meteorological 
phenomenon (it is not quite clear 
what phenomenon it is) is ex
plain,ed. 

4 Vide supra, p. 431, 5. , When 
therefore Tertullian (De An. 15, 
towards the end) ascribes to Pro
tagoras the opinion . that the seat 
of the soul is in the breast, this 
must refer to some incidental re
mark, and not to an anthropological 
theory. 
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his sceptical standpoint, he found fault with astronomy 
because the actual positions and courses of the stars do 
not coincide with the figures of the astronomers; 1 if, 
therefore, he wrote upon mathematics,2 he must have 
taken the line of denying its scientific certainty and 
confining its practical application within narrow limits.3 

Gorgias may have employed certain physical theories 
occasionally for his own purposes,4 but his scepticism 
likewise must have deterred him from independent en
qiiiry in this sphere, and such enquiry is never ascribed 
to him. Nor do we hear anything of natural science 
ii;i connection with Prodicus, Thrasymachus, or other 
famous Sophists.5 Instead of an objective interest in 

1 Metaph. iii. a, 2, which is 
repeated by Alexander, acl k. l., 
and amplified probably on his own 
authority by Asclepius ( Schol. in 
Ar. 619 b, 3). This statement is 
referred to by Syrian, JJfetapli. 21, 
l. c., Bagol. 

2. IlEpl µ.r,.01)µ.d'rwv, Diog. ix. 55; 
cf. Frei, 189 sq, 

3 He may easily haye admitted 
such an application, and even have 
given positive instruction in regard 
to it. According to Diog. l. c. and 
Plato, Soph. 2&2 D (infra, 461, 1), 
he also wrote about the art of 
wrestling ; according to Aristotle 
(vide sttpra, 411, 2) he invented i1 

pad for porters. 
4 Sopater, l>.w.[p. (1JT. Rhet. Gr. 

Viii. 2~ ; I'opy. p.VOpOV elVC!.L 71.eywv 
,,-ov ,j,\,ov (where there is perhaps, 
however, a confusion with Anax.t
g?ras). Pl~to, Me,no, ?6 O:,Bov,\e, 
oVv CTOL, ,ca:a ~op-yia~ o.~~Kp/vooµat; 
• ..: . ?VKDVV i\.E1'E'!"E a:P1oppoa/ TLVaS" 
TWV OVTOOV KaT Eµ1l""E00Ki\Ea • • • 

«al 1r6povs, etc. The definition of 
colonrs, on the other hand, which 

is, combined with this, is gfren by 
Socrates in his own name. 

' A treatise of Prodicus is 
na,med indeed by Galen, De Elem. 
i. g ; T. i. 417 K; De Virt. Phys. 
ii. 9; T. ii. 130, under the title: 
7rEpl cp{}{r<:ws or 1r. cpVcrews &.v8pdi-
1rou; and Cicero says, De Orat. iii. 
32, 128: Quid de Prodico Chio? 
qttid de Thrasymacl,o Chalcedonio, 
de P,·otagora Abderita loquar ? 
qitor1,m unusqitisque plurimwn tem
poi·ibus illis etiam de natim, i·eruni 
et disseruit et scripsit. But that 
this treatise of Prodicus really 
contained physical enquiries is not 
proved by the title. Cicero in the 
passage quoted only wants to show 
veteres doctores auctoresqite dicendi 
nullmn genus di,putationis a se 
alien1t1n pittasse semperque esse ii. 
onini orationis ratione 1.1ersatos, and 
for this purpose he instances, be
sides those just mentioned, not 
only the ex»mple of the uniYersal 
artist, Hi ppias, but the offer of 
Gorgias to give lectures on any 
given theme. Here, therefore, we 
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the knowledge of things, there is only the subjective 
interest in the exercise of a formal art of thought and 
speech, and this must find its sole task in the confuting 
of others, when once any positive conviction of its own 
is renounced. Eristic disputation, therefore, was directly 
involved in the Sophistic teaching; Zeno having pre
pared the way, we find in Gorgias a demonstration which 
is thoroughly eristic ; at the same time, Protagoras 
distinctly brings forward Eristic as a separate art, for 
which he himself wrote an introduction ; 1 and it finally 
becomes so inseparable from the Sophistic doctrine, that 
the Sophists are shortly designated by their contempo
raries as Eristics ; and their doctrine is defined as the 
art of making everything doubtful, and of contradicting 
every statement.2 In this, however, the Sophistic 

have to do, not with na,tural philo
sophy, but with orations ; it is, 
morsover, a question how far 
Oicero's own knowledge of the sub
ject extended, and whether he may 
not have inferred too much from 
titles such as 1repl <f>Da'ews, ,repl -rov 
/iv-ros, or still more probably from 
the ambiguous remark of a pre
decessor on the difference between 
forensic and epideictfo oratory. ( Of. 
Welcker, 522 sq.) l\foreo-ver the 
fact that Oriti11s ( according to 
Arist. De An. i. 2, 405 b, 5, which 
statement the commentators merely 
repeat) supposed the soul to be 
blood, inasmuch as sensation has 
its seat there, does not justify us in 
the conclusion that he occupied 
himself systematically with natural 
philosophy. 

1 Diog. ix. 52 : 1<al -r1)v liufvo,av 
acpels 1rpos -ro!Jvoµa 1hei1.ex811 Kal TO 
vVv brmoA&(ov 7Evos 'Tedv Ep,<1-rtKWv 

l-yivvrJ<Tev (these words seem to 
have been taken fromsometolernbly 
ancient authority), for which reason 
Ti111on .says of him~ Epi(EµEvat eD 
e1Ms. In § 55 Diogenes mentions 
a TExvrJ ipurTtKWv, the nature of 
which we may see from the passage 
quoted from Aristotle ( infra, p. 
462, I); and Plato says (Soph. 
232 D) that from the writings of 
Sophists we may leam Til. 1repl 1rna'wv 
'TE JCal KaTa µ,lav €1t.dcrT'l)JI rExvrrv, 
Ii, lie, 1rpos lKaa'TOV ab-rov 'TOV li71-
µioup-y'ov Cl.vrEL1rELJI ... T(I, Ilpw7a.
')16peta 1repL re 1r&./\'Y]s 1eal TWv ltA./\a,v 
TexvWv. 

2 Plato, Soph. 225 C: TO lie "YE 

lfv~exva~ (sc. ;oV &.v,TL~o7uc~V ';Efos) 
Km 7rept DLKmwv avTWV 1ea, a.Oucwv 
Kal 1repl TWV l!.il.il.wv 3il.ws aµ.<f><a'flrJ
TOiiv d.p' oVK epLU'TlKOv ail AE7ew 
fieia',ueea. The Sophistic doctrine 
then consists in applying this art 
of disputation in such a manner as 
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teachers proceeded very unmethodically. The different 
artifices which they employed were collected from all 
sides,just as they presented themselves; anrl the attempt 
was never made to combine these various tactics into a 
theory, and to arrange them according to fixed points 
of view. The Sophists cared nothing for any scientific 
consciousness about their method, but only for its direct 
application to particular cases, and they therefore made 
their disciples learn quite mechanically the questions 
and fallacies which most commonly came before 
them.1 

We get a vivid picture of the Sophistic art of dis
putation, as it was constituted in later times, in Plato's 
dialogue of Enthydemns, and in Aristotle's Treatise on 

to earn money. Similarly it is 
maintained further on (232 B sqq.) 
to be the gen eml characteristic of 
the Sophist that he is avT11'071KDs 
7repl '1f'cf.vrwv 1rpOs &µ.cpurf31rrr;rnv, 
and consequently it is said, 230 D 
sqq., that the art of the Sophists 
resembles the Elenchic art of So
crates, if only as the wolf resembles 
the dog. Of. 216 B, where the 
expressions 6ebs l1'e71<T11<os and Twv 
1repl ..,.(,s lpLOas Jcnror,0aK6'TwV are 
intended for the Sophists perhaps 
in conjunction with Megarian and 
Cynic Eristics. Similarly Isocrates 
~esignates th';m as T~v 1rcpl T.as 
ep,oas Ota'Tp,/3ov'TWV, 'TWV 7r. 'T. ep. 
1rn1'1voovµlvwP (c. Soph. l, 20, cf. 
Hel. 1 ), and Aristotle (vide fol
lowing note) as oL 1repl -ruVs jpurr,-
1<ovs 1'6-yovs µ,,rr8apvovwres ( cf. Plato, 
supra, p. 433, 1 ). Even Demo
critus complains of the disputatious 
people and their fallacies, .supra, 
p. 275, 3. 

I Arist. Soph. El. 33, 183 b, 

15. As to other enquiries. he says, 
he has only had to complete what 
others had begun ; rhetoric, for 
example, had from small beginnings 
gradually developed to a consider
able extent, through the instru
mentality of a Tisias, a Thrasyma
chus, a Theodorus : 7'dT'IJS Ii, 7'ris 
1rpa-yµ,aTelas ou 'TO µ,,v ;\v "'" o' ouK 
?)v 1rpoe~eLp"'faa'µ.Evo11, &AA.' oVOEv 
1rav'Tel\ws iJ1rfipxev. ,cal -yap 'T'WV 1repl 
'ToVs ipLU'TUWVs A.6')'ous µtaBapvoVv-roov 
0/J,Oict 'TlS ~V 1/ 1rafoeVU'LS 'T'fj rop-yfou 
1rpa'Yµa.-relq,. i\6'YOVS 'Yap oL µ~v /J'tJTO
pLKOUs oL OE €pooT1JTLKoVs EDloo<Tav 
Elcµav8&.vew, els 0£.s 1rA.etcrTd.1t,s 
lµ:rri1rTetv ~~811rrav E1ccfT~pot -roVs 
&A.A.'l}A.wv A6')"ovs- Ot61rEp -raxeLa µ.Ev 
lf.Texvos O' ?}v 11 OtBacrKaA.[a rro'is 
µav8d.vov,n ,rap, aUTWv, oU 'YaP 1rExv11v 
&i\A.<t. 7"a &:rrO 'r~!; TEx1n1s Oti56v-res 
1Tat0f-be,v {nrell.dµf,avov, as if a shoe· 
maker (says Aristotle) were to give 
his pupil a number of ready-made 
shoes instead of instruction in his 
trade. ' 
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Fallacies; 1 and though we must not forget that the 
one is a satire written with all poetic fre_edom, and 
the other a universal theory which there is no reason 
to restrict to the Sophists in the narrower sense, or to 
anything historical, yet the harmony of these descrip
tions one with the other, and with other accounts, shows 
that we are justified in applying them in all their es
sential features to the Sophistic teaching. What they 
tell us is certainly not much to its advantage. The 
Eristics were not concerned about any scientific result ; 
their object was to involve their adversary or interlo
cutor in confusion and difficulties from which he could 
find no way of escape, so that every answer that be 
gave seemed incorrect; 2 and whether this object was 
attained by legitimate inferences, or surreptitiously by 
means of fallacies, whether the interlocutor was really 
or only apparently vanquished, whether be felt himself 
vanquished, or only seemed to the auditors to be so, 
whether he was merely silenced or made ridiculous, it 
did not matter in the least.3 If a discussion is uncom
fortable to the Sophist, he evades it; 4 if an answer is 

1 Properly the ninth book of 
the Topica, vide Waitz, Aristot. 
Org. ii. 528. As to particular 
fallacies quoted by Aristotle, cf. 
Alexander in the Sckol-ia; Waitz, 
in his Commentary; Prautl, Gesck. 
d. Log. i. 20 sqq. 

2 The &cpuwra lpwT~µ.a:ra, of 
which the Sophist boasts, Eutky
dem. 275 E, 276 E. 

3 Of. the whole of the E1ttky
demus, and Arist. Sopk. El. c. 1 
( cf. c. 8, 169 b, 20), where the 
Sophistic demonstration is shortly 

defined as rru"A.71.o-y,,rµos Kal (71.e-yxas 
cpmv6µ.evos µ.ev 0/,1< &v oe. 

4 In Sopk. El. c. 15, 174 b, 28, 
Aristotle gives the rule from the 
standpoint of the Sophists: oe, oe 
KaL ct<{HaTaµ.Evov~ ToU i\.6')'ov rrO'. /\.ot1rct. 
~Wv E1rtxe;pr,µf~oo"/' bnTtµvuv ... 
E1rLXELp1JTEOV O EVLOTE "'"' 1rpOS /£71.71.o 
ToV elf)TJµEvov, Eue'ivo EKAa{36v-ras, 
lil.v µ.17 1rpos TO 1<elµ.evov lixv TLS 
bnxe1pe,v· 81rep Ii Au1<6cppwv t,ro[71,re, 
7rpo/3ArJ8EvTos A.Vpav E')'K(IJµtcf(ELv. 
Examples are given in Eutkydem. 
287 B sqq., 297 B, 290 A, etc. 
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desired of him, he insists on asking questions ; 1 if any
one tries to escape from ambiguous questions by closer 
definition, he demands yes or no; 2 if he thinks his 
adversary knows of an answer, he begins by deprecating 
all that can possibly be said on that side; 3 if he is accused 
of contradicting himself, he protests ag·ainst bringing 
forward things that are done with long ago: 4 if he bas no 
other resource, he stupifies his adversaries with speeches, 
the absurdity of which precludes any reply.5 He tries 
to hoodwink the diffident ·man by a swaggering mode of 
address,6 to surprise the thoughtful man by hasty infer-

1 Eutkyd. 287 B sq., 295 B sqq. 
2 Sopk. El. C. 17, 175 b, 8: 3 

T' bn(17roV<Tt vVv µ'i:v f/rrov 1rp6rEpov 
Ii} µ,all.71.ov ol Jp,u-riKol, -ro f/ val f/ 
oD o.rro1<plvw8ai. Cf. Eutkyd. 295 
E sq., 297 D sqq. 

• Thus Thrasymachus in PI.at. 
Rep. i. 336 C, challenges Socrates 
to ·say what is justice : ,cal 3,rws 
~oL µ.1], lp;Ls, l)TL 70 ,01,ov Ecr,-l µ710' 
on -ro wq,ell.,µ,ov /J,'Y/li on -ro 7'.v,nn-
71.ovv µ,'//Ii' 3n ,,-o t<<plia 71.eov µ,'Y}o' 3n 
7"0 ~uµ,rp.!pov, o.71.J,,a ,rnq,w~ µ,o, ,ca,l 
&tcptf3&3s AE-ye O TL "hv i\E1'?}s· Ws €7cl, 
oV,c 0.1roOEtoµm, Jdv fJ8Aol!1S rowVTous 
ll.e717s, with whichcf. the answer of 
Socrates, 337 A. 

• This is done with the most 
delightful naivete in Enthydem. 
287 B: eTr', '1cpp, dJ ~diH:paTes, 
.6.wvvcr60wpos fnroA.al3Wv, oi)Tws eI 
Kp&vos, cfJ<lTE & TO 7rpWrov e'broµH', 
vVv O.vaµ:µ,vf,(J'KEL, «al e'l 'TL 1r€pvcr1,v 
ehrov, vVv avaµV'l]U8t/<J'et, Tots et Ev 
T{p 1rap6v'TL A..eyoµ,Evots oVx E!ei~ 0 'T'L 
XPV; Similarly Hippias ap. Xen. 
111em. iv. 4, 6, says ironically to 
Socrates : f'Tt ,yttp 1TV EKe'iva TC,, aVTa 
i\E7ets, & ?')'cl, 1r&.A..aL 1ro-rE uou 'l]1wvcra; 
to which Socrates replies : ii liE ')'E 

'TOVTov Oew6repov, 6J 'I1r1ria, oV µ6vov 

&el 'Ta aU'T(t AE7w, Cl.Ji.A.Cl Kal ;Epl TWv 
aVTWv. crV 0) 't(n.tJs (iLtt 'TO 7roA.vµa81}s 
elvai 7rEpl TWv aVTWJJ obOE1r6TE 'Ta 
aiha A.E')IHS. Plato, Gorg. 490, 
puts the same into the mouth of 
Socrates and Callicles; so perhaps 
it may actually have been said by 
the historic Socrates. 

5 For example in the Eidhy
demus, where the Sophists at last 
admit that they know and under
stand all things, and even as little 
children understood how to count 
the stars, mend shoes, &c. (293 D); 
that puppies and sucking pigs are 
their brothers (298 D); and the 
fin>tle, when the adversary lays 
down his arms and all break forth 
in _wild exci~eme

0

nt; Ct,esippus ex
ch11mB, ,ru,r,ra~, dJ Hpar<ll.<ts ! and 
Dionysodorus answers : ,r6npov 
oiw O tHpak'.A.7]r 1ru1r1rd! EffTLV 1J 0 
,ru1r,ra~ 'Hpa,cll.i)s. 

6 In Rep. 336 C, Thrasymachus 
introduces himself into the con
versation with the words : -ris ~µ,a, 
1r

1
&.;\aL tAvapla ¥xet\ & ~dncpar:s, k'.al 

7"< EU1/8<(<<TBE ,rpos all.71.'Y}A.OVS U'.ll"OKa
TaK/\.iv6µ.evlJL VµLv ailToLS ; in the 
Entk:1fdemus, 283 B, Dionysodorus 
begins thus : iii ~w,cpwres .,.. ,ca,l 
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ences, 1 to betray the inexperienced man into surprising 
statements2 and clumsy expressions.3 Assertions that 
were only intended to have a relative meaning and a 
limited application, are taken absolutely; that which 
holds good of the subject is transferred to the predicate; 
from superficial analogies are deduced the most extrava
gant conclusions. It is maintained, for instance, that 
it is impossible to learn anything, for a man cannot 
learn what he already knows; and he cannot seek for 
that of which he knows nothing: the wise man can 
learn nothing, because he already knows, and the foolish 
man nothing, because he does not understand ; 4 more
over, he who knows anything knows all things, for the 
man who knows cannot be also ignorant ; 5 he who is the 
father or the brother of anyone, must be the father 
and brother of everyone; for a father cannot be not 

VµeLs oi lfi\.Aoi ... 1r6repo11 7J'a.f(ETE 
raiJTa Ai7011res, 7) •.• u1rovO&.(ere 
( similarly Callicles, Gorg. 481 B) ; 
and when Socrate.s has said that 
he is in earnest, Dionysodorus still 
warns him: 1J'l<61rei µ,hv, if, ~C:,Kpans, 
(hrws µ1/ l!apvas (<J'et & vVv A.€7eis. 

1 Soph. El. c. 15, 174 b, 8: 
crcp60pa 0~ mil 1roA.A.d,cis 7rote7 Oo,ce'iv 
iA'l)A•'YX8a< TD µ.d:A«rTa crocpurnKDv 
<rvKocpd.vT'fJfJ,a. rWv lpwrWvrruv, TO 
/J,'1/0"; rrv/1.)'!.o'Yirrc,,µ.fvous, µ,h_ ipC:,T'YJ/J,U 
7r'OLELV TO TeAevrawv, ai\Aa crvµ'lf'e
pavrtKWs el1rElv, Ws crv>..),.e'A.07trrµE
vovs, '' oVK ltpa TO ,cal T6." 

2 Vide Soph. El. c. 12, where 
various artifices are suggested by 
which the interlocutor might be 
entrapped into false or paradoxical 
assertions. 

3 Among the Sophistic devices 
which Aristotle mentions is the 
Solecism ( this was to mislead the 

adversary into wrong expressions, 
or if he expressed himself rightly, 
into the opinion that he was com
mitting faults), Soph. El. c. 14, 32, 
and the 7TOtrJ<Fat Mo/1.eaxe,v, ibid. c. 
13, 31. The latter consisted in 
obHging the enemy to repeat the 
idea of the subject in the predicate: 
e.y. TO <Flp,OV K01/\.6'T'l)S pw6s ~<FTLV, 
foTL 61' pls cr,µ,h, foTLv &pa pls pls 
KO[A.17, 

4 This seems to have been a 
favourite fallacy of the Sophists, 
and many different applications of 
it are quoted: by Plato, Meno, SO 
E; Euthyd. 275 D sq., 276 D sq.; 
by Aristotle, Soph. El. c. 4, 165 b, 
30; cf. Metapli. ix. 8, 1049 b, 33; 
and Prantl, Geseh. d. Lo.ff. i. 23. 

5 Euthyd. 293 B sqq., where 
the most absurd consequences are 
deduced from this. 

VOL. II. H H 
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a father, or a brother not a brother.1 If A is not B 
and Bis a human being, A is not a human being.2 If 
the negro is black, he cannot be white, even as to his 
teeth.3 If I sat yesterday in a certain place, but to
day sit there no longer, it is at the same time true and 
not true, that I sit there.4 If a bottle of medicine does 
a sick man good, a cart-load of the remedy will make 
him still better.5 Questions were raised such as that 
of the veiled person,6 and difficult cases imagined, such 
as the oath to swear falsely,7 and the like. The most 
fruitful mine, however, for Sophistic art was afforded 
by the ambiguity of language; 8 and the less the 
Sophists were concerned with real knowledge, and 
the smaller the advance in that period towards the 
grammatical definition of words and propositions, and 
towards the logical distinction of the various categories, 
the more unrestrainedly could the intellect run riot in 
so wide a sphere, especially among a people so expert 
in speech, and so accustomed to linguistic catches and 
riddles, as the Greeks.9 Equivocal expressions were 

' Euthyd. 297 D sqq., with the 
same argumentative exaggeration. 

2 Soph. El. c. 5, 166 b, 32. 
3 Ibid. 167 a, 7 ; cf. Plato, 

Phileb. 14 D. 
4 Soph. El. c. 22, 178 b, 24; 

C. 4, 165 b, 30 sq. 
5 Euthyd. 299 A sq., where 

there are others of the same kind. 
• A veiled person is shown, 

and one of his acquaintances is 
asked whether he knows him ; if 
he says yes, he says what is untrue, 
for he cannot know who is hidden 
behind the veil ; if he says no, he 
equally says an untruth, for he 
does know the veiled person. These 

and similar catches are mentioned 
by Aristotle, Soph. El. c. 24. 

7 Some one has sworn to commit 
a perjury; if he actually commits it, 
is this e~op!Cew or briopKew ? Soph. 
Et. c. 25, 180 a, 34 sqq. 

8 A rist. Sopk. El. c. 1, 165 a, 
4 : eTs T67['0S e!lcpu~<iTaT6s lcrrt «al 
071µ0<J'tdJTaTOS O OtCl TiiJV (woµdn1JV, 
because words, being universal de
signations, are necessarily ambigu
ous, cf. Plato, Rep. 454 A, where 
Dialectic is characterised as the 
15,aipew ,car' et/571, and Eristic as the 
cu~tom ~ar' ail~O '!"O i5v~µ.a. Ott:61Cetv 
7'0V AexOeJJTOS 'T'lJV fllG.Jl'TlW(J'LJI, 

9 Examples are numerous, not 
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taken in one sense in the first proposition, and in 
another in the second ; 1 that which gave a right mean
ing only in combination was separated ; 2 that which 
ought to be separated was united ; 3 the inconsistency 

only in the comic poets, but also 
in the common proverbial expres
sions. Aristotle speaking of the 
Sophistical play on words alludes 
to those i\cryo, -yei\o,o,, which are 
quite according to Greek popular 
taste, e.g. : 1ron!pa Twv /3owv fµ.-
7ipocr8ev T€!e7aL ; oVOe-rEpa, &A.A' 
li1rL<t8Ev li.µ.cpw. Similarly Arist. 
Rhet. ii. 24, 1401 a, 12 quotes: 
v1rouoawv EWC!.L µ.vv, for from it come 
the µ.v,nf/pm. 

, 
1 ,For ~xamp!e : ~U K~K(t. /1,7a6d,· 

'T'CI. -yap OEOV'T'CI. a-yaea, 'T'CI. OE /CCI.ICC!. 
i>eona (Soph. El. 4, 165 b, 34).
d.pa <' Op~ TLS, 70Vro Op~; 6pq. liE 
T0v Kfova, &<J'TE Op~ 0 ,dwv.-CGpa i 
uV cp~s ~Tva.1, -ToVro, <T~ </>~~ efz;at; 
(/>17s OE i\,8ov E!vcu, ,rv Ii.pa </11) s i\,8os 
eivat,-'dl ~<TTt <Yt')IOOv-ra A.€-yew, etc. 
-(Ibid. 166 b, 9, and c. 22,178 b, 
29 sqq.). Of the same calibre, and 
partly identical with these, are the 
fallacies in the Euthydemu.s, 287 A, 
D, 300A,D, 301 Csqq.).-aparnu,,.a 
'Y}')'e'i uCt elvcu, &v &v lfp~ys ,w:l Effi 
~ot a}1To'is 1-P~crea., .... H -r_: ltv J3oVA~; 
E7rELO?/ abv oµoi\o-ye,s elva, Tbv A,a 
Kal 7olJs lii\i\ovs OeoVs, apa ~~EfJ'Tl 
<TOL ahovs &:,roo6,r8a,, etc. (Eitth. 
301 E sq.; Soph. El. c. 17, 176 b, 
1 : 0 ~vfJpw1r6s E(J'TL TWv ({pwv ; vat. 
,c771µ.a Ii.pa 6 li.v8pw11'os 'T'WV (ipwv ). 
' What someone has had, and has 
no longer, he has lost; therefore 
if of five stones he lose one, he has 
lost ten, for he has ten no longer.' 
' If a man who has several dice, 
gives me one of them, he has given 
me what he had not, for he has not 
only one' ( Soph. El. c. 22, 178 b, 
29 sqq.). Tov ,ca,cov ,r1rov'fia'iov Tb 

µ&.8,,µ.a· <T1rou'fiawv Ii.pa µ&.8,,µa ,,.1, 
,ca,c6v. Euthydem. ap. Arist. Sopk. 
El. c. 20, 177b, 46: the ambiguity 
lies here in p.&.8-qµ.a, which may 
either mean knowledge in the sub
jective sense, or the object of 
knowledge. 

2 So in the Euthyd. 295 A sqq. 
' Thou knowest all things al ways 
with it (the soul), therefore thou 
knowest all things always.' Soph. 
El. c. 4, 5,166 a, 168 a: 'Two and 
three are five, therefore two is five, 
and three is five;' 'A and B is a 
person, whoever, therefore, strikes 
A and B has struck one person and 
not several,' and the like. Ibid: c, 
24, 180 a, 8 : Tb ilva, TWV KaKwv 
,.,., &:ya86v · T/ 7d,p cpp6v17cr[s fffrt.¥ 
brLIJ'Tf//J.'1 'T'WV KaKwv, but if it be 
( so the conclusion must have run) 
€1rurT{,µ:q TWv JCa1eWv, it is also -rl 
rWv Kau&v. 

• E.g. Eutl,yd. 298 D sq. (et 
Soph. El. c. 24, 179 a, 34): 'Yon 
have a dog, and the dog has 
~uppies ... ,' : oVK,oVv 1raThp ~11 <r6s 
E<I''TW, wrrre <J'OS 1raT1/p '}'L'}'JIE'TCU.. 

Soph. El. c. 4, 166 a, 23 sq. : 
Ouva.Thv «afJt/µ,evov {3aOl(ELv ,ad µ.1} 
'YPd.</JOVTa -ypa</JELV, and the like. 
Ibid. c. 20, 177 b, 12 sqq., where 
the following are given as falla
cies of Euthydemus : ap' oilias IJ'V 
vVv ot)(ras Ev IletpaieL TpLT}pEts Ev 
-::f.LKEi\lct t!,v ; (' Do you kuow, being 
in Sicily, that there are ships in 
the Pirreus ; ' or : ' Do you know in 
Sicily, the ships that are in the 
Pirreus ? ' This last interpretation 
results from Arist. Rhet. ii. 24, 
1401 a, 26. Alexander's explana-

JI H 2 
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of language in the use of words was employed for 
small witticisms and railleries,1 &c. In all these things 
the Sophists knew neither measure nor bounds. On 
the contrary, the more glaring the extravagance, the 
more laughable the statement, the more exquisite the 
absurdity in which the interlocutor was involved, the 
greater was the amusement, the higher the renown of 
the dialectic pugilist, and the louder the applause of 
the listeners. Of the great Sophists of the first genera
tion, indeed, we may with certainty assume, even 
judging from Plato's descriptions, that they never 
descended to this level of charlatanism and buffoonery 

tion of the passage does not seem 
to me correct): 0.l E11'Ttv, &:yaeOu 
·t>v-ra crlCvTEa. µ.oxfJrJp~w elvm ;~d.p' 
Ct.J..:r,BEs eL7re7v vVv 3·TL a'V ")IE-yovo.s ;
oV Kt8api("'v lxets OV11a1.uv ToV ,aea~ 
pf(Hv· 1a8apfo·cus &:v &.pa oiJ KtfJapl(w11. 
Aristotle, in all these cases, ascribes 
the fallacy to the rrvvB«ns, the false 
corn bination of words, and this is 
quite right; the ambiguity is based 
upon the fact that the words : 
,raT17p &iv rr6, ?rrTtV, may either 
mean 'he is, being a father, yours,' 
or 'it is he who is your father; ' 
that Ka.8~µ,evov f3c,:ol(ew 5vvarr8a, 
means 'to be as a person sitting in a 
position to go,' and also 'to be in a 
position to go sitting;' that &:yaeov 
livTa <rl<V'TEa µ,oxlJrJpOv €!Vat means 
'to be a good cobbler and a bad 
(man)' and' to be a good cobbler 
and a bad cobbler;' that el,re,v vvv 
Ort uV "'yE-yavas means ' to say now 
that you came into the world' and 
also 'to say that you now came 
into the world,' &c. 

1 Soph. El. c. 4, 166 b, 10 c. 22; 
Aristotle calls this ,rap?,. 'l'o rrxfiµ,a 
dis 11.e~ews, and quotes as an ex-

ample, a.p' ~V'fieXETal TO aUTO £µ,a 
7r?LE"iv :e K~l 'trEe':oL?'}Kt~ac'; oll., &Ai\Q. 
µ,rw Op'}V 7e n aµ,a "'" ewpa1<eva., -ro 
a.il-rO ,cal KaTti TaVTO Ev3t.ixeTai, for 
the fallacy here arises from the 
analogy of 1ro,e,v T< being applied, 
on account of the similarity of the 
grammatical form, to tp~v Tt. To 
the same class belong the state
ments of Protagoras, carica;tured 
by Aristophanes ( Clouds, 601 sqq. ), 
on the gender of words, that ac
c~rding ·to the analogy we must 
say l, µ,fiv,s and {; ,r~l-..'1/~ ( Soph. El. 
14, 173 b, HJ). Concerning another 
kind of grammatical paralogism, 
the play upon words which are 
distinguished only by their pro
nunciation and accents, as ob and 
oD, i'ili'ioµ.ev and 1i,i'i6µev (Soph. El. 
c. 4, 166 b, o. c. 21 ), Aristotle 
himself says that examples of it 
never came across him either in 
the writings of the Sophists, or in 
oral tradition, because these fal
lacies are always detected in speech, 
to which the arts of the Sophists 
always had reference. 
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and childish delight in fo0lish witticisms ; but their 
immediate- successors, from all that we know, appear to 
have rlone so, and they themselves at any rate prepared 
the way for this degeneracy. For they were incontes
tibly the founders of Eristic disputation.1 If, however, 
we once enter on the downward path of a dialectic which 
cares not for truth of fact, but only for the display of 
personal prowess, it is no longer possible to halt at will: 
pugnacity and vanity have full sway, and allow them
selves all the advantage which this standpoint affords ; 
and such a dialectic will claim the right to exercise 
this principle until it is refuted by a higher principle. 
The Er,istic off-shoots of the Sophistic teaching are, 
therefore, as little accidental as the insipid formalities 
of Scholasticism in later times, and if we are bound to 
discriminate between the quibbling. of a Dionysodorus 
and the argumentation of a Protagoras,. we ought not to, 
forget that the one is the lineal descendant of the other. 

5. The opinions of the Sophists concerning Virtue and Justice, 
Politics and Religion. The Sophistic Rhetoric. 

THE remarks at the conclusion of the last chapter may 
also be applied to the Ethics of the Sophist. The 
founders of the Sophistic doctrine did not proclaim the 
theory of life corresponding with their scientific stand
point so unreservedly as their successors-in some cases 
they did not proclaim it at all; but they scattered the 
seeds from which by a historical necessity it could not 
fail to be developed. Although, therefore, we must 

1 Cf. p. 461 sq. 
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always distinguish between the beginnings of Sophistic 
Ethics and the later and more completed form, yet we 
must not on that account overlook their mutual inter
dependence and their common presuppositions. 

The Sophists professed to be teachers of virtue, and 
they regarded this as their peculiar task, because they 
did not believe in the scientific knowledge of things 
and bad no taste for it. The conception of duty seems 
to have been accepted by the elder Sophists in the same 
sense, and with the same indeterminateness, as by their 
compatriots generally at that time. They included 
under this name aH that according to Greek ideas con
stituted the capable man ; on the one side all practical 
and useful arts, including bodily activity, but especially 
all that is of value in domestic and eivil life; 1 on the 
other side, ability and uprightness of character. That 
the latter was not excluded, and that the Sophistic 
teachers of the first generation were far from opposing 
on principle the prevailing moral theories, is clear from 
all that we know of their Ethics. Protagoras, in 
Plato's dialogue, promises his pupil that every day that 
be paFses in his company he shall become better, he 
will make him a good father of a family and a brave 
citizen ; 2 he calls duty the most beautiful of all things ; 

1 Cf. p. 431 sq. Now, there
fore, we meet with attempts at 
political theories, e.g. the tre1ttise 
of Protagoras, ,repl -rroluTdas (Diog. 
ix. 55) and the works mentioned, 
supra, p. 428, of Hippodamus and 
Phaleas, of whom the former, ac
cording to Aristotle, opens the 
series of theoretical politicians in 
Greece. To these also the famous 
exposition of Herodotus (iii. 80-82) 

belongs which, though somewhat 
more detailed, might well form part 
of an independent theoretical dis
cussion such as the Sophists loved, 
in historical language, concerning 
the value of the three forms of go
vernment ( cf. p. 4 73, 1 ; 4 73, 6) ; 
possibly it may have been actually 
taken from a discussion of this kind. 

2 Prot. 318 A, E, sq. (sup. p. 
430, 3; 431 5). 
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he does not regard every pleasure as a good, but only 
pleasure in the beautiful; nor is all pain an evil.1 In 
the mythus 2 which Plato has chiefly taken from a 
treatise of Protagoras 3 we read: 'The beasts have their 
natural means of defence; to men, the gods have given 
for their protection the sense of justice and the ab
horrence of wrong ( UtcrJ and alows) ; these qualities 
are implanted in every man by nature, and if they 
should he wanting in anyone, that person could not be 
tolerated in any commonwealth: in political questions, 
therefore, all have a voice, and all take part, by means 
of instruction and admonition, in the moral education 
of youth.' Justice appears here as a law of nature, the 
subsequent distinction of natural and positive right is 
still alien to the orator. The natural disposition re
quires to be cultivated, Protagoras says, by instruction, 
but on the other hand instruction can only attain its 
end when nature and habit come to its aid.4 Gorgias 
declined, indeed, both the name and the responsibility 

1 Prot. 349 E, 351 B sqq. In 
what is said 349 B, on the parts 
of virtue, there can scarcely be 
anything really derived from Pro
tagoras. 

2 l. c. 320 C sgq. 
3 Steinhart, Pl. Werke, i. 422, 

doubts this, because the mythus is 
quite worthy of Plato, but why 
should it be too good for Prota·· 
goras ? The language has a pecu
liar colouring, and the thoughts 
and their investiture are quite in 
the style of the Sophists. From 
what work it is taken it is impos
sible to discoYer; Frei, 182 sqq., 
thinks, and others agree with him, 
that it is from the treatise, ,repl 
Tfjs iv Clpxfi KaTa.a-T&.crews; Bernays, 

on the other hand, Rh. Mus. vii. 
466, believes that this is the title 
of a rhetorical work. I am in
clined to refer it to the Politeia. 

4 Vide the words from the µ•"fas 
11.&"fos of Protagoras, in Cramer, 
Anecd. Paris. i. 17'1 (M,1llach, F,·. 
Phil~s. ii. 134, 9): <f>ii<rews 1<0:l 
duKf/ffE(J)S OtOatrKaJ\.ia Oehm· 1ed cl7r0 
ve&rrrros 15~ &p!aµevovs lle, µav8a
PELV. Here the question is already 
suggested, which Plato asks at the 
beginning of the Meno, and with 
which philosophy h,is so gre>1tly 
occupied itself ever since the time 
of Socrates, viz. how instruction is 
related on the one hand to natural 
disposition, and on the other to 
moral practice? 
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of a teacher of virtue; at any rate, in his later life; 1 

but this does not hinder him from speaking about 
virtue. He did not, however, attempt any general . 

. definition of its nature; but described in detail wherein 
consisted the virtue of the man and of the woman, of 
the old man and of the boy, of the freeman and of the 
slave, without departing from the prevailing opinion. 2 

Plato does not accuse him of immoral principles ; Gor
gias rather hesitates about proceeding to the inferences 
of a Callicles.3 Nor did Hippias, in that discourse in 

1 Plato, Meno, 95 B: Tl Ila) ii-f/; 
ol cro<f>utrral <Tot oilroi, o11rEp µOvoi 
;1ranEA.Ao11'T'at, OoKOV(J'L OtOcicncaAot 
eivat &peT1]s ;-Kal rop7lov µ&AttTTa., 
6J :ZWKpare:, T ... aVTct_ 6.-y~µat: 6•n ~V,c 
ltv '71'0Te CJ.VTOV 'TDV'TO afi:OV(J"a.LS V'lf't

(J'xvovµEvov, &AA«. Kal r&v lti\A.wv 
Ka:ra:yeA~, BTa.V Cl,ca{J<f'[} {,'lfufxvov
µEvwv· &.r,:; ... ct. AE'}'ELV ofe7a1, Oe'iv 1rote'iv 
iiE1vovs. Of. Garg. 449 A; Phiteb. 
58 A. 

2 Arist. Polit. i. 13, 1260 a, 
27 : The moral problem is not the 
same for different persons ; we 
ought not, therefore, to define 
Yirtue universally as Socrates does; 
'1t"oi\V 7Cl.p lfµewov AE-yova'u, ol E~a
p18µ.ovvTEs Tei.S c'tpera.s, {f)(T'lrEp rop-
7[as, After this evidence we may 
the more readily ascribe to Gorgias 
himself what Plato in the Meno, 
71 D sq., puts into the mouth of 
the disciple of Gorgias, with express 
reference to his master: TL <Pvs 
ltpeT~V Eivctt; . . . 'AAA' oV xaAe1rOv, 
if, ~dm:parEs, el1reLv. 1rpWrov µ.Ev, El 
/3o'UAet, &.vOpOs &.pETt]v, p4ornv, Ort 
alJr71 .?o-rlv &.vOpOs &pe71J, ItcavOv e1va, 
TU. T?ls 1r6J\EOOS 1rpcf:T'T€Lll Kal 7rpcir
TOV'TCI. Tatis µEv cp[Aovs eV 1ruiEW 

ToVs O' Jx8potls KaKWs, Kal u . .u'rOv 
et1Aaf3e'i(J'8at µ1}0Ev TowiiTov 1raOe'iv. 
(Of., in regard to this principle, 

vyeI~ker, ,Kl. Schriften, i,i. 522 sq) 
El OE /3ovJo..E1 7uvarn:os apEThv, OU 
xaAE1rOP OIEA8ei'v, 3•n IJE< ahhv Thv 
ol,dav eO ol,ce'iv a'W(au<Td.11 'TE 'Ta 
EvOov 1eal 1Ca:rrJ1wov oilcrav TOiJ Cf.vOpOs. 
,cal llJo..Jo..71 J,nl 1ra1/los c'tpETh ,cal 87/AELas 
Kal l'tppEVOS Kal 1rpErl/3UTEpOU c'tvlJpO<, 
el µEv {3oV"A.ei EAevfJipov, el OE {3o'IJA.EL 
Oo6A.ov, Kctl cfi\i\at 1rcf.µ.7ro')t.),..m &percd 
El(J'i7J, tfi<f'TE oU,c &1rop[a elire7v &.peT1/s 
1r€pt 8 'TL El1TL° Ka8' EJCdllT1JV 'Yap TWv 
1rpd~ewv teal TWv 'f/AtKtWv 1rpOs E«a-

,, ( ' t " t ' ' flTOV Ep')'OV EICaflT<p 'l/P,WP 'l/ apET'l/ 
i(J'TLV, W(J'aVTws OE, oIµcu, r:b "2.cl,Kpa
TH, ,cal rJ 1<a1da. The more general 
definitions which are extorted from 
Meno (73 0, 77 B) cannot with 
certainty be ascribed to Gorgias, 
though some isolated expressions 
of his may perhaps be employed in 
them. Plutarch, Mul. Virt. p. 2±2, 
quotes a few words from him on 
female virtue. Foss, p. 4 7, rightly 
applies to virtue the apophthegm 
ap. Procl. ad Hesiod. Opp. 340, 
Gaisford, on Being and appear
ance. 

3 Gorg. 459 E sq., cf. 482 0, 
456 0 sqq. Likewise what Plu
tarch quotes from him, De Adulat. 
et Arn. 23, p. 64 : 'We must not, 
indeed, require from our friends 
wrong-doing, but we must be ready 
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which he imparted rules of life to Neoptolemus through 
Nestor,1 set himself in opposition to the customs and 
opinions of his countrymen. 2 As to Prodicus, it is well 
known that his doctrine of virtue was approved, even 
by tho~e who, in other respects, had no leaning to the 
Sophists. His Helracles,3 which gained for him so 
much praise, portrayed the worth and the happiness of 
virtue, and the pitifulness of an effeminate life, given 
over to the pleasures of the senses. In a discourse on 
wealth he seems to have taught that riches in them
selves are not a good, but that all depends upon thei:F 
employment; for the licentious and intemperate it is a 
misfortune to possess the J?'leans of satisfying their 
passions.4 Lastly, a discourse upon death is mentioned, 
in which he described the ills of life, praised death a.s 
the deliverer from these ills, and silenced the fear of 
death with the reflection that death can affect neither 
the living nor the dead; not the living, for they are 
still alive, and not the dead, for they exist no more.5 

In all this, there is little to be found in the way of new 
thoughts and scientific definitions,6 but as little on the 

to do wrong for them,' hardly 
contradicts the preyailing moral 
notions, while it presupposes in a 
general manner the idea of right. 

1 The substance of these is 
giyenin t,he Greater Hippias, 28GA, 
no doubt correctly: Neoptolemus 
asks Nestor : 1r0Lcf. Ja''TL Kct:l\.Ct.. bn-r11-
0eVµaTa., & ctv TLS ~1r,r170eVua.s v,os 
&v eV001aµ®TaTos -yEvoi-ro· µeTO. TaVTa 
0~ A.l-ywv ~ff:_111 ~ NE!iTwp K~l {nroTt: 
eeµ,evos avnp 1raµ,1ro)l./l.a voµ,iµ,a 1<a1 
1rd71tai\a., 

2 He there boasts of the success 
of his lectures in Sparta. 

3 Ap. Xen. ].\fem. ii. 1, 21 sqq. 
4 Eryxias, 395 E, 396 E, 397 D. 
5 Axiockits, 366 C, 369 C. That 

what follows, especially the argu
ments for the belief in immortality, 
370 C sqq., is likewise borrowed 
from Prodicus seems to me impro
bable ; and the author does not in 
any way assert it. This very cir
cumstance, however, speaks for the 
credibility of the previous re
ferences to that Sophist. 

6 Heracles at the cress-ways is 
only a new investiture of thoughts 
which Hesiod had already brought 
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other hand of Sophistic cavilling at moral principles.1 

Prodicus appears here rather as a panegyrist of the old 
customs and theory of life,2 as an adherent of the school 
of the practical sage,; and gnomic poets, of Hesiod and 
Solon, Simonides and Theognis. If, therefore, the So
phistic morality were to be judged of from the relation 
in which the first Sophists placed themselves to the 
thought of their nation, there would be no ground for 
any distinction between them and the ancient sages. 

This, however, is not the true state of the case. 
Although the founders of the Sophistic teaching may 
have been unconscious of raising an opposition to the 
prevailing principles, their whole point of view must 
have tended in that direction. Sophistic opinion is in 
itself a transeending of the previous moral tradition : 
by its very existence it proclaims this tradition to be 
inadequate, If we had simply to follow common habits 
and customs, special teachers of virtue would be un
necessary, every man would learn by intercourse with 
his family and acquaintance what he had to_ do. If, on 
the contrary, virtue is made the object of special in-

forward in the well-known passage 
on the path of virtue and of vice. 
'E. 1e. 'F/11. 285 sqq. With the pas
sage of the Eryxias Welcker, p. 493, 
justly compares sayings of Solon 
(vide sup. Vol. I. p. 116, 2), and 
Theognis (vide v. 145 sqq., 280 
sqq., 315 sgq., 719 sqq., ll55). 
The same author shows (p. 502 
sqq.) that the euthanasia of Axio
chus is specially grounded upon 
Cean eustoms and theories of life ; 
and at p. 434 he makes this generaJ 
remark : ' The wisdom of Prodicus 
(in Plato) might be said to be 

older than Simonides, if it did not 
transcend the simple notions of the 
poets, and were deficient in philoso
phic definiteness and importance.' 

1 I agree with W elcker (p. 
532) that the semi-enda,monistic 
basis of the moral admonitions in 
the discourse on Heracles are not 
far removed from the standpoint 
of ordinary G_reek morality (which 
Plato frequently censures for this 
reason, e.g. in the Pkmdo, 68 D sqq.). 

2 His Praise of Agriculture is 
rightly brought into connection 
with this, by Welcker, p. 496 sq. 
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struction, it can neither be asked nor expected that this 
instruction should be limited to the mere tradition of 
ancient usage, or to the imparting of rules of life which 
do not affect moral conduct : the teachers of virtue 
must do as the Sophists did from the first-they must 
enquire wherein virtue consists, why it deserves to be 
preferred to vice, &c. To this question, however, on 
the presupposition of the Sophistic standpoint, only 
one logical answer was possible. If there is no truth 
of universal validity, there can be no universally valid 
law; if man in his opinions is the measure of all 
things, he is so also in his actions : if for each man 
that is true which appears to him true, that which 
seems to each right and good, must be right and good. 
In other words, everyone has the natural right to 
follow his caprice and inclinations, and if be is hindered 
from doing so by law and custom, it is an infringement 
of this natural right, a constraint with which no one is 
bound to comply, if he has the power to break through 
or evade it. 

These inferences were very soon, indeed, actually 
drawn. Though we may not consider as an adequate 
proof of this the words which Plato puts into the 
mouth of Protagoras on the subject,1 since they pro
bably exaggerate that Sophist's own declarations,2 yet 
the promise to make the weaker case the stronger 3 

has a suspicious sound ; for, if the orator can venture 
to boast that he is in a position to help wrong to gain 

1 Tlwmt. I 67 0: ol'cf 7' ilv 
EK&.,r-rr, 71'6i\.ei ci[Kcaa Kal Kai\.((. BoKfi 
'TctVTa~ Kctl eivat a.lnfi Ews 1xv auTa 
voµl(17. 

2 Vide sup. p. 470. 
• On the me,ining of this 

promise, vide i11j'. 488, 1. 
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the victory, faith in the inviolability of right must 
necessarily be shaken. It was still more endangered 
by the discrimination and opposition of natural and 
positive right, that favourite theorem of the later 
Sophistic ethics which we hear first clearly and defi
nitely enunciated by Hippias. .Xenc,phon represents 
this Sophist as disputing the moral obligation of laws, 
became they so often change/ while he acknowledges 
as divine or natural law only that which is everywhere 
equally observed ;2 but how little of such law exists, his 
archreological enquiries might have been sufficient to 
show him. In Plato 3 he says that law, like a tyrant, 
compels men to do much that is contrary to nature. 
These principles soon appear as the Sophists' general 
confession of faith. In Xenophon,4 the young Alcibiades, 
the friend of the Sophistic doctrine, already ex;presses 
himself in the same manner as Hippias, and Aristotle 5 

1 Meni. iv. 4, 14, after Socmtes 
has reduced the conception of jus
tice to that of lawfulness: v6µ,ovs 
ll', f<J>11, if, ::!'.du,pc,.-res, 11'WS l!.v T<S 
7/'YTJ<TatTO 0-7l'OU<lct<OV 11'pa-yµ,a eTvat 'f) 
'1"0 1rel8e<T8at ailro'is, oils ')'E 1roA.A.d1as 
a.VTol ol eEµE/JOL &.1roOGKtµ.d<rav-res 
µ.era.'rl8evTat; 

2 Z. c. 19 sqq., Hippias allows 
that there are wlso unwritten laws, 
which proceed from the gods ; but 
among these he will only reckon 
those which are everywhere recog
nised, such as veneration of the 
gods and of parents;· while on the 
other hand, for example, the pro
hibition of incest, being against 
the custom of many nations, is not 
included in the number. 

3 Prot, 237 C. - ~"!i1" 
• Mem. i. 2, 40 sqq. 

5 Sop!,. El. c. 12, 173 a, 7: 
'1i"i\eL6'Tos OE T61ros €0-Tl -roV 1rotE'iv 
11'apc!.'iio~a 7'..i')'ELV &<T11'Ep ,cal 6 Ka7'..1'.t
KAf;s Ev To/ rop·y[q. 7E'}'pa1rTm AE')'oov, 
Kal o,l Cl.pxaLo, OE TidvTes r'povTo 
<J'u,u/3alvew, 1rapa 7() Ka'Ta cpVutv Kal 
Ka-rb. T0v v6µ,ov,. Evav'Tla 'Yap eivr.u 
<f>r~<f:v Kal v6µo~, Ka~ T1]v OtKaw<J'{w71t 
KaTa v6µov µev eivcu KaAOv Ka.Ta 
cp6o-w Ii' oi', 1m1'.6v, Similarly, 
Plato, Them/, 172 B: iv roi's ll,. 
Kafots Kal &.Oi1wts 1eal Ocriois n:aL &vo

~fots E~Ehou~w-- llT~t~[(e~e~,, ~s oU~ 
etrTL <f>v<Ifl av7wv ovOev ovcnav eavTov 

lxov, (J.;,.'Ji,.(), TO ,wwp O&!av TOVTo 

-y[7veTaL ii-i\1JeEs £hew o6~v Kal Oo-ov 
av OoKfJ xp6vov · Kd (.foot 'YE 01] 
µ,r, 1ravnha,n TDv TipwTa-y6pov 1'..6-
7ou /I.E7ovfftv WO€ 1rws T~V qocpiav 
l!.-yoVln. 
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deecribes as one of the most popular Sophistic common
places the assertion of the Platonic Callicles 1 that 
nature and ,custom stand in most cases in contradiction. 
Now it would not unconditionally follow from this 
that universal moral principles are founded only on 
ancient custom, and not on nature; for the contradiction 
may in itself arise from the positive law being behind 
the strict requirements of the law of nature. And 
examples are not wanting where the independence of 
ancient custom, claimed by the Sophists, moved them to 
attacks upon institutions which we can only regard as 
prejudices or imperfections of the laws of that time. 
Lycophron declares nobility to be an imaginary ad
vantage ;2 Alcidamas points out that the contrast of 
slave and freeman is unknown to nature, and others go 
so far as to impugn slavery as an institution contrary to 
nature.3 But we can easily see that their attacks upon 

1 Gorp. 482 E sqq. The fact 
that Callicles was not a Sophist in 
the narrower sense, but a polit_ician, 
who sometimes spoke with con
siderable contempt of this fruitless 
argumentation (vide sup. p. 427), 
is unimportant. Plato certainly 
intends us to regard him as a re
presentative of the Sophistic cul
ture, who does not hesitate to push 
it to its extreme consequences. It 
is evidently of the Sophists and 
their disciples of whom Plato is 
chiefly thinking. when, in the Laws, 
x. 889 D, he tells us of p~ople 
who maintain -rhv voµo8etdav '71"ao-av 
0~ cpV~eL, ;txvv OE· 1/~ oV,c fArJ?E'is 
Elva, Tas 6EO"ELS .•. 7a ,cai\a cpvcrei 
µEv lt" .. A.a e1vat, v6µq., 0~ ErEpa, -rct 
OE O[,ccua oUO' elvm To7rapd7rav q>Va'ei, 
tJ.l\.)1..' lt.µftcT/3TJTOV11ra

1

sOtan~?'-e'iv ct""-,_A.1,
Aots Kat µE'ra-r,eeµevous ael TavTa · 

'& O' '&.v µer&fJwvTat Kal Chav, T6Te 
JCifpta. EKatTTa elvai, 7i7v6µeva TEXV'{l 
JCal TOLS' v&µots, &A.A' oV 0~ TLJIL 

cpvcre, ( exactly the same argument 
which, according to 476, I, Hippias 
had employed). 

2 Ps.-Plut. De Nobilit. 18, 2. 
Is the eV7Eveta TWv rtµf(J)v Kal ,nrov
oa;{wv, -1) 1<aOa1repfl.vK6cppwvf; crocp,rrT17s 
fypmf,e romv6v [ Kev6v, cf. Meineke, 
ad Stab. F'loril. 86, 24] TL ,rrlµ1rav; 
€1CeLJ/os 7Cl.p &vn1rapa/3&A.Aoov ErEpots 
&7aB0Ls ailr1]v, eV7evefas µEv oVv, 
<{Jr,tJ'lv, &q>av~s Tb JC(il\Aos, Jv 7'.6')'oo 
oe TD creµv6v. ' 

3 Arist. says, Pol. i. 3, 1250 b, 
20: TOLS OE 1rapa cpocr,v [ooKEL eTvm] 
TO ilecr1r6(e1v. v6µ,p yap TOV µev 
OoVJwv e'lvai T0v Q' €A.e/;8epov, cpVcre, 
O' oVBEv Oiaq>Epetv. Oi61rfp oVOE Ol1Caw1r 
/3lmov yrlp. Alcidamas expressed 
himself in a similar manner, as 
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positive laws would not be confined to such cases. Law 
and ancient usage had been hitherto the only moral 
authority; if this authority were no longer binding, 
all moral obligation was open to question, belief in its 
inviolability was declared to be a prejudice, and so long 
as no new basis of moral life was indicated, there 
remained only the negative result that every moral and 
judicial law is an unjust and unnatural restriction of 

Vahlen proves (p. 504 sq. of the the Politics, the declaration that this 
treatise quoted supra, p. 425, 5), social arrangement, which through
from Arist. Rket. i. 13, 1373 b, 18, out Hellas constituted a lawful 
where Aristotle appeals in support right, was a wrong-such an attack 
of the theory of a universal natural could only damage the effect of 
law to his M«rcr.,,v,aK&s; and the the discourse. Aristotle, however, 
Scholion ( Orat. Attwi, ii. 154) speaks in Polit. i. 6, 1255 a, 7, of 
quotes from that work these words, ,ro;\,\ol -rwv ev -ro'is 116µ0,s, who 
which originally appear to have accuse slavery of injustice; and in 
stood in the Aristotelean text: c. 3, either he or the adversary 
e;\evMpovs &.,fij1<e mfv-ras 8eo,·, ob1itva whom he has primarily in view, 
oov,\ov i/ cp{m,s ,re1rol.,,1<ev. Yet sums up these accusations ( as the 
Aristotle does not seem to be trimeter : 116µ1;> 'Y"P '/is µev aov,\os 
thinking specially of him in the iis ll' ?,\ev8epos shows, which also 
passage quoted above from the betrays itself, c. 6, 1255 b, 5) in 
Politics. :For the Mecrcr.,,v,a"os (as the words of a tragic poet, possibly 
Vahlen has conclusively shown, p. Euripides (from whom Oncken, 
504 sqq.) had a definite practical 8taatsl. d. Arist. ii. 33 sq., has col
purpose-that of effecting the re- lected similar statements), or Aga
cognition of the restored Mes- thou, the pupil of Gorgias. But 
senians after the battle of Man- even if the passage in the Politics 
tinea ; and as in this it ran h01s no special reference to Alci
counter to the feelings of the damas, it is probably concerned 
Spartans, who strongly disliked with a theory which, by the appli
having their Helots (intermingled cation of the Sophistic distinction 
with the Messenians) for indepen- between v6µos and cpvcns, hid bare 
dent neighbours ( as Isocrates says, the most vulnerable pilrt of ancient 
Arckid. 28, cf. 8, 87, 96)-it was society. Among the adherents of 
quite fitting to remind them that this theory may have been the 
the opposition of slaves and free- Cynics, who were connected with 
men was not absolute, that all men Gorgias throngh their founder, 
are by nature free-born. On the and who made great use of this 
other hand, an attack on the prin- distinction, if they were not (as I 
ciples and the whole institution of conjectured, Part n. a, 276, 3rd ed.) 
slavery, such as is presupposed in its first assertors. 
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human freedom. Hippias, in the application which he 
makes of his proposition, approximates closely to this 
principle; others do not hesitate to avow it openly.1 

Natural right is, as Callicles says ( l.c.), only and solely 
the right of the stronger; and if the prevailing opinions 
and laws do not recognise this, the reason is to be found 
in the weakness of the majority of men: the mass of 
the weak found it more advantageous to protect them
selves against the strong by an eci:uality of rights; but 
stronger natures will not therefore be hindered from 
following the true law of nature-the law of private 
interest. All positive laws therefore appear from this 
point of view as arbitrary enactments, set up by those 
who have the power of making them for their own 
advantage; the rulers, as Thrasymachus says,2 make 
that a law which is useful to themselves; right is 
nothing else than the advantage of the ruler. Only 
fools and weaklings consequently will believe that they 
are bound by those laws ; the enlightened man know~ 
how little such is the case. The Sophistic ideal is 
unlimited authority, even though attained by the most 
unscrupulous means, and in Plato, Polus 3 considers none 

1 Of. the quotations, p. 476, 2, 338 C sqq., who no doubt has good 
5 · 277, 1, from Hippias, Plato, and reason for putting these principles 
Aristotle, and remark especially, in into the mouth of the Chalcedonian 
the last mentioned, the expression rhetorician : also what is quoted 
ol apxa,o, miVTes, which, though not inf. p. 481, 2, agrees herewith. 
to be taken literally, bears witness .. Thrasymachus there admits that 
to the wide diffusion of this mode justice would be a great good, but 
of thought; and which we may sup- he denies that it is to be found 
p0se to be founded, not on Plato's among men, because all laws are 
statements, but on Aristotle's own made by those in power for their 
independent knowledge. since he own advantage. 
had an intimate acquaintance with 3 Gorg. 470 C sqq. Similarly 
the Sophistic rhetoricians. Thrasymachus, Rep. i. 344 A ; cf. 

2 According to Plato, Rep. i. Lawsii.661B;Isocr.Panatk.243sq. 
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happier than the King of Persia, or Archelaus the 
Macedonian, who rose to the throne through innumer
able treacheries and deeds of blood. The final result 
is thus the same as in the theoretic view of the world, 
unlimitecl subjectivity; the moral world like the natural 
world is recognised as the work of man, who, by his 
imagination, produces phenomena, and by his will, laws 
and customs, but who is in neither case bound by nature 
and the necessity of things. 1 

1 The above result does not Sophists could not have said va
seem to me to be contravened, eYen rious things which gave offence to 
by Grote's animated defence of the people. But how do we know that 
Sophistic ethics (H:ist. of Greece, a Thrasymachus and his like would 
viii. 504 sqq., vii. 51 sq.; simi- have aroused among those who 
Iarly Lewes' H:ist. of Phil. i. 108 chiefly sought Sophistic instruction 
sqq.), full as it is of weighty and -the ambitious young politicians, 
pertinent suggestions in justifiea- the aristocratic youths, whoseproto
tion of the errors and extrava- types were Alcibiades and Critias
gancies which had previously pre- the same opposition by the views 
vented any unprejudiced historical Plato ascribes to them, which they 
representation of Sophistic. It certainly aroused in the demo~ratic 
would certainly be very precipitate community which adhered to the 
to charge the Sophists in general, ancient forms of religion, politics, 
and without distinction of indivi- and morality? Grote, moreover 
duals, with principles dangerous ( viii. 495 sqq. ), defends Protagoras 
to morals, or with immorality of for his offer to make the weaker 
life. But, it is no less precipitate argument appear the stronger ( cf. 
to maintain, with Grote (viii. 527 inf. 488), by observing that So
sq., 532 sq.) and Lewes, l. c., crates, Isocrates, and others, were 
that such principles as Plato puts also accused of the same principle; 
into the mouth of his Callicles but this is to misstate the ques
and Thrasymachus could never tion. Protagoras was not. falsely 
have been brought forward by any accused of the principle, but him
Sophist in Athens, because the self set it up. Grote goes on to 
hearers on whose applause the So- say that no one would blame 
phists depended, would thereby an advocate for lending his elo
have been roused to the most via- quence to the side of wrong as 
lent opposition against them. On well as of right; but this again is 
this ground it might also be proved only half true : the ad,·ocate must 
that Protagoras did not express certainly urge on behalf of the cri
those doubts in the existence of minal whatever he can say for him 
the gods which occasioned his con- with a good conscience, but if he 
demnation; and that many other were to make a trade of his art of 
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Among human prejudices and arbitrary rules, the 
Sophists necessarily assigned a prominent place to the 
religious faith of their nation. If no knowledge be 
possible, a knowledge about the hidden causes of things 
must be doubly impossible; and if all positive institu'
tions and laws are the products of human caprice and 
calculation, the worship of the gods, which in Greece 
belonged entirely to public jurisdiction, must come 
under the same category. This was expressed in plain 
terms by some of the leading Sophists. ' Of the gods,' 
says Protagoras, 'I can know nothing, neither that they 
are, nor that they are not.' 1 Thrasymachus is mentioned 
as entertaining doubts of Divine Providence; 2 Critias 
maintains 3 that in the beginning men lived without 

helping the wrong to conquer, 
everybody would call him a per
verter of justice. This is what is 
offensive in the promise of Pro· 
tagoras : he is not blameworthy, 
nor did his contemporaries blame 
him, for teaching an art which 
might be abused, but for recom
mendingthis art precisely from that 
point of view. The disquisitions of 
Hippias on vop,os and q,ucns are en
tirely passed over by Grote and 
Lewes. 

1 The famous opening words of 
this treatise for which he was com
pelled to leave Athens, according 
to Diog. ix. 51, &c. (also Plato, 
Tltemt. 162 D) ran thus : 1repl p,~v 
eeWv oU,c fxw eloE11ai oV8' &s elu2v 
068' &s oiJK e'tcr[v. ,ro/\.A,d, 7ap Th 
KwAVov'Ta elOivai, 1J TE ll.011AD'r17s Kcd 
flpaxvs &v cl /3fos "TOU i',,v6pr.inrov. 
Others giYe the first proposition, 
l~s~ eorr~c~1y, ~hus: 7:ep\ ee&~ olhe 
EL Etulv ovfJ Oirow[ •nves ELtTt Ovvaµm 
lle7w•. Viele Frei, 96 sq., and es-

peciaily Krische, Forsch. 132 sqq. 
2 Hermias, in the Phmdrtts, p. 

192 Ast. : ( 0pMVp,.) l7pa.fev ,,, 
A.6-yf[J Eau-roV TowVT6.v Tt, 8n oi 8eol 
oVx bpWa'i Ta &vOpdnrLVU,. oV 7ttp 7() 
µ,E1tcr-rov r&v iv &v8pcfnrots lt-yaO&v 
1rafeL?ov, ~1Jv 0tKaw,a-'1v'YJV · Op&iµ.e

1

v ')'ctp 
"TOUS a.v6pW7rOVS "TO.V"T"/1 f.'h XPW/J,EVOUS, 

3 In the verses given by Sext. 
Math. ix. 54, and on account of 
which Sextus, Pyrrh. iii. 218, and 
Plutarch, ])e Superstit. 13, p. 17, 
reckon Critias as an atheist with 
Diagoras. The same verses, how
ever, are ascribed in the Placita, 
i. 7, 2 paratl,; cf. ibid. 6, 7 to 
Euripides, who is there rnid to 
have placed them in the mouth of 
Sisyphus in the drama bearing his 
name. That such a drama com
posed by Euripides existed, cannot 
be doubted after the positive state
ments of .m:lian, V. H. ii. 8 ; but 
Critias may likewise have written 
a Sispphus, and it may have been 
uncertain at a later period whether 
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law and order, like the animals, that penal laws were 
given for protection against tyranny; but as these could 
only prevent open crimes, it occurred to some clever 
and imaginative man to provide a protection against 
secret wrong-doing, by relating that there are gods who 
are mighty and immortal, and see all hidden things ; 
and, to increase the fear of them, he placed their abode 
in heaven. In proof of thi8 theory, the Sophists no 
doubt appealed to the variety of religions : if the belief 
in gods were based upon nature, they said, men would 
all adore the same god ; the variety of gods shows most 
clearly that the worship of them merely originates from 
human invention and consent.1 That which holds good 
of positive institutions in general, must also hold good 
of positive religious; because religions are different 
in different nations, they can only be regarded as arbi
trary inventions. Prodicus explained the rise of reli
gious belief in a more naturalistic manner. The men 
of old time, he says,2 held the sun and moon, floods 
and streams, and all things that are of use to us, to be 
gods, just as the Egyptians do the Nile; and therefore 
bread is revered as Demeter, wine as Dionysus, water 
as Poseidon, fire as Hephrestus.3 The popular gods, 

the verses belonged to him or to 
Euripides ; moreover, a drama is 
mentioned by Athen. xi. 496 b, 
the authorship of which lay in 
doubt between Critias and EuJ?i· 
pide~; cf. Fabricius ad Bert. Math. 
l, c. ; :Bayle, Diet. Critias, Rem. 
H. Whoever may have written 
the verses, and in the mouth of 
whomsoever they may have been 
placed, they are at any rate a 
monument of the Sophistic view 

of religion. 
1 Plato, Laws, x. 889 E : eeobs, 

~ µaH.dpie, Eivai 1rpWT&v </>a<nv oDrot 
[the <TO<j>ol] rexv11, Otl q>V<TEl, a/\/\a 
~un ~6µoi!, Kal ;oVT°...us ltA.A.ovs 
liAA.17, 81rri Eka<fTOl HWTDl<J't <J'Vvwµo

/\6y1wa.v voµo8erovµevo,. Of. pp. 
476, 2, 5; 477, I. 

2 Sext. Math. ix. 18, 51 sq.; 
Cic. N. D. i. 42, 118; cf. Epiph. 
Exp. Fid. 1088 C. 

• We may bring into connection 
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however, as such, are upon this theory likewise denied; 1 

for though Prodicus mentions them in the usual manner 
in his discourse upon Heracles,2 this proves no more 
than the corresponding appropriation of their names in 
the myth of Protagoras; 3 and that he distinguished the 
one natural or true G-od from the many popular gods,4 
there is no evidence to certify. The statements also of 
Hippias, who referred the unwritten laws in Xenophon,5 

agreeably to the prevailing opinion, to the gods, are 
unimportant, and merely show that this Sophist was 
too inconsistent to make the obvious application of bis 
theory concerning the laws to religion. The Sophistic 
teaching as a whole could only logically assume towards 
the popular religion the position of a Protagoras and a 
Critias. If even the things that we see are for us 
merely what we make them, this must still more be the 
case with those we do not· see: the object is only the 
counterpart of the subject, man is not the creature, but 
the creator of his gods. 

The rhetoric of the Sophists stands to their ethical 
. theory of life in the same relation that their Eristic 
disputation stands to their theory of knowledge. To 
with this the importance which 
Prodicus, according to Themist. 
Or. xxx. 349 b, · ascribes to agri
culture in the origin of religion : 
1Epovp-ylav 1Tcicrav ~vOp'61rw~ ,ca.l µv~
Ti}pta Ka.l 'il'aV"IJ')'VpELS Kat 'TEi\e:ras 
-rWv -yewpy(as 1eai\Wv E!d.7f'Tfl, vo
µ.L(wv Kal BeWv elJvotav [fvv.] EvTeVBEv 
~s b.vfJpcfnrovs EAfJetv Kal 71"ciuav 
,bcre{3e,av iryuJµ.evos. The autumn 
and harvest festivals might espe· 
cially seem to have given rise to 
the worship of the gods, since they 
were particularly concerned with 

the products of the field; a view 
which was certainly countenanced 
by the cult of Demeter aud 
Dionysus. 

1 Consequently Cic~ro and Sex
tus reckon Prodicus among the 
atheists, in the ancient acceptation 
of the word. 

2 Xen. Mem. ii. 1, 28. 
3 Plato, Prot. 320 C, 322 A. 
4 As Welcker, t. c. 521, is dis

posed to assume. 
5 Mem. iv. 4, 19 sqq . .-ide sup. 

476, 2. 
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the man who denies an objective wisdom, there remains 
only the appearance of wisdom in the sight of others ; 
and similarly, to the man who denies an objective right, 
there remain only the appearance of right in the sight 
of others, and the art of producing such an appearance. 
But this art is the art of oratory. 1 For oratory was 
not only the best means, under the conditions of that 
period, of attaining power and influence in the State; 
but it is, speaking generally, the instrument by which 
the superiority of the cultivated maintains itself over 
the uncultivated. Where therefore a high value is set 
upon mental culture, as it was by the Sophists and their 
whole epoch, there the art of oratory will be fostered; 
and where.this culture is deficient in any deeper, scien
tific, and moral basis, not only will the importance of 
eloquence be over-estimated,2 but it will itself become 
negligent of its content, and concern itself in a one
sided manner merely with its immediate success and 
external form. The same will inevitably happen as in 

1 The task of rhetoric is thus 
defined by the Platonic Gorgias, 
Gorg. 454 B ( cf. 452 E): Rhetoric 
is the art -ralrrrp; Tfjs 1rete0Vs, -r1]s 
Ev "i"·ols 0LKac1'-r'YJplots Kal ,.,-o'is liA.i\ois 
Oxi\o,s KCd 1l'epl -ro{rrwv 8. €G'TL O[Km&. 
TE 1ml 1to,1<a, and therefore Socra
tes, 4fi5 A, with the consent of the 
Sophist, defines i~ as ,,rei?oiis, 011-
p,wv7os 7TL<J''TEVTll<l)S, a>..71. OU OL• 
lia<J'1<al\11<71s, 1rEpl TO oi1<ai6v TE 1<d 
ltouwv. That the essence of So
phistic rhetoric is rightly de
scribed in these words will be 
clear from the rest of our chapter. 
When, however, Doxopater, In 
Aphthon. Rhet. Gr. ed. Walz, ii. 
104, attributes this definition to 

Gorgias himself, he is certainly 
quoting only from the passage in 
Plato, and the same passage is 
doubtless also the source of that 
ether definition quoted in the 
anonymous introduction to the 
<J'Td<J'e1s of Hermogenes ap. Walz. 
Rhet. Gr. vii. 33; Spengel, ~uv. T. 
35, from Plutarch, the Neo-pla
tonist's Commentary on the Gor
gias, as opos p71Topi1<1)s 1<aTa. rop7fav. 

2 Cf. Plato, Phileb. 58 A, where 
Protarchus says he has often heard 
of Gorglas, &s 1/ 'TOV 1releei11 rroi\V 
0-taq>fpot 1ratJ'6Jv 'TEXVWv· 1rd.11ra 7ttp 
Vcp' aVrfi OoVAa OL' EtcOvToov ,cal aU 
out f3(as 1rowho, etc. ; similarly 
Gorg. 452 E, 456 Asqq. 
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the exclusive application of dialectic forms to Eristic 
argumentation. The form which has no corresponding 
content becomes an external, false and empty formalism, 
and the greater the skill with which this formalism is 
managed, the more quickly must follow the ruin of a 
culture which is limited to it. 

These observations may serve to explain the meaning 
and specific character of Sophistic rhetoric. In regard 
to most of the Sophists we know, and of the rest there 
is scarcely a doubt, that they practised and taught this 
art, sometimes setting up general rules and theories, 
sometimes models for imitation, or furnishing ready
made speeches for immediate use ;1 while not a few even 

1 We are acg_uaintecl with theo
retical works on rhetorical subjects 
by Protagoras ( vide infra and Frei, 
187 sg_.), by Prodicus (vide supra, 
p. 420, 3), by Hippias (vide iizfra, 
Spengel, p. 60), by Thrasymachus 
(vi<le on his "E;>.eo,, Arist. Sopli. El .. 
c. 33, 183 b, 22; Rliet. iii. 1, 1404 
a, 13; Plato, Plimdr. 267 C. Ac
cording to Suidas, sub ·vote, and 
the Scholia on Aristophanes, Birds, 
v. 881, he also wrote a -rexvri (}f 
which the "E;>.eo, perhaps formed a 
part ; vide Spengel, 1)6 sqg_. ; Her
mann, JJe Tltras. 12 ; Schanz, p. 
131 sq.); by Polns (vide sitpm, p. 
425, 1 ), and by Even us ( Plato, 
Phmdr. 267 A, vide supra, p. 426, 
3). That Gorgias at his death left 
a TEXV'lJ, is asserted by Diog. viii. 
bS, and by the author of Prole
gomena to Hermogenes quoted by 
Spengel, ::Suvcq. Texv. 82. Quin
tilian includes him among the 
Artimn Scriptores (Quintil. iii. 1, 
8). Dionysius obserrns in the frag
ment given by a scholion on Her
mog.enes (ap, Spengel, ::S. T. 78): 

D'/)ftrJ')'OptKOtS OE o;\(yois, (ropyfou 
7rEpETvxov A.6'}'0LS) Ka[ TLa'•L Kal TEx
vcm. The same author :mentions 
(De Compos. Verb. c. 12, p. 68 R) 
a discussion of Gorgi>1s ,repl ,cmpov, 
with the remark that he was the 
first who ever wrote on the subject. 
Spengel, l. c. 81 sg_q., however, 
thinks that on account of the 
passages from Aristotle, quoted p. 
462, I, &nd Oic. Brut. 12, 46, we 
are justified in denying the exist
ence of any work on the rhetorical 
art by Gorgias. But as Schanz (p. 
131) pertinently observes, neither 
of these pass>1ges is decisive: Cice,·o, 
following Aristotle, names Corax 
and Tisiits as the first authors of 
rhetorical technology; Protagoras 
and Gorgias as the first who made 
speeches concerning commonplaces; 
this, however, would not prevent 
their having also written about 
the rules of art: from the language 
of the treatise against the Sophists, 
it would certainly seem that Aris
totle did not place Gorgias on a 
par with Tisias and Thrnsymachus 
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made rhetoric the chief object of their instructions.1 

Their own lectures were rhetorical displays ;2 besides 
the speeches which they had prepared,3 they plumed 
themselves on never being at a loss, even at a moment's 
notice, for specious answers to all possible questions: 4 

as a cultivator of rhetoric; it does 
not imply that he was unacquainted 
with any rhetorical work of Gorgias. 
On the other hand, Plato, Pluedr. 
261 B, 267 A, expressly alludes 
to technical treatises on rhetoric 
by this Sophist; these, howeyPr, 
probably consisted not of one com
plete theory of the rhetorical art, 
but of dissertations on particular 
questions: at least the expression 
-rexva., Twes in the work of' Diony
sius (cited supra) indicates this 
( vide also W elcker, Kl. Scltr. ii. 
456, 176). Still more important 
than their writings, however, were 
the example and practical teach
ing of the Sophistic rhetoricians 
(Protagoras ap. Stob. Floril. 29, 
80, equally repudiates µell.frri 
li.vev -rexv17s and -rexvri /J.vev µe-
71.enis), and especially those dis
courses on geneml themes ascribed 
to Protagoras, Gorgias, 'f'hrasy
maclms, and Prodicus (Ofrets or 
loci eornrnunes, as distinguished 
from the particular cases on which 
the periodical and political dis
courses turned ; these ,vere, {nroeE
<rets or causr:e; cf. Cic. Top. 21, 79 ; 
Quintil. iii. 5, 5 sq., and others 
cited in Frei, Qur:est. Prot. 150 
sqq.; the only point in which I 
disagree with FrAi is in his distinc
tion of theses from loci communes). 
Vide on this subject, Aristotle ap. 
Cic. Brut. 12, 46 ; lJiog. ix. 53 
(Protagotas 7rfWros ,1eaTiOe,Je -rcts 
"'pl,s -ras 8E<re,s emxe,p1)<TELS) ; 
Quintil. iii. 1, 12, and on Thmsy-

machus individually, Suidas, sub 
i•oce, who attributes to the Chalce
dnnian Sophist. acpopµa.l p1)Topural, 
according to Welcker's conjecture 
(Kl. Sehr ii. 457), identical with 
the ~ ... ep/3&.71.71.ovus cited by Plu
tarch, Sympos. i. 2, 3 ; and Athen. 
x. 416 a, who quotes something 
from his prooemia. Quintilian 
merely ascribes to Prodicus the 
cnltiYation of loci cornrnunes, which 
looks as if he had not, like the 
three others, developed them for 
the purposes of instrnction ; but 
speeches in the larger sense like 
those cited from him (sup. p. 473), 
and also the lectures of Hippias 
(l. c.), might possibly have been 
reckoned as loci communes. The 
employment of such commonplaces 
was even with Gorgias very me
chanical, vide supra, p. 462, 1. 

1 Cf. besides what follows, p. 
425, 472, 1. 

2 E'1rlOEL~LS, bnDe(,rvvuem are, as 
is well known, the standing expres
sions for these. Cf. e.g. Plato, Garg. 
s1tb init. Protaq. 320 C., 347 A. 

3 Such as the Hemcles of Pro
dicus, the displays of Hippias, Prot. 
34 7 A, and sup1·a. p. 423, 1 ; and the 
speeches of Gorgias (vide supm, 
415, 2; 416, 3), especially the cele
brated speech at Olympia. 

4 Gorgi~R is mentioned as the 
first who displayed his art in these 
impromptu speeches. Plato, Gor_q. 
44 7, C: 1eal -yctp alJr(p ~v ToVr' ?}v 
~,ijs E:rrO~e[€ews · E1eE~EUE -yoU~ v~v 011 
epwrav O .,., TLS /3ovA01-ro TWV evOov 
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besides the rhetorical exuberance which allowed them 
all poRsible expansion of their subject, they boasted of 
having the art of compressing their meaI).ing into the 
tersest language ; 1 besides independent discussion, they 
considered the explanation of the posts as part of their 
task ; 2 along with the great and noble, they thought it 

flvToov ,cal 1rpbs cf:rrav-ra :f<p?'/ Cl:rroKpLveL
cr8ai. Oic. De Ora.t. i. :!2, 103 ; 
quod p·rimum ferz,nt Leontinum fe
cisse Gorgiam : qui perma.gnum 
quiddam suscipere ac profiteri vide
batur, cum se ad omnia, de quibus 
quisque a1tdire vellet, esse parah,m 
denuntiaret. Ibid. iii, 32, 129 
(hence Valer, viii. 15, ext. 2). 
Fin. ii. 1, 1; Quintil. Inst. ii. 21, 
21 ; Philostr. V. Soph. 482, no doubt 
only throcigh a misunderstanding, 
represents him as coming forward 
in this manner in the Athenian 
theatre. Of. Foss 45, similarly on 
Hippias, sup. p. 4:ll, 3. 

' e.g. Protagor,-s, ap. Plat. Prot. 
329 B, 334 E sqq., where we read 
of him: Ori a-V oT6s- 'T, e1 «al aiJ-rOs 
Kal lti\A.ov OLD&!m 7rEpl T&v alrrWv Kal 
µa«p'a A€')1ELV JUv /30VA:p, oVToos, [/;crTe 
Tbv i\6-yov µr/OE'Trore E1r,A.,1re'iv, Kal 
aD {3paxEa o[froos, th<J'TE µ.7JOii,a (J'DV 

iv /3paxu1repo,s El7rE7v. The same 
occurs in the Phmdrus, 267 B, 
where it is said of Gorgias and 
Tisi as: <J'VVToµlav TE A.61aw Kal if1f'Etpa 
µr}ffrJ 1rEpl 1r&wrwv Cl.veVpov, and 
Gorgias himself says, Gorg. 449 C : 
Kal 10.p ,di Kal 'Totiro Ev Ecr-nv 6)-µ {/JrJµ{, 
µ'1]0Ev' '&v Ev /3paxurEpo!S EµoV 'Ta a..VT& 
Ei7rE7v, on which Socmtes requests 
him, a~ he requests Protagoras in 
Prot. 33.5 A. &c., to use shortness 
of speech iii the discourse. But 
that he was addicted to diffusive
ness of language we also see from 
Arist. Rhet. iii. 17, 1418 a, 34, for 

he went into every possible detail 
connected with his theme. The 
same was the case with his scholar 
Lycophron, ap. Arist. Soph. El. 15, 
17 4 b, 32; and Alex. ad h. l. Schol. 
in Arist. 310 a, 12. Hippias in 
the Protagoras, 337 E sq., makes 
a conciliatory proposition to So
crates and Protagoras, that the 
former shall not insist severely on 
the conciseness of the disJogue, and 
that the latter shall bridle his 
eloquence, so that his speeches shall 
not exceed due measure; and Pro
dicus is ridiculed in the Phmdms, 
267 B, because he, like Hippias, 
prided himself on this: µ6vDs avTos 
E~prJ~Evm ifw ~el Aj7wv TE)51111v·, Oe?~ 
OE DUTE µa1<pwv DUTE /3paxEwv, a>.;>..a 
/J,ETplwv. 

2 Plato, Prot. 338 E: 1J')'Dvµai, 
fqnJ [IlpwT.], iI, °£W1<paTES, i')'W (l.popl 
1ratOela.s µE7tO"TOV µEpos eivat 1repl 
brWv DetvOv Elva,· ~<1''TL 0~ -roV-ro 'Ta {nrO 
TWv 7rDL'1JTWv Ae76µeva oT6vT' e:Ivcu lTV

vtEvai d. TE Op8&3s Kal & µ.1}, Kal E1rlcrTa
u8m O,eA.eLv TE 1ral EpwTdJµ,evov A.6-yov 
ODvva,, on which follows the well
Jrnown discussion of the poem of 
Simonides. Hippias similarly, at 
the commencement of the Lesser 
Hippias, treats of Homer and other 
poets; and Isocrates (Panath. 18, 
sg) makes an attack on the So
phists, who, having no original 
thoughts of their own, chatter about 
Homer and Hesiod. 
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showed intelligence to praise for a change the insignifi
cant, the commonplace, and the unpleasant. 1 Protagoras 
had already announced the highest triumph of rhetoric 
to be this: that it could convert the weaker into the 
stronger, and represent the improbable as the probable; 2 

1 Thus Plato, Bymp. 177 B, 
and Isocr. Hel. 12, mention eu
logies on salt and silkworms; Al
cidamas, according to Menander, 
,,-, br,oe,1<r. Rhet. Gr. ix. 163. 
Tzetz. Ghil. ix. 746 sq. wrote in 
praise of death and of poverty: 
and Polycrates, whose art of rhe
toric is closely allied to that of 
the Sophists, composed eulogies en 
Busiris and Clytemnestra, and an 
accusation of Socrates (Isocr. Bits. 
4 Qi,iritil. ii. 17, 4 ), a speech in 
praise of mice (Arist. Rhet. ii. 24, 
1401 b, 15), of pots and of pebbles. 
(Alex. ,r, a</Jopµ. PTJT. Rhet. Gr. ix. 
334 to iii. 3 Sp.) To the same class 
belong the Bitsiris of Isocrates, and 
Antiphon's discourse (Welcker, Kl. 
Behr. ii. 427, conjectures him to 
have been the Sophist mentioned 
p. 426, 4, not Antiphon of Rham
nus, to whom it is ascribed by 
Athen. ix. 397, 3 c,; and others) 
upon peacocks. 

2 That Protagoras promisecl his 
pupils to te:1ch them how the ·i)-rrwv 
i\6-yos could be made the 1<pel-rrwv, 
is attested by Aristotle, Rlzet. ii. 
24, end. After he h>ts been speak 
ing of the tricks by which the 
improbable can be made probable, 
he adds, 1<al -ro TOV ,irrw oe ;>,.6-yov 
«pefTTW 1rote"iv ToVr' J(J7[.11, ,cal b,TeV-
6Ev Ou<alws €0tJ(T)(ipwvav oI avep(r.nrot 
TO IIpw-ra-y6pou JmineAµ.a. ,f,euo6s 
TE 7dp €G'Tt, 1cal 0V1( &.A118Es &.i\Ad 
cpcuv6µE11ov ebcOs, «a1 Ev oV'8eµtrj, 
TExvv Cl.A.A.' iv Prrropu,fi Kctl €puT'TLKj}. 
It is obvious that Aristotle here 

describes that promise as actually: 
given by Protagoras, and that he 
is not ( as Grote, Hi.st. qf Greece, 
viii. 495, represents the case) 
merely expressing his own judg
ment on rhetmic; consequently 
Gellius, N. A. Y. 3, 7, entirelv 
agrees with him when he say~, 
JJOllicebat2w ,,e id docere, q2,anam 
verboritm inditstria ccrnsa infi2·inior 
jiei·et .fortior, qnam rein gracee ita 
dicebat : rov ,ir-rw 71.6-yov 1<pel-rT<" 
,ro,e'iv. (Similarly Steph. of By
zantium' A,Bo~pa appealing to Eu
doxus, and the Scholion on the 
Clo1,ds, v. 113; cf. Frei, Qn. l'rot. 
142 sq.) At the same time we 
see from these passages the mean
ing of this promise ; the ,irrwv 
i\6-yos is the cause which in reason, 
and consequently in law, is the 
weaker ; and this by the Art 
of the orator is to be made the 
stronger. It is therefore not alto
gether untrue when Xenophon, 
Q·i.. 11, 25, says in explanation 
of Prota.goras's expression, ,-1, ij;ev
Oos CI.A.1J8Es 'lf'OLELv, also Isoer. 7r, 

O.~TLo6cr. l?, 30; </i,ev56µEVOV T&.~1]$~ 
A.eyovTos e,rucparew, and: r.a.pa TO 

Ol,auuv lv Ta"i•:; &yWrn 7rJ\.eo11e1<Te'iv; 
nor e,\·en when Aristoph>tnes with 
malicious explicitness makes om 
of ,inaw 71.6-yos an M,1<os i\6-yos. 
Protagoras certainly did not pro
fess in actual words that he would 
teach the art of helping the unjust 
cause to triumph; but he undoubt
edly promised. that people should 
learn from him how to help any 
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and in a similar" sense Plato says of Gorgias 1 that he 
made the discovery that appearance is of more value 
than truth, and understood in his speeches how to make 
the great appear small, and the small great. But the 
more indifferent the orator thus became to the contents 
of bis orations, the higher grew the value of the tech
nical instruments of language and expression : on these 
consequently the rhetorical instructions of the Sophists 
almost exclusively turned; as was the case at this time, 
quite independently of philosophy, in the rhetorical 
schools of Corax and Tisias in Sicily.2 Protagoras and 
Prodicus occupied themselves with the gTammatieal 
and lexigraphical aspects of language, and thus became 
the founders of scientific linguistic enquiry among 
the Greeks.3 Protagoras 4 doubtless was the first to 
distinguish the three genders of nouns, 5 the tenses of 

possible cause. to· conquer, even 
when in itself it did not deserve 
to conquer. The same thing was 
afterwards repeated by many 
others. Aristoph>1nes accuses So
crates not only of meteo1·osophy, 
hut also of the art of making the 
1]Trwv i\6-yos the ,cpefrTwv. In 
Plato, Socrates, while defending 
himself against this charge ( Apol. 
18 B, 19 B), describes it as a com
mon accusation against all philo
sophers ( l. c. 23 D, rtt 1w.rtt 1rdvTwv 

-rwv q,trsa,roq,obv-rwv 1rp67<.etpa. -ravTa. 
AiyoUtnv, 8r, ... Thv ?]TTW 1\.6-yov 
KpeiTTCJJ '1l"OLELv), and Isocrates has 
also l. c. to ward off the same cen
sure. Onl_y we cannot infer from 
its being wrongly imputed to some 
that it was also wrongly imputed 
to Protagoras. Grote himself does 
not concluc'e from Apol. 26 D, 
that Anaxagords did not teach 

what is there falsely ascribed to 
Socrates. 

1 Phmdr. 267 A; cf. Garg. 456 
A sqq.; 4,55 A (vide supra 483). 
There is a similar statement of an 
anonymous writer concerning Pro
dicus and 1:Iippias in Spengel, :Suva.-y. 
-rexv. 213 ( Hhet. Gr. v. Walz. vii. 
9 ), but W elcker, l. c. 450, justly 
attaches no importance to it. 

2 Spengel, l. c. 22-39. 
3 Cf. for the following remarks, 

Lersch, Die Spmckphilosophie der 
Alten, i. 15 sqq.; Alberti, IJie 
Sprachphilosopkie van Platon (Phi
lologus xi. 1856, p. 681 sqq.), 
699 sq. 

4 Vide, concerning Protagoras, 
Frei, 120 sqq.; Spengel, 40 sqq.; 
Schanz, 141 sq. 

5 Arist. Rhet. iii. 5, 1407 b, 6. 
He remarks on this subject that 
language treats as masculine many 
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verbs, 1 the different kinds of propositions; 2 he also gave 
imtruction concerning the right use of language.3 

Prodicns is famous for his distinctions between words of 
similar meaning, which he taught for large fees in one 
of his lectures ;4 the satire which Plato pours forth upon 
this discovery 5 seems to show that his distinctions and 

things that should really be femi
nine (Id. Snph. El. c. 14, and re
pe,itBd by Al.ex. ad h. l. Schol. 308 
a, 32; vide sztpra, 467, .3); Aris
tophanes, who, in his Cloncls, 
transfers this and mnch besides 
from Protagoras to Socrates, makes 
it the occasion of many pleasant
ries. v. 651 sqq. 

1 µ.ep'// xpovou, Diog. ix. 52. 
2 eilx(,Jl\.1], Epd)'r1]<fLS, Cnr6Kpta'LS, 

lvroil.h, Diog. ix. 53. As Quintil. 
Inst. iii. 4, 10, mentions this clas
sification in his chapter on the 
different kinds of speeches (politi
cal, forensic, and so forth), Spengel 
conjectures (p. 41) that it has re
ference, not to the gmmmatieal 
form of sentences. but to the rhe
torical character of the discourses 
and their parts; that it primarily, 
however, refers to grammar is clear 
from thestatement(Arist. Poet. c.19, 
1456 b, 15) thM Protagoras blamed 
Homer because he did not com
mence the Iliad with a command 
to the muse instead of a prn.yer in 
the words µ.rivtv lfE,liE. 

3 Plato, Phceclr. 267 C: Ilpc.na-
76pe~ci, O}, ai "'2,d;~pa7ES; ol.JH:

1 
,}v

1 
µivro!. 

T?~avT '~:;ra ;~ Oo~OE7r~LO., 'YE, 'TLS, di 
7rai, «a, aA.i\.a 1ro/l..Aa JC.at li.r,i4.a. Cf. 
Crat. 391 C: oto&Eat ffE Tt/V l,pe6. 
77JTa 7repl 'TWv 7DLOVTwv ( Ov6µ.aTa, 
generally speaking, language) 'i)v 
tµ.aee: ,rapa Ilpu.1Ta-y6pou. From 
these passages (to which Prot. 339 
a, Pint. Per. c. 313, might be added), 
and from Aristotle, l. c., it has 

been reasonably inferred that Pro
tagoras, in his discussions, was ac
customed to make use of the ex
pressions JpBos, ope6rris. On the 
other hand, ap Themist. Or. xxiii. 
289 D, op80E1ma and opflopp'//,l.lOCfVVrJ 
are not (as Lersch supposes, p. 18) 
ascribed to Protagoras, but to Pro• 
dicus .. 

4 The fifty-drachma course, 
'11"Epl OVDµ.rfrwv 6p86'1"rJTDC, Which has 
already been menti:med, p. 418, 1. 
I feel myself obliged, on account 
of the pitssage in Plato's Eitthy
de,mts, 277 E, to agree with 
'\Velcker (p. 453) and most writers 
that the subject of this course was 
not the question whether speech is 
q,vcrEL or vdµ.q,, but concerning the 
right use of words and the dif
ferences between apparently equi
valent expressions. The i5tatpiiv 
,rEpl ovo,«chwv, Charrnid. 163 D, at 
any rate, can only relate to these 
verbal distinctions; and if Prodicus 
founded his rules upon the same 
statement that Plato, Grat. 383 A, 
ascribes to Cratylus: 6v6µaTOs 6pB6-
TrJTa eivm E,cda-Tcp TWv OvToov cplJ<rH 
,rEcf>vx:v7civ, we should h,we to seek 
the chief content of this course 
(which evidently embraced the 
quint.essence of Prorlicus·s whole 
~ing°;istic science) in the o,alp,crts 
ovoµr,,-rwJJ. 

5 Of. in regard to this know
ledge of words, without which he 
(W elcker, 454) 'ne>"er speaks, and 
is hardly e,·er mentioned in the 
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d?finitions were set forth with a good deal of self-com
placency, and no doubt ver.v often in an ill-timed 
manner. Hippias too gave rules for the treatment of 
speech/ but they were probably limited to metre and 
euphony. The discourses of Protagoras, judging from 
Plato's representations, besides their genernl clearness 
and simplicity of expression, appear to have heen charac
terised by a ,mave dignity, an ease and copiousness of 
language, and a delicai'ie poetical colouring, although 
they were not unfreqnently too long. 2 Prodicus, if we 
may trust the narrative of Xenophon,3 made use of 
choicer language, in which the subtle distinctions of 
words we,'e carefully attended to; but which from aU 
accounts was not very forcible, nor free from the errors 
for which Plato censures it. Hippias does not seem 
to have disdained pompous display in his expositions; 
Plato at any rate, in the short example which he gives, 4 

represents him as full of extra:vagant bombast and 

Platonic di»logues,' Prot. 337 A, 
339 E ; 11feno, 7 6 E ; Grat. 384 B ; 
Euth,Yd. 277 E; cf. Charm. 163 A, 
D; Lar:h.197 D. Thefirstofthese 
passages, e~pecfally, caricatures 
the manner of the Sophists with 
the most humourous exaggei,ation. 
Cf. Arist. Top. ii. 6, 112 b, 22; 
Prantl, Gtsc!,. d. LoiJ. i. 16. 

1 'il"Epl f>vfJµ.Wv ffctl &pµ,ovtWv Kal 
-ypa,v.µ,c!.-rwv opff!lT1JTOS, Plato, Hipp. 
llfin. 3~8 D: ,r. _-ypaµ,u~-rwv. ovvc!.; 
µEWi Km <TvAA.a{3wv Kal pu·@µwv 1ecu 
o.pµ,ov,&v, Hipp. MaJ. 285 C. From 
Xen. Mem. iY. 4, 7. nothing can be 
inferred. What Mahly, l. c. xvi. 
39, Alberti, l. c. 701, and others 
find in the passage is much too far. 
fetched. The question is simply 
this-' Of how many letters, and 

of ·what kind of lett@s. does the· 
word Socrates consist? ' · 

2 The cr,p,vor11s of h}s exposi
tion is noticed by Philostr. V. S@pk. 
i. 10, end, no· doubt, however, only 
after Plato ; and its ,rnpwJ\.e~ia by 
Hermias in Pkcedr. 192. Accord
ing to the fragment in Plnt. Gonsot. 
ad Apoll. 33, he used his native 
dialect. like Democritus" Herodotus 
and llippocrates. 

3 That we are justified in doing 
so, though the representation of 
Xenophon is not literaUy true 
(lvfeni. ii. 1, 3 4), is shown by Spen
geL, 57 sq. 

4 Prot. 337 C sqq.; ef. Hipp. 
Ms/ 286 A. With this exception, 
neither of the dialogues called Hip
pias contains any of this mimicry. 
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redundant metaphors. That he should seek to impart 
a special charm to his discourses, through the multi
fariousness of their subject-matter and contents, might 
be expected from a man of such varied learning, and 
so vain of the many-sidedness of his knowledge; and 
so much the more value must he have set upon his 
art of memory, especially as a help in his rhetorical 
orations.1 Gorgias, however, of all the Sophists at
tained the greatest renown,2 and exercised the most 
important influence on Greek style. He was both 
witty and intellectual, and managed to tramiplant with 
brilliant success the rich ornamental imagery, the play 
upon words and thoughts, of the Sicilian oratory into 
Greece proper. At the same time it is in him and 
his school that the weak side of this rhetoric is most 
clearly apparent. The adroitness with which Gorgias 
could adapt his lectures to particular objects and cir
cumstances, and pass from jest to earnest, and vice versa, 
as occasion required it, could impart a new charm to 
what was already admitted, and soften down what was 
startling, in unfamiliar statements,3-the adornments 
and brilliancy which he gave to language through un-

1 As to this art, as well as the 
varied learning of .Hippias, cf. p. 
422, 2 ; on the art of memory in 
particular, cf. Mahly, xvi. 40 sq. 

2 Vide p. 413 sq. The charac
ter of the eloquence of Gorgias is 
examined by Geel, 62 sqq., and 
more thoroughly by Schi:inborn, 
JJe A1dk. Declamat. Garg. 15 sqg_.; 
Spengel, 63 sqq., and Foss, 50 sqq. 

3 Plato says in the Pkcedrus 
(su:pm, 490, 3) of him and Tisias: 
~&. ;E aV u~ucp~ µ.ey&Aa.. ,c"al T~ 

µ,e,·a>..a uµ.mpa cpawcrr/J,u r.owvu, Iha 

f:,c{;.µ:rJV .\.6yov, KcttJ/cf. TE C!,pxa.iwS' Tc£ 

r~ lvv..vTla KawWs ; Arist., lUwt. iii. 
18, 1419 b, 3, quotes from him 
this rule: 0fLv -rt}v µXv <nrouO~v 
0£a<p0tlpeo1 rWv ivavrfow 7EAwTt, 
-rlJv o~ 'J'<7'wra ,nrouofi; anrl accord
ing to Dionysius (vide sttpra, 485, 
1) he was the first who wrote upon 
the necessitv of the orator's be
stowing att;ntiou on the circum
stances of the ca.se (rr<pl Kc"poii), 
though in the opinion of his critic, 
he did not handle the matter satis
factorily. 
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expected and emphatic applications, through elevated 
and almost poetical expression, through elegant figures 
of speech, rhythmical construction,1 and symmetrically 
connected propositions,-all this is acknowledged even 

1 Arist. Rhet. iii. 1, 1404a, 25: 
1rot'1JTLK1} 1rpdn"r; e'YEvero 7/ AE~,s, 
o'fov 7/ rop")'iou. Dionys. Ep. ad 
Pomp. 764: -rlw ~")'KOii -r1]s 1ro,71n1<rjs 
1rapa<TKEVrJS. De Vi die. Dem. 963:: 
00U/f.UCifoou If.al ronfou 7"1]V p,E")'aA.o-
7rpE7rELUV If.at <Teµv6-r71-ra Kal 1<a"ll.· 
"J\.,J,.o-ylav. Cf. ibid. 968; Ep. ad 
Pomp. 762 ; Diodor. xii. 53, when 
Gorgias came to Athens: -rq, ~Evi
(own T1]s i\E~Ews J~hri\.'YJGe -roVs 
'AOrwalovs (simiiarly Dion. Jttd. de 
Lys. 458) ... 1rp&-ros ,yap ixpii
<Ta-ro -rfis AE~Ew, <TX7/f.tUT<<Tµo"is 
1rEpt-r;rar€pois , Kal , 'Tfi cp,i\o~exv~q. 
O,aq>Epomnv,, aPTt8e~oL~s ,ad iu~rtw-
A.ots ,ad 7ret.plCTOLS Km OfJ,OWTEAEV'TOLS 

«al 'Tl(JLJJ ETEpots TowVrois, & r6rE 
µ€11 o,a ,-0 ~Evov "l"?}S KaTaUJCflJ1}S 

CG11"00ox1Js 1/~rnV-ro, vVv OE 7reptep7lav 
fxe,v OoKe'i, Kal cp~[verat KaTa1'Ei\~
<7'1011 7rA.eovm,,s Ket£ 1eara,c6pws Tt8e

µEvov. Philostr. V. Sopli. i. 9, 1 
(cf. Ep. 73 (13], 3): opµfjs 'TE ,yap 
-ro"is <TO</JL<T'TCILS i)p~E 1<al ,rapaifo~a
i\oyfos Ka.1 1rveVµaros ua.l -roU 'TC!. 
µeydA..a µey&.A"'s Epµ17veVuv, 0:.11"0-

rnaa-d,11 -rE (the emphatic interrup
tion by the commencement of a 
new proposition. Vide Frei, Rli. 
21/'its. 53± sqq.) Kal ,rpO<Tf3o"ll.wv (no 
doubt, of a limited kind, vide Foss, 
52) vcp' ;;;,, o A.O")'OS 7J0(1£V eauroD 
,ylve-rcu Kal uo(3apdinpos, on which 
account Philostratus compares him, 
in an exaggerated manner, with 
.2Eschylus. As figures of speech 
which Gorgias invented, i.e., which 
he was the first to use consciously 
and ~esignedl~, there are especjally 
ment10ned ,rap,<Ta or 1rapi<Tw<Teis 
(paria paribits adjitncta, the repe-

tition of the same expressions, the 
equality of syntactic construction 
and of the members in two sen
tences); 1rap6µoia or 1rapoµoiwa-Eis 
(a play upon words of similar 
sound, Oµ.owTEA.evTa. and Oµ,owKd
n.p«-ra), and antitheses, ef. C:ic. 
Orat. 12, 38 sq., 52, 175, 49, 165; 
Dionys. Ep. ii. ad Amm. p. 792, 
808; Jttd. de Thuc. 869; De Vi 
die. Dern. 963, 1014, 1033; Arist. 
Rhet. iii. 9, 1410 a, 22 sqq. The 
figures mentioned by Diodorus are 
included in these ; &1rMTa<Teis and 
1rpou(3ol--af, named by Philostratus, 
were perh>1ps employed hy Gorgias 
without gi viug any express rules 
concerning them : in no case can 
we argue from Arist. l. c. that he 
was unacquainted with them; for 
Aristotle is then speaking only of 
figures which arise out of the re
lation of the parts of the sentence. 
In the sharply pointed antitheses 
and propositions of equal members, 
rhythm was directly involved, as 
Cicero observes, lac. cit. Similar 
arts are ascribed to Polus by 
Plato, Pluedr. 267 C: Ta. o, Il.17'-ov 
,rC,s q,pa<TDf.tEV ail f.tOU<TEU:. AO")'WV, 
&,\ Ot;1"l\.a6wi\~')'la~ 1cal

1 
"fVooµoAo-yfo.v 

1ta.; etKovoi\~tt,av, ov~µ,arwv Te Amuf..,l~ 
PEL,Wll & ~EKEL~o/ E0wp1,C1aTO 7rp0fl 

1rotYJCTLV EVE'lf'Etas ( on the passage 
itself, the text of which appears to 
be somewhat mutilated. and Li
cymnius, the rhetorician,'mentionecl. 
in it, vide Spengel, 84 sqq. and 
Schanz, p. 134 sq.). To this be
longs what is said in the Plicedr, 
267 A of Evenus. 
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by those who, in other respects, are not too favourable in 
their judgment of him. But at the same time later 
critics u.hanimously agree that he and his pupils, in 
applying these expedients, far exceeded the limits of 
good taste. Their expositions were overladen with 
unusual expressions, with tropes and metaphors,1 with 
pompous epithets and synonyms, with cunningly turned 
antitheses, with plays upon words and sounds; their 
style moved with fatiguing symmetry in short propo
sitions consisting of two members ; the thoughts bore 
no proportion to the expenditure cf rhetorical devices, 
and the whole system could only produce, upon the 
purer taste of a subsequent period, the impression of 
frigidity and affectation.2 Thrasymachus introduced 
a better method. Theophrastus praises him 3 for having 

1 For this Teason Aristotle says 
·of Alcidamas (Rhet. iii. 3, 1406 a, 
IS), that epithets with him were 
mot a seasoning of speech, ,joutTµa, 
but the principal fare ( ¥/5«1µ,a ). 

2 Abundant authority for what 
is said above is to be found, not· 
,only in the fragment from the 
funeral oration of Gorgias, but 
fo tb.e unequalled imit»tion of 
Gorgias's rhetoric, S?jmp. 19-! E 
sqq.; cf. 198 B sqq., and. in the 
ordinary judgrnernts of the ancients 
based on examples; see the quota
tions on p. 498, l ; also in Plato, 
Ph(Bdr. 267 A, C; Gorg. 467 B, 
448 0 ( ef. the Seholia in Spengel, 
p. 87); Xenoph. Conv. 2, 26; 
Arist. Rhet. iii. 3 (the whole chap
ter); Id. Rhet. ii. 19, 24, 1392 b, 
8, 1402 a, 10; Eth, N. vi. 4, 1140 
ea, 19, concerning Agathon (tb.e 
fragments of whose writiEgs ap. 
Athen. v. 185 a, 211 c, xiii . ..'i84 a); 
Dionys. Jud. de Lys. 458; Jud. de 

Is(i]o, 625; De Vi Die. in Dern. 963, 
l<l33; Longin. "· mj,. c. 3, 2 ; 
Herrnog . .,,._ l/5. ii. 9 ; Rhet. Gr. iii. 
362 (ii. 398 Speng.); Planud. in 
Hermog. ibid. v. 444, 446, 499, 
514 sq.; Demetr. De Interpret. c. 
12, 15, 29; ibid. ix. 8, 10, 18 (iii. 
263, 264, 268 Sp.); Doxopater, in 
Aphth. ibid. ii. 32, 240; Joseph. 
Rhaeendyt. Synops. c 15; ibid. iii. 
562, 521; Jo. Sicel. in Hermog.; 
ibid. vi. 197 ; Snid. rop-y. ; Synes. 
Ep. 82, 133 rl ,f,uxpbv 1ml "f'op-y,a'iov, 
Quintil. ix. 3, 74; cf. also the 
apophthegms in Plut. Aud. Po. c. 
i. p. 15 (Glor. Atk. c. 5); Oimon, 
c. 10 ; Mul. Virt. i. p. 242 E ; 
Qu. Conv. viii. 7, 2, 4, and what 
Alex. Top. 209 (Schol. 287, 6, 
Hi) quotes from Lycophron; and 
Philostr. Ep. 73, 3, from lEschi
nes. 

3 Ap. Dionys. Jud. Lys. 464; 
De Vi Die. Lys. 958. Dion even 
regards Lysias as the first who 
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been the first to adopt the middle kind of speech; for 
having enlivened the barrenness of ordinary language by 
more copious adornments, without therefore falling into 
the exaggerations of the school of Gorgias. Dionysius 
also I aUows that his exposition had this merit ; and 
we see from other accounts that he enriched the art of 
rhetoric with well-considered rules for working on the 
minds and emotions of the audience,2 and with dis
cussions on the formation of sentences,3 rhythm,4 and 
external action 5 and delivery. Nevertheless we cannot 
say that Plato 6 and Aristotle 7 are in the wrong when 
they accuse him even here of a want of solidity and 
thoroughness. With him, as with the other Sophists, it 
is only the technical education of the orator that is re
garded ; there is no attempt to construct his art on a 
deeper basis, by means of psychology and logic, in the 
manner that these philosophers justly require. The 
Sophistic doctrine here also remains true to its cha
racter; having destroyed faith in an objective truth, 

introduced the miildle kind of 
oratory; bnt Spengel, 94 sq. and 
Hermann, De Thrasym. 10, rightly 
follow 'fheophrastus. 

' Loe. cit., and Ji,d. de Ismo, 627. 
Dionysius, however, observes that 
the exposition of Thrasym. only 
partially answered to his design, 
and Cicero, Orat. 12, 39, censures 
his small verse-like sentences. A 
considerable fragment of Thrasy
machus is given by Dionysius, De 
Demosth. loo. cit., and a smaller 
fragment by Clemens, Strom. vi. 
624 c. 

2 Plato, PhrBdr. 267 C. Con
cerning his "EM01, vide supra, p. 
485, 1. 

' 
3 _Suid. SU? 1Joc. 1rpw'COS 1rep[ol'io11 

KCI.L ie.WA.ov KUTE0et~€. 
4 Arist. Rhet. iii. 1, 1409 a, 1 ; 

Cic. Orator, 52, 175; Quiutil, ix. 
4, 87. 

5 Arist. Rhet. iii. 1, 1404 a, 13. 
6 Phmdr. 267 C, 269 A, D, 

271 A. 
7 Arist. Rhet. iii. 1, 1354 a, 11 

sqq., where Thrasymachus is not 
indeed named, but is certainly in
cluded in Aristotle's general re
marks on his predecessors ; the 
morA so, as he speaks expressly of 
those arts in which the peculiar 
strength of Thrasymachus lay-e.g. 
o,a/3o7'1/, 3p-y1J, ~7'eos, &c., as Spengel 
justly observes. 
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and renounced science which is concerned with this 
truth, the only end that remains for its instruction is a 
formal versatility to which it can give neither scientific 
foundation, nor a higher mornl significance. 

6. The value ancl historfoal importance of the 8ophistic, 
Doctrine. The various tendem;ies includecl in it. 

IN attempting to form a general opinion as to the 
character and historical position of the Sophistic doc
trine, the first consideration that arrests us is this : 
that originally not merely teachers of different arts, but 
men of various habits of thoughts, were called Sophists. 
How are we justified in selecting certain individuals 
from the number, and describing them exclusively as 
Sophists, in contradistinction from all the rest, or in 
speaking of their teaching as a definite doctrine or 
tendency of mind, while in point of fact there were no 
definite tenets or methods which all who were called 
Sophists recognised as their own? This difficulty has 
been much insisted on in modern times, as is well 
known, by Grote.1 The Sophists, he says, were not 
a school, but a class, in whose members the most 
various opinions and characters were represented; and 
if a~ Athenian at the time of the Peloponnesian War 
had been asked concerning the most famous Sophists 
of his native city, he would unquestionably have men
tioned Socrates in the foremost rnnk. From this 
the immediate inference is merely that the name of 
Sophist has acquired in our language a narrower 

1 Hist. qf Gr. viii. 505 sqq., 483. 
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signification than at first belonged to it. But that 
signification can only be regarded as inadmissible, if 
no common peculiarity can be pointed out which corre
sponds to the name as at present understood. Such, 
however, is not the case. Although the men whom we 
are accustomed to reckon as Sophists are not united by 
any common doctrines recognised by them all, there 
is a certain similarity of character among them which 
is unmistakable, and this peculiarity shows itself not 
merely in their coming forward as teachers, but in their 
whole attitude towards the science of their epoch, in 
their repudiation of physical, and generally speaking, 
of all merely theoretical enquiry, in the restriction of 
their sphere to arts of practical utility, in the Scepticism 
explicitly avowed by the majority, and the most im
portant, of the Sophists ; in the art of disputation, which 
most of them are said to have taught and practised, in 
the formal, technical treatment of rhetoric, in the free 
criticism and naturalistic explanation of the belief in 
gods, in the opinions concerning right and custom, the 
seeds of which were sown by the scepticism of Prota
goras and Gorgias, though these opinions themselves 
only appear in a definite form at a subsequent period. 
Though all these traits may not be discoverable in all 
the Sophists, yet some of them are to be found in each 
case ; and they all lie so much in one direction, that 
while we cannot overlook the individual differences 
among these men, we are nevertheless justified in re
garding them collectively as the representatives of the 
same form of culture. 

What judgment then are we to pronounce respect-
VOL. II. KK 
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ing the value, character, and historical importance of 
this phenomenon? 

If we take into account all the strange and per
verted notions attaching to Sophistic culture and teach
ing, we might be inclined to adopt the view which was 
formerly quite universal, and which even in modern 
times 1 has had many advocates, viz., that it was abso
lutely nothing but confusion and corruption, a perversion 
of philosophy into an empty appearance of wisdom, and 
a mercenary art of disputation-a systematised immo
rality and frivolity-devoid of all scientific earnestness 
and all sense of truth, and springing from the lowest and 
meanest motives. It shows an unmistakable advance in 
historical intelligence that in modern times historians 
have begun to abandon this view, and not merely to 
exonerate the Sophists from unjust accusations, but also 
to recognise, even in what is really one-sided and wrong 
in them, a basis originally justifiable, and a natural 
product of historical development.2 The unbounded 

1 e.g. Schleiermacher, Gesch. 
d. Phil. 70 sqq.; Brandis, i. 516; 
but especially Ritter, i. 575 sqq., 
628 (preface to the 2nd edition, 
xiv. sqq.); aDd Baumhauer, in 
the treatise mentioned p. 394, 1. 
Similarly Wr.ddington, Seances et 
Travaux de l'Acad. Iles &iences 
Morales, CV. (1876) 105. Brandis, 
Gesch. d. Entw. i. 217 sq., is less 
severe in his judgment of the 
Sophists. 

2 Meiners, Gesch. d. Wissenseh. 
ii. 17 5 sqq., had already recognised 
the services of the Sophists in the 
spread of culture and knowledge; 
but Hegel ( Gesch d. Phil. ii. 3 
sqq.) was the first to pave the way 

for a deeper comprehension of their 
doctrine and its historical position; 
these discussions were completed 
by Hermann (vide supra, p. 394, l) 
with sound and learned arguments, 
in which the importance of the 
Sophists in regard to culture, and 
their close relation with their epoch, 
are especially emphasised ; cf. also 
Wendt, Zu Tennemann, i. 459 sq.; 
Marbach, Gesch. d. Phil. i. 152, 
157; Braniss, Gesoh. d. Phil. s. 
Kant, i. l44 sq.; Schwegler, Gesch. 
d. Phil. 21 sq. (and for a somewhat 
more unfavourable view, Grieck. 
Phil. 84 sq.); Haym, Allg. Encyol. 
Sect. iii. B, xxiv. 39 sq.; U eberweg, 
Grundr. i. § 27. The side of the 
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influence of these men, and the high reputation in 
which many of them are asserted, even by their enemies, 
to have been held, should of itself be sufficient to 
prevent us from stigmatising them as empty babblers 
and vain pseudo-philosophers in the manner once 
usual. For whatever may be said of the evil of a 
degenerate period which found its truest expression 
in the Sophists, just because of its own shallowness 
and want of fixed opinions; whoever in any period of 
history, even the most corrupt, utters the watchword 
of the time, and takes the lead in its spiritual move
ment, we may perhaps consider as wicked, but in no 
case as unimportant. But the period which admired 
the Sophists was not merely a period of degeneracy 
and decline, it was also a period of a higher culture, 
unique in its kind-the period of Pericles and Thucy
dides, of Sophocles and Pheidias, of Euripides and 
Aristophanes ; and those who sought out the Sophistic 
leaders and made use of them for their own purposes 
were not the worst and most insignificant of that gen
eration, but the great and noble of the first rank. If 
these Sophists had had nothing to communicate but a 
deceptive show of wisdom, and an empty rhetoric, they 
would never have exerted this influence upon their 
epoch, nor have brought about this great revolution in 
the Greek mind and mode of thought; the grave and 
highly cultured intellect of a Pericles would hardly 

Sophists is taken still more de- Versuch einer sittlichen Wurdigung 
cidedly, but with somewhat of the d. Sophist. Redekunst (Stade, 1873), 
partiality of apologists, by Grote agrees with Grote, but throws no 
and Lewes in the works to which new light on the matter. 
we have so often referred. Bethe, 

KK2 
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have taken pleasure in their society, a Euripides would 
not have valued it, a Thucydides would not have sought 
instruction from them, a Socrates would not have sent 
them pupils : even over the degenerate but gifted con
temporaries of these great men their power of attraction 
could scarcely have been permanent. Whatever it may 
have been on which the charm of the Sophistic instruc
tion and lectures depended, we may justly infer from 
these considerations that it was something new and 
important, at least for that period. 

In what it more particularly consisted we shall see 
from our present discussions. The Sophists are the 
' Illuminators' of their time, the Encydopredists of 
Greece, and they share in the advantages as well as 
the defects of that position. It is true that the lofty 
spem1lation, the moral earnestness, the sober scientific 
temperament entirely absorbed in its object, which we 
have such frequent occasion to admire both in ancient 
and modern philosophers, all this is wanting in the 
Sophists. Their whole bearing seems pretentious and 
assuming, their unsettled, wandering life, their money
making, their greediness for scholars -and applause, 
their petty jealousies among themselves, their vain
gloriousness, often carried to the most ridiculous lengths, 
form a striking contrast to t'he scientific devoti.on of an 
Anaxagoras or a Democritus, to the unassuming great
ness of a Socrates, or the noble pride of a Plato; their 
scepticism destroys all scientific endeavour at the very 
root, their Eristie disputation has as its final result only 
the bewilderment of the interlocutor ; their rh;etoric is 
calculated for display, and is employed in the cause of 
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wrong as well as truth; its views of science are low, its 
moral principles dangerous. Even the best and greatest 
representatives of the Sophists cannot be altogether ac
quitted of these faults ; if Protagoras and Gorgias did 
not assume a position of hostility towards the prevailing 
·customs, they both prepared the ground for scientific 
scepticism, for sophistic argumentation and rhetoric, 
:and consequently, in an indirect manner, for the denial 
,ef universally valid moral laws; if Prodicus praised 
virtue in eloquent words, his whole appearance is too 
,closely allied with that of a Protagoras, a Gorgias and 
a Hi.ppias, to allow of our separating him from the ranks 
of the Sophists, or calling him a precursor of Socrates, 
in any essentially different sense from that in which the 
rest were so.1 In others, like Thrasymachus, Euthy-

' Such was the opinion I ex- scepticism, Protagoras by his treat
pressed COI1J.::erning Prodicus in the ment of rhetoric, and Hippias by 
first edition of this work, p. 263, his distinction between positive and 
and even after Welcker's counter natural law. These men may all 
observations, Klein. Sehr. ii. 528 in a certain sense be regarded as 
sqq., I cannot depart from it. I the precursors of Socrates, and the 
am far from er.editing Prodicus importance of Protagoras and Gor
with all that ordinary opinion has gias is, in this respect, far greater 
indiscriminately ascribed to the than that of Prodicus. For they 
Sophists, or with v.•hat is really anticipated him in the attempt to 
reprehensible in many of them, found a class of teachers who 
nor do I deny his affinity and re- should work, by instruction, upon 
lation to Soerates. But neither do the moral improvement of man 
we find in Protago!'as, Gorgias, (Welcker, 535); the content of their 
and Hippias all thB faults and moral theory, as has been already 
one-sidedness of Sophis:tieism ; t bey remarked, was in essential agree
too conceived virtue, the teachers ment with that of Prodicus, and 
of whieh they proclaimed them- with the prevailing opinions, and 
selves to be, primarily ac,.;o;ding was not further removed from the 
to the usual acceptation, and new and peculiar theory of the 
the hter theory of self-il).terest was Socratic ethics than were the 
not attributed to either of them; popular moral maxims of Prodicus. 
though Protagoras and Gorgias But in the treatment of this subject
prepared the way for it by their _matter, Gorgias, by his discussions 
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demns, Dionysodorus, in the whole crowd of attendant 

concerning the duties of particular 
classes of men, comes much nearer 
to a scientific definition than Pro
dicus with his universal and popular 
glorification of virtue ; and the 
mythus which Plato puts into the 
mouth of Protagoras, and the re
marks connected with it, on the 
teachableness of virtue, stand, in 
respect to the thoughts contained 
in them, far above the. apologue 
of Prodicus. In regard to other 
achievements, the verbal distinc
tions introduced, by the sage of 
Ceos, may certainly have had an 
influence on the Socratic method 
of determining the concept: they 
may also have contributed not 
a little to the enquiries concern
ing the various meanings of words, 
which subsequently became so im
portant in the Aristotelian meta
physics ; but in the first place, 
Protagoras preceded Prndicus in 
thia respect; and secondly, these 
verbal distinctions, which Plato 
held cheaply enough, cannot be 
compared for their influence upon 
the later and especia:lly upon the 
Socratic science, with the dialectical 
discussions, and the discussions on 
the theory of knowledge, of Prota
goras and Gorgias, which precisely 
through their sceptical results led 
up to the discrimination of essence 
from the sensible phenomenon, and 
to the introduction of a philosophy 
of conceptions. At the same time, 
however, the limitation of the dis
cussions of Prodicns to verbal ex
pression, and the exaggerated im
portance ascribed to this subject, 
show that we are here concerned 
with something that lay exclusively 
in the formal and one-sided rhe
torical direction. Further, in re
spect to the moral theory of Pro-

dicus, we must concede to W elcker 
that its Eudremonistic basis is no 
proof of its Sophistic character ; 
but on the other hand, we mnst 
remember that of the distinctive 
peculiarities of the Socratic ethics, 
of the great principle of self
knowledge, of the reduction of 
virtue to knowledge, of the de
rivation of moral prescripts from 
universal conceptions, we find in 
Prodicus not a trace. Lastly, 
what we know of his views about 
the gods is quite in the spirit of 
the Sophistic culture. Aithough 
therefore Prodicus may be called 
'the most innocent of the Sophists' 
(Spengei, 59), inasmuch as we are 
acquainted with no principles of his 
dangerous to morality and science, 
it is not merely an external simi
larity, but also the internal affinity 
of his scientific character and pro
cedure with those of the Sophists, 
which makes me hold to the prece
dent of the ancient writers, who 
unanimously counted him in the 
Sophistic ranks. (Vide supra, p. 
419, 3.) The dispntiug of moral 
principles does not necessarily be
long to the conception of the So
phist, and even theoretical sceptic
ism is not inseparable from it, 
though both were included no 
doubt in the consequences of the 
Sophistic point of view: a Sophist 
is one who comes forward with the 
claim to be a teacher of wisdom, 
whereas he is not concerned with the 
scientific investigation of the ob
ject, but only with the formal and 
practical culture of the subject ; 
and these characteristics are ap
plicable even to Prodicns. Of. 
with the foregoing remarks, Schanz, 
loc. cit. p. 41 sqq. 
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scholars and imitators, we see the one-sided narrow
nesses and exaggerations of the Sophistic stand-point 
exhibited in all their nakedness. We must not, how
ever, forget that these defects are only in the main. 
the reverse side, the degradation of a movement 
that was both important and justifiable ; and that we 
equally fail to recognise the true character of the 
Sophists, or to do justice to their real services, whether 
we regard them merely as destroyers of the ancient 
Greek theory of life, or with Grote, as its representatives. 
The previous period had confined itself in its practical 
conduct to the moral and religious tradition, and in its 
science to the contemplation of nature; such at any 
rate was its predominant character, though isolated 
phenomena, as is always the case, announced and pre
pared the way for the later form of culture. Now people 
awoke to the consciousness that this is not sufficient, 
that nothing can be of real worth or value for a man that 
is not approved by his personal conviction, or that has 
not attained a personal interest for him. In a word, 
the validity of the principle of subjectivity is asserted. 
Man loses his reverence for the actual as such, he will 
accept nothing as true which he has not proved, he will 
occupy himself with nothing, the advantage of which for 
himself he does not see: he will act upon his own know
ledge, use all that offers for himself, be everywhere at 
home, discuss and decide everything. The demand for 
universal culture is aroused, and philosophy makes itself 
subservient to that, demand. But, because this road is 
opened for the first time, it is not so easy to find the way 
upon it; man has not yet discovered in himself the 
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point at which he must place himself, in order to see 
the world in the right light, and not to lose his balance 
in his actions. The previous science no longer satisfies 
his mental needs; he finds its scope too limited, its funda
mental conceptions uncertain and contradictory. The 
considerations by which the Sophists made men conscious 
of this ought not to be undervalued, nor especially the 
importance of the Protagorean scepticism in regard to 
questions about the theory of knowledge; but instead 
of completing physics by a system of ethics, physics are 
now entirely set aside ; instead of seeking a new scientifi(' 
method, the possibility of wisdom is denied. The same 
is the case with the sphere of morals ; the Sophists are 
right in acknowledging that the truth of a principle, 
the binding nature of a law, is not demonstrated by its 
validity as a mati.er of fact ; that ancient usage as such 
is no proof of the necessity of a thing· ; but instead of 
proceeding to seek for the internal grounds of obliga
tion in the nature of moral activities and relations, they 
are satisfied with the negative result, with the invalidity 
of existing laws, with the abandonment of traditional 
customs and opinions; and, as the positive side of this 
negation, there remains only the fortuitous action of 
the individual regulated by no law and no general prin
ciple-only caprice and personal advantage. Nor is it 
otherwise with the attitude adopted by the Sophists 
towards religion. That they doubted the gods of their 
nation and saw in them creations of the human mind 
will never be a reprnach to them, nor should the histor
ical significance of this scepticism be lightly esteemed. 
They erred in not supplementing their denial with any 
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positive affirmation, in losing, with the belie( in gods, 
religion altogether. The Sophistic' Illumination ' is cer~ 
tainly therefore superficial and one-sided in its nature, 
and unscientific and dangerous in its results. But all 
that is trivial in our eyes was not trivial to the contem
poraries of the first Sophists, and everything that 
experience has since shown to be pernicious was not 
therefore a thing to be avoided from its commencement. 
The Sophistic movement is the fruit and the organ of 
the most complete revolution that had hitherto taken 
place in the thought and intellectual life of the Greeks. 
This nation stood on the threshold of a new period; 
there opened before it a view into a previously un
known world of freedom and culture: can we wonder 
if it became giddy on the height so quickly climbed, if 
its self-confidence transcended the due limits; if man 
thought himself no longer bound by laws when he had 
once recognised their source in human will; and re
garded all things as subjective phenomena, because we 
see all things in the mirror of our own conscious
ness? The way of the old science had been lost, a 
new science had not yet been discovered ; the moral 
powers that existed could not prove their claim to 
authority, the higher law within a man was not as 
yet acknowledged; there was a straining to get beyond 
natural philosophy, natural religion, and a morality 
which was the natural growth of custom, but there was 
nothing to set in their place but Empirical subjectivity, 
dependent upon external impressions and sensuous im
pulses. Thus, in the desire to render himself inde
pendent of the actual, man again directly sank back 
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into a state of dependence upon it; and an attempt, 
which was justifiable ih its general tendency, on account 
of its one-sidedness bore dangerous fruits for science 
and for life. 1 But this one-sidedness was not to be 
avoided, and in the history of philosophy, it is not even 
to be deplored. The fermentation of the time to which 
the Sophists belong brought many turbid and impure 
1>iubstances to the surface, but it was necessary that the 
Greek mind should pass through this fermentation 
before it attained the clarified stage of the Socratic 
wiRdom; and as the Germans would scarcely have had a 
Kant without the 'A ufklarungsperiode,' so the Greeks 
would scarcely have had a S_ocrates and a Socratic phi
losophy without the Sophists. 

The relation of the Sophists to the previous philo
sophy was, on the one side, as we have already seen, hos
tile, inasmuch as they opposed themselves, not merely 
to its results, but to its whole tendency, and denied the 
possibility of any scientific knowledge whatever; at the 
same time, however, they made use of the points of 

1 That the Sophists were not differs from its own opinions and 
indeed the only, or the chief inclinations ; the Sophists are 
cause, of the moral disorganisation merely persons who know how to 
which prevailed during the Pelo- manage the public adroitly, to 
ponnesianwar; thattheab<"rrations flatter its prejudices and wishes, 
of their Ethics were rather an evi- and to teach others the same art. 
dence than a reason of this dis- But there is no occasion therefore 
organisation, is evident and has to deny, as Grote does (viii. 508 
already been shown, p. 401 sq. sqq.), in oppo•ition to the most 
Grote (vii. 51 sq.; viii. 544 sq.) express statements of Thucydides 
appeals, with justice, to Plato's (iii. 82 sq. ; iii. 52), and the un
assertion (Rep. vi. 492 A sq.) : we equivoc,il testimony of history, that 
ought not to think that it is the in this period generally a disor
Sophists who corrupt youth, the ganisation of moral ideas, and a 
public itself is the greatest of all decline of political virtue and of 
Sophists, tolerating nothing that the :regard for law, took place. 
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contact afforded them by the older philosophy ; 1 and 
founded their scepticism partly upon the physics of 
Heradeitus, and partly upon the dialectical arguments 
of the Eleatics. But we are scarcely justified in recog
nising on this account Eleatic, as distinct from Prota
gorean, Sophists ; 2 for Protagoras and Gorgias attain 
essentially the same result, the impossibility of know
ledge ; and as regards the practical side of Sophistic 
teaching--Eristic disputation, Ethics, and Rhetoric
it makes little difference whether this result be deduced 
from Heracleitean or Eleatic presuppositions. Most of 
the Sophists, moreover, take no further account of this 
diversity of scientific starting-points, and trouble them
selves little about the origin of the sceptical arguments 
which they employ according as the need of them arises. 
It would be difficult to say in the case of several very 
important Sophists, e.,g., Prodicus, Hippias, Thrasyma
chus, to which of the two classes they belong. If to these 
classes be added the Atomistic doctrine, as a degenerate 
form of the Empedoclean and Anaxagorean physics,3 it 
has been already shown (p. 294 sqq.) that the Atomists 
do not belong to the Sophistic Schools ; and we should be 
unjust, moreover, to the Sophists, and ignore what is new 
and characteristic in the movement, if we were to treat 
it merely as the deterioration of the previous philo-

1 Cf. p. 398 sq., 404 sqq. 
2 Schleiermacher, Gesck. d. 

Phil. 71 sq., defines this difference 
in the following hair-splitting, and 
we mig1lt .almost say, Sophistic 
formula: In Magna Grrecia, he says, 
Sophistic teaching was l'io~a<Tocpia, 
in Ionia, universal knowledge, 
knowledge about appearance, <Tocpo-

/'io~[c,. (both words, however, mean 
exactly the same) ; Ritter, i. 589 
sq., Brandis and Hermann, vide 
infra, A st. Gesch. d. Phil. 96 sq., 
had already drawn a distinction 
between the Ionian and Italian 
Sophists. 

3 Schleiermacher and Ritter, 
Zoe. oit. 
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sophy, or even as the deterioration of particular branches 
of that philosophy. The same may be said of Ritter's 
observation, that the later Pythagoreanism was likewise 
a kind of Sophistic doctrine. Finally, when Hermann1 

distinguishes an Eleatic, Heracleitean and Abdedte 
Sophisti.cism, and says the first is represented by Gorgias, 
the second by Euthydemus, the third by Protagoras, we 
may urge in reply that no clear result is obtained from 
the di vision of the leading Sophists into these three 
classes, and that the division itself is not in agreement 
with historical fact. For Protagoras bases his theory of 
knowledge, not on Atomistic, but exdnsively on Hera
cleitean conceptions, and Euthydemus is distinguished 
from him, not by his adopting the them"ies of Heraclei
tus in greater purity, but on the contrary, by his sup
plementing them with certain propositions borrowed 
from the Eleatics.2 Democritus and Protagoras certainly 

1 Zeitschr.f.Alterthumsw.1834, 
369 sq. cf. 295 sq.; Plat. Phil. 
190, 299, 151; De Philos. Jon. 
lEtatt. 17 ; cf. Petersen, Philol.
Histor. Stud. 36, who derives 
Protagoras from Heracleitus and 
Democritus conjointly. 

2 Hermann urges in support of 
his theory that Democritus, like 
Protagoras, declared the phenome
nal to be the true : we have alre>tdy 
seen, however, p. 272 sq., that this 
is only an inference drawn by Aris
totle from his sensualistic teaching, 
but which Democritus himself was 
far from entertaining. Hermann 
further says that >LS Democritus 
held that like was only known by 
Eke, so Protagoms maintained that 
the knowing subject must be moved, 
as much as the thing known; 

whereas, according to Heracleitus, 
unlike is known by unlike. Her
mann, however, has here confounded 
two very different things. Theo
phrastus (vide supra, p. 89, 2) says 
of Heracleitus, that, like Anaxa
goras subsequently, he supposed 
in regard to the sense-perception 
(for to this only the proposition 
refates, and to this only it is re
ferred by Theophrastus : the reason 
external to us, the primitive fire, 
we know, according to Heracleitus, 
by mectns of the rntional and fiery 
element within us) that contraries 
are known by contraries, warm by 
cold, &c. Protagoras is so far 
from contradicting this statement 
that he rather derives, with Hera
cleitus, the sense-perception from 
the encounter of opposite motions, 
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agree in the assertion, that the sensible qualities of 
things merely describe the manner in which things 
affect us ; but this ag-reement is rather to be explained 
by the influence of Protagoras on Democritus, than by 
that of Democritus or Protagoras.1 Neither of these 
an active and a passive motion 
(vide sup. 445 sqq., cf. 88 sq.). On 
the other hand, that t,he knowing 
subject and the thing known must 
equally be mo1"ed, was not only 
admitted by lleracleitus, but he 
was the first among the ancient 
physicists to assert it, and Prota
goras borrowed the statement, as 
we have shown, l. c., according to 
Plato and others, from him alone. 
Lastly it is said that Cratylus the 
IIeracleitean, maintains, in Plato, 
the direct contrary of Protagoras's 
theorem; this I cannot find; it 
rather seems to me that the state
ments that language is the work of 
the maker of names, that all names 
are equally true and that one can
not utter anything false ( C,·at. 429 
B, D), are entirely in harmony with 
the standpoint of Protagoras, and 
when Proclus (in Grat. 41) opposes 
to Euthydemus's theorem that 'all 
is at the same time true to all,' the 
famous Protagorean proposition, I 
can see no great difference between 
them. Cf. the proofs given, p. 456 
sq. Moreover, as all our authori
ties, and Plato himself, derive the 
Protagorean theory of knowledge 
primarily from the physics of 
IIeracleitus, and as no trace of an 
Atomistic doctrine is discernible in 
Pr0tagoras, and even the possibility 
of such a doctrine is excluded by 
his theory, history must abide by 
the usual opinion concerning the 
relation of Protagoras to IIeraclei
tus. This jndgment is endorsed 
by Frei, QurEst. Prot. l 05 sqq. ; 

Rhein. Mus. viii. 273, &c. When 
Vitringa, De Prot. 188 sqq. urges 
in favour of Protagoras' s com1ection 
with Democritus, that Democritus 
(like Protagoras, vide supm, p. H5 
sq.) m11intained a motion without 
beginning, a doing and a suffering, 
he relies on points of comparison 
that are much too indefinite : the 
question is, whether we are to 
derive a theory which starts from 
the presupposition that there is no 
unchangeable Being, from a system 
which is based upon this very 
theorem ; or from another system 
which denies all change of original 
Being : from Democritus in fact, 
rather than lleracleitus. What 
Vitringa further adduces has little 
weight. 

1 Lange, Gesch. a. Mater. i. 
131 sq., is indeed of opinion that 
the subjective tendency of Pro
tagoras in his theory of knowledge, 
the cancelling of sensible qualities 
in subjective impressions, cannot be 
explained from IIeracleitus alone; 
and that the v6µ.rp ')'l\v1<~, &c. of 
Democritus forms the natural tran
sition from Physics to Sophisticism. 
In case, therefore, Protagoras was 
really twenty years older than De
mocritns, we must suppose that, 
having been originally merely an 
orator and a teacher of politics, he 
subsequently formed his system 
under the influence of Democritus. 
But it is not easy to see why the 
assertion of the philosophers (so 
often repeated from Heracleitus 
and Parmenides onwards) that the 
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classifications, therefore, appears either true or satis
factory. 

Nor do the internal differences between individual 
Sophists seem important enough to constitute a basis 
for the theory of separate schools. When, for instance, 
senses are untrustworthy-was not 
sufficient to lead Protagoras to the 
conclusion that since it is through 
the senses alone we have any know
ledge of things, if they are untrust
worthy, we can know absolutely 
nothing, and why Reracleitus's 
statement that everything per
ceptible to sense is only a passing 
phenomenon, and what the senses 
tell us is merely delusive appear
ance (vide p. 88), might not have 
caused him (Protagoras) to adopt 
the theory which l:'lato and Sextus 
ascribe to him (cf. p. 445 sq.). It 
was only necessary that, on the one 
hand. Reracleitus's propositions of 
the flux of all things, and of the 
opposite course of motions, should 
have been expressly applied to the 
question concerning the origin of 
perceptions, in order to explain the 
untrustworthiness of perceptions 
already maintained by Reracleitus ; 
and that on the other hand, rational 
perception, in which Heracleitus 
found truth, should have been over
looked (cf. pp. 113, 114). But this 
latter must have occurred (as Lange 
himself remarks) even with the doc
trine of Democritus, if a scepticism 
like that of Protagoras was to re
sult from it ; and in the former 
case, Heracleitits alone could have 
furnishe the presuppositions with 
which Protagoras is actually con
nected: whereas, as has been al
ready shown, it is impossible to 
deduce his theory, as represented 
to us in history, from the A to
mistic philosophy. The philo-

sopher who sees in bodies com
binations of unchangeable sub
stances, may complain of the 
senses because they do not show 
us these fundamental constituents 
of bodies, and consequently make 
the Becoming and Decay of the 
composite appear as an absolute 
Becoming and Decay; but he can
not complain of them, as Protago
ras did, because nothing permanent, 
speaking generally, corresponds 
with the phenomena which they 
show us, and because the objects 
perceived only exist in the moment 
of perception. The only thing in 
which Protagoras reminds us of 
Democritus is the proposition (p. 
448, 1), that things are white, 
warm, hard, &c., only in so far and 
for so long as our senses are af
fected by them. This has, no 
doubt, a similarity with the state
ment attributed by Theophrastus 
(sup. p. 231, 3) to Democritus (in 
the v6µ'1' 71'..v1d,, &c., p. 219, 3, it is 
not as yet to be found); rwv 1!7'..7'..wv 
al<TO'l)rwv (besides weight, hard
ness, &c.) oUOevOs eiva., cp{l(nV, &.Ai\c:\ 
1rdvTa 1rci81} T1]s al<T8-/Jt1ews &A.Aowv
µlv11s. But if Democritus really 
said this, and it was not merely a 
comment of Theophrastus on some 
utterance of his, and if his coin
cidence with Protagoras is not 
merely fortuitous, it is still a 
question which of these men first 
asserted the proposition. In favour 
of Protagoras, there is the fact 
that he was not onlv much older 
than Democritus, but that Demo-
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Wendt1 divides the Sophists into those who came for
ward chiefly as orators, and those who were more espe
cially known as teachers of wisdom and virtue, we can 
see by the use of the word ' more.' how uncertain such a 
division must be ; and if we try to apportion the known 
historical names to the two classes, we immediately fall 
into confusion.2 Instruction in rhetoric was not usually, 
with the Sophists, separated from their teaching of 
virtue ; eloquence was regarded by them as the most 
important instrument of political power, and the theo
retical side of their teaching, which, in reference to phi
losophy, is precisely of most consequence, is passed over 
in this classification. The classification of Petersen3 is 
no better : he makes a distinction between the subject
ive scepticism of Protagoras, the objective scepticism of 
Gorgias, the moral scepticism of Thrasymachus, and the 
religious scepticism. of Critias. What is here described 

critus (according to p. 275) op
posed his scepticism ; for in spite 
of Lange, the relation of age be
tween the two is beyond a doubt. 
It is also very improbable that 
Protagoras only arrived at his 
sceptical theory, and his doctrine, 

Man is the measure of all things,' 
several years after his first ap
pearance as a teacher ; for this 
doctrine was of radical importance 
for him, and was essentially con
nected with his art of disputation, 
his repudiation of physics, and his 
restriction to the practical sphere. 

1 Wendt,Zu Tennemann,i.467. 
Similarly Tennemann himself, l. a., 
discriminates those Sophists who 
were also orators, and those who 
separated sophistic teaching from 
l:'hetoric. Eut in the second class 

he places only Euthydemus and 
Dionysodorus; and these do not 
belong to it, strictly speaking; for 
they likewise taught judicial ora
tory, which they never, even sub
sequently, quite abandoned: Plato, 
Enthyd. 271 D sq., 273 0 sq. 

2 Wendt reckons in the first 
class, besides Tisias-who was only 
a rhetorician and not a sophist
Gorgias, Meno, Polus, Thrasyma
chus; in the second, Protagoras, 
Oratylus, Prodictis, Hippias, Eu
thydemus. Eut Gorgias is also of 
importance as a teacher of virtue, 
especially because of his sceptical 
enquiries, and Protagoras, Prodicus, 
Euthydemus occupied themselves 
much in their instructions and 
their writings with rhetoric. 

• Philos.Histor. Studien. 35 sqq. 
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as peculiar to Thrasymachus and Critias is common to 
them and to the majority of the Sophists, at any rate, of 
the later Sophists ; Protagoras and Gorgias also are 
closely allied to each other in their conclusions and gene
ral tendency; lastly, Hippias and Prodicus find in these 
categories no special place. Against the exposition of 
Brandis, 1 likewise, much may be urged. Brandis ob
serves that the Heracleitean Sopbisticism of Protagoras 
and the Eleatic Sopbisticism of Gorgias very soon be
came united in an extensive school, which branched off 
in different directions. Among these branches two classes 
are primarily distinguished: the dialectical sceptics and 
those who attacked morality and religion. Among the 
former, Brandis reckons Euthydemus, Dionysodorus and 
Lycophron; with the latter, Critias, Polus, Callicles, 
Thrasymachus, Diagoras. In addition to these, he 
mentions Hippias and Prodicus; of whom Hippias en
riched his rhetoric with multifarious knowledge, and 
Prodicus, by bis linguistic discussions and his didactic 
discourses, sowed the seeds of more serious thought. 
But though this theory is right in asserting that the 
Sophisticism of Protagoras and that of Gorgias were 
very soon united, yet the discrimination of dialectic 
and ethical scepticism affords no good dividing line; for 
this reason, that they are in their nature mutually de
pendent, and the one is merely the direct application of 
the other ; if, therefore, in particular details they do 
not always coincide, this is not the result of any essen
tial difference of scientific tendency. We know, how
ever, too little of most of the Sophists to be able to 

1 Gr.-Rom. Phil. i. 523, 541, 543. 
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judge with certainty how they stood in respect to this 
matter ; even Brandis does not place Prodicus and 
Hippias in either of the two categories. Vitringa 1 

names them with Protagoras and Gorgias as the heads 
of the four Sophistic schools which he assumes; he 
designates the school of Protagoras as sensualistic, that 
of Prodicus as ethical, that of Hippias as physical, that 
of Gorgias as politico-rhetorical ; but in this way we 
do not obtain a true representation of the inclividua1 
character and mutual relation of these men ; 2· nor 
does history give us any warrant for dividing aU the 
Sophists with whom we are acquainted, even if it 
were possible to do so, into the four schools just men
tioned.3 

1 De Sophistarum sclwlis qnm writings were of an historical and 
S0c1·at-is a:tate Athenis floruernnt, mur,-J,l nature. Lastly, if Gorgias. 
Mnemosyne, ii. (1853) 223-237. at a later period, professed to teach 

2 Vitringa calls the doctrine of rhetoric only, we cannot, in esti
Protagoras 'absolute sensnalism;' mating his scientific character, pass 
but his theory of knowledge is over either his sceptical demon
rather a scepticism, starting no strations or his doctrine of virtue. 
doubt from sensualistic presuppo- a In the school of Protagoras 
sitions; and his ethico-political Vitringa includes Enthydemus and 
views, on the other hand, are Dionysodorus, in that of Gorgias, 
l)rought into connection by Vi- Thrasymachns; but the two former 
tringa ( l. e. 226) with this sen- were not exclusively allied with 
snalism in a very arbitrary manner; Protagoras, as has been already 
moreover his rhetoric, which con- shown pp. 456,457; arid that Thra
stituted a chief part of his activity, symachus belonged to the Gorgian 
is in harmony with his scepticism, school there is no evidence to 
but not at all with sensualism. prove. The character of his rhe
Prodicus, lilcewise, is not merely a toric (vide snpra, p. 494) is against 
moralist, but also a rhetorician : the supposition. Ou the other 
in Plato his discussions on lan- band, Agathon, who was not, how
gnage are placed decidedly in the ever, a Sophist, must have been 
foreground. Still less can Hippias designated as a disciple of Gorgias 
be described as a physicist merely: and not of Prodicns (cf. p. 494, 2). 
he is a man of universal know- He is represented in Plato, Prot. 
ledge; indeed, it would seem that 315 D, as a hearer of Gorgias, but 
the greater part of his speeches and that proves nothing. 

VOL. II. L L 
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If we possessed more of the writings of the Sophists, 
and had tradition informed us more perfectly-as to their 
opinions, it might, however, have been possible to follow 
up the characteristics of the different schools somewhat 
further. But our accounts are very scanty, and indeed 
any fixed boundaries between the schools seem to be 
excluded by the very nature of Sophisticism; for its 
purpose was not to guarantee objective knowledge, but 
only subjective readiness of thought and practical 
versatility. This form of culture is tied to no scientific 
system and principle, its distinctive character appears 
far more in the ease with which it takes from the most 
various theories whatever may be useful for its tempo
rary purpose ; and for this reason it propagates itself 
not in separate and exclusive schools, but in a fre~r 
manner, by mental infection of different kinds. 1 Al
though therefore it may be true that .one Sophist ar
rived at bis results through the Eleatic presuppositions, 
and another through those of H~racleitus; that one 
gave the preference to Eristic disputation, and another 
to rhetoric, that one confined himself to the practical 
arts of the Sophists, and another adopted their theories 
also ; that one paid greater attention to ethical and 
another to dialectical enquiries; that one desired to 
be called a rhetorician, and another a teacher of virtue 
or a Sophist ; and that the first Sophists transmitted in 
these respects their own characteristics to their scholars ; 
yet all these distinctions are fluctuating; they cannot 
be regarded as essentially different conceptions of the 
Sophistic principle, but only as separate manifestations 

1 As Brandis well observes. 
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of that principle according to individual tendency and 
temperament. 

There is more to be said for the division of the 
earlier Sophists from the later. Exhibitions like those 
which Plato describes in so masterly a manner in the 
E,uthydemus, are as far removed from the important 
personalities of a Protagoras and a Gorgia,; as the virtue 
of a· Diogenes from that of a Socrates ; and the later 
Sophists, as a rule, bear unmistakable marks of de
generacy and decline. The moral principles especially, 
which in the sequel justly gave so much offence, are 
alien to the Sophistic teachers of the first period. But 
we must not overlookthe fact that even the later form 
of Sophisticism was not accidental, but an inevitable 
consequence of the Sophistic standpoint, and that there
fore its premonitory symptoms begin even with its most 
celebrated representatives. Where belief in a truth of 
universal validity is abandoned, and all science is dissi
pated in Eristic argumentation and rhetoric, as is the 
case here, everything will in the end be dependent on 
the caprice and advantage of the individual; and even 
scientific activity will be degraded from a striving after 
truth, concerned solely with its object, into an instru
ment for the satisfaction of self-interest and vanity. 
The first authors of such a mode of thought generally 
hesitate to draw these inferences simply and logically, 
because their own culture still partly belongs to an 
earlier time; those on the other hand who have grown 
up in the new culture, and are bound by no antagonistic 
reminiscences, cannot avoid such inferences, and having 
once set out upon the new road, must declare them-

L L 2 
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selves more decidedly with each fresh step. But a 
simple return to the old faith and morality, such as 
Aristophanes demands, could not have taken place, nor 
would it have satisfied men who more deeply understood 
their own times. The true way of transcending the 
Sophistic teaching was shown by Socrat,es alone, who 
sought to gain in thought itself, the power of which had 
been proved by the destruction of the previous con
victions, a deeper basis for science and morality. 
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AllA 

A BARIS, llyperborean priest of 
Apollo, Pythagorean legends 

of, i. 327, l; 339, n. 
Acitsilaus, cosmology of, i. 97 ; 

reckoned among the seven wise 
men, i. 119, 1 

Adrastea, in Orphic cosmogonies, 
i. 100 sq. 

ksop, his date and writings, i. 115 
.!Etker, a divinity, according to 

llesiod, i. 86 : and Epimenides, 
i. 97; derivation of the word, 
ii. 355, 3 ; how regarded by 
Heracleitus, 24, 25; Empedocles, 
154 1 · Anaxao-oras 355 365 · 
pos~ibly the fifth 'elem;nt of 
the Pythagoreans, 436, 4; 437, 1 

Agathon, ii. 415, n. 
Air, how regarded by Anaximan

der, i. 232, 241, 251 sq., 256, 
258; by Anaximenes, i. 267 sqq.; 
by Hippo and Idreus, 284; by 
Diogenes, 288 ~q.; by the Pytha
goreans, 436, 467; by Xen0-
phanes, 565 sq., 578 ; by Parme
nides, 599; by Heraeleitus, ii. 
51, 3; by Empedocles, 125, 130, 
155; by Democritus, 234, 247 
sq., 287, 289 ; by Metrodorus, 
315, 2; by Anaxagoras, 355. 365 

Alcmus, a lyric poet in 7th century 
B.C., i. 114; 118, 1 

Alcidamas the Sophist, ii. 425, 477 
.Aleiu,us cited by Diogenes Laer-

ANA 

tins in regard to the philosophy 
of Epicharmus, i. 529 ; probably 
the same Sicilian whose ::e,KEA<Kc< 
are mentioned in Athen. xii. 
518 b, cf. vii. 322; x. 441 a. 
See General Index to the Ger
maH text of the present work 

Alcmmon, a physician influenced by 
Pythagorean philosophy, i. 323, 
449, n., 521, 525 

Anackarsis, sometimes reckoned 
among the seven wise men, i. 
119, 1 

Anaareon, a lyric poet, i. 114; on 
the future life. i. 126 

.d..naxagoras of Clszomenoo, some
times reckoned among the seven 
wise men, i. 119, 1; his supposed 
affinity with Judaism, i. 35, 37; 
with Oriental philosophy, ii. 385; 
his relation to predecessors and 
contemporaries, i. 200 sqq.; ii. 
330 sqq., 373 sqq.; his life and 
writings, ii. 321 sqq.; his philo
sophy, ii. 329 ; impossibility of 
Generation and Decay, 331; 
primitive sulJstances,332; origi
nal mixture of matter, 338; vovs, 
342 sqq. ; question of its person
ality, 346sq.; efficientactivityof 
vovs, 350 sq. ; origin and system 
of-the Universe. ;;54 sq. ; Meteo-. 
rology, 362; living creatures. 363 
sq. ; plants and animals, 3 65 ; 
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ANA 

man, 367; the senses, 368 ; 
reason, 370; ethics, 371; his at
titude to religion, 372; general 
character of his philosophy, 383 
sq. ; school of, 387 

Ana:carch1ts of Abdera, an Ato
mist; his heroism under torture, 
ii. 317, 5 

Ana:cimander of Miletus, his life 
and date, i. 227, 2; author of 
first Greek work on philosophy, 
228; his lbmpov, 228 sqq., 241 ; 
this was not a mechanical mix
ture, 233 sqq.; nor a determinate 
substance, 24 7; its eternity and 
animate nature, 248, 249 ; cos
mology of Anaximander, 250 
sqq.; al.ternate construction and 
destruction of the world, 256 ; 
origin of animals, 255 ; descent 
of man, 256; infinite worlds, 
257; the sonl, 256; meteoro
logy, 256; his connection with 
'fhales, 266; historical position, 
265 

Ana:cimenes of l'viiletus, i. 266; his 
date, 266, 2; r,rimitive matter, 
air, 267 sq. ; rarefaction and 
condensation, 271 ; formation of 
the universe, 271 sqq.; meteor
ology, 271, 278; the soul, 278; 
historical position, 278 

Animals, origin of, according to 
Anaximander, i. 255; Hippo, 
282; Diogenes of Apollonia, 296; 
the Pythagoreans, 480; nutri
tion of, by smell, 481, n.; opi
nions respecting, of Pythago
reans, 447, n.; 484, 2; of 
Alcmreon, 522, 2 ; of Epichar
mus, 530 ; of Xenophanes, 577 ; 
of Parmenides, 601; of Empe
docles, ii. 160sqq., 174,175; of 
Democritus, 253,254; of Anaxa
goras, 365, 366; of Archelaus, 
392 

Antl,ropolog.11,ancientGreek, i.123; 
of the varions philosophers; see 

Am' 

the summaries of their doctrines 
under their names 

Antima!rus, a Sophist, disciple of 
Prntagorns, ii. 426 

Antiphon, a Sophist, ii. 361, 6; 
426 

Apol/onius, a poet of Alexandria; 
his allusions to Orphic cosmo
gony, i. 99 

Archametus, i. 393 
Archelaus, a disciple of Anaxagoras, 

ii. 387; his doctrines, 389 sqq. 
Archiloch1ts, i. 122 
Al chytas, his life and writing,, i. 

319-322, 366 sq., 390; his sup
posed doctrine of Ideas, 320 

Aristodeimts, sometimes included 
among the seven wise men, i. 
118, 1; 110, 1 

Aristotle, standpoint and character 
of his philosophy, i. 155, l 62, 
172, 175, 182; second period of 
Greek philosophy closes with, 
164, 179 : on the Socratic and 
pre-Socratic philosophy, 185, 
181); on Thales, 217, 218; 
Anaximander, 228 sqq. ; Anaxi
menes, 271, 1; 275; Diogenes, 
288,289,299; thePythagoreans, 
306 sq.; 351, 2; 418, 419 _sq., 
476, 481, 509; Eleatics, 533, 
640; Xenophanes, 562, 5G5; 
Parmenides,583,n., 593; 606, 1; 
Zeno, 613, 622; 624, 1; 625; 
Melissus, 534, 535, 630 sq. ; 
Heracleitus, ii. 6, n., 12, 36, 59, 
65; Empedocles, 119, n., 131, n., 
139, 144, 149, "1.53 ; the Atom
ists, 208, n., 210 sq., 237-245, 
300, 313; Anaxagoras, 33~ sq., 
340, 354, 3fi7, 364 

Aristo:cen1ts ofTarentum,a disciple 
of Aristotle, on the Pythago
reans, i. 329; 3.'il, 2; 358, n.; 
36I; 364 sqq., 493 

Arithmetic, supposed discovery of, 
by Phoonicians, i. 215, 1; in
cluded in Greek education, 78 
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ART 

prominence in Pythagorean phi
losophy, 407, 419 

Art, not included in philosophy, i. 
8; influence of, on philosophy, 
ii4; religion ministered to, 54; 
connection of, with political pros
perity, 81 ; Greek, as distin
guished from modern, i. 142-
144; some arts borrowed from 
animals, ii. 277; of happiness, 
280 ; derivation of, according to 
Heracleitus, 308, l 

i!tpx~, first application of the word 
to a first principle by Anaxi
mander, i. 248 

Astronomy ; see Stars 
ihapalia of the Sceptics, i. 159 
Athens in the 5th century n.c., ii. 

395,401 
.Atomit,tt'e School, ii. 207; Atom

istic (Democritean) philosophy; 
principle and a stan<lpoint, 210 
sqq.; Becoming and Decay, 215; 
Being and Non-Being, 217; 
Atoms and the Void, 219; quali
ties of the atoms, 210; differences 
among them, 223,245; the Void, 
228 ; ch,1.0ges, reciprocal rela
tion, and qualities of things, 239 
sq.; primary and secondary qua
lities, 232; the dernents, 234; 
movement of the atoms, 235 ; 
denial of Chance, 239 ; vortex, 
24 7 ; formation of the universe, 
244 sq.; innumerable ·worlds, 
245; inorganic nature, 252 ; 
meteorology, 253, l; plants and 
animals, 253 sq., 268; man: 
his body, 253 ; suul, 258; rela
tion of soul and body, 261 ; 
universal diffusion of soul, 263 ; 
cognition and sensation, 266, 
271; sight and hearing, 268 sq,; 
thought, 271, 275; rational aml 
sensible perception, 271. 272; 
supposed scepticism of Demo
critus, 275; opinion as to the 
beginnings of human culture, 

JlOD 

277; ethics, 278 sqq.; happi
ness, 279 ; friendship, 283; the 
state, 284 ; marriage, 285 ; re
ligion, 287 ; ,Yow,\a, 289 sq. ; 
prognostics and magic, 290,291 ; 
position and character of Ato
mistic philosophy, 292 sq. ; not 
a form of Sophistic doctrine, 
294 sq.; relation to Eleatic phi
losophy, 305 sq. ; to Heracleitus, 
309; to Empedocles, 310; to 
Pythagoreans, 312 ; to ancient 
Ionians, 312; to Anaxagoras, 
313; later representatives, Me
trodorus, 313; Anaxarchus, 317 

BEAFS, prohibition of, by Py
thagoras, i. 331, l ; 344; 351, 

1 ; by N uma, ,519, n.; by Empe
docles, ii. 17 5, 3 

Becoming, denial of, by the Eleatics, 
i. 203 ; how regarded by Hera
cleitus, Empedocles, the Ato
mists, and :Anaxagoras, 208. 
Sec the account of the doctrines 
of the several philosophers un
der their names 

Being, how apprehended by the 
earlier and later Physicists, i. 
187 sq., 198, 206-208; by Par
meni,Jes. 580 8qq.; Ly .Melissus, 
629 sqq. : by the Eleatirs gene
rally, 640 ; by Heradeitus, ii. 
11 sq .• 36 sq., 107 sq.; by Em
pedocles, 195 sqq.; by the Ato
mists, 217 sq., 305 sqq.; by Anax
agoras, 380, 382; Protagoras, 
449 sq.; Gorgias, 451 sq, 

Bias, one of the seYen wisfl men, 
i. 119; said to have asserted 
the reality of motion. 120, 2; 
his name used proverbially for 
a wise judge, 120, 3 

Bitys, book of, i. 41, 1 
Body, souls fettered in the, i. 70; 

the corporeal not distinguished 
from the spiritual by pre-Socra~ 
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BOS 

ties, 149, 200 sq., 208; origin of 
the, see doctrines of philosophers 
referred to under their names 

Bo,rn:o/, sect of the, i. 4 
Brontinus, a Pythagorean, i. 323, 

392 
Busiris, panegyric on, by Isocrates, 

i. 332, 1 
Butherus, i. 392 

QALLIOLES, a Sophist in the 
wider sense, ii. -.27, 477 

Gauscs of things, how first sought, 
i. 8;j ; question of natural, the 
starting point of philosophy, 
l 27, 128 ; natural phenomena 
explamed by natural c., by pre
Socratics, 182; voVs in relation 
to natural, 220; ii. 3.54, 383 

Central fire, of the Pythagoreans, 
i. 442 sqq., 465 sqq. 

Oercops, i. 311, 2; 340, 2 
Cham, prophecy of, i. \!6, 3 
Chance, denied by Democritus and 

Anaxagoras, ii. 239 ; 345, 3 
(}l,aos, in Hesiod, i. 88; Acusi

),ius, 97; in Orphic cosmogonies, 
99, 104 

Charondas, i. 342, 1 
Chilon, sometimes reckoned among 

the seven wise men, i. 119, 1 
Ohristianity, called q,,71.ocrnq,la, i. 

4, 1 ; breach between spirit and 
nature in, 139 ; character of 
Greek philosophy >tS corn pared 
with, 131, 134 sqq., 140 sq. 

C/ironos in cosmogony of Phere
cydes, i. 90 sq. ; of the Orphics, 
100,101,104 

,Chrysippus, the Stoic, his defini
tion of philosophy, i. 3 

Chthon, the earth, i. 90 
Oleobulus, sometimes reckoned 

among the seven wise men, i. 
119, 1 

{]/idcmus, a naturalist, conternpo
-rary with Democritus, ii. 3il8, 1 

c<is 

Clinias of Tarentum, a hter Py
thagorean, i. 366, 392 

Cognition, faculty of, not enquired 
into by early Greek philoso
phers, i. 152 ; Sophists denied 
man's capacity for, 152, 182, 
202; difference between mo
dern enquiries into, and those 
of Pl,ito and Aristotle, 153-
1.55 ; of conceptions declared 
by Socrates the only true know
ledge, 182 ; with the pre-Socm
ti~s the discrimination of scien
tific, from sensible presentation 
was the conseq1,ence, n;,t the basis 
of their enquiries into nature, i. 
198 ; P>irmenides opposes cog
nition of reason to that of sense, 
but only in respect of their con
tent, 501, 603; Eleatics de\'e
loped no theory of, 641 ; nor 
did Heracleitus, ii. 92; nor 
Empedocles. 170; opinions on, 
and perception, of Heracleitns, 
88-9.5; Ernpedocles, 169, 195 
sq. ; Democritus, 265 sq., 270-
274sq.; Metrodorus, 316; Anax
agoras, 367, 370; of the So
phists, 445 sqq. 

Colonies, Greek, their number and 
extent, i. 81 

Comets, how regarded by DiogRnes 
of Apollonia, i. 295, 2 ; Pytha
goreans, 454; Democritus, ii. 
252 ; Ansxagoras, 362 

Co,·ax, a Sicilian rhetorician, ii. 
397 

Cosmology befme Thales, i. 83; 
of Hesiod, 84; of Pherecydes, 
89 sq.; of Epimenides, 96; of 
Acusilaus, 97 ; of the Orphic 
poems, 98-108; of Thales, 222, 
226 ; of Anaxirnander, 251 sqq.; 
of Anaximenes, 273 sqq. ; of 
Hippo, 283 ; of Diogenes of 
Apollonia, 293sq.; of the P.vtha
goreans, 438 sqq.; of Hera
cleitus, ii. 47 sqq.; of Empe-
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cou 

docles, 145 sgq.; of the Ato
mists, 235 sqq., 31-l; of Anax
agoras, 354 sqq. ; of Archelaus, 
389 sq. 

Counter-Earth, Pythagorean the
ory of the, i. 444, 450, 452 sq. 

Cratz;lus the Heracleitean, Plato 
instructed by him, ii. 113 ; play 
on words, 114 

C,·itias, ii. 427; his religions 
opinions, 481, 482 

Critical method. Greek science 
deficient in, i. 149 

Crwsus, remark of, abont philo
sophy, i. 1, 2 

Cronos, in cosmogony of Ilesiod, 
i. 87 

Crotona, salubrity of, i, 337; set
tlement of PythaRor~s in, 340 ; 
attack on Pythagoreans in, 357 
sq. 

C.71bele, rites of, i. 61 
Cylon, author of the attack on the 

Pythagoreans at Crotona, i. 358, 
n., 362, n. 

Cynic philosophy, character of, i. 
178 

Oulture of Homeric period, i. 49 ; 
peculiarity of Greek, 138 sq. 

DlEMONS, belief in, first met 
with in Hesiod, i. 125; saying 

ofTheognisabout, 123; opinions 
respecting. of the Pyt.hagorear.s, 
484, 6; 487 sq. ; character of 
man is his doomon, 531 ; ii. 
98 ; the soul is the a bode of 
the dremon, ii. 278; opinions of 
Empedocles respecting, 1 72 sq. ; 
176, 2; l 79; of Democritus, 290; 
were long-lived but not immor
tal, 290, 2 

IJamon and Phintias, i. 345, 3 ; the 
musician, ii. 418, 2; 435, 1 

IJeath, early theories about, i. 68, 
5; pl3 sq.; of Anaximander, 
256; Anaximenes, 270. 271; Dio
genes of Apollonia, 2!J7; of the 

DIO 

Pythagoreans, 482, 484 sq. ; 
Alcmooon, 524; Epicharmus, 
53 I ; Parmenides, 602 ; 604, 1 ; 
Heracleitus, ii. 79-87 ; Empe
docles, 164, 172 sq.; Democri
tus, 259,261,263, 30D; Anaxa
goras, 366; 367, 1; praise of 
death by the Thracians, i. 73, 1 ; 
Theognis, 118; Prodicus, ii. 
473 

Decad, the, in the Pythagorean 
philosophy, i. 426 sqq. 

Deit.71; see God, Gods 
Dr,metl'r, supposed Egyptian origin 

of the story of, i. 40, 4 ; hymn 
to, 67 ; mythus and cult of, 68; 
69, 1; 75; ii. 482, 3 

IJemocrit"s, his journeys, i. 27, 
1 ; 33 ; p'.>sition in pre-Socratic 
philosophy, 207; comparison 
of, with Anaximander, 263; life 
of, ii. 208 ; doctrines of, vide 
Atomistic school 

Destruction, periodical, and con
struction of the world ; see 
World 

Dia_qoras of Melos, the Atheist, ii. 
320,428 

Dialectic, de\"elopment of, by Ele
atics, i. 184 ; Zeno, the dis- · 
co\"erer of, 613; unknown to the 
Pythagoreans, 505; of the So
phists, ii. 484 

A,aeij.:a,, date of the, i. 65 
Diocles the Pythagorean, i. 364, 5 
IJiodorus of Aspendus, inventor of 

the Cynic dress among the Py
thagoreans, i. 365 

Diogenes of Apollonia, i. 285; his 
doctrines: air as primitive mat
ter, 286 sq. ; rarefaction and 
condensation, 290 sq.; different 
kinds of air, 292 ; formation 
and destruction of the uni verse, 
298 ; the soul, 288, 292, 296 ; 
eotrth and stars, 294 sq.; ani
mals and plants, 287, 296; 
metals, 298; character and his-
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DIO 

torical position of his philoso
phy, 300 sq. ; contradictions in 
his doctrine, 300 ; relation to 
Anaxagoras, 301 

JJiogenes the Democritean, ii. 317 
Dionqsodorus the Sophist, ii. 424 ; 

457, 3; 464, 1 
JJion_ysus, worship of, introduced 

into Greece, i. 27, 30, 42, 60; 
rites of (mysteries), 64, 72, n., 
333, n., 347, n., 365, 487,497; 
Dionysus Helios, i. 107; ii. 100, 
6 ; story of Dionysus Zagreus, i. 
105; opinion of Heracleitus on 
rites of, ii. 103 

Dorians and Ionians, supposed to 
represent Realists and Idealists 
in Greek philosophy, i. 191 sq. 

Donbt, modern philosophy begins 
with, i. 1'46 

JJreams, Heracleitus on, ii. 82, 83; 
connected with prophecy by 
Democritus, ii. 291 

Drunkenness, how explai'Jed by 
Diogenes, i. 297; Heracleitus, 
ii. 81 

Dualism of Greek philosophy, i. 
162 

I>ualit,'1/, Unity and, with Pytha
goreans, i. 386 sqq. 

D_ynamists and Mechanists, Rit
ter's division of the Ionian 
philosophers into, i. 240, 4 

EARTH, opinions concerning 
the, in Hesiod, 88 ; in Phere

cydes' cosmogony, i. 90 sq.; 
in Orphic poems, 99 sqq. ; of 
Thales, 225, 226; Anaximan
der, 255; Anaximenes, 273; 
Diogenes of Apollonia, 202-294; 
Pythagoreans, 439, 454 sqq.; 
Xenophanes, 567 sq.; Parme
nides, 593, 2 ; 599 ; Heracleitus, 
ii. 48 sq., 5/i-68 sqq. ; Empedo
elcs, 154-1,56; Democ1,itus, 247, 
248; Aniixagoras, 35-!-360 

EID 

Earthquakes, how explained by 
Thales, i. 226; Anaximenes, 
278; Diogenes of Apollonia, 
295; Pythagoras, 485, 3; De
mocritus, ii. 253, 1 ; Anaxago
ras, ii. 362, 6 

East, the, supposed derivation of 
Greek philosophy from, i. 28 
sqq.; points of contact between 
Greek philosophy and that of, 
42 sg.; supposed journeys in, 
of Pythagoras, 328; of Empe
docles, ii. 189 ; of Democritus, 
212, n. 

Echecrates, disciµle of Philolans, 
i. 364, fi 

Eclecticism, perio<l of, i. 393 
Eclipses, prediction of, ascribed to 

Thales, i. 214, n.; explanation 
of, by Anaximander, 252; An
aximenes, 275; Pythagoreans, 
455, 3; 456, 2 ; Alcmaion, 523, 
1 ; Xenophanes, 572; Empe
docles, ii. 157 ; Atomists, 202 ; 
Anaxagoras, 360, 361; Anti
phon, 450, 3 

Ecliptic, inclination of the, S8,id 
to have been discoyered by 
Anaximander, i. 254 ; by Py
thagoras, 455, 2; theories of 
Empedocles, Democritus, Anax
agoras, ii. 376 

Ecplwntus, a later Pythagorean, 
J. 323; explanation of Monads, 
415; his <loctrines, 527, 528 

Education, Greek, i. 78, 79; ii. 
394-396, 434; Homer, the 
Greek handbook of, i. 111 

Epg of the Universe, in ancient 
cosmogonies, i, 97, 100 

Eg_ypt, supposed debts of Greek 
phllosophy to, i. 26, 27, 32; 
travels 'in, of Thales, 21 /\, 1 ; of 
Pythagoras, 331-334; ofDemo
critus, ii. 211, 212; of Anaxa
go:r>as, 327, n. 

et'liwJ,a of Democritus, ii. 266, 
268, 302, 304-, 40,ii 
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ELE 

Eleatic philosophy, i. 533-642 ; 
character andhistoriMl position, 
188 sq., 202-204, 206, 638 sq.; 
supposed connection with Irnlian 
philosophy, 3/i sq.; doctrines of, 
authorities for, 533 sq. ; cf. 
Xenophanes, Parmenides, Zeno, 
Melissus 

Elements, five µvxo[ of Pherecydes 
supposed to be the, i. 92, l ; 
theories respecting the, of Phi
lolaus, i. 436 sq.; ofHeracleitus, 
ii. 51 sqq.; four, of Empedocles, 
i. 438,569; ii. 125 sqq.; gmdual 
development of the doctrine of, 
128 ; term first introduced into 
scientific language by Plato, 
126, 1 ; qualities and place of 
the several elements first defined 
by Plato and Aristotle, 131 

Etothales of Cos, i. 195, 196 
Emotions, origin of, according to 

Empedocles, ii. 171 
Empedooles, life and 'writings, ii. 

ll 7 ; teachers, ll 8, n., 187 sqq.; 
his philosophy: generation and 
decay= combination and separa
tion of substances, 122 sqq.; 
elements, 135; mixture of mat
ter, 132; pores and emanations, 
125; Love and Hate, 137 sq.; 
alternation of cosmic periods, 
145 sq.; laws of nature and 
chance, 144; the Sphairos, 
149 ; formation of the universe, 
1.50 sq.; heavenly bodies, 154 
sqq.; meteorology, 158; plants 
and animals, 159 sq.; respira
tion, 164 ; sense- perception, 
165 sq. ; thought, 167 ; percep
tion and thought, 169; desires 
and emotions, 171 ; transmi
gration and pre-existence, 172 
sq.; prohibition of animal food 
and killing of animals, 17 4, 
17 5 : Golden Age, 177; gods 
and dremons, 179; character and 
historical position of Empedo-

'. EUD 

clean philosophy, 184 sq. ; rela
tion to Pythagoreanism, 191 
sq.; to the Eleatics, 19-! sqq.; 
to Heracldtus, 202 sq.; Empe
docles not a mere Eclectic, 205 ; 
general summary, 205-207 

Epiclwrmus, the comic poet, i. 
ll6, l; his doctrines, 19/i, 196; 
how far a Pythagorean, 529 sq. 

Epicureanism, general ch,iracter 
of, i. 158, 178 

Epicurus, his theory of the deflec
tion of the atoms compared with 
the doctrine of Democritus, ii. 
240 

Epimenides, contemporary with 
Solon, i. 96, 5 ; his cosmogony, 
96 sq., 353 

Ericapceus, derivation of the name, 
i. 104, 2 ; see Phanes 

Erinna, on the transitoriness of 
fame, i. 127 

Eros, how represented by Hesrod, 
i. 88 ; Pherecydes, 92 ; Epime
nides, 97; Parmenides, 596, 1; 
Plato's doctrine of, i. 155; as 
Plastic force, 193, 2 ; in the 
system of Empedocles, ii. 196 

Essence of things, how sought by 
lonians, Pythagoreans, Eleatics, 
i. 202, 207 

Ethics, early Greek, i. 76, 77; of 
Homeric poems, 110; of Hesiod, 
112 ; of the Gnomic poets, 
115 sq.; of the seven wise 
men, 120; development of, 121-
123; ancient and modern, 150 
sq. ; resthetic treatment of, by 
the Greeks, 151; Plato's, 155; 
Aristotle's, 156; Socrates foun
der of, 172; of Neo-Platonists, 
180; of Pythagoreans, 184, 481 
sqq.; of Heracleitus, ii. 97 bqq.; 
of Democritus, 277-287; of 
Anaxagoras, 3 71 ; of the So
phists, 469 sqq. 

Eudemus the Peripatetic, Orphic 
cosmogony used by him, i. 98 
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EUD 

Ettdorus on Pythagorean doctrine 
of Unity and Duality, i. 388, 1 

Eurytus, disciple of Philolans, 1. 

364, /'i 
Euxitheus, on suicide, i. 483 
Evenus of Paros, rhetorician and 

Sophist, ii. 426 
Even-odd, category of numbers 

with the Pythagoreans, i. 377, 
40/'i 

FAITH; see Religion 
Fallacies, Sophistic, ii. 462 

sq.; Aristotle's treatise on, 46:; 
Fate, in Greek religion, i. 52, 101; 

in Orphic cosmology, 100 ; in 
Thcognis, 117 sq.; Arr·hilochus, 
122 · P_ythagoreans 439 2 · 
465: 2; Parmenide~, 595, 2 '. 
rehLtion to nature and Di \'ine 
Providence, H eracleitus, ii. 39 
sqq.; Empedocles, 144; Demo
critus, 239, 301; Anaxagoras, 
345, 350-354, 382 

J!'ipures, relation of, to numbers 
in the Pythagorefln philosophy, 
i. 434; to corporeal things, 436 ; 
to the elements, 437, 438 

Fire; seeElements, Cosmology; of 
the Periphery, i. 444 sq., 450, 
465 ; central, 443, 527 ; primi
tive, of Hippasus, 526; of He
racleitus, ii. 21 sqq. 

Flux of all things, doctrine of 
Heracleitus, ii. 11 sqq. 

Food. animal, forbidden by Empe
docles and the Orphics, i. 42 ; 
Pythagoras, 344, 3; 447, n.; 
by Empedocles, ii. 174, 17.5; 
fish forbidden as, by Anaxi
mander, i. 256 

Force, how related to matter by 
the pre-Socratic philosophers, i. 
200, 220, 221 ; by Empedocles, 
ii. 138, 179; voiis of Ana,rngoras 
conceived as a natural, ii. 345-
349, 316, 384 

GOD 

Form, Greek sense of, its effect on 
Philosophy, i. /'i; on Art, 142-
144; elementary nature of 
bodies is dependent on their, 
asserted by Pythagoreans, 436 
sq.; and matter how regarded 
by Archytas, 390 

Freewill, necessity and, i. 14-20 
Friends/tip, rites of; a number, 

188 ; how regarded by the Py
tbagoreans, 345,353; (1eowa Ta 
'!'WV ,Pi/1.wv, 345, 2; 495, 2) ; by 
Democritus, ii. 283; by Gorgias, 
472, 3 

QENERATION and Decay, 
opinions respecting, of Par

menides, i. 585, 587, 591 ; of 
Ileracleitus, ii. 17, 20, 37; Em
pedocles, 122-125; the Atomists, 
214-217, 229; 296, l; Anaxa
goras, 331 

Geometry discovered by the Egyp
tians, i. 47, n., 215, n.; figures 
of, how regarded by Archytas, 
390; by Pythagoreans, 407 
413, 416, 434; proficiency in, 
of Pythagoras, 331,n.; ofDemo
critus, ii. 212, n., 296; of Rip
pias, 423, n. 

Getr.e, a people of Thrace : their 
belief in immortality, i. 73, 1; 
330, 2; 337 

Gnomic poets, i. 115-118, 516 
God, Greek notion of, i. 54, 64; 

development of the conception 
of, 121 sq. ; Stoic conception of, 
220, 4; opinions respecting, of 
Thales, 2~0-2!!3 ; of Anaxi
mander, 249; of Anaximenes, 
270; of Diogenes, 287, 5; of 
the Pythagoreans, 386 sqq., 
397-407, 489 sqq., 51,~; of Hip
pasus, 526 ; in the treatise on 
l\:Ielissus, Xenophanes, and Gor
gias, 538, 539, 540, 547-560; 
of Xenophanes, 555, 559-566, 
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GOD 

578; of Parmenides, 588 ; of 
Melissus, 638; of Heracleitus, 
ii. 39, 42-47; of Empedocles, 
179-184; of Anaxagoras, 349, 
2 ; 352 ; of the S<>phists, 504 

Gods, how far derived by Greece 
from Egypt, i. 40 ; in Homeric 
and Hesiodic poems, 50, 112; 
489 ; 561, 1 ; in Greek religion, 
51, 52, 563; their worship re
quired by the State, 57 ; mys
teries connected with p:uticular, 
60, 61 sqq., 490; of the ancient 
cosmology, 84, 89 sq., 95 sqq. ; 
ideas about the, of Archilorhus, 
Terpander, Simonides, Solon, 
Theognis, 122, 123; attitude of 
the Greek to his, 140 ; recog
nition of the, by Thales, 221-
223 ; innumerable created, of 
Anaximander and Anaximenes, 
258, 270; recognition of the, 
by Pythagoreans, 490, 496; 
Enicharmus, 530 ; polemic of 
Xenophanes against the, 558-
561, 578; of Parmenides, 589, 
1 ; 596, 601 ; attitude towards 
the, of Heracleitus, ii. 100-103; 
of Empedocles, 179-184; of 
Democritus, 286-290, 301-303, 
405; of Anaxagoras, 324, 328, 
372; of the Sophists, 480-483, 
504 ; neo-Platonists, i. 160, 
161 ; reason given by Diagoras 
for ceasing to belieYe in, ii. 320 

Golden Age, myths of the, i. 29 ; 
how employed by Empedocles, 
ii. 177, 178 

Golden Poem, authorship of the, 
i. 312, n., 322; 438, 1; on gods, 
dremons, and heroes, 487, 3 ; 
moral precepts of, 494 

Good, the beautiful is also the, i. 
114; the, according to Epichar
mus, 530; the highest, according 
to Solon, 116; and evil among 
the ten fundamental opposites, 
i. 381 ; to Epicurus, Democritus, 

HAD 

IIeracleitus, ii. 98, 2; see Hap
piness 

Goods, Pl~to's theory of, i. 155; 
commumty of, among the Py
thagoreans, 343, 3.54; riches 
are not necessarily, asserted 
1.,y Sappho, 114; Solon, 116; 
equality of, first ad vacated by 
Phaleas, ii. 428, 6; Democritus, 
ii. 278, 281 ; Prodicus, 473; 
Divine and human, according to 
Democritus, 278 ; happiness to 
be sought in goods of the soul, 
308; all pleasures not, 471 

Gorgias of Leontini (Leonti nm), 
the Sophist,, ii. 412; his writings 
and lectures, 415, 2; 451, 489, 
492; end of his teaching, 431, 
4 71 ; scepticism, 4.51 sq. ; phy
sical theories, 460; doctrine of 
virtne, 4 71 ; rhetoric, 485, 1 ; 
491, 492 sq. 

Grammatical discussions uf Prota
gorns, ii. 489 

Gravitation, ii. 239; cause of the 
movement of the atoms in Ato
mistic system, 239 sqq., 299 

Greeks, in Homeric period, i. 49-
.51 ; thPir religion, 53 sq. ; dis
tinctive peculiarities of their 
genius, 138 sqq.; art, 142 sq. ; 
moral and political life, 74, 7.5 
sq., 140-142; ethical reflection 
until the 6th century B.c., 109 
sqq.; circumstances of the Greek 
nation in the 7th and 6th cen
turies B.C., 80 sq.; in the 5th 
century, ii. 395. 401; philosophy 
of the ; see Philosophy 

Gymnastic, prominence of, in Greek 
education, i. 78; and with the 
Pythagoreaus, 349, 3.53 

HADES, opinions of the poets 
on, i. 124-127; descent of 

Pythagoras into, 340; pnnish
ments in, 465 ; Heracleitus on, 
ii. S6, 87; Empedocles on, 17 4; 
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identity of 
100, 6 

HAP 

Dionysus with, 

Happiness, greatest, according to 
Sappho, i. 114; the Gnomic 
poets, 115; Phocylides, 117; 
Theognis, 118; the Stoics, 158; 
Epicureans, 158,178; Cyrenaics, 
178 ; Pythagoreans, 494; 495, 2; 
Heracleitus, ii. 98; Democritus, 
27 7 sqq. ; the highest end of 
human effort, Anarch:us, 318 

I!ar1110ny, invented by Pythagoras, 
i. 348, 1; by Pythagoreans, 
348, 884 sq.; the soul a, 384, 
1 ; developed, of the spheres, 
460 sqq.; the harmony of the 
body, 486; virtue is, 492; har
monical system of Philolaus, 
431-433; bow regarded by 
Heracleitus, ii. 38-42, 56 ; Em
pedocles, 143 

}leavens; see Universe; Anaximan
der's innumerable gods called, 
i. 258 

He,r;esidemus, said to have been the 
instructor of Hippi:is the So
phist, ii. 421, 2 

Hellanicus of Lesbos, i. 102 
Heracleitus, his permanent ele

ment, i. 190; gave new direction 
to philosophy, 204 ; relation to 
Eleatics,206; second division of 
pre-Socratic philosophy begins 
with, 208; life and treatise, ii. 
1 sqq. ; opinions on the ignor
:tnce of m:tn, 9; flux of all 
things, 11 sq.; fire as primitive 
matter, 20 sq. ; transformations 
of primitire fire, 27 sq. (cf. i. 
223, 4) ; strife, 32 sqq. ; har
mony, 38 sq. ; unity of oppo
sites, 38 sq. ; law of the uni
verse, the Deity, 42 sq. ; ele
mentary forms of fire, 48 sqq.; 

> way upward and downward, ,5(); 
astronomy and meteorok,gy, 57 
sqq.; the universe, 61 sq.; its 
eternity, 62 ; conflagration and 

HIP 

renewal of the world, 62 sq.; 
evidence for this, 64 sq.; :tp
parently contradictory state
ments, 1repl Ote,{r71s, etc., 69 ; 
Plato, 73; resu1t, 76; cosmic 
year, 77; ma':': son! and body, 79 ,: 
sqq.; pre-existence and immor
tality, 83 sq. ; reason and sense
knowlcdge, 88 sq. ; theory not 
sen,ualistic, 93 ; ethics and 
politics, 97 sq. ; relation of, to 
popular religion, I 00 ; and to 
Zoroaster, 115; historical posi
tion, 104 sq.; school, 113 

Heracles, an immigrant god fro:n. 
the East, 30, 42 ; Chronos
Heracles of the Orphic cos
mogony, i. 100; story of, in 
Olympus and his shadow in 
Hades, 124, n. ; story of, 11t 
the cross-ways, ii. 419, 2; dis
course of Prodicus on, 473, 483 

Hermes Trisinegistits, author of 
sacred Egyptian books, i. 40, 
41; 45, 1 

Hermodorus of Ephesus, ii. 99, 3 
Hermotimus, said to have in

structed Anaxagoras, i. 220; ii. 
384-386 

Heroes, worshipped by the Pytha
goreans, i. 487, 3 ; 488 ; future 
state of, ii. 86 

Hesiod, 'Theogony' of, 84-89; 
moral precepts in ' ,v orks and 
Days,' 112; precursor of gnomic 
poets, 113 

Hierarchy, absence of, in Greece, 
i. 55-57; influence of this on 
philosophy, 58 

Hippasits, a later Pythagorean, i. 
195; supposed fragments of bis 
writings, 313, 323; doctrine of 
numbers, 373, n. ; combined the 
doctrines of Heracleitus with 
those of Pythagoras, 526, 527; 
ii. 188, 1 

Ifippias the Sophist, hi~ character, 
teaching, and popularity, ii. 421, 
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· 4 22 ; his varied a~q nirements 
and love of rhet,,rical display, 
431, 458, 4.59; his reference of 
the 'unwritten laws' to the 
gods, 483; explanation of the 
poets, 487; rules concerning 
rhythm and euphony, 491; not 
opposed to ordinary customs and 
opinions, 472 ; first enunciated 
the Sophistic distinction between 
natural and positive law, 47 5 

Hippo, a physicist of the time of 
Pericles, who resembled Thales 
in his doctrines, i. 281, 282; 
accused of atheism, 283 

Hippodamus, the famous :aiilesian 
architect, ii. 428 ; included by 
Hermann among the Sophists, 
428, 5; first to plan cities ar
tistically, 428; first theoretical 
politician in Greece, 4 70, 1 

Hi.storp, sphere of, i. 11; laws and 
unity of, l4 sq.; periods of, 164; 
of philosophy, how it should be 
written, 21-26 

Homer, Gre<·k life and character in 
poems of, i. 49, 56; place in 
Greek education, 78, 111; ethics 
of, 110 sq.; on future retrilm
tion, 125 ; seen hy Pythagoras 
in Hades, ±89 ; his statements 
about the gods disapproved by 
Xenophanes, 560, 561; and by 
.Heracleitus, ii. 10, 3; 102, 2; 
allegorical interpretation of, by 
Metrodorus, 372, 6; 387; called 
an astrologer by Heracleitus, 
102,2 

oµow,u.<pYJ of Anaxagoras, i. 233, 
304; ii. 332 sqq. 

JBYCUS, represents Eros as 
springing from Chaos, i. 98, 1; 

says that Diomede became im
m"rtal, 125, 3 

Id,:eiis of .Hirn era, influenced in his 
doctrine by Anaximenes, i. 284 

Id,alism, definition of, i. 187; 

INT 

difference between modern sub
jective, and that of Plato, 153 

Idealists and Realists. Division 
of the p1"e-Socratics into, how 
far admis~ible, i. 187 sqq. 

Ideas, doctrme of, the Platonic, 
i. 154 sq., 397; not held by 
the Pythagoreans. 321, 322 

Ignorance of mankind deplored by 
Xenophanes, i. 575, 2; Heraclei
tus, ii. 9; Empedocles, 170, 
197 ; said by Democritus to be 
the cause of all faults, 282, 28:J ; 
regarded as a natural necPssity 
by aneient scepticism, i. 159 

Immortality, doctrine of, not ori -
ginally, bnt subsequently, cou
nected with Eleusinian mys
teries, i. 67, 68; said to have 
been first taught by Pherecydes, 
6g ; belief of Thracians and 
Gauls in, 73, 1 ; first placed on 
a philosophic ba, is by Plato, 
74; Pindarthe first poet who ex
presses belief in, 127; Herodo
tus says it first carnefrum Egypt, 
333, 1 ; asserted to have be.en 
held by Thales, 225; opinions 
of the Pythagoreans on, 477, 
481 sqq.; Heracleitus, ii. 76, 
83-87; Empedocles, 172-177 

Infinite, the, of Anaximander i 
229 sqq.; called divine, 249; 
Anaximenes calls his primitive 
air infinite, 268 ; of the Pytha
goreans, 467, 468 ; Xenophanes 
said to have called both the 
Deity and the UniYerse infinite 
565, · 566; see Unlimited ' 

Initiated, the, of the Orphic and 
Eleusinian mysteries, i. 61, 67; 
final destiny of, 126; among 
the Pythagoreans, 342, 343, 356 

Inspiration, poetic, explanation of 
ii. 292 ; of the Sibyl, 100 ' 

Intellectual faculty, theory of Par
menides and Empedocles, ii. 
197; see Cognition, Nous 
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ION 

Ionian and Dorian element in phi
losophy, i. 184 sqq.; see Dorian; 
philosophers, 211 sqq.; after 
Anaximenes, 280 .sqq. ; distinc
tion of a mechanical and dyna
mical tendency, 232 sq. 

Isocrates, said to have copied the 
style of Gorgias, ii. 4H, 4; 
mentions Pythagoras in Egypt, 
i. 33 ; 331, 1 ; the Busiris of, 
ii. 488, 1 

Italian and Ionian, division of 
Greek philosophy by some an
cient historians into, i. 191 

JEWS, Alexandrian, their deri-
vation of Greek philosophy, 

i. 26, 28; 64, 2 ; supposed 
teachers of Pythagor,i,s, i. 330, 
1; of Anaxagoras, 35, 37 sq.; 
ii. 327, n.; 385, 2, 3 

Justice, exhortations to, of Homer 
and Hesiod, i. 111, 112 ; Solon, 
116; Pythagoras, 494; Hera
cleitus, ii. 98; Democritus, 282; 
the ideal sum of all the virtues, 
i. 117; identified with certain 
numbers by the Pythagoreans, 
411, 420, 491; described as a 
faw of nature by Protagoras, 
ii. 470,471; as 1tu unattainable 
good by Thrasymachus, 479, 1; 
Sophistic distinction of natural 
and positive, ii. 471, 475-479; 
divine retributive in poets, i. 
112, 113; 122, 2; 125; P.vtha
goreans, 483, 485, 489, 496 

J(NOWLEDGE; see Cognition 
1C«8apµol of Empedocles, ii. 

172; 174, 6 
K6pos. of.Heracleitus, ii. 78, 1 

LASUS of Hermione, a lyric 
poet and writer on music, i. 

119, 1; 526, 6 

MAG 

Laurel, use of the, prohibited by 
Empedocles, ii. l 7 5, 3 

Leucipp1,s, founder of the Ato
mistic school, ii. 207 sgq.; see 
Atomistic school 

Limited ancl Unlimited, identified 
by the Pythagoreans with the 
Odd and Even, i. 378, 37\l, 
383 ; how regarded by Philo
laus, 371, 372; nature of these 
principles, 40') sqq. 

Lin_q1tistic enquiries and discus
sions falsely ascribed to Pytha
gores, i. 506; of Protagoras 
1tnd Prodicus, ii. 489 ; practise<l 
by Heracleitus, 97; and his fol
lowers, 114 ; catches popular 
with the Greeks, ii. 466, 9 

Linus, regarded as a philosopher, 
i. 4; someti1nes reck~ned among 
the se,·en wise men, 119, 1 

Logic, Hegel's definition of, i. 12; 
law of development in, different 
from that in history. J 3 

AO")'OS of Heracleitus, ii. 43, 1 ; 
44, 4; 46, 1 

Love and Hate, moving forces of 
Empedocles, ii. 138 sgq. ; see 
Eros 

Lycophron, orator of the school of 
Gorgias, ii. 425, 477 

Lysis, the Tarentine, a Pyth1t
gorean conjectured to be the 
author of the Golden Poem, i. 
322 ; escaped from Orotona 
to Thebes, 357, 2 ; 359, n.; 
361, n.; 363, 4; 364 

MAGI, supposed debts of Greek 
philosophy to the, i. 32, 3.'i ; 

connection with the, of Pytha
goras, 328, 2, 3; 513 sq.; qf 
Heracleitus, ii. 115, 116; of 
Empedocles, 189, 5, 191 ; of 
Democritus, 210, n., 211, n., 
326 n. 

11fagic and miracles ascribed tc 
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Pythagoras, i. 338, 339; 349, 2; 
352 ; to Empedocles, ii. 119, 
120; prophecy and, how re
garded by Democritus, 289-292; 
Democritus called father of, 
210, n. 

,vlagna Mo,.alia, i. 492, 498 
llfagnet, a soul itttributed to the, 

by Thales, i. 222 ; attraction of 
the, how explained by Diogenes 
of Apollonia, 298; by Empe
docles, ii. 134, 1; by Demo
critus, 230, 1 

Man, how regarded by Greek re
ligion, i. 53; see Anthropology, 
Soul, Body ; • man is the mea
sure of all things,' asserted by 
Protagoras, ii. 400, 405, 449 

21!arriage, supposed, of Pythagoras, 
i. 341, 4; i!47; precepts con
cerning, of the Pythagoreans, 
344, 347, 494, 495; identified 
with number five by Pythago
reans; i. 411, 420; opinions of 
Democritus on, ii. 284, 28,, 

,lfaterialism of the pre-Socratic 
philosophy, i. 152, 199 sq.; ii. 
399, 400 sqq. ; of the Atomists, 
299, 309; · of Anaxagoras, 346, 
381, 383, 38! 

.1.1fatlwmatics, not included in Greek 
education, i. 78; how regarded 
by Plato, 204; prominence of, 
with the Pythagoreans, 347, 
376, 446, 500 ; ii. 104, 106 ; pro
ficiency in, of Thales, i. 21:5, 3; 
Pythagoras, 328, ,i.; Archytas, 
366, 7 ; of Democritus, ii. 212, 
n., 214, n.; of Anaxagoras, 326; 
327, l ; of Hippias, 4,'i8; 
teach~.rs of, called Sophists, 
430, l 

]!,latter, according to Aristotle, the 
possibility of Being, i. 17 5; ac
cording to Plato, is unreal, 17 5 ; 
primitive, how regarded by 
the earlier and later Physicists, 
202-209; primitive, of Thales, 

VOL. II. 

MET 

:C:26; of Anaximander, 227 sqq.; 
of Anaximenes, 266 sqq. ; of 
Diogenes, 286 ; of Hippo, 282 ; 
Idams, 284 ; of the Pythago
reans, 370, 374, 390, 3U3 sqq.; 
how apprehended by the Elea-· 
ties, 568, 639 sq. ; by Reraclei
tus, ii. 20 sqq., 64, 105 sq., lJ 2 
sq.; by Empedocles, 126 sq., 129, 
138 sq., 193, 205; by the Ato
mists, 218, 220, 222, 310 sq.; 
by Anaxagoras, 330, 332 sqq., 
342, 383, 384; vovs the mover 
of,' i. 220 ; ii. 364, 384; vous a 
subtle kind of, 346 

,1Ieehanieal explanation of natur,,, 
founded by Empedocles anil 
Leucippus, ii. 205 ; logically 
carried out by the Atomists, 
311 

Mediciite, art of, practised by the 
Pythagoreans, i. 328, 2 ; 348, 
353, 354 

1llelesa,qoras, supposed adherent of 
Anaximenes, i. 284, 3 

Meliss,us, lifeand writingsof,i. 627, 
1 ; doctrine of Being, 634, 636, 
629 sqq. ; denial of motion and 
change, 634 sq. ; physical and 
theological theories ascribed to 
him, 637 sq. ; connection with 
Leucippus, ii. 307 

Melissns, treatise on, Xenophanos 
and llorgias, i. 533 sq.; first 
section, 634 ; second ~ection 
concerns Xenophanes and not 
Zeno, 526 sq. ; but does not 

· truly represent the doctrines of 
Xenophanes, 541 ; this trPatise 
not authentic, 551 ; its origin, 
554 

1lfetals, a kind of respiration a~ 
tributed to, i. 298 

Metempsyckosis, first introduction 
of, into Greece, i. 42, 67, 69, 7o; 
taught in the mysteries, 74 ; by 
Pherecydes, 69; 96, 4; 327, 3; 
belief of the Gauls in, 73, l ,; 
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eastern or Egyptian origin of, 
72; development of, 126 ; men
tion of, by Herodotus, 333, 
l ; personal transmigrations 
of Pythagoras, 340, 1 ; 483, 6 ; 
prominence of, in Pythagore,m 
philosophy, 365, 481 sqq.; held 
by Empedocles, ii. 177 ; i. 484, 
:i. 4 

J.1!eteorolo_qica? theories of Anaxi
mander, i. 256; Anaximenes,' 
278; Diogenes of Apollonia, 
295, 5; Xenophanes, 571, 572; 
Heracleitus, ii. 48, 57, 62; Em
pedocles, 158; Democritus, 252, 
253 ; Anaxagoras, 362 

11frt?-od1Jrus of Chios, an Atomist, 
ii. 313; sceptical view of know
ledge, 319, 320 

Metrodorus of Lampsacus, disciple 
of Anaxagoras, ii. 314, 1; 372; 
his allegorical interpretation of 
the Homeric myths, 387 

Milky Way, connected with the 
central fire, i. 466 

JJ!imnlff1nus, ethical contents of 
his poems, i. 114 

.~fixhtre of matter, primitive, 
wrongly ascribed to Anaximan
der, i. :.!32 sqq .• 241; with Em
pedocles, ii. 130 sqq. ; with 
Anaxagoras, 338 sq. 

Mnesarckus, father of Pythago
ras, i. 324 

Jfoch11s or Moschus, a Phmnician 
Atomist, i. 34, 41, 48; 328, 1 ; 
Democritus said to have de
rived doctrine of atoms from, 
ii. 212, n. 

}',[onad, alleged Pythagorean dis
tinction of the, from the One, 
i. 391; called Zavos 1'{,fYYOS, 

446, 1 
2110110/keism, not imported into 

philosophy from the mysteries, 
i. 63; indications of, in the 
poets, 121, 122; of the Ko
ran, how opposed to Greek 

lfOO 

religion, 136; of the Pythago
reans, 404, 489, 490; of Xeno
phanes, 559, 1; fi61, 562 sqq.; 
supposed, of Empedocles, ii. 
181-184; not connected with 
Anaxagoras's doctrine of vovs, 
340, :J52. Cf. Vol. I. 37 

Moan, theories re8pecting the, of 
Thales: recei\·es her light from 
the snn, i. 225; phases of the, 
214, n., 252; of Anaximander: 
shines by her own light, 253 ; 
size and place of. 253, n.; 254, 
2 ; how first formed, 27 4; ii. 
361, 6; is an aperture in a fiery 
ring, 252, n. ; oi Anaximenes, 
who is said to have first dis
covered that she gets her light 
from the sun, 27 4 ; of the Py
thagoreans : place of, in the 
universe, 444; said to be the 
counter-earth, 452, 1; conceived 
as a sphere 454 3 · 455 · 
456, 1 ; noti~ed i~ eciipse at 
her setting and after s1mrise 
by Pliny, 456, n. ; light of, de
rived from sun and central fire, 
456, 2 ; plants and living crea
tures in the, fairer and larger 
than on our earth, 457; length 
of a day in the moon, 457, 1; 
abode of departed souls and of 
dremons, 457 ; place of the, in 
the spheral harmony, 462, n.; 
circles above and beneath the, 
4 71 ; of Alcmreon : plane sur
face shaped like a boat, ascribed 
to the, 523, 1; called divine, 
523, 3 ; of Xenophanes : a 
fiery cloud lighted and extin
gui~hed at rising and setting, 
and moving in a straight line, 
57'2 ; inhabited, 573, 1 ; no in
fluence on the earth, 573, 2; of 
Parmenides: plnced midw"y 
between Milky Way and fixed 
stars, 600, 1; produced from 
the denser portion of the Milky 
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Way, 600, 2; mixed nature of 
the, 600, 2; face in the, 600, 2; 
of Heracleitus: heat and light 
of the, why less than the sun, 
and greater than the stars, ii. 
57, 2 ; ship of the, 58, n. ; of 
Empedocles : made of crystal
line air, 156; a disc, 156; gets 
light from the sun, 156; d;s
tance from the earth, 157; 
space beneath the, theatre of evil, 
l,'>7; of Democritus: consists 
of smooth and mund atoms, 
249 ; terrestrial nature of, 
mountains in, 249 : origin of, 
249, 250 ; placed between earth 
and stars, 250; motion and ve
locity of, 25 l ; placed next 
highest to the sun, 316; of 
Anaxagoras: origin of, 356; 
referred to in an obscure pas
sage as ano"Gher universe, 359 ; 
invisible bodies between, and 
the earth, 360; shows her own 
light in eclipses, 361 ; her or
dinary light reflected from the 
sun, has :mountains, valleys, and 
living inhabitants, 361; called 
mother of plants, 565, 3 ; .Ke
mean lion conjectured tu have 
come from, 361, 3; Antiphon's 
opinions on, 459, 3 

Motion, explanation of, by Dioge
nes, i. 290, 292; by Empedo
cles, ii.130 sq,; by the Atomists, 
i. 208; ii. 241; by Anaxagoras, 
342-346 ; denial of. by Parme
nides, ii. 117, 118; by Zeno, i. 
619 sqq. ; by Melissus, 634 sq. ; 
all things in constant, asserted 
by Heracleitus, ii. 11; i. 207 ; 
how regarded by Empedocles, 
118 sqq., 130,137, 145 sq., 200, 
201, 205, 206; by Leucippus 
and Democritus, 214, 215 sq., 
239 sqq., 307, 308; Anaxago
ras, 325, 330, 354, 364. 376 

JJlultiplicity, Zeno's arguments 

NAT 

against, i. 614, 626 ; Gorgias 
on, ii. 453-455 ; according to 
Heracleitus, 107; Empedocles, 
202; Democritus, 3(10, 306 ; 
Anaxagoras, 37 5 sq. 

Music, place in Greek education, 
i. 78; theory and practice of, 
with the Pythagoreans, 348, 
353, 384, 385, 431 sq. ; of 
the spheres, 460 sq. ; taught by 
Hippias, ii. 422, 2 

Myson, one of the seven sages, 
i. 119, 1; declared by Apollo to 
be the most blameless of men, 
120, 3 

Mysteries, Greek, i. 59, 60 sq.; 
Orphic, 64 sqq.; Pythagorean, 
351, 352, 3.55 sq., 376, 490 

Mpths, of Hesiod, i. 84; of Phere
cydes, 811; of Epimenides, 96; 
of the Orphic poems, 98 sqq. ; 
polemic of Xenophanes against, 
i. 561, 574; of Heracleitus,. ii. 
404; of Democritus, 287 sq.; 
the Anaxagorean interprefa
tions of, 3i2, 6 ; 387; Pro
dicus on, 482 ; of the Goldeµ 
Age, 177 ; how regarded in th~ 
Sophistic period, 402; myths.of 
Protagoras quoted by Plato, 471 

NAMES, opinion of Demomi~ 
tus on, ii. 27 5 ; distinction 

of, taught by Prodicus, 419, 1 ; 
480, 491 ; ambiguity of, subj~ct 
ot Sophistic quiboling, 466-468 

·:satim, unity of Spirit with,
characteristic of the Greeks, 
138 sq., 149; in the systems 
of Plato and Aristotle, 153 · 
Greek religion a worship of, 
157 ; all pre-Socratic philO,SO
phy a philosophy of, 152, 18,6, 
197; how regarded by po!jt
Aristotelian schools, 157 sqq.; 
natural truths, 157 ; physical 
explanation of, when aband.one<l, 
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209 ; how explained by the 
Atomists, ii. 238, 239 ; by 
Anaxngoras,350, 351; Sophistic 
view of laws of, 476 sqq. 

Nausicydes, a disciple of Demo
critus, ii. 319, 5 

Nausiphanes, a disciple of Demo
critus, ii. 319 

Ncoessity and free-will iu historical 
phenomena, i. 14-20; in Orphic 
cosmogony, 100 sq.; in the Py
thag01·ean system, 465; 466, 2; 
world-ruling goddess of Par
menides, called &v&.y«'I/, 595; 
meaning of, with Empedocles, 
ii. 183, 301; with Democritns, 
237, 239, 301; denial of, by 
Anaxagoras, 34/i. 382 

Neo-Platonimn, i. 35 ; compared 
with philosophy of Middle Ages 
and with ancient Greek philo
sophy, 160, 161; constitutes the 
third period of post-Aristotelian 
philosophy, 179 ; its general 
characteristics and tendency, 
132, 180-183 

Neo>P;1jthagoreans, statements re
. specting origin of philosophy, 

i. 28, 32; resperting Pythago
rean philosophy, 392, 506 sqq. 

Nessus, a disciple of Democritus, 
ii. 313 

Night, in ancient Cosmology, see 
Cosmology ; cause of, according 
to the Pythagoreans, i. 450 ; day 
and, the same, asserted by 
Herncleitus, ii. 15, 16 

]{on-Being, denial of, by Parme
nides, i. 584 sq.; his account 
of the ordinary view of, 592, 
605 sq.; denial by Zeno, 626; 
by Melissus, 635 ; Heracleitus 
said to have asserted identity 
of Being and, ii. 36, 37; Being 
and ~on-Being, two moments 
of Becoming, 309 ; ·how con
ceived by the Atomists-Being 

_is in no respect more real than, 

ODO 

ii. 217sqq.; the Void, 217,4; 
306 ; ' man the measure of,' 
asserted by Protagoras, 449 ; 
Gorgias on Being and, 452, 454 

Nous, division of the soul into vovs. 
,Ppeves, Ovµ.&s, ascribed to Pytha: 
goreans, i. 4 79; of Anaxagoras, 
ii. 342 (see Anaxagoras); of Ar
chelaus, 389 sq. ; how re1sarcled 
by Democritus, 299 ; by the So
phists, 400 

Numa, asserted by an ancient 
tradition to have been a Pytha
gorean, i. 518, 2 

Numbers, Pythagorean doctrine of, 
i. 187, 369 sq., 407 sqq., 419 
sqq.; compared with Plato's 
Ideas and Aristotle's Causes, 
370; botn form and substance 
of things, 375 sqq.; symbolic 
and lucky, 376; certain figures 
and angles assigned to particular 
gods, 4:t2; decuple system of,427 

QA 1'HS, Pythagorean respect 
for, i. 49,~; supposed prohi

bition of, 494, 6 ; Xenophanes 
disapproved of, 57 4 ; Sophistic 
quibble about, ii. 466, 7; Pytha
gorean oath, 420 

Objectivity, characteristic of Greek 
art, i. 144 ; and Greek philoso
phy, 145 

Oceanus, in the Cosmogonies of 
Hesiod, Pherecydes and the 
Orphics; see Cosmology, myth 
of, influence on Thales. i. 219 

Ocellus, of Lucania, liis · work on 
the universe, i. 319 

Octave, in Pythagorean system of 
Harm<>ny, see Harmony, i. 385, 
431,460, 465 

Odd and Even, in the Pythagorean 
system, i. 377, 381 sq., H6 sq., 
429 · 

Odours, some animals live upon, 
a Pyth~gorean opinion, i. 475. 
4; 480, 2 
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Old, subordination ol' the young to 
the, enjoined by the Pytha
gneans, i. 493, 495 

Z11.u,.1ro1, tc&a,.as, obp1mb, division 
of the universe into, i. 471, 472 

One and Many _iri Pythagorean 
table of opposites, i. 381 ; the, 
and duality, 386 sqq.; the, and 
Deity, 391-394, 401 sqq., 405; 
the, and matter, 410, 412; the, 
designated as the soul, and the 
point, 413 ; the first number, 
429; central fire called the, 442; 
Xenophanes declares Deity to 
be the, 655, 559 sq., 564; Being 
of Parmenides, 583; ( cf. Vol. II. 
195, I 99 ;) of Melissus, 634; 
Eleatic doctrine of the, ii. 112; 
comes from all, and all from, 
Heracleitus, ii. 36 ; 39 ; and 
Many, Zeno, i. 613--616; Par
meni<les, 689 sqq.; with Xeno
phanes, /i/55, 579 ; with Hera
cleitus as compared with 
Eleatics, ii. 107 ; with Empe· 
docles, 201; with the Atomists, 
216 ; pre-Socratics generally, 
398, 406 ; Gorgias asserts 
Being to be neither, nor Many, 
462, 463, 456 ; disputations of 
Athenian youths about the, and 
Many, 456, l ; Aristotle calls 
the Sphairos of Empedocles the 
One, 149 

Onomo,c1it;,us, collector of Orphic 
and Homeric poems, i. 62, 1, 
,65, 363 

Ophioneus, i. 91, 2; 93 sq., 106 
Opinion, number two Rtisigned by 

Pythagoreans to, i. 411, 420 ; 
, the region of the ?arth, 421, 1 ; 

knowledge and, view of Xeno
phanes respecting, i. 675; of 
Pa.rmenides, 591, 603; (his ex
planation of the world aceord
ing to ordinary, 692 sqq., 605 
sq. ;) of Heracleitus, ii. 7-10, 
88-96; of Empedocles, 167, 

PAB 

171 ; of Democritu$, 270--274 
sq., 298; of Metrodorus, 316, 
317; of Anaxagoras, 369,370; 
knowledge is merely, asserted 
by Protagoras, 449-461, 468; 
Gorgias, 454 ; momlity, justi~e, 
and religion, matters of, 476 sqq. 

Opposites, Pythagorean table of, 
i. 381, 509; all things consist 
of, maintained by Pythagoreans, 
i. 383 ; and Heracleitus, ii. 30 
sqq., 106, 309; present univer.;e 
as compared with the Sphairos 
called by Empedoeles, world of, 
175, 201, 202 

Oracles, i. 56 
Oriental philosophy, i. 43 sq., 133 

sq.; sur,posed derivation of 
Greek from, 26 sq. 

Orpheus, considered by Neo-l'lato
nists the first of phil9sophers, 
i. 4 ; reckoned among the seven 
v.ise men, i. 119, I 

Orphic poems, i. 62; theogonies, 
i. 98 sq,i.; fragments of Jewish 
origin, 64, 2 ; 1ta.Ta~r11s, 340, 2 

pA.711.PHILUS, reckoned among 
the seven wise men, i. 119, 1 

Pan, supposed derivation of the 
name, i. 40, 3; appears as Zellil 
in the Orphic theogony, i. 101 

Pa11theism of the Orphic poems, i. 
64, 65; germ of, in Greek re
ligion, 101; of Xenophanes, 
562-564; of Heracleitus, ii. 106 

Parrnenides, life and doctrine11, i. 
580 sq.; relation toXenophanes, 
582 sq.; doctrine of Being, 584 
sq.; corporeality of Being, 587 
sq., .590; reason and sense, 591 ; 
sphere of opinion, physics, 692 ; 
Being and non-Being, the light 
and the dark, 694 ; cosmology, 
697 sq. ; anthroJ>ology, 601 ; 
meaning of the Parmenidean 
Physics, 606 sq. 
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Percept-ion ; see Sense, Senses 
Periander, reckoned among the 

seven wise men, i. 119, 1 
Periods, division of, in history, i. 

164 sq. 
Persephone, i. 40, 3, 4 
Personality, human, validity and 

importance of, first adequately 
conceived in Christianity and 
modern science, i. 150 

Phaleasthe Ohalcedonian,ii. 428,6 
Phanes Ericap<l!Us, story of, i. 65, 

66, 101, 104, 106; another 
name for Helios, 106 

Phanton, i. 364, 5 
Phenomena, see Senses ; atmosphe

rical, see Meteorological theories 
Pherecydes of Syros ; taught trans

migration, i. 69, 71. 193, 194 ; 
his cosmogony, 89-96; connec
tion of Pythagoras with, 327, 2, 3 

Philo of Byblus, i. 95 ; 96, 4 
Philolaus, author of first Pythago

rean writings, i. 313, 314 sq.; 
h~s date and place of residence, 
363-366 ; his disciples, 364 ; 
account of Pythagorean doc
trines: number, 371, 376, 376; 
Limited and Unlimited, 379 sq.; 
harmony, 384, 385, 396; the 
One and Deity, 401 sq.; mean
ing of numbers and figures, 423 
sqq., 431 sqq.; the elements, 
438 ; formation of the world, 
439 sq.; central fire, 450 sq. ; 
the moon, 456, 2 ; forms and 
qualities of things, 475 sq.; the 
soul, 475 sqq. 

Philosophy, name and conception 
of, i. 1-9; extent and limits of 
Greek, 9; history of, not a phi
losophic construction, 10; but 
an exposition of its course and 
interconnection, H ; philosophy 
and the history of, 22 ; sophistic 
view of the problem of, 152; 
ii. 444, 445 

Philosophy, Greek, origin of; i. 26-

':!>HI 

128; derivation of, from Oriental 
speculation, 26 ; aU1Jient opi
nions concerning this, 26 sq. ; 
statement of the question, 30; 
external testimonies, 31 sq. ; 
internal ~vidence : theories of 
Gladisch and Roth, 35 ; positive 
reasons against Oriental origin, 
43sq. Nativesourcesof:(l) Be
ligfon, 49 sq. ; affinity of Greek 
religion with, 51 ; freedom of 
science in regard to religion in 
Greece, 58 ; supposed connection 
of, with the mysteries, 59; in 
respect of monothesim, 63, and 
metempsychosis, 67 ; (~) Moral 
Life, Civil and Political Condi
tions, 7 5 ; general character of 
Greek moral and political lifo, 
7 5 ; forms of government, 80 ; 
colonies, 81 ; ( 3) Cosmology. 
83 ( see Cosmology) ( 4) Ethical 
R{Hection ; Theology and An
thropology in relation to Ethics, 
109 (see Ethics, Religion, 
Gods); character of, 129 sq. ; 
in relation to philosophy of the 
East and of the Middle Ages, 
133 sq.; and modern, 137; 
distinctive peculiarity of Greek 
spirit, 138 ; manifestation of 
this in Greek philosophy as a 
whole, 144; and in its particu
lar forms of development, 151 
sqq. ; general result, 161 sq. ; 
principal periods in, 164 sqq.; 
meaning and yalue of periodic 
division, 164; first period, 166 
(against Ast, Rixner, Braniss, 
166; againstHegel, 169); second 
period, 17 4 ; third period, 179 

Philosophy, pre-Socratic, character 
and development of, i. 184-
210. Various representations 
of, 184; distinction of tendencies 
in, 184, 1 ; ( dialectical, ethical, 
184 ; realistic and idealistic, 
185; Ionian and Dorian, 191 ;) 
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division of, of Braniss, 193 ; 
Petersen, 194; Steinhart, 196, l ; 
a philosophy of nature, 197; 
development of, 198-200 ; three 
most ancient schools, 202 ; phy
·sicists of the fifth century, 204 
~q. ; the Sophists, 209 

Phocylides, i. 115, 117 
<J>u<T<Koi, cpu1noJ\.a-yo1, designation of 

philosophers, especially of the 
Ionittn school, down to the time 
of Socrates, i. 2, 4 

Physics, how far theology the 
precursor of, i. 108; when 
:first septtrated from met:1,
physics, 172 ; deYelopment of, 
by Ionians; treatment of, by 
the various philosophers, see 
their names 

Pindar, i. 68; his eschatology, 70, 
4-; 1;!7 

Pi,istratits, i. 62, 1; 119, l 
Pitta<JUs, i. 119, l 
Planets ; see Stars 
Plants, souls of, i. 69, l ; opinions 

concerning, of Hippo, i. 284, n. ; 
of Diogenes, 298; of Philolaus, 
480, l ; of Pythagoras, 495; of 
Empedocles, i. 484, 4; ii. 159, 
160, 16!, 174,175; ofDemo
critus, 263 ; of Anaxagoras, 
365 ; of Clidemus, 388, l 

Plato, his travels in Egypt,i. 34; 
relation to modern philosophy, 
153-157; toArchytas, 319,320; 
to the Pythagoreans, 354, 370, 
375, 395, 481-483, 486, 506; to 
the Eleatics, 606 sq., 627, 639 
sq.; on Heracleitus, ii. 104, and 
his school, 113-115; on Empe
doeles, 18,5, 203; on Anaxa.goras, 
345 ; 351, l ; the Sophists, 429 
sqq., 462, 490 sqq. 

Pleas1tre and aversion, how re
garded by Democritus, ii. 278, 
303 ; origin of, with Empedo
cles, 171 

Plenurn ; see Void 

FYT 

Poetry, relation of, to Philosophy, 
i. 130 

Polus of Agrigentum, pupil of 
Gorgias, ii. 424 ; cf. 388, 1 

Potycrates, ii. 488, l 
Polytheism; see Gods, Religion 
Pre-existence of the soul, held by 

the Pythagoreans, i. 483 ; Hera
deitus, ii. 87; Empedocles, 
172 sq. 

Priests; see Hierarchy 
Produ:-zts, ii. 416 sq.; aim of his 

instructions, 431, 460; his doc
trine of Virtue, Heracles, 473; 
on death, 473; religicus belief, 
483 ; rhetoric, 484, 486, 488 ; 
distinctions of synonymous 
words, 489-491, li12; relation 
to Socrates, liOO, 50 l 

Prophecy, practised by Pythagoras 
and his school, i. 338, 339, 1i ; 

349, 2 ; 488 ; Empedocles, ii. 
182; Democritns on, in dreams, 
291 

Propositions, different kinds of, 
according to Protagoras, ii. 490 

P1·01·us, a .Pythagorean contem
porary of .PhiJolans, i. 366, 6 

Protagoras, ii. 407 sqq.; his wri
tings, 416, 480, 481; 485, l; 
aim of his instructions, 431, 
470 sq.; sceptical theory of 
knowledge, 446 sq., 458 ; on the 
Eristic art, 461 ; doctrine of 
virtue, 4 70 sq. ; on the gods, 
481 sq. ; rhetoric, 485, 1 ; 486-
491; grammatical enquiries, !89 

Pythagoras, his date, i. 325 ; life 
and travels previous to his ar
rival in Italy, 27, 1 ; 33 ; 327 
sqq.; teachers, 326 sq., 334, 335, 
517; residence in· Samas, 336 -; 
em;gration to and residence in 
Italy, 336 sqq., 352 sqq.; death, 
357,359; supposed writings, 310 
sqq.; 313, 2; doctrine of tran~
migration, 355, 481 ; desires to 
be called cp,i..o<Tocpos instead of 
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a wise man, 491, 2; called a 
Sophist, 2, 3; said to have 
called himself a god, 483, 2 ; 
how far he may be regarded as 
the founder of the Pythagorean 
philosophy, 508 sq. ; reckoned 
among the seven wise men, i. 
119, 1 

l~ijtliagorean Philosophy, distinc
:ion of Pythagoreanism aud, i. 
368, 369. I. Fundamental con
ceptions of, 368; number the es
sence of things, 36!) ; apparent 
divnsity of views respecting 
this, 370 sq.; result, 375. The 
Oddand Even:Limitedand Un
limited, 377 sqq.; fundamental 
opposites, 381 ; harmony, 383 
sq. Examination of different 
theories: 1. Unity and Dnalit.Y, 
God and Matter, 386 sqq. (state
ments of the ancients, 387 sq. ; 
criticism of these, 392 sq. ; de
velopment of God in the world, 
404 sq.) !&. Reduction of the 
I'ythagorean principles to space
relations, 407. 3. The original 
starting-point of the system, 
414. II. Systematic develop
ment of the number theory and 
its application to physics, 419; 
the number system, 425 sq.; 
system of harmony, 431; figures, 
433; the elements, 436 sq.; 
genesis .of the world, 439 sqq.; 
the universe, 444 sqq. (ten 
heavenly bodies, 444 ; central 
fire and world-soul, 444, 448 ; 
earth and counter earth, 450; 
stars, 456 sq.; harmony of the 
spheres, 460 sqq.; fire of the 
periphery and the Unlimited, 
465 sqq. ; time, 468 ; upper 
and under regions of the uni
verse, 4 71 ) ; ~osmic periods, 
473 sqq.; graduated scale of 
terrestrial nature, 4 7 5 ; man : 
the soul, 475 sqq.; Metempsy-

RAil 

chosis, 481 sqq., 510; dremons, 
487 ; the gods, prophecy, 488 ; 
theology, 490; ethics, 4110; ac
cording to ancient authorities, 
490 sq. ; according to Aris
toxenus and later writers, 493 
sq. General summary, 496 ; 
P.vthagorean Philosophy as 
such sprang neither from ethics, 
497 ; nor from dialectic, 502; 
but from physics, 507. Gra
dual formation of the system, 
508 ; share of Pythagoras in 
it, 509 sq.; its origin not 
Oriental, 513; but Greek, 516. 
Question of Italian influence, 
518. Pythagore,,n Philosoph.Y 
in combination with other ele
ments, 521 ; Alcm:xon, 521 ; 
Hippasus, 526; E~phantus, 527; 
Epicharmus, 5:W. See their 
names. 

Pytkagoreans, originally a political 
. or religions party designation, 
i. 368, 2; authorities for their 
history, ao6 sqq.; Pythagorean 
society, 342 sqq.; its politi<-al 
character, 349, 354 ; its perse
cution, 357 sq.; disper~ion, 361 
sq., 365; later, 363; last of the, 
36fi, 367 ; Pythagorean and 
pseudo-Pythagorean writing$, 
310 sqq. 

QUALITIES of things derh-ed 
from the form, magnitude, 

and relations of atoms, Demo-
critus, ii. 229 sq. ; primary and 
secondary, 232 sq. 

RAZ}!; see Meteorologieal theo
ries 

Ra.inbow, i. 278, 2 ; 481, n. Sm 
Meteorological theories 

Rar4"aetion and coudensation of 
primitirn matter, held hy tho 
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Ionians, i. 207 ; Thales, 218 ; 
Anaximenes, 271, 280; Dio
genes, 291, 299; Id::eus, 284; 
Archelaus, ii. 390 

Realism and Idealism, i. 187 sqq. 
Reason, placed by Philolaus in the 

brain, i. 480; how regarded by 
Parmenides, i. 188, 591 ; by 
Diogenes and Anaxagoras, 301; 
ii. 342 sq., see voVs ; r. and sen~, 
see Sense and Sense Percep
tion 

Rel,:qirm. Greek, influenced by the 
East, i. 27, 1 ; relation of Greek, 
to Greek philosophy, 51 ; cha
ract,er of Greek, 52-5,5 ; free
dom of Greek science in respect 
to, 58; dependence of Eastern, 
Mohammedan, and Christian 
philosophy on, 59 ; attitude of 
Neo-Platonism to, 180 ; relation 
to, of Thales, 220, 221 ; the Py
thagoreans, 489 ; Xenophanes, 
558 sqq.; Hemcleitus, ii. 100-
103; Empedocles, 172,179 sq4J1., 
184; Democritus, 287 sqq.; 
Anaxagoras, 372 ; the Sophists, 
481 ; resemblance of Roman, to 
Pythagoreanism, i. 518, 2 · 

Retribution, future, with the an
cient poets, i. 125; Fytha
goreans, 483 sq., 494 sq. Cf. 
Death, Metempsychosis 

Rl,etoric of the Sophists, ii. 481 
sq. 

R{qM, natural and positive, ii. 
476 sq. 

SANCHUNIATH01'~ i. 48 
&tpplw. i. 114 

Scepticism, difference between an
cient. and modern, i. 159; sup
posed, of Xenophanes,, 575; 
of the Sophists, ii. 475 

Sciences, special, first recognition 
of, i. 5, 6 

Sea, the, represented by Hesiod as 

SlLR 

brought forth by the earth, L 
66, 88 ; by Pherecydes as the 
creation of Zeus, 93; in Orphio 
cosmogonies, 98. 5; 99,; Anaxi
mander, g;r-adual drying up of: 
261, 1; 260; origin of, 255; 
Diogenes, origin of, reason of 
its saltness, ~94; gr-adnal dry
ing up of, 298 ; H eracleitus, 
primitive fire first chai,,ged into, 
ii. 48; new formation of the eartb 
in, 6,5, 1 ; :Emp2doeles, exuded 
from the earth by solar heat, 
158, 5; Dernocritus, origin of, 
248; will in time dry up from 
evaporation, 248, 3 ; Anua
goras, why salt ,md bitteI-,. 
357, 1 ; f;)]'Jned by nxndation 
from the @arth, 357, 1; Hippias, 
the same opinion, 45!), 3 ; calle,~ 
by Pythagoreans the tears of 
C:ronos, 19-~, 2 

Self exannn111tiou, daily, enjoined 
on Pythagoreans, i. 349, 496 

Senses, the, a.nd sense-perne'ption, 
opinions of philosophers on: 
Parmenides, i. 591; ii. Horaclei
tus, 88 '*)q.; Empedocles, 167-
171 ; lJemocritus, 265-267 ; 
Anaxagoras, 367 sq.; Clidemus, 
388, 1; Protagoras, 44~, 449 

Separation of particular kinds of 
matter from the, Infinite; see 
Anaximander, Empedocles, Au
sxagoras 

Se'ltl'en, the nu11!llber of re:,son, i. 
475 

Silence, period of, in Pythagorean 
noviciate, i. 342; as to secret 
doctrines, 35 l, 1 

&monides of Amorgos, :religious 
and ethic,i,l :reflection;; iu his 
poems, i. 114, 122. 

Six, the numbel!"of the soul, i 47& 
Slavery contrary to nature, as

serted by Alcidamas, ii. 477 
Sleep, explanation of, by Diogenes, 

i. 297 ; Pal."menides, 602, l ; 
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Heracleitus, ii. 82; Empedocles, 
164 ; Democritus, 260, 309 ; 
Anaxagoras, 366, 5 

Socrates, his place in Greek philo
sophy, i. 152, 171 sqq.; ii. 406, 
407, 51,5 

Socmtic schools, i. 177 
Solon, called a Sophist, i. 2, 3; 

remark of Crcesus to, 1, 2; his 
poems and ethics, 115 sq.; one 
of the se,·en wise men, 119, 1; 
fame as a law-giver, 120, 3 

Soothsaying ; see prophecy 
Sopliist, meaning of the name, i. 2 ; 

ii. 429; history of particular 
Sophists, 407 sqq. 

&pkistie op-inion and teacliing, 
origin. ii. 394; previous relation 
0f philos0phy to practical lite, 
394 sq. ; necessity of scientific 
culture, 395 ; cancelling of the 
ancient philosophy. 398; revolu
tion in Greek thought, the Greek 
'Illumination,' 401, 403; points 
of contact in the pre1·ious 
systems, 404 ; external history 
of, 407 sg.; Protagoras, 408; 
Gorgias, 412; Prodicus, 416; 
Hippias. 421 ; Thrasymachus, 
Euthydemus, etc., 423 ; how 
regarded by the ancients, 429 ; 
the Sophists as professional 
teachers, 434 ; their paymmt 
for instruction, 436 ; scientific 
character of, 444 ; theoi·y of 
knowledge, 44,5 ; of Prota
goras, 446; Gorgias, 451; Xeni
ades, Euthydemus, 456, 4.57 ; 
Eristicdisputat.ion involves neg
lect of physics, 460 ; Sophistic 
art of disputation, 462 ; ethics, 
469 ; earlier Sophists, 470 ; 
moral consequences of. 4 7 4 ; 
opinions of the later Sophists 
on right, 475; relation of, to 
religion, 481; Sophistic rhetoric, 
485; various tendencies of, 496; 
historical importance and eharac-

STA 

ter of, 497; distinction of de
finite Sophistic schools, 506 sq. 

croq,fo., original meaning of, i. 1 
Soul, the, ancient ideas about, i. 

73,2; 123, 124;281,2; doctrines 
concerning, of Thales. 225, 7; 
Anaximander,256; Anaximenes, 
278 ; Diogenes of Apollonia, 
286, 2g2 296; the Pythagoreans, 
188, 448, 4i5 sq., 482 sq.; Alc
m:Eon. 524, 525 ; Hippasus, 026 ; 
Heracleitus, ii. 79, 80 ; Empe
docles 167, 2; Democritus, 256 
sg., 262 ; Anaxagoras, 364, 366 

Space ; see the Void 
Sphairos of Empedocles, ii. 149 

sqq. 
Spheres, the heavenly, of Anaxi

mander, i. 254, 258; the Pytha
goreans, 445, 1 ; Parmenides, 
598. 

Stars, the, theories concerning: of 
Thales, are fiery masses, i. 224, 
6 ; ;Little Bear, Pleiades, Hyades, 
214, n., 2lfi, n.; Anaximan
der: formed of fire and air, 252, 
258 ; spheres, 264 ; are innu
merable, 257; created gods. 
268; Anaximenes, are broad 
and flat., and float upon the air, 
274; origin, 274; from con
densed vapours, motion, 275; 
created gods, 276; Diogenes of 
A pollonia, origin, 292, 294, 
295 ; are porous bodies like 
pumice-stone, the hollows of 
which are filled with fire, 29,'\ ; 
the Pythagoreans, names for 
particular constellations, 490, 
2 ; spheres and revolution of, 
444 sq.; are like the earth, 
and surrounded by an atmo
sphere, 456 ; revoh'e around 
central fire, and determine ros
rnical year, 458 ; are di vine, 
458; morning and evening star 
the same, 458, 1; Alcmreon, are 
di vine, because their motion re-
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turns into itself and is eternal, 
523, 524; Xenophanes, origi
nate from vapours of earth and 
water, 568 ; are fiery clouds, 
and move in an endless straight 
line above the earth, 572; circu
lar motion is an optical delusion, 
572; Parmenides, are fiery mas
ses of vapour, 600, 2; heaven 
of fixed, 599 ; Heracleitus, 
his opinion of, ii. ii9, 60 ; Empe
docles, are fastened to the sky, 
while planets move freely, l.'i7; 
Democritus, are masses of stone 
heated by the revolution of the 
heavens, 248, n., 249 ; their 
motion, 251; Milky Way com
posed of many, 252, 2; Metrodo
rus, 315, 1; 316, n.; Anaxagoras, 
are masses of stone torn away 
from the earth by the force of 
the original rotation of matter, 
356; become incandescent in the 
:ether, 3b6 ; courses and motion, 
etc., 360, 362 

State, views concerning the, of the 
Pythagoreans, i. 349, 493 sq.; 
Heracleitu,,;, ii. 98 sq.; Demo
critns, 283 sq. ; the Sophists, 
475 sq. 

Stoic philosophy, character and 
results of, i. 1.58, 159 

Suicide forbidden by the Pytha
goreans, i. 483, 1; 491 

Sun, the, in the Orphic cos
mogonies, i. 64, 99, 106 ; 
theories and discoveries re
specting, of Thales, the sol
stices, 214 ; foretold eclipse 
of, 214, n.; size of, 214; Anaxi
mander, is an aperture in a 
ring formed of air and filled 
with fire, 252, 253 ; size, 253; 
influence on earth and sky and 
origin of animals, 253, 255 ; 
Anaximenes, is flat and broad, 
and supported by the air, 273, 
274; origin of, 274 ; disappears 

THA 

at night behind the northern 
mountains, 275,276; solstices, 
277, n.; Diogenes of Apollonia, 
is a porous body, arising from, 
and sustained by terrestrial va
pours, 295 ; Pythagoreans, is 
a vitreous sphere, 455 sq.; re
volves around the central fire, 
444 ; aod reflects its light, 
450-452, 455, 466 ; sphere of, 
4.52, 2; eclipses of, 45,5; place 
of, in the spheral harmony, 462, 
n.; motes of the, are souls, 4 76 ; 
Alcmreon,shape of,523, 1 ; Xeno
phanes, is a fieey cloud kindled 
and extinguished at rising and 
setting, 572 ; moves in a straight 
line, 572; Parmenides, is of a 
fiery nature, and produced from 
theMilky"Way,600, 2; influence 
of, on origin of man, 601; Hera
cleitus, daily renewal of, ii. 
57 sq.; Empedocles, agrees 
with Pythagoreaus respecting 
nature and light of, 156 ; course 
of, 157; Democritus, origin cf, 
249; 250, 2; motion and velo
citv, 251; fixed stars reflect 
light of, 252, 2 ; Metrodorus, 
is a precipitate from the air, 
315, 2; daily renewal of, 316, 
n.; Anaxagoras, is a red-hot 
stony mass, 3.56, 3 ; father of 
plants, 365, 3 ; motion and size 
of, 360-362 ; eclipses of; see 
Eclipses. 

<Tuveop,a, the Pythagorean, i. 357 

T-ELAUGES, son of Pythagoras, 
ii. 188, 1 

Terpander, i. 122 
Tetractys, the, Pythagoras c.1lled 

the revealer of, i. 428 
Thales, supposed visit to Egypt, 

i. 33 ; history of philosophy 
begins with, 84, 1; 127, 166; 
among the seyen wise men, 119, 
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1,213; and the wisest of them, 
121 ; his life, 211-216; sup
posed writings, 216, 2; philo
sophy, 216 sqq.; water as pri
mitive matter, 217 sq. ; orga
nising force, 220 ; origin of all 
things from water, 223; other 
theories ascribed to him, 224 
sq. 

T!tearw, wife or daughtn of Py
thagoras, i. 341, 4; 372, 4 

Theognis, i. 115, 117, 122, 123 
Theogony of Hesiod, i. 84 ; not a 

philosophy, 89 
Thought, Democritus on, and 

perception. ii. 270 sqq.; see 
Cognition, Nous 

17ira.~ymach,ts, the Sophist, ii. 423, 
460; 464, 6; 481 

Thunder, see Meteorological The
ories ; frightens sinners in 

. Tartarus, according to Pytha
goras, i. 483, 3 

Timmus the Locrian, treatise on 
the world-soul attributed to him, 
i. 319 ; date according to Plato, 
364 

Time, Chronos of Pherecydes, i. 
(J 1, 2 ; according to the Pytha
goreans, 469 · 

Tisias, his school of rhetoric in 
Sicily, ii. 489 

Tones, see Harmony, Pythago
rean system of, i. 431-433. 

Transmigration of souls ; see Me
tempsychosis 

TyrtrPus, Spartan elPgiac poet, i. 
114, 127 

UNITY of History, see History; 
of spirit with nature, see 

Nature; of primitive matter 
with motive force, i. 200, 220, 
249; and duality, with the 
Pythagoreans, 387 sqq., 394 
~q. ; of all Being asserted by 
Xenophanes, 561, 582; and 

WOM: 

Parmenides, proved by Zeno, 
611 sq.; Melissus, 632; of 
Being and Thought, held by 
Paimenides, 583, 590; of the 
world, by Anaxagoras, ii. 338, 
359 

Universe, the, opinions concerning, 
of the Pyth"goreans, i. 443 sq.; 
Parmenides, 598; Heraeleitus, 
ii. 62; Democritus, 247; An
axagoras, 360 

Unlimited, the, of Anaximander, 
i. 227 sqq.; of the Pythagoreans, 
466 sq. 

Unlimitedness, of the atoms as 
to number, and of the Void, 
maintained by the Atomists, ii. 
223, 228, ~45 

J7EINS, called the bonds of the 
soul, i. 482, 1 

Virtue, a number, i. J 88; a ha1'
mony, 491 ; Sophistic doctrine 
of. ii. 470 sqq. ; opinions of the 
philosophera on ; see Ethics 

Void. the, maintained by the 
Pythagoreans, i. 468; Ecphan 
tus, 528 ; the Atomists, ii. 228 ; 
denied by Parmenides, i. 586 ; 
Mel issus, 634-636; Empedocles, 
ii. 135 ; Anaxagoras, 342 

WATER as primitive matter, i. 
217, 226 

Wind, connection of souls with the, 
i. 48,5, 2 ; theories respecting; 
see Meteorological Theories 

Wise men, the seven, called So
phists, i. 2, 3 ; their names 
variously given, 119, 2; their 
ethics, ll9 ; relation to philoso
phy, 120, 121; judgment of 
Heracleitus on, ii. 10 

Women, ed_ucation of, neglected by 
the Greeks, i. 77; among the 
disciples of Pythagoras, i. 341, 
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4 ; Theano on the duty and 
position of, 49,5, 2 ; low opinion 
of Democritns of, ii. 286; h,we 
warmer nature than men and 
originally sprang from the 
south, according to Parmenides, 
i. 601, 3; this theory reversed 
by Enipedocles, ii. 162 

Works and Days, ethics of He
siod' s, i. 112 

World-soul, resemblance of Ad
rastea in Orphic poems to 
Plato's, i. 101 ; not held by 
Thales, 222 ; supposed Pytha
gorean doctrine of the, 48.5, 1 ; 
486 

World, the, is to Plato the ,isible 
God, i. 154; formation of~ ac
cording to Thales, 223, 224 ; 
Anaximaniler, 248 sq.; Anaxi
menes, 273 sq.; Hippo, 282; 
Diogenes, 292 ; the Pythago
reans, 4;;9 sq. ; Empedocles, ii. 
160 sq.; Democritus, 244 sq.; 
Anaxagoras, 345 sq.; Arche
laus, 390 ; was without be
ginning, according to Xeno
phanes, i. 565 sq. ; Heracleitus, 
ii. 21, 76, 77; periodical con
struction and destructi-0n of, 
held by Anaximander, i. 256; 
Anaximenes, 278 ; Diogenes, 
298; Heracleitus, ii. 76, 77; 
Empedocles, 146 sq., 151, 15'2; 
unity of, held by Heracleitus, 
61, 74; animate natnre of, ac
cording to Thales, i. 222 ; innu
merable worlds, spoken of by 
Anaximander, i. 257 sqq.; Anaxi
menes, 277; Democritus, ii. 245; 
ascribed to Xenophanes, i. 571; 
relation of, to God, cf. God; world 
above and beneath the moon, i. 
471 

X EYIADES, the Sophist, ii. 
-126, 466 

ZOR 

Xenophanes, sources in regard to 
his doctrine, i. 533 · life and 
writin!J's, 656 sq.; 'theology, 
polemrn . against polytheism, 
MS ; umty of all Being, 561 ; 
more precise definition of this, 
564, 665 ; no deniitl of Be
coming, 566 ; physical theories, 
567 sq.; ethics, 574; supposed 
scepticism, 5 74 sq. ; character 
of his philosophy, 577 

Xenophilus, a musician, disciple of 
Eurytus, the Pythagorean, saicl 
to have lived to 106 in perfect 
health, i. 364, 5, end 

YEAR, cosmic, according to 
the Pythagoreans, i. 458 ; 

according to Heracleitus, ii 77 

Z'AGREUS, myth of, i. 64, I; 
105 

Zaleucus, said to h,we been in
structed by Pythagoras, i. 342, 1 

Zalmoxis, story of; and Pytha
goras, i. 73, 1 ; 330, 3; 337 

Zaratas, i. 328, 3 
Zeno of Elea, life and writings, i. 

609 sq. ; relation to Parme
nides, 611 sq. ; physical theories 
ascribed to him, 6IJ, 612; refu
tation of ordinary presentation, 
612; dialectic, .53U sq.; argu
ment against multiplicity, 614 
sq.; against motion, 619 sq.; 
historical importance of these 
demonstrations, 625 

.Zeus, meaning of, with Pherecydes, 
i. 91 sq.; in Hesiodic and Or
phic myths, 64, 66, 100, 101, 
104 sq., 107; sayings of the 
poets concerning, 112, 122 

Zoroaster, supposed connection 
with Pytbai(oras, i. 328, 3 ; 
515; with Heracleitus, ii. 116 
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The Authorised English Translation of 

DR. E. ZELLER'S WORK ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE GREEKS. 

SOCRATES and the SOCRATIC SCHOOLS. Translated 
by O. J. REICHEL, M.A. B.C.L. sometime Scholar of Queen's College, Oxford. Second 
Edition, enlarged from lrfaterials eupplied by the Author. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d. 

'This is a wholly new translation from all the :flowing ease of a well-written ori-
the third German edition, nnd the trans- ginal composition .... Taken as a whole, 
1ator bas done his work with such exceed- the book is one of profound value and 
ing carefulness, and yet with such success interest. nnd while specially so to the phi-
in renderine- the sometimes crabbed and losopbical stndent, may be commended to 
often involved German into Miomatic all thoughtful readers.' 
English. tbn.t his workmanship readR with BRITISH QUARTERLY REVIE\Y. 

PLATO and the OLDER ACADEMY. Translated by 
SARAH F. ALLEYNE, and AI.l4'RED GOODWIN, B.A. Fellow and Lecturer, Balliol 
College, Oxford. Crown Svo. 18s. 

'The compliment of translation is well 
deserved by the patient erudition and 
masterly arrangement of the original, 
which is an indispensable aid to the readers 
of PLATO and ARlSTOTLE. Of this trans
lation it can be said that in all essential 
respects it may be relied on as an equivalent 
of ZELLF.R'S book.' ACADEMY. 

• This is a tram:]ation of Dr. EDUARD 
ZRLIJm's Plato und die iiltere Akademie, 
a work of great value to students of PLATO, 
but hitherto only in part accessible to 
English readers. The text has been admir
ably translated by Miss AT,LRYNF.. ,vho bas 
proved herself fully competent to deal 
with the philosophical terminology of the 
German original, and to execute a transla
tion which does not, like some translations, 
JJroclaim itself as such by any un-English 
structure of its phrases and sentences. 
Copious notes and references have been 
added by Mr. Goonwrn, Fellow of Balliol 
C(?llegP, who shares with Miss ALLEYNE 
the responsibility of the work. The value 
of Dr. ZF.LLER's work has been amply 
acknowledged by Professor JOWETT in the 
Prefacet:)tbe second edition of Ms PLATO; 
and this transiation of it will be a great 
boon to many students of PLATO who (as 
its Authors suggest in their Preface) are 
less familiar with Gennan. than the Greek.' 

GUARDIAN. 

'The work must become indispensable 
to the s.tndent of PLATO. It con-iists of 
sixteen chapters, in which Plato's life, the 
order of his writings. the character of his 
Philoi':ophy, his Physic..<;, his Ethics, and his 
Religion, are treated with great detail and 
rr..inuteness. It is., of course, impossible in 
these pages to do more with so vast a 
work-not, vast, however, in bulk, being n. 
book of h00 pages-than to call attention 
to it, and, if possib]e, to give some idea of 
its style.' EDUCATIONAL TIMF.S. 

'In all its departments Dr. ZELLER'S 
book is both comprehf'nsive Rnd trust
worthy. Re seems to have said the last 
word on Greek philosophy; and his volu.mes 
are among those monuments of nineteenth 
century German research which make one 
wonder what will remain for the scholars 
of the twentiE th century to do. He brings 
to his task the two essential qualities
v&.st learning, and the power of moving at 
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